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We want you to

always view our monitors

in a certain way.
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no small coincidence. Microsoft Windows works the w(tyyou do: On more than one thing at a time.
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ju do amazing things—like this—simply.

The trouble with usingWindows™ applications

every once in a while, is that you’re onlyamazin^y pro-

ductive every once in a while.

This has got to stop.Which iswhy
ther^ the ^crosoft*Windows envi-

ronmait—the firstandoilygn^&fe^

environment to let you work with

multipleWindows or DOS applica-

tions without ever closing a sin^e

file, or quitting a single program.

You may never see your

C prompt again. Just give NDcrosoftWindows a 40-hour

work week and you’ll be pointing, clicking, cutting,

pasting and flying throu^ your work with the greatest

of ease. Cut from a spreadsheet and paste onto a word

processing document—without scissors and a copy

nfiadiine. ficchange iiiftirniation, link files and prograrns,

then watch your data get updated automatically, or if

you prefer, at your command.
Call US at (800) 541-1261, DeptJ88 far more facts

about howWmdows can open up doors, and far our ftee

Windows Shopping Catalog

And see how the only way to get the most out of

yourWindows, is to look into ours.

H/Bcmsoft
Making it all mate sense'

Custonien inside the SO United States, call (800) 541-1261. Dept J88. In Canada, call <416)673-9811. Outside the

U.S and Canada. ^1 (206) 882-8661. 0 1989 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Mkrosofl and the Microsoft

logo are registered trademarks and Making it ail make sense and Windows art trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
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PostScript Language
Interpreterfor 0te IBM PC

PostScript
Printer

Gain access to your
word processor's
PostScript features:

Font Scaiing, Rotation,

Kerning, Graphics, etc.

GoScript - $195 - With 13 Fonts!

GoScript Plus - $395 • With 35 Fonts!
Both ineluOe our High Oualfty, Seslabie Outline Fonts

Includes Drivers for; NEC Pinwriter;

HP LaserJet il/IIDZ-f, DeskJet/^. PaintJet;

Canon LBP-8II(/II. BubbleJet BJ130;
Epson LQ and FX; Toshiba 24-Pin:

Fujitsu DL 24-Pin; Panasonic KX-1 1 24;

IBM ProPhnter. Quickwriter, Quietwriter III:

Intel Visual Edge System; Siemens PT-90

‘Send a copy of your retail sales

receipt with your GoScript

registration card, and receive

16 ADDITIONAL FONTS
FREE

Call tor Details. Limit 1 per retail customer.

Otfer good through December 31, 1969.

ORDER TODAY!
Contact Your Local Dealer

or call the LaserGo Order Line

(800 ) 451-0088
In Cjtftada. Contact: CDP Communications

Toronto, ON. TEL; (416) 323-9666 FAX: (416) 323-3878

^..laserGo, Inc
TEL: (619) 450-4600

FAX; (619) 450-9334

9369-A Carroll Park Drive. San Diego, CA 92121

The annual PC Magazine printer

roundup is our biggest issue of the

year. With reviews of 109 printers,

this sixth annual printer blockbuster is

the largest in five years.

What does it take to make this project

fly? Teamwork, and lots of it. For six

months, more than 50 people worked

together like a well-oiled machine.

Grounded in the traditions of past

issues, this year’s team used the text

speed test in use since 1984. Therefore,

you can compare

the results for the

nearly 600 print-

ers we’ve re-

viewed over the

last six years. The

Index, put to-

gether by edito-

rial assistant

Wendy Murch
and editorial sec-

retary Jean Ri-

solo, lists prices

and text speed

results for the 312

printers that are

still available.

PC Labs proj-

ect leader Bill

O’Brien—with help from contributing

editor Alfred Poor—added new graph-

ics and color output tests. There are new

product categories, like color page print-

eis, portable printers, and color dot matrix

printers.

To find all these printers, editorial

assistant Ann Sherman plowed through

mounds of material gathered by re-

searcher Tom Giebel, then contacted

the 46 vendors that sell this year’s cix^.

In May, truckloads of printers ar-

rived at our door. Soon inventory con-

trol coordinators Peter Bastide and Eric

Thomas had their hands—and theirPC
Labs inventory room—filled with print-

ers. They tracked the printers in our

database, measured the machines,

and set them up for testing.

In June, PC Labs was busting out all

over with 24 reviewers; PC Labs man-
ager Bmce Freeman and inventory

coitrol manager John R. Delaney made

the testing run like clockwork. Printer

project veterans Bmce Brown, Alfred

Poor, and M. David Stone reviewed the

bulk of the printers and helped guide a

slew ofnewer reviewers. Executive editor

John Dickinson,

who directed the

first PC Maga-
zine printer proj-

ect, flew in from

the West Coast

to lend his ex-

pertise.

As testing

ended in July

and August,

mountains of

output and test

results were

passed along to

lab assistant Lisa

Barr, who with

Ann Sherman
organized the

data for both the Guides to Printers and

the Fonts & Features tables.

Throughout August, our editorial

offices overflowed with reviews, which

staff editor Stephanie K. Losee edited

through many late nights. As we began

to wind down in the labs and editorial

offices, other departments began to gear

up. Managing ^itor Diane D’Angelo

and assistant editor M. Stephanie Ricks

ushered the project through the copy

edit, art, and production departments.

The resuh of this massive team effort

is in your hands. Ifyou’re looking fora

printer, you’ve come to the right place.

—Mary Kathleen Flynn

Printer project behind-the-ecenee eteff: Eric Tho-

mas, Wandy Murch, Pater Bastida, Lies Barr, arid

Ann Sherman.
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ntroducing the world’s

fastest PostScript printers
Faster processing means faster results.

The new QMS-PS‘ turbos are the highest-

performing Adobe* PostScript' laser

printers on the market Propelled by a

supercharged 20-MHz 68020 processor,

they give you faster results-in-your-hand

than the Apple’ LaserWriter’ II NTX.

More for less

These hot new turbo machines have more
advanced printing features, too. More host

interfaces, more
printer emulations,
more resident type-

faces. For a thousand

dollars less than the

NTX, you get the
QMS-PS 810 turbo
complete with the
RS 232, AppleTalk:
and Centronics* Paral-

lel interfaces. Plus

39 typefaces.

8 ppm PostScript Laser Printers

TVpeof
Laser Printer

QMS-PS
810

turbo

QMS-PS
820
turbo

Apple LW
II NTX

Processing speed 20 MHz 20 MHz 16 MHz

Time

to

print

(in

minutes)

Graphics (1 pg) 0.23 0.23 0.54

TfactPpg) 2.68 2.68 3.28

Ibct + Graphics

(Ipfi)
0.90 0.90 1.36

List Price $5,995 $6,995 $6,995

This new speed demon’s memory is

expandable to 8 MB. And its SCSI interface

supports up to seven hard disks of

unlimited size.

Doable your output

For twice the paper handling and twice the

prints per month, choose the QMS PS-820

turbo. Based on the durable Canon* TX
engine, it has two 200-sheet paper cassettes

and a workhorse 10,000-page-monthly

duty cycle.

If you’ve been waiting for a faster, more
powerful PostScript laser printer, your wait

is over. For more information or the

location of the dealer nearest you, just call

1 -800 -523-2696.

IWELASER
'^connGCTion

A QMS* Company
‘nw Mloviiv «r( tradcnarlu or rditlrrrtl tr*d(B*rii* of ttuir mpectivc roopame* QMS.
QMS>PS*ndLuorCofioeetionofQMS. Inc; A4obe and PMtScnptot Adobe Syuom. Inc . Apple

and LaserWriter of Apple Coaputer. Inc. ; Canon ofCanon. USA. Inc. £ I9i9 Laser CanaeciiorL

CIRCLE 2590N READER SERVICE CARD
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UP FRONT COVER STORY

INSIDE

LETTERS

ADVISOR
Lori Grunin! Blanking your screen; formatting a 720K
floppy disk to hold 1 .44MB

.

Pel FIRST LOOKS
More than a tiny DOS container, the I -pound Poqet PC
redefines the meaning of portability.

With Easel/2, you don't have to be a Presentation

Manager programmer to build GUI-based applications.

Automatic emulation switching distinguishes the IBM
Personal Page Printer n.

The Toshiba T3200SX fills the gap between tbe 286-

based T3200 and the 386-based T5200.

Repetitive printing is made fast and easy with Dan
BrickUn’s PageGarden.

Q NEW AND IMPROVED
Alan Cohen

ra PIPELINE

Gus Venditto

O BILLMACHRONE
Jargon and PC Magazine.

El JOHN C. DVORAK
The myth of the replacement

market.m Inside Track

Bl JIM SEYMOUR
Computer retailing in the

1990s.

la WILLIAM F.ZACHMANN
On habits.

Bl STEPHEN MANES
Portrait of the columnist on a

bad day.

PI PRINTERS
The 1989 Printer Roundup
John Dickinson! PC Labs tests 109 new printers in our

largest printer issue in five years. Hewlett-Packard has

lowered the entry-level spewl on lasers and the street

price to $ 1 ,000. Dot matrix printers offer better features,

including color output and improved paper handling.

^9 How We Tested the Printers

The Best Output in the Land

How to Read the Printer Guides and Tables

Once you've tom down all of

laws in the country and you fi

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide beh

Courier Bold Underl

i

Palatino Bold Underlined ,

Laser Printers: A Broader Spectrum

Alfred Poor! PC Magazine reviews 35 new lasers costing

from $ 1 ,000 to $20,000 and printing from 4 to 22 pages

per minute. What's new'? Duplex printing, PostScript

and LaserJet II emulations coupled in the same printer,

and a 10-ppm LaserJet II clone from Big Blue.

^ ThePC Magazine Printer Guide: Laser Printers

R Paper for Page Printers

^ How to Get the Most Out of Your Laser Printer

^ Printer Languages: The Next Generation

Lights! Camera! Print It! Laser Printer Technology

Explained

Editor’s Choice

Color Page Printers: Affordable at Last

Gerard Kunkell For the first time, PC Labs tests color

page printers. Get the picture on five machines that

produce gorgeous four-color output.

a ThePC Magazine Printer Guide: Color Page Printers

Editor’s Choice

Monochrome Dot Matrix Printers: Not Dead Yet

Stephanie K. Loseei PC Labs tests 50 new monochrome

machines—from 9-pin narrow-carriage forms printers to

24-pin wide-carriage speed demons.

MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1989
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COVER STORY PRODUCTIVITY

ThePC Magazine Printer Guide: Monochrome Dot

Matrix Printers

Paper for Dot Matrix Printers

Dot’s Good Enough for Me! Dot Matrix Technoiogy

Explained

HP DeskJet Plus: A Lot like a Laser

Editor’s Choice

Portable Printers: On-the-Road Output

5fevc LewiskU In another new section, PC Magazine

reviews four printers—three portable and one

transportable.

ThePC Magazine Printer Guide: Portable Printers

Editor’s Choice

Color Dot Matrix Printers: The Inexpensive Path to

Color

Bruce Brown! A brand-new PC Labs color output test

lets you rate 15 color dot matrix printers, most of which

represent the vendors’ top-of-the-line models.

ThePC Magazine Printer Guide: Color Dot Matrix

Printers

Editor’s Choice

I

ENVIRONMENTS
Understanding and Using B4zier Splines in OS/2

Graphics

Charles Petzoldl As the need for better text display

enlarges the role of vector fonts, GPI support for Bezier

splines becomes increasingly important.

POWER PROGRAMMING
Arithmetic Routines for Your Computer Programs,

Part 1

Ray Duncan! Handling arithmetic operations in

assembly language requires care and attention to logic.

USER-TO-USER
NeilJ. Rubenkingl A new approach to validating

command-line arguments for batch files; a simple batch

file that will compile programs in any language;

unloading TSRs in DOS 4.0.

LANGUAGES
Tony Rizzo! Avoiding the difficulties that redefining

Turbo Pascal's enumerated types can cause; a look at the

functions our COURIERS utility provides; a method for

obtaining an accurate time of day.

The PC Magazine Printer Index (1984-1989)

To compare prices and speed-test results for all available

printers PC Magazine has reviewed over the past six

years, turn to this comprehensive index.

PRODUCTIVITY

UTIUTIES
ISTCLASS and COURIERS Make Binai7 MCI
Transfers Easy

Pete Maclean! Looking for an alternative to Lotus

Express for sending .COM, .EXE, spreadsheet, and

other binary files over MCI Mail? Here’s your answer.

480

503

509

Direct Marketing
Connection

Marketplace

Reader Service Card

Coming Up

S Editorial Product Index

Advertisers’ Product
Index

BQ Showcase

Index to Advertisers

Eg TUTOR
Tony Rizzo/ How bus speed affects a PC’s performance;

g
abugintheearly IBM video BIOS. i

Bin CONNECTIVffY CLINIC §

Frank J. Detfler, Jr.! Speeding installation of ELS
NetWare: getting MCI Mail service on a network.

AFTER HOURS

Pay your bills on-line with

CheckFree.

VCR Companion adds sizzle

(o home video.

The Colony: “Lost in Space”

wasn't like this.

ECT ABORT, RETRY, FAIL?

BillHoward
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HOW TO CONTACT THE EDITORS
The editors of PC Magazine want to hear from you.

Please send your questions, complaints, compliments,

and submissions to PC Magazine. One Park Ave., New
York, NY 10016. Send electronic mail to MCI Mailbox

157-9301 {PC Magazine) or PC MagNet (see below).

PC Magazine's general telephone number is

(212) 503-5255. The West Coast Operations number is

(415) 378-5500.

We are unable to look up stories from past issues,

recommend products, or diagnose problems with your
PC by phone. If you bought a product advertised in

PC Magazine, are dissatisfied, and can't resolve the

problem, write (do not call) Lauren Shultz, Advertising

Department, at One Park Ave. Include copies of

correspondence.

PC Magazine is under no obligation to review
unsolicited products. All submissions accepted for

publication become the property of PC Magazine.
Productivity user tips and Abort, Retry, Fail?

submissions will be paid $50 (plus a $25 bonus for

Productivity tips on disk). For submissions to Abort,

Retry. Fall?, if you send artwork for possible

reproduction, mark the funny part on a photocopy, not

the original.

PC MAGNET: PC MAGAZINE’S
ON-LINE SERVICE
PC Magazine operates PC MagNet, a 24-

hour-a-day interactive on-line service where
readers can find the utilities published in

every issue, download an index of all product reviews,

and share their OfiHnions with the editors. It operates at

300, 1,200, and 2,400 bps. Connect time is billed via

credit card at $12.50 an hour.

To join, set your communications protocol at 7E1
(7 data bits, even parity, one stop bit), and set your
modem at either 300 or 1 .200 bits per second.

There are more than 500 phone numbers (at least one
in every area code), but choose one of these for now;
New York. (212) 422-8820: or San Francisco, (415)
296-0375. When the modem connects, press Ctri-C.

At the USER ID prompt, enter 177000,5000. At the

PASSWORD prompt, enter PC'MAGNET, At the

ENTER USER AGREEMENT NUMBER prompt, enter
Z10D8900. CompuServe members can tog on by
entering GO PCMAGNET at any CompuServe prompt.
Once you've joined, you can find a local access
number by entering GO PHONES from any prompt.
For more information, call (212) 503-5108.

PERMISSIONS, REPRINTS
Material in this publication may not be reproduced in

any form without permission. If you want to quote from
an article or use PC Magazine's logo in conjunction

with an Editor's Choice designation, write Jean
Lamensdorf, Licensing Director; for information on
reprints, write Jennifer Locke.

SUBSCRIPTION QUESTIONS
If you want to subscribe to PC Magazine, If you have a
question about your subscription, or if you're moving,
call or write: PC Magazine, P.O. Box 54093, Boulder.

CO 80322; (800) 289-0429. A 1-year subscription (22
issues) costs $44.97. Canada and foreign: add $31 .00
per year. New subscriptions and address changes take

6 to 8 weeks to process. For back issues, write Felicia

Hunter, Back Issues Department. PC Magazine, P.O.
Box 5999, Cherry Hill, NJ 08034. Send $8 per issue

(check or money order); $9 outside the U.S.

PC MAGAZINE REVIEWS
Except where noted: All PC Magazine reviews are of

currently available products. Comparative reviews are
arranged alphabetically by product name for software,

by company name for hardware. Software is free from

copy protection. On benchmark test charts, shorter

bars indicate faster products (less time to complete a
task). Benchmark and performance
tests are run on 8-MHz IBM PC ATs.
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How To TurnA little Money
Into A Lot More Conpiter . .

.

With Austin Computer Systems!

SX SUCCESS!
AUSTIN 386/SX
Our newest computer offers the multi-tasking and mem-
ory management of full blown 386 computers, at prices

comparable to most 286 based systems.

$2495
COMPLETE wrm VGA COLOR MOniTOR, 40 MB
FAST ACCESS HARD DRIVE, 1 MB
OF RAM and QE OM-SITE

SERVICE .

You don’t have to pay more to get

built-in Quality, High Performance,

On-Site Service and Extra Features.

Just compare ... At Austin Computer

Systems you get incredible value

without paying the price.

AUSTIN 386/SX INCLUDES:

FREE GE On-Site Service for 1 Year

30 Day Satisfaction Guarantee

Intel %386 SX Processor

1MB RAM (optional 2, 4, or SMB)
Choice of Monitor and Hard Drive

IDE or ESDI Controller Card

Shadow RAM (BIOS Caching)

6-16 Bit Slots and 2-8 Bit Slots

Floppy Drive (3.5" 1.44MB or 5.25" 1.2MB)

EMS LIMM 4.0 Support

Enhanced 101 Keyboard

2 Serial Ports & 1 Parallel Port

Clock with Battery Backup

80387/SX Math Co-Processor Socket

American-Made MotherBoard

Users & Technical Reference Manual

Built-in Setup Program

Fully DOS & OS/2 Compatible

Payments starting as low as $60. 00per month •

Antll 3M/SX Prlct MMrIi vM YMI of RAM
Choose Hard Dnve Choose Monitor & Video Adapter Card

40 MB HO (28 ms 1:1)

72 MB HO (28 ms 1:1)

tIO MB HO (IS ms 1:1)

160 MB HO 116 ms ESDI)

Monochrome
$1995
$2295
$2495
$2795

V(» Color

(640 < 480)
$2495
$2795
$2995
$3295

VGA Color

(800 « 600)
$2695
$2995
$3195
$3495

A /USTIN
"ww computer^ \ SYSTEMS
CALL & ORDER TODAY

800-752-1577
CIRCLE 488 ON READER SERVICE CARD



The Austin 286/12.5 comes

fitUy configured to your

specifications, and is an ex-

cdknt system for word processor database

management, spreadsheets, atu! networidng

THEWINNER IS...

AUSTIN 286/12.5
Intel 12.5 MHz 80286 Processor

I MB RAM (Optional 2 or 4MB)

Choice of Monitor and Hard Drive

5 16-Bit Expansion Slots (full size)

16-Bit VQA Display Adapter

Shadow RAM (BIOS Caching)

8K High Speed Hard Disk Cache

floppy Drive (35* 1.44MB or 5.25" 1.2MB)

EMS LIMM 4.0 Support

Enhanced 101 Keytxiard

IDE Hard Drive Controller Adapter

2 Serial Ports Sr I Parallel Port

I PS/2 Mouse Port

Clock with Battery Backup

80287 Math Co-Processor Socket

Amertcan-Nade MotherBoard

Users Sc Technical Reference Manual

Phoenix BIOS

Built-in Setup Program

Fully DOS a; OS/2 Compatible

Slimline chassb also available

FREE QE On-Site Service For I Year

30 Day Satisfaction Guarantee

Payments starting as low as $54.00 per

month *

AMM 2M/1I.I frke Mrii Niiim ef MM
Choose HafO Onvt Choose Momlor A ViOto AdMsr Card

40 MS HO 128 ms 1 1t

72 U8 HO (28 ms 1 1)

IIOMBHOllSmsI 11

VGA
Monochrome

11795
81995
82295

VGA ColOf

(640 480)

S199S
82195
82495

VGA Color

(800 X 600)
82195
82395
82695

e/quality-made

1 THE USA
We offer American-Made computers that we

are proud to build, and that you'll be proud to

own. All Austin Computers, Induding the

motherboards, are and assembled in the

USAl

SfFUUY LOADED

COMPLETE SYSTEMS

Every Austin Computer includes a Monitor,

Video Adapter, Hard Drive, Floppy Drive. Key-

board and a full array of 1/0 p^ ... and

open expansion slots.

THE NETWORK
WORKHORSE . .

.

AUSTIN 286/16
The Austin 286/16 a des^ned as the personal

computer with professional power. The fast

processor and new expansion capabilities make
this systan perfect for tou0i prefects at home
and for the office

Harris 16 MHz 80286 Processor

1MB RAM (Optional 2 or 4MB)
Choice of Monitor and Hard Drive

5 16-Bit Expansion Slots (Full Size)

16-Bit VQA Display Adapter

Shadow RAM (^06 Caching)

8K High Speed Hard Disk Cache

Floppy Drive {33" 1 .44MB or 5.25' 1.2MB)

EMS UMM 4.0 Suport

Enhanced 101 Keyboard

IDE Hard Drive Controller Adapter

2 Serial Ports 8t 1 Parallel Port

1 PS/2 Mouse Port

Clock with Battery Backup

60287 Math Co-Processor Socket

American-Made MotherBoard

Users fir Technical Reference Manual

Built-in Setup Program

Fully DOS » OS/2 Compatible

Slimline chassis also available

FREE QE On-Site Service For 1 Year

30 Day Satisfaction Quarantee

Payments starting as low as $57.00 permonth

AMlIi 216/11 Mm MaMi 1M if UM
Choose Hard Dme Choose Memiior & Video Ac loter Card

40MeHO(26mst 1)

72 MB H0(28ms1 1)

110 MB HO (IS msl It

VGA
Monoctinxne

81895

82095
82395

VGA Color

(640 > 460)

82095
82295
82595

VGA Coiof
(800x600)

82295
82495
12795

ACTION &
REACTION...

AUSTIN 386/20
The Austin 386/20 ufn fear Cfiraugfi Che hant-

est uxukloud in tiw shortest timet Plake U your

first eholce fin any ffuphk-lntenske pm^ams,
bKtiuting desktop puhtishing and C/U)

operations.

Intel 80386 20 MHz Processor

H 1MB RAM (Optional 2, 4. or 8MB)

Choice of Monitor and Hard Drive

64R Static RAM Cache @ 35 Mane's

30 MHz Performance Rating (LandMaik)

1-32 Bit 6-16 Bit 1-8 Bit Slots

Floppy Drive (35" 1.44MB or 5.25" 1.2MB)

IDE or ESDI Controller Card

Enhanced 101 Keyboard

2 Serial Forts 8t 1 Parallel Port

Clock with Battery Backup

80387 Math Co-Processor Socket

Ametican-Nade MotherBoard

Users 8; Technical Reference Manual

Built-in Setup Program

Fully Unix Sr OS/2 Compatible

FREE QE On-Site Service For 1 Year

30 Day Satisfaction Quarantee

Payments starting as low as $75.00 per
month *

AmIM 388/28 CMfea Mm MaMi wMl IIH M MM
Choose Hard Dmre Choose Morvlor & Video Ac loterCtrd

40 MB HO 128 msl 1)

72 MB HO (28 msl l|

110 MB HD (15ms1 1)

160 MB HD (18 ms £»()

Monochrome
8249$
82695

83095
83395

VGA Color

(640 x 400)

82995
83295
83595
83B9S

VGA Color

(800 x 600)
83195
83495
83795
S4095

EfNEW TECHNOLOGY
We designed our computers to utilize all the

latest power features ... like Memory Caching,

Shadow RAM, Integrated I/O and Fast Access

Hard Drives, 16-Bit Video Adapters (the fastest

available), and 1:1 Hard Drive Controllers (for

the fastest access possible). So any way you

configure it , .

.

Austin Computers can't be

passed up.

AusM Compulff Systeins is a 'egislereo \t»atm»'a ol Auslm Co>Tt(iuie< Systems ah otnei traOemarks are regislerea itaoematks of ine>i respective comparves Pnees ana speciltcaikins are sutiiect to change wanoul noice



You Don’t Have To Pay High Prices

To Get Winning Systems!

l^FREEGE ON-SITE#

SERVICE DiCUlDED

We give you a WorWCbss Support Program

that makes sure all your needs are taken care

of. Every Austin Computer comes with FFEE
GE On-^te Servkx for a full year so you don't

have any repair bilb. We send a QE Service

Engineer to your desk to fix your computer

quickly and without charge. We even offer

extend QE On-Site coverage, as an option

for up to five years.

The Austin 386/33 . . . 'Tower Tr^"
redefined. BuUt as Ote ultimate DesIrTop K,
this solid Amerkan made system generates

powa arui speed to satisfy the most con^lex
applications. The awesome performance of
this powerhouse makes ft perfect system

for engineerv^ applications, fyesaoers and
database management

THE ULTIMATE

AUSTIN 386/33
Intd 33 MHz 80386 Processoi

1MB RAM (Optional 2, 4, 8 or I6MB)
Intel 33 MHz 82385 Cache Controller

55.2 MHz Performance Rating

Choice of Monitor and Haiti Drive

Direct Map 32K Static RAM Cache
IDE or ESDI Controller Card
Shadow RAM (BIOS Caching)

1-32 Bit High Speed Memory Slot 5-16 Bit

Slots and 2-8 Bit Slots

rioppy Drive (35" 1.44MB or S.25' 1.2MB)

Enhanced 101 Keyboard

2 Serial Ports 8( I Parallel Port

80387 fit Wdtek Math Co-Processor Support

Clock with Battery Backup
ruHy Unix fir 06/2 Compatible

FREE QE OrrSite Sendee For 1 Year

30 Day Satisfaction Quarantee

SflBEAlBLE

PRICES
You want it all . . . Power, Features, Service

and Warranties. And all for the best price

Austin Computer Systems glues you what you

wanO We work smarter to keep our prices

down by using the latest technology. And
since new technology costs less ... we pass

that savings on to you. Extraordinary? Maybe
to our competitioa But it works for you . ,

.

and for us.

EflOWMONTEY

PAYMENT PLAN
We rww make owning an Austin Computer

System easy. With our new Austin Cr^it Card

or Business Leasing Plan, you can make low

monthly payments, startb^ as tow as $51.00
per month. Just call and we'll take your

appkation over the phone in minutes.

Individual accounts can be approved in as tittle

as 1 hOURI Business Leases take just 1 day

for approval

EfsOLID CUSTOM-BUILT

EfTOLL-FREE

TECH HOTLINE

We include a Tott-rtee Hotline Sewkx. So ^ you

have any questions or problems, just call us.

Our Computer Service Specialists are here, 6
days a week, to help you.

E'sO-DAY MONEY BACK

GUARANTEE
Just by us for 30-Days. If you'ie not

complelety satisfted with your system, for any

reason, tve'll refund your hardware price.

[B'easywaysto

GET IT NOW
We take all Msyor Credit Cards, CO.D.'s, Quali-

fied P.O.'s, and now, Personal Checks using

our new TeleCheck Service!

Call about our New Monthly Payment Plans.

Call And Order Today!

1 -800-752-1577

A /USnN
•^COMPUTER
r k SYSTEMS

Look for us at® COfflDCHTFall *89
Nov. 13-17, Riviera HoteL Booth R8727.

Payments startup as low as $129.00month *

tMto an/n CmM Pika HMt iMiMM
OiooM Hard Orm CheoseM MMMAVrdMkteokrCard

40MeHO(28mst 11

TJHBHDiTSms t l{

llOMeHOltSrot n
160 Me HO Its ms E$W)

Monoctirome

S42K
64496
64605
650*5

VGA Color

(640 <<4601

64795
64995
65795
655*5

VGA Color

(800 « 600)
64995
65195
65495
65795

Our flexirle manufacbjiing process is set up to

handle custom configurations. We build your

system to your specifleattons. Leave the hard

part to us. Then we test bum-in and send it

through our Quality Assurance Lab. We build It

right or we don't send iL

Find out about our VAR Program on our
New VAR Toll-Free Line 1-800-733-4VAR

Fa Onieiri (512) 454-1357 Oversea (512) 45S.5106

Canada 1-800-8274ACS
Mon- Fri Sam -7pm Sat 10am - 5pm CST
10300 Metric Blvd Austin. TX 78758

Austin Compuler Systems cannot De iwto responsion tor effOfs m tydogtaDiiv or ptKmgrapfts ‘Ptces mkeatea are oaseo on an nchviluai montwy revolving credit account Cat lor compteie OelM aeoul linancmg ana leasing pro^ams
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ASeveral steps closer tkan tke competition.

I
t you’re a support-it-yourselfer who likes to buy computers sight unseen through the

mail, this ad is not tor you.

It, however, you like your computers to come with comprehensive support trom a computer

protessional who’s always close by, you’re going to love this.

Because this ad is about Everex high pertormance, highly configurable

IBM*compatible STEP'" systems. And, more to the point, it’s about the nation-

wide netvTOrk ot Authorized Everex Computer S\'stems Resellers who configure,

sell, deliver, install, network, support and service them.

Tliey’re thoroughh' knowledgeable about our complete line ot STEP 286-



\’oiii' computing needs. And they'll

work with you to custom configure sv'stems, peripherals and software to match those needs exactly.

What’s more, because our systems are so configurable, you’ll never have to buy more computer

than you really need or can afford.

Better yet, their interest in you doesn’t end the day they deliver your system.Which

means they’ll always be close by when you need more supsport or your systems need service.

For more information about Everex STEP systems and the Authorized Everex Computer

Systems Reseller closest to you. call l-8CX’)-334-4552. Because when

it comes to supipKirt, the competition doesn’t even come close.

£wwx ini 'iVlPift Irijfnufks of Evfftx Sviums. Inc M6 u trairmiri of Inttl Corf IBM is i rtgtsitni initimri of /AM © Ivmx Svstfmt. Int
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Get a close
look at the
big picture.

Select your drawing. Preview it

on your monitor. Zoom in on the

tightest detail. Clip it, scale it,

mark a “window.” Then press a key

to get a high-quality hardcopy of

the segment you want.

You can do all of this—p/«s
high speed draft and letter-quality

printing—with one machine: the

HI JetPro printer/plotter.

With the
new HI JetPro”
printer/plotter.

The flexible hardcopy control

system
Whether it’s an E-size drawing or

a scanned data file, HI JetPro delivers

the flexibility you need and the image

you want. With Hi’s JetPro, you have

a complete hardcopy control system

that includes hardware and software

for high-speed, high-resolution

printing and plotting—in both vector

and raster environments.

paper, in sizes up to 16.5 x 23.3

inches (DIN A2), with the incredibly

sharp clarity of 360 dpi. And
because it’s a bubble-jet, it prints

and plots quickly and quietly.

Simple to use and easy to maintain,

the HI JetPro printer/plotter is fully

backed by Houston Instrument’s

reputation for price-performance,

quality, and support.

Tb get a closer look, call

1 -800-444-3425 or 512-835-0900.

CIRCLE 117ON READER SERVICE CARD

HOUSTDN
TNSTKUMENX

A DIVISION of.VMETEK
8500 Cameron Road, Austin, TX 78753

Houaton Instrument and HI JetPro are

trademarks of AMETEK. Inc

Convenient, quiet, and
precise

HI JetPro produces

your images on ordinary



Letters

DEEP-SIX THE 286?

I want to applaud PC Magazine for

being so straightfora/ard and honest with

its readers concerning its recommenda-

tion on 286-based computers. In the re-

cent feature sizing up the latest crop of 1 2-

MHz 286 machines {‘'286s: No Frills, Few
Thrills," PC Magazine, September 12, 1989),

the Editor’s Choice went to..."A 386SX
Computer."

Many of us are struggling with deci-

sions as to which PC we want to purchase,

both at a personal and a professional

level. It is refreshing to see that PC Maga-

zine is not trying to straddle any fences

with its very clear signal not to buy a 286

PC without looking both ways. Those of us

who read PC Magazine saw this coming

for some time now. However, when you

need to convince senior management (ei-

ther the Board of Directors or your wife)

that you are not trying to “turn a Chevy into

a Caddy," it helps to be able to refer to

such clear and concise language from a

respected source. Again, thanks for your

candor!

Darrell Dragoo

Cary, Illinois

Your 1989 editorial position seems to be

that 386-processor based PCs are entry-

level equipment. I agree, but for a reason

you haven't mentioned: a 386 machine

running interpretive BASIC will run a be-

ginner's program just about as fast as it will

run a compiled version of that program,

and will therefore require a whole lot less

programming experience to produce a useful

program.

Although 20-MHz vs. 1 2-MH2 may explain

some of the difference, it cannot be said

that a 286 machine will run Interpreter

BASIC as fast as the language really needs

to run. And that's why a 386 ought to be an

entry-level computer for any novice who
wants to try his hand at some program-

ming or for any employer who is paying for

a programmer's time.

George Ross Fisher

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

The 286 chip: it's older, it's slower,

but it's stiil got a few fans.

C'mon guys! If the auto enthusiast maga-

zines had the same attitude toward new
technology that you do, there would be

nothing smaller than V-8s in our cars,

probably V-12s. Horsepower would be

around 500 for economy cars.

Let's face it: the 286, 8086, and even

the 8088 still have and will continue to

have a huge share of the truly personal

computer market. And as those of us with

one of these PCs at home cannot just

trade in the old model, we'll hold on to It for

as long as it does the job or until prices on

the 386 hot rods show a dramatic drop.

Just as we enjoy reading road tests of

Porsches and Lambos, we also enjoy your

"road tests" of the high-performance PCs.

However, were Autoweek ever to suggest

that the industry stop making four-cylinder

engines because V-8s are faster and more

powerful, we would surely consider the

editors insane.

So keep the high-performance tests

coming, but have some thoughts for those

of us who have a Porsche (386) at work,

and an old Chevy (8086) waiting at home.

Jack Dorneden

Kirtland AFB East, New Mexico

LOW-COST E-MAIL

I read your review of the commercial

e-mail services (“E-Mail, the Global

Handshake," PC Magazine, August 1 989)

with a combination of interest and amuse-

ment, particularly regarding the costs of

such sen/ices.

One potentially important (and inex-

pensive) source of e-mail and related serv-

ices was completely overlooked in your

article. I refer to public networks such as

FidoNet, a system available in most urban

areas and in many smaller towns in the

hinteriands of the United States (many

nodes also exist In Canada, Europe, Australia,

and the Pacific Rim countries).

Most system operators, or SysOps, will

work with users to allow them to send and

receive messages and files between Fido-

Net nodes at cost-recovery prices. A good
example of the cost/benefit ratio is this

letter. If you had a FidoNet node at PC
Magazine, I could have sent this message

at about one-half the cost of the stamp on

the envelope and it would have gotten to

you overnight instead of 2 to 4 days later.

Anyone with a PC equipped with FidoNet-

compatible software is eligible to become
a “node" in the public network. Most of the

necessary software is either shareware or

public domain, and thus either Inexpen-

sive or free.

Interested parties are encouraged to

search out a local BBS list and find a

FidoNet node, or write to the following

address for further information:

The International FidoNet Assoc.

P.O. Box 41143

St. Louis, MO 63141

FidoNet currentiy counts some 5,000

nodes In its distribution node list.

Justin Marquez

Houston, Texas

MYTH VS. REALITY

Tony Lime's letter, headed “Myth vs.

Law" (Letters. PC Magazine, August 1989),

chastises William F. Zachmann for alleg-

edly perpetuating “an ongoing myth in the

NOVEMBER 14. 1989 PC MAGAZINE fQ



ZylNDEX 3.0 is the only full

text retrieval program that;

• retrieves vital information from

20 mbytes of files in 5 seconds

• works with 20 popular WP
programs plus Dow Jones,

CompuServe, ASCII, Lotus 1-2-3

• offers major LAN compatibility

• comes in 3 versions from $95 to

$695, according to your needs

More than a text retrieval program,

ZylNDEX will actually change the way you

manage information. For free demo

diskette, call:

1-800-544-6339

3105-T North Wilke Road
Arlington Heights. IL 60004

FAX 312-632-1129 Phone: 312-632-1100

Letters

(computer industry; to wit, that computer

languages are not subject to copyright

laws." Unfortunately, the two examples

that Mr. Lime presents as evidence of this

claim are themselves “completely untrue.”

Mr. Lime claims that "PL/1 and Ada are

two examples of languages explicitly pro-

tected by copyrights." In fact, neither PL/1

nor Ada has such protection, and no such

protection has ever been claimed. Mr.

Lime appears to be confusing copyright

protection with trademark protection. He
also appears confused as to the legal

differences among a language, the name
of the language, and a document describ-

ing the language.

In the case of PL/1 , IBM at one time laid

ciaim to the names “PL/1 " through “PL/

99." IBM also claimed a copyright on every

PL/1 manual available to the general public.

However, the iBM publications iack any

ciaim of trademark or copyright status,

except for that of the publications them-

selves. Considering the power that the

IBM legal staff has over such matters, it is

irxxrnceivabie that these pubiications couid

have been issued without such notices

uniess the legai staff feit that no such ciaim

would stand up in court.

In the case of Ada, the U.S. Govern-

ment claims the name as a registered

trademark and claims a copyright for the

reference manual. However, as with PL/1

,

no claim has been made for any legal

protection of the ianguage itseif.

Seymour J. Metz

Annandaie, Virginia

MORTGAGE PAYMENTS
FOR YOUR PC

Kudos to John Dvorak for his August ar-

ticle on computer recycling (John C. Dvorak,

PC Magazine, August 1 989). Perhaps the

idea could be taken even one step further.

Unless an individual has a fair amount

of disposable cash or wishes to partake of

the various revolving credit plans avail-

able. the upgrade process is a pretty expen-

sive proposition, in some cases, the new
computer system may cost as much as a

new car. Therefore, why not treat the pur-

chase as such?

Retailers could allow a trade-in of the

older computer and set up a payment

plan for x amount of years for the new
computer. After that time, the computer is

yours. The advantage over the revoiving

© 1989. ZvLAB Corn. __
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credit pian Is obvious: you're no longer in

the position of having to pay for a system

(assuming the minimum payment each

month) until your grandchildren are re-

tired.

Christopher Bonk

Raytown, Missouri

YOU CAN'T TELL

A BOARD BY ITS CHIP

We are obliged to comment on Alfred

Poor's in-depth article on VGA adapters

("16-bit VGA Cards Stretch the Standard,"

PC Magazine, July 1989). Since Tseng

Labs is a major player in the VGA market

and a majority of the boards tested use our

As many of us with

286, 8086, and 8088

PCs at home cannot

just trade in the old

model, we’ll hold on to

the machine for as

long as it does the job

or untii prices on the

386 hot rods show

a dramatic drop.

ET3000 series video graphics controller,

we wish to clarify some possible miscon-

ceptions brought about by the article.

The performance and capabilities of

adapters using Tseng Labs controller chips

varies from one manufacturer to another.

The performance of a graphics adapter is

a result of the VLSI design, the BIOS
design, and the software driver design.

Tseng Labs isn't responsible for the board

or BIOS designs of individual vendors

using its components, so varying perform-

ance levels and capabilities should be

more accurately attributed to this factor.

As indicated by the disparity in test

results exhibited by the Peacock Rus EVGA
and the Tecmar VGA/AD (both engineered

around the Tseng Labs graphics control-

ler), allusion to the performance of our

controller chip cannot be made fairly, nor



OUTSTANDING VALUE!
THOROUGHBRED PERFORMANCE!

Tri^$tar 286 Systems
Standard Faatufas:

' • l2MHz, 16MHz, or 20MHz 60286 Processor

• 1MB/2MB RAM Expandable to 4MB on Syatem Bowd
,

• Page interleaved Memory Architecture

• Advanced Chips & Tbchnotogy NEAT Chip Sat

• 384K Shadow RAM Caching for BK)S
• UUB 5.2S" or 144MB S3" Disk Drtva

• 40MB/S5MB-22ms FM Acceat Hard Drive

• 1:1 Interleave 16-Bit Controller

• ^ 800 KB/sec Data Transfer Rate

• 32K High Speed Hard Drive Cache
• Psradisa 16 Phis 16«t VQA Card
• 14" VQA Color Monitor (640 x 460)
• Tactile 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard
• 80287 Math Co-Processor Support

I

• 2 Serial, 1 Parallel, & 1 Game Port

• Fully DOS, Unix, & OS/2 Compatible

1H-Star 2M” 1MB RAM
14* VGA Color Monitor

40MB Hard Drive $1795
1H-Star 286" 2MB RAM
14* VGA Color Monitor

65MB Hard Drive

Til-Star 286” 2MB RAM
14* VGA Color Monitor

^M6 Hard Drive

$2025

$2145
Trl^star 386 Systems
Standard Features:

• Intel 20MHz or 25MHz 80386 Processor

• 1MB RAM Expandable to SMB on System Board
• Page Interleaved Memory Architecture

• Advanced Chips 6 Ibchnology NEAT Chip Set

• 384K Shadow RAM Caching tor BIOS
• 1.2MB 5.2$4nch Floppy Disk Drive

• 144MB 334nch Fk>^ Disk Drive

• 6SM8-22ms tet AcoMS Hard Drive ^
• 1:1 Interleave I^Bit Controller

• 800 KB/sec Data Transfer Rate

• 32K High Speed Hard Drive Cache
^

• 14' SeHo 1430 SVGA/8514A Monitor

• ATI VQA Wonder Card 16-6H with 5t2K
• Tactile 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard

• 80287, 80387, & Weitek Co-Processor Support

• 2 Serial, 1 Parallel, & 1 Game Port

• Fully DOS. Unix, & OS/2 Compatible

Tri-Star 366^ 1MB RAM
14* SVGA (1024 X 766) Monitor

65MB Hard Drive

IH-Star 386” 1MB RAM
14* SVGA (1024 X 768) Monitor

65MB Hard Drive

$2895

$3095
4M6 RAM Upgrade Only 6400

120MB Hard Drive Upgrade Only $250

150MB EDSI Hard Drive Upgrade Only $695

I

Concorde Graphics
workstation
StaiKiMd FMum:
• 16MHz 80286 or 20MHz 60366 Processor

• 1MBailBEip«idiUeto4MB/6MBonSyMemBoerd
• Page Interleaved Memory Architecture

• Advanced CMpt A Ikehnolagy NEAT Chip Set

• 384K Shadow RAM CacNng for BIOS
• 1JNB SJS^nch Floppy DIak Mva
• lAdNBSMich Floppy DM Driva

• 6SMB-22ina ftaat Accaaa Hard Dilva ^
• 1:1 imatlaava 16-Bit Contnltar am
• Fast 800 KBMc Data Hanslar Rata

• 32K High Spaad Hard Driva Cache
• 14” SallD 1480 SVaA/8S14A Monllof

• ATIVQAtMondarCaidlSativlthSISK
• TacUla 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard

• MS Compatible S^titlon Mouse
• 2 Serial, 1 ParalM, 6 1 Gama Rirt

• Desk 1bp lArbcal System Enclosura

• Dr. Halo III Graphics Software

• Fully DOS, umx, 6 OS2 Compatible

266* A 366” tNorkatatlana Alan AvadaUa

Concorde 266* 2MB RAM
14‘ SVGA (1024 X 768) Monitor

65MB Hard Drive $2495
Concoide 366” IMB RAM
14' SVGA (1024 X 768) Monitor 6^QQC
65MB Hard Drive yM M
4MB RAM Upgrade Only $400

104MB IDE Hard Drive Upgrade Only 6185

Flash Cache 386
Systems
Standard Faaturaa:

• Intel 20MHz, 25MHz. or 33MHz 80386 Processor

• 64K Static RAM Cache Q 20 Nano'a
• Eight Layer Design Made in U.S.A.

• 1MB of 32-Bit RAM / Up to 8MB on Board
• Page Interleaved Memory Architecture

• 1.2MB 5.25>ineh Floppy DIak Drive

• 144M8 33-inch Flo^ DIak Drive e.A4l^
• 65MB-22m8 Fast Access Hard Drive

• 1:1 Interleave 16-Blt Controller

• Fast 600 KB/sec Data Transfer Rate

• 32K High Speed Hard Drive Cache
• 14" SeUo 1430 SVGA/eSIU Monitor
• ATI VQA Wonder Card 16-Bit with 512K
• Tactile 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard

• 2 Serial, 1 Parallel, & 1 Game Port

• Desk Side Vertical System Enclosure

• 80387 & Weitek Co-Processor Support

• Fully DOS, Unix, & OS^ Compatible

FMh CMdw 336* IMB RAM
14- SVGA (1024x768) Monitor

65MB Hard Drive

FMi CMhe 336* IMB RAM
14’ SVGA (1024x768) Monitor

65MB Hard Drive

Fleah Catdw 336* 4MB RAM
14' SVGA (1024 X 768) Monitor

65MB Hard Drive

120MB Hard Drive Upgrade Only $250

150MB ESDI Hard Drive Upgrade Add $695
330MB EOSI Hard Drive Upgrade Add $1295

Complete line of video and hard drive configurations available for all systems.

• Custom Configurations Available

• 30 Day Money Back Guarantee

• System Board Upgrade Guarantee

• 15 Month Warranty Parts & Labor

• Lifetime Toll Free Tech Support

• Air Express Parts Replacement

• Prompt 48 Hour Shipping

• Leasing Available

Sales

Monday - Friday 7:00 A.M. to 7:00 PM (PST)

Saturday 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM (PST)

Technical Support: 1-600-668-TECH

Tel: 602-345-6151 * Overseas: 602-838-1222

FAX: 602-345-0110

We accept Mastercard & Visa (No Surcharge). AMEX

(3% surcharge), cashier's check, cash, or n>oney order.

30 Day Money Back Guarantee does not include shipping

charges All prices subject to change wrilhout notice.

ORDER NOW TOLL FREE

1
-800-678-2799

u
XRI^STAR
COMPUTERS
1520 W. Mineral Rd. Tempe, AZ 85283
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I
The NeXT” Computer

System is the first com-

puter in the world (and

so far the only) to use read/

write/erasable optical storage.

While PCs today are typically

equipped with Winchester

drives that store 20 to 40 MB,

a single optical disk can store

256 MB. Plus, it is removable,

for portability and added se-

a
curity.This

dramatically

new tech-

nology pro-

vides storage

that is simul-

taneously

vast, reliable and cost-effective

-a combination unmatched by

computers ofany size.

2
NeXT has made the

power of UNlX'usable

by mere mortals.

UNIX is the high-performance

operating system used by

workstations to achieve true

multitasking and superior net-

working. Unfortunately, it has

always been the

antithesis of user-

friendly. NeXT has

^ given UNIX a revo-

lutionary new inter-

face-one that is

both visual and intu-

I
itive.Nowcomputer

users ofevery level

can instantly wield

this tremendous

power,with no tech-

nical knowledge whatsoever.

3
10 achieve the power

needed for the 90s,

NeXT bypassed tradi-

tional workstation architecture

and went directly to that of

a mainframe.This eliminates

bottlenecks and attains an

extraordinary level of system

“throughpuT-the true mea-

sure ofcomputer performance.

Only through the use of VLSI

(Very Large Scale Integration)

technologycould this architec-

ture be reduced

in size so that

it could fit

inside .
^

a desk-'

top com-

puter. It's

a mainframe on two chips.

4
While PostScript •has

long been the industry

standard for printing,

NeXT has made it fct enough

to also be used on the display.

ThisVrnified imaging modef
ensures that what you see on

the display is precisely what

you will get on paper. All your

work, in any size type and any

degree of rotation or magnifi-

cation, appears with perfect

92-dots-per-inch clarity on the

NeXT Megapixel Display.

And with laser precision at 400

dpi on theNeXT Laser Printer.

INTHE90s,WE1
ONLYnNREAlBREAKTM

HERE ARE SEV



5
TheNeXT Computer

System is the first to be

capable of producing

CD-qualits’sound.Wthout re-

quiring any additional equip-

ment.This feat is made possi-

ble by a chip that has been

specifically designed for the

task of manipulating sound-

the Digital Signal Rocessor

(DSP). Because this pioccssor

is standard

in every

NeXT
machine,

software

developers

will be able to call upon its pow-

er to enrich programs we use

every day. Now computers

will not just be seen, but heard.

icausc this pnrccssor

:•

6
NeXT Mail takes elec-

tronic communications

beyond anything you’ve

seen on a personal computer

before. Now you can send and

receh e multimedia mail-in-

cluding text (with varied

type fonts, styles and sizes),

graphics and voice messages.

And despite its high level of

sophistication, NeXT Mail is

so intuitive,you may not ever

need to open the manual.

NeXT Mail is built into the

system, along with Ethernet

and TCP/IR so theNeXT

machine can quickly Irccome

a part ofexisting networks.

7
Programmers can

create software on the

NeXT Computer up to

ten times faster than on any

other computer-the resultofa

breakthrough called NextStep."

It gives software developers

the power to create the graph-

ical user interface portion of

their applications (often the

most time-consuming and dif-

ficult part)

without

any pro-

gramming

at all.

ITiis re\o-

lutionary environment means

we will sec more programs,and

better ones, in less time than

ever possible before.

These seven breakthroughs

w ill change the way we use

computers in the90s.\Vhich is

why Businessland, the leading

supplier of computers to

corporate .America, chose the

NeXT Computer System as

the workstation thev will offer.

C:allusat80(>848-NeXTand

we’ll send you a 28-page bro-

chure describing the NeXT
Computer. We’ll also give you

the address of your nearest

Businessland Center. There,

you can experience for your-

self the first seven

breakthroughs

of the 90s. .And

get a good idea

w here the next

three will come from!'

L PROBABLYSEE
ROUGHS INCOMPUnRS.
EN OFTHEM.

C 1989 NeXT. liK. NeXT is a trademaikof NeXT Inc. NextStep is a tcKistereti trademark of NeXT. Iik.

{Aast^ript is a reitistered trademark of Adobe Systems. IrK. (INIX is a registered trademark of AT&T
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THE BEST JUST
KEEP GETTING

BETTER...AND BETTER.
ANOTHER

TECHNOLOGICAL
BREAKTHROUGH

BROTHER 1800 AND 1900 SERIES PRINTERS
This is the printer series that's so good, it truly can please all

of the people all of the time.

Choose the 24-pin M- 1824L or M- 1924L dot matrix printers

and you get a top printing speed of 337 cps. 360 x 360 dpi for

high resolution graphics, a 24k buffer and
64k RAM and emulations that include IBM's
ProPrinter'" X24. Epson's LQ850 and
Diablo's 630.

For the budget-minded, see our 9-pin

M-1809 and M-1909 printers. They feature

speeds up to 360 cps. graphic resolution

of 216 X 240 dpi. a 9k buffer and 32k
RAM plus Epson EX and IBM 9-pin print-

er emulations.
yyhether you choose our 80-column

1800 models or 136-column 1900

models, you'll get the friendliest control panel in the business.

With a 6.000 hour MTBF. you won't break down mid-job. either.

And Brother's Paper Parking ’ feature will let you switch from
sheet to form paper and back in mere seconds.

If you need even more speed and higher

resolution, don't miss the Brother HL-8e
with its many emulations and 44 internal

fonts or the HL-8PS PostScript "-compati-

ble laser printer.

Brother.. .fast, friendly, flexible, affordable

printers for everyone. What could be better?

For the name of your nearest dealer, call:

1-800-284-2844, Ext. 4616. Brother Inter-

national, Somerset, NJ 08875-6714.

PostScript IS a registered trademark of Adobe Sys-
tems. Inc.

We're at your side.

BROTHER INDUSTRIES. LTD. Nagoya. Japan
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Letters

should it, based on the ultimate implemen-

tation of individual vendors' video boards.

Larry P. Lefkowitz

Product Support

Tseng Laboratories

Newtown, Pennsylvania

I am confused by your article on VGA
boards in the July 1 989 issue. In his review

of the ATI VGA Wonder, Ken Shelby states

that ATI "produces its own VGA controller

chip instead of using one from a supplier

like Paradise or Tseng Labs." However, in

the review of the SOTA VGAf16, Mr. Shelby

states that “like the VGA Wonder, which

also uses the Tseng Labs controller chip,

the SOTA card failed the Vertical Blank

Interrupt and the Pan and Scroll tests..."

Which statement is correct?

Spencer J. Brody,

Laconia, New Hampshire

1 1
r The ATI VGA Wonder adapter,

^ as reported in the July 1989 re-

view, does indeed use a proprie-

tary chip set and not the Tseng Labs con-

troller chip. The statement to the contrary,

in the SOTA VGA/16 review, is incorrect,

PC Magazine regrets the error.

DRIVER ED

Regarding Frank Bican's review of

the Microvitec 1014/SP Auto-Sync moni-

tor (“Multiscanning Monitors for VGA and
Beyond," PC Magazine, May 16, 1989), I

would like to point out that you guys (and

my European friends) drive on the “wrong"

side of the road, not us Brits.

The vast majority of the world's popula-

tion drives on the natural side of the road

—

the left-hand side. There is a logical expla-

nation for this: most people are right-handedi

In days of yore when we all went about

on foot or horseback, we approached things

and people from the left, in order to keep
our right hands free to greet or othenivise

engage the object of our attention.

It was an unintentional twist of fate that

led to the absurd transposition of right-

hand-oriented road traversal from the natural

left-hand mode. Napoleon, when he was
going about his chores of war, ordered his

armies to march two-abreast on the ex-

treme right of the road, in order to minimize

the inconvenience to the local traffic. His

picking the right-hand side was in fact

quite arbitrary. But newly conquered na-

The performance of

a graphics adapter is a

result of VSLI, BIOS,

and software driver

design. Varying Tseng

chip performance

levels can be attributed

to these factors.

tions believed that Boney required them to

traverse their roads right-side-wise, as

per the victorious French forces.

It is believed by American and non-

British Europeans that the British Isles are

out of step with the majority of the world.

Not so—^the boot is on the other foot.

I trust that Mr. Bican will now refrain

from taking cheap and dexterous swipes

at us Brits.

Sean O'Connell

Oxon, England

CORRECTIONS & AMPLIFICATIONS

Although the HcadStart Technolo-

gies Headstart III AT-Compatible

computer reviewed in "286.s: No
Frills, Few Thrills." PC Magazine.

September 12, 1989. had an FCC
Class A certification, current ma-
chines have a Class B rating, making
them suitable for home use. The
price of the machines has dropped

to S2.699 for the basic system and

$3,399 with a VGA monitor and card.

The Tussey Computer Products

Swan 286/12. reviewed in the same
story, allows .$ megabytes of mem-
ory on the motherboard, not 1 MB as

reported.

HOW TO WRITE TO PC MAGAZINE

Send letters lo PC Magazine. One
Park Avenue. New York. NY l(X)16.

or upload loPC MagNet (seethe "By
Mcxicm' ' sidebar in tlie Utilities atiumn

for access information). All letters

become the properly ofPC Magazine
and tu-e subject to editing.

NOVEMBER 14. 1989 PC MAGAZINE KM

SeeYour Data

Mapinto software can find, display and analyze your data

geographically. See your prospects, customers, facilities

—anything in your database. Find addresses by street.

ZIP code. city. etc. (We can even supply the maps.)

Any point or region on the map can have a complete
record of data behind It. See your acrua/dBASE data in a

window to view. edit, and print. Draw your own
boundaries Add titles and legends for high quality

presentations.

Perform analyses on your data to sum. average, or count

your database records by location Color sales territories

by volume of orders. ZIP codes by numbers of leads,

countries by your demographic data

From street-level lo worldwide, Mapinto
can merge your databases with maps. Play

visual “what it” with your data. See
patterns, trends, and opportunities you
never knew existed. If you need to map
your data, Mapinfo can do it lor as little as

$750.

Mapinto now includes a map ot the world and the U.S.

with all ZIP code locations Runs on IBM PCs or com-
patibles with 640K memory, a hard disk drive, and

graphics, and comes network-ready.

MapUnjikCorp.
Changing The Way The Worli

Looks At lnlorm3tlon'“

200 Broadway. Troy NY 12180
To order, call 1-518-274-8673

or 1-800-FASTMAPToll tree.

Mapinto iSdtraMmtrfcotMiplnioCorp dBASCsa trademailiot AtiiioivTite
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Our Swans
make waves.

The Swan line of computers is creating waves of

excitement among computer users. One reason is

price. Swan computers are true bargains, offering

you the most for your investment. But price

doesn't tell the complete value story.

Swan computers are solid, reliable performers

... assembled by Tussey Computer Products, a

solid, reliable company with a tradition of unsur-

passed customer satisfaction.

Swan computers are highly compatible. In fact, all Swan computers
feature the top-rated Phoenix ROM BIOS to assure 100% PC compatibility.

And the benefits keep coming, wave after wave . .

.

30-Day Satisfaction Guarantee
If you're dissatisfied with any Swan brand name product, you can

return it within 30 days from the date of shipment and get your money
back. No questions asked.*

Toll-free Technical Support
When you own a Swan, you can call our toll-free number and be in

touch with our expert technical and service staff. They'll answer your
questions and help you take fullest advantage of your system's capabilities.

Full 1-Year Warranty
Every Swan brand name product is backed by a full 1-year warranty on

parts and labor. A second year of coverage is available through the Swan
Extended Warranty (SEW). Ask for details when you order your Swan.

Fast, Sure Delivery
You want your Swan up and running and doing its job for you. Fast.

So any order we receive before 4 p.m. EST is shipped the same day. Even
orders received after 4 p.m. are shipped within 24-hours.**

We also insure your order at no cost to you. And we don't charge your
credit card until your order is actually shipped.

Convenient On-Site Service

Swan offers you the valuable option of on-site service from Sorbus*,

a Bell Atlantic™ Company. When your computer needs serviced, an expe-

rienced technician will be dispatched to your site quickly, minimizing
downtime, maximizing convenience and value.

Swans make waves in business and education.

Swan offers a full line of services tailored to the needs of educational

and corporate computer users. Call our Educational & Corporate Sales

Department toll-free at 1-800-468-9044. Learn how a Swan can be a busi-

ness animal ... or a teacher's pet.

Swans make waves in the computer industry.

With their compatibility, reliability and performance. Swans add up to

value for their owners. So it's no surprise that Swans are making waves in

the computer industry. Waves that may make some competitors run for

safer ground.

Read what computer journals are saying ...

" «. If you enjoy getting the most performance for your dollar, the Swan ...

is a good alternative" to showy, more expensive brand names.
— Computer Shopper, April 1989

"The excellent manual and 30-day money-back guarantee both indicate

that Tussey Computer Products values customer service."— PC Resource

"Tussey's Swan 386/20 flies."

— Computer Shopper, April 1989

Gracefullycombining powerand perform-
ance, this Swan has soared to the upper
limits of today's technology.

• 80386-20 2018 MHz Norton SI 22.0

• MS-DOS', osp 6r UNIX' Compatible

• Phoenix BIOS
• 1MB of 32-Bit RAM Expandable to 16MB
of32-Bil RAM

• Shadow RAM for Video & BIOS
• Memoty Interleazv for near 0 Wait Stale

• 80287 & 80387 Co-processor Socket

• 200W Power Supply
• 5 Device Bays: 3 Exposed, 2 Internal

• 1.2MB 525" or 1.44MB 3.5“ Floppy Drive

• Dual FloppyfDuat H.D. Controller

wll:l Interleave

• Ports: 2 Serial, 1 Parallel

• 8 Expansion Slots: 1) 32-bit, 4) 16-bil,

31 8-hil

• Enhanced 101 Key Keyboard
• Clock Calendar wfBattery Backup
• Sumn Setup & Utilities Diskette

Options:
• 80287 or 80387 Co-processor

• Upgrades: 2, 4, 8, 10 or 16MB
•GW BASICIMS-DOS add $89

$1899
Base System with Single Floppy, No Video

386/20D VIDEO OPTIONS
Include Monitor & Video Adapter

Drive Options Mono
14" Flat

Mono
VGA
Mono

VGA
Color

W/48MB (28ins)

& M Interleave $2399 $2448 $2598 $2898

w/80MB(28m9)
A 1:1 Interleave $2749 $2798 $2948 $3248

w/lS0MB(18ms)
E^w/l l Interieavt

$3394 $3443 $3593 $3893

Tower Case Option for 386/20

W/230W power supply add $300

* hem* tvtumrd must br a»-nrw, wuhuui mudificaticm or doinagr.

All warranty cards, manuals and packaging mint br included.

Rptum shipping must br br ptrpaid and uuund, bearing a RA
(Return Aulhoruation) on the shipping label Sorry . shipping

rhaiges and upgrade fees are not refundable.

** Custom configured systems may lake longer.



This system gives you 386 compatibility,

power and performance ... at a 286 price.

•80386SX 1618 MHz Norton SI 17.6

• MS-DOS*, OS/2* & UNIX* Compatible
• Phoenix BIOS
• 1MB RAM Expands to 8MB on Systemboard

• Shadow BIOS
• Memory Interleave for near 0 Wait Stale

• 80387SX Co-processor Socket

• 200W Poiivr Supply
• 4 Device Bays: 3 Exposed. 1 Internal

• 1.2MB 525” or 1.44MB 3.5” Floppy Drive

• Dual Floppy/Dual H.D. Controller

w/l:! Interleave

• Ports: 1 Serial. 1 Parallel

• 8 Expansion Slots: 6) 16-bit. 2) 8-bil

• Enhanced 101 Key Keyboard

• Clock Calendar w/Battery Backup
• Sivan Setup & Utilities Diskette

Options:
• 80387SX Co-processor

• Upgrades: 1.5, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6 or SMB
• GW BASIC/MS-DOS add $89

$1399
Base System with Single Floppy, No Video

386SX VIDEO OPTIONS
Indude Monitor ir Video Adapter

Drive Options Mono 14" Flat

Mono
VGA
Memo

VGA
Color

W/32MB (40ms)
it 1:1 Interleave $1799 $1848 $1998 $2298

w/48MB(28ms)
k 1:1 Interleave $1899 $2048 $2198 $2498

W/80MB (28inB>
$2249 $2298 $2448 $2748

w/166MB(15ms)
ESOtw/lllMwlMvr $2894 $2943 $3093 $3393

You probably never thought you could

get into a reliable business system this

inexpensively. But with the 286/12, you
can. Now.

•80286 12.5/6.25 MHz Norton 5112.3
• MS-DOS* & OS/2* Compatible

• Phoenix BIOS
• 512K RAM Expands to SMB on Systemboard
• Shadou> BIOS
• 0 Wait State

• 80287 Co-Processor Socket

• 200W Power Supply
• 5 Device Bays: 3 Exposed, 2 Internal

• 1.2MB 5.25” or 1.44MB 3.5” Floppy Drhv
• Dual Floppy/Dual H.D. Controller

• Ports: 1 Serial, 1 Parallel

• 8 Expansion Slots: 6) 16-bit, 2) 8-bit

• Enhanced 101 Key Keyboard

• Clock Calendar w/Battery Backup
• Swan Setup & Utilities Diskette

Options:
• 80287 Co-processor

• Upgrade to 640K, 1, 2, 3 or SMB
• CW BASIC/MS-DOS add $89

$899
Base System with Single Floppy, No Video

286/12 VIDEO OPTIONS
Include Monitor it Video Adapter

Drive Options Mono
14" Flat

Mono EGA VGA
W/32MB (40ins)

k 1:1 Interleave $1299 $1348 $1698 $1798

w/48MB(28iiu) $1399 $1448 $1798 $1898

w/8m4B<28ntt)
A 1-1 Interleave $1749 $1798 $2148 $2248

The perfect budget-priced home com-
puter. A solid, reliable, compatible per-

former.

• 10/4.77 MHz 8088-1

• Phoenix BIOS
•640KofRAM
• 0 Wait State

• 8087 Co-Processor Socket

• 150W Pozivr Supply

• 4 Deince Bays: 2 Exffosed, 2 Internal

• Single 360K Floppy Drive

• Ports: 1 Serial, 1 Parallel, 1 Game
• 8 Expansion Slots

• Enhanced 101 Key Keyboard
• Clock Calendar w/Baltery Backup
• Szvan Setup & Utilities Diskette

Options:
• 8087 Co-processor

•3.5” Floppy Driiv

•GW BASIC/MS-DOS add $89

$549
Base System with Single Floppy, No Video

XTIO VIDEO OPTIONS
Include Monitor it Video Adapter

Drive Options Mono^ CGA EGA VGA

Sirtgle Floppy $699 $869 $1098 $1198

Dual Floppies $779 $949 $1178 $1278

*w/32MB(40ins)
Hard Drive $979 $1149 $1378 $1478

Includes Single 360K Floppy Drive

Upgrade from 12* to 14' Flat Screen, add S49

ToordenNosurchargeonDiscover, Visa.MasterCard orAMEX.
Your credit card is not charged until your order is shipped.

Shipping: 3% or $5 minimum tor UPSCround. Call for shipping

chargeson Express Air. APO, FPO, AK, HI and all foreign oitlers.

• If part of your order is backordered, the remairtder will be

shipped UPS Ground. • Allow 2 weeks for personaland company
chwks to clear. • Defective items replaord or repaired at our

discretion. • PA deliveries add 6% sales tax. • Prices and terms

subject to change without no tice-mm mm
Open: 8a.m. -1 1p.m. M-F, lOa.m

Siij^

Order Now Toll-Free

1-800-468-9044
FAX: 814-237-4450 • International: 814-234-2236

a division of

T U S $ E Y

3075 RESEARCH DRIVE* STATE COLLEGE.PA* 16601



Make a matins
Tipatibility. Call our toll-freeGet real compatibility. Call our toll-free

number and our expert staff will mate you
with hardware, software, or peripherals to fit

your unique needs. And at a price you'll love.

And when you shop Swan, you'll get the

benefits of a strong, supportive relationship:

• We won't charge your credit card until your

order is shipped.
• Orders received before 4 PM EST will be

shipped same day ... and each order is

insured at no cost to you.
• 'You'll deal with a financially sound,

respected company.
• We'll be here after the sale to help you.

• Software orders over

$1 00 and accessories PTSTl '«

'

under 6 pounds will be

shipped Federal Express. '

EPSON

1180 <192rp(.Wcol,9.pin)_$179

1191 (240cp^8Dcol.9p«nl

1124 (192tps. aOcoL 24-pin>

lS95<240rp«.l32cuL9-piit> ..

1S24 (240cpft, 132 col. 24-pin) ..

1624 (t92cps. 132 col. 24-pin>

4450 (Itppm Uwr pnnicr)

FX*850i2fr4cpt,M>(»(.9-pin> .. . SCall

R(-1050(264cps.l32coL 9-pin) for

LQ-510(]80cp».80col,24-pin> . Best

LQ-850(2b4cps.80cot.24-pin> Price

LQ-IOSO iZMcps. 132 col. 24-pin) on
LQ-2550 (4(inrp», 132 col. 24-pin> Epson

OtgOAIA

NX'IOOOII nMcp«.9-pln)$Call |320 I3a)cp»,80col.«-pin)

—

$339

NX'1000 Rainbow
(144cpt.li0col.9-pn)

NX-15ll20cpii. 1.32col.9-pnl

NX-2400 (ITilcpt. 80 col. 24 pn)

.

_.$229

$349

. SCall

l72<1»cpt.A0col, 9-pin)

182 Turbo (220 cpt, 80 col

321 (30Dcpt,l33col.9-piii>

380 (IWcpt, mcol. 24-pnl

390 (27Drpt, MO coL 24-pin)

391 (270cp».l32cDl.24-pu>)

393 (450cpt, 132 coU 24-pin)

LASER PRINTERS

KX-P4450 $1375

Hewlett-Packard
LaserJet Series II

• 8ppm/512K $1749

LaserJet Series IID SCall

Citizen
120D(120cp8/9.pin) $159

1800 (ISOcps.SOcol. 9-pin) $179

KodaWDiconix
ISO* (180cps,»0col) $345

300(300cps,80col) $399

wa HEWLETT
rnmM PACKARD

Deskjet (240cps, 80 col) $599

Deskjel Plus <240cp5. 80 cul) SCall

l’ainl|el(l67cps.H0col) $1049

MONITORS
—TTL Monochrome—
Magnavox 7623 Amber $99

Packard Bell with HIt/swivel

Amber or Green $89

Samsung 14' Mono Rat $139

Swan Monochrome SW525 $89

RGB/CGA
Magnavox 8762 $249

Magnavox 8515 $289

Samsung SC452< $219

Swan RGB $219

EGA
Imtec 14.53 $349

Magnavox 9053 $.359

Packard BelM431 $349

Multisync
Imtec I455N Multi

Mitsubishi Diamond Scan ..

NEC Multisync 3-D

NEC Multisync Plus

Sony 1304

VGA
Amdek 732 $429

lmlecl453Q $349

Magnavox 7749 (Grey Scale) $129

Magnavox 9082 $429

NEC Multisync 2a SCall

Boca
RAM Card XT or AT
I/O card XT or AT

Micron
RAM Card (MB-2K-DII)

populated w/2MB RAM ..

TOPS
TOPS/DOS 2.1

SCall

put) . SCall

$469

SCall

$469

$659

SCall

Rashcard

,,$39

II 11^

«l)K7-2 $119

80287-8 $189

KII3K7-IA $339

AbiweBoard Plus I/O $449

Connection Co*pr(xx*ssor SCall

hill lor lhiu}ihlrrlHii ni Pruinx

r

VIDEO CARDS

$419

$499

$679

SCall

. $699

PC ADD ON BOARDS

EGA-
ATI
EGA Wonder 800

Paradise
Autoswilch 480

Swan
EGA Card

VGA -

ATI
VGA Wonder <256K) .

VGA Wonder (5I2K)..

Orchid
Pro l>esigner VGA ..

Pro Designer VGA +

Paradise
VGA +

VGA Professional ..

VGA + 16

Swan
VGA Card „

Video 7
VEGA VGA - $249

Fast Write VGA $319

VRAM VGA $469

MISC
Swan
Swilchable (Mono/CGA) $69

FLOPPY DRIVES

Mitsubishi
35” (720K> $89
35" (1 44MB) $109

Roctec
5.25' <360K) $74
5.25" (1.2MB) $89

Sony
35" (720K) $79
35" (I 44MB) $99

Teac
5.25" {360K) $85
5.25" (1.2MB) $95

..$179

PC HARD DRIVES

Kl-320 20MB (40 ms) S2l9/$259*

KL330 32MB (40 ms) $249/S299'

^MiniScribe
.SCall

$79 TOSHIBA
LAPTOPS

T{6(X>ll2M»t//2UMHI $3259

T3100e(12MH//:i)MWl $2749
I'ofI lot olhrt lothibo mailrl*

8438 .30MB (68 ms)
.3650 40MB (61 ms)

3053 40MB (25 ms)

$249

$299

$449

J.5: 5^
BONLS DS/DD — $6.95

MAXELL DS/DD $19.95 $9.9.5

VERBATI.M DS/DD $19.95 $9.95

SONY DS/DD $19.95 $10.95

Call For Pricing on

Memory Chips!

(^Seagate
ST-225 20MB (65 ms) S219/S259‘

ST-238 .30M8 (« ms) S249/$299*

ST-125 2()MB (40 rrw) S249/$299*

ST-151 4(>MB (24 ms) $439

ST-157R 48MB (28 ms) $349

ST-251-1 40MB (28 ms) $349
ST-4096 80MB (28 ms) $629

IMPRIMIS
(gglCONTHpl DMA

80MB (28 ms) $629

150MB ESDI (165 ms) .. SI299/S1495*

*Ki/ Pricr - includes cables, controller

mil nwuntiuK screws.

^Seagate
ST 157R Hard Drive
• 48 MB formatted

• 3.5“ Technology

with Adaptec RLL
Controller
• I'.l Interleave

• Supports 2 Hard Drives

& 2 Floppy Drives ^
$489

Open: Ha.m.-llp.m. M-F. U)a.m.-8p.in. Set, I2p,m,.ap,m. Sun TUSSEY COMPUTER PRODUCTS
30 75 RESEARCH DRIVE eSIAIE COLLEGE. PA * 16801

Call Today& Ask For Our Free Catalog

a division ol

Order Now Toll-Free

1-800-468-9044
FAX; 814-237-t450 • International: 814-234-22.36
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SOFTWARE

Swan Peripherals

Featheryour nest
for less.

AMERICAN
Design CAD 3.0/3-D ...$155/5209

ASHTON-TATE
dBase IlH/IV K'all/S459

BEDFORD
Integrated Acaiunling .. SI59

BLOC PUBLISHING
Personal t,awyer -

Fwmfiller . $89

Forml«H>l $S5

BORLAND
Paradox 3.0 S44fl

Quattro SIM
TurboC2.0 „..SI07

Turbo CProfrssitHui $1SS

Turbo Uf;hlninf;

Turtw Pascal 55 — - $99

Turbo Pascal Professional SIM
BRODLRBUND
Prim Shop/Companion S34/S37

CKNTRAL POINT
Copy II PC S27
Deluxe Option Board $109

PCTools Dcluxe55 $79

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES
Supercalc5 SCall

COREL
Corel Draw l.l SCall

DAC SOFTWARE
Dae Bonus Pack $119

Dac Easy Accounting 4.0 $Cal I

DacEasy Payroll 4 0 SCall

Lucid 3-D SM
Vnll (or Pricing on Tnlors

DELRINA
Perform ...SCall

niTH GENERATION
Fastback Plus SIM

FOX
Foxbaset /386 SI 99/S299

ITJNK
Allways for 123/Symphony .S89/S89

Sideways S42

GENERIC SOFTWARE
Generic CADD l^vcl 3 .....SIM

INTUIT
Quicken 3.0 — S37

LASERGO
GoScTlpt/CoScripl $I2S/S239

ATI
24a>etc Internal SI.S9

lldyes Smart Modem
1200 bd Intemal/Kxlemal .$259/S289

24(X)bd Internal/LxU-mal . . SCall

Practical Peripherals
24nnbdlnlemal/F:xlenul SI49/$I99
2400 bd MNPInt /FjiI SI49/SI99

Swan Technologies
1200 bd Intemal/Extemal . $#>9/589

240nbd Inlemal/Exlemal $99/5149

LOGITECH
Finesse

LOTUS
$89

MERIDIAN
Carthm Copy Plus $112

MICROSOFT

Might Simulator 3.0 $35
MS-iX)S8cGWIiASlC SCall

Windows 286/386 $64/5129

PETER NORTON
Norton Commander .554

Norton Utilities .,$55

Norttm Advanced Utilities 579

QUARTERDECK
IXSQView/DESQView 380 $79/51 19

QI-MM $39

REFERENCE SOFTWARE
Cirammatik III - $54

SAMNA
Ami/Ami I’ro S99/SCaU

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
First Publisher S79
Harvard Graphics SCall

PFS First Choice 3.0 S89
PRS ProfessitMial Write SI35

SYMANTEC
Grandview $195

Q&A $209

QA A Write $129

Timeline 3.0 S3S9

THREE!) GRAPHICS
Perspective junior S99

WORD PERFECT
l.ibrary SM
Word Perfect 5.0 S2I9

WORDSTAR
Wordstar Profe»ional V 5.5 SI99

Wordstar v 5.5 Upgrade SCall

XEROX
Ventura Publisher 2.0 SCall

IMSI
Optical Mouse
w/Dt. Halo III $72

Microsoft
Mouse $109

MtHisc with Windows SI39

Logitech

Bus Mouse 020 dpi) S75

Serial Mouse (320 dpi) $79

with Paint add — $10

ScanMan — _.... S185

Top-quality Swan peripherals can make your PC an even better place

to work and play ... and at prices that won't crack your nest egg.

Every Swan brand name product comes with a 30-day, money-back

trial guarantee. And every Swan product is backed by a full one-year

warranty on parts and labor. You also get toll-free technical support

and customer service.

You’ll be tickled when you discover what a reliable Swan add-on

can do for your home or office PC system.

Swan Modems
Make the world your partner. WiththeSwan
Modem, you'll able to communicate with

other PCs and information services around
the world through your pulse or touch tone

phone. You'll tap into a world of data and
broaden your horizons. EverySwan Modem
comes complete with communication soft-

ware and full documentation.

• Hayes* compatible • Auto answer/dial
• Include PC talk III software

2400 bd internal* $99
1200 bd internal ..............................$69

2400 bd external $149

1200 bd external ..............^..............$89

* imcimilt* Bit Com oXS teftwan

Swan Tape Backups
Protect that nest of important data stored on
your hard drive. Swan Tape Backups store

40MB on a single tape cartridge ... reliably,

conveniently and economically. A Swan tape
drive can be installed on anySwan computer
and most XT- or AT-compatibles.

40MB XT or AT Internal $299

40MB XT or AT External ........... $399

Swan Video Cards
Different people have different uses for their

PCs ... from everyday uses like word proc-

essing and spreadsheets to today's more
demanding applications, such as desktop
publishing and presentation graphics. A
Swan video card can help you b^er meet
your needs today ... or help you ridethe wave
of technology into tomorrow.

Switchable Card •Hercules* toCCA
• Parallel Port

EGA Card • ECA/CGA/TTL
• 640 X 480 Resolution $149

VGA Card • Register-level compatible
• 256K RAM • 17VGA Modes $179

Swan Keyboards
It'simportant to have choices. SoSwansves
them to you. Ymj can depend on the Swan
family of tactile keyboards for reliable typ-

ing with either the reassuring audible fwd-
back of the "touch and click" or the quiet

resportse of the "silent" keyboard.

101 Key Touch & Click or Silent. $79

84 Key Touch & Click $69

To order No surcharge on Discover, Visa. MasterCard or AMEX.
• Your credit card is no! charged until your order is shipped.

Shipping: 351 or $5 minimum for UPS Ground. Call for shipping

charges on Express Air, APO, FPO, AK, HI and all foreign orders.

• If part of your order is backordered, the remainder will be

shipped UPSGround. • Allow 2 weeks for personal and company
chwksloclear. • ALLSALES4cxceptSwanpnKlucts) AREFINAll
• Defective items replaced or repaired at our discretion. • PA
deliveri(.>s add 6** sales lax. • Prices and terms subject to change

without notice.
Sujdn

1 division ol

TUSSEY COMPUTER PRODUCTS
CIRCLE 268ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Up to 31
users can...

• Share Printers

• Share Plotters S^"
• Share a Modem
• Share a FAX
• Exchange E-MAIL
• Transfer Datafiles

The

SYSTEMIZER
PLUS
The Universal

External Network

1
1 SYSTEM TAPE BYPASS NEW JOB COPY PAUSE

11 play
ifl RECORD 1 2 3 4
II ERASE

•

Example: 17 micros (mixed brands, some on a LAN) and a mainframe, each
equipped with a Systemizer Plus, sharing 3 printers, a plotter, and EMAIL.

Systemizing has become the connectivity standard

at many of the world's largest corporations and

throughout the federal government. Ten's of thou-

sands are already in use. The new Systemizer Plus

is the latest model in Applied Creative Technology's

line of Systemizing products, and it delivers what
95% of corporate computer users want from a

Local Area Network— at far less cost and conn-

plexity, and yet with much more versatility.

Corporate computing managers prefer Systemizing

over other connectivity methods because it offers:

• Up to 62 10 ports, each parallel and serial capable,

• Compatibility. Mix PC's, LAN's, mainframes, laptops.

• Easy owner installation. Low cost cabling.

• 5 min. user training with no support needed after.

• Flexibility; readily accomodates growth and changes.
• Powerful distributed buffering (up to 31 Megabytes]
• Distributed processing for high speed and reliability.

Call 1-800-433-5373
to get a FREE demo!

The

19B9 ttfictfwaOiwuw towaagylnc S V Aa wid ITiiMrmrvujw mMmarta of Omem T«cfvnfeigr I**

CONNEXPERTS'
A Division of Applied Creative Technology Inc.

8333 Douglas Ave. , Suite 700
Dallas, Texas 75225 U.S.A.

[214] 358-4800
CIRCLE 477 ON READER SERVICE CARD



by Lori Grunin

DRAWING A BLANK
Where can 1 get a background screen-

blanking utility?

Dean L. Hiller

Sterling Heights, Michigan

jT r First, paw through the software

^ r currently on your shelf—utility or

iHOiiili menuing software occasionally

contains a screen-blanking program.

Similarly, many of the shells for Micro-

soft Windows contain screen savers.

If this search fails to turn up anything,

you have several options, depending upon

what your needs are. You can find several

free but limited programs in the Video

data library of the IBMHW forum on

CompuServe. The best of these is BURN-
OUT (named BRNOUT.ARC). BURN-
OUT allows you to perform hotkey or

background blanking, in all text modes,

and takes between 2K and 4K of RAM.
You can disable but not unload it. In

addition, the program’s documentation

provides a good explanation of how screen

blankets work. NOYB.ARC is a TSR
strictly for hotkey-triggered blanking. It

works only in 80-column text mode and

can’t be disabled or unloaded. SCRN-
SAVE.COM (named EGASAV.ARC on

CompuServe), also free, will blank the

screen after a specified interval of disuse

and allow hotkey blanking. You can dis-

able this program, but you can’t unload it.

Of the commercial offerings. Revolu-

tion Software’s VGA Dimmer ($29.95;

7 1 5 Route 1 0 East, Randolph, NJ 07869;

(201) 366-4445) is a flexible screen blanker

that allows hotkey blanking, timed blank-

ing, disabling, and unloading (all 3K of it)

from memory.

If what you’re really interested in is a

screen saver, an amusing alternative is

Whereabouts, by The Mouse Artist Soft-

ware ($24.95; 45 Lakeside Ave., #38,

Marlboro, MA 01752; (508) 485-9530).

Whereabouts provides various EGA graph-

ics screens depicting the whereabouts of

the user, information on when the user

will return, or a forwarding phone num-

Advisor

DRAWING A BLANK;
Blanking your
monitor’s screen.

THE720K VS. 1.44MB
CONUNDRUM:
Formatting 720K floppy

disks for 1.44MB.

ber. The screens fade in and out to prevent

bum-in.

THE 720K VS. 1.44MB
CONUNDRUM
I've heard that the only difference between

a 720K and a 1 .44MB floppy disk is a small

hole. Is this really the only difference, are

there any products that will put this hole in

a 720K disk, and do you recommend the

process?

Vernon Moore

Hong Kong

I
jf Q Ever since high-density floppy disks

I

appeared, users have been arguing

MIm alW the merits of doctoring double-

sided double-densiry (DS/DD) disks to

use instead of the high-density (DS/HD)
disks that command steeper prices. To
evaluate both sides of the debate, you

need a general understanding ofhow disk

drives and magnetic media operate.

Inside the square plastic case of a floppy

disk is the platter, a circular sheet of

plastic coated with an extremely thin layer

of metal-oxide panicles. The strength of

the force required to magnetize these particles

is measured in oersteds and is referred to

as coerch ity. A 5.25-inch DSA7D floppy

disk has a coercivity of 300 oersteds,

while the coercivity of a DS/HD is 600

oersteds. The coercivity of a 720K floppy

disk, however, is 600 oersteds, as opposed

to approximately 700 oersteds for a 1 .44MB
floppy disk.

The magnetic field flows in a given

direction around each particle—say north

to south. Now imagine two neighboring

particles with different polarities; the fields

around the particles will flow in different

directions.

When reading a disk, the drive head

senses the change in the field directions

between a pairofparticles—called apu/se

or flux transition. Each flux transition is

counted as a I ; the lack of a transition is

counted as a 0. Since higher-coercivity

magnetic bits are less prone to being af-

fected by their neighbors’ fields, they can

be packed together more closely, yielding

thinner pulses at a higher frequency.

When you’re writing to a disk, an elec-

tric current tunning through the head chang-

es the polarity of selected particles, which

in turn changes the pattern of flux transi-

tions. You want the write current to be the

appropriate strength to fully polarize the

bits. ’Too low a current will result in an

undersaturated particle, in which the elec-

trons are not all lined up evenly in the

same direction. Too strong a current will

cau.se oversaturation, in which the current

spills over to partially polarize neighbor-

ing bits. Over- and undersaturation re-

duce signal resolution.

The period of time that the head has to

determine whether or not there is a flux

transition—the data or bit window—lasts

about 950 nanoseconds. You get the high-

est resolution signal when the pulse oc-

curs in the middle of the interval, and

resolution decreases as the pulses occur

earlier or later in the window (after 200 or

949 ns., for instance, rather than 475).

What are the implications? For one

thing, a high-density drive head uses a

write current optimized for higher coer-

civity media than a low-density drive head,

increasing the chances of improper satu-

ration. Bits move around when under- or

oversaturated, making it more likely that

the pulse wi II occur too early or too late in

the window, or even move out of the

window entirely. Once the pulse is out of

the window, the head won’t register it,

and you’ve pretty much trashed the disk.

Furthermore, if you try to overwrite data

NOVEMBER 14, 1989 PC MAGAZINE
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with an undersaturating current, you won't

fully erase the previous information.

If you've ever had problems writing to

a DS/DD disk (formatted as low-density)

in a high-density drive, then you have

first-hand experience with the saturation

problem; downwardly compatible high-

density drives are really downwardly read

compatible.

That's a worst-case scenario. Under

normal circumstances, when you initially

format the disk, you might lose about

200K as bad sectors, and another 200K
might be marginal, ready to go at any

moment.

To prevent users from formatting DS/

DD disks at the higher density, some 3.5-

inch Hoppy disk drives check for a small

.square hole in the upper-left-hand comer
of a DS/HD disk's case. A number of

enterprising users tried drilling a hole in

their DS/DD disks and successfully fooled

the drives; you have to be careful when

doing this, however, because minuscule

pla.stic particles can get caught inside the

case and ruin the magnetic surface.

Mote-entetprising users discovered that

by heating the plastic slightly or develop-

ing special hole-puncher-type devices, they

could produce a clean cut in the case

without worrying about stray pieces of

pla.stic getting inside. Some users even

started businesses with the sole intention

of providing this service for others, and

you can find their advertisements in the

classified ads sections of PC Magazine

and its peers.

I can’t recommend any of these serv-

ices over the others, however, becau.se I

can’t in good faith recommend the proc-

ess. Some people have never had prob-

lems using doctored DS/DD disks. This

process woiks sometimes because the claim-

ed coercivity levels arejust averages; they

differ from manufacturer to manufacturer

and from batch to batch. Similarly, some
drives are better than others; there are

drives that can read and write almost any-

thing you throw into them, while others

can barely deal with the disks that you’ve

formatted in them.

Others—myself included—have got-

ten burned. It really comes down to how
much you value your data and how averse

to risk you are. If you really need to save

money, you can use the DS/DD disks as

scratch disks to transport files from place

to place. But I strongly caution against

using those disks for hard-disk backups or

anything that can’t quickly be recopied if

the disk fails.

For a further explanation ofdisk drives

and magnetic media, see The Winn Rosch
HardnareBihle(%79.95\ ISBN 0-1 3- 160979-

3; Brady Books, Simon & Schuster Inc.,

Gulf -H Western Building, One Gulf -t-

Western Plaza, New York, NY 1(X)23;

call (212) 373-8500 for the book’s dis-

tributor, Prentice-Hall). You can also look

at The Way Things Work, by David Macau-

lay ($29.95; ISBN 0-395-42857-2;

Houghton-Mifflin Co., One Beacon St.,

Boston, MA 02108; (617) 725-5000)—

a

book no technophile’s coffee table should

be without.

ASK THE ADVISOR
Send your questions to Advisor, PC Maga-
zine, One Park Avenue, New York, NY
1(X)16, or upload to PC MagNet (see the

“By Modem” sidebar in the Utilities column

for access information). Please specify

your equipment.

Kememherwhen sending a fax meant leaving

>'our desk? Or when faxing on the road was

almost impossible?

Those days are over. Introducing the

WorldPort 2496'" portable fax and data

modem.

Since it's external to your computer, it's easily

shared around the office. And since it's battery

powered and uses R| 1 1 s or optional acoustic

couplers, it connects to public phones and

PB)(s anywhere. Via Bell and CCITT standards

worldwide. It even sends and receives fax and

Touchbase S/stems, Inc.

160 Laurel Avenue
Northport. NY 11766

(516)261-0423
Fax (516) 754-3491

data messages

unattended or

while you run

applications.

But best of all. from your desktop or laptop,

you can instantly connect with pnictically

anyone anywhere who owns a hex or modem.

Unless, of course, they've ventured out on the

road without one.

Call us today at 800-541-0.345 (in New York,

516-261-042.3) for more on the WorldPon line

and the dealer nearest you.

This Shauld Gi On Vtur Desk

For The Same Reasees It Goes

Or The Road.

lorkli’ort i19baatradnnai1i<if1I)ucMttxSys(efns. Inc . O 1989 ToudibiM .Snlenu, Inc
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SayGoodbye
toFinancial Hassle!

SoLong,Tedium Hello,Quicken

Why waste lime doing your finances?

Quicken stashes time and effort

every month.. .perfectly organizes

your finances , .and provides instant insight

into your money matters.

Breeze Through Financial Chores
Quicken takes the drudgery out of routine

finances. It automates everything from bill pay-

ing to bookkeeping . . . reconciliation to reporting.

Quicken does in minutes what used to lake hours.

Quicken actually learns your regular bills

and reminds you when to pay them.Just confirm

payment amounts, and in seconds. Quicken

performs 14 bookkeeping steps, categorizes

expenses, and hands you printed checks

addressed for mailing. Or, pay your bills using

CheckFreer the nation's electronic payment

system And. Quicken keeps perfect records

of all your handwritten checks.

A Bigger Picture with Smaller Effort

Quicken automatically organizes your

finances. Imagine always knowing how much
money you have. . .and exactly where it's going.

At the press of a button, Quicken generates

insightful reports such as Income and Expense.

Cash Flow, Budget vs. Actual, Balance Sheet/

Net Worth.Job Costing, and more.

Relax at Tax Time
Stop dreading tax time. Quicken keeps

important tax data at

your fingertips auto-

matically. In seconds.

you can print an

itemized list support-

ing your deductions.

Plus, Quicken links

directly to top selling

tax software like Turbo

Tax* and J.K. Lasser's

Your Income Tax?

The World’s #1 Best Seller

Quicken is the best selling business and per-

sonal financial software in the world. Bill Howard

of PC Magazine (December 27. 1988)
g [

t .4

Mfn says. "Quicken is about as *
i L U

good as software gets— ? hrllHi
powerful, affordable and ?

easy to user Broadway * award
playwright (“Marne") Robert

•1988'*

Try Quicken FREE for 30 Days
Order from the coupon below, and if you’re

not completely satisfied for any reason, simply

return it for a full, no-questions-asked refund.

So, why wait? Say good riddance to financial

hassle, and order Quicken today.

Send in the coupon, or call

1-800-624-8742 U S. and Canada.

NEW VERSION 3.0

FAR MORE TMAN A CHECKWRITER

Quicken is now even easier, (aster, and

offers 50 new features, including:

< New credit card. cash, asset, and

liability accounts for a complete

financial picture

• Now combines information from all

accounts into consolidated reports

• New reports, including Tax Sum-
mary and Net Worth/Balancc

reports...

• New wallet-size checks

• Variable monthly budget report

Data import and export

• Canadian dates and tax categories

• Links with CheckFree* the rution's

electronic payment system

orncvcAR E. Lee remarks, “This astonishingly

simple program. . . is truly true to its name
Indeed, it does quicken the time required for

routine bookkeeping!'

No Computerese or

Accounting MumboJumbo
Quicken is so easy, you’re up and

running in minutes. That’s because the

whole program looks and works just

like the paper checkbook and register

you've always used. Quicken doesn't

change how you do your finances,

only how/osf you finish them.

Powerful Business Features

Over half of Quicken’s cus-

tomers use it for small business

bookkeeping. Quicken pro-

duces financial statements such

as Profit and Loss. Balance Sheets and other

useful management reports. It forecasts your

cash flow, and tracks A/R, A/P. payroll, jobs,

clients, properties, and more.

SraCIFICATlONS
Software CorapMibtluy Imports from Check-Free and

ASCII Exports to ASCII. Locus* 1-2-3* Symphony.*

Quattro* Excel*

Hardware ConHMtibiiiiy All IBM* PC. XT. AT* PS/2? and

compatibles with 320K RAM and DOS 2 0 or higher

Works with ywir printer and nKmiior. we guarantee U
Capacity Unlimited number oibankaccountsand

iransactKHisfsubjeci to available disk space) Maximum
amounts to 99

Other Unlimited FREE lechnKal support Not copy-

protected Checks are pieapproved by all DnarKial iimiiu-

lions m the US and Cxnada Sample checks and order

form mQuKken package Abo available lor Macintosh and
Apple II (Icatuie sets vary).

CheckFree Electronic Bdl Paymeiu hnisallhiUs \W>rkswiih

all US finanna) tnstiniiians Modem and software required

Special offer available in the Quicken package A service

crfCheckFree Corporation

Quicken ts available at most a

IwaniiosaygoodbyeiohnanciaihassleandcryQuKken

If I'm noicotnpictely samlied.l may return it within 10 days

for a full refund Quicken Version 3lorlBMandcompaiib)es.US SS99S.

includes free shipping by air California residenis. please add sales tax

For coupon orders, allow 10 days (or delivery (longer to Canada)

Mr Ms Miss Mrs Dr (plrasecircle)

Name

le Phone (

QuKken Vrrshm 1 (or IBM and companhtrs Q SW'disk Si^disk

Preferred payment method (check one)

Check enclosed (no purchase orders or COD. please)

Visa MasterCard American Express

Card No Exp Date

^Inturt
S40 Unlventty Avc

Pab Alto.CA 94301

Or. call; t-800-624-8742mUS
and Canada (or charge card orders.

Current (}uKken users

To upgrade, call the 800 number above

G-PCAll



ZEOS386 Systems

”R)rOveM
ExceUence”

PCMagazine, May30, 1989

Complete ZEOS 20MHz *386

System. BOMB SCSI Drive!

Only $2995
I6MHz ^temsftom $2295!

The standard by which others

are measured! Featuring64K
CACHE (twice that ofmost com-

petitors) providing Zero- Wait

State performance vastly superior

to page/interleave memory
schemes. Incredible Value.

High speed Zero- Wait 64K read

and write backSRAM CACHE.
Thefastest method known.

Genuine 32-bit Intel80386-

ZOMHzCPU.
* 1MB ofZero- Wait DRAM
Expandable to I6MB.

m Fast 80MB, 28ms SCSI
Seagate Hard Drive, Teac'

1.2MB Floppy Drive.

High speed HDD/FDD SCSI
Host Adaptor with Software.

• 14" High-Res Amber Display

with Tilt/Swivel base. Genuine
Hercules^ brandgraphics

controller.

Performance Comparisons u»ng PC Labs Benchmark Series

Release 4:

80386 Floating
Instruction Point Gynventionol
Mix Cokulotion Memory

ZEOS 386/16 Dotktop 3.58 1 3.62 0 58

ZEOS 386/20 Desktop 2 87 10 82 038

IBM PS/2 Model 70-E61 4 08 16.04 0 75

Compoq Deskpre 386/16 4 12 15 47 0.75

BIOS and Video Shadow
RAM plusEMS support. Soft-

ware Included.

101 KeyZEOS Tactile/Click

keyboard.

2High Speed Serial Ports plus

one Paralleland one Game port.

1-32, &16 and 1-8 bit slots.

80387math coprocessor support.

Rug^dZEOS 5bay case.

Including Security Lock and
LED indicators.

Includes ZEOS 24 Hour a Day
TollFree Technical Supportand
Customer Satisfaction package.

Options Galore: Including 14'

'

VGA, add only $495. And an in-

credible selection ofhard drives:

SCSI. RLL, ESDIorMEM and
virtually any otheradd-on you
could want!

Order Now Toll Free

800-423-5891
FAX Orders Dial: 612-633-U25
in Minnesota Call: 612*6334591
MasterCaid, VISA, ZCARD, COD
Open 24 Hours a day, 365 Days a year.

All prices and spedficationB are sut^ecttochaiwe without notice. Please call for current pricinR and warranty details. ZEOS is a publicly traded company: MPLS/St. f^ul Local OTC.



“Out of 104 machines from

58 companies . . . For overall

excellence we selected ZEOS
International’s 386-16 and 386-20’.’

PC Magazine, May 30, 1989

The Editors of PC Magazine

came to this conclusion after in-

vesting “25,000 hours of work by

60 people testing and reviewing 104

’386 PCs’.’ The review was thorough

and their conclusion specific. Simply,

that out of all the manufacturers in

the world, ZEOS offers you the very

best ’386 Value.

In all areas, ZEOS machines

are top performers. With uncom-

promising attention to quality and

detail throughout. Not only do

ZEOS systems themselves afford

you the very best Values in com-

puting today, they’re backed up by

the strongest after sales support

in the industry.

At ZEOS we feel that if a

company believes in its products

it should stand Rock Solid

behind them.

That’s why ZEOS offers Toll

“Price is always a

consideration. So are

benchmark test results.

But both factors can be

deceiving, which is why

we consider them in the

context of other aspects

that will make the diBer-

ence months and years

down the road.Things like

quality of construction,

reliabUity, expandability,

and ease of service!’

PCMagazine, On “What
Makes an Editor’s Choice”

Free Technical Support 24
Hours a day, seven days a week,

365 da^ a year! At ZEOS, we
believe in standing by our cus-

tomers whenever they need us.

Then add our 30 Day
Absolute Satisfaction Money
Back Guarantee, One Full Year

Limited Warranty and Express

Parts Replacement Policy. You’ve

got the best.

And when you order your ZEOS
’386 you can have your pick from

the industry’s broadest selection of

options. AsPCMagazine said, ZEOS
offers “more options than even

the most configuration hungry hound

could possibly need’.’

Quality, Performance, Reliability

and Support. Overall Excellence.

That’s why ZEOS is PC Magazine’s

#1 choice. And that’s why ZEOS is

your best choice as well. So pick out

that dream machine today and

order it now with confidence. Your

choice of ZEOS excellence is Guar-

anteed. Order now by calling

800-423-5891.

Complete 25MHz ’386

Vertical System. 80MB
SCSI Drive!

Only $3495
Complete 33MHz systems

only $4495!

ZEOS25MHz and33MHz
80386 systems are the fastest,

most advanced available any-

where. Government Computer

News calls the ZEOS '3^33
“arguably the fastestMS-DOS
and OS/2 micro in the world."

Review after review, these ZEOS
systems are selected as the best

price/performance buys. A power
user’s dream!

Ultra High speed Zero- Wait

64KSRAM CACHE.

14” High-ResAmber Display

with Tilt/Swivel. Genuine
Hercules* brurut graphics

controller.

BIOS and Video ShadowRAM
plusEMS support.

ZEOS Tactile/Click keyboard.

• 2 High Speed Serial Ports plus

one Paralleland one Game port.

1-32, 6-16 and 1-8 bit slots.

80387 math coprocessorsupport.

Includes ZEOS 24 Houra Day
Toll Free Technical Support.

6-bay Vertical case standard.

Deduct $150for desktop case.

Matty options available: Including
14" VGA, add only $495. Plus a
largeselectionofSCSI, RLE, ESDI
orMFM hard drives and more.

Order Now Toil Free

Genuine 32-bit Intel ’38625

or33MHzCPU.
Performonce Comparisons using PC Labs Benchmark Series

Release 4: 800-423-5891
IMB ofZero- WaitDRAM

.
Exparidable to I6MB.

Fast 80MB, 28ms SCSI
Seagate Hard Drive, Teac*

1.2MB Floppy Drive.

• High speed HDD/FDD SCSI
HostAdaptor with Software.

80386 Fkxiting
Instruction Point Conventionol

Mix Calculation Memory

ZEOS 386/25 Desktop 2 29 8.37 0.33

ZEOS 386/33 Desktop 1 67 643 0 27

IBM PS/2 Model A 2.27 8.33 060

Compoq Deskpro 386/25 2 36 8 59 0 37

CI989ZEOS International. Ltd.. 5305th Avenue, N.W.. St. hiul. MN 55112. All product and cixnpany names are trademarks
ornwsttredtradmiarloodhrirrapectiwhold,™. CIRCLE 269 ON READER SERVICE CARD



You’ll find our printers exceed specifications

in the most crucial area of all. Confidence.

In a world where anything can go wrong, isn’t it

nice to know something won’t? NEC printers. These

machines have built the kind of reputation that used

to be associated only with National Heroes and World

Series MVPs. Steady, reliable, clutch performers.

They are: the Pinwriter" family of dot matrix

printers, and the Silentwriter’ family of page printers.

And their legendary reliability and print quality have

inspired spontaneous outbursts of applause on more

than one occasion. Our Pinwriter printers are 24-wire

workhorses that consistently deliver

unmatched print quality, type variety

and the highest resolution graphics.

Our Silentwriter printers are laser-class printers

that are in a class all their own. They offer a

0
PostScript" interpreter, a wide

L variety of type fonts, and exten-

J L- sive memory. Which makes them

the perfect page printers for

desktop publishing envirorunents

and work group settings. And

they’re all from NEC, the $24 billion world leader in

computers and communi-

cations. Ihlk about confi-

dence building.

WE’RE MAKING THINGS BETTER FOR YOU.

NEC
NEC Information Systems, Inc., 1414 Massachusetts Ave., Boxborough, MA 01719. 1-800-NEC*INFO. In Canada, 1*800-343*4418.

CiO ^ •"*’
OCopyiightlBttNiruronMtkin^Mn.Int PUiwtmratxISDHttwiliwawttgtMwltfidMMtiofNKCwp. PowStiiptiatfa



First Looks
Hands-on Reviews ofthe Latest Products

Tiny, Powerful Poqet PC
Tips the Scales at 1 Lb.

November 14

REVIEW INDEX

PREVIEW

by Jonathan MaUkIn

If the diminutive Poqet PC de-

livers on its immense promise,

it will be an epochal product,

similar in impact to the original

IBM PC and the first Compaq
transportable. With its incredi-

bly compact I- by 8.75- by

4.25-inch (HWD) footprint and

negligible 1 -pound weight, the

Poqet fits within some inside

jacket pockets, making it con-

venient to use in places where

the smallest laptops are imprac-

tical. And it runs DOS.
Poqet Computer's ambitious

designers have attempted to do

more than merely create a tiny

DOS container, however. Al-

most as revolutionary as its size

is the Poqet 's complex power
management scheme. The Po-

qet runs on two double-A batter-

ies—that's right, the same ones

that sell for a couple of bucks at

the comer drugstore

.

It may use the same batteries

as your Walkman, but the Poqet

PC has a much smaller appetite,

according to its designers, who
project a battery life of approxi-

mately 100 hours when the sys-

tem is perfected. Taking a very

aggressive approach to mini-

mizing power consumption, the

Poqet powers down the 80C88

processor whenever power
needs are small, such as be-

tween keystrokes. The prepro-

duction unit we saw did not in-

corporate all of the anticipated

power management technol-

ogy, however, and we observed

less-spectacular battery per-

formance .

Another energy-conscious

CONTINUES ON PAGE 35

li
IBM Personal Page
Printer II

Offers automatic

switching among three

emulations 36

Toshiba T3200SX
Occupies the midrange

between the T3200 and

T5200 44

ExcelMore

Widens the Windows

desktop 48

Dan Brlcklln's

PageGarden
Fertile soil for repetitive

printing jobs 48

Easell2: A Power User's Answer
To PM Application Development

HANDS ON

by Richard Hale Shaw

Programming the OS/2 Presen-

tation Manager isn't easy. Only

after programming in C for sev-

eral years and acquiring a

healthy knowledge of OS/2 can

you begin writing PM applica-

tions. On top of that, there’s the

expense of development tools

and the need to ensure that your

programs comply with IBM’s

CUA (Common User Acce.ss)

standard. With Interactive Im-

ages* Easei/2. however, appli-

cation developers can write

complex CUA-compliant appli-

cations without having to learn

C or PM programming.

Easelll is a robust, full-fea-

tured application development

environment for the PM. You
can use it to create PM applica-

tions or interfaces to remote ap-

plications on a PC, minicom-

puter. or mainframe. That's

important in a programming
world where multiple, inter-

connected hardware platforms

present an increasingly com-
mon challenge.

At EasellZ's heart are the

EASEL programming language

and Layout/CUA. a powerful,

easy-to-use interface design

tool for both programmers and

power users. Layout/CUA con-

verts the interfaces you design

into EASEL programs that can

be compiled into complete ap-

plications. The EASEL lan-

guage's high-level approach

masks the low-level details of

PM programming from the de-

veloper and offers an object-ori-

ented approach to PM windows,

dialog boxes, and controls.

Each PM object can be defined,

named, and grouped in classes,

allowing you shortcuts toward

completing an application.

Layout/CUA 's WYSIWYG
interface lets you visualize an

entire application as you devel-

op it. making it a snap to incor-

porate PM objects into a pro-

gram. Each time you create a

new interface. Layout/CUA
opens a new. CUA-compliant
window with the standard

“File” and “Edit” entries and

pull-down menus on the action

bar. You can edit this and add

additional windows and dialog

boxes.

It's easy to add a control ob-

ject to a dialog box. As you

would with a paint program,

you select the control from a

palette and place it in the inter-

CONTINUES ON PAGE 34
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First Looks

Easel/2
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 33

face. Layout/CUA changes the

mouse pointer to reflect the type

of object, so you can position

more than one at a time. Dou*

ble-click on the object and you

can edit its attributes—name,

text content, and whether it in-

vokes a dialog box when select-

ed. If you indicate yes for the

last, Layout/CUA displays a list

of available dialog boxes to

choose from. Thus it’s easy to

link different objects, keep

track of them and their relation-

ships, and create general-pur-

pose objects (like dialog boxes)

that can be used throughout the

program. You can cut and paste

objects to and from the PM
Clipboard, so that they can be

used in other interfaces or past-

ed into a word processor to cre-

ate program documentation.

Once you’ve defined an in-

terface, Layout/CUA converts

it to EASEL code. To manage

objects like push buttons and

modal dialog boxes, EaseU2
automatically creates subrou-

tines to control user responses

and actions to take. You can edit

these or any other part of the

source code file and introduce

additional elements or process-

ing to the application. Then you

can compile the application and

run it with Easel/2 or the Ea-

sel/2 runtime package.

Layout/CUA protects you
from creating interfaces that vi-

olate the CUA guidelines. If

you try to convert an interface

that explicitly breaks a CUA
rule, you’ll be greeted by an er-

ror message and a list of offend-

ing objects. If CUA allows an

exception, the program will

warn you and offer guidance.

Thus you aren't required to

know the details of CUA. just

its spirit, and you’re free to con-

centrate on designing the inter-

face.

With Easel/2's object-ori-

ented approach to PM program-

ming. you can name each object

and define its response, for ex-

ample; which events it responds

to (like a keystroke); and which

actions it takes. In addition, you
can create classes or subclasses

of objects, add and delete class

members dynamically, and is-

sue commands to an entire

class. For example, if you have

a class of screen buttons, you

can change the button colors by

changing the color of the class.

Or you can create a response for

a class of keys that retrieves a

member’s value when it is

pressed—instead of defining a

response for each key.

Because of this object-ori-

ented approach, the EASEL
language is largely descriptive.

It includes over 100 commands
for defining and manipulating

PM screen objects, drawing
graphs, and working with text.

Visually, EASEL resembles a

hybrid of COBOL, C, and Pas-

cal, with the standard control-

flow statements, constants, lit-

erals, a host of operators, and

four types of variables. It in-

cludes over60 built-in functions

for querying objects and re-

sponses. and library routines for

file handling and math. Simple

EASEL commands let you call

OS/2 dynamic link libraries; in-

Easel/2 ’s Layout/CUA interface design tool lets you
render the entire interface of an application, adding dialog

boxes, windows, and PM controls as needed. Here.

Layout/CUA is editing the interface while the completed

application runs in the foreground.

terface with the PM Clipboard;

read .PCX, .BMP, and text

files; and run non-PM programs

asynchronously (via OS/2’s
multitasking).

The EASEL language lets

you write PM applications that

are event-driven and dynamic;

you can leave some components
of an interface undefined until

runtime. Thus, if a pull-down

menu must include a list of re-

ports that change periodically, it

can be generated when the user

runs the application.

Easel/2 supports asynchro-

nous communications, with ad-

ditional modules for 3270 and

5250 support. A version from

IBM, which recently acquired

an equity position in Interactive

Images, supports the OS/2 Ex-

tended Edition Communica-
tions Manager. In addition, a

Business Graphics module is

available for converting tables

to full-color business graphics.

Although Interactive Images

offers an extensive training pro-

gram, savvy programmers will

be able to leverage the tutorial

and sample applications that

come with the program. And
while the list price of $7,500 for

the software and documentation

seems exorbitant at first glance,

it’s actually quite reasonable,

considering the years of C and

OS/2 programming experience

it makes up for. Considering all

that it does offer, it won't be a

surprise if Easel/2 becomes the

premium PM programming en-

vironment for non-PM pro-

grammers.

fasef/2

Interactive Images Inc., 600 W.
Cummings Park. Wobum. MA
01801;(617) 938-8440.

List Price: $7,500 for

development system. $350 for

runtime system.

Requires: 80286- or 80386-

based PC. 1 MB RAM beyond
that required by OS<2. hard

disk. EGA or later, OS/2 1.1.

In Short: A comprehensive,

robust Presentation Manager
application-development

environment for programmers
who have no previous

experience in C or OS/2.
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First Looks

PoqetPC
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 33

design decision calls for the use

of static rather than dynamic
RAM for the Poqet’s standard

complement of 5i2K: SRAMs
require less power than

DRAMs. When the Poqet is

powered down with its key-

board-mounted on/off switch,

the system continues to supply

enough power to RAM to pre-

serve the contents of memory.
You can jot down a quick note

in your word processor, turn off

the machine, and return to the

place in your application where

you left off with another tap of

the switch. A recessed reset but-

ton initiates the equivalent of a

cold boot, with the loss ofRAM
contents.

The Poqet’s innovations

continue beyond size and miser-

ly power consumption. Instead

of accepting the weighty extra

baggage of standard floppy and

hard disk technology, Poqet has

turned to solid-state RAM and

ROM cards, much like those

used by NEC in its comparative-

ly gigantic UltraLite.

About the size of credit

cards, the RAM cards contain

static RAM and small lithium

batteries to preserve data. The
ROM cards are the same size

but do not require batteries. The
RAM and ROM cards fit into

drawers in the side of the Po-

qet’s case—about where you
would expect to find conven-

tional drive bays.

Poqet Computer has been
working with software vendors

to develop ROM versions of a

variety of popular applications,

including WordPerfect 5.0, Xy-

Write III Plus, and Q&A

.

Poqet

is also developing a special

ROM execution capability that

could greatly increase the power

and flexibility of the machine.

ROM-executable applications

will run almost completely in

memory supplied on the ROM
card itself.

That makes the Poqet’s non-

expandable 5 1 2K of system
RAM look considerably larger

than it is. With a spreadsheet

The Poqet PC uses credit-card-sized RAM and ROM cards

in place of conventional disk drives. RAM cards will come
in sizes up to 51 2K.

running from the ROM card, al-

most all of system RAM would

be available for worksheets or a

RAMdisk. Poqet Computer had

no ROM-executable applica-

tions ready at the time of this

writing, but the company says it

will have Lotus 1-2-3, Alpha-

Works, and Lucid 3D available

in ROM-executable form by the

time the Poqet PC comes out on

the market.

Alpha Software’s formal an-

nouncement of AlphaWorks for

With many larger laptops

failing to provide high-quality

displays, you might expect the

Poqet to stumble as well. But

the 7- by 3-inch, 80-column by

24-line LCD screen is quite

readable. Contrast is easily ad-

justed from the keyboard. The
display emulates MDA and
CGA graphics, with results

quite similar to other CGA-
compatible LCD displays. Po-

qet Computer promises a still-

better image by the time the

the Poqet is an encouraging sign

that software support is on the

way. AlphaWorks is an appro-

priate first title for the Poqet. An
integrated package with a sig-

nificant user base on full-sized

PCs, AlphaWorks combines six

applications. It offers a word

processor, a dBASE III Plus-

compatible database, and a Lo-

tus /-2-i-compatible spread-

sheet with graphics. There is

also a communications module.

Executing from ROM, this

suite of applications gives the

Poqet user access to all of the

basic software tools of the desk-

top. As other titles are an-

nounced, the Poqet’s size and

DOS compatibility could make
it look like that elusive dream of

the mobile power user: a unit

that offers advanced functiona-

lity with no penalties of size or

weight.

machine ships.

What is problematic is the

Poqet’s keyboard. The design is

functional but cramped, which

means that people with large

hands will not be able to rest all

their fingers comfortably on the

keyboard. With some practice

and patience, though, you
should be able to touch-type at a

reasonable speed with a key-

board of this size.

In fact, size is the least of the

keyboard's problems. The pro-

totype we examined was just

barely functional. Repeated

keypresses often produced no

response, and a single keypress

sometimes generated multiple

characters. Occasionally, tap-

ping a letter key would unex-

pectedly power down the ma-

chine—a glitch that can
probably be attributed to the

not-yet-perfected power man-

agement system. The keys were

loosely secured to the switch as-

semblies, and the keycaps had

enough play that they easily be-

came stuck under one another.

The unit had other fit and finish

problems, which Poqet says

will be ironed out before the

product ships.

Another problem is the Po-

qet’s price structure. At $1 ,995,

its an expensive machine. It

comes with a single 32K RAM
card, which isn’t a great deal of

storage. Prices for additional

memory are stiff. A single 64K
storage RAM card will set you

back $160, and a 256K card

costs $375. 512K of RAM on a

card will cost you $595.

That high start-up cost does

buy you some needed accesso-

ries. Poqet includes a null mo-
dem cable for transferring files

from your desktop machine
through the Poqet rc’s propri-

etary expansion port. Quite a bit

of useful software is also stan-

dard. The machine comes with

PoqetTools, a memory-resident

assortment that includes a mo-
dem package, a word processor,

and a calculator. Along with

DOS 3.3, BASIC, PoqetTools,

and the system BIOS, you also

get PQ-Link, a file-transfer pro-

gram that resides in 640K of

your ROM.
The preproduction unit

comes very close to realizing

the potential of its design. If the

production-level release of the

Poqet PC incorporates the

changes its manufacturer prom-

ises, it’s bound to change the

way that many people look at

personal computing.

FACT FILE

The Poqet PC
Poqet Computer, 201 San
Antonio Circle, C-250,

Mountain View. CA 94040;
(4t 5) 948-6688.

List Price: $1 .995: 64K RAM
card. $t 60; 256K RAM card,

$375: 512K RAM card, $595.

In Short: In addition to its tiny

size, the Poqet PC otters

innovations in power
management and data storage.

Prototype sutlers Irom some lit

and tinish problems.
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First Looks

IBM Personal Page Printer II

Features Three Emulations

HANDS ON

by Mitt Jones

IBM’s first stab at a PostScript

printer may have legitimized

PostScript within the PC indus-

try, but the IBM Personal Page

Printer itself was more notable

for its faults than its virtues.

With its latest PostScript offer-

ing, IBM completes an admira-

ble redesign effort that may
make the Personal Page Printer

11 one of the more popular Post-

Script printers going.

Still based on Ricoh’s 6-

page-per-minute engine, the

$4,999 Personal Page Printer II

Model 03 1 not only resolves the

shortcomings of the original,

but also adds a few innovative

features most of the competition

forgot.

Chief among the Page Print-

er ll’s attractions are its three

emulations. While the original

could emulate only IBM’s own
Proprinter, the Personal Page

Printer II emulates the Pro-

printer, the HP LaserJet Plus,

and the Diablo 630.

To enable users to pick their

emulation of choice as painless-

ly as possible, IBM also added

automatic emulation switching,

a touch that should prove espe-

cially handy in network installa-

tions. The printer requires only

one of the host PC’s ports, but it

assigns each of the logical ports,

LPTl through LPT4, to a differ-

ent emulation. A utility allows

you to change or disable the as-

sociations easily.

The Page Printer II offers

automatic emulation

switching.

As if this acknowledgment

that other printers exist were not

enough, IBM has taken its new-

found spirit of glasnost one step

further by building an Apple-

Talk network connector into the

printer, alongside the parallel

and serial connectors.

Many of the other improve-

ments revolve around the inte-

gration of PostScript-specific

components into the printer

housing. Every PostScript

printer requires an interpreter

and a processor to handle the

conversions. The original Page

Printer coupled a “dumb print-

er" to a full-length adapter that

housed the processor and re-

quired RAM. It relegated the in-

terpreter and 29 of the printer’s

42 fonts to the host PC’s hard

disk rather than holding them in

ROM on the adapter.

While IBM was eager to

point out that this design has-

tened data transfer and made
Adobe interpreter revisions

much easier, the arrangement

also tied up the host system for

about 2 minutes at bootup while

it loaded the interpreter into

adapter RAM. And, before you

could use any of the 29 fonts

stored on your hard disk, you

had to wait for the subsystem to

download the outline, an annoy-

ingly slow process.

In contrast,

this version builds

a 16.7-MHz
Motorola
68000 pro-

cessor, 2MB
of RAM, and

other hard-

ware into the

printer and
holds its authentic Adobe inter-

preter, along with all of its 47

font outlines, in ROM. The
printer still requires about 2

minutes of warm-up time, but

your system isn’t occupied by

the processor as before.

This version also allows in-

stallation of an additional 2MB
of RAM for a total of 4MB,
more than enough to handle

most complex print Jobs.

As one final boon, albeit an

expensive one, IBM is offering

a sheet feeder for the Page Print-

er II. The $1,395 sheet feeder,

which measures nearly 6 inches

deeper than the printer and
about an inch wider, looks a bit

like a fiat-bed trailer holding the

Page Printer as cargo. With two

200-sheet paper bins and a 50-

envelope tray, however, the

sheet feeder may be well worth

its bulk for corporate uses, espe-

cially in light of the Page Print-

er’s normal capacity ofonly 150

pages.

In testing, the Page Printer II

performed well, if not spectacu-

larly. Compared with the other

PostScript printers reviewed in

this issue, the tested 5-ppm

IBM Personal Page Printer II

Model 031

IBM Corp., Contact your

nearest authorized dealer:

(800)447-4700,

List Price: $4,999; upgrade

from Model 030. $750: 2MB
additional RAM, $1 ,495;

Personal Page Printer II Sheet

Feeder, $1 ,395.

Dimensions (HWD): 8.5 x 33 x

17.4 (includes trays).

Weight: 35 lbs.

Emulations: Postscript. HP
LaserJet Plus, IBM Proprinter

XL. Diablo 630.

In Short: A versatile 6-ppm
PostScript printer with 47 built-

in fonts, three automatic

emulations, maximum RAM
capacity of 4MB. and

AppleTalk support.

CiHCLE 443 ON READER SERVICE CARO

speed of the Page Printer II

places it ahead of the slowest of

the lot but still on the slow end

of the spectrum.

The Page Printer handled
LaserJet Plus emulation well

overall, but botched minor as-

pects of the test. For instance,

while it did a beautiful Job with

shading, hatching, and working

with a downloaded font, it

failed to compensate for the

quarter-inch difference in page

margin between it and the La-

serJet Plus.

The Personal Page Printer II

offers a wealth of features in a

package that is well thought out

and well implemented. Its auto-

matic emulations and Apple-

Talk support make it a versatile

choice for single-user applica-

tions or small networks. With a

tested speed of only 5 ppm,
however, the Page Printer II

may prove too limited for large-

scale network duty .

IBM Personal Page Printer II Model 031

Text

Speed
DEFAULT

0 1

5 ppm
7

Graphics
Speed

POSTSCRIPT

0 *0 2S> 120 160 200
216 sec.

240 280

Once you’ve torn down all of i

laws in the country and you fii

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide behi

Courier Bold Underli

Palatino Bold Underlined /
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Scalablefonts on-the-fly in WordPerfect. GLYPHIX BUSINESS SERIES

Tap the Full Power
of WordPerfect on

your LaserJet.

Activate all of the font options in your WordPerfect font

menu in minutes, with Glyphix fonts. They install automatically

and couldn’t be easier to use. Just enter the fonts menu (Ctrl-F8),

select a base font, any type effect (bold, italic, small caps, etc.)

and a point size from 3 to 120... and print. You can even use

special effects like reverse and outline. And you don’t need to

buy additional printer memory or learn anything new.

Order any Glyphix font set before December 31, 1989 and

we’ll give you Glyphix Zingbats, an entire font of scalable icons,

symbols and graphic elements as a free bonus. Zingbats include

and more, and they’ll add zing to all of your documents.

UVI REVliWS FOR MYRNIX “... unlike anything else on the market- except possibly

PostScript., produces remarkably fine type at amazing speeds.” PC Magazine, June 13, 1989

“... oners a combination of features and performance that is unavailable elsewhere.

Like PostScript Glyphix generates fonts from outlines, on the fly, and sends them to the

printer as they are needed. The Glyphix system’s installation procedure is a snap: just

put the appropriate floppy disk in drive a: and type INSTALL You’re asked a few ques-

tions about printer port and directories, and then everything happens automaticaily.”

Computer Buyers Guide and Handbook AND USIRS AGREE “Your approach to font genera-

tion is the right one-better than Bitstream, MoreFonts, Trionum, yon name it” Christopher

Sarson, Blue Penguin Productions, Inc. “I’ve now been using GLYPHIX 3.0 with WordPerfect
5.0 .~ I couldn’t be happier with the quality, ease of use, and, most of all, printed output of

this product” Claude Carle, Beverly, Massachusetts. “I am using WordPerfect 5-0 and was
using Bitstream Fonts. I carefully removed my Bitstream to make room for Glyphix,

thinking that if it did not work out I could go back to the Bitstream. But 1 will not go
back.” Lome Bowerman, R&L MicroServices Inc. “As a WordPerfect certified instructor, I

feel that all my students should know about your program and I make a point to mention
it ” Don Williams, Computer Learning Centers of America.

Basics - $99.95

Tymes Roman
Helvenica
Rockland
‘ExcfiequerScript

Basics II - $99.95

Oxford
Eterna

Classic Typewriter

New Tcrk Dece

Book -$99.95

Garamand
Baskerton
Palatine

Century

Sans Serif - $99.95

Avant Guard
Gibraltar

B0A90 Block
Obelisk

Decorative - $99.95

University Ornate

iHanufiitript

Buckinghaun
Copperfield

Fixed -$99.95

Courier
Prestige
Letter Gothic
IBM Line Draw

A $99-95 Introductory Offer!

’ Four Glyphix fonts, scalable from 3 to 120 point.

• Type effects including reverse, outline, shadow and more

.

• International characters and symbols •£¥toe©®l§™
• Automatic installation software for WordPerfect 5.0

• Glyphix Zingbats

• A 30 Day NO-QUESTIONS-ASKED Guarantee

• TOLL FREE Technical Support

TECHNICAL REOUIREkKNTS IBM PC. AT. XT. PS/2 Of convatible witti 3 minimum ol 512Kb RAM. a hard disk. MS-DOS

2.0 (X later, a LaserJet Plus. Series II or compallble printer with 512Kb ol primer memory

GtHfu UDdWKA Gwuuna TinmAoiMn (Mora Bucwww" Ornai. Muucrci CccdbIuM L0«««iScnot.*mMGuM.GiMA» Bongo BhO. OHMX
Aiwrton.PNNue. tiw>i.O«<T;gwmiu>dW»Tc»>DKeDciQamiWBO»S>WT{inNrTM»ond.Ufl

Include t5 shipping & handling. 2nd Day Air

Make Checks payable lo SWFTE Inlernalional

FAX Orders (302) 429-0532

In DE (302) 429-8434

Order Toll Free

800-237-9383

© 1969 SWFTE Inlernalional Ltd SWFTE Inlernalional, Ltd 128-D Senatorial Drive, Greenville, De 19807
CIRCLE 299 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Toshiba PageLaserB:
A Low-Cost Alternative

by Jonathan Matzkin

If HP is far from alone in the la-

ser market these days, the La-

serJet Series II nevertheless re-

mains the standard for work-

horse nonimpact printers.

Toshiba America Information

Systems’ new entry in the com-

patible derby, the Toshiba
PageLaserb, aims to provide

that critical HP compatibility,

along with some new wrinkles

of its own and a low price.

The $ 1 ,899 PageLaserb
packs a b-page-per-minute en-

gine and comes with a 1 50-sheet

paper cassette. Like the Laser-

Jet II, the PageLaserb offers

300-dot-per-inch resolution,

and Toshiba’s machine accepts

standard LaserJet II cartridges

in its two slots. Toshiba warns

that some third-party cartridges

may not work.

The PageLaserb has 5 1 2K of

standard RAM and supports up-

grades of 1 MB ($499), 2MB
($999), and 4MB ($1,999) for

those monster graphics jobs.

Noticeably more compact

than the LaserJet II, the Page-

Laserb measures 8.5 by lb. I by

15.4 inches (HWD) and weighs

35.3 pounds. Rather than the

commonly found Ricoh or

Canon laser engine, Toshiba

opted for technology from TEC
(Tokyo Electric Co.). The Pa-

geLaseib gives away 2 ppm to

the LaserJet II but is rated at 2

ppm faster than the Series IIP,

HP’s economy model. In PC
Labs benchmark testing, the

PageLaserb clocked in at a re-

spectable 5.7 ppm.

The PageLaserb also gener-

ates respectable output. In our

graphics test, in which the print-

er reproduces a scanned photo,

the Toshiba produced results

that stand up next to those from

any printer in or near its price

range. Blacks were dark and

The Page-

Lasers

offers HP
compati-

bility and
some new
twists.

solid, and the PageLaserb hand-

somely reproduced a good
range of gray shades.

The unit sailed through tests

for compatibility with the La-

serJet II, and the PageLaserb

worked well with several appli-

cations configured with Series

II drivers. Given the widespread

availability of HP drivers, the

PageLaserb should not lack for

compatible software.

Toshiba goes beyond HP a

bit by offering an internal Pres-

tige typeface. Unfortunately,

Toshiba’s otherwise outstand-

ing documentation fails to list

the HPPCL control codes neces-

sary to access the Prestige fonts.

So Prestige-conscious users will

have to wait for software devel-

opers to offer custom drivers for

the PageLaserb.

Despite this one annoying

omission, the manual is excel-

lently written. Toshiba supplies

a brief, nontechnical, and in-

structive description of laser

printer technology. Even better

is the section on initial installa-

tion of the consumables and set-

up of the printer. The language

is bell-clear, and the instruc-

tions are keyed to easily identi-

fiable landmarks inside the unit.

Like the Series II, the Page-

Laserb has a knob on the inside

of the printer housing that lets

you control print density. The

adjustment range isn’t very

broad, but different settings did

have a visible effect on the out-

put darkness.

Unlike the Series 11, the To-

shiba printer uses separate, re-

placeable drum and toner car-

tridges. The toner, which
Toshiba estimates has a 3,000-

page lifespan, costs $49. A new
drum, with an estimated life-

span of 10,000 pages, costs

$149.

The PageLaserb sports a

control panel similar but not

identical to that of the LaserJet

II. An array of plastic mem-
brane switches sits to the right

Toshiba PageLaser6
Toshiba America Information

Systems Inc., Computer
Systems Division. 9740 Irvine

Blvd., Irvine. CA 92718; (714)

583-3000.

List Price: $1 ,899: 1 MB
memory card, $499; 2MB
memory card, $999; 4MB
memory card, $1 ,999; toner

cartridge, $49; drum, $149;

rear output tray, $39.

Dimensions: 8.5 x 1 6. 1 x

15.4 in.

Weight: 35.3 lbs.

Emulations: HP LaserJet II,

IBM Proprinter XL24
In Short: A compact, solidly

performing alternative to the

LaserJet II at an eye-catching

low price.

CIRCLE 449 ON READER SERVICE CARD

of a 1-line, lb-character LCD
display. Setting options such as

emulation, number of copies,

and type of interface presented

little difficulty, but the LCD
display could definitely use a

boost in contrast; it was difficult

to read in less-than-perfect

lighting conditions.

The PageLaserb employs a

straight paper path, but the rear

output tray necessary for this

mode will cost you $39. The La-

serJet ll’s flip-down rear tray

comes with the printer.

On price alone, it’s tempting

to compare the Toshiba Page-

Laserb to the $1,495 HP Series

IIP rather than to the Series II.

But the PageLaserb is nearly 2

ppm faster than the IIP and has a

standard paper cassette that’s

100 sheets roomier. Thus, the

more appropriate comparison is

to the Series II, and it’s a com-

parison that the price- and per-

formance-conscious user

should make.
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No tool’sjust right for

everyjob- that’s why
we’ve created a family of

communications programs.

You get the right tool

for the communications

challenges you’re facing.

CROSSTALK’XVI

With over 700,000 users,

CROSSTALK XVI has been proven

by more users in more

applications and

under more condi-

tions than any

other communi-
cations program.

You can continue

using your PC
and its applica-

tions while

CROSSTALK*
handles your

communications

chores in the

background.

CROSSTALK’S
easy-to-use

commands,

logical

status screen,

and on-line help

make it the right

tool. CROSSTALK XVI has been the

leading PC communications pro-

gram since the PC was introduced,

and continuing improvement has

kept it that way.

CROSSTALK*Mk.4

Ready for the future, CROSSTALK
Mk.4 easily meets today’s

challenges. Operated by menus.

Alt-keys, or commands,
CROSSTALK Mk.4 is unequaled in

versatility. It works with dozens of

different communications devices -

including networked devices -

and offers over 25 terminal emula-

tions and file transfer protocols.

With the Crosstalk Applications

Script Language (CASL)’you can

create custom menus and

Different Jobs.

Different Tools.

AU CROSSTALK.
applications to help new users easily

tackle complex tasks, or completely

automate up to 15 simultaneous

sessions. Ifwhat you’re using

doesn’t quite fit the bill, or ifyou

want to standardize on one package

to handle all your communications

needs, this is your tool.

CROSSTALK'forWmdows

This tool was crafted just for the

Microsoft’Windows operating

environment including

Dynamic Data

Exchange. With

CROSSTALK, vou

computer and place it

directly into your Microsoft
*

Excel spreadsheet! Imagine

the power to communicate
without having to learn

how - it’s available from

CROSSTALK. Of course,

CROSSTALK forWindows
offers terminal emula-

tions, file transfers,

and a powerful subset

ofCASL with easy-to-use pull-

do\vn menus.

Well Crafted Tools

All CROSSTALK programs offer you

everything you would expect from

today’s communications programs -

and more! We represent high

performance easy-to-use software,

offering exact terminal emulations,

a variety of protocols for fast error-

free file transfers, and the ability to

completely automate communica-

tions tasks.

Use the right tool that fits -you’ll

find it under the CROSSTALK
name.

CRO^ATALK
’

COMMUNICATIONS

1000 HolcombWoods Parkway

Roswell, Georgia 30076-2576

404-998-3998

.A Division of Di|ital Communicstioiu

Associates, Inc dea
CROSSTALK is a registered trademark of Digital

Communications Associates, Inc. CASL is a

trademark of Digital Communications AsMciates,

Inc. Other trademarks appearingin this ad are

trademarks of their respective companies.
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More ThanA Great Price
"...power, value & a new 386SX!"

Buy any Acma computer and ifyou don't absolutely love it, we'll buy it back!

All 286 and 386 computer systems are compatible with MS-DOS, PC-DOS, OS/2, UNIX. XENIX and Novell

ACMA 286/12

Desktop System

ACMA 386/20
Professional System

ACMA 386/25
Business System

ACMA Diskless
Ethernet Workstation

~ Intel 80286- 1 2 CPU running at

6/1 2MH7. (keyboard .swiichable)

- Chips & Technologies "NEAT”
CHiPSei, and AMI BIOS

- 5I2K RAM. expandable to SMB
on system board (1 00ns)

- 0 wait stale with page mode

interleaved arrangement

- .3S4K Shadow RAM
- Five I6-bil & three 8-bit slots

- 200W UL, CSA & TUV approved

power supply ( 1 1 0/220V)

- Supports EMS/LIM 4.0

- Supports 80287 math coprocessor

- 1.2MB or 1.44MB floppy drive

-1:1 interleaved dual hard/floppy

disk drive controller

- Parallel & serial ports

- Clock calendar w/batiery back-up

- Enhanced 1 0 1 -key keyboard

- Intel 80386-20 CPU running at

6/8/ 16/20 MHz.

- AMI BIOS

- I MB 32-bit high-speed RAM.
expandable to 16MB (System

board expands to SMB of 32-bit

RAM)

- 0 wait stale with page mode

interleaved arrangement

- Shadow RAM for system & video

BIOS relocation

- Supports EMSA-IM 4.0

- Supports 80287. 80387 and

Weiiek math coprocessors

- One 32-bil. five 16-bii & two 8-bit

expansion slots

- 2(X)W UL. CSA & TUV approved

power supply ( 1 10/220V)

- ROM-based setup

- I.2MBor 1.44MB floppy drive

-1:1 interleaved dual hard/floppy

- Intel 80386-25 CPU running at

6/8/20/25 MHz.

- AMI BIOS

- I MB 32-bil high-speed RAM,
expandable to 16MB (System

board expands to SMB of 32-bit

RAM)

- 0 wait slate with page mode

interleaved arrangement

- Shadow RAM for system & video

BIOS relocation

- Supports EMS/LIM 4.0

- Supports 80287, 80387 and

Weiiek math coproces.sors

- One 32-bil. five 16-bit & two 8-bii

expansion slots

- 200W UL. CSA & TUV approved

power supply (1 10/220V)

- ROM-based setup

- 1.2MB or 1.44MB floppy drive

-1:1 interleaved dual hard/floppy

Diskless workstation with Intel’s

80286- 12 CPU running at 6/1 2MHz

Novell compatible (NE-IOOO standard &
NE-2(X)0 optional

)

640K RAM (on system board)

Built-in Ethernet interface

Remote Boot PROM

Supports 80287 math coprocessor

Parallel & serial ports

Upgradeable to a full function PC-286

Two 3.5" half-height drive slots

Low profile case w/power supply

Five expansion slots

Enhanced 101 -key keyboard

$945
ARCnet Workstation

Diskless workstation with Intel's

80286-12 CPU running at 6/I2MHz

640K RAM (on system board)

Built-in ARCnet interface

Remote Boot PROM

Star Topology (Bus Topology optional)

Supports 80287 math coprocessor

Parallel & serial pons

Upgradeable to a full function PC-286

Two 3.5" half-height drive slots

Low profile case w/power supply

Five expansion slots

Enhanced 101 -key keyboard

$859

$775

1
WHhStoMintlk

f VKkoSoard
Mono ECA VGA

1
40MR/2KmN S 1.259 SI.5:^9 Sl.f.59

1

6.$MB/2Knis 5I.3‘>9 S1.6W S1.7W

286/16

•10MB/2XniN

S(lMB/2Xms

St.4.S0 Sl,75y

Sl.ftW SI.WU S2.0W

286/20 $1,095

disk drive controller

- Parallel & serial pons

- Clock calendar w/baiiery back-up

- Enhanced 1 01 -key keyboard

$1,495

Vidrs Beard
Mono EGA VGA

,

65VlB/2Kms S2.t)9‘l S2.399 S2.499

l20MB/2SniN $2,499 S2.7W S2.XW

disk drive controller

- Parallel & .serial pons

- Clock/calendar w/ battery back-up

- Enhanced 10 1 -key keyboard

$1,795
tv<(h Mocniordi
Video Boord

Momi EGA VGA

65MB/28ms S2..19‘> 52.699 $2,799

I20MB/2Hnts S2.7W S.t.twu S.1.199

Vertical Case Option Add $175

Replacement Parts Air Expressed
To You & We Pay The Freight!
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I

I

ThatiKsgtviri^

45 Day ”Risk-Free’^ Money Back Guarantee vi^Z^SLlTvcACar,
2-Year Warranty'

Unlimited Toll Free Technical Support

Regularly $595

Now Only! $495

Leasing Available

Fortune 1,000 Corporate
Quantity Discounts!

imWIT

i
‘ 386SX VGA Executive Package

j
[

Includes FREE Surge Protector and Printer Stand

ACMA's 386SX with Intel's 80386SX-I6MHZ CPU- New Enhanced

]

i AT CHIPSei - 1 6MH/ CPU - 0 wail stale - page mode interleaving - I MB
i RAM - 8()387SX math coprocessor support - six 16-bil and two 8-bil

! I expansion slots - 2()(>watt UL approved power supply - 40MB/28ms hard

I

i drive-a l.2MBor 1.44MB noppydrive-parallelandserialports-enhanced

;

lOl-key keyboard - 16-bil VGA card and VGA monitor with tilt/swivel

j I

stand - Panasonic 1 \9 1 printer (240/48 q») - 6’ parallel printer cable - Icn

I

I diskettes - computer paper. Uprgrade with various video options and/or

\ I

larger hard drives.

i
'• "386SX Executive" Special $2,245

[
I

Complete 286 Business Package
Includes FREE Surge Protector and Printer Stand

I
I ACMA's 286/I2MH/ • 0 wait state • page mode interleaving - shadow

I RAM for BIOS relocation - EMS/LIM 4.0 support - dual hard/floppy

I
’ controller - 512K RAM expandable to 8MB (m the system board - ROM

; I ba.sed setup • 80287 math coprocessor support -five 16-bit and three 8-bit

j

I
expansion slots - 200wait UL approved power supply - 20MB hard drive -

I
I

a 1.2MB or 1.44MB floppy drive - parallel and serial ports • enhartced

I ;
101 -key keytxKird • momK'hrome monitor with tilt/swivel stand- Panasonic

I
I

1 180 printer ( 192/38 cps) -6' parallel printercable- ten diskettes - computer

'

I

paper. Upgrade /with EGA or VGA displays and/or larger hard drives.

j

! "286 Business" Special $1 ,295

Monitors
NEC:

Multisync • 3D $595
Multisync - 2A $475
Multisync Plus Call

Hyundai — Special! —
12" Monochrome $74
14" EGA. .31 Dot Pitch S295
14" VGA. .31 Dot Pilch $299
14" VGA. .41 Dot Pitch $279

Video Cards
ATI:

VGA lUasK- M4lx4H(l| $195
VGA Wonder (256KI $275

Orchid:

Pro-Designer VGA < 2WK» $275
Pro-Designer VGA+ (5l2Ki1 $325

Paradise:

VGA+ 16 $225

VGA Professional $395

Video 7:

Fast Write VGA $259
VRAM VGA $399

ACMA:
Mono/Graphic $39
Color/Graphic $.39

EGA $129
VGA $169

Tremendous
Savings!

Buy manUiff A •’UtrocarAcnmbln^inns and

get even bigger diw<8ini> Cali unLi) Tor

dctaiKand »avc HM. «iih ttnv grcM offer'

Printers
Epson:

LX810. 180/30 cps $185
FX850. 330/88 cps $3.39

LQ5I0. 180/60 cps $339
LQ850. 330/88 cps $519
LQ1050. 330/88 cps Call

LQ2550. 400/108 cps Call

Panasonic:

1180. 192/38 cps $185
1191. 240/48 cps $239
1 124. 192/63 cps $329
1592. 220/38 cps Call

1595.290/51 cps Call

1524. 240/80 cps Call

4450

45 Day "Risk-Free"
Money-Back Guarantee!

That’s right, try any ACMA
computer for 4S days, and if

you’re not l(X)^ salisried. forany
reason, simply return it for a full

refund. ..no questions asked.
“We re this confident because our
systems are that g(M>d!“

Terms And Conditions
All computer syslcmMomc alwoyear warraniv* andadSday nsk-frcc mmicy back guaranicc. On-»ile service

IS un opmm. and leasing is available for commercial accounts - please call for details. Get a I 'k discount for cash and
check prepayments or wire transfer on computer systems Personal checks arc accepted and take seven business days to

clear. There arc no surcharges tor Visa or Mastercard purchases, and we accept COD via certified check. Piea.se add 29t

for shipping and handling (S.? minimum >. or 3*? for 2nd day air shipments, on all computer systems. In California .idd

sales tax. Software, printers, monitors and shipping arc not rctundahlc. Replacement parts arc cross-shipped via

2nddayair after processing the RMA I relumed materials authorization ». The customer assumes all responsibility for

reluming defective parts to Acma. Cull for shipping cost for Military atldrcsscd (AWJ/FPO). or if outside the ctmimcntal
United States. We are not responsible for errors in typography or photography, and we reserve the right to substitute

equiYBleni parts. All prices and spectricalions are sub|eci to change w iihoui notice, and all brand names arc registered

trademarks of their respective companies.

Open 7 Days A Week!

800 - 666 - 8898
Mon - Fri 7:lK)am to 6;(K>pm
Sal • Sun 9;(K)am lo .VODpm

Technical Support SOO-666-7868

Mon - Fri 8;0()am to 5:()0pm

(All limes Pacific Standard Timci

• All ACMA computer customers receive a two year warranty. First year covers all parts and labor, and the second
year covers labor. Please call for complete details Mtmitors and printers are covered by manufacturer's warranty

Government, Corporate & University P/O’s Welcome!

3 1^ ...The Price Performance Leader!

Aetna Computers. Inc.. 1 17 Fourier Avenue, Fremont, CA 94539 — Corporate Office; (415) 438-4400 Fax: (415) 438-4408



FlliALIY, CAD FOR WINDOWS.
DRAFIX WINDOWS cad;

At lost tti$ power of true, high perlornionce CAD is ovoiloble for

Windows. Diolix Windows CAD. With feotutes that take you foi beyond

ony Windows drawing pockoge you curtently use.

Powerful CAD. Windows CAD is the first and only Windows soft-

wote to ptovide oil of the designing and editing functions demanded by

engineen, drofteis, architects and other serious CAD users. It offers

multiple interoctive viewports, allowing you to work in four views simul-

taneously. Associative dimensioning, ossociotive crosshatching and o

powerful macro programming language ore just o few of its features—

and that's just the beginning.

Oukk to learn, easy to use. Windows CAD lets you toke full

odvontoge of yout Windows experience. If you already use Excel,

Pogemoket, Microgtofx Designer, or any Windows pockoge, Windows

CAD will hove you doing precise, accurate CAD design in no time. And

of course you con use oil of the plotters, printers and video devices

that work with Windows.

From 0 proven line of CAD prorlucts. Windows CAD is the

latest in o lull line of highly toted CAD software thot includes Drofix

CAD Ditto, Drofix CAD QwkStort and Drofix 3-D Modeler.

Order your copy of Drofix Windows CAD todayl Now if

you hove Windows,you ton hove the full power of hue CAD. Drofix

Windows CAD. Only S695. For more infotmotion coll us today at

1-800-231-8574.

Ofdii Wwrfowi CAD Iws ftflvm

fM MMdif Had ia packoya* (o«tia|
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Frodond skoirfmii

Inpat Malhod Wndows mam sysitm
^

(eytead aqunulrits Oriho lock 10 ifam

and gnd snaps, mcMig endpt, mdpt. longanr

ondtnote Keyboanieniiyeftooiiknoits

OOPS [Undo] ftotuo Dyranc Drug
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lo aodi ofhot StroTcii Filial (raand]
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~ Movt
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Oidme devotion n Baonng kvinot

23 teiminoia types
~

Ary aUgnment

Uetonemg Englisli and maiK

Frocilon Of Dacimol

Aisadetkaa Ooukatcblag aad Solid

Fill
~~

IS crosshoKh pollatns. ANSI specs

64 soU fills

Tazt EdNag Word piocesswig aundaw
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First Looks

PC Macsyma: Mathematica
Competitor Is Strong
In Computer Algebra

HANDS ON

by Barry Simon

Macsyma. the granddaddy of

symbolic manipulation pro-

grams, has just been released

for 386 machines. Based on a

project started 20 years ago at

the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, the new version,

PC Macsyma. offers an impres-

sive set of tools in computer al-

gebra and is highly programma-

ble. Priced at $l,9S0, the

program competes head-on with

Wolfram Research’s Mathema-

lica but falls short of that pro-

gram in some significant ways.

PC Macsyma's hardware re-

quirements are awesome. The
program requires 17MB of disk

space, not counting IMB for the

runtime version of Microsoft

Windows that comes with the

program. It uses virtual memory
and requires a minimum of

12MB of combined free RAM
and swap-file space. Ifyou want

to produce hard copies of

graphs, you'll need to run the

program under the full version

of Windows.

The combination of PC
Macsyma's interface—essen-

tially a command line displayed

in a window—and Windows is

analogous to a gorilla wearing a

party dress. Although you can

issue some powerful commands
with confusing syntax like

translate(hach,check,iter*

ate.FX.FQ.FH.GETL.criter-

ion.accelerate)$

your ability to edit at this com-

mand line makes DOS look

good. The only editing key at

your disposal is backspace.

While you can use Windows'

scroll bars to look at previous

input and output, the only way
to transfer any of that output to

the current command line is to

refer to the entire input or output

of a previous line or to cut-and-

paste using the Windows Clip-

board ifyou have a mouse.

In addition to scroll bars and

the Clipboard. PC Macsyma
makes use of Windows-siy\e

menus. You use the menus pri-

marily to access the program’s

help system, which holds the

keys to the most important com-

mands. The menu bar features

such topics as Algebra and Cal-

culus, which in turn bring down
menus of more-specific com-
mands. Choosing a command
invokes a dialog box that allows

you to cancel a command , insert

a command on the command
line, or invoke an example or a

command description. If you

choose help, you'll be dumped
out of the menu system onto the

command line, where you’ll see

a description of the command in

question.

PC Macsyma excels in com-

puter algebr^symbolic manipu-

lation and programmability,
two of four elements that consti-

tute a complete interactive

mathematical environment. In

the other two areas—numerical

ability and graphics—the pro-

gram doesn’t fare as well.

In the category of computer

algebra PC Macsyma offers a

wider array of functions than

Mathematica. For example,

Mathematica will factor poly-

nomials only modulo a prime

for functions of one variable,

while Macsyma allows func-

tions of many variables. Mac-

syma provides a well-developed

library of Laplace and inverse

Laplace transforms, while

Mathematica will be introduc-

ing these techniques in limited

ways with Version 1 .2.

PC Macsyma's biggest dis-

appointment is its graphing ca-

pabilities. On-screen graphs are

mediocre compared with Math-

ematica's displays. The prob-

lem gets worse . The only way to

get hard copy is to paste a graph

onto the Windows Clipboard as

a bitmap and then paste it into

Windows Paint or a similar pro-

gram. Such a procedure guaran-

tees that the printout will be at

screen resolution rather than a

higher printer resolution.

Undoubtedly. Macsyma's
weakest link is performance on

numerical calculations, which

is unacceptable If you plan to

use the program for large calcu-

lations. Purely algebraic trial

problems took comparable
times with Macsyma. Soft-

Warehouse’s Derive. ^f\6 Math-

ematica. with Macsyma yield-

ing the slowest times of the

three. But factoring an 18-digit

integer took Derive and Mathe-

matica less than 15 seconds to

complete, while Macsyma took

PC Macayma. Release 4 1 S.2S

Symbolics, Computer Aided

Mathematics Group. 8 New
Er>glarH] Executive Park. East

Burlington. MA 01 803: (61 7)

22M250.
Ust Price: $1 .950: $1 .250 for

academic irrstitutions; steep

volume discounts available lor

academic institutions.

Requires: 80386‘based PC.

4MB RAM. 1 7MB hard disk

space (SMB additional RAM or

disk space recommended).

CK)S 3.0 or later.

In Short: An impressive set of

tools in computer algebra with

powerful programmability.

Marred by poor graphics ar>d

slow numerics. Copy
protected.
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26 minutes. Inverting a 17 by 17

Hilbert Matrix took Mathema-

tica 7 seconds and Derive 5 sec-

onds. When I tried to solve the

same problem with Macsyma, I

had to stop the calculation after

4 hours. V^^n 1 tried a different

method. Macsyma solved the

problem in 87 seconds.

On top of its performance

problems. PC Macsyma is copy

protected with a block that

attaches to your parallel port.

The block is supposed to be

pass-through, but I was unable

to run the Brooklyn Bridge file

transfer program through a port

with the block on.

Much to PC Macsyma's dis-

advantage, Symbolics has taken

a solid but somewhat-out-of-

date kernel and then used barely

adequate resources to port the

program to the PC, This comes
through in the program’s poor

use of Windows, its inadequate

printing support, and the fact

that it will not work with such

memory managers as QEMM-
386 or 386-to-the-Max because

the version of Phar Lap’s
386IDOS-Extend€r it employs
is over a year old.

If you need one of Macsy-

ma's unique functions and your

problems are either small or

nonnumerical, this is the prod-

uct you’ll want. Otherwise, giv-

en its cost, slow performance,

and copy protection, another

product in this market is likely

to be a superior choice.
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Relative Times
(Compaq Deskpro

.a^iKlOO)

Although the Toshiba T3200SX shares the design
**•'•<3 of the 286-based T3200. the 16-MHz 386SX-

based machine's performance comes closer to that

of the T5100. tehlch uses a 16-MHz 386
processor. Oveni, it holds its own in

company of the dsslilop 386SX
machtnes we lookad at In our August
1989 Issue. '7.,, i«/

BENCHMARK TESTS: TOSHIBA T3200SX

the gas plasma screen.

Although it was unavailable

at review time, Toshiba will be

including a TSR (similar to the

one that comes with the T32(X))

that lets you alter the mapping

of color to gray shades to im-

prove the display.

Other standard features in-

clude a 1 .44MB floppy disk

drive, two serial ports, and one

parallel port that performs dou-

ble-duty for either an external

floppy drive or a printer. If you

dislike the 91-key keyboard,

you can plug your favorite re-

placement into the external key-

board port. And if security is an

issue, you can slip a lock

through a tab on the T32(X)SX

and chain it to your desk.

Toshiba bundles DOS 4.01,

QEMM-386. and the PC-Kwik
PowerPak with the system;
OS/2 1.0 costs an extra $325.

Product support includes a toll-

free hotline and a one-year lim-

ited parts-and'labor warranty.

All in all, the T3200SX is a

good machine for people who
want an office computer that

they occasionally need to lug

home, but not a clear winner in

an increasingly crowded field.*

TothilMT3200SX
ToshiM Amortca Inc.,

Ck)mpuler Systems Division,

9740 Irvine Blvd. . Irvine. CA
92718; (000) 467-7777, (714)

583-3000.

list Price: $6,299.

In Short: A fast and
functional—if sBghlly

overpriced addHtonto

TosNba's Bne ofsturdy portable

computers.

CnCLE 441 ONREADEB SERVICECARD

First Looks

Toshiba T3200SX: Fast,

Functional, and Expensive

Slipping neatly into the niche

between the 286-based T3200
and the 386-based T5200, the

relatively powerful Toshiba

T3200SX sports the features

any 80386SX-based portable

should have.

Unfortunately. Toshiba's

initial price of $6,299 puts the

T3200SX into competition with

16-MHz 386-bascd portables

rather than with the 286- and

other 386SX-based machines

with which potential purchasers

will be comparing it.

in the standard configuration

of the 17-pound AC-powered
portable, you get a 25-mitlisec-

ond 40MB hard disk drive and

1MB of 80-nanosecond memo-
ry expandable to 7MB or 13MB
on the motherboard using 2MB
or4MB SIMMs. This combina-

tion results in good but not out-

standing performance.

Installing additional memo-
ry or an 80387SX math co-

processor requires removing
five screws and pulling off the

keyboard—not too arduous a

task.

On the other hand, installing

a standard PC board in one of

the two slots (one a full-size 16-

bit, the other a half-size 8-bit

that doubles as a proprietary 1
6-

bit) is somewhat trickier: you
have to remove several metal

plates and a plastic cover. A
dedicated, proprietary modem
slot is easier to get to.

The T3200SX uses the same

16'gray-shade gas plasma VGA
display as the TS2()0 but has the

same nondetachable design as

theT32(X), with LED indicators

located on the hinge. It looks

fine in office-type overhead flu-

orescent lighting and dimly lit

rooms, but if you ever need to

adjust the contrast, you're out of

luck; the brightness control pro-

vides little or no variation. You
can also use an external VGA
monitor simultaneously with

DOS Rte DOS Rte
80388 ConvEnttonal Acc«m Access
Instruction Mix Memory (Small Records) (Large Records)

,

Toshiba T3200 N/A 0.86 58.44 18.40

‘ Toshiba T3200SX 4.56 0.66 61.18 5.89

Compaq Deskpro 3868 448 0.83 64.04 7.31

Toshiba T5100 4.28 0.63 52.64 14.01

N 'A—Not applicable the Toshiba T3200 uses an 80286 processor

HANDS ON
by Lori Grunin

The S0386 Instiuetlon Wx benctvnark

lest times a Mries of tasks apecHic to

the 60386 chip. Since this test shows

how the CPU operates in the context of

the bus, processor, system memory,
and mottwtMard architecture, a tutor

time means better overM computer

performance.

The Convanttonel Memory
benchmtok test measures^ read/

write speed of the first 640K of

memory. Stower ralattve times can

Indtoaie the presence of memory wait

slates or ntomory chips rated at slower

access speeds.

function, and bus speed. The test is

perforrrted without software disk caching.

Fast times are advantageous for

programs that work with many short

segn>ent8 of data.

The DOS FNe Access (Large Records)

benchmark tost times (fsk ttxoughput as

a result of mechanical dsk drive

speed, hard disk controlier function.

anti bus speed. This tost minimizes

the effect of small hardware caches on
dtek subsystem performance, k is

performed without software dek
caching, ^st times are advantageous

when targe Aes are toaded.

I

I
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The Pmduct Is Cheat,

The Price Is Right, The CaH k Free.

CPU 286 AND 386 STANDARD FEATURES:
• 1 MB RAM • 8 EXPANSION SLOTS
AWARD BIOS • KEYBOARD SELECTABLE CPU SPEED

• ZERO WAIT STATE MEMORY ACCESS • FIVE HALF-HEIGHT DRIVE BAYS
1;1 INTERLEAVE FLOPPY/HARO DISK CONTROLLER • 200W POWER SUPPLY
12MB OR 1.44 FLOPPY DRIVE SYSTEM BOARD MADE IN US A

• 101-KEY TACTILE FEEDBACK KEYBOARD ONE YEAR WARRANTY ON ENTIRE SYSTEM & 18

• 2 SERIAL PORTS. 1 PARALLEL PORT AND 1 GAME PORT MONTHS WARRANTY ON SYSTEM BOARD

"tt seems able to i

detrer and taster.

"

CPU 386/20

51,495

CPU 386SX Includes all standard features, plus

nnC * INTEL 32-BIT 80386SX CPU
•1MBRAM(EXPANDABLET08MB0N

BASIC SYSTEM BOARD); 3&4K BIOS SHADOW RAM
r-T'.'t LIM EMS V4 DRIVER INCLUDED
M . U . SUPPORTS INTEL 80387SX

CO-PROCESSOR

to what other SX machines do: only

—August 1989

Includes all standard features, plus;

• INTEL 32-BIT 80386 20MH2 CPU

>1M8 RAM(384K FOR SHADOW
RAM; EXPANDABLE TO 16MB
ON BOARD)

LIM EMS V.4 SUPPORT
• SUPPORTS 80387-20 OR WEITEK
3167 CO-PROCESSOR

CACHE MEMORY OPTIONAL

CPU 386/26 Includes all standard features, plus;

CnC *

^
ItDSIO * 1 NIB RAM (384K FOR SHADOW

BASIC SYSTEM EXPANDABLE TO 16M6
ON BOARD)

• LIM EMS V4 SUPPORT
SUPPORTS 80387-25 OR WEITEK
3167 CO-PROCESSOR
CACHE MEMORY OPTIONAL

"Onf^ if you're flush vrith cash or restrrcfed to buying from
one of the well-known makers Hke IBM or Compaq should

you pass up considering the CPU 386. " —July 1989

CPU 286/12 Includes all standard features, plus:

• INTEL 80286 12MH2 CPU

^mO 1MB RAM (EXPANDABLE TO 4MB

BASIC SYSTEM ONBOARD)
LIM EMS V4 SUPPORT
SUPPORTS 80287 CO-PROCESSOR
AT 10MHz OR 12MHz
SPECIAL 10-YEAR-LIFE BATTERY

'Don't pass over the CPU 286 12MHz.
" —Sept 1989

CPU 286/20 Includes all standard features, plus:

MAC • HARRIS 80286 20MHz CPU

^93 • 1MB RAM (EXPANDABLE TO 6M6

BASIC SYSTEM ON BOARD)
• 384K BIOS SHADOW RAM
• LIM EMS V4 DRIVER INCLUDED
• SUPPORTS 80287 CO-PROCESSOR
AT 10MHz OR 12MHz

All of our computer systems are 100%
compatible with Novell. 3 COM. and

SCO XENIX, so they can be added to

virtually every network. And since we
are a Gold-Authorized Novell dealer, as

well as both 3 COM and SCO XENIX

Authorized Dealers, our technical staff

can help you plan and equip your

network system. Including all necessary

hardware and software.

NOVELL
286 and 386 CONFIGURATION CHART

(Add basic systeni price to the moniior/dnve combinaiion ol your choice

)

MONO
720X34S

16 err

VGA MONO
640X460

16 BIT

VGA COLOR
640X480

16 BIT

SUPERVGA
800X600

MONO
720X348

16 BIT

VGA MONO
640X460

16 BIT

VGA COLOR
640X460

16 BIT

SUPER VGA
600X600

40MBi28MS
MFM

s 500 > 680 s 940 >1,115 150M6/23MS $1 289
ESDI

'
>1,460 >1,720 >1,865

66MB^2SMS
RLL

s 635 « 815 >1,075 >1,250 230MB/20MS SI 95Q >2,030 >2,290 >2,465

71Me/25MS
MFM

> 010 s 990 >1,250 >1,425 330MB/ieMS S2 2S0
ESffl/SCSl

' >2,430 >2,690 >2,855

105WB/25MS
RLL

>080 >1.040 >1.300 >1,475 ‘Special prices iisteo available only with purchase ol coniiMie sysiems

FREE Software

We offer FREE disk caching and

comprehensive diagnostic software as

an extra bonus value with every system.

All of our systems are made in the

US. at our California factory and come
with our comprehensive warranty or an

optional_on-site maintenance plan from

6E Computer Service

If you do have a problem, a GE

technician will come to your location—

usually within 24 hours.

Customer's Choice

We’ve been faithfully serving

customers since 1984, providing top

quality computers with excellent service

and prices.

That’s why our products are

purchased by thousands of satisfied

corporate and Individual customers

across America.
CIRCLE 163 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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CPU 186 TURBO STANDARD FEATURES:
• INTEL 16-BIT 80C186 16MHz CPU
• FULLY XT COMPATIBLE (6 EXPANSION SLOTS)

ZERO WAIT STATE MEMORY ACCESS (EMS V.4

SUPPORT.)

• 512K RAM (EXPANDABLE TO 2MB ON BOARD)
• FLOPPY CONTROLLER SUPPORTS 360K. 720K,

1.2M6 OR 1.44MB DRIVE

• 1.2MB OR 1.44MB FLOPPY DRIVE INCLUDED

101-KEY KEYBOARD
• 1 SERIAL AND 1 PARALLEL PORT
• REAL TIME CLOCK WITH BATTERY BACKUP
SUPPORTS 80187 CO-PROCESSOR

• 3 ACCESSIBLE HALF-HEIGHT DRIVE BAYS
• 1 HIDDEN 3-1/2* DRIVE BAY
• SYSTEM BOARD MADE IN US.A.

• ONE YEAR WARRANTY ON ENTIRE SYSTEM &
18 MONTHS WARRANTY ON SYSTEM BOARO

CPU 186/16 This is the perfect upgrade for the

Tl IRRn original PC or XT class machines

The CPU 186/16 Turbo is designed

$RQC for duty as either a full-featured^9^ economical stand alone PC or as a

BASIC SYSTEM powerful executive LAN node. It can

deliver six to eight times the compu-
ting power of the IBM XT, and outperforms both the IBM
Model 30 as well as older ATs

186 CONFIGURATION CHART
(Add basic system price to the moonor/Onve

combination ol your choice 1

MONO VGA MONO VGA COLOR
720X348 640X460 640X460

zoMB-esMS $395 <565 >850
40Me'28MS $525 >700 >990
‘Special puces listed available only with purchase ol complete systems

30 OAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

ilT)

1 (800)
824-2936

In California: 1(800)662-6111

Fax Orders: 1(818)960-2926

i

Computer

Products

United
Cmmmr’i Owict Smee tm

12803 Schabarum Awe., Irwindale. CA 91706

Inquiries: (816)336-5959/Technical support; (616)614-2367

Sales; Mon-Fri 7a.m. to 6p.m./Sat 10a.m. to S^m. PST

VISA. MC. American Express, persortal and cashier's

checks and PO.s welcome.

•mCmM nmm iMM

*«% MlMt a»pW|M>P>WW»t P*



First Looks

ProQube Instantly Transposes
3-D Spreadsheet Data

HANDS ON
by Craig Stinson

This year, the big guns of the

spreadsheet business

—

Lotus

1-2-3, Release 3; SuperCalc 5;

and the just-announced Quattro

Pro—have jointly proved the

value of multipage modeling

and have made three-dimen-

sionality an essential feature of

top-flight spreadsheet pro-

grams.

One little gun that has been

focusing on three-dimensional-

ity for some time is FormalSoft,

an erstwhile shareware firm. In

the February 16. 1988. issue of

PC Magazine. FormalSoft’s

QubeCalc, a 64-by-64-by-64

shareware worksheet with some
unusual data-slicing features,

was awarded an Editor’s Choice

designation inaroundupoflow-

end spreadsheet programs
(“Spreadsheets for Modest Pro-

posals”). Now, with ProQube.

the company has plunged boldly

into the mainstream spreadsheet

market.

Priced at $247.50, ProQube
is a completely rewritten super-

set of QubeCalc. FormalSoft

has expanded the dimensions to

512 rows by 512 columns by

512 pages, has beefed up the

macro facilities, and has added

a graphing module (from Media
Cybernetics) in the form of a de-

tachable TSR. The new prod-

uct's claim to fame, however, is

a set of View commands that in-

stantly transpose and reorient

three-dimensional data.

Picture a worksheet that

tracks expense figures by time

period for each of several com-

pany divisions. The expense
categories are in rows and the

periods in columns, and each

page of the file has been sup-

plied by a particular division

manager. With a simple Pro-

Qube View command, you can

instantly rearrange this informa-

tion so that divisions are in col-

umns and each page covers a

particular quarter. A different

View command lets you flip the

structure, placing the divisions

in rows and the time periods in

columns and devoting each

page to a single expense catego-

ry-

Accomplishing these re-

arrangements in most spread-

sheet programs would be an er-

ror-prone process requiring

extensive use of transposition

commands. For many users, it

would be more trouble than it's

worth. But with ProQube, the

rearranging is effortless and er-

ror-free.

ProQube invites you to think

of your three-dimensional data

asasortofRubik’sCube. When
you begin working with a mod-
el. you are said to be looking at

the front face of the cube. The
View Right and View Top com-
mands rotate the cube 90 de-

grees, giving you the two trans-

positions described above.

The metaphor comes apart,

however, when you ask to see

the back, left, or bottom of the

cube. Strictly speaking, the

back face should have the same
layout as the front, but with the

left-right order of the columns

reversed. Instead, ProQube's
back face shows your data

paged in the same way as its

front face, but with the row data

displayed in columns and vice

versa. The left and bottom faces

offer similarly shuffled versions

of the right and top faces.

Two other ProQube attrac-

tions are worth singling out.

The first is a page-look-up func-

tion, which lets you create an ar-

ray of look-up tables with each

table on its own page. The func-

tion uses the upper-left-comer

cell of each page as an index

value and accepts both column
and row offset arguments. This

function has no direct counter-

part in most other spreadsheet

programs; it is handy for appli-

cations, such as determining

payroll deductions, that require

choosing among multiple tables

before looking up values.

The second attraction is an

unusually rich application tool

kit. Macros, which reside in

separate disk files, can be re-

corded as well as created

through an editor, can be as-

signed to any keys (including

the function keys in all shift

states), and can 1^ triggered by

events in the spreadsheet. Thus,

you can have a certain macro

run only when the user enters an

out-of-bounds value in a speci-

fied cell.

This feature, combined with

macro statements specifically

tailored for user assistance

(verbs that plant text windows
on-screen and/or create custom

help and error messages), gives

the ProQube programmer a leg

up in developing applications

for the novice user.

These strengths aside, how-
ever, ProQube is beset with

limitations. Because pages ex-

tend only to 5 1 2 rows, users will

be unable to import deep models
created in other programs.
{dBASE files with more than

5 1 2 records are split acros&

pages on import, but deep 1-2-3

files are simply truncated.)

Compatibility with other pro-

grams is incomplete; 1-2-3 mac-
ros are not translated, and a

number of commands and navi-

gational keystrokes differ from

the industry standards in arbi-

trary ways.

ProQube's graph module is

slightly more advanced than

that of 1-2-3. Release 2.2 (it in-

cludes a high-low type option

and some 3-D perspective

choices), but not enough to mat-

ter. And there are no data-query

commands at all. ProQube's
brute-force recalc times, more-

over. compare unfavorably with

those of other spreadsheet pro-

grams.

ProQube offers analytical

perspectives that are difficult to

achieve in other spreadsheets.

This fact, combined with the

package's relatively low list

price, may justify acquiring

ProQube as an adjunct to more-

versatile programs, such as

1-2-3 or SuperCalc. But for rou-

tine number-tracking tasks that

don’t require its multiple-per-

spective talents, ProQube
comes up short.

ProQube
FormalSoft. P.O Box 1913.

Sandy, UT 84091
; (801 )

565-

0971.

List Price: $247.50.

Requires: 512K RAM (640K
recommerKted). DOS 2.0 or

later.

in Short: ProQube excels at

analyzing three-dimensional

data from all possible

perspectives; its View
commartds instantly perform

the equivalent of many tedious

transpositions in other

programs. For more-com-

monplace spreadsheet work,

however. ProQube s 512 rows

per page and limited 1-2-3

compatibility may be liabilities.

CIRCLE «3»ON READER SERVICE CARO
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ProQube's f WorkQube, View command lets you look at a

worksheet from six different perspectives.
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~...an image so sharp and bright you'd
think you were iooking at a coior siide* pc worid

Superior VGA imagery. One
reason why PC World selected

our CM-1296 VGA monitor as

a “Best Buy.” But there are

other reasons, too. Reasons

you’ll find in every Tatung color

monitor. Reasons that come
from an uncompromised com-
mitment to “Zero Defect”

manufacturing and superior

quality controls. Quality and
performance. That’s why Tatung
has become one of the world’s

largest manu-
fecturers of
color monitors.

When you buy,

and work with

a Tatung color

monitor, you’re

working with

more engineer-

ing, more
manufecturing exprerience, and
more value. The point is, you
just can’t buy a better monitor.

CM-1296 VGA color monitor.
12’* non-^arc CRT. Extra-fine

0.28mm dot pitch.

Complete information about

the full line of Tatung monitors

is yours for the asking. Simply

call our special 24 hour informa-

tion line: 1(800)765-2345.

Tatung Company of America,

2850 El Presidio St., Long
Beach,CA 90810

OTATUNG
nglnMrinfl at Its bast.

See us at COMDEX Booth 2012.
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First Looks

ExcelMore Creates a
Virtual Desktop in Windows

HANDS OM
by Rock MHIer

If Microsoft Windows' presen-

tation limitations are your prob-

lem, ExcelMore may be the an-

swer. This $99 set of screen

drivers takes advantage of ad-

vanced features of EGA and

VGA chip sets to create a Win-

dows desktop larger than your

monitor’s screen.

With an ExcelMore driver

installed, you can create larger

windows that show more infor-

mation. You can move around

within this ’’virtual desktop”

with sweeps of the mouse, sav-

ing much laborious clicking on

the scroll bars. Since Excel-

More uses the panning and
scrolling features built into your

video hardware, screen re-

sponse is instantaneous.

In spite of its name, Excel-

More enhances any Windows
application. It offers three color

and two monochrome drivers.

The landscape formats are ex-

cellent for viewing wide spread-

sheets, while the portrait-format

drivers are suited to working
with drawing and publishing ap-

plications.

With the monochrome driv-

ers, you can squeeze the display

horizontally by a factor of two.

This feature is a boon for man-
aging the large work spaces Ex-

celMore creates. Though the

compressed display is so fuzzy

and discolored as to be barely

readable on an EGA display

(it’s much better on a VGA dis-

play), it’s good enough for

moving windows around and

gives you an acceptable bird's-

eye view of large spreadsheets.

Since Windows won’t let

you install drivers from within

itself, you must reinstall Win-

dows completely for each Ex-

celMore driver you want to use.

This is not difficult (though the

skimpiness and inconsistency of

ExcelMore'& documentation

don't help), but it is tedious.

Fortunately, once the drivers

are installed, you can select

among them by running a pro-

gram from the DOS prompt be-

fore starting Windows.

The new perspective Excel-

More puts on Windows takes

some getting used to. Because

you start out in the center of the

visual field, menu selections

tend to be off-screen. You can

partially get around this prob-

lem by customizing your desk-

top. Unfortunately, customiz-

ing won’t help the tendency of

dialog boxes to pop up off-

screen; you'll just have to train

yourself to hunt for the box on

HANDSON
by Edward Mendsison

Dan Bricklin ’ s PageGarden has

plenty of rich soil in which to

grow laser-printed labels, in-

voices, badges, tickets, and oth-

er standardized or repetitive

printing Jobs, including listings

and reports created from simple

ASCII text flies. Software Gar-

den's $99.95 package is a pro-

gramming language designed

exclusively for formatting text

on HP-compatible and Post-

Script laser printers, and it

makes these printers do tricks

that less-specialized forms gen-

erators and mail-merge pro-

grams can’t imagine.

PageGarden works by inter-

preting a “description file” that

the appropriate occasions.

ExcelMore is not without

compatibility problems. The
company claims it works with

all ^A and VGA cards except

the Genoa, but some device

drivers produce a black bar in

the middle of the screen. And
running the program that acti-

vates screen compression
locked up my system until I re-

moved my expanded memory
manager.

Though no panacea, Excel-

More can be a big help if you

commonly work with large

spreadsheets or documents.

List Price: ExcelMore, $99.

Requires: EGA orVC^ video

card, Microsoft Windows 2jr.

Afistocad Inc., 1 650 Centre Point

Dr.. Milpitas. CA 95035; (408)

946-2747.
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specifies the format, standard-

ized text, and graphics elements

to be printed on every page
,
plus

the names of one or more stand-

ard data files containing the text

to be formatted. These data files

can be any ASCII text files cre-

ated by an editor, database, or

spreadsheet. You name the de-

scription file as a command-line

parameter when you run Page-

Garden. and the program does

its work without further inter-

vention on your part.

The description file and data

files resemble the main and sec-

ondary files in a mail-merge, or

the style sheet and text files in a

desktop publishing program,

but PageGarden doesn't give

you a graphics screen for de-

signing a page or an editing

screen for modifying the text.

You design the page with a pen-

cil and paper, llien you use any

text editor to create a descrip-

tion file, using PageGarden's

simple programming language

to define each element in the

page design.

If you ever learned to write a

five-line BASIC program,

you’ll find PageGarden's lan-

guage even easier. You can get

a quick start by modifying the

almost 50 sample programs sup-

plied on-disk. Prepare to waste

reams of paper while debugging

and fine-tuning a description

file.

PageGarden's language has

commands for drawing lines,

boxes, and circles; inserting and

rotating .PCX and .EPS images;

and downloading soft fonts. It

can put shaded bands across a

page to mimic old-style com-
puter printouts and can insert

line numbers.

You can make the program

read the numerical value from a

field in a data file and select a

difierent font for printing it, de-

pending on what the program

finds. You can increment values

for automatic numbering of in-

voices or tickets.

If you want to fNint all the

.TXT files on your disk in two

columns of small type, a ten-

line PageGarden program will

do the job. If you want the page

number to print over a graphic

that rotates 90 degrees and

prints a half-inch farther down
the right margin on each new

page, that takes a few more
lines. You can also print text

vertically, sideways, or upside-

down on a LaserJet page that

also includes normal text.

You can duplicate many of

PageGarden's functions in ex-

pensive word processors, data-

base publishing programs, and

forms software. But for repeti-

tive printing on a laser, using

PageGarden can be simpler and

faster.

List Price: Dan Bricktin’s

PageGarden, $99.95. Requires:

256K RAM. HP LaserJet Plus or

compatible printer or any

PostScript laser printer. (No

graphics monitor required.)

Software Garden Inc., P.O. Box

373, Newton Highlands, MA
021 61; (61 7) 332-2240.
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ExcelMore

dramatically

boosts the

size of your

Windows
desktop,

making it

easier to

view large

spreadsheets.

PageGarden: Programming
Language for Lasers
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1) IfFOR ANY REASON you are unhappy with your purchase you may return it within

30 days for a FUa REFUND
2) CDP will extend the Hitachi90day warranty period to 160 days and, during the warranty

period, will ship replacement drives ovemi^t.

Compact Disk Products, Inc.

223 Eiast 93th Stmt, New Yirk, Nets York 10026

(2I2)7)7-6400

rietse send me s FREK (.-1^ Encvck>pcUi.i i-fCD RC>M PriHltH t«

Corporate ' personal cheek monet order enclosed

wgr mv (circle one) Amencjn Express tV'ma V'ISA

MasterCard Diners Club

Breakthrough $899 Offer—Now You Can Drive CD-ROM
Until December 31, 1989 Compact Disk Products(CDP)

p
is packaging the just released third generation Hitachi vj

CD-ROM drive with Microsoft’s most popularCD-ROM
software:

Package A—For $899, includes Microsoft Bookshelf,

a coupon to purchase both Microsoft Stat

Pack and Microsoft Small Business

Consultant for only $50 each, a FREE copy

of CD'Play Demo and FREE Federal

Express delivery.*

Package B—For $1189 also includes Microsoft

Programmer’s Library

Mbrosoft

0 HITACHI

k.

YOU SAVE OVER $670!

Buy CD-ROM now! CDP sells over

200 quality CD-ROM titles for libraries,

schools, legal and medical professionals,

programmers, and many others. Over

25 new titles are being published each

month. With IBM, NEC. and HP
announcing new CD-ROM based PC’s

or Mini’s, a CD-ROM drive is becom-

ing as necessary as a floppy drive.

“I believe more than ever that CD-
ROM pnxlucts will be a majorforce in

the expansion of the information

industrv.” Bill Gates.

tlitachi CD-ROM drives (

yjS* retail ($995): Hitachi’s second ^
generation drives, the 1503 and

the 3500, captured over 60% of the

market with superior functionality and

reliability. The third generation 3600

model (internal or stand-alone) released in ^

September 1989 is Hitachi's powerhouse for the

19%’s. Superior speed comes from a look-ahead cache

and a linear pickup head motor. Powerful standard

features include 8 drive daisy chairung, slim vertical or

horizontal mounting, and full audio CD capabilities (accessible

with CD Play Demo).

^^icrosoft Bookshelf (retail $295): An indispensable

collection of writcrs’references for word processor users. This is the

most popularCD-ROM tide published. You get instant access to:The
World Almanac, Chicago Manual of Style, Bartlett’s Familiar

Quotations. Roget’s IL Electronic Thesaurus, American Heritage

Dictionary. Business InformationSources,The U.$.

Zip Code Directory, Houghton Mifflin Spell

Checker and Usage Alert ai>d morel All Microsoft CD-
ROM's are RAM resident and include powerful cut and

paste features for popular word processing packages.

^^icrosoft Stat Pack (retail $125); Now you have easy

:icces$ to the abundance ofstatistics published by the Fed-

eral Goverrunent—census data, business statistics, agricul-

tural surveys and much more, plus Microsoft Excel and

Locus 1-2-3 spreadsheet files for all tables. A must for

niarkeiers and planners.

I\^icrosoft Small Business Coiuultant (retail $149):

The most popular publicatioru of the Small Business Ad-

ministration and Deloicte, Haskins and Sells on running

a small business. Answer tax, accounting, legal, {personal,

AND fittancing questioits in an instant.A gold mine for

busirMSsmen, accountants, and consultants.

icrosoft Programmers Library (retail $395):

Miatwfi Pit|griminx.fsljbrun

CDP is the largest specialized supplier

ofCD-ROM products in the US. Since 1987, CDP has supplied you with prompt

service and expert advice ... at the best prices. CDP is committed to CD-ROM
and it shows. Our Unconditional Guarantee is unmatched. Our FREE Federal

Express delivery is an industry first. Call now and tomorrow you will be driving

these power CD-ROM products.

CIRCLE R/S #261/DEALERS CIRCLE #523

All the critics are raving “...a Tnasterpieceofsimpii-

"'C World, May

A

completecityand /unction." PC \

library (over 20,000 pages) of the latest releases of

Microsoft’s Technical BeferetKe Manuals covering

OS/2, Windows MS-DOS, C.

MASM, etc. with 8 mega-

s bytesofsource code.

— AboindudesFREE

CD ROM Nct-

\w*king software

^ PC Profession-

Nii*- alsneedthis

NOW!

ORDER NOW! 800-MEGABYTe (634-2298)
(Order line open M-S, 9AM-9PM EST)

Fax Orders 212-737-8289 • Inquirics/Frec tech. Support 212-737-8400

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
FREE CD-ROM: Mail in your order and receive the CD-ROM Source Disk

FREE. Includes demos of many popular CD-ROM products and retails for $89.

•Weral Express delivery free for phone/fax orders within coniinrnial US only.

Please send die package I've checked below.

Package “A’MDomplete Hitachi CD-ROM drive kit (internal or stand-alone)

plus Booicshel/ and CD-Hay Demo (includes a coupon to purchase both Star

fhcfc/Smoll Business Consuiumt for $50 each) for only $899!

Package “B’^-Complete Hitachi CDROM drive kit (internal or staitd-aloire)

plus Boofcsfiel/, CD-Play Demo and Programmer's Library (includes a coupon to

purchase both Stat Pack/Small Business Consultant for $50 each) /or only $1199!

Please send the following drive configuration with my order:

Stand-alone Hitachi CD-ROM drive; Select PC/XT/AT/386

or MicroChannel (add $100)

Internal Hitachi CDROM drive (PC/XT/AT/386 Only)

nipi dxtc

Sisiuijtc

Comptny

City/SrsR. Zip

Phone

nctudrMml Exicm hindb(«



No matter which
of these modes you use,

40-coluinn CGA Text

40-colunin EGA Text

40-column VGA Text

80-column CGA Text

80-column EGA Text

80-column VGA Text

Lo-res CGA Graphics
Hi-res CGA Graphics
MDA Monochrome Text

80-column VGA Monochrome Text

Lo-res MCGA Graphics
Lo-res VGA Graphics
Med-res VGA Graphics

EGA Monochrome Graphics
Hi-res EGA Graphics

Hi-res MCGA Graphics
Hi-res VGA Graphics

we have

the VGA display for it

’ *

Magnavox introduces two new Professional

Series displays that are fully compatit)le with all

17 VGA modes— txrth designed with the intelligence

you’ve come to expect from Magnavox.

With a VGA display system, you'll get the most

out of your present software and prepare yourself for

graphics environments like Windows 386,OS/2,'"and

Presentation Manager.™ Resolutions include 720 x

400 for text, and 640 x 480 in 256 colors for graphics.

Both displays have a 14" CRT versus the 12"

industry standard. And both come with a built-in

tilt/.swivel base and are backed by a 2-year limited

warranty—twice as long as most other brands.

At $229 for the 7BM749 paper-white mono-
chrome and $649 for the 9CM082 color display,

Magnavox makes VGA displays affordable.

MAGNAVOX
SmarLVery smart.
cntcu 127ON READER SERVICECARD



First Looks

TGL+ Converts
incompatible File Formats

HANDSON
by Robin Raskin

If you work with PC-based
graphics images from a variety

of sources, no doubt you’ll have

to deal with a slew of incompati-

ble file formats, many in need of

conversion. The Graphics Link

Plus iTGL+) can help you with

this task. Primarily a nonme-

mory-resident conversion pro-

gram that works with all popular

bitmap formats on both the PC
and the Mac. TGL+ also offers

dithering, scaling, and screen-

capture utilities—all of which

are highly adjustable, thanks to

the program's intelligent menu
options.

In addition to handling such

popular formats as .PCX, .TIP,

MSP, -WPG. and .GIF, the

$149 program supports a few

oddballs, including a number of

RIX formats. Manuscript's

BIT. PFS.First Publisher files.

and Show Partner's .GXl (with

support for .GX2 on the way).

The only notable omission is

support for HPGL or .PCL con-

versions.

The only nonbitmap format

supported is .EPS. Here, TGL-^

performs a one-way conversion

from a black-and-white source

file to a black-and-white .EPS

file. .EPS images cannot be

scaled, and the conversion does

not include an attached bitmap.

TGL+'s three screen-cap-

ture utilities, although not docu-

mented in the manual, are ex-

cellent. All captured screens are

saved in PICTOR format.

Screen captures arc straightfor-

ward WYSIWYG, with no
flashy options for hiding the

cursor, attaching captions, or

creating borders. The DOS cap-

ture files remain consistently

faithful to their source image

colors.

The Text screen-capture

utility captures any ASCII text

file and converts it to a .PCX
bitmap, or lets you substitute

one of eight fonts included on-

disk, saving the image as a PIC-

TOR file.

TGL+ ’s Microsoft Windows

capture utility is a terrific mini-

application run from within

Windows. You can size an in-

tended capture interactively

and. believe it or not. it captures

Windows colors accurately

.

If you routinely convert im-

ages from color to black and

white, you'll be pleased with

rCL+’s dithering menu, which

offers a choice of 1 1 different

algorithms optimized for dot

matrix or laser printers and for

screen displays.

TGL+’s well-implemented

image-scaling facilities give

you another edge for DTP sur-

vival. You can scale and image

uniformly or nonuniformly by

using the Plus (+ ) and Minus

(-) keys to specify incremental

size changes. Better yet. you

can enter a new dot-per-inch

.setting and see how this affects

3-2-1 Liftoff:

Transferable
Lettering for

The LaserJet

HANDSON
by Edwrd Mandelson

It isn't an add-in for Lotus
i-Z-J. and it has nothing to do

with the space shuttle. Whatev-

er its name might suggest, DP-
Tck'.s $89 3-2-I LiftOff xs a pro-

gram that uses a LaserJet, a

sheet of special paper, and an

ordinary roll of transparent tape

to create lettering that you can

transfer to almost any surface as

a label or title. The quality is

mixed, but nothing else offers

the same features.

You begin in a WYSIWYG
editing screen. You can use one
of four supplied scalable fonts

the size of your image in inches.

There are other niceties.

You can rotate an image (even

one that is bigger than the

screen) to three different rota-

tions. An automatic trace fea-

ture turns a color bitmap into a

closed shape monochrome bit-

map. From here you can either

recolor the bitmap or use it as a

refined image with the vector

auto-trace features in programs

like Corel Draw! Rounding out

the offerings is an excellent key-

stroke-recording macro func-

tion that cries for documenta-

tion.

In fact, the program’s big-

gest limitations are its half-com-

plete documentation and its

mandatory file-naming conven-

tions. For example, ifyou take a

file called BOY.PCX and scale,

dither, and convert it to EPS,

you get a cryptically named file

called DLSLBOY.EPS. Har-

vard Systems plans to release a

more thorough manual shortly

but says that these unusual file-

names can be used to write ab-

breviated macros, so they’ll

stay. Ifyou want your own clas-

sification scheme, you can use

DOS's RENAME command.
List Price: The Graphics Link

Plus, $149. Requires: DOS 3.1

or later, graphics display

adapter. Harvard Systems

Corp., 1661 Lincoln Blvd., #101,

Santa Monica. CA 90404; (21 3)

392-8441.
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in sizes from 6 to 60 points in

white-on-black or black-on-

white, boxed orunderlined. The

letters can read across, like ordi-

nary text, or vertically , as on the

spines of some books. And you

can kern letter pairs and expand

or compress the letters them-

selves.

Next, you print a trial run on

ordinary paper. When you’re

satisfied, you print the letters on

special paper supplied with the

program. You get 12 sheets,

enough for about 150 uses.

Then you place the transparent

tape (four rolls are supplied)

over the letters and press it

down with a burnishing tool

(also supplied) until the letters

are transferred from the paper to

the sticky side of the tape. You
lift off the tape and put it down
where you want the letters.

The sticky tape stays with

the letters, so you won’t use this

package for anything permanent

or elaborate. DP-Tek’s scalable

fonts are cruder than most La-

serJet fonts, but nothing stops

you from using 3-2-1 Lift-

Offs special paper to transfer

text that you print using desktop

publishing or graphics pack-

ages. You can get better letters

using standard press-on letters,

but you won’t be able to align

them as precisely.

A disk with four additional

fonts, including a full range of

symbols, costs $49. A package

of various extra supplies, with

50 sheets of the special paper,

some tape, and a burnishing

tool, also .sells for $49.

List Price: 3-2-7 UftOff, $89:

four extra fonts. $49; extra

supplies, $49. Requires: 320K

RAM, graphics adapter.

LaserJet or compatible, hard

disk, DOS 2.0 or later; mouse
optional. DP-Tek Inc., 3031 W.

Pawnee. Wichita. KS 57213;

(800) 727-31 30. (31 6) 945-

8600.
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The best reasons in the world to
choose Primavera software.

Port Everglades Expressway
The 1-^95 Port Everglades Expressway
project involves 21 construction
contracts. H design consultants and
bridges. PT and Primavision are
helping smooth the way
to completion.

United Airlines Terminal.
O'Hare Airport
Steel delivery problems, plus

a '>-month accelerated com-
pletion deadline, put mana-
gers ol United Airlines new
l.'l million-sq.-ft. terminal
at O Hare under the gun.
I*rima\era Project

Planner! pit helped
make the deadline.

Chanscun Coal Mine,
People's Republic of China
A major coat mining project, managed

' by the Luan Coal Industry Company,
is being scheduled and controlled using
Primavera software.

New Parliament House.
Sydney. Australia
Australians fully expect their new
Parliament House to rival the Sydney
Opera House as the architectural

symbol of Australia. This showcase
project is nearing completion with
project management by P3.

Hydro Quebec
ASEIA ol Ludvika.
Sweden, is in charge ol

a massive hydroelectric
transmission system expansic
projc'ct. Finest Hour is nciping
them mc*et their deadline

Statue of Liberty Restoration
& Liberty Weekend
It was always the what ifs' that had
planners ol the Statue of Liberty Restor-
ation worried alxvut their ironclad |uly

-Jlh deadline There were delays and
crises, but Pi enabled planners to roll

with the punches. And Finest Hour
irackcnJ such iKkliiies as moving grand-
stands attd lransjx)rting caterers

throughout the l.iberty Wcc*kcnd
s|>ectacular.

Sky Dome. Toronto. Canada
Its the worlds first stadium with a fully-retractable structural

roof, and there's no 'forgiveness in the schedule. Coordinating
the work of over a dozen sutecontractors is the firm of Ellis-Don.

fbL
o project managers ever chose Primavera because they liked the sound of

our name. Even when its pronounced in Swedish IvSri. French IPrintempsi.

Chinese ( f t or Australian English (Primavera, matell.

They chose us because they know what we can do: Help them finish important

projects-big and small-on time, on budget, down to the last detail.

No other software company understands project management better than

Primavera. Every product we develop is dedicated to getting your jobs done faster

better more easily.

Primavera Project Planner". Finest Hour", Primavision™, Parade™, Expedition".

Software to schedule allocate resources, control budgets, present information graph-

ically measure performance—even manage the paperwork associated with your job.

Talk to us about how we can help your company manage projects better

All over the world
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PRIMAVERA SYSTEMS, INC.
Project Management Software

Two Bdia Plaza • Bala Cynwyd PA 19004 USA •

Software you can count on
to keep you in control.

I2IS)667-8600-|800|423-0245 -Telex 910 0^7 U484 • FAX: (21 3| 667-7894



New&Improved
News ofAnnounced Products and Upgrades

NewNEC MultiSyncs Offer Resolutions of Up to 1,280 by 1,024

speed, compatibility, and
multitasking support to take

advantage of Windows and

presentation graphics applica-

tions.

List Price: MultiSync 5D Color

Monitor, $3,699: MultiSync 4D
Color Monitor, $1 .799;

MultiSync GS2A Gray Scale

Monitor, $349; MultiSync

Graphics Engine (MQE) AT
(1 6-color version), $1 .499;

MGE AT (256-color version).

$1 .999; MGE Micro Channel

(1 6-color). $1 .499; MGE color

upgrade for 1 6-color versions.

$499. NEC Home Electronics

(USA) Inc., 1255 Michael Dr.,

Wood Dale. IL 601 91; (31 2)

860-9500.

ORCLEWONReAPERSeRVCeCAflO

Monitor, a 16-inch mixJel that supports the

same resolutions as the 5D except for 1 .280 The screen of NEC’s MultiSync 5D Color Monitor offers resolutions of up to 1 ,280 by

by 1.024. The4D, which retails for$1.799. 1.024 on its 20-inch (diagonal) screen,

features the same digital technology as the SD
and. like its bigger brother, comes complete

with NEC’s Muiticable connection sys-

tem—a single cable that can be used to con-

nect the monitor toeither IBM or Apple Mac-
intosh computers.

NEC's third offering, the MultiSync

GS2A Gray Scale Monitor, is a 14-inch unit

intended for u.sers involved with text applica-

tions and desktop publishing. Featuring a flat-

screen surface, the $349 GS2A can display

unlimited shades of gray and supports both

VGA and Super VGA resolutions.

The MultiSync Graphics Engine AT is a

graphics adapter compatible with MultiSync

monitors. Built around the Texas Instruments

50-MHz TMS 34010 chip, the board in-

creases the processing speed of graphics-

based .software. Two versions are available

for IBM AT and compatible computers. The
16-color model retails for $1,499 and has

512K VRAM and 768K DRAM, while the

256-color version, which includes I MB
VRAM and 768K DRAM, lists for $ 1 .999. A
16-color Micro Channel board costs $1 .499.

Both 16-color versions can be upgraded to

256 colors with a $499 upgrade kit.

The MGE is designed for users who need

HOT PROSPECT

VGA PRODUCER CONVERTS VGA SIGNALS TO
GENLOCKED NTSC, SUPER VMS

You don’t have all that many options when it comes to putting your VGA-pnxIuced
graphics onlt) videotape, hut now you have one more choice; Magni Systems* VGA
Prixlucer. a gcnlockablc btiard that plugs into the full-length 8-bit slot of any AT-coni-

patible computer and works with any VGA card that has a 28-pin socketed RAM DAC
(digital-to-analog converter). All NTSC and Super VHS encoding lakes place in the

$1,695 board, leaving the VGA output to your monitor unaffected, according to the

company

.

A remole-control unit allows for the creation and manipulation of a variety of special

effects, such as keying. h<>rder color fills, x-y positioning, and timed fades between

video images and graph-

ics. All effects can be VGA Producer works in tandem with a VGA card’s

enabled in both NTSC RAM DAC to output composite

and S-VHS nuxles. and Super VHS signals.

List Price: VGA Producer.

$1 ,695. Requires: VGA board

with 28-pin socketed RAM DAC.
Magni Systems Inc.. 9500 SW
Gemini Dr., Beaverton. OR 97005;

(800) 237-5964. (503) 626-8400.
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NEC has added to Its ever-growing line

of MultiSync monitors and accessories

with four new prinlucts designed specifi-

cally for graphics professionals.

The $3,699 MultiSync 5D Color

Monitor, a 20-inch color nuxJel. incor-

porates a micropixKcssor-bascd digital

control system that automatically scans

the incoming video signal and adjusts

the screen parameters to show the opti-

mal image. The 5D also features a user-

programmable memory and supports

noninterlaced resolutions of 1.280 by

1 .024, 1 .024 by 768, VGA. Super

VGA. and Apple Mac II. us well as

1 .024 by 768 interlaced (compatible with

IBM’s 8514/A adapter).

A less expensive, albeit smaller, alterna-

tive to the 5D is the new MultiSync 4D Color
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New & Improved

Light Writer Annotates
Projected Presentations

LCD projection panels are nothing new.

Chisholm, however, adds a new twist to an

old technology. Its Light Writer tablet and

electronic pen and its Looking Glass LCD
projection panel, operating in tandem, func-

tion much like an electronic blackboard. You
jot down notes or figures on the Light Writer

tablet, which transmits the writing to the im-

age on the Looking Glass panel. An erase but-

IMPROVED

Chisholm’s Light

Writer system

allows users to

write and
highlight

information on a

projected

computer image.

f^Comm PluSt LAN Version—ProComm f^us Network Versionsup^rts asynchronous

communications servers from companies such as Novell. 3Com. Gateway Communica-

tions, IBM. and Ur>germann-Bass. The package features 12 error-correcting file-transfer

protocols (with 2 designed specifically to accommodate high-speed error-correcting

modems). 16 asynchronous terminal emulations with keyboard remapping, a fully auto-

mated dialing directory, a script command language, context-sensitive help, record (learn)

mode, and host mode for remote access. The ProComm Plus Network Version, which

retails for $595, includes software for five workstations. Additional nodes can be purchased

for $79 each. Datastorm Technologies Inc., Columbia, Mo.; (314) 443-3282.

WordPerfect, Version 5.1—Although not as dramatic an update as Version 5.0, WordPer-

fect 5^ . expected to ship by the end of the year, does feature a number of important new
features and enhancements. The program now provides table generation, with the ability

tocombineand split cells and to perform four-function math on data inside the cells. An auto-

expansion feature enlarges cells as you enter data, tables can be created automaticalty

from tabbed text. ar>d up to 32 columns and 765 rows can be accessed in any single table.

In addition, spreadsheets can be imported into any part of a WordPerfect document,

including tables. Other new features iriclude an equation editor, a mailing-label gerterator,

pull-down menus, mouse support dic-

tionary-based hyphenation, and context-

sensitive help. In addition, the program’s

Merge feature has been improved, allow-

ing Merge commarxJs to be used inside

headers and footers, footnotes and end

notes, and text boxes. Merge codes can

also be hidden or revealed during normal

text editing. WordPerfect, Version 5.1,

wilt retail for $495. Current WordPerfect

users can upgrade from any previous ver-

sion for $85 (plus $2.50 for shipping and

handling). Customers who purchase Ver-

sion 5.0 30 days before or 30 days after

the release of Version 5.1 may receive the

upgrade atno charge. WordPerfectCorp.

,

Orem. Utah; (801) 225-5000.

SPSS for OS/2~Running under Presentation Manager, SPSS for OS/2 offers the full

functionality of the SPSS statistical anaL'Sis package currently available for MS-DOS
systems and mainframes. OS/2 users who do not wish to work within the PM interlace can

choose the traditional SPSScommand-driven interface; context-sensitive help and an on-

line statistical glossary are also provided. SPSS for OS/2 enables the user to display data

in simple case listings or customized reports and suf^rts most popular spreadsheet and
CONTINUES ON PAGE 56

WpfdnBffecfS.1 now offersckofxiown menus
in addition to the function-key operation

found In previous versions.

ton on the pen allows the information to be de-

leted.

Light Writer also offers freehand drawing

capabilities with a choice of four line sizes

—

fine, medium, thin, and paintbrush—as well

as a straight-line mode. In addition, boxes can

be superimposed, enlarged, reduced, and

moved to highlight specific segments of a dis-

played image.

All Light Writer-generated information

can be saved to disk by itself or in combina-

tion with the presentation graphic. The tablet

measures 10 by 13 inches and connects to the

Looking Glass through Chisholm’s Universal

Prism, an RS-232 interface that comes with

Light Writer.

List Price: Light Writer and Looking Glass.

$3,295; upgrade to Light Writer for current

Looking Glass owners. $1 ,295. Chisholm, 910

Campisi Way, Campbell. CA 95008; (408) 559-

1111 .
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Express Publisher
Brings Scalable Fonts
To Low-End DTP

NEW

If you’ve been itching to try your hand at

desktop publishing but are not so keen on

writing out a hefty check for page-layout soft-

ware, Power Up! Software Corp.'s Express

Publisher might be worth a look. It's not Ven-

tura or PageMaker, but at $149.95, it’s not a

mortgage payment either.

This low-end. WYSIWYG package offers

a number of high-end features. Thanks to

Agfa Compugraphics’ Inlellifont technology,

the program allows font styles, attributes, and

point sizes to be selected, viewed, and
changed on the fly. Both CG Times and CG
Triumvirate—scalable versions ofTimes Ro-

CONTINUESON PAGE 56
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BORLAND'S PARADOX 3.0

EDITORS’
CHOICE

When we win, you win. And that’s

just happened again.

PC Magazine tested 6 dif-

ferent multiuser data-

bases to find out how
well they perform

in network I para

environments.

Paradox* 3.0 was
the clear winner.

And you’re the

clear winner because

there’s no confusion

about which multiuser

database to buy.

Paradox 3.0’s record-locking,

automatic updating, “Query-by-

Example,” instant graphs.

PARADCK S

and presentation-quality graphics

make you a winner—
whether you’re a single

user or on a network.

And that’s just the

beginning of

PARADCK B Paradox database

power.

And you can

try the winner,

before you buy

the winner.

Call 800-345-2888 now
for your Trial Version of

Paradox 3.0. For only $9.95.

B 0 R I A N D

ICode: MP971 F»M*I * I .K Canrf«*iMBarMtWr«Mhc «n^rmr«« KMpmcannfft* <mUC«nwKamCa>Mnr feiUT
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Best Cache
For

Little Cash

Even If your computer has a
memory cache, disk caching
can doubie or tripie your

system performance for oniy

$79.95. Read what the editors

of PC Magazine soy about
Muitisoft's products in the

February 14, 1989 issue.

E D I T O R S

C H O I C E

Super PC-Kwik

Speed is the only reason to use a

disk cache, but speed isn't the only

criterion to use in choosing one.

The best cache program is the one

that speeds up disk activity while

occupying the leastDOS memory
andadapting to the special require-

ments ofyour work andyour
computer.

Super PC-Kwik is thefastest

cache program available, and it's

also the one with the trust useful

and sensible options. You can

squeeze itdown to as little as 9K of
RAM and still maintain a half-

megabyte cache in expcmded mem-
ory. You can also benefitfrom its

speed and itUelUgence ifyou keep

the cache in conventional or

extended memory.

When you combine it with the

RAMdisk, print spooler, and other

programs in Muitisoft’s PC-Kwik
Power Pak, Super PC-Kwik truikes

better use ofyour memory than any

other cache you can buy.

Order Super PC-Kwik today and see
what the industry's best disk cache
can do for you, or get the most for

yourmohey withour5-in-1 Power Pak.

Super PC-Kwik $7995

Power Pak $129^5
30-dOY monev'bock gucxante«

Multisoft Corporation
ISiOOSWKolIPkwy.SuirdL

Beaverton. OR 97006
503-644-56^

800-283-6858
CIRCLE 170ON READER SERVICE CARD

New & Improved

Express
CONTINUEDFROM PAGE 54

man and Helvetica, respectively—come with

the package.

Furthermore, a Learn Style command al-

lows Express Publisher users to create new

styles within a document by copying the style

of a formatted section. In this way, settings

for fonts, indentation, and justification for

one specific paragraph can be named and then

applied to a series of paragraphs in the docu-

ment.

The package also supports most major

clip-art formats, including .TIP. .PCX,
EPS. .IMG, and .ART, and import filters al-

low you to transfer documents from many
CONTINUESON PAGE 59

IMPROVED

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 54

database programs, including the IBM OS/2 Extended Edition relational database. There

are over 50 statistical procedures, and an advanced programming language lets the user

create customized macros. Operating within the OS/2 environment, SPSS provides

multitasking cspability and allows the user to work with an unlimited number of variables and

cases. Add-on options include SPSS Advanced Statistics, which offers procedures for

nonlinear regression, discriminant analysis, loglinear analysis, multivariate analysis of

variance, probit analysis, and survival analysis; SPSS Tables, which allows for the creation

of a variety of stub and banner tables; and SPSS Trench, a forecasting ar>d time-series-

analysis tool. SPSS for OS/2 retails for $995. Each add-on package Is $495. SPSS Inc.,

Chicago. III.; (312) 329-3300.

VM/386, Version 1.22—IGC’s multitasking environment now gives users the ability to

assign more than 640K of RAM to each virtual machine in a system with a iTK>nochrome,

CGA, or Hercules video adapter card; it also will shadow video ROM to RAM for faster video

performance. VMKEYS, a new TSR included with the package, enables users to switch

among virtual machines with just one keystroke. Version 1.22 also allows for larger

RAMdisks (up to 10MB) and disk caches (up to 3M6). and virtual machine performance

options can be altered from the DOS command line or from within batch files. Support for

the Adaptec Model 1540 SCSI disk controller and for LIM 4.0 EMS has also been added,

as has support forDOS 4.0 and 4.01 . In addition, the package also supports IGC's new $1 50

^efPa/rconnectivity add-on module. VM/3d6 1 .22 retails for $245. To upgrade from Version

1 .2 costs $50. while owners of versions before 1 .2 can receive the new ^ition for $1 00. IGC.

Santa Clara, Calif.; (408) 986-8373.

Microsoft Works, Version 2.0—Microsoft Corp. has added a long list of new capabilities

and enhancements to its Works integrated software package, including multiple windows

(up to eight can be on-screen at any one time), a print-preview feature, on-screen

WYSIWYG display styles (including boldface, italic, underlined, superscript, and subscript),

a thesaurus arid spelling checker, file-management operations, an applications launcher,

a calculator, an appointment manager and alarm clock, extended memory support, foot-

notes, a forms generator, paragraph borders, a communications buffer, and an auto-dialer.

In addition, spreadsheet rows can

be sorted and you can apply over

70 mathematical, financial, statis-

tical, and logical functions to data

in a spreadsheet. Charts can also

be created from spreadsheet data.

The on-line help, database reports,

and file backup and conversion

options have all been enhanced.

Microsoft Works. Version 2.0, re-

tails for $149. Current owners can

purchase the upgrade for $50, and

those buying Version 1.05 after

October 1, 1989, CcUi receive the

upgrade free. Mkxosoft Works Node

Packs are available for $75 each.

Microsoft Corp., Redmond. Wash.;

(206) 882-8080.
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Microsoft Works 2.0 lets you open arul view

multiple windows simultaneously.



BORLAND’S TURBO C PROFESSION

PC WEEK POLL- C COMPILERS

OmnH
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AMNef
Smart
Aetata.

1UfboC2J>
(Borlnd
bilMnationii)

81 87 79 84 77 78 86 72 70 93

C Optimizing

Cof^lar 5.1

(MHcroooft Corp.)

76 83 80 81 78 74 76 68 67 70

C++ 1.07 (Zortach

Inc.) 66 68 64 71 63 63 69 60 58 76

“Mkrosoft Kos JVo. 1, tfwy famr km Hiueakd b) BmkmL ” PC Week, Me) 8, 1989

Turbo C; the core of Turbo C
Professional, was the outright winner in
ft Week s Poll of Corporate Satisfaction
on C compilers. Overall, Borland won
with 81. Microsoft* placed second.

„ .

Debugger,* also included in
turbo C Professional, was the outright
^"er in EVERY cat^ory in PC Week's
^oll Of Corporate Satisfaction on
Debuggers. And, once again, we topped
the score with 84, overall. Microsoft
came in second-best, 11 points behind.

Get Borland’s Turbo C
Professional and get the best of both
worlds: our top-rated C compiler and our
top-rated Debugger.

Call (800) 345-2888* and we’ll
send you both PC Week polls and tech-
nical specifications on Turbo C and
Turbo Debugger.

Turbo C
Professional

includes both

Turbo C 2.0 and

Turbo

Assembler^ &
Debugger.

BORLAND
‘9H9B^nafalnmttomllmt.AllntlUimrTwta. B/ 1229
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Without PostScript amiabilities, the HP LaserM™ is

a magnificent, underutil^ed madhine. In most offices it

chugs. Now, in every office, it can fly.

With Prescript”, the exciting, new software pacb^e
from PCX!;, you can turn your LaserJet into a PcMtScript

printer—without the hiA cost, the inconvenience, or

the speed degradation of other upgrade solutions.

ONUNE PRINTING & PREVIEW

Only Prescript gives you online printing, letting you

print without exiting your £m>phcation. Only PreScript

gives you WYSIWYG preview omiabihty, so you can see

your docmnent on the screen exactly as it will print.

Only Prescript gives you full page graphics without

a printer memory requirement.

And Prescript runs up to five times^-
ter than other solutions, particularly

for graphics intensive pages and ^
pages that switch fonts fre-

quently. For even faster j
printing, an optional

^

Prescript interface card is available for use with the

LaserJet Series II.

Hus, you get unlimited scalable, rotatable fonts

along with all ofthe PostScr^ special effects, includ-

ing support for powerful grey scale generation, diaiac-

ter path, complex dipping, arbitral image scaling and
rotation, and curve ffiawing with flatness control.

Prescript requires no expensive printer controller.

No extra printer memory. No external drivers. No soft

fonts or font cartridges. No hidden costs.

So make your LaserJet take offfor pennies. Power up
with Prescript: 13 fonts ($195); 35 fonts ($395);

^ptional intermce card ($195).

System requireTnents. 286 or386 PC with 2 MB ofextendimemory; DOS 3.1 or

hitter; Prescript also ivorks with the HP DeskJet and other HP-PCL compatible

printers.

Call (201) 808-1900 POC
or write: 44 Route 46

Pine Brook, NJ 07058
FAX (201) 808-9889

All product names are trademarks of their manufacturen.



New & Improved

Express
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 56

popular word processing programs (including

files from Microsoft Word. WordPerfect,

WordStar, DisplayWrile. and ASCII). In ad-

dition. the program provides direct import

and export support for Microsoft Works.

Editing capabilities include autohyphena-

tion and kerning and tracking. Express Pub-

Express Publisher from Power Up! Software

Corp. brings high-end font manipulation to

low-end DTP.

Usher can create documents of up to 32 pages

and supports 300-dot-per-inch graphics and

scanned pictures. Finished documents can be

printed out on LaserJet, PostScript, or dot

matrix printers.

List Price: Express Publisher, $149.95.

Requires: 640K RAM, hard disk, DOS 3.0 or

later. Mouse recommended. Power Up!

Software Corp., 2929 Campus Dr., San Mateo.

CA 94403: (41 5) 345-5900.
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Identica Offers 4-mm.
DAT Drive

NEW

The latest development in the tape backup

market are the Lilliputian 4-mm. DAT car-

tridges, and the latest offering comes from

Identica: the company’s IDT-600 comes in

both internal ($3,895) and external ($3,995)

models and packs 600MB onto the small cas-

sette.

The IDT-600 has a streaming speed of

5MB per minute and a transfer rate of 192K

per second; it uses Advanced Reed Solomon
encoding for error correction. It comes with

SY-TOS backup software and runs under
DOS. OS/2, and Xenix.

List Price: tDT-600. internal version, $3,895;

external version. $3,995. identica. 33(X) Scott

Blvd., Bldg. 7. Santa Clara, CA 95054; (408)

727-2600.
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Project Workbench
Sets LAN Speed

Record

J PROJECT
WORKBENCH

E very project management system claims

to be fast. But get a monster project near

a memory-hungry I.AN with a dozen managers

sharing files and "wiiat if* becomes "when if"

The exception is Project Workbench*

software with Expanded Memory Support.

Rated "Lightning Fast" by InfoWorld, the .system

is compatible with every major LA.N'. You can

share files and cross-check resource usage on

other projects without leaving your desk. The

system safeguards files from bring updated

simultaneously.

Data can lx; viewed on any number of

projects on your network and summarized in

custom repons. Combine individual projects

into one "master project" to give management

an accurate overview. When a group of projects

is viewed as a whole, you can see the impact of

individual schedules on re.source allocation.

Pick up your speed with Project Worklxmch

software . . . the system more than 100,000

project managers worldwide depend on.

FREE DEMO DISK
Call (212) 219-8945
or your local dealer

IAN Support

AT&T Starlan

T Banyan Vines

T IBM PC Net

T IBM Token Ring

T Novell NetWare

T Nestar Plan

DECnet with

PCSA Option

M.S-NET/Net

BIOS (and

compatibles)

3COM 3+

T Microsoft

MS-NET

Torus Tapestry

Ungermann-

Bass Net One

Applied Business Technologv Corporation

Hardware Requirements IBM PC. XT. AT. PS/2 or companble. IBM 3270 PC. DEC VAXmate.

Projeo Workbench is a registered trademark and the AST logo s a trademark o( Applied &usir>ess Technology Corporation

All other products are trademarks ot their respecUve rnanufadurers O 1 969 Appeed Business Technology Corporation
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Many ufililies thrive

only on misfortune.

PC Tools provides
first-rate accident j

insurance plus ' j
much more. m

Our desktop manager is one ofour most noteworthy
features. It has a word processor, database, autodtaler.
telecommunications and much more. Including a
calendar to helpyou keep appointments, _

print out to-do lists, et^en graph
yourfree time.

Find files and preview them in their natix>eformats
<including 1-2-3 and dBase) in a fraction of the time
it formerfy took. Hit LAUNCH andyou r application
and associated data file are automatically loaded.

Our clipboard lets you
art information from
your spreadsheet and
paste it inloyour
word processor (or

any other applica-

tion) without
re-entering data V
or text. X



Encryptfinancial info,

employee data, contracts

and other sensitive

information in a format
nobody can crack.

Exceptyou.

Our PC CACHE can accelerate disk inlensii'e applications dramatically.

Hr can make child’s play
out offinding and

\ working with files on
\ Nofvll orIBM Token

\ Ring Networks.

up in smoke,KBACKUP
makes sureyou
won’t get
burned. It's

breathtakingly
fast, reliable

and extremely
easy to Kse.

nof utilities.
dows, full mouse support, pull-down menus and context sensitive help make learning and using the product
a breeze. And PC Tools Deluxe conforms to IBM’s Systems Application Architecture

I is almost identical to all the other applications(or SAA) standards so its look and feel

you’ll see in the QOs.

PC Tools Deluxe. It has redefined what a utility product should be. Designed not
only to protect you fiom misfortune, but to

make using your computer as fast and easy
as it should be. So, even if you never have
had an accident in your entire life, you’ll

still benefit from PC Tools the very moment
you start using it.

PC TbolsDeluxe 5i5
CeribtdFbndSoftwareiK
tuamtnrnuticmmMUJCjanrJiVitMamm
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Introducing the everythii

but-the^tchen

Presenting a multiscanning color monitor so advanced it's compatible with virtually all the video standards to date.

And with video standards to come, like SuperVGA and IBM* 8514/A.

It’s the CI 39 I PanaSvnc™ color monitor. And whether your office PCs are running Hercules™, CGA EGA or VGA this

14" Panasonic®monitor will display each to its best advantage.

Of course, the PanaSync monitor is comfortable in virtually any IBM or [with an optional cable] Apple Mac™ II

environment And we’ve given as much thought to vour comfort, as weO. Witfi an eigonomic design. Featuring front-mounted controls.

Tilt/swivel stand. And text color switching from green to amber to paper white
, , ,, , „ . , ^ .

in TTL m^es. The affordable PanaSync C1.391 monitor. The future on display.
Computers,f^nters. Copters

For more information, or the name of vour authorized dealer, call

ll-fiee 1-800-742-8086.

PiinaPn)™ Monochrome Desktop Publishing Monitors

Tfimi riters amt Facsimiles

l^nasonic.
Pana.S\nc"

Multiscanning Color

.Monitor

//il/ is a tviiinervd inuienuirk of
Inlernaliotut! Business Machines
CorpomUon Macllisalnuie
mark of/^pple Computer Inc
Hercules « a tnuiemark of
Hercules Oimpuler Tcchnolofp’
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by
Gus Venditto Pipeline

A Look at the Trends Shaping the Personal Computer Market

WordPerfect Joins Growing
List of Pubiishers to Write

Software for Windows
It’s no secret that OS/2 hasn’t

taken the world by storm. It’s

starting to become clear that

one reason is the burgeoning

popularity that Microsoft Win-

dows is enjoying. About

2,500,000 copies ofWindows
were sold by the end of 1 988,

excluding the .several hundred

thousand liee copies that were

slipped into so many com-

puter, mouse, and software

boxes in recent years.

A study by Computer In-

telligence of La Jolla, Cali-

fornia, finds that purchases

of Microsoft Windows con-

.stituted 3 percent of all PC

software sold to businesses in

recent months (by unit). That

may not seem like much com-

pai^ with the 22 and 21 peicent,

respectively, that Lotus 1-2-3

(all versions) and WordPer-

fea garnered. But that’s enough

to rank Windows among the

top ten of all programs bought

by businesses—higher than

dBASE IV, Enable, or Sym-

phony. And in the rankings of

all PC software sold through-

out the United States by lead-

ing distributor Ingram-Micro

D and by the top mail-order

house, rc Connection, Win-

dows has been consistently

placing ftom 15th to 20th eveiy

week.

This expanding user base

has convinced more software

publishers to develop Win-

dows versions of their pro-

grams, including WordPerfect

Corp., which expects to ship

a Windows veision of WordPer-

fect in mid-1990. (For a glimpse

of what WordPerfect under

Windows may look like, see

CONTINUES ON PAGE 64

I WordPerfect S.O

I
WordPerfect Corp.

I Quicken 3.0

Intuit

Lotus 1-2-3 2.01

I
Lotus Development Corp.

Lotus 1-2‘3 2.2

TOP TEN SELLERS— A Five-Week History

Lotus t -2-3way have surrendered the top spot it knew so weli,

but Lotus Development is more than making up for it with

heavy shipments of three different flavors of its f-2-3 spreadsheet.

Microsoft Excel has dropped off only a bit: this week it ranks

1 7th out of all software sold.

Also running just off the pace is dBASE IV, which seems
to have sold off the large inventory that accumulated at

Lotus Development Corp.

PC Toole Deluxe 5.5

Central Point Software

stores earlier this year and is now back to a more
typical cycle of shipping product as it's sold.

READING THE CHART

Norton Utilities

Advanced Edition 4.5

Peter Norton Computing

Harvard Graphics 2.12

Software Publishing

I
Fastback Plus 2.0

Fifth Generation

The Top Ten Sellers list ranks PC
business programs according to their

sales totals in the week ending September

2. The charts that appear to the left of each
program name show how the program's sales

ranked each week for the last five weeks. The hash
marks at the bottom of each chart represent each of those

five weeks, beginning with the week of July 31. Dramatic

shifts in a particular program's ranking may be the result of sales

promotions conducted by individual retailers. Seasonal factors, such

as end'Of-year budget purchase decisions, can also play a large role in

the performance of a particular program in any period. More than

12,000 individual locations contribute to the list.

Sales information was compiled by Ingram-Micro D and PC Connection Inc.

Rankings are based on r>et sales by unit: returns are subtracted from gross sales.

Lotus 1-2-3 3.0

Lotus Development Corp.

I

Lap-Link III

I
Traveling Software

PC19PIPE Pipeline
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Pipeline
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 63

the SAA-compliant menu
structure in WordPerfect 5.

1

that's previewed in this is-

sue’s New & Improved sec-

tion.)

Other software publishers

who have been planning to

introduce new programs for

OS/2 aie either adding Windows

to their plans or switching

from OS/2 to Windows.

In fact, of all the works-

in-progress that pass through

PC Magazine's preview rooms,

there’s been more activity in

new Windows programs than

in any other category.

Very few of thrae programs

will be released, however, until

after Microsoft completes its

next Windows upgrade some

time before the end of the

year. The next revision will

employ far better memory-
management and font-han-

dling techniques and provide

better responsiveness in just

about every aspect of pro-

gram operation. Because of

this, most publishers are going

to wait until the new version’s

code is locked in before mak-
ing announcements.

Buy a Cause, Sell an Effect

As Windows and OS/2 raise

the learning

curve for soft-

ware develop-

ers, there’s a

clear market

for simpler ap-

plication de-

velopment
tools-^e^recial-

ly for nonpro-

grammers.

One start-

up venture has

come up with

a cart-and-horse approach.

Maxem’s Cause is a menu-
driven front end to a B-tree/

ISAM database that produces

executable object code. The
point-and-shoot approach

means anyone can slap together

a working program in min-

utes, as easily as creating a

DalaEase or R.hase applica-

tion.

Maxem is going to sell some

of these masterpieces under

the brand name Effect. The

Tempe, Arizona-based com-
pany has set up a review board

that will evaluate any user’s

submission; if taken on, the

impromptu developer will re-

ceive royalties on sales ofEf-

fect.

Signposts

Insiders are

wondering if

Novell is going

to be able to

keep the con-

siderable lead

it’s built up

among net-

work operat-

ing systems.

Two of the

company’s key people in soft-

ware design and marketing

left suddenly this past sum-

mer, and there are no clear

successors . . . Several years

ago, E)CA was on an acquisi-

tions spree; now it’s coming
into shedding season. Saying

that there’s a decrease in the

synergy among its divisions,

DCA officials divulged that

the company will divest itself

of its wide-area-networking

division . . . The latest trend in

shopping for cheap PCs is the

TV shopping channel. IBM’s
close-out of the PC Convert-

ible was one of the early ex-

periments in selling a PC on

television, and now struggling

PC pioneer Kaypro expects

to sell about 8,000 MC-lOs
on the Cable Value Network.

Kaypro called its deal with

CVN “the beginning of a new
and ongoing relationship.”

Conferences In the South
Will Rise

Atlanta has long been acknowl-

edged as the capital of high

technology for the Southeast.

Now it’s giving the industry

it’s own meeting hall. InFo-

rum will be something of a

combined mall and school

for systems shoppers. There

will be meeting rooms for con-

ferences, showrooms where

computer vendors can put their

latest models on display, and

classrooms for training.

The 1 .S -million -square-lbol

building is in the heart of

downtown Atlanta. The first

conference was in Septem-

ber, and the showroom opens
to the public next January.*

DCA officials di-

vuiged that the

company will di-

vest itself of its

wide-area-net-

working division.

SURVEY

Desktop publishing software isn't as pervasive as
spreadsheet and database management software, but

it has become very popular in the last few years. Three
out of four respondents to a survey on PC MagNet

(from a total of 898) said desktop publishing programs
were being used in their offices. And about a third of

those who don't use it now said they planned to install

some within a year.

Which desktop publishing programs are used at your

company?

0 10 20 30 40 50

PageMaker

Ventura Publisher

PFS:First Publisher

WordPerfect

Publish It!

IBM Interleaf Publisher

Ouad< XPress

Ready. Set. Go!

NewsMaster

Other

I

:3
u
h

2

D2

49

Which kinds of documents are prepared with desktop

publishing software?

Newsletters

Presentations

Brochures/flyers

Manuals

Ads

Other

Books

Reports/Proposals

10 20 30 40 50 60
I I I I I
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Either You Look at It,

Peachtree Accounting Saves You Money.
W hen it comes to accounting software, no one offers you more for

your money than Peachtree. Now we’re offering you two ways to

buy our best-selling accounting software— and two great ways to save.

Peachtree Complete” II is our premier business accounting system.

Designed and sold as a 15,000 accounting system, the latest version of

Complete II represents a vastly expanded and greatly Improved package

that sells for an unbelievably low S199- Find out what over 250,000

s^sfied users already know— no other accounting system offers so much

for so little.

And now, for businesses who want to make the most of their

accounting information, Peachtree’s Double Bonus Bundle gives you

Peachtree Complete II Accounting plus its own custom reporting tool,

Peachtree Data Query II” Enhanced. The Double Bonus Bundle includes

both systems— regularly priced at tl99 each— for just $298. That’s

a savings of $100! Either way, Peachtree offers you the most accounting you can get for your software

dollar.

Peachtree Complete II is a comprehensive accounting system developed to meet the needs

of small- to medium-size businesses. It comes with eight high-power modules that may be used

individually or fully integrated for maximum accounting efficiency:

• General Ledger • Accounts Payable • Inventory • Fixed Assets

• Accounts Receivable • Invoicing • Job Cost • Payroll

And Peachtree Complete II is designed using the latest software innovations, like full-color

scrolling reference tables, pop-up windows, and short-cut keyed menus. Wve expanded to

allow an unlimited number of companies, added service invoiang, range printing, and more.

Peachtree Complete ll’s error handling is quick and easy, with plain English messages and

suggestions. Context-sensitive Smart HELP is on-line, all the time And as always. Complete II

comes with the most thorough documentation— a separate quick-start Inst^lation Guide,

Accounting Primer, seven-volume Reference Library and extensive on-line tutorials on each

module— all at no extra charge.

Now you can extend the power of your Peachtree accounting to include custom reporting

and analysis, and save even more money! Order the Double ^nus Bundle and you'll get

Peachtree Complete U, plus Peachtree Data Query II Enhanced, for just $298.

PDQ lets you turn raw figures into highly sophisticated reports, allowing you safe, easy access

to valuable information from all eight Peachtree Complete II modules. PDQ^s simple, clear approach

gives you maximum control and flexibility. You tell PDQ what information you need, and PDQ
looks through your accounting files, finds it, and presents it to you any way you want it—on

screen or printed, as a graph, in report form, or ready for export to another software package.

You can begin creating reports in just minutes, thanks to all new user instructions and on-

line practice sessions that lead you through the system and build confidence as you go. With

Peachtree’s Double Bonus Bundle, accounting and custom reporting go hand-in-hand, and that

makes good business sense.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. We stand behind Peachtree Complete U and PDQ U with a toU-

free hotline for technical support ($1 per minute, $20 minimum on your credit card) and a 30-day

money-back guarantee when you buy directly from Peachtree If for any reason you’re not satisfied,

you can return your package within 50 days for a prompt refund. That's the Peachtree Software

promise A $25 restocking fee applies to all returns.

Peachtree Complete U: the Business Accounting System for just $199, and Peachtree’s Double

Bonus Bundle for just S298. Either way you look at it, Peachtree Software saves you money. Order

today!

KAIDWAM SKanCATIONS; Requlm K/US-DOS version 2 Oor higher with 584K of usable inefflory <SI2K retiulred with DOS md a

minimum 10 MB hard disk for use with the IBM* PC. PC XT. PX AT. Personal System/2'*andronpatibles. 3 media opUonall)' available. Not

copy protected.

Lotus l•2•3isa^egisleredlrldenarkof[i>lusDevelo|KnenlCorporltlon dBASC is a registered indemark of Ashton -Tate Corpomlon IBM Is

a registered trademark and Personal System/2 is a trademark of International Business Machines.

PEACHTREE’S
DOUBLE BONUS

BUNDLE
Includes Peachtree Complete II

plus

Peachtree Data Query li

JUST

$298
SAVE SlOO

Tilh PDQ II Enhanced \ou Can:

• Create on screen inquiries to display data

• Present diu in line or bar graphs

• Use any ofover 20 pre defined reports

• Modify pre defined reports and save

the formats

• Create your own reports and save the

formats

• Transfer accounting Information to

spreadsheet and database programs like

dBASElU* and lotus 1-2-3*

And More!

PEACHTREE
COMPLETE H

STILL ONLY

$199

(ienernl Ledger

• Chan of Accounts includes

76 suggested and 26.000

user-defined accounts

• Comparative Onaodal staiemenu

Accounts ReceivaMc A Invoicing

* Maintains open item or balance

forward customers

• Up to 14.400 customen

• Prims produa or service invoices

Accounu Payable

• Partial payments of Invotces.

• Up to 14,000 vendon.

• Checks printed with unUmiied Invoice

listing on stub.

A Recent Survey by the

American Institute of

CPAs Reports More

Accountants Use and

Recommend Peachtree

Than Any Other

Accounting System!

• Supports average and standard

costing methods

• Up 10 19,300 inventory items.

Fixed Aaaeu

• Handles 13.000 assets and 13 methods

of depreciation

Job Coal

• Tracks costs and profiUbllKy on a

fob-by-fob basis.

Payroll

Bulh lncurreniycar lax tables

• Prtnu checks, T-2s and more

* Processes up to 3.900 emptoyees

And More!

Call Now to Order

1-800 -247-3224
(or call 1-404-564-5800)

lb OrderbyMail Add 112.50 Shipping and Handling.*

(In Georgia add applicable sales tax.)

Peachtree Software
4355 Shackleford Road, Dept. PCM, Norcross, Georgia 30093

* Telephone number required on all orders.
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It’s the One
on the Right.
Both of these programs create I'tiisiness

graphics. Only one of them thoiigli,

is a graphics program.

It’s easy to see what separates Micrografx'

Graph Plus™ from. the re.st of the pack.

Graphics. On screen and at your

command. What you don't .see is that

Graph Plus is fast, easy and fun. For the

first time you can have the look of

professional graphics in hou.se, on time,

and under budget. That’s the power

of Graph Plus.

The critics agree. Graph Plus has been

named an InfoWurld VvoduCl of the Year

and a PC Mcif(ciziiie Editor’s Choice. Call

800/272-3729 tixlay for a demo disk

and .see for yourself why Graph Plus is

the ng/;t choice.

Micrografx Graph Plus.

The Art of Busine.ss.

See us at

COmDiM/Fall '89
Booth #HRM11

MICROGRAFX
1X0 ArmhO • RMihardSOn TX 75001 • 214 234 1709 • 000 272 3729

Surmy Houte • 34 Eden SItmI • KingAon. Sunvy • 01-S47 1638

Ceer'V* ‘ 'M4 Mcregr«i Kx Al •mantO Woegij'i • < rf^anrao Iraaanv*ni

.

I ana Uoografi G'wn ar* •'iOamani* McrogrUi



Machrone

Some of you think

our magazine

shouid be easier

for the beginner

to understand.

Here’s why we taik

the way we do.

I’m the son of first-generation Italian Ameri-

cans. I, and all the children I knew, spoke only

English. My parents, and everyone of their

generation I knew, spoke both English and

Italian. All the old people 1 knew spoke only

Italian, with the possible exception of a few

halting words of English.

From this perspective, it was clear to me
that as you got older, you somehow developed

the ability to .speak the second language. As
you continued to age, you began to lose your

proficiency in English. Adults and middle-

aged people were the translators, the go-be-

tweens. In my world view, Italian was the

language ofelder statesmanship, the language

ofmajority, primarily useful fordi.scussing the

things of concern to the Old Ones. It was also

handy for excluding children from the things

they shouldn’t hear.

Then one day 1 metJimmy McCoy’s grand-

mother. She had white hair and sparkling blue

eyes—and didn’t spteak a word of Italian. It

shattered my world view.

Companies all over America reenact my
familial Tower of Babel daily, as people at

different levels of computer expertise battle

with the near-impossibility of talking to one

another. At each level, there is a common
vocabulary, but the words do as much to

divide people as to bring them together.

Every craft, trade, art, and occupation develops

its own vernacular. The conversation of a

couple of machinists would be utterly lost on

a merchant seaman. Indeed, a powerboater

and a .sailor have relatively little in common,
once you get past the basic parts ofthe boat and

the fundamentals of navigation.

Technical topics lead naturally to Jargon.

The cogno.scenti use it to communicate eco-

nomically and accurately. They also use it to

exclude outsiders. Jargon is also the key to

entry. Professionals use it to recognize one

another, but more importantly, they u.se it to

discern one another’s level of competence.

Computerdom doesn’t offer a handy suffix

like M.D. or C.L.U. to put on business cards.

And even if it did, that wouldn’t be much help,

because most of you reading this magazine

aren’t in data processing anyway. Readers

with MIS or data processing Job titles account

for only a fifth of our total readership (though

with our current circulation of over 700,()(X)

copies, that segment of our audience is still

considerably larger than the entire readership

of Computenx’orld). The rest of you come
from every walk of business life.

TECHNICAL TALK
We try to make PC Magazine a vital part of

your solution. But in so doing, we must un-

avoidably use Jargon, technical terms, and

buzzwords. Sometimes—especially when we’re

covering emergent technologies—we include

a glossary of terms. I was reading one of our

glossaries the other day and was struck by the

amount of knowledge required to understand

the explanations. Our definitions aren’t tech-

nical out of perversity, but out of necessity.

Occasionally PC Magazine's technicality

drives some readers to action. They write me
letters a.sking us to run more start-up articles

on such mainstream products as desktop pub-

lishing, presentation graphics, programming,

and operating environments like DESQview
and Microsoft Windows. Indeed, some ofthese

letter writers are downright indignant at our

lack of consideration for their plight.

This is understandable. Here you have bright,

accomplished professionals for whom noth-

ing has come hard in the last 10 years of their

business careers. Then PCs are thrust upon

them. Suddenly they’re in the Tower of Babel,
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THE
PROFESSIONAL
STRENGTH

PRINT SPOOLER.
Print While You Work (At Top Speed) On Your PC!

Based On Advanced
Mainframe “Time Siicing”
Technology. Only$99J95i

Stop wasting time waiting for your

printer to finish a document so you can
continuetowork on your PC. Harnessthe
power d professional mainframe spool-

ing technology—in a fast, easy to learn

and use package
Introducing PrintRite Designed for fast,

efficient operation, its streamlined pull-

down menus allow you to print

documents, lists, labels, spreadsheets—
anything—wh/ye you continue to work,

uninterrupted, on your PC
PrintRite compresses spooled files to

disk for ultra-efficient use of memory.
In addition, PrintRite spools each file

separately (ratherthan inone large file) to

eliminate costly hard-disk fragmentation.

And only PrintRite allows you to control

five printers at one time, so you can
dedicate specific printers for certain tasks.

MvfMi-OrlvMi, Streamlined
For Fast “On The Fly” Use.

No Other Spooling System
Even Comes Close...

K- Powerful print queue management
made amazingly easy. Assign different

printers tor dimrent printing tasks.

Laptop users who create or edit

documents away from the office can
store them—ready-to-print—until they

get back to their printer.

Supports up to 5 differentprinters—

with or without a network!

K- No otherpackage compresses tiles

lor efficient storage.

Groups and prints jobs of similar

printing requirements together—kmrs,
text, graphics, sideways, etc

^ Printsup to 65,535 copiesandspools
up to 255 reports!

^ 'Hot keys' simplify use of multiple

memory resident programs.

Pop PrintRite up anytime and view the

queue and documents on-line. Change
the printing order, specify the number of

copies, specify sidewav« printing, add
items—even pause and restart.

And PrintRite will automatically align

your documents in your printer!

System RsquIrsmsntB IBM PC XT, AT, PS/2

compatibles Requires 50K. Supports any printer.

See your dealer or call (800) 888-2562

BLOCPublishing
BLOC Publishing, 800 SW 37th /We.,

Suite 765, Coral Gables, Florida 33134

© Copynghi 1989, BLOC /Publishing Corp PiinlRite s a ttademark at BIPC Pubte/img

Bill Machrone

unable to determine whether the person

next to them is asking for a trowel or

telling them to get out of the way. So they

ask us to institute a Beginner’s Komer.
They ask us to bring the articles down to

their level.

FAT CHANCE
As large as PC Magazine is, editorial

pages are our scarcest resource. Every

nontechnical page we might add would

come at the cost of a page of product

review or a page from one of our produc-

tivity columns. That’s too big a price to

pay. And PC Magazine won’t pay it, because

we understand our role. We evaluate prod-

ucts and enhance productivity, the edito-

rial formula I’ve often described as (EP)^.

We can’t be all things to all people any

more than a mainframe expert can also be

a PC jockey.

Some of you are no doubt saying, “Hey,

PC Magazine isn’t all that technical.’’ I

agree. It’s nowhere near as technical as

some of the programmer-oriented jour-

nals out there. But it sure looks technical

to computer newcomers. I sympathize with

them. Back when I started getting inter-

ested in personal computers, the only books

dealt with chips at the gate and register

level. Today we have burgeoning shelves

of books, both at computer stores and in

the national bookstore chains.

That’s the right place to go to get started.

Everybody’s a beginner at some aspect of

computing. It’s unreasonable to expect us

to be there for you and 700,000 others

exactly where and when you need us to be.

Books give you a way to get exactly the

information you need, when you need it.

Our job, by contrast, is to cover the

fast-breaking information that only a peri-

odical can give you. Remember that our

marketplace is also a Tower of Babel.

Compatibility, for example, is still a burn-

ing issue thanks to the infinite variety of

add-on cards and peripherals that work in

PCs. That, along with the subtle spin that

each manufacturer puts on its compatibles,

adds a high degree of interest (as in the

Chinese curse, “May you live in interest-

ing times’’) to our market.

When she heard the crystal radio that

my father made as a boy, my grandmother

is said to have exclaimed, “// diavolo!”

She would have agreed that these are indeed

interesting times.
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Ttc World's Best Sflling,

Eoskst-to-lise,

FuD-Featurtd

Atawnting Software

• Gtnenl Ledger

• AccoantsBewirabk

• AccoMte Payable

• Cvh Managcmeai
• Inrtmory

•
^haseOfdtr

toWtsSosIt

MtiHwIitiK-

Infill

hnU’

ifMcSix Order

•WFdW

.CekHwr**

• ftin*

• Cnftio

video TUKK'

Introducing Two Remarkable New Products from the Leader of
Accounting Software

Growing li

) Over 1 /2 million people in 18 countries have built their businesses with

] the help of DacEasy. Knowing the importance of this investment,

1 we've listened to our customers and as a result, we’ve deveUoped our
I liest yet. Version 4.0 of DacEasy Accounting offers so much more than

i
just “counting the beans”; it’s a manager’s dream. With over 100 new

I features. Version 4.0 also provides instant analysis of company per-

I formance with the new management repcirting and graphics modules.
I Or move up seamlessly to the DacEasy Accounting Network System.
' which sets new standards of excellence in full-featured accounting!

Extended Support for Today and Tomorrow
Behind every DacEasy prcxluct, more support is provided than on any

I other accounting package in history-.seminars in 40 cities, self-paced

: instructional materials, tutorial books by five publishers, telephone as-

; sistance from over 35 friendly, qualified DacEa.sy repre.sentatives.

video tapes and a complete line of award-winning software such as

Lucid 3-D that can integrate perfectly!

Special Upgrade Offer the DacEasy Wayl
We make it so simple for existing DacEa.sy Accounting users to

upgrade. Whether you’re a 1 .0, 2..0 or 3.0 u.ser, call in with your Serial

Number and receive new Version 4.0 or the Network Version at

special pricing.

Inc.
Solutions That Work Together
See Your Local Dealer or to order call

1 -800-877-8088
(in (:;!njda. call 41M'»4-F.ASY)

or write to; IMCKASY. INC • 17950 Preston Rtwd • Suite HOO* Dallas. TX 75252 •(include S7 50 lor

postage and handling within U.S.) • Ask for your free People’s Choice C.2iialog on ilte enure line of
l>acEas> s«>flwarc and hardwaa* • I ncondilional .W l>ay Mone>' Hack Cuaraniee on all products
Ixniglit directly fomt I>acF.asy (less shipping charges)

Minimum Hardware Requirements: l>acEasy Accounting Network System suppoas Novell Network. IBM PC NET and any IX)S 3.1 Net Bios Compatible LAN • DacEasy Accounting Version
5.0 requia*s 512K memory’ (650K with graphics). IBM t>r compatibles. Hard disk only MS-IXJS or PC -IKIS 2.1 or later. MoncKhnime. CGA. VGA and EGA nxmilor Mouse optuinal • MS-
DOS. PC-DOS, IBM and Microsoft are trademarks of their respective corporations. l>acKasy and Lucid 3 D are iradcmarics of DacEasy. Inc. Oipyiight © ISWy. DacEasy, Inc. All ngl«s a-.ser%ed.

INSILCO See us at Fall Comdex 1 989, •Media Ccxle 108
Includes Both 3
*51/4’



RightNow. Guaranteed!*

Yes, we can ship yournew ZEOS* ’286 or ’386

today! We’ve built up an extra supply of the hottest

selling computers in America. The celebrated

ZEOS 286-12 and PC Magazine’s Editors Choice—
the ultra fast ZEOS 386-20.

1. YourOldermust be received by 1PM Central Time.

2. Credit Cards are subject to credt card authorization.

3. Orders must be for our standard 286-12MHz
system or 386-20MHz system, either mono-
dirome or VGA. Any other systems or upgrades

are custom built and will take sli^tly longer.

Take your picknow for immediate delivery.

These are both complete, genuine ZEOS Zero-Wait

state systems. Both include an ultra-fast Seagate

hard drive and all the othergoodies. And they’re

ready to ship. RightNow.

Here’show it works. We have these extra systems

pre-built and ready to ship. They include both High
Resolution Monochrome andVGA systems. While

supplies last, we will ship either ofthese sj^tems to

you the dayyou orr/ersubject to these conditions:

*Our Guarantee to You:

Ifwe fail to ship your system under the conditions

outlined, we will ship it atourexpense as soon as it

is ready. All systems are fully burned in and tested.

Each S3fstem includes our 30 day Money Back
Guarantee and One Full Year Limited Warranty.
Plus24 Houra day Toll Free technicalsupportand
Express PartsRethcement are included too!

This offer is good only as long as these pre-built

CompleteZEOS 12MHz *286

with 32MB Hard Drive!

Only $1395
For VGA color add $495

FREE Shareware Disks Too!

25 Software Programs Included

Every system will include 25
ready to run Sharewareprt^ms
on free disks. Included are

programsfor Word Processing,

Spread Sheets, Educational,

Financial, Business, Gamesand
more. With Sharewareyou can

try theprogramsfirst beforeyou

register them with the author.

What a great idea!

Standard Features Include:

8028612 CPU, 6/12MHZ
Dual Speed keyboard/hard-

ware selectable. Reset and
Turbo buttons right upfront.

ZeroWait StateDRAM, 512K
expandable to4MB on the

mother board (16MB System

Total). EMSCapabilityon board.

Performance Comparisons using PC Labs Benchmark Series

Release 4:
80286 Floating

Instruction Point Conventionol

Mix Cokulotion Memory

ZEOS 286/12 Desktop 4 78 18.84 0.72

IBM PC AT (8MHz) 896 35.60 1 32

IBM PS/2 Model 50 7 20 28.34 I 05

Fast 32MB Seagate 138R
Hard Drive with auto-park,

1.2MB Floppy Drive.

Ultra high speed Hard/Floppy

controller. 1:1 interleave, SOio

KB/sec transfer rate.

14” High-Res Amber Display

with Tilt/Swivel Base. Gen-

uine Hercules* Brand
graphics card.

• ZEOS Enhanced 101 Key
Keyboard with our Pleasant

Tactile/Click Feel.

Two Serial Ports plus Parallel

and Game Ports.

Clock/Calendar with Battery

Backup.

6-16 and 2-8 bit expansion slots.

80287 support, up to 12MHz.

Heavy Duty Case (Complete

with Security Lock andLED
indicators.

Order Now Toll Free

800-423-5891

All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. Please call for current pricing and warranty details. COD orders may require an advance dept>sit. PS/2 and AT are trademarks of IBM Corporation.
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systems remain in stock; please give us a call to

verify availability. This offer does not apply to other

ZEOS systems orcustom configurations.

Immediate shipment is onlypartofthe story.

ZEOS builds Rock Solid oanputers. That’s why we
offer 5^ our 30 Day Mcmey Back Guarantee, Toll Free

tedmical support and Full OneYear Limited Warranty.
Compare that to the others.Thencompare pertarmance.

Performance is whatZEOS is all about. If you’re

buying acomputer youmay as well buy the fetest.

The ZEOS 2^-12 is thefastestinits class. It features

true Zero-Wait state operation with speeds close to

many 386 systems!

Or select the ZEOS 386-20. The Editors ofPC
Magazine did. In fact, they said “Out of 104 machines

from 58 conpanies ... for overall excellence in both

the 16- and 20MHz categories, we selected ZEOS
International’s 386-16 ard 386-20’.’ And ZEOS ’386

systems have racked up threePCMagazine Editors
Choice awards sofar thisyear!

PCResourceMagazine put it this way “ZEOS
. .

.
provides quality comparable with the IBM or

Compaq and does so for about 70% of the cost’.’

Personal Computings\rnp\y says “The best value

we’ve come across so far!’

We couldn’t have said it better ourselves.

And these are the machines that we have

ready to ship to you right now. Rock solid block

buster ZEOS machines with quality and perform-

ance that is, in a word. Guaranteed. Order now by

calling 800-432-5891.

Complete ZEOS 20MHz ’386

with80MB 28ms SCSI Drive!

Only$2^5
For VGA color add $495

Standard Features

Include:

Genuine 32-bit

Intel 80386-

20MHz CPU.

High speed

Zero-Wait

64KSRAM
CACHE.
1MB of

Zero-WaitDRAMExpandable
to 16MB system totat.

Fast 80MB. 28ms SCSI
Seagate Hard Drive, 1.2MB
Floppy Drive.

UltmhighspeedHard/Fbppy
SCSIcontroller.

• Genuine Hercules’ Brand
graphicscard. High-ResAmber
Display with Tilt/Swivel Base.

Performance G>mparisons usirtg K Lobs Benchmork Series

Release 4:

80386 FkwHng
Instruction Point Conventional
Mix Colculotion Memory

ZEOS 366/20 Desktop 2 87 1040 039

IBM PS/2 Model 70-121 3 24 1272 061

Compel) Deskpro 386/20e 291 10 54 040

101 Key ZEOS Tactile/Click

keyboard.

Two High Speed Serial

plus Paralleland Game Ports.

1-32, 5-16and 2-8 bit slots.

80387 math co-processor

support.

• ZEOS5-bay case with security

lock andLED indicators.

Order Now Toll Free

800-423-5891
FAX Oixlers Dial: 612-633-1325

In Minnesota Call: 612-633-4591

MasterCard. VISA, ZCard and COD
Open 24 Hours a day!
ZEOS International, Ltd.

530 5th Avenue. N.W.
St. Paul. MN 55112 USA

Dewkproisa trademark uT Compaq Computer Corporation. Corporate leasing plans are avaibble. ZEOS is a publicly traded ciimpanv, .MI'I.S/Si. hiul LucalOTX!. c 1989 ZEOS Inirmatiorul. Ltd.
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10Good Reasons

TdBiwRomZEDS
On July 15, of this year

ZEOS'made indus-

try history. On %
that date ZEOS 1

extended our Toll

Free Sales and

Technical Support

to 24 hours a day,

365 days a year.

In one bold move
ZEOS gave new mean-
ing to die concept of Cus-

tomer Support. In the months
ahead you will undoubtedly see

others scrambling to keep up.

They are the followers. ZEOS is

the leader. One more good
reason to buy from ZlEOS.

. Reason #3
A lAceptional Quality.

PC Resource Magazine
put it this way, “ZEOS . .

.

IJTOvides o^ity OHupar-

able with IBM orConpaq
and does so for about

70% the pricer ZEOS
i uses tnly the voy best

components. And
every system is fully

tested and bumed-in rig^it in

our own labs.

Reason #4

Reason #1

V'alue.

In/bWorld says, find the ZEOS ’386 an

excellent value. Speed: Excellent. Oimpat-

ibility: Excellent. Value; Excdlent!’ Penial
Coniptiting said, “ZEOS ... is the best value

we’ve aime across ... its performance is ri^t

up there with the slickest, most expensive

you can buy!’

“Overall Excellencer

As PCMagazine said “Price is always a

consideration. So are bench mark test re^ts.

But both factors can be deceiving, which is

why we a)nsider them in the context of other

aspects that will make the difference mcHiths

and years down the road!’

These are the attributes which PC
Magazine used in awarding ZEOS the aw*
eted Editor’s Choice, not once but three times

thus far in 1989. And “Overall Excellence”

are the very woids PCMagazine used in

describing ZK)S systems comparing them
to all others.

Reason #5
Warrantless and Guarantees.

ZEOS believes in its pnxhicts. That’s why
we (rffer each and eyoy customer our 30 Day
Absolute Satisfaction Money Back Guaran-

tee. no questions asked. Plus, our One Full

Year Limited Warranty and Express Parts

Rei^ement FWicy. Optional On Ste Service

is availaWe too. C^l for details.

Reason #6

Reason #2
DazzHi^ Performance.

In their February 28th ’386 review, PC
Magazine awarded ZEOS Editors Choice.

“Tte ZEOS *386 Wows away every other com-

puter. . . a smart choice” is what they said.

And in a recent review, Goventment ComfHtter

said the ZEOS 33MHz ’386 is “aiguaWy

the fostest MS-DOS and OS/2 micro in the

wotW!'

Dazzling Performance is built into every

ZEOS system. It’s a key ccmiponent of ZEOS
Overall Excellence.

24 (lour Toll Free Technical and
Sales Support.

At ZEC^, the customer is #1. That’s why
we’re (pen around the ckxdc. For con-

venience. If you buy a product from us we
feel we should be there to help, 24 Hours
a day. Our Help Lines are T(^l Free too. Be-

cause you shouldn’t have to pay for the call.

Reason #7
Experience.

Almost unique in the mail order axrputer

industry. ZEOS maintains its owm chip level

Research and Devdopment staff. In addition

to Systems Manufacturing, we also operate

our own Board Levd Manufocturing racility.

ZEOS has been invdved in Research and
Devdopment sincx our incorporation ba(dc in

1981. (W strong and experienced Research.

Manufacturing and Technical Staff trans-

lates into superior factory direct computer
systems for y(xi.

Reason #8
A Sterling Reputation.

In magazine after magazine and review

after review ZEOS systems are sighted for

Overall Excdlence, for Excellent Wue. as the

Ri^t Choice and so on. All of this is flat-

tering but the most important thing is this:

What do our customers think? Frar^y they

love us. The systems arnl the support. That
means more to us than anything.

Reason #9
Easy to Buy.

ZEOS systems are easy to buy. You can

pick up the {hone any timeufthedaycH'ni^t

and Older your new ZEOS cxwnputer. And we
accept MasterCard, Visa, and Coiporate

Punhase Orders frc*n R)rtune 1000 Conpan-
ies, Colleges, Universities and Govemmaits.
Comi^ete Leasing Pn^rams are available

as well.

And now the Z*CARD! It’s your very own
ZEOS Credit Card and you can apply today.

With the Z*CARD you can charge your ZECfe
purchases and pay in easy monthly install-

ments. It’s just like a Bank Card. Why not

apply for your Z«CARD now!

Reason #10
You’re Going to be V’ery Satisfied.

When it comes rijdit down to it, you’re

going to be very satined with your new ZEOS
system. Our ^ral is your complete satisfec-

tkm. Aixl that’s our armmitrnent to you. To
quality. To performance. To reliability and
support. To Vabie. We don’t just say it,

we Guarantee it!

Order Now Toll Free

800-423-5891
Fax Orders Dial:

612-633-1325

In Minnesoia Call;

612-633-4591

MaslerCard.VISA.
Z-CARDand COD
C^n 24 Hours a day.

365 Days a year.

Pleasrcall fi>r current pricing and vkarnimy details. ZFOS is a publicly traded ctmpany. Symbol: ZlvOS. c I981iZEnS International. Ltd.. .530 5th Avenue. N.W.. m. I'aul. .MN 551 1^.
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John C.

Dvorak

The “replacement

market” is just a

myth. Old computers

don’t die. They just

trickle down the

distribution chain.

There seems to be a wild notion floating around

that the hardware business is not only going

flat but is slowly turning into something new.

This something is called the replacement market.

Research companies, many of which can’t

figure out anything anyway, have dreamed up

this concept in a futile effort to explain recent

sales trends.

The thinking goes roughly like this: Every-

one who really needs a computer already has

one. and now those users are going to be

spending all their time replacing wom-out old

computers with new fa.ster units. This trend

will account for all of the future growth in the

business.

The fly in the ointment of this theory is

obvious. Computers are not tires that wear out.

There is no elephants’ graveyard of discarded

machines, no secret dumping ground. Anyone
who buys a new computer either keeps the old

one. gives it to someone who can use it. or

sells. This can happen over and over. Except

for those that end up as “work-at-home” ma-

chines. most of these machines go to new
“entry-level" owners: wives, children, fel-

low employees. This adds to the user ba.se and

puts more people into what I call the “trickle-

down distribution chain.”

Since the machines do not wear out like a

set of tires, but have a life expectancy that may
approach a decade or more, we should expect

to see the machines di.stribute themselves through-

out society as televisions have. Eventually,

hand-me-down computers will end up in all of

the 80 or 90 million households in this coun-

try. with most households having two ma-
chines. All offices will have them, all .small

businesses, and all schoofs. Every time a machine

is replaced, there wi II be a trickle-down recipi-

ent awaiting the depreciated old unit.

To predict where computer sales will peak,

we must first determine at what point we’ll be

able to find anyone who would refuse to accept

a free machine (assuming it’s a PC compat-

ible). The number of PCs should be a good
deal larger than the population of the entire

country, as some people will require multiple

machines. Watching the United States eventu-

ally soak up 300 million computers is not

beyond the realm of possibility. We see how
TV sets have been soaked up (I’m not the only

one who has a TV in the kitchen!). We can

expect computers to follow the same pattern.

NOT YET TAPPED
With today’s installed base of between 26 and

30 million machines, the market hasn’t even

been dented. Thus, all the talk of a so-called

replacement market is nonsense. In fact, the

only way such a market will ever develop is if

legislation prevents people from using old

technology. “OK. buddy, do you have a li-

cense for that 4.77-MHz 8088?” “But officer,

it has a turbo card in it!” People are still using

CP/M machines and Tandy 100 portables. If

they ever give them up at all, they’ll give them

to their kids.

While we do see jogs in the growth curve

for the PC market, they’re all traceable to the

herky-Jerky forward motion of hardware and

.software technology. We’ll always see a tem-

porary slowdown during a changeover from

one chip to another. This is what we are begin-

ning to see today as the 486 makes its way into

our lives. Everything slows down to wait fora

realignment of prices. Once that happens there’s

a mad scramble, business booms, and a bunch

of machines are distributed through the trickle-

down distribution chain.

When we look at the scene objectively, we
see that we are still closer to the beginning of

the market’s maturation than the end. If we’re

on a l(X)-mile trek, I figure we’ve gone 10

miles. Maybe less.
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Okay.

You’re a developer and

normally you couldn’t

care less, but the budget’s

getting squeezed. So they

won’t buy the new mini

after all, which fries your

bacon because the old

one is overloaded.

What’s more. Shipping

will join you on the

system tomorrow.

No big deal. You’ll

only share your mini

with 40 more people.

And 5 applications

due next week.

With Professional ORACLE,® every-

thing you develop on a mini, you can

develop on a PC. Which means you

don't have to wait for everyone to go

home to get decent system response.

And you won’t have to compete with

production systems or other developers.

What's more. Professional ORACLE

is exactly like ORACLE on a mini or

mainframe. Same documentation, same

tools, same everything.

So you can develop with all your

familiar tools. And then port your

application to the host with no changes.

You can have Professional ORACLE

lor only $1,299. Or the fVial Version

lor $199.

If you're not happy, return it within

30 days lor a full refund.

Call I-800-ORACLE1, Ext. 4452

to order. And enter the computing

environment of the 90's.

ORACLG'
Compatibility Ibrtability > Connectability

Develop with ORACLE on the PC, instead. Call 1-800-ORACLE 1, Ext. 4452.

a iqM ftf Cwnf C B0 »|! Ondt CBfMWM OIACU »< la iQffcauilW a»WI»—4«ICIric» Cir>n»lMiiii
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John C.

Dvorak

Inside Track

I use Windows

when I want

to slow down on

timed screens

that blow by my

386 screamer.

The industry is abuzz over what

now appears to be trouble-

some delays in the full-tilt

go-for-broke manufacture of

the 486 chip. Both the 486 and the EISA bus are following the

acceptance pattern of Windows, with early enthusiasm fol-

lowed by delays.

This might develop into a problem for both technologies.

Unfonunately. as in football, where the mysterious phenomenon

called •‘momentum” goes from one team to another, con-

sumer interest is fleeting. While the customer will go along

with a preannouncement and maintain

an enthusiastic anticipatory level for perhaps

6 months, that person cannot maintain it

forever. When the momentum goes away

from the original direction of enthusi-

asm. one sees what I call the “product

acceptance backlash effect.” This actu-

ally creates a negative receptivity on the

part of a potential buyer who feels that he

or she has been strung along and made a

fool of. The subconscious mind then

wants to reject the product,

1 always wonder how many copies of

Vision were ever shipped. Yes, Mildred,

there was finally a product, after much
hoopla and a long no-show. Microsoft

Windows is still coming out of the back-

lash effect. The company even did a Windows “celebrity

roast" a few years back to chide itself for tardiness. That was

a gallant try but it had little effect.

This effect doesn't have to be solely the result of a late

product introduction. In the case of OS/2, it's the result of a

lack of promised applications. This disappointment is combined

with a lack of perceived performance benefits. Whereas

people can buy a 386 to run their old DOS applications and

see immediate improved performance, the OS/2 buyer sees

no improvement.

In the case of Windows, one might see a decrea.se in

performance. My best joke recently on PC MagNet was “1

use Windows when 1 want to slow down my programs so I can

see what's happening on timed screens that blow by my 386

screamer. Windows gives me the XT-level performance I

sometimes have to have. Very useful.” It seems unlikely that

most users, when given a choice between high performance

with straight DOS and poor performance with Windows,

would choose the latter, especially since most ofthe time one

spends on a machine is within an application, and that's

where performance counts. You don't think there is a line

around the block awaiting the 486 machines just because the

chip is pretty, do you? But I digress.

Back to the acceptance backlash effect. While pundits

and cynics wisely push users into the 386 camp and beyond,

the 286 sales figures continue to increase. This chip, which

has been declared brain-dead

by everybody under the sun. sells

like hotcakes because ( 1 ) it's

cheap. (2) it has more than orte

manufacturer licensed to make it, and (3) it never experienced

an acceptance backlash. This combination is hard to beat.

The 486 costs about $500 to $800 for the bare chip alone.

There is only one manufacturer, and Intel shows no sign of

letting anyone second-source the chip 1 figure thatifit doesn't

ship in quantities by January, then Intel risks adding Ihe back-

lash effect to the chip. Now. 1 wonder, if NEC suddenly

released an inexpensive 386/486 equivalent

running at 50 MH/,, what would happen to

Intel's hammerluck on the PC world?

Don't Try This at Home, Kids Dept.:

I've been meaning to pass this tip along to

people who have machines from which

other people might surreptitiously bootleg

a copy of this or that software. Most soft-

ware nowadays asks you. on first use. to

put your name and (optionally) your com-
pany name on it. This should annoy users.

Who needs your name showing up on

Bob's computer at his home? So for "name"
I routinely type "All Mankind " and for

"company" I put "The Whole World Over."

There is something humorous about soft-

ware that bools with the message: "Li-

cen.sed to All Mankind. The Whole World Over."

(ienuinely Interesting Software Dept.; I've always been

a big fan ofSuper FC-Kwik. the definitive disk cache software

from MultisoftCorp. in Beaverton, Oregon (phone (503)644-

5644). For $129.95. it now comes bundled with what the

company calls a Power Pak. which includes a print spcnrler. a

dynamic RAMdisk. a keyboard accelerator, and a remarkable

screen accelerator that is unlike anything I've ever seen.

Apparently it does more than shadow the video ROM into

RAM. It replaces the entire video BIOS with high-performatK.'e

routines.

On my 386. video benchmark tests show a 300 percent

speed improvement, and I'm running an already hot Video

Seven V-RAM card! Believe me, the benchmark wasn't faked

out. When you type DIR the listing nearly blows the topoff the

monitor! I'm itnpressed. And since some programs such as

Lotus ! -2-3 do strange things with video, this software is smart

enough to ignore such programs and not accelerate them.

That's how well-written this little program is. In addition, it

establishes a scroll-back buffer so you can back the screen up

and look at the prev ious pages that ran offthe top of the screen.

Hot stuff.

It works with all EGA and VGA cards as well as old CGA
and even monochrome beasts. The performance increase

varies, depending on the card. For VGA cards, it's dramatic.

Highly recommended.
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Hiis is all it lakes to make our PC



And run,

and run,

and run,

and run,

and run,

and run.
' will give you up to 100 hours of active service on two AA alkaline

> three months with normal use. And don't think it's because

The Poqet PC’
batteries. That's about two to t

those two little batteries haven't been asked to power much in the way of real work.

It just so happensThe Poqet PC is a regular workhorse. It's a real MS-DOS" computer,

with 512K of RAM and 640K of ROM—where there's ROM-resident MS-DOS version

3.3 from Microsoft’The ROM also includes five built-in software applications we call

PoqetTools.’and a sixth application. PoqetLink,’ which transfers files between your
desktop and The Poqet PC.

The Poqet PC has a full-function AT-style keyboard, and there's an 80-column x 25-line

display, too—all powered by those two little AAs. Finally, there are two drives which use

either ROM or RAM solid state memory cards. You can run all popular MS-DOS software

onThe Poqet PC. And lots of popular software applications have teen converted to be ROM-
executable using Poqet's memory cards, including Lotus 1-2-3," Word Perfect," ACTir Lucid

3-Dr and many others. Put it all together, and what does it weigh? About a pound.
It took some radical re-

thinking of current computer
technology to accomplish all

this. But of course, ifyou want
to get off and running (and

running and running), it helps

to start with a quantum leap.

Want to see The Poqet

PC run? Then call 1-800-

624-8999, ext. 1590 to find

\rour nearest Poqet Authorized

Dealer.

MPOQtTPC
A very big computer.

C 1989. Poqet Computer Corporation
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^ Jim

Seymour

Times are

changing in the

retail side of

our industry.

And the strategies

for success

in the 1990s

are starting to

come into focus.

In the September 1 2, 1 989, issue, each ofPC
Magazine's columnists wrote about our expe-

riences with computer resellers and offered

our prescriptions for curing what ails them.

Fixing what’s wrong with the present sys-

tem is important. Uninformed salespeople,

scanty software inventories, and a lack of

after-sales support are deadly sins, frustrating

and unnecessary.

But at least as important as fixing what we
have now is trying to figure out how the

computer-reselling situation is going to look

over the next decade. I'm convinced it won’t

look much like today’s system—and not only

because today’s problems will be fixed.

We’re moving into an era offundamentally

different kinds of PC products, with conse-

quent changes in how those products are se-

lected, purchased, and supported. And those

changes will be most visible. I’m convinced,

in a powerful four-way division of the com-

puter market. Part of this trend is beginning to

become visible, but when it really hits, it’s

going to sweep aside huge chunks of the pres-

ent PC distribution system.

Department stores, electronics discounters,

and “superstores" will pick up most of the

business on the lower part ofthe scale. They’re

already doing well with Epson Apexes, Ven-

dex Headstarts. Amstrads. and so on. We’ll

see more of these consumer-oriented lines as

the technology moves away from the 8088

toward the 80286. Indeed, this market offers

the only future for the 80286 chip, which

would otherwise sink even sooner into well-

deserved obscurity.

The middle to upper end of the market will

increasingly be dominated by three groups.

First, the more-powerful mail-order firms—47lh

Street Computer, Dell Computer, PC Connec-

tion, and CompuAdd, for example. Second,

the large, well-financed, upper-end retail

chains—Businessland and MicroAge, for

example—that can afford to offer serious train-

ing to Iheirstaffs and maintain selective inven-

tories for special markets. And third—the real

kicker—an emerging class of large-scale spe-

cially dealers aimed squarely at the corporate

market. Eli Hertz’s corporate-PC-sales opera-

tion in New York City and Mort Rosenthal’s

powerhouse Corporate Software are stellar

examples of the latter.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE?
Notice who’s missing? It’s the middle-of-the-

road. middle-market dealers and chains. And
you and me, when we want to go down to the

comer computer store, kick tires, check out a

new program we’ve heard about, and schmooze

a little about PCs in general.

It’s not that this fourth group won’t be

around, or that they won’t have anything to

sell. They’ll still have their IBM and Compaq
and Apple and HP dealerships, and many of

them will still be in business.

It’s just that they won’t be very important

anymore.

The real growth. I’m convinced, will be

divided between the new class of super-resell-

ers, such as Corporate Software, and the big-

gest mail-order firms, which through their

expertise, financial strength, and focus will

come to dominate the richest part of the PC
marketplace: the corporate market.

Mort Rosenthal has a little dog-and-pony

speech he likes to trot around to industry

gatherings, suppliers, and large customers,

in which he makes some perceptive

points about today’s changing distribution

system.

Mort’s analogy for the evolution of the

overall corporate computer market is superb.
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Jim Seymour

n on-screen chart processor that knows about charts and diagrams, not

just another “screen-draw” program that makes you do most of the work.

EasyFlow is a powerful full-screen graphics program dedicated to data-flow

diagrams, flow charts and organization charts. With it you can quickly com-
pose diagrams. More important, you can easily modify them so they are always

up to date.

MailrooB
sendi to

eoiitral filto
by

File found?

Central filen:
eonplete

\ "Lont Order*
\ fora

Log Conpleint

In ndditii
the coapli
unit eopl
for nenag'

This chart

fragment was
produced on an

H P LaserJet Plus

and is actual size

and unretouched.

Automatic. Fully automatic text centering within shapes. Fully automatic line routing & re*

routing. Fully automatic placement of text along lines.

Fast. Written in assembly language for speed.

Large Diagram size limited only by available memory. Supports LIM expanded memory.

Diagram too large tor your printer? EasyFlow automatically breaks the diagram up & prints

it in page size pieces.

Standard. All standard data flow and flowcharting shapes included. Other shape libraries

are available.

User friendly. Don’t take our word for it. PC Magazine says ‘'EASYFLOWIi\^suptoitsname.

It’s hard to imagine any easier and more flexible way to produce basic and even complex

flowcharts".

Mouse. Optional but fully supported

It works Over 50,000 copies sold. Two of the "btg eight' ' accounting firms have world wide

site licenses for the use of EasyFlow.

It prints. On most pcpular printers including IBM. Epson. Toshiba. HP LaserJets. HP Desk

Jet XEROX 4045. postscript printers and many others.

It plots. On HP7440. 7475. 7550 and 7585B plotters.

Documented: 130 page manual plus over 150 screens of context sensitive help.

Rush delivery: Order by noon today (eastern time) and you’ll have it tomorrow. Rush delivery

charge is SIO.SO (instead of S2.00) and is available only to continental USA and Canada.

EasyFlow works on IBM PC's. IBM PS/2 and compatibles. Requires 512K memory, hard disk

and an IBM CGA/E6A/VGA or Hercules monochrome compatible adapter card.

Order direct for only S149.95 + $2.00 S&H (USA/Canada). $10.00 (foreign).

Payment by M .O., check. VISA MasterCard or Company PO.

Haven Tree Software Limited

PO Box 1093* P
Thousand Island Park, NY 13692

Order Desk: 1-800.267.0668

Information; (613) 544-6035 ext. 49
Telefax(G3): (613) 544-9632

He points out that we have seen it swing,

pendulumlike, from one extreme—in the

highly centralized MIS era of the 1970s—to

another, highly personalized extreme—in

the single-user-focused 1980s—back toward

a more stable middle position, centered

around networked worl»tations and serv-

ers, with an emphasis on departmental use

and peaceful coexistence with MIS.

The distribution channels have followed

those swings, moving from direct sales

and support by vendors in the ’70s to sates

and support through retailers in the ’80s,

toward whatever may emerge in the inte-

grated environment of the ’90s.

THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME
Unsurprisingly, Mott thinks the ’90s ate

made to order for a shop like Corporate

Software—and I think he ’ s right. Many of

the largest PC vendors never established

the close customer ties that might have

permitted them tomove now to a ’70s-like

direct-selling situation.

Those relationships count.

That’s one reason I think good direct-

marketers have such bright prospects for

the ’90s. They’ve created and maintained

those personal links, through fast service

at the time of the sale and through superb

800-line after-sales support.

And that’s just what Corporate Soft-

ware has done, by mixing field-sales people

into what is fundamentally a direct-sales

system.

The corporate micro managers who
have relied on Corporate Software to take

some of the pain out of software upgrades

demonstrate how much this marketplace

wants the new kind of reseller. By offer-

ing almost-as-low-as-the-lowest prices in

conjunction with advice, product savvy,

and great support, Rosenthal has built the

kind of company few realized would be

needed in the 19^s.

The center of gravity of the PC market

lies overwhelmingly in high-volume cor-

porate sales. But that doesn’t mean you

and I will be frozen out, left playing King's

Quest XXVll down at a lonely, drafty

ComputerLand.

The flexibility of the mail-order shops

means they’ll be the channel ofchoice for

individuals, at least for most purchases.

When we really need hand-holding and

tire-kicking, we’ll pay for it, down at the

Businesslands and MicroAges.
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Maxell chalks up a brilliant play.

John Madden Football ” free.

Get ready for the T\vo-Minute Warning
Edition of John Madden Football. Free.
It’s real eleven-on-eleven football created
exclusively for Maxell by Electronic Arts®
This game is a test of speed, skill and
savvy as on any given Sunday. You can play
it on IBM PC/XT/AT, PS/2 30 or greater
and most compatibles. And you’ll find it on
the free 11th disk inside specially marked
MD2-D, MD2-HD, MF2-DD and MF2-HD
10 packs. While supplies last, this incredible
game is yours with our compliments.

V—
maxell
THE GOLD STANDARD



Sometimes, you
just can’t copy

an original.
With over 500,000

installations worldwide,

Caihon Copy Plus™ is the

leader in remote PC commu-

nications software. In fact.

Carbon Copy Plus is used by

twice as many people as

any other remote software

Why? Because Carbon

Copy Plus is ideal for remote

support, troubleshooting

and training. With it, you

can fix software problems

over standard telephone lines

from any remote location.

The result is substantial

savings in travel time

and expense.

Carbon Copy Plus lets

you access and control a

remote PC to train a user or

collaborate on a project.

Both users view the same

screen and keyboard input.

Its unique universal

graphics translator converts

incompatible graphics for-

mats. Original CGA and VGA

graphics images can now

be replicated as EGA and

Hercules images. What an

original idea!

What’s more. Carbon

Copy Plus has become the

#1 support tool for

businesses with multiple

locations to manage

Carbon Copy Plus.

You can’t copy an

oriffnal.

Our name is Carbon Copy Plus,

nothing else is remotely close.

For more information call or write:

Microcom Software Division 500 River Ridge Drive Norwood, MA 02062 617-551-1999
CIRCLE 731 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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_ William F.

Zachmann

The most

profound influence

on the future

of our industry

is the effect

of past habits.

The great American psychologist William James

considered habit to be such an important phe-

nomenon that he devoted an entire chapter of

his book Psychology to the topic. In it, he

wrote: “We must make automatic and habit-

ual, as early as possible, as many useful ac-

tions as we can, and guard against the growing

into ways that are likely to be disadvantageous

to us, as we should guard against the plague.”

James recognized the dual character of

habit. Habit lets us do more things, by doing

them automatically. But habit can also hold us

captive to old ways when better opportunities

present themselves.

As in other areas ofhuman activity, habit is

a powerful factor in our use ofcomputers. The

habits we form in using a particular spread-

sheet, word processor, or communications pack-

age exert a profoundly conservative influence

on our future choices, and so upon the course

of the computer industry as a whole.

There may be a few users who always seek

something new and different and who are

constantly replacing one software product with

another. But most of us aren’t very quick to

change, once we’ve found a product that does

the job for us. It is for this reason that minor

incremental improvements are seldom suffi-

cient for one product to displace another in the

software marketplace. It is only when a major

advantage can be gained by switching that the

superior product has a real chance to succeed.

My own use of software offers a good

example. Unlike most people, I constantly

review new products, not only on PCs but on

the Apple Macintosh and other platforms as

well. But the software that 1 use to do my work

shows the profound effects of habit. Even

though I have an unusually large number of

opportunities to do so, 1 don't switch from one

product to another for my real work any more

often than other, more typical users do.

Writing and communicating are the two

things 1 most frequently do with computers, so

word processing and communications are the

two most important applications in my work.

When I bought my first IBM PC, in 1982, I

bought both types of software. Unfortunately,

both the word processor (1 think it was called

Easywriter, but I don’t even remember any-

more) and the communications package (the

infamous IBM Asynchronous Communications

software) that 1 Ixiught with this first system

were barely usable, so 1 never got into the habit

of using them.

A PERSONAL HISTORY
Instead, I moved toSmarrcom forcommunica-

tions and to MultiMate for word processing.

I’d been using aWang word processor at work,

so my familiarity with it made MultiMate a

plausible choice, much as IBM’s Display-

Write software appealed to those who’d previ-

ously used an IBM DisplayWriter and XyWrite

appealed to journalists with experience on

Atex typesetting systems.

It was only after writing a draft of a book

with MultiMate and suffering through endless

lengthy repaginations on my dual-floppy PC
that I decided, first, that it was time to get a

hard disk and, second, that I’d need to take a

more serious look at other word processing

packages. I considered WordStar but, before

iong, switched to WordPerfect.

What a relief it was not to have to worry

about whether I was at the end of a page or not

!

That, in the end, was what it took to break me
ofthe MultiMate habit. It was only at this point

that I finally dropped the Wang entirely and

started to do all my writing on a personal

computer. Before that, I still used the Wang at

the office in order to do my research publica-
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tions. It took WordPerfect on an AT-class

PC to finally outmatch the old Wang sys-

tem in every way.

Meanwhile, 1 started using an Apple

Macintosh. Having already formed the

DOS habit, 1 never did move to the Mac as

my mainstream system. Still, my Mac ex-

perience encouraged me to look at Micro-

soft Word. I liked being able to use a

mouse for cursor control, but Word was

too slow formy taste, and it didn’t support

my printers. I also found the command
structure in Word's earlier versions to be

too weird and unintuitive.

But the combination of a faster 386

system and the improvements in Word
versions 3.0 and 4.0 were enough, finally,

to tip the scales in favorof Worof. Not only

the mouse, but the ability to see italics

directly on the screen in graphics mode
gave me enough of a reason to switch.

I've started using Samna Corp.’s Ami
for Microsoft Windows for some applica-

tions. I especially like it for preparing

presentation foils. But well-established

habit keeps me faithful to Word for most
of what I do. I’ve just installed Version

5.0, and I’m not likely to switch to another

product anytime soon.

My experience shows clearly how habit

acts as a stabilizing influence on software

choices. But it also shows that we do
change our habits when there is sufficient

reason to change. With the growing ma-
turity of OS/2 and Presentation Manager,

an expanding list of great new software

products that take advantage of the new
environment, and lower prices for mem-
ory and for the powerful systems capable

of supporting it, both the opportunities to

change old habits and the reasons to do so

are becoming more numerous.

The result is likely to be a more volatile

market for personal computer software in

1990 than we have seen for some time.

Established vendors like Lotus will be

working very hard to hang on to their tra-

ditional market share with products like

1-2-3 for PM. Newer vendors will be

entering the market with products for Win-

dows and the OS/2 Presentation Manager.

And Microsoft, ofcourse, will continue to

press hard toown a bigger share of the ap-

plications market.

As users, our choices will necessarily

require a balance between the comfort-

able familiarity of established software

and the promise of greater productivity

and a wider range of options that new
software offers.

As software environments are poised

for major changes, we would do well to

heed William James’s advice: “Keep the

faculty of effort alive by a little gratuitous

exercise every day. That is, be systemati-

cally ascetic or heroic in little unneces-

sary points, do every day or two some-

thing for no other reason than that you
would rather not do it, so that when the

hour of dire need draws nigh, it may find

you not unnerved and untrained to stand

the test.”

What betterway to do this than tomake
an effort to try out new software and new
software environments that we presently

think we don’t really need. We may well

find that the rewards ofchanging old soft-

ware habits are really much greater than

they appear.

FRFF
MEMORY

(Only *12995)
If you think the only way to get

more memory is by adding more RAM
chips, it’s time you got your hands on
HEADROOM*.

Designed to actually ‘free up'
memory by shifting parts of programs
and TSRs (RAM resident software) to
your hard disk, extended
or expanded memory.
Headroom eliminates the

dreaded “SAOK" barrier

we ail knowtoo well.

Of course, there’s

more to Headroom than
just freed memory...

...Like hot-key switch-

ing between programs.

So you can go from word
processing to database
to spreadsheet at the
push of a button. Head-
room even lets you pop up
your TSRs with their normal hot-keys,

in the middle of any application

-

even graphics programs - without

using any memory.

Speaking of hot-keys. Headroom
lets you load up to 32 applications

simultaneously, assign your hot-keys,

and use them to switch between pro-

grams fast and easy.

More than Just swapping TSRs,
Headroom automatically ‘senses*
what particular RAM resident pro-
gram is needed, and ‘directs’ it to
where it has to go, so it can swap in

print spoolers, communications pro-

HEflDBOOm
lfERSIOn3.0

grams and device drivers when they
are needed.

Headroom is more than a swap-
ping and switching ‘merry-go-round‘
...much more. By taking the ‘resi-

dency* out ofRAM reskfent programs,
it gives you the added benefit of having

more than enough mem-
ory to handle even the
most ‘RAM ravenous"
projects and applications.

That’s why PC
Magazine said that
‘Headroom performs
more death-defying
escapes from DOS's
640K straightjacket

than any other pro-
gram available."

If you’ve got
memory on your
mind, call us today at

1 .800-451-0551
for free memory...

Headroom style.

• Felly transparentenvironment
• Requires only 50Kofmemory
• Works with allappi - even windows
• Swaps mainframe emulators
• EndsRAM resident conflicts

• Network compatible

3C *129^ ¥ >5 per order shipping
(>20 outside U.S.)viSA/MC/c.o.D.

C 1969 Hells Saltv<areCo..liic. Patent Pendlna 83-fSDailielsSt.,Bl«rmxxl.Nril455piei2S2S7e7
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PrintpM fl%h PiwkKthnty
PimtSpoi^ig Softwwe f» Pw/&^Users.
Boost your PC’s capabilities with

PrintQ, the original, professional

quality print spooler with mainframe

power that lets you compute while

you print. Without waiting and

without wasting time.

Run your application programs as

usual. PrintQ intercepts documents

bound for the printer, spools them
to disk, and prints them automati-

cally. Also PrintQ is completely

programmable, 100% software

and installs in seconds.

The “Pop-up" Status Display aUows

you to view the print sequence and

control document printing. Each
document is maintained separately

as a “PrintFile,” which can be con-

trolled individually, to meet your

specific needs. For example, you

can print 5 copies of a memo, but

only one copy of a letter.

PrintQ 4.0 OffersK
Users Ihese Powerful

Advantages.
Spools to disk, not RAM.
Can be loaded into Expanded

Memory (EMS).

“Pop-up” Status Display using

Corporate Licensing Available

•Dealer guarantees may differ.

HiLite bars, tagging, menus and
automatic prompting makes using

PrintQ easy.

Choose any of your printer’s fonts

or functions for each or every
PrintFile.

Unload PrintQ completely from
memory.

View documents on screen with

or without printing.

Spooled reports can be exported
to other programs (ASCII files).

AutomaticaDy prints the number
of copies you specify.

Restart printing horn any page.

Start or stop printing at anytime.

Pbwerful forms alignment

capability simplifies working with

pre-printed forms.

Spool reports to disk to be

printed out automatically whenever

a printer is connected.

Minimizes forms changes by
grouping similar documents.

Archives reports for reprinting.

Print in order of priority.

Wbrks with any printer or plotter.

Control from a batch file and from
within compiled languages.

No program modifications

required.

Automatic help on every screen.

Quick Start Card for fast, easy
installation.

Guarantaed!*
Try PrintQ. If you don’t fully agree

that PrintQ saves time and

increases productivity, return it

within 30 days for aM refund.

Order now. Call toll free

1-800-346-7638
extension 101 or see your local dealer.

In New Jersey call 201-584-8466.

Same day shipping on U.S. phone
orders.

Some “warnings’ were

meant to be ignored.

Software Dirertions, Inc.

1572 Sussex Turnpike

Randolph, New Jersey 07869
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U MIT Systems ZHd-tZ sold

by Telemart, is a Hinnc^
^ M onallJourcountH:

lJP^py prtrr, performance,

liHlinlMliH jeaturcH,
ur\dHer\ieeT

I "The warrantyand serxice contract coxer

exerxihing as originally purt'hiisiHhJor

that rcanon atone it pays to buy all the

eampanentMj'rom Tbiemurf. To top ojf

thisgenerous serxice plan, theres a 30'day

money -back guarantee.

Whichever wayyou look at it. the MIT
Systems ZiUi-12 comes out infront. There
are other machines that match the perfor-

mance, some that match the price, and
many xx ith the samefeatures. but no one
has thesame serxice and support policies

at such loxv prices. When put it all

tof(ether, Ttlemarl)*MITSyntemn
2H6~12 in a Hurc ninnerr

B On the PC l,ahs benchmark tests

this computerhad top scoresfor the

processorand conventionalmemory
speed tests!

Hifffi Itch mth Lon'Piices

free ^
Free go nay Money
Back Caiai'antee^

Free IVearTRVV^
()n-Sile SfM-vice

a 12 MHz 2«6'K. Umkjlrst lo Itlr-

mut't WMITS}'HtemM 2H€’12, xvh ich

pntxides the best all-around supfiort

130-day no-questions-asked return and
t-year on-site serxice includtfil in its SOZH
base-system pricel. It also turned in out-

standing performance on the PC IM)s

benchmark tests!
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ORDER LINE

BIIARDS
AST Rampage + 266 . .

.
$380

Rampage 2^86/512K . . .545
SixPacW286 265
Six Pack Plus W/384K ...289
VGA Plus 329
Other Models 1^11

ATIEGAWorKler 165

VGA Wonder 256K 259
VGA Wonder 512K 319
VIP/VGA 265
VGA256K 259
Hercules Color Card 105
Graphics Card Plus 174
Incolor 206

Intel 80287*6 119
80287-8 185
80287-10 209
80387-16 319
80387-20 385
80387-25 455
80387-33 555
8087-1 155
8087-2 115
Above Board Plus 3$9
Aboveboard -f W/2MG ... 619
Aboveboard + PS 395
Inboard 386 PC (IMG) . . . 589
Inboard 386 AT 885

Orchid Pro Designer 275
Pro Designer + 325
Tiny Turbo 205
Paradise
Autoswitch 350 105

Autoswitch480 119
VGA+ 175
VGA+16 235
VGA Professional 295

Video-7 Fastwrite VGA ... 245
VegaVGA 220
V-RAMW/256K 415

MODEMS
Anchor
12006w/software $60
1200 EXT 95
2400 B w/software 125
2400 EXT 139

ATI
2400 ETC iNTw/svV 155
Everex
Evercom 12 INT 55
Evercom24-«- INT 129
Hayes 1200 281

1200B 247
2400B 388
2400 EXT 425
9600V 755

Personal 1200 129
Practical 2400 EXT 166
2400 INT (W/MMP5) ...160
Prometheus
1200B w/Software 55
24006 w/Software 100

2400G 149

US Robotics
Courier2400 259
Courier 2400E (MNP) ...315

HST9600 595

COMPUTERS
ALR
Power Flex 286/40MG $1329
AST
Bravo 1 749
Bravo 5 829
Bravo 45 1329
Mitsubishi
Laptop 20 MB 2350
Other Models Call

NEC
Multispeed HD 2209
Panasonic FX 1650 645
Samsung $3000 655
S330 725
S550 1280

S800 2489
Toshiba T-1000 673
T-1200 1409
T-1600 3350
T-3100E 2815
T-5100 4359
Zenith Minisport 1299
Supersport 2 1599
Supersport 20 2349
Supersport 286 3299

NETWORKING
Novell Altec Passive Hub $29
AOUILASPortActiveHub 230
AQUILAArcnetCard 89
Excel 289
Netware Call

SMC Mdl 130 Arcnet Card 125
Tiara Lancard 79
Ethernet 225

8-Port Active Hub 259

SCANNERS
Complete 400 Hand . $145
Fullfage 525
Half Page 400 DPI 175

DPI
Scanner HS-3000 * ...179
Logitech
Scanman 100/400 168
Sharp JX100 745

TERMINALS
Wyse30 $289
50 359
60 299
85 Call

150 275

-PRINTERS

ACCESSORIES
Computer Tool Kit $19
Disk Bank w/Lock 12
Joystick 19
Keyboard Drawer 25
Curtis
Clip 5
Keyboard Saver 25
Monitor Arm Standard ... 39
Printer Legs 9
Ruby Plus 55
Ruby Surge Suppressor . . 49
Tool Kit (10 Piece) 16
Universal Printer Stand . . .15

FAX BOARDS
Complete
4800 $235
9600 409
Communicator 529

HARD CARDS
Plus 20 MG $515
40 MG 649
Impulse 40 UG 645
Passport 20 389

Mow That You've Seen PC's Pick OfThe Best —
Get Them At The Best Prices!

Alps Allegro $315
Other Models tell

Citizen Printers

1200 139
1800 155
HSP500 319
Other Models Call

Diconix 150 309
150 Plus 325
Other Models tell

Hewlett-Packard
Desk Jet Plus 699
LaserJet II D 3179
LaserJet II 1785
PaintJet 1085
Other Models Cali

NEC
P2200
P5200
P5300
890 Silent Writer

Okidata
172 ....

182 Turbo

320
321

390
391

393
Laserline 6

Panasonic 1124

1180

315
SOS
679

3159

195
228
333
467
467
635

1000
1320
295
179

Panasonic (Com.)
1191 235
1524 549
1595 445
Laser 4450 1409
Other Models tell

StarMicronics
NX 1000 Rainbow 225
NX 1000 169
NX 2400 295
Other Models tell

Toshiba 301 315
321 SL 438
Express Writer 311 . .359
Page Laser 2588
Other Models Cali

EPSON* SPECIAL
Limited Time

Mo Charge
For Shipping OnAH,
EPSOM Printers
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^W,enYou'yeGo,Epson^ ffi: : Ul S’?
You ve Got a Lot of Company lQ510 .... 335 LQ1050 . 789 Models tell

DISK DRIVES
Bernoulli Box
lOMeg $895
40 Meg (Dual 20 M6).... 1603
Beta Ext, 20 MG 1015
Betalnt.20MG 765
Dual 44 MG 1955
Colorado Memory
Systems (with Tkp«)

Jumbo 40/80/120 Ext ...435
Jumbo 40/80/120 Int ... 325
Seagate
20 MG w/Seagate

Controller 249
251-1 40 MG 365
30MG'/^HT 295
80 MG 629
Win Card 30 MG 419
Other Models tell

Teac
1.2 MEG AT 85
Floppy XT 73

Ibshiba
3.5Dr720K 65
3.5 Dr 1.4MB 85

MONITORS
Amdek
210+ $100
410 139
432 149
632 385
732 400
1280 651

Mitsubishi
1410CE6A 330
Diamond Scan 14"

.

Diamond Scan 16"

.

VGA 1429

NECMultisvnc2A .

Multisync 3D
Multisync 4D
Multisync 5D
Multisync GS
Multisync XL
Monographic System

Other Models
Princeton
Max 12

Maxis
Ultrasync 12"

Ultrasync 14"

Ultrasync 16"

Seiko
VGA 1430 14"

Sony 1304

Mulkcan 1302A .

.

Zenith 1490

KEYBOARDS
KeytronicsKB5151

.

KB5153
KBIOlPlus

PLOHERS
Hewlett-Packard
7475A $1329
7550A 2799
Houston Instruments
OMP52 2439
0MP61 3179

495
1149

495
649

1145
2349
229

2020
1293
tell

129
242
475
476
845

529
659
635
598

$119
149
85



LAN/NETWORKING
$229 PFS Professional Network

285 Q&A Network Node

585 RBase for DOS (1-6) Network

285 RBASE for DOS Unlimited

1579 Supercalc 5 LAN (requires Supercalc 5)

119 Ventura Publishing Networking

735 Word Perfect Network

25 xTree Networking

91^ XYWrite Iff Network Node

ACCPAC BPI Network

Crosstalk Lan

DBase IV LAN

FoxbaseLAN

Lotus 1.2, 3 UN
MS Word Network Node . .

.

Multimate Advil UN
Multimate Adv If Add'l User

Paradox Network

SOFTWARE

WORD PROCESSORS
AMI $118

DAC Easy Word 37

Gem 1st Word + S3

Grandview 175

Multimate Advantage II ... 275

PFS OffiM Writer Call

Q&A Write 119

Right Writer. ... 45

Spinrite 39

Sprint 124

Total Word 249

VolkSwriter4 99

VolKswriter Deluxe Plus . 59

Word (Microsoft) Call

WordPerfectS.0 215

Word Perfect Executive . . 117

Word Perfect Library 58

Word PerfectOffice 235

Wordstar Pro Pack 5.5 ... 205

Wordstar 2000 Plus 3.0 ... 248

Wordstar 2000-1- Legal . . 315

XYWritelll+ . 199

ACCESSORIES
Logical Connection 256K .

.

Logical Connection 512K .

MS Mach 20 Metriory Phis .

MS Mach 20 Baseboard . .

Masterpiece

Masterpiece Plus

Masterpiece Remote .

Summasketch 12 X 12 + ,

Summasketch 12 x 16

1 DIR Plus .

386ToTheMax

386 To The Max Professional

Above Disk

Altways

Backup Pro .

BatteryWatchRel. II . .

Broc^tyn Bridge

Carousel 3.0 .

Copy 11 PC

Copy II Option Board .

Corefast

Dan Bricklin's Demo It

DBFast

Desklink

Oesqview .

Desqvtew 386

Direct Access . .

OiSkOptimizerAO

.

OS Back-Up Plus

Fasiback Plus .

Form Filler .
,

Formlool

Formworks W/F 1II& File

Grasp . .

H-Test Format . .

Headroom

Hyper Access .

Keyworks

KeyworksAdv

Laplinklll

LotusAgenda

Lotus Magellan

Mace Gold .

.

Mace Utilities

Mace Vaccine

MOTtory Mate

Microsoft Windows 286

Microsoft Windows 386

Norton Commander

Norton Advanced . . .

Norton Editor , , . .

Norton Utilities 4.5

OrgPlus

PC Fullback Plus

PC Tools Deluxe 5 5

Perfect Access

Print 0

QDOSII

Oemm386

See More/Lotus

Sidekick Phis

Sideways .

Software Bndge

SPF/PC

Spinwrite . . .

SQZPIus, ..

Super PC Kwik

Superkey

Take Two Manager

TestDnve . . .

Tops Flashcard

Tops IBM

Tornado

Tornado w/Ubrary .

Twist & Shout

VGA Dimmer

Windows Express

XTree

XTree Professionat , ,

,

Express

Publisher
The only low-cost desktop

publisher with full 300 dpi

supportand instontly

scalable fonts.

Expr(»ss

Publisher CAD & ENGINEERING
Auto Sketch 2.0 . . . $85

Design CAD 143

Draftxl-p 139

Orafix Ultra . . . 189

Generic CAD Level 3 . 155

Generic CAD 3D Solid Modeling 179

Math CAD . 273

Turbo Cadd 48

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

HarvardProjcctMgrIll

Microsoft Protect 4 0

Org + Advanced

Superproject Expert

Timeline 3.0

NETWORKING
Novell

ANW/286215 , ,

SFTNW;2862.15 .

ELS 11 21

ELSI2.0A

All Others

EDUCATIONAL
Designasaurus

Reader Rabbit

Carmen San Diego

vmrebtheUSA .

Where in the World

Where in Europe

MS00S3,3

MS DOS 4.01

PC DOS 3.3 .

PCOOS4,0 .

MICE
MS Bus/Serial Mouse 1.0

MS Bus/Serial Mouse

wAVindows

Logi Mouse Hi- Res XT/AT

INTEGRATED
SOFTWARE

Enable OA

Framework III

MS Works

SmartWare II w/Spell Chkr

Symphony

— MOUSE SYSTEMS
PC II Mouse w/Paint

(BusorSerial) .

.

4t Mone}’ Bark Guarantee
•SuTlwai-rOM.V
30 1 lavk frofn date of Invok-e

•Krfund<lNt.V on
Produci

‘tail for Return

.Aulliurizalion Numliei

•Musi lie in

OrlKiiial

International Orders Add 5%.
Call Before Submitting P.O'a. Ask for
National Accounts.
Personal and Company Checks Will Delay
Shipping 3 Weeks
Prices. Terms & Availability Subject to

Change Without Notice

Add 5S tor C.O.D. Orders
No returns on misordered or opened hardware.
We Do Not Guarantee Machine Compatibitity.

FAX Phone; (602) 944-1510
No Charge lor VISA and Mastercard
We Do Not Charge 'four Card Until Your Order is Shipped
You Pay The Ground Shipping 1-10# $700: 11-20# $l 1 00
(Except Alaska & Hawaii). We Pay the Air Difference.
Free Air Applies ONLY to Orders Over $100.
All products (including GOA'S) carry manufacturer's
warranties onty We do not honor guarantees,
rebates, trial period privileges or promotional
programs offered by manuTaclurers

MARKEIinCCOUNCi
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SOFTWARE
DESKTOP PUBLISHING/GRAPHICS—
itratOf/Windcws $365 NewsRoom Professional

rA Paint) 95 Pacemaker 3.0 .

( 315 PC PainttiniSh -

nt II . . 40 PC Paintbfusfi (windows)

405 Perform w/Desn)ner 4 FHIer

Print Q

PnntmasterPlus . . -

loppuoiisi,.,, 159

159

159 Publishers Paintbrush

figBox 65 Publishers Type Foundry .

.

s 295 TimelineS.O

iraphics Call Ventura Publishing .. ..

Chart 3.0 . 240 Ventura Publishing Pro .

ter II .... 43 VPGraphix

m 14 Windows Express

GAMES
686 Attack Sub

Abrams Battle Tank

Chessmaster2l00 . .

Hunt tor Red October

Jack Nicholas Golf .

Leisure Suit Larry

Leisure Suit Larryll

Mean 18

NFL Challenge

MONEY MANAGEMENT
$69 Check Write Plus $27

95 Dollars 4 Sense 95

329 Quicken 3.0 34

330 Tobias MangVbur Money 50 109

309 OCR SOFTWARE
54 Complete OCR/FP $289

Call Complete OCR^HS. . 175

119 CatReader 165

Call OFIOCR 65

2M DATA BASE
62 MANAGEMENT
135 Ask Sam $159

32 Clarion

46 Personal Developer 90

112 Professional Developer 369

Clipper . . Call

Data Ease ... 449

$51 Data Perfect 282

100 dBaselV .. Call

229ea. DB-XL Diamond . . . 132

135 Foxbase386 285

53 FoxbasePlus 179

107 Foxbase Runtime 239

53 Genifer 188

79 Paradox 3.0 44S

Paradox 366 65S

79ea. Q4A 20S

159 Quicksilver Diamond 31$

142 R Base Compiler . 55$

RBaseForOOS. 45J

139 Revelation Adv 44$

Revelation Adv Bump Disk 23$

1 42 Revelation Adv Runtime 1 0!

VP Expert . . 10!

139 VPInfo . 51

159 Who What When Where 10!

SPREADSHEET
$179 Cambridge Analyst

273 HAL

546 Lotus 1-2-3 Ver 2 2 .

149 L0luSl-2-3Ver30 .

91
Lotus Agenda

42
Lotus Manuscript .

Lucid 3-0

ms Excel

'J:
MSMulliplan4.0 ...

I Plan Perfect 5.0 .

Ouattro

Supercalc 5

5^® Twin Advanced

65 Twin Level III . ..

95 Twin Classic

159 VP Planner

92 VP Planner Plus

.

255

159

LANGUAGES
MS Basic Compiler

C Compiler (Microsolt)

Cobol Compiler (Microsoft)

Lattice C Compiler

Macro Assembler (Microsoft)

MicrosoftOuick Pascal ..

MS Fortran CompilerA.O .

MS Pascal Compiler .

Quick Basic 4 5 . . .

QuickC . .

Ryan McFarland fortran

Ryan McFarland Cobol

Turbo Basic .

Turbo

C

Turbo C Pro

Turbo Pascal 5.5

Turbo Pascal Dev Library .

Turbo Pascal Pro .

Turbo Prolog

ACCOUNTING
ACCPACEasy

ACCPACEasyQuickstart

ACCPACBPI

Bedford Accounting

.

DAC Easy Accounting .

DAC Easy Bonus Pack

DAC Easy Payroll

.

One Write Ptus Master 2.0

One Write

A/R, A/P. Payroll .

One Write + Acetg System

Peachtree II

Profitwise/Solomon

Basic Acetg

Profitwise/Solomon

Inv 4 Job Cost ...

Profitwise/Solomon

Report 4 Graph

TimeSlipslll

FirslChoice .

.

FirstGraphics

First Publisher

Harvard Graphics . .

Harvard Proiect Mgr HI

Office Wnter ..

Professional File

.

Professional Plan

Professional Write

CarbonCopyPlus .

CompuServe Subscrip Kit

Crosstalk XVI

Crosstalk tor Windows

Crosstalk Mark IV .

.

Direct Access

Magic Mirror ....

Mirror III

PC Anywhere 111 .

Procom » .

.

Remote 2

Smartcomll

Smartcomlll

Smarterm 240

TRAINING
Chuck Yeager Flight Simulator

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing

MS Learning DOS

MS Flight Simulator

PC Logo (New Ver ) .

Typing Tutor IV

DISKETTES
Sony

3'^DS/D0(100)

3Vt High Density (KK))

.

5V.DS/D0(100) . , . .

5% High Density (100)

Now Accepting International Orders caii our Fax at (602)944-1510

Best
Selection

VWCaiTy

ihe pnxlucoyou wini

Fastest
I)eUvt?rv

Lowest
Prices
Induiiiy Price Uidcf

t)tPL\(MBll.UtiAlin

Software
.Money Back
Guarantee

air express shipping

You Pay the Ground Shipping

We Pay The Air Difference
6804 N 23rd Avenue/Phoemx. Arizona 85021
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GV286/120 GV286/20 GV386/20 PLUS GV386SX
• 80286 running at 12 MHz zero watt state.

• Propnetary, 32(® on-board RAM cache

circuit using high speed (35ns) static

RAM.

• 640KB RAM. expandable to 1MB on

motherboard.

• Socketed for 8MHz 80287 math copro-

cessor

• 5.25''1,2MBor3.5’1.44MBflopoy

drive.

• Western Digital l : 1 interleave dual con-

trollef

• Enhanced 101-key keytxjard.

• Graphics adaptor features a full 25^ of

video RAM and 16-bit interface for full

VGA capabilities.

• 200-watt power supply.

• 2 serial/1 parallel port standard (on add-

in card).

• ROM based set-up and diagnostics.

• Motherboard designed and manufactured

intheU.S.A.

• Ibll-free technical support.

• One-year factory warranty, parts and

labor. Overnight parts replacement

avariaWe.

OPTIONS

• RAM upgrades.

• Intel 80287 math copro(»ssor.

• On-site service agreement.

• MS-DOS 3.3. or 4.01.

• 256 Video upgrade S99

• (^ice of slimline or Baby "AT" desktop,

space-saving footprints available

• Tbp performance at lower cost.

• VLSI technology for increased reliability

• 80286 runr^ at 20 MHz zero wait state.

• Paged-interieave Memory Architecture.

• 1MB RAM standard, expandable to 2MB
or 4MB configurations on motherboard.

• Socketed for lOMHz 80287 math copro-

cessor.

• 5.25'1.2MBor3.5'’1.44MB floppy

dnve.

• Western Digita) 1 : 1 interleave dual con-

troller.

• Enhanced 101-key keyboard.

• Graphics adaptor features a fuH 2S6K of

video RAM and 1&-bit interface for full

VGA capabilities.

• 200-watt power supply.

• 2 serial/1 parallel port standard (on add-

in card).

• ROM based set-up and diganosbcs.

• Motherboard designed and manufactured

in U.S.A.

• 1blf-free technical support.

• One-year factory warranty, parts and

labor Overnight parts replacement

available.

OPTIONS

• RAM upgrades

• Intel 80287 math coprocessor.

• On-site service agreement.

• MS-DOS 3.3. or 4.01.

• 256 Video upgrade $99.

• 80386 running at 20 MHz sro wait state.

• IMB RAM on motherboard.

• System Is capable of expanding to 16

MBot32-bjtRAM.

• Propnetary. 64KB on-board RAM cache

circuit using high speed (35ns) static

RAM.

• Socketed for 20MHz Intel 80387. or

20MHz Weitek 3167 math coprocessors.

• 5.25''1-2MBor3.5'1.44MB floppy

dnve.

• Western Digital 1:1 interleave dual con-

troller.

• 2. 8-bit. 4, 16-blt and 2, 32-bit memory

expansion slots.

• Graphics adaptor features a full 256K of

vid^ RAM and 16-bit interface for full

VGA capabilities.

• 2 senal/1 parallel port standard (on add-

in card).

• ROM based set-up and diagnostics.

• Motherboard designed and manufactured

in U.S.A.

• Ibll-free technical support.

• One-year factory warranty, parts and

labor. Overnight parts replacement

available.

OPTIONS

• RAM upgrade to 3 MB add $725-to 5 MB
add $955.

• 20MHz Intel 80387 and 20MHz Weitek

3167 math coprocessors.

• On-site service agreement.

• MS-DOS 3.3. or 4.01.

• 256 Video upgrade S99.

• Run 32-bft operating systems, applica-

tions software, or Windows 386 at a

lower cost.

• Slim-kne. space-saving desktop

configuration.

• 8038^X running at 16 MHz zero watt

state.

• 2MB RAM standard, 4MB capacity on

motherboard.

• Socketed for 16MHz Intel 80387SX.

math coprocessor.

• 3.5' 1 .44MB floppy drive.

• VWstem Digits 1 : 1 interleave dual con-

troller.

• VLSI technology for increased retiabihty.

• Graphics adaptor features a full 256K of

video RAM and 16-bit interface for full

VGA capabilities.

• 2 serial/1 parallel port standard (on add-

in card).

• ROM based set-up and diagnostics.

• Motherboard designed and manufactured

in U.S.A.

• Toll-free technical support.

• One-year factory warranty, parts dnd

labor. Overnight parts replacement

available.

OPTIONS

• RAM upgrade to 4MB add S390.

• 16 MHz Intel 60387SX math coproces-

sors.

• On-site service agreement.

• MS-DOS 3.3. or 4.01.

• 256 Video upgrade $99.

iNiw pmcesM VGA
Mono

Extended

VGA Color
|NfIV pfflCfsH

VGA
Mono

Extended

VGA Color
BVfwm/Cfsfl VGA

Mono

Extended

VGA Color
iMFivrafCfsH VGA Extended

Mono VGA Color

44MB 23ms ST506 $2,149 $2,499 44MB. 23ms, ST506 S2.69S $3,095 44MB 23ms. ST506 $3,399 $3,699 44MB. 23ms. ST506 $2,795 $3,195

71MB. 27ms ST506 $2,409 $2,769 90MB 18ms. ESDI $3,395 $3,795 71MB 27ms. ST506 $3,659 $3,959 90M8 18ms, ESDI S3,49$ $3,e«5

iSSMB 18ms ESDI $3,299 $3,599 155MB. 18ms ESDI $3,995 $4,395 155MB ISrirs ESDI $4,399 S4,7M

32OM0 18ms ESDI $4,099 $4,399 320MB 18ms. ESDI $5,199 $5,599

Ask oboiif our
Call us tor NETWORK

Xeose/PlircAose Agnement
'

'

WCCAUTSIUUS
ANDMATHOOROGBSSOIS

For Export call: (918) 251-5S50

PC Designs Since IMS

2500 North HemlockQidf . Broken AnrmrliKlimaBM 74SZ

Local: (918) 251-7503 i Sales f91Blg51-35M^ »
^ [800] 627-4246 L^,^|(918)

CALL DIRECT TODAY!^
••K»saLfcrec»Mae w-enMiaMiK0FMKca»«$nc«BeMManiM'4mr



_ _ Stephen

Manes

Pity the life of the

coiumnist: one ear

to the phone,

the other to error

beeps, he endures

flaky disks,

siiiy instailation

programs,

and ignorant

pubiicists—and aii

just for you.

My other reader writes that he is considering a

career in computer journalism because it seems

so easy. Before he takes the plunge, however,

he would like to know what exactly a re-

spected columnist does all day.

1, of course, have no idea whatsoever what

respected columnists do. But I do have the

next best thing: a log ofa typical day here at the

Manes Column Factory.

8:00 A.M. Column deadline tomorrow A.M.

Idea needed. Quaff caffeine. Scan dailies for

hot computer scoops. Only news: depressing

quarterly earnings report at Ganef Software.

Last-resort game plan for column: actually try

new products.

8:13 A.M. Try to check e-mail. 2,400-bps

modem dead. Attempt to revive.

9:22 A.M. Give up. Replace modem with

1,200-bps model from closet. Dig up 1.200-

bps phone numbers. Rewrite log-on scripts.

10: 15 A.M. Check electronic mailbox. Delete

junk press releases. Attempt to decipher in-

comprehensible natterings of “fan" appar-

ently under influence of nitrous oxide. Devise

tart replies to other correspondence.

10:36 A.M. Sign on to PC MagNet. Swipe

niftiest “on-liners" for possible future use.

1 1 :0 1 A.M. Tackle software backlog using

time-honored “oddest first” principle. Goofy

and thus potentially interesting HelpsUThink

package at top of pile comes compressed on

seven high-density disks, requires 15MB of

hard disk space, warns installation may take

40 minutes. What the hey; it’s still morning.

1 1 :06 A.M. Protect cherished CONFIG.SYS
and AUTOEXEC.BAT from near-certain

destruction by swapping them with benign

plain-vanilla versions. Reboot.

1 1 :09 A.M. Begin installation. Discover

program doesn’t beep when disk-swapping

required. Stare blankly at screen messages;

contemplate advantages of multitasking.

1 1 ;28 A.M. Answerphone. California pub-

licist touts hot new software, is shocked to

learn that PC Magazine does not generally

cover Atari ST products.

1 1:35 A.M. Installation process drags on.

Answer doorbell. UPS deliverer has left four

valuable surprise packages on porch.

1 1 :38 A.M. Return to machine. HelpsUThink

Installation Disk 9 produces “Disk Read Er-

ror.” Mutter oath. Repeat disk access attempts.

Reread redisplayed error messages. Mutter

many oaths. Abort process, realize full rein-

stallation will be required. Mutter many vehe-

ment oaths. Note disk lacks hub ring, tacky

omission last seen in glory days of CP/M.
1 1 :44 A.M. Phone HelpsUThink vendor.

Vendor brilliantly diagnoses problem as "bad

disk,” promises Fed-Ex’ed replacement.

PLASTIC PEANUTS
1 1:50 A.M. Open UPS loot: elephantine vol-

umes of plastic peanuts, elephantine manuals,

folders stuffed with press releases, actual

products. Products prove to be: Yet Another

Database, Chex Your Text, Weekly Update

(Version 37.0) of Ho-Hum Bulletin Board

System, and DOS Basicsfor Clamhrains. File

all but Chex Your Text on “Unlikely” shelf.

12:20 P.M. Answer phone. PR guy returns

call from 3 weeks ago regarding genuinely

interesting forthcoming “breakthrough” hard-

ware product. Because of my unique position

in industry, promises to put me on list for

evaluation copy in early 1 992. after columnist

for Microsurgery but before columnist for

Silicon Grout News,

1 2:42 P.M. Error messages from Chex Your

Text installation program reveal it wants disk

to be in drive A:. Manual fails to offer origami

technique for fitting supplied 5.25-inch disks
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Stephen Manes

in 3.5-inch drive. Consider running DOS
Basics for Clamhrains to find explana-

tion of ever-forgettable difference between

ASSIGN and SUBST. Reconsider after

reading Clambrained installation instruc-

tions.

12:54 P.M. Fax machine rings. Com-
pletely illegible fax arrives.

12:57 P.M. Copy all files from Chex

Your Text to hard disk.

1:01 P.M. Phone rings. Computer jour-

nalist/friend asks how fax looked. Disap-

pointed at failure of new hush-hush top-

secret PC-to-fax software.

CRISIS OF CONFIDENCE

1:13 P.M. Chex Your Text runs. Confi-

dence level nears absolute zero when open-

ing screen displays message “Loading

wordlist with synonomous" (meaning

“synonyms").

1 :47 P.M. Beautiful fax photo of friend’s

2-year-old arrives.

1 :49 P.M. Phone rings. Joumalist/friend

asks how fax came out this time. No

chuckle at jape re daughter’s looks.

1 :53 P.M. Postal Servant arrives. Mail

includes $0.00 invoice from Mollusk

Development with scrawled message “We
clam you’ll love it!,” two bent and folded

floppy disks in “do not bend or fold"

mailers, one dozen computer publications,

a dollar-rebate offer from Instant Pizza, a

bill from long-canceled Tragedy On-line

Service, an offer to subscribe to Tragedy

On-line Service, and three pounds of press

releases. Carefully file pizza coupon. Pitch

invoice, bill, offer, disks. Pilch all ac-

counting, network, micro-to-mainframe,

career opportunity, and special seminar

press releases without opening. Open
remainder, scan carefully for telltale deep-

six phrase “was appointed to.”

1:56 P.M. Mail pile now down to

manageable two dozen items. Read open-

ing paragraphs of remaining releases,

carefully file under “recycling.”

2:08 P.M. Lunch. Skim trade journals

for hot trends.

3:41 P.M. Finish skim. No hot trends

today. Invoke Discus, the muse of the

computer column deadline.

3:50 P.M. An idea will turn up. It just

has to.

3:51 P.M. Fed Ex guy turns up with

war-game software press release. Pack-

age includes plastic popcorn, broken toy

tank, fake draft notice, vaguely lewd cof-

fee mug. Program disk is absent.

3:58 P.M. Phone rings. Friend’s hard-

disk defragger just declared itself unable

to write File Allocation Table back to hard

disk. Disk, she no work no more. Good
news: before running DOS, friend backed

up disk. Bad news: only copy of DOS
version used for backup was on that disk.

Tell friend not to panic.

4:07 P.M. Arrive at friend’s house.

Begin reformatting hard disk. Remind
friend of past warning that products that

mess with disks invariably waste more
time than they save.

5:47 P.M. Restoration complete. Disk

good as new. Friend offers beer as com-

pensation. Compensation accepted.

7:00 P.M. Eat leisurely dinner.

7:02 P.M. Attempt to install vaguely

interesting 12MB program.

8:30 P.M. Vaguely interesting 12MB
program refuses to run.

8:31 P.M. Disconnect phone, fax.

8:40 P.M. Clarity! Ideas! It really is

easy, isn’t it?

Elevate Your
Printer Capabilities

Get Laser Capability for InkJet
and Dot Matrix Printers with
LaserTwin™ from Metro Software

If you own an ink jet (like the HP
Desk.Iet^'*) or dot matrix printer, you
pmbably have felt left lH*hind from

the lastT market. With LaserTwin™ you
can expand your printer's capabilities up

to laser height.

LaserTwin makes your printer behave like

an HI* LaserJet Series iP'* and even includes

HP's ffHtts and symbol .sets. Now you can also

take advantage of software for the HP Last*rJet

like downloadable .soft fonts.

llsing I-aserTwin, your
software (including tax.

forms, and graphic pnigrams)

prints at the highest resolu-

tion. And with LasorTV'in’s

text formatting language

and your won! pnK'es.sor.

you can ace.ss desktop

HP- Compatible
Itownloadabic

FONTS
(Land.srape. Kxtl)

publi.shing features. You can also print

.sideways! So you never looked better!

If you've got a mix of dot matrix, ink jet

and laser printers, use LaserTwin and see

the same results! Plus, LaserTwin lets you
print directly from within your application

and iLs spooler speeds up backgniund
printing.

So, rather then feeling tied to the ground
with your printer, get LaserTwin and expand
y(»ur horizons. Act before December 31, 1989,

and buy LaserTwin at the SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY PRICE OF $149! Call us

today at I-80(M>21-1 137, Ext P.

METROHBK MCTftO SOFTWA«.

N Campbell Avenue. Kuit«> 214
Tui-’Mm, AZ H.'jTIH

(|>(I2) 2»2-(i:n:i F^x (K(>2) 2H2 ir>H:l

LasefTwnn and Metro SuperFortis 25f1 are registered irademarks ot Metro SoRware. Inc an otfrer irademarns are ot ttierr respective manutaclurers Copyrignt I9M

CIRCLE 320ON READER SERVICE CARD



Instantly Switc

Between up to

100 Programs

& Files.

OS/2™ FEATURES
Without Throwing Away Your Favorite Software

Pop Up Programs and Files,

Free TSR Memory, Share Data

Switch-lt automatically lists up to 100 of your

commonly used programs in a menu customized for

your PC. "Ybu start your programs by simply

pointing to them on the menu. Then,

whether you’re in the middle of 1-2-3,

Word Perfect or dBase, a key-stroke

moves you instantly to another program

or file. Then back, or switch to another.

And another.

Forget save/exit/load/restore. Forget

wasted time staring at a blank screen.

Easily move data between previously

incompatible programs without retyping.

You’ll pay for Switch-It in saved time

the first week you use it!

Switch-lt uses your hard disk or

EMS memory for swapping. You have

full memory (up to 6(X)K) available for

every program, even if you have only 640K

of RAM. and your memory-resident programs ran free,

in zero RAM! No more TSR conflicts or crashes.

(ta) Uerslo* 3.1

(c)1969 letter SoftMre TechMtOfi

H Uni < fri fret i|ZJ
1 Uettsra fvbl itbef I Sbl

II $wUck-l< Coaf liaratltMi 2S6

11 Hlcrosoh Excel 641

12 CrOM Talk Mil 2S6

13 SNekIck Pies
I

256

<1 • SelRI, lei • Mori
<Ff2> * SMiUk

Fast and Easy to Install and Use;

Give Your PC OS/2 Features Today!

• Instant access to all your programs via simple menu
• Run and switch between 1(X) programs, all in 640K

• Word process or spreadsheet several

files at once

• Free up all memory used by TSRs
• Takes advantage of all available memory
• Transfer text or numbers between programs

• Requires only 22K of RAM
• Recall, edit and execute DOS commands
• Automatic installation searches your hard

disk and builds a menu of popular programs

• Run multiple DOS applications under OS/2

• Mix text and graphics programs

• Works with all popular programs

• Supports CGA, EGA and VGA graphics

• No learning, installs in under one minute

• Network compatible

• Requires IBM PC or compatible, MS-DOS 2.1

and above, minimum 2S6K RAM.

Order ToU Free 1-800-848-0286

SPECIAL OFFER

$7995 INTRODUCTORY
PRICE

FREE ET-Phone’** with Switch-lt purchase

Every imaginable phone function for your PC. Auto-dial, speed-

dial. redial, long distance, call logging and notes. dBase file

format. Over 2000 built-in phone numbers for airlines, hotels,

major companies. Prints labels, supports all phone services,

many utilities. $49 if purchased separately.

Swtlch-ll and KT-Ptuifte art xmdtmarks afBrtter Software leitinology, he.

Please send Switch-lt at your special

introductory price

Plus Free ET-Phone ($49 value)

Shipping & Handling (Overseas $15.00)

MA residents add 5% sales tax

TOTAL
Check end. O M/C Visa Card No

Signature Exp.

Name

Company - -—
Address

Cily/Sl./Zip

Phone

For Technical Information Call: 508-879-0744

$ 79,95

+ $5.00

BETTER SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY, INC. 55 New York Ave., Framingham, MA 01701

CIRCLE 106ON READER SERVICE CARD



Provide forthe future.
When you’re building a business team, it

makes sense to provide them with the best

business tools. That means getting a word

processor that evolves with your needs, not one

that’s tied to the past.

WordPerfect® has been, and continues to be,

the corporate standard in word processing.

When you standardize on WordPerfect, you’ll

speak the same language as the majority of

government agencies, law firms, and large

corporations in America.

And we’ve continually upgraded and improved

WordPerfect to meet your changing demands.

But not by ourselves. By answering more than

10,000 toll-free calls a day, our customer support

group provides our development team with

valuable suggestions on how to improve

WordPerfect. Version 5.0 is our latest response

to those suggestions.

It makes sense. You’ve invested a great deal

in your people, now invest in a word processor

that is going to grow with them.

Consider the options. You’ll find that the

decision to buy WordPerfect will get the whole

company behind you. Not only now, but in the

future. And that’s an investment with high

returns.

WbrdfferfectCORPORATION
1555 N. Technolog)' Why Orem. Utah 84057

Telephone (801) 225-5000 Telex 820618 FAX (801) 222-4477

l^MPerfeci is a registered trademark of WordPerfect Corporation.
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1989
PRINTER
ROUNDUP

PC Labs tests

1 09 new printers for our

sixth annual

printer roundup, the biggest

in 5 years.

b\ John Dickinson
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You might ask yourself why, after 5 con-

secutive years of producing the PC indus-

try’s only comprehensive printer guides,

PC Magazine is doing it again. You may
also wonder why comprehensive tests and

reviews of 483 printers in past years

weren’t enough, and why 109 more printer

reviews are needed now.

The most obvious answer is that the PC
industry has coughed up yet another 109

new printers this year, maldng the sixth an-

nual printer roundup the largest in five

years. And, just like lenunings that can’t

help but walk into the sea, PC Magazine's

intrepid crew ofeditors and reviewers feels

a ne^ to traipse into this torrent of new
printers, test and review them, and tell you

which of these new printers offer the best

way for you to get your printing job done.

The annual printer roundup, now in its

sixth year, always begins with a period

of self-examination at PC Labs. Never

content to rest on our laurels, we stand

back and take a good long look at our

own testing process to determine what

should change and what should stay the

same.

This year, we began examining our

tests back in April, when project lead-

ers, editors, and printer project veterans

got together to devise tests that would

best measure the current batch of print-

ing wunderkinds. Our efforts yielded a

suite of tests that occupies almost

30MB of hard disk space and includes

enhanced tests for HP PCL and Post-

Script compatibilities, as well as new
graphics output—including color—and

graphics speed tests. Our text speed test

has remained untouched, allowing you

to compare text-speed results among
the nearly 600 printers PC Magazine

has reviewed since 1984.

THE SPEED OF TEXT
The methodology we employ to mea-

sure a printer’s text speed differs con-

siderably from the one used by printer

vendors. Manufacturers rate their print-

ers’ burst speeds—the speed at which a

machine sends a single block or line of

characters. At PC Labs, we use a real-

world test: a two-page business letter in

single-spaced format, known around

here as the Arthur D. Author test. Since

we run every test at least twice, the

score we print is the average result. In

The PC Magazine Printer Guides,
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SHARING A HUGE PIE

But that begs the question of why so many
new printers have been manufactured by

so many vendors this year. You might

think that in this tough, competitive busi-

ness, fraught as it is with high technology

and high finance, the answer would be dif-

ficult to discern. But, in fact, it’s quite sim-

ple: Opportunity. Spell that d-o-l-l-a-r-s.

InfoCorp estimates that the domestic

PC printer market for business users is

quickly rushing toward peak annual sales

of nearly 6 million units and $4 billion. Af-

ter that peak is reached, either this year or

next, the printer business will fall off a bit

but will still generate revenues of well over

$3.5 billion. Ifyou toss in the government.

HOW WE TESTED
THE PRINTERS

by Bill O’Brien

you’ll see the results of our speed tests

expressed in numbers and bars, allow-

ing you to compare printers within each

category at a glance. For both text and

graphics speed tests, the longer the bar,

the faster the printer.

For laser printers, we print ten

copies of Arthur D. Author—to mini-

mize the normal time-to-first-page dis-

advantage. Since 1986, we’ve mea-

sured the speed of laser printers in

pages per minute (ppm), which is cal-

culated by the 8028^ba.sed PC sending

the test. This year’s crop of lasers

ranged from 4 to 22 ppm in the manu-

facturers’ rated speeds and from 3.9 to

21 .5 ppm in our tests. As a point of ref-

erence, consider that Hewlett-Pack-

ard’s La.serJet Series II, which is rated

at 8 ppm, scored 7.5 ppm on our tests

(in our printer issue of November 10,

1987).

For dot matrix printers, a single

copy of Arthur D. Author is printed,

and the speed is measured in characters

per second (cps). We’ve included each

dot matrix printer’s best-quality text

speed—as well as its default text

.speed—in the Printer Guides. To judge

how well a dot matrix printer scored,

compare its rated speed with our test re-

sult: we expect alxiut half its claimed

home, and education markets, you add an-

other $1 billion to the heap, and that’s not

counting printers sold outside the U.S.

These are big numbers; the estimated

$5 billion 1990 printer market is equiva-

lent to roughly 10 percent of the entire PC
industry. These big numbers mean that

printer vendors don’t need a lot of market

share to make money, or at least to gener-

ate a nice-size pile of revenue. For exam-

ple, a tiny 2 percent share of this $5 billion

PC subindustry yields $100 million in rev-

enue. That’s a size that many successful

small businesses would look upon with a

great deal of envy. For that matter, so

would a lot of PC software and pieripheral

companies that you and I consider solid

enough to do serious business with.

For you, these big numbers mean

speed in draft mode, and one quarter of

its claimed speed in letter quality or

near letter quality. In draft mode, the

narrow-carriage IBM Proprinter X24E
and its wide-carriage XL24E sibling

(both reviewed in this issue) scored 99

cps and 159 cps, respectively, on our

tests.

4 ppm = 266 cps, SORT OF
If you’re trying to choose between a

high-end dot matrix and a low-end la-

ser, you may be wondering how to con-

vert ppm to cps—a tricky task that’s

been debated hotly in our hallowed

halls. The problem is that this kind of

conversion is inherently unfair to laser

printers, which print every page—how-

ever small or large the file—at the same

speed.

Among the printers reviewed in this

issue, the one that really begs the ques-

tion is Hewlett-Packard’s new La.serJet

Series IIP. With a street price of around

$1,200 (including the optional paper

tray most users will find mandatory),

the IIP threatens a large chunk of the dot

matrix market; it has a rated speed of 4

ppm and brought home a score of 3.9

ppm on our tests. If you’re still en-

trenched in the dot matrix market and

absolutely must know how that trans-

lates into cps, here’s the best formula

we could devise:

Take a typical formatted page,

which contains approximately 4,000

characters (80 characters per line for 50

lines).

Multiply it by the la.ser’s ppm rate

CopynghtM material



you’re buying a lot of printers. It also

means there are scads of printers for you to

choose from at seriously competitive

prices. More important, it means that the

choices are more numerous and complex:

you can choose from among the new print-

ers reviewed here, but also from the print-

ers reviewed in previous years that are still

being produced—and a few so new they

weren’t available in time for review in this

year’s PC Magazine printer issue.

Making matters more complicated are a

variety of complementary and competing

technologies. Differences in printer tech-

nology used to be easy to understand. Until

recently, laser-driven page printers and

impact dot matrix printers dominated the

office printing market. Expensive laser

printers with graphics and desktop pub-

(4, in the case of the HP LaserJet IIP).

Divide the total number of charac-

ters per minute ( 1 6.000 in our example)

by 60 (seconds).

And presto magico, you’ve got

something close to a cps rating. Using

this formula, the 4-ppm HP LaserJet

IIP yields an approximate cps rating of

267—a lot faster than many dot matrix

printers.

Making matters even more compli-

cated, in this roundup we ran across one

line printer that couldn’t be measured in

either cps or ppm; we tested the speed

of the Printronix line printer in lines per

minute (see the sidebar “The Printronix

P3040; A Line at a Time”).

SOPHISTICATED GRAPHICS

To reflect the increasingly sophisticated

graphics output that today’s printers of-

fer, we’ve developed brand new graph-

ics tests for this issue. For the first time

ever, we tested color output. We’ve

printed the results in the Guides to the

color page printers and the color dot

matrix printers, so you can see for your-

selfhow each printer handles color. For

laser printers and monochrome dot ma-
trix printers, you’ll see six levels of

gray instead.

Complementing our gray-.scale and

color tests is a new halftone test: a

scanned photograph of Associate Edi-

tor Mary Kathleen Flynn that was creat-

ed specifically for the test and contains

a great many shades of gray. We’ve in-

cluded this output from every printer

tested because it offers a good point of
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lishing capabilities held sway at the high

end, while moderately priced 24-pin dot

matrix printers dominated the midrange

and inexpensive 9-pin dot matrix printers

brought up the rear. Other technologies,

such as color printing, were only marginal-

ly interesting because of high cost, low

quality, or sometimes both.

MIDRANGE MADNESS
But things have changed in the printer

business and will continue to change rapid-

ly during the next year or so. The most

widely felt change is happening in the

midrange printer market, where the 24-pin

impact dot matrix printers that have long

held sway are about to be replaced by

comparison. But we don’t recommend

using dot matrix printers to print photo-

graphs; dot matrix printers just don’t

prixluce a high enough resolution to

handle photos well.

The halftone and gray scale/color

graphics page doubled as our graphics

speed test. For each printer, we’ve re-

ported how long it took to print the

graphics page. In the Printer Guides,

you’ll see we've converted the result

into a rate based on graphics pages per

minute (gppm), so you can compare the

graphics speed of different printers eas-

ily. We’ve also included the actual

length of time—in minutes and sec-

onds—each printer took to output the

graphics page.

FONTS & FEATURES
The Fonts & Features tests haven’t

changed—although standard emula-

tions for IBM, Epson, PostScript, HP
PCL, and others have been written into

the test files. In the Printer Guides

you’ll see a sample text output—loose-

ly adapted from A Man fur All Sea-

sons—that shows some of the fonts and

features each printer offers. Each re-

view is accompanied by a table telling

you which fonts and features are avail-

able in each printer’s main emulations.

This year’s printers offer better pa-

per handling than ever before, prompt-

ing us to include more tests of these fea-

tures. In the reviews, you’ll discover

which printers Jammed on heavy card

stock and multipart forms. You’ll also

learn which printers provide such pa-

moderately priced laser printers.

Ever since the original Hewlett-Pack-

ard LaserJet was introduced in 1984, in-

dustry pundits have forecasted the immi-

nent arrival of laser printers costing less

than $ 1 ,000. The absence of a low-cost la-

ser printer during these years did not pre-

vent the HP LaserJet and its clones fk)m

taking the high-end printing business away

from old-fashioned daisy wheel printers,

but it did keep them out of the much larger

midrange office printing market.

Last year, it looked as if Qume’s 6-

page-per-minute CrystalPrint WP, then

priced at $1 ,999, might be the low-priced

printer everyone was looking for. But its

designed-in entry-level orientation, with

only a Courier font, limited it to Diablo

630 emulation and diverted its potential

per-handling capabilities as straight-

through paper paths, paper park, zero-

forms tear-off, manual feeds, and

envelope bins.

We’ve continued to measure the

noise of each dot matrix printer in deci-

bels. If it was especially loud or quiet,

we’ve reported this in the review.

HOW COMPAUBLE IS COMPATIBLE?
This year’s suite of tests features tough-

er HP PCL and PostScript compatibil-

ity tests. The PCL torture test evaluates

just how compatible LaserJet-compati-

ble printers really are. In the reviews,

you’ll learn which printers passed with

flying colors and which crashed on

PCL macros and font downloading.

For PostScript printers, we’ve intro-

duced a status page that reveals the ver-

sion of PostScript used, the existing and

available memory, and the printer’s

resident fonts. PostScript printers were

also tested for their ability to use the

Ctrl-D end-of-job character and the

“executive” command for entering in-

teractive mode—two commands that

can cause severe problems for Post-

Script emulators. Turn to the reviews to

see the results of these tests.

This issue contains test results for

109 printers—the largest pool of print-

ers we’ve come across in 5 years. TTiese

results—printed in the Guides, Fonts &
Features tables, and reviews—will let

you see, quickly and painlessly, how
each printer will perform in your office.

Take a careful look before you decide

which to buy.
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from the office market to curiosity seekers.

But this year, there are a number of 6-

ppm printers on the market, many with se-

rious enough capabilities to take on the

mid-range office market. This year’s

roundup includes six 6-ppm printers that

offer LaserJet II emulation: Desktop Sys-

tems’ Laser Beam, Epson’s EPL-6000,

the Mannesmann Tally 905, the NCR
6435, the Ricoh PC Laser 6000/PS (which

also offers PostScript), and Spear’s Desk-

top Laser Printer.

More 6-ppm lasers are on the way: the

Toshiba PageLaser6—priced at a mere

$1,899—wasn’t available for review but

should be shipping by the time you read

this. Also not ready in time was the $1 ,995

Facit P6060. The NCR and Toshiba print-

ers even take HP font cartridges instead of

custom models. That means you can use

these printers next to your LaserJet and

standardize on HP’s new, less expensive,

and less complicated line of cartridges

without worrying about font compatibil-

ity. With prices ranging from $1,355 to

$2,395 (and $4,495 for the PostScript Ri-

coh) at press time, these 6-ppm printers

don’t cost nearly as much as a LaserJet Se-

ries II, but they also don’t carry the Hew-
lett-Packard name.

SLOW SPEED AHEAD
But the new HP LaserJet Series IIP (re-

viewed in this issue) does carry the Hew-
lett-Packard name and, at $1,495 (which

translates to a street price of about $995)

and a speed of 4 ppm, opens midrange of-

fice printing to laser printers in a big way.

The Canon-engined printer’s low speed is

not a deterrent in its target single-user

desktop PC market. Based on a 4,(X)()-

character page, 4 ppm is around 266 char-

acters per second-^uite a bit faster than

the IBM Proprinter X24E (also reviewed

here) in draft mode. Besides, the HP Series

IIP has enough nifty features to compen-

sate for its slower speed.

The Series IIP can accept all HP font

cartridges. Like the Series II, it comes with

512K of standard memory, expandable to

4MB. The new printer has a collapsible,

adjustable paper tray that holds 50 sheets

of letter, legal, A4, or executive paper, or

15 envelopes. Most users will opt to buy

the $195 adjustable 200-sheet tray that

bolts to the bottom and can be used as an

For the features section of this issue, the

associate editor was Mary Kathleen

Flynn, and thePCLabsproject leader was

Bill O'Brien.
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THE BEST OUTPUT IN THE LAND

by Mary Kathleen Flynn

When it comes to print quality, dollars

make a huge difference—the difference

between ugly output and spectacular

page proofs. If your budget has room

for a $17,(XX) printer, you’ll get 600-

dot-per-inch output that approaches

typesetting quality. The same cash will

buy you 3()0-dpi vivid color page
proofs. For as little as $1,000, you’ll

bring home 300-dpi monochrome out-

put that’s good enough for most busi-

Of the printers we

reviewed, the highest-

quality output we found

this year came from the

Varityper VT600P. This

600-dpi PostScript

printer makes halftones

that look like

newspaper photos.

ness applications. But if $500 is the

highest that you can go, you should

probably leave desktop publishing to

the graphics department.

Of the printers we reviewed—those

that offered at least one of the standard

PC printer emulations—the highest-

quality output we found this year came
from the Varityper VT600P. At 600

dpi, this $16,995 PostScript printer

makes halftone prints that look like

newspaper photos.

Also worth noting is the LaserMas-

ter 1000, a $7,495 PostScript machine

that works only with .specific applica-

tions (see the sidebar “LaserMaster
1000: Typesetter-Quality 1 ,(X)0 by 400

dpi”).

If four-color output is more your

style, try a color PostScript printer.

Priced between $8,500 and $16,0(X),

these printers belong in the corporate

art department or in a professional ser-

vice bureau. QMS’s ColorScript 100

Models 10 and 30—priced at $9,995

and $15,995, respectively—produce

the best color page proofs to come out

of a PC printer.

For 300-dpi monochrome output,

the least-expensive printer reviewed

here is the new 4-page-per-minute

Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Series IIP,

with an expected street price of around

$1,200 (including an optional bottom

paper tray). HP’s Canon-based Laser-

Jet Series IIs set the standard for 300-

dpi output. Only one 300-dpi laser re-

viewed here boasts finer distinctions

than the LaserJet II: Canon’s own
$2,995 LBP-8 Mark 111.

In the dot matrix arena, the clear

output winner isn’t a dot matrix at all.

HP’s $995 inkjet-based 300-dpi Desk-

Jet Plus prints better-quality output than

anything else near its $700 street price.

For an in-depth evaluation of the Desk-

Jet Plus, see the sidebar “HP DeskJet

Plus: A Lot like a Laser.”

Twenty-four-pin dot matrix printers

may make multipart-form printing a

breeze, but they sure don’t produce

good halftones. The $499 NEC Pin-

writer P2200XE produces some of the

best 24-pin output you’ll see. Other

printers, such as Tandy’s DMP 300, of-

fer about the .same.

Color is increasingly livening up

output from dot matrix printers. If

you’d like to brighten up the charts in an

internal report without breaking the

budget, try the four-color output from

Epson’s LQ-2550, Genicom’s 1040, or

Star Micronics’ XB-2415 Multi Font.

If you want output that you can

show off, don’t even bother with a 9-

pin dot matrix. Among the best of this

low-quality lot are AT&T’s 570, Ep-

son’s FX-1050, Hyundai’s HDP 910,

and La-ser Computer’s Laser 190E. By
all means, use your 9-pin dot matrix for

point-of-sale and other forms-based ap-

plications, but don’t expect it to pro-

duce output that will impress any-

body.
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alternate bin or as a second bin—boosting

the expected street price of the whole pack-

age to roughly $1 ,200. All this comes in a

2S-potind package that, with the paper tray

folded out of the way, takes up a mere 1 .5

square feet of desktop real estate.

Okidata’s OkiLaser 400—which did

not come out in time for this roundup but

will be priced between $1,600 and

$1 ,800—is also a 4-ppm printer, powered

by an LED engine ntade by Okidata. At

2.2 square feet, it's a bit larger than the

Hewlett-Packard machine but also lighter

at 23.S pounds. It emulates the LaserJet

Series II but takes Okidata’s custom credit-

card-size font cards instead of HP car-

tridges. Its SI2K of standard memory can

be expanded to 2.SMB, and it accepts

standi HP-format downloadable fonts.

You can expect the Canon laser engine

used in the new HP LaserJet Series IIP to

show up in the HP clone market very

quickly, and you may see it in the Post-

Script market as well, although its low-end

performance will probably make it unat-

tractive there. Okidata intends to enter the

OEM market with its new LED engine, so

expect to see other names on it soon. No
one will be surprised to see Mita, Ricoh,

Kyocera, TEC, and other page-printer

manufacturers quickly enter the OEM
printer scene with new low-end products.

Whatever the engine, a laser printer on

every PC user’s desk could become a reali-

ty. It’s likely that these inexpensive lasers

will take huge chunks out of the 24-pin dot

matrix market. The 4-ppm printers may
also eat into the sales of HP’s DeskJet

Plus, often considered the poor man’s la-

ser. its current street price is only about

$300 less than the IIP’s estimated street

price (without the bottom tray). At press

time, HP had no plans to lower the price of

the DeskJet Plus, asserting that the gap

makes a significant difference in the home
office and small-business market.

These inexpensive lasers hold an im-

portant promise for middle management

and other professional office workers

whose turnaround requirements make net-

work printing less than satisfactory. There

will still be a place for large-volume, 12-

ppm or faster laser printers in office pool

applications, where networking-style

printer access and management is more

than adequate.

RAINBOW OUTPUT
Besides faster engines, the high-end laser

printing market is seeing enormous ad-

vances made in color printing and high-

NOVEMBER 14. 1989 PC MAGAZINE



resolution engines. Color printing has

slowly but surely moved from a black art

to high technology; today it stands ready to

meet the needs of desktop publishing,

CAD, and other important segments of the

graphics market at an affordable price. The

QMS Model 30 color printer, which was

originally priced at $24,995, has been

brought down to $15,995; the Tektronix

Phaser goes for $13,000, and the QMS
Model lOgoesforan astounding $10,000.

If these prices sound high, compare

them with die cost of alternative technol-

ogies. One measure of color printing’s ef-

fectiveness is that PC Magazine's art de-

partment produces page proofs using color

printers driven by PostScript and desktop

publishing technology. The alternative of

using 3M colotkey for proofs costs about

$750,000 more a year, and all it takes to

save that much money is one color printer.

Thermal technologies, principally wax
transfer and variations of wax transfer,

have dominated the color printing scene.

Other technologies, including true color

lasers and Howtek’s extraordinary plastic

droplet machine, have also proven effec-

tive. This year’s crop of reasonably priced

color page printers has earned its own sec-

tion in the PC Magazine guide to printers.

MORE DOTS PER INCH

There aren’t enough new high-resolution

printers to merit a special section this year,

but they do merit special interest. The ex-

pected move was from 300 to 600 dots per
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inch, but 400 dpi seems more likely to

dominate the high-resolution scene in the

near future. The AGFA P3400 PS, re-

viewed in this issue, offers 400 dpi, and

NewGen Systems was readying a 400-dpi

printer with a list price of $6,495 as we
went to press.

The reason we haven’t seen a flood of

600 dpi printers this year is because the

toner granularity is not yet fine enough to

make 600 dpi effective in laser printing

technology. The hard-disk-equipped, 1(F

ppm $17,000 Varityper VT600P, with its

smaller-particle, 8-micron toner, is the

only new 600-dpi printer tested in this

year’s printer guide. Other high-resolution

machines include the $7,500 LaserMaster

1000 (also reviewed here), which is distin-

guished by its 1 ,000- by 400-dpi typeset-

ter-quality output.

HOW LOWCAN YOU GO?
The drift toward lower-priced 24-pin dot

maUix printers got a hearty shove last year

when Panasonic surprised everyone with

its $530 KX-Pl 124. The new low-priced

lasers from HP, Okidata. and others will

give that movement an even bigger shove,

and you can expect prices to drop on exist-

ing 24-pin printer models during the com-

ing year. That, in turn, will put increased

pressure on 9-pin dot matrix printers, al-

though with street prices already hovering

as low as $175, it’s hard to imagine how
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much lower the prices can get.

Prices are dropping, but vendors are

also adding value to their low- and
medium-range dot matrix printers . Most of

the value comes in the form of better pa-

per-handling equipment, such as paper

parking and cut-sheet bin feeders. Many of

this year’s dot matrix printers offer better

front-panel controls, menu systems, and

other displaying and controlling options.

An important source of added value re-

mains in the heavy-duty printers required

for invoice and other high-volume, multi-

ple-part form-printing applications.

A large share ofadded value in low-end

printers comes in the form ofcolor capabil-

ity, reduced size, and portability. There

are so many color-capable dot matrix

printers on the market that this year’s print-

er issue includes a section for the technol-

ogy. Fifteen dot matrix printers can give

you color graphics and text printing for

well under $ 1 ,000. That’s a lot less than

you’d have to spend for high-end color

page printing, and if your color needs are

modest, these printers will be more than

adequate.

Until this year, laptop and portable PC
users have been on the short end of the

stick when it comes to printing. Kodak’s

Diconix printers were previously the only

machines designed to meet the needs of

traveling users. This year, that’s changed

enough to earn portable printers a special

section in this issue. Lighter printers, some
of which are battery-powered, are finally
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COVER STORY

PRINTERS
available in numbers large enough to give

you a decent choice and, in some cases, to

turn deskbound users into folks who take

DOS on the road.

WHArSOUT...
Whatever kind of PC printer you're look-

ing for, you’re going to find it covered

here and in the Index to Printer Reviews

(1984-1989) at the back of the magazine.

With 109 printers, this is the laigest printer

guidePCMagazine has produced since the

first one 5 years ago.

The printers we chose to evaluate this

year have never been reviewed in a PC
Magazine feature before. Most were intro-

duced within the last year. To be included

here, a printer had to meet our basic crite-

This year we’ve

enhanced our evaluation

with tests for color

and halftone output.

•

ria: it had to get here on time; it had to

work; it had to work with a PC; it had to in-

clude everything that would make it

run—that is, if it depended on software

like Freedom ofPress, that software had to

be bundled in the standard unit; and it had

to offer at least one of the six standard PC
printer emulations: Apple LaserWriter,

IBM Graphics, IBM Proprinter, Epson,

Diablo, or HP LaserJet.

It’s hard to believe that the PC printer

industry produced more than 109 printers

this year, but there are some printers we
were unable to review. These models

didn’t arrive in time; AT&T’s 593, Facit’s

C7500, P6060, and T9500, NewGen Sys-

tems’ Turbo PS/300 and PS/400, Sharp’s

JX-730 and JX-9500, the Toshiba Page-

Laseib, the Okidata OkiLaser 400, and the

Lasersmith and Texas Instruments lines.

Some vendors, such as CSS Laborato-

ries, GCC Technologies, and Printware,

were unable to provide us with working

units. And we declined to review some

others: Mitsubishi’s 330 and 650, as well

as the Florida Digital 3000, because they

didn’t offer any of the standard emula-

tions; the Infoscribe 8400 because it’s a

text-only forms printer not intended for

graphics; and the BlueChip Personal Page

Printer because it’s identical to the Fujitsu

RX7 1 00 reviewed in this issue

.

...ANDWHATSIN
We’ve organized this year’s crop of print-

ers into five sections: laser, color page,

monochrome dot matrix, portable, and

color dot matrix. Each section has its own
introduction. Printer Guide, and Editor’s

Choice selections.

The introduction to each section gives

you the big picture, defining the issues and

parameters of each category. It also points

out the features that differentiate printers

within their categories.

Turn to the Printer Guides for quick

comparisons. In them, you’ll find prices,

engine technologies, and test speed results

for text and graphics. You’ll also see sam-

ple output: gray-scale or color and a

scanned photo to show you hal ftone ouqrut.

Each review offers an in-depth evalua-

tion of the printer and its features. Each is

accompanied by a fact file and a Fonts &
Features grid, showing you the fonts you’ll

get in the printer’s main emulations.

To understand our testing methodolo-

gy, see “How We Tested the Printers,”

which also explains the legends for the

Guides and the Fonts & Features grids.

This year we’ve enhanced our evaluation

process with new tests for color and half-

tone output. You’ll be pleased to hear

we’ve managed to maintain “backward”

compatability: you can compare the text

speed results of this year’s printers with the

printers tested in all previous years.

For a panorama of the highest-quality

output at each level of technology, see

“The Best Output in the Land.” If you

need a primer on printer engine technol-

ogy, turn to “Lights! Camera! Print It! La-

ser Printer Technology Explained” and

“Dot’s Good Enough for Me!: Dot Matrix

Technology Explained.” Need tips on

buying paper for your printer? See “Paper

for Page Printers” and “PaperforDot Ma-
trix Printers.” If you already have a laser

model, take a look at ”How to Get the

Most Out of Your Laser Printer.” And to

prepare yourself for tomorrow’s printer in-

terfaces, see “Printer Languages: The
Next Generation.”

Whatever you want to know about PC
printers, you’ll find it here. And with 109

printers to choose from, our work is over

and yours has just begun.

Enjoy.
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Turn your printer

into a plotter

Imagine your present printer turning

out crisp, high resolution plots white

you continue to work, iintbou! iiiler-

ruplion, at your PC,

The EOgraph Plus add-on board

lets you do that, and more.

You have total control over eight

different line widths, and as many

colois as your printer offers.

You can produce drawings 1 5 feet

tong, and longer, in any carriage width.

How about multiple plots, or

automatic queuing of text and plots?

Yes, the EOgraph Plus lets you 6o that,

too—with ease.

Think of it! Usit^ virtually any

CAD or graphics program, you can

work at your PC while your printer

generates plotter-quality drawings with

nearly incredible detail.

Best of all, you get all of this

without the headaches, or expense, of

baby sitting a plotter.

Thousands of users agree:

No other PC add-on can increase

your productivity, or pay for itself so

quicWy, as the EOgraph Plus.

It may sound too good to be

true, until you call for the facts, toll-

free, at 1-800-548-5780.

DEALER INQUIRIES EOgT^h
WELCP“A Plus--
[
Eotron Corp / 121 Westpark Road / Dayton, OH 45459

I setKl intorinalton and inleii^^

I
NAME

^

jADOIttSS

Icnv STAIE ap

CIRCLE 341 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Engineered for the office. Designed forpeople.

Afteryouooh-ed andaah-ed over
thelettergualityoutpu^3-waypaperfeed,

i-of-usejZ-'yearlimitedwarrantease-

and9 pin price on ourKX-P1124 printer,

somebody said“Great.

Nowdo itwith awicfe-carriage!’

Intixxluciug the

Pa}ummicKX-P1624.

Ourneii'est24pin

metecarnage

(mutei:

It’s fast Flexible. And fully-

featured. Everything most offices are

looking for in a dot matrix printer.

At a price within most office budgets.

TTie features you'll use most often

are available at a touch. Seven resident

fonts to vary the look of your

documents. Formatting for different

document sizes.

Thie letter

quality, h^-resolu-

tion ^apmes, and
seven resident fonts,

so it's ideal for all

your office applica-

tions. You’ll find the l624’s letter-

quality mode as fost, or foster, than

most popular 9 pins. Up to 63 LQ
characters per second With its 360 x

360 dpi bit- mapped graphics, you can

incorporate special printed effects

into your documents. Like company
logos and line art

20 features, including 4

macros, right at your fingertips.

What could be simpler?

PI-PC

Even macros that recall all the

settings for a particular document

at the touch of a

single key.

Draft Pics
Draft ellta

Couriar Pica
Praat 18* Elit*

Sold Proporlianal
Space

Sarva Sar if Pica

Pcea



Done

Multiple paper paths mean you
can put this printer exactly where

you want it There aren’t many places

in an office to conveniently put a printer.

So the

a choice of 4

different,

paths: sihgli

sheets from

the top, and

frmfold from

the front, ^ RnBnm &ed

bottom or rear. A special

‘Paper Park’ feature even

lets you feed single

sheets from the top,

without removing

rear- fed frmfold.

A 2-year

limited warranty

in this day and age? Hiat’s invest -

ment protection, Panasonic-styie.

You’ll find 2-year warranties rather

rare in the printer industry. But

standard with the Panasonic 1624.

^ See your dealer for details.

So ifyou’ve been waiting for the

/ ideal multi-purpose office printer,

'
it has arrived. For the name of your

nearest Panasonic printer dealer,

call toll-free 1-800-742-8086.

Printers, Computers, Peril)herals, Copiers,

Ttpeuriters and Facsimiles

Panasonic.
Office Automation^^^v^^

Only one paper path is available

at any ^ven ume for contiiUHXs paper. QRCLE 13SON READER SERVICE CARD



HOW TO READ THE PRINTER GUIDES AND TABLES

Fonts & Features

For a quick look at the 109
printers reviewed in this issue,

turn to the PC Magazine
Printer Guides at the front of

each section of reviews. In the

Guide, you'll find the results

of our PC Labs tests and a
listing of each printer’s most
Important features, as well as
its price.

Gray-Scale or Color Output

In the Guides to Laser Printers and
Monochrome Dot Matrix Printers, we've

included six shades of gray printed by

each printer. Comparing the gray scale

and the scanned photo image will give you

a good sense of how each printer handles

halftones.

For the Guides to Color Page Printers

and Color Dot Matrix Printers, we've

iiKluded the results of our brand new color

test. To see how each printer handles

color, take a look at how it prints the six

colors in our test: blue. red. magenta,

green, cyan, and yellow.

Each printer review is accompanied by a

Fonts & Features table that shows you
what features, or enhancements, are

available with each font offered under one
or two emulations.

For laser printers, we've shown what
features are available with four common
fonts—Helvetica. Times, Courier, and

Line Printer—in four different point

sizes—e/9. 10. 12. and 14. Since some
lasers, like the PostScript printers, let you

choose a font in any size you want, we've

also included Scalable. Please note that

for some printers, such as the LaserJet fl,

what we call a feature—the bold

enhancement to the Courier font, for

example—is actually a separate font

called Courier Bold \n HP-ese.

For dot matrix printers, we've shown
what features are offered at four widths:

10 characters per inch (10 q>i, or 10

pitch), also known as pica: 12 cpi, or 12

pitch, also known as efrfe; compressed,

somewhere between 15 and 20 cpi: and
proportional, which lets narrower

characters, such as /, take up less space
than wider characters, such as w.

For samples of some of the fonts and
features for each printer, see the text

output in the five PC Magazine Guides.

Brother HL-8e

Fonts & Features

HP LaserJet n

Htivvtica TImM Ceurtor LiMprMar

a/siwintnm III! iiiimi
'^"*1111Iliummi
'^"*1111mimimi

IBM Proprlnttf XL

lOcpt

I2cpl

Compressed

ProponionsI

The Brother HL-ae expends on the LaserJet

emulatton by edtttng proprietary Tlniee

eno nenreoce lonia.

Text SpeedBar Charts

]

• To compare the speeds of printers

in each section, see the bar charts.

Each actual speed is accompanied

by a read-at-a-glance bar chart. On
‘ all printer speed bar charts in this

I issue, longer bars mean faster

pnnters.

Rather than relying on the rated speed
supplied by manufacturers. PC Labs timed

each printer's text and graphics output

speeds. The reported text speed tells you

the rate at which each reviewed model
printed our Arthur D. Author test—a two-

page single-spaced business letter. For dot

matnx pnnters. the unit of measurement

was characters per second (cps); for laser

printers, pages per minute (ppm). Two
speeds are given for dot matrix printers:

one based on the printer's performance in

default mode, the other based on its best

(or nearest-letter) quality. Laser tests

report the text speed of each printer in its

default mode.

I Hewlett-Packard LaserJet IIP

Graphics HP LAsenjET ii

Speed

Graphics Time

To find out how long you'll

have to wait for each printer

to output a typical graphic

image, take a kxA at how
long it took to print our

scanned photo, reported

here In minutes and
seconds.

Our graphics output test doubles as
our gravies spe^ test. In addition to

reporting the actual time each printer

took to output the scanned pfxko.

weVe converted that tkne into a rate

that we named graphics pages per

minute (gppm) and have shown with

a bar chart We've also indicated the

emulaten under which the graphic was
produced.

Graphics Output Text Output

Once you've torn dowi
laws in the country >

yourself face to fact
Devil, what will you
Courier Bold Under lii

Line Printer Bold Underline Comprt

Courier 12 Pitch Bold Urn

At PC Labs, we tested each printer's ability to

handle graphics output with this scanned photo

of associate editor Mary Kathleen Flynn, which
was taken specHfoany for ttie test and contt^
many shades of gray. WeVe included this

graphics sample for dl printers to make It easy
for you to compare their halftone output, but we
doni recommerxl printing photos with dot matrix

printsrs. As you can see from the g^ierally poor

quaHy of the dot matrix printer's graphics

output, youTe b^ter off sticking to lasers when
comes to printing photos.

To see how each printer's

text output looks, read the

quote, loosely adapted
itom A Man forAM Sea-
eons, which offers a sam-
ple of fonts and features.

And tor a list of which fea-

tures are available with

which fonts under which
emulalfone, see the Fonts ''

'

& Futures table aooom-
panying aaol) review. „

•• • I
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PC MAGAZINE PRINTER GUIDE: LASER PRINTERS

AGFA P3400 PS
$1 2,500 4ao-dpi PostScript dual-tray laser

Once you've tom down all of

laws in the country and you fi

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide beh

Courier Bold Underli

Brother HL-8e
$2,895 LaserJet D-compatible laser

Text
I
ocFAUiT

Speed
0 3 6 9 t2 ISppm

Graphics hplascrjeth I

speed ^ *
^

0 S 1 1.5 2 25 3gppm

fa=IHI!lll!ll:IJ-l
$4,495 PostScript laser

7.4 ppm

31 sec.

1.9gppm

Once you’ve torn down al

laws in the country and y
yourself face to face wit!

Devil, what will you hide

Courier Bold Underli
Line Printer Bold Underline Comor

BR-TMS Bold Underline C

Once you've tom down all of

laws in the country and you fi

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide beh

Courier Bold Underli

Palatine Bold Underlined j

Once you've tom down all of

laws in the country and you fi

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide beh

Courier Bold Underli

Palatine Bold Underlined 1

Graphics Bstsci
Speed ™

Camintonn TurboLaser/PS-Plus 3

$5,695 PostScript and LaserJet ll-compatible laser

Text DEFAULT

Speed ^
0 3 6 9 12 iSporn

Graphics Bostscr»pt
Speed

^ 2 25 3oppni

6.5 ppm

15 min. 47 sec.

0.1 gppm
I

Canon LBP-8 Mark III

$2,995 Laser with Diablo emulation
Once you've tom down all of i

laws in the country and you fi

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide beh:

Courier Bold Underli
Llneprlnter Bold Underline COHPRB!

Swiss1-127 CPI Courier B*

Speed

1

DEFAULT
[

5.6 ppm

,
0 3 6 9 12 ISppm

LASERJET^

0 5 1 1 5 2 25 3gppm

58 sec.

1.0 gppm

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Courier Bold Underli
Line Printer Bold Underline Compn
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PC MAGAZINE PRINTER GUIDE: LASER PRINTERS

AGFA P3400 PS
$1 ,899 LaserJet ll-compatible laser

Brother HL-8em
$4,499 PostScript LCS

$1 ,999 LaserJet ll-compatible LCS

Brother HL-8PS

Graphics |la$erjeth
Spe^

.5 2 2.5 3gppm

Camintonn TurboLaser/PS-Plus 3

$2,150 LaserJet Plus-compatible LED

Graphics Iplascrjet

5 2 2.5 3 gpptn

Canon LBP>8 Mark Ul

$4,495 PostScript and LaserJet ll-compatible LED

ser beam
$3,995 LaserJet Plus-compatible LED

Text
1

DEFAULT
1

11.4 ppm
Speed

0 3 6 9 12 iSppnt

Graphics 'HP laserjetIlus 1 min. 13 sec.

Speed
0 5 1 tS 2 25 3gppni

0.6 gppm

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Courier Bold Underli
Line Printer Bold Underline Conpn

M
Once you've tom down all of

laws in the country and you fi

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide beh

Courier Bold Underli

Palatine Bold ynd^rlined i

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Courier Bold VndOCli

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Courier Bold Underli
Line Printer Bold Urxierline Coaon

Once you've tom down all of

laws in the country and you fi

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide beh

Courier Bold Underli
Palatino Bold Underlined 1

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Courier Bold Underli
Line Printer Bold Underline Comprt
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'^1 PC MAGAZINE PRINTER GUIDE: LASER PRINTERS

RX7300EEJZH
$7,950 LaserJet Plus-compatible LED

Graphics iHPLASEfUErnes

0 5 1 15 2 25 atppol

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Courier Bold Underli
Line Printer Bold Underline Compn

t Series HD
$4,295 Dual-tray laser with duplex

7.5 ppm

Graphics iHpLAseucTi
Speed

j ^ 1 5 2 2.5 sgppm

Once you’ve torn down all o
laws in the country and you 1

yourself face to face with th«

Devil, what will you hide bel

Courier Bold Underli
Line Printer Bold Urxlerline Comort

Times 12 point Bold Underl

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Courier Bold Underli
Line Printer Bold Underline ConDn

Courier 12 Pitch Bold ^

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Courier Bold Underli
Line Printer Bold Underline Compr'

Courier Bold Bold Un

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
rnurier Bold Underli
1 ine Printer Bold Underline Cempr

rnurier Bold Underli

$1 ,495 Laser with $195 optional bottom tray

Text [default

Speed
0 3 6 9 12 lSpp<n

Graphics [hplaserjct*
Speed

0 5 1 IS 2 25 3gppm

$1 ,995 LaserJet ll-compatible laser

Text [default I

Speed ' *

Graphics [hpulserjetI^ 0 5 I 1 5 2 25 3gppm

nnesmann laHy^KTDPS
$5,495 PostScript and LaserJet-compatible laser—

T

Text

Speed

Graphics Bostscript emulator

5 , ,5 2 25 3»pn.

6.9 ppm

37 sec.

1.6gppm

[default
]

6.3 ppm

0 3 6 9 12 I5cem

Once you've tom down all of

laws in the country and you f

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide beh

Courier Bold Underl:

Palatine Bold Underlined
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PC MAGAZINE PRINTER GUIDE: LASER PRINTERS

$2,395 LaserJet ll-compatible laser

Graphics
Spe^

a 5 1 15 2 2.5 3 gppn

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Courier Bold Underli
Line Printer Bold Underline Coepr

Courier Bold Underli

C ^nhariter LC 890XL
$6,995 PostScript and LaserJet M-compatible LED

Text

Sp®***
0 3

Graphics Hj^Ripr
Sp«^

Once you've tom down all of

laws in the country and you f

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide beh

Courier Bold Under11

Palatino Bold Underlined

Once you've torn down all

laws in the country and yoi
yourself face to face with tf

Devil, what will you hide be
Courier Bold Under11
Line Printer Bold Under 1 1 ne Coapr

Helvetica Prop/12 pt Bold

Once you've tom down all of

laws in the country and you f

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide beh

Courier Bold Underli

0 5 t t.S 2 2.5 3gppni Palatino Bold Underlined

S-!aoo
$7,995 PostScript dual-tray laser

Text SefaulT"
Speed C

Graphics nKjiii
Speed •-

PT

6 9 12

2 25

iSppm

39ppm

1 min. 36 sec.

0.6 gppm

8.6 ppm

Once you've tom down all of

laws in the country and you fi

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide beh

Courier Bold Underli

Palatino Bold Underlined .

$12,995 PostScript dual-tray laser, 11- x 17-inch paper

1 ililill] f/
Text

Speed
j

DEFAULT 13.5 ppm

0 3 6 9 12 ISppm

Graphics
Speed

o’ 5 1 IS 2 25 3gppm

1 min. 40 sec.

0.6 gppm

Once you've tom down all of

laws in the country and you fi

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide beh

Courier Bold Underli

Palatino Bold Underlined i
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PC MAGAZINE PRINTER GUIDE: LASER PRINTERS

Qume CrystalPrint Publisher

Ricoh PC Laser 6000/PS

Talaris 1590-T Printstation
Once you've torn down all of

laws in the country and you fi

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide beh

Courier Bold Under 1:

Palatine Bold Underlined

Once you’ve lorn down all of the

laws in Ihc country and you find

yourself face lo face wilh ihc

Devil, what will you hide behind?

Courier Bold Underli
Line Printer Bold Underline Conpr

Times Roman B<ild Underline Co

Once you've lorn down all of

laws in the country and you fi

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide beh

Courier Bold Underl

i

Palatino Bold Underlined I

Once you’ve torn down all of
laws in the country and you fit

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide behi

Courier Bold Underli
Une Printer Bold Underline Compressed /

Charter 12 Bold Underli

$4,495 PostScript and LaserJet ll-compatible laser

5.3 ppm

iSppm

2 min. 1 sec.

0.5 gppm

Text

Speed ^
Graphics ^^^ript
Speed

Once you've torn down all of

laws in the country and you fi

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide beh

Courier Bold Underli
Palatino Bold Underlined I

Text
Speed

^EFAULT^J 5.8 ppm

6 9 12 ISppm

1 min. 6 sec.

0.9 gppm

$4,499 PostScript LCS

Text EjpAULT
]

Speed ^ 3

Graphics ^^Hcript emulator

0 5 • ' 5 2 2 5 3 gppm

5.1 ppm

2 min. 45 sec.

0.4 gppm

Raster Devices Direct Impression

$2,495 LaserJet ll-compatible laser

Text Default I
Speed

4.1 ppm

12 iSppm

2 mm. 0 sec.

0.5 gppm
5 2 25 3 g0pm

Graphics
Speed

Spear Desktop Laser Printer

$1 ,495 LaserJet ll-compatibie laser

Text
I

DEFAULT

Speed t ; '

5.2 ppm

2 15 ppm

58 sec

1.0 gppm
Graphics ^^plaserje^
Speed * '

15 2 25 3gppm

$1 1 ,490 PostScript LaserJet ll-compatible laser

1

DEFAULT 11.0 ppm

a 3 S 9 12 tSppm

Graphics [postscript emulator
Speed

I , ,

nisys AK uziK)

$2,995 LaserJet-compatible laser

14 min. 52 sec.

0.07 gppm
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Unisys AP 9215-1

$6,285 LaifJet-compatible duat-tray laser

Graphics

Spaed
0 3 1 13 2 2.5 Soppm

Unisys AP 9415
$7,495 PostScnpt/LaserJet-compatible dual-tray laser

0 3 1 13 2 23 3 Oppfn

m
$16,995 eOlMpI PostScript Laser

Varityper VT600P

Once you've torn down all

laws in the country and y
yourself face to face with

Devil, what will you hide

Courier Bold Underll
Line Printer Bold Underline Ccapr

Century Bold TTnderline C(

Jjfl

Once you’ve tom down all of the

laws in the country and you find

yourself face to fiice with the

DevU, what will you hide behind?

Courier Bold Undei^jLj^

Line Printer Bold Underline Csnor

nvwDca 8 DOint non unavnint uomon

Once you've tom down all of

laws in the country and you f1

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide beh

Courier Bold Onderli

Palatino Bold Underlined J

Once you've tom down all of

laws in the country and you

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide beh

Courier Bold Dpderli

Palatino Bold Underlined i
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Slart-Ups Made Easy
The Curtis Computer Starter Kit Gives You Five Essential

Accessories In One Convenient Package.
Make start-ups easier—geta Curtis Computer your system components and provide greater
Starter Kit. Five high quality Curtis products computer comfort are neatly packed Into one
designed to save valuable workspace, protect carry-all package.

Each kit contains:

Curtis Clip PC Magazine's Best

Accessory of 19881 Positions copy
perfectly, by mounting directiy to

any monitor. Reduces eye. neck
and loack strain, swings out of way
when not in use.

Unlveisal Printer Legs Elevates any
desktop printer so paper stacks

underneath. Uses no more space
than the printer itself. Improves sight

angle to printouts.

Safe Bloc Surge Protector Effec-

tive surge protection for your com-
puter and printer (or any sensitive

electronic equipment). Meets strin-

gent UL 1449 standards. Six multi-

purpose outlets, mounts directly into

duplex wall outlet.

CUUIS

Compu^SBi^K'^

S'U’ or Diskette File Protects

data and organizes up to fifty 5'k’
diskettes (SK-1 kit), or up to forty 3’fc'

diskettes (SK-2 kit). Complete with

bronze-tint srxap-lock cover, trans-

port handle, adjustable divider

tabs and color coded labels.

S'f." or S'b* Computer Clean-
ing Kit Clean disk drives by remov-
ing harmful dust and debris. Extend

equipment life and prevent read/
write errors. SK-1 kit fOr 5'U" drives

and SK-2 kit for 3’fc- drives.

If you're ready for a start-up, then
get the ktt that makes tt easy: The
Compxjter Starter Kit by Curtis, For

the Curtis dealer nearest you call us

today at (603) 532-4123 ext. 871

Mode In U.S.A.

CURTIS
30 Fitzgerald Drive. Joffrey, NH 03452

A subsidiary of Rolodex Corporation

*CurmMar)utocKxtngCompany.lnc., 1968
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IntroducingThe Smartest Font Cartridge Ever—
The IQ Super Cartridge™ 2XR

With the newest IQ Engineering Super

Cartridge, your laser printer will work smarter

than ever before. You'll enjoy more fonts and

better fonts, with faster p)€Tformance. And you

can be sure of full compatibility with your printer

and the most popular software programs.

It's the latest in the IQ Engineering family

of products. From the company that pioneered

super font cartridges for HP LaserJet printers

and compatibles.

More and Better Fonts.

The IQ Supjer Cartridge 2XP offers you
more type fonts than any other font cartridge—
over 200. Select from three extended symbol

sets and a vast selection of special characters. And,

as with the original IQ Super Cartridge 2, each

typeface comes in every size your software allows—
all the way from 4 to 30 points! Even the highly

readable Il-point size no other brand of font

cartridge has.

And more important, every size of every let-

ter in every typeface has been individually hand

tuned to give you the sharpest printing possible.

The Best Laser Printer Performance.

With IQ Super Cartridges, your laser

printer performance will be at its highest. Our
cartridges print image fonts in seconds, where

other technologies can take minutes.

And you won't have to worry about

compatibility either. With our cartridges your

printer will be smart enough to work with all

the leading word processing, desktop publishing

and spreadsheet programs, including:

WordPerfect, Microsoft Word,Windows, Display

Writer, Lotus 1-2-3, MultiMate, Aldus PageMaker,

Q &A Write, Samna Ami, Ventura Publisher,

WordStar 5 .5, WordStar 2000 and XyWrite,

among others.

Get As Much IQ AsYou Need.

With an entire family of IQ Super Cart-

ridges to choose from, you can get exactly the

printing capabilities you need.

Choose the new 2XP, priced at $699, for

the largest selection of fonts. Or select from our

many other cartridges, priced from $399.We
have both portrait and landscape styles available.

As well as memory-upgrade boards so you can

print full-page graphics or add even more fonts.

And if you start with our word processing

cartridge and later need more capability, we
make upgrading easy and cost-^ective.

Call Today.

For more information about IQ Super

Cartridges, or the name of a dealer near you, call

1-800-765-FONT.

Or write us at

586 Weddell Drive,

Sunnyvale, CA
^yriL-UiC SUPER

CAKTRIDCE 2XP

94089.

Add fonts

and flexibility

with IQ Super

Cartridges. And
make your laser

1 '

1. 0//printers as smart

as they can be. B 1 —

IQ ENGINEERING

Super Cartridge 2XP, Super Cartridge, IQE and IQ Engineering are trademarks oF IQ Engineering. Other products are trademarks oF their respective holders.
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Cool, Quiet, Reliable Power.

STANDARD ISO S69

Economical This UL approved, hilly tested

unit is one of the best generic ISOs available.

Ideal for basic systems.

SILENCER ISO $129

Ultra-Quiet Stop that irritaring whine with

the Silencer ISO. Its large, low speed. West

German fan keeps your system S“ to 1 S° cooler

and 84% quieter. Virtually inaudible! Great in

the executive suite or home office.

TLTIBO-COOL ISO $149

High Performance Upgrade your PC/XT

with our popular, UL approved Turbo-Cool

ISO. Its patented twin fan, sloped-cover design

keeps your system 2S° to 40^ cooler and S0%

quieter. Prevents intermittent data errors and

other heat-related problems. Meets the

demands of a fully loaded system.

TL'RBO-COOL200 $189

.Maximum Performance Put AT power and

200% more cooling under the hood ofyour

PC/XT with our UL approved Turbo-Cool

200. Its twin fans keep your system 30“ to 4S°

eooler for maximum expandibility. Perfect for

hot rod PCs and Mini ATs!

SdtMtt, 1Mo43aal. wd liate )7S «r triAiurti of K! Putt k Cnnlf, lac

id Dwkyro at cxpMtful uiilnwb ofCcapn Cao^wter Giipwoo*

STANDARD 200 W
Economical This UL approved, fully tested

unit is one of the best generic 200s available.

Ideal for basic systems.

SILENCER 200 $149

Ultra-Quiet Unratile your nerves with the

Silencer 200. Its high-efficiency, adjustable-

speed fan offers 69% less noise with standard

cooling. Quieter than most hard drives. Great

in the executive suite or home office,

TURBO-COOL 250 $189

High Performance Protect your investment!

Upgrade your AT/386 with our powerful, UL
approved Turbo-Cool 250. \rs high-capacity,

adjustable-speed fan Leeps expansion cards,

hard drives, and other valuable components 20”

to 35” cooler for up to three times longer fife.

Perfect for a fully loaded system.

TURBO 375 $299

Maximum Performance The choice of PC

professionals, our Turbo 375 is perfect for

workstations and network file servers. Includes

line conditioning, independent regulation,

external DC voltage adjustment, remote switch

provision, enhanced cooling, UL approval,

50,000 Hr MTBF, and 2-year warrantly. PC

Magazine’s tedmical excellence finalist!

CP160 $169

Original Portable Upgrade Give your

Portable greater reliability and 100% more

power with our direct replacement CP 160.

Allows 286, 386, and hard disk upgrades.

CD270 ^
Dcskpro Upgnde The power user’s power

supply! Our direct replacement CD270 gives

your 8086/286/386 Deskpro up to 70% more

power and the reliability it deserves. Prevents

nuisance rebooting. Advanced design includes

autoselect 110V/220V. 2-year warranty.

Our power su{^es feature:

• Full-rattd power

• UL/FCC compliance

• 110V/220V input

• 4 drive plugs (5 for Turbo 375)

• Heavy-duty components

• Low output ripple

• OVP, OCP, SC protection

• Installation instructions

• Rigorous testing

• 1-year immediate replacement warranty

(2 years where noted)

“You could buy cheaper no-name

power su{^Iies almost anywhere, but

don’t PC Power and Cooling’s units

are better made and more reliaUe dian

anything m the field.”

PC/CompMthig

Jeimoy, 1989
Most orders shipped same day. We accept Visa, MC, COD or PO on approved credit

PC powepa eaauMBjNe.
5l510Moimtain Way, Bonsall,CA 92003 • (619)723-9513 • FAX (619) 723-0075
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Zap! Flash! Pow! Nope, it’s not the sound-

track for Batman—it’s the sound of laser

printers taking over. Daisy wheel printers

have been banished to mail-order surplus

dealers, and now other traditional print

technologies are feeling the pressure from

these high-tech powerhouses.

Of course, it’s misleading to use the

term “laser” to cover all of these ma-

chines. The fact is that while most do use

laser print engines, many are using alterna-

tive technologies (see the sidebar “Lights!

Camera! Print It! Laser Printer Technol-

ogy Explained”). With few exceptions,

however, these devices are all putting ton-

er down on cut sheets of plain paper. Page

printer is a better term for them, since we
measure their speed in terms of the number

of pages they can print in a minute. And
while 300-dot-per-inch text in Times Ro-

man and Helvetica fonts used to take our

breath away, it is rapidly becoming the ex-

pected norm for PC output.

Understandably, printer manufacturers

are now woiking to expand the laser mar-

ket. This process involves movement at

both ends of the spectrum.

At the top end, there are more models

available with a plethora of features. So,

for the first time in the 6-year history ofPC
Magazine's printer issues, we have opened

up the top limit in the selection process. As
a result, you’ll find a variety of printers

that cost from $10,000 to $20,000 or

more. Some offer PostScript running on

controllers with configurations that rival

that of most PCs—4MB or more ofRAM,
large hard disks, fast CPUs. Most of these

top-end machines are fast, using print en-

gines rated for 15 to 25 pages per minute.

These printers may be extreme for a single

user, but installations where printers are

shared through switching devices or a local

area network are increasing. These appli-

cations require heavy-duty printers that are

fast and have a large enough paper supply

to keep up with the woiic.

Another change at the top end is in-

creased resolution. Printers are going be-

yond the 300-dot-per-inch standard, with

resolutions of 400 to 600 dpi popping up.

While the difference is definitely notice-

able, most users will probably be satisfied

with the lower resolution. But because the

new, higher dot densities are indeed visi-

bly better, some users will want them to

create good-quality, camera-ready pages

for publication.

On the low end, you’ll find more pres-

sure at the $3,(X)0-and-under segment of

the market. Some printers are loading up

ttia PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1989
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PAPERFORPAGE PRINTERS

by Alfred Poor

l^per is paper, right? Wrraig. When it

comes to page printers, it pays to know
more than just a little about this tree-be-

gotten white stuffwe take for granted.

Laser {Minters have special needs.

It’s no wonder diat supply catalogs list

dozens ofdifferent types of laser printer

paper, with each manufacturer offering

a half-dozen varieties of its own. How
can you'choose which paper to use?

The first step is understanding the

printing process. Page printers rely on

an electrical charge to hold the toner to

the paper, and then heat and pressure to

fuse die tonerto the page. So it stands to

reason that good laser paper will have

special electrical- and heat-resistant

properties. Just as typical cr^ier ma-

chine paper does.

The electrical resistaiKe of paper is

affected by a number of factors. Paper

manufacturers can either add resistant

chemicals to the surface of the paper <»-

mix them into the paper itself. The

moisture content of the paper also has a

significant impact on paper’s resis-

tance, explaining why print quality can

vary widi humidity.

Moisture affects another aspect of

the printing process: paper feeding. The
greater the moisture content of paper,

the more likely it is to curl. Arid if a

page has too much curl, it can be more

prone to Jatiuning. As a result, it is im-

portant that you store paper carefully

and take care to close tte packaging on

partial reams.

The paper-making process creates

prqier that has two distinctly different

sides, though the difference is not al-

ways obvious to the eye or the touch.

on bonus features. Others are going for

low price. It all adds up to new opportuni-

ties to get better value for your dollar when
buying a 6- to 8-ppm printer.

If you’re shopping at the very bottom of

the range, keep in mind that there are some

important developments Just beginning to

surface. Included in this issue are reviews

of four 6-ppm printers; another one, from

Toshiba, was about to ship at press time.

But this year also brought a brand new
entry-level laser speed: 4 ppm. The 4-ppm

The tc^ is called the felt side, and the

bottom is called the wire side. During

the manufacturing process, stresses are

built into the pap» that can help mini-

mize curling-—die rule is to printm the

wire side first. Look at the label on the

front of the ream wrapper for an annw
indicating the wire side and keep this in

mind when loading your printer’s paper

trays. And don’t forget whedm* your

printer’s tray loads faceupor facedown.

Another factor that affects paper

Januning is the weight of die paper. Ba-

sis weight is a standard measure based

on 500 sheets of p^ier. Most ptqier is

rated at 20 pounds, though some high-

er-qualityp^r is rated at 24 pounds or

more. Paper that is too li^t or too

heavy is more likely toJam.

Many people assume that weight

means the same as thickness and st0-

ness. In fact, the three measures tend to

correlate but are not direcdy related.

Stiffness is a measure of how much a

page resists bending, while thickness

describes the {diysical dimension. It is

quite possible to have three sheets of

different 20-pound paper—one signifi-

candy stiffer than die other two, and

one noticeably thicker.

Cotton bond pqier, as its name sug-

gest, has cotton fibers mixed with the

wood pulp that forms the paper. P^ier

with this mixture often has a high-quali-

ty feel and is typically stuped with a

watermark as ptm of the manufacturing
process.

There are other factors that affect

print quality. Brightness refns to the

brilliance arid whiteness of the ps^.
Wax pick is the strength of the paper’s

surface; cheap papers can leave lots of

laser is represented here by Hewlett-

Packard: its LaserJet Series IIP was ready

just in time for review. But at least one

more should be out by the time you read

this: Okidata’s OkiLaser 400, which
wasn’t available for this article (see intro-

duction by John Dickinson).

These slower-speed laser machines

should add some important low-cost alter-

natives, putting further pressure on the

high-end 24-pin impact dot matrix print-

ers. You can count on PC Magazine to
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lint inside your printer, ruining print

quality and shortening engine life.

Opacity describes how well a page [ne-

vents print on the back from showing

throu^ to the front. And smoothness

measures the texture of the page: rough

surfaces such as classic laid bonds often

do not take toner evenly, but toner

doesn’t fuse well to very smooth sur-

faces either and is prone to flaking and

falling off them.

When you leave the realm of blank

paper and start looking at special sup-

plies, the page printer world gets even

more complex.

Envelopes tend to cause some of the

biggest headaches for page printers.

Hewlett-Packard has run extensive tests

on envelopes and recommends those

with diagonal seams and standard

gummed flaps. This style results in the

fewest layers of paper. Another tip

from HP that eliminated all my enve-

lope-printing problems was to make
certain that the leading edge of the en-

vel(^ has a sharp crease.

Labels also have special require-

ments. Since the fusing rollers can be as

hot as 200 degrees Fahrenheit or more,

you must be sure that the label adhesive

can stand the heat. Labels for cq>iers

are designed to take these temperatures,

but many labels designed for impact

{Hinters can’t handle the punishment.

If you wish to add color to your

standard black-and-white output, you

have a number of options. You can get

pages that have been {xeprinted in an-

other color. Don’t try to rtm raised-ink

printing through your laser, however,

the thermographic ink will melt in the

fiiser. Embossing also does not travel

well through the heat and pressure of

the fusing rollers.

give you a thorough report on these new-

comers as soon as they hit the market.

The other important slice of the laser

printer market consists of PostScript print-

ers. While Hewlett-Packard LaserJet emu-

lation continues to be important and is of-

fered by many machines, today there are

more PostScript-compatible printers than

ever before. There is continued pressure to

lower prices in this area as well; PostScript

printers now start at roughly $2,000.

Faster and slower, more expensive and

There are many colored papers and

{xeprinted forms available for use with

page printers. Ifyou want to get colored

print in small quantities, consider the

Kroy Color Plus from Kroy Inc. (Scots-

dale, Arizona; (800) 521-4997). This

separate unit uses sheets of color film

that adhere only to the toner and not the

paper.

You can cut up the film sheets and

mix the colors on your page. It’^ not a

solution for high-volume production,

but some bright colors or metal foils can

dress up important reports or presenta-

tion materials.

There are dozens of new products

coming out all the time, and at least one

source specializes in supplies for page

printers. Intergraph ix in Pembroke,

Massachusetts ((8(X)) 451-25 15) carries

products from James River, 3M, Ham-
mermill, and Avery, among others, ei-

ther specifically designed for lasers or

tested for use with them. Intergraphix

offers a Laser PaperAlmanac that con-

tains samples of different papers and

other products. Intergraphix also car-

ries die-cut Rolodex cards designed for

use in page printers.

The bottom line on page printer sup-

plies is that they need to be of a certain

minimum quality. In fact, products de-

signed for use in plain paper copiers

will generally work just as well as some

of the products that have “laser” in

their names. Take the time to test some
of the alternatives, and buy only a ream

or two ofeach variety until you find one

that serves your purposes. A few pen-

nies more per page can make a big dif-

ference not only in the quality of your

printing, but in the impression your

pages will make on the people who re-

ceive them.

cheaper, extra features and simpler de-

signs, much bigger and much smaller

—

the laser printer market is expanding and

diversifying like never before. In the pages

that follow, you will find that your choices

have broadened considerably. No matter

what your needs—and almost no matter

what your budget—you will probably find

a match among the 35 different laser print-

ers we evaluated.

Holy ribbons. Batman! Looks like laser

printers are taking over!

AGFA P3400 PS
by Alfred Poor

At first glance, the $12,500 price of

AGFA Corp.’s P3400 PS may seem a bit

steep for a desktop PostScript printer. In-

deed, if you want to print only a simple

newsletter or two, or maybe your kids’

term papers, this printer is certainly more

than you’ll need. But if you need to crank

out lots of pages in a hurry day after day,

the features of the AGFA P3400 PS begin

to ease the pain of its price.

It helps to start by considering the

source: AGFA Corp. bought Compu-
graphic, which is one of the leading manu-

AGFA P3400 PS

Fonts & Features

PostScript

Helvetica Tlmee Courier Line printer

11
8/S-point

10-point

12-point

14-point

Scalable

HP LaserJet H

Helvatica Times Courier Uneprinler

8/9-point

10-point

12-point

14-point

Scalable

You can access the AGFA P3400 PS’s

75 resident PostScript fonts even

In LaserJet mode.

facturers of typesetting equipment. As you

might expect, the P34()0 PS is designed as

a professional’s printer.

The printer runs genuine Adobe Post-

Script; our test machine was loaded with

PostScript, Version 48. 1 . The P3400 PS

also comes with a whopping 4MB RAM,
2MB of which are devoted to bitmapped

memoiy for page image composition. If

this number seems startling, remember
that the print engine produces 400- by 400-

dot-per-inch resolution on sheets ranging

up to legal size.

The P3400 PS also comes with another

impressive feature: 73 different resident

NOVEMBER 14. 1989 PC MAGAZINE liH
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AGFA P3400 PS

AGFA Corp.. AGFA Compugraphic Division, 200
Ballardvale, Wilmington, MA 01887; (800) 343-

1237,(508)658-5600.

Ust Price: $12,500

Dimensions (HWD): 21 x 28 x 19.5 in.

Weight: 102.2 lbs.

Emulations: Diablo 630, HP LaserJet Plus,

PostScript

In Short: Rated at 1 5 ppm, the AGFA P3400 PS
doesn't skimp on features: a 20MB hard disk in

addition to4MB RAM, 73 PostScript typefaces,

40OKfpi resolution, and excellent print quality.

You'll pay a high price for all these extras, but this

printer is virorth considering if you need the

volume and the quality it Offers.

CIRCLE 396 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PostScript typefaces. Some are stored in

ROM, as is typical with PostScript print-

ers, but the majority reside on a 20MB
hard disk buried inside the printer. Access

to these extra typefaces is easy: all you
have to do is cdl for Korinna, Helvetica

Black, AvantGaide, or Souvenir (among
others), and they will appear on the final

page.

The printer offers the standard interface

options: serial, parallel, and Apple-

Talk/RS-422. There are two 250-sheet in-

put trays, as well as a manual feed slot.

Output can be either faceup or facedown.

The engine is rated at 1 5 pages per min-

ute, but the actual results will depend on

what you jMint. In our PC Labs graphics

speed test, the P3400 PS took 109 sec-

onds—a score achieved by some of the

faster 8-ppm PostScript printers tested in

this roundup. In the text speed test, howev-

er, the faster engine proved its worth and

. hit a stride of 10.5 ppm, making it one of

? the fastest PostScript printers tested.
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The print quality of the P3400 PS is ex-

cellent. Even an unaided eye can see the

difference between 300 and 400 dpi, and

with a magnifying glass the contrast is dra-

matic. Curves are smoother, and the stair-

stepping that usually shows up on italic let-

ters all but disappears. Graphics are sharp

and crisp, with excellent toner coverage of

solid black areas. This printer even makes

good-looking halftone images.

The P3400 has its flaws, however. The
documentation is horrendous: there are

barely 30 pages, with lots of pictures and

skimpy information that is repeated in

French and German. An index would be a

major improvement. The one emulation

choice that’s resident is a curious anachro-

nism: the Diablo 630 daisy wheel.

A LaserJet emulation is supplied on-

disk; it can be made resident on the printer

through an install procedure that puts it on

the printer’s hard disk. The emulation is

good but is of little consequence—few

people are likely to pay this much for a

printer and not use the PostScript mode.

In the end, the AGFA P3400 PS is a

large, heavy-duty PostScript machine with

a price tag to match. If you need better-

than-average print quality, as well as speed

for PostScript text output, and you can af-

ford the price, this is a good one to check.

Brother HL-8e
by M. David Stone

Brother International Corp. has a long his-

tory of making [Minters, but most are daisy

wheel—a nearly dead species. Two years

ago. Brother introduced its first laser print-

er, the HL-8. This year, it offers the

$2,895 HL-8e. As the minor change in

name implies, this new model offers only

incremental improvements. But that’s not

a disparaging comment—the original

HL-8 was good enough to earn PC Maga-
zine's Editor’s Choice in 1988. The HL-8e
is even better.

The original HL-8 offered compatibil-

ity with the HP LaserJet, Diablo 630, Ep-

son FX-80, and IBM Proprinter XL. For

Brother Twinriter users, it also offered a

front-panel menu selection for Twinriter

DP and Twinriter WP emulations. (These

are identical to the Epson FX-80 and Dia-

blo 630 emulations.) The one drawback of

the HL-8 was that the LaserJet compatibil-

ity was limited to the LaserJet Plus level.

TTie HL-8e corrects this oversight, adding

full LaserJet Series II emulation. It also

adds HPGL graphics compatibility, emu-

lating the Hewlett-Packard 7475A plotter.

On PC Labs emulation tests, the printer

performed flawlessly. On our HP L^rJet
compatibility test, the HL-8e proved it

could handle graphics primitives, down-

loadable fonts, macros, and other features

just like the real thing. It even duplicates

such characteristics as not printing in the

nonprinting regions and automatically pro-

ducing a form-feed when switching to

landscape mode.

And the HL-8e’s LaserJet emulation

offers resident fonts that the LaserJet itself

doesn’t. Where the LaserJet is limited to

Brother HL-8e

Fonts & Features

HP LaserJet II

Helvetica Times Courier Line printer

g.g

2:=,o-o 2~.o-o S ysO(oac 0 (b 3C Otaac
GDsrcor^ oQscns =

2 .a 4a 1

O (B 3 J

8/9-point

10-point

12-point

14-point

Scalable

The Brother HL-8e expands on the

LaserJet emulation by adding proprietary

Times and Helvetica fonts.

Courier, Courier Bold, and Line Printer

fonts, the HL-8e offers Broughm (which is

similar to Courier) in 10, 12, and 15

points. Letter Gothic in 8.5 points, Anelia

PS (similar to Times Roman) in 12.5

points, BR-TMS (Times Roman) in 10

points, and BR-HLV (Helvetica) in 10

points. All of these typefaces are available

in portrait and landscape orientation, in

bold or medium weight, and in upright or

italic format. The available character sets

for each font include the standard LaserJet

Roman-8 and the IBM character sets 1 and

2. Most of the fonts are not available to the

printer’s other emulations by software

Copyrighted material



The ea^way to move files between the 5V4 " world ofPCs, and the
31/2" world ofPS/2s, Laptops, and 386s: Sysgen's Bridge family.

Because your PCs, PS/2s, 386 s and

laptops all talk to different floppy disk

sizes and formats, they can become
frustrating islands of information.

For the simplest way to get files back

and forth, just install Sysgenls Bridge

products. Presto: Your different com-
puters can talk to common diskettes.

Sysgen pioneered bridges. Now here

are three ways to simplify your life in

a multi-computer office.

Solution 1: Our
Bridge-File 5.25
floppy disk drive.

A best seller, with over

50,000 installed. Attach it to your PS/2,

and you can read and write files from

PCs. Critics and users alike have raved

about its small footprint, ease of use,

and dual density capacity of360Kb
and 1.2Mb. (IBMls drive is twice

the size, yet stores only one-fourth

the data)

Every PS/2 user deserves this easy

connection to the world ofPCs.

Solution 2: Our Bridge-File 3.5

floppy disk drive.

You get 720Kb
and 1.44Mb capacities.

Connect it to any

PC, and you can read

and write files from

PS/2s, 386s, laptops, and other

316” machines.

Now all your PCs can share files

with your newer systems.

And here’s the ideal controller:

The Onni-Bridge
Controller.

Controls up to four

drives, so you can mix

and match 514", 316", and

floppy tape drives as you need. This

hot card gives you big storage, plus

twice the floppy disk and floppy tape

transfer performance rates! At only

$95, this is a winner.

Get your computers talking.

Call the Sysgen Hotline for the

name ofyour nearest dealer.

1-800-821-2151.

SYSGENINCORPORATED
Trademarts: Sysgea Bridtt-Pile, Sysaen Inc; PS/2-Intem8iion8l Business Machines Cofpontiion.
Registered Ttademark: IBM-International Business Machines Corpomion. 556 Gibraltar Drive, Milpitas, CA 95035
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BROTHER HL-«E

PRIMTERS

LASER PRINTERS

Brother International Corp., 6 Corporate PI..

Piscataway. NJ 08855<}159: (800) 284-2844.

ext, 5337.

Ust Price: $2,895

Dimensions (HWD): 8.5 x 17.75 x 25.5 in.

Weight: 44 tbs.

Emulations: Brother Twinnter. Oiabto 630,

Epson FX-80. HPGL (7475A), HP LaserJet

Senes il, IBM Propnnter XL
in Short: This LaserJet II ciorie lives up to its

promise: it matches LaserJet il behavior on alt the

PC Labs tests, using the same Carx>n engine as
the LaserJet II to ensure good speed arxt good-

looking output The extras the HL-8e throws in

make it slightly higher-pnced than the LaserJet II.

but well worth it.
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command, although you can select them

from the printer’s fent panel. One nice bo-

nus is that the HL-8e can accept font car-

tridges meant for the HP LaserJet.

The HL-8e is built around the same sec-

ond-generation Canon engine found in the

HP LaserJet IL Among other benefits, this

construction makes setup and maintenance

easy. To set up the printer, you unpack it,

open the top, slip in the all-in-one toner

and development cartridge, close the print-

er, and load some paper. Keeping the

printer running consists primarily of re-

placing the cartridge every 4,000 to 5,000

pages.

The Canon engine is known for the

quality of its output, and the HL-8e is true

to form. Text output is superb in all emula-

tions: dark, crisp, and clean, with none of

the copier-quality look that still plagues

many other laser engines. Furthermore,

graphics output is also generally good. In

PC Labs tests the cross-hatched areas,

curved line, and scanned photo closely

matched the capabilities of the printers be-

ing emulated. Alas, this also means that

there are no improvements on the original

.

Some of the patterned areas in HP La.serJet

emulation, for example, are nearly solid

black, as with the LaserJet itself.

The Canon engine is rated at 8 pages

per minute. On the PC Labs text speed

tests, the HL-8e clocked in at a respectable

7.4 ppm in LaserJet II mode. Text speed in

Epson FX and IBM Proprinter XL emula-

tions is a bit slower, at 7 ppm. Times on

the graphics speed tests ranged from about

25 seconds in IBM ProprinterXL mode to

about 31 seconds in HP LaserJet and Ep-

son FX modes.

Paper handling is also a function of the

base engine. The Canon SX has a 200-

page paper tray, an adjustable manual feed

suitable for paper or envelopes, and a face-

down output bin. The printer also accom-

modates an alternative, straight-through

path for envelopes and heavy paper.

The Brother HL-8e is a close twin to the

LaserJet II, but is also a distinct improve-

ment on it. Besides offering solid L^rJet
11 emulation using the same high-quality

laser engine, it offers additional resident

fonts and emulations. Even better, it offers

these extras at about the same price. If

you're looking at the LaserJet, you should

seriously consider the HL-8e instead.

Brother HL-8PS
by M. David Stone

The Brother HL-8PS is a close relative of

both the HL-8, which won Editor’s Choice

last year, and the HL-8e, which is this

year’s improvement on the HL-8. As you

might guess from the name, the HL-8PS is

the PostScript version of the printer—

though it also includes an HP LaserJet II

emulation. All of which is a pretty good

start for a $4,495 printer.

Physically, the HL-8PS is essentially

identical to its siblings. Tbe control panel

is similar. LEDs include a ready light, on-

line indicator, data light, and an alarm

light. You’ll also find the typical laser

printer one-line LCD and assorted mem-
brane buttons.

The eight buttons on the control panel

far outnumber the controls on most laser

printers and even offer two functions in

several cases. Among the choices are emu-

lation (PostScript or HP mode), orienta-

tion (landscape or portrait), copy (for num-

ber of copies), and feeder (paper tray or

manual feed slot). The sheer number of

controls may be overwhelming at first, but

they let you set the most important options

with fewer menu levels, and. in any case.

you’ll soon get used to them.

The HL-8PS performed well on PC
Labs tests. On the PostScript tests. Broth-

er’s own BR-Script proved to be a depend-

able PostScript clone. The 35 resident

fonts—using Brother’s BR-Font—match

the 35 standard PostScript fonts. In HP
mode the printer breezed through the PC
Labs torture test without a hitch.

A particularly nice touch in HP mode is

that all of the printer’s resident fonts are

available to the HP emulation, using the

appropriate HP font commands. Even bet-

ter, because these are scalable fonts, the

HP emulation can use any of the fonts in

Brother HL-8PS

Fonts & Features

PostScript emulalc:

Helvelica Times Courier Line printer

8 9-point

10-point

12'point

14-point

Scalable

HP LaserJet II

Helvetica Times Courier Line printer

8 9-point

tO-point

12-point

14-point

Scalable

The Brother HL-8PS allows you to

access all 35 Postscript tools in

the LaserJet oioris.

any point size. In addition to Roman-8, the

printer supplies the IBM character set 2 in

U.S. and Danish versions.

One notable oversight is that the PC
character set for the built-in fonts leaves

out all of the graphics characters needed

for building boxes and such. Depending

on your applications, this may be an im-

portant drawback. However, Brother sells

font cartridges for $250 to $600 that in-

clude the full IBM character set 2. The
printer will also accept standard HP car-

tridges A through Z as well as download-

able PostScript fonts (note that the car-

tridges are strictly for HP mode). On-
board memory for downloadable fonts is
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It's never been this easy.

Now, you can turn your HP LaserJet

Series II into a PostScript language compat-

ible printer simply by plugging in Pacific

Data Products’ PacificPage cartridge.

That's all. No other add-ins, software or

cables are required.

Immediately start printing PostScript

language output from Ventura Publishen«).

Aldus PageMaker®, WordPerfect 5.0®,

Microsoft Word® as well as many other

graphics and business application software

packages. And PacificPage is compatible

PacificPage ^

the PostScript Language
Compatible Plug-in Cartridge

with IBM® and IBM-compatihles.

PacificPage is the result of the proven

cartridge-based technology-P/oZ/er in a

Cctrlridgc'''', 25 Cartridges in ()neP'*~

from Pacific Data Products and the inno-

vative Po.stScript emulation skills of

Phoenix Technologies, Ltd.

Authorized Dealer:

GOVERNOR INFORMATION PRODUCTS
1 5260 Commerce Drive South
Dearborn, Ml 48120 • (313) 441-4600
1-800-333-2600

CANYON RIBBON AND SUPPLY
1509 East Washington < Phoenix. AZ 85034 • (602) 258-8209

1-800-367-2962

PACIFIC 6404 Nancy Ridge Dr
.
San Dcgo. CA 9212I*<6I9>5520680 FAX (61915620889* PaciftcPage. 25 Cartridges « One', and PtoRern a Cartridge are trademarks

of Pacific Data Products, he PostSergH is a regrstered trademark ol Adobe Systems he nwemiPage is a registered trademark of Ptioena Tecfmologies. Ltd

Cotryreht 1987. 1988 Rtoena Technologtes ltd Another company and product names are trademarks of ffie company o* manufacturer respectmety

Copyright 1989 Pacific Dau Products, he
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'tiet TO Know Our Values”
standard Features: Genuine Intel 386 CPU
High speed enK cache Memory. 2MB System
RAM Memory i 2MB & i 44MB Floppy Disk Drive

2 Serial, 1 Parallel Port 101 Style Enhanced Keyboard •

Full-Size Desktop Case with 220W Power Supply
1 32 bit. 5 16-bit. 2 8 bit Expansion Slots

PC MAX 386DX $2 039 MAX 386DX
33MHz FastCacne bask! SYSTEM 35MHZ East Cache or

iTrue 35MHz CPU) meneM 'Py^cPrcefiasecJcnPageirrehew

'fofCact¥5v«emS500003(Mi

'True 2S^Z CPU'

NOMONITOt MONOir ECA 14' VCA 11
"

SMIMi ZSMha SMiMa ZSIlhi »IIM| ZSMm S>IIH» ZSMht

SASESrSTEII 55i89 W059 $5099 $2 099 $5,509 $2509 $5Xl9 $2TO

MMOtIVE $3,659 $2659 $5,699 $2699 $<K)9 $5.t09 $4509 $5509

lOeWMRVE $3989 $2989 U0I9 $5»9 U459 $5459 im $5659

142MMIVE $4,299 $5289 $4,349 $5549 $4,759 $5759 $4,959 $5959

Standard Features:

Genuine Intel 386 CPU •

1MB RAM Memory on Board 1.2MB Floppy

Disk Drive • 2 Serial. 1 Parallel Port

101-Style Enhanced Keyboard •

Full-Size Desktop Case with 220W Power Supply

$1,439 PC MAX S860X $1,139 PC MAX 386$X
aASCSYS'E'k' 20MHz 16MHZ

(True 2CMHZ CPUi 'True T6MH2 CPU'

'NOilOWTW MON0 12 ” ECAIA” VCA 14
”

20MHZ 16MM 20IIMZ 16MltZ 20liH: 16llt» 2flliHt 16MII{

BASE SYSTEM $1,439 $1139 $1,499 $1199 $1909 $1609 $2109 $1,809

60MB NIVE $2039 $1739 $2i)99 $1799 $2509 S22i:9 $2X9 $2,409

SOM DRIVE $2,189 $1389 $2^49 $1949 $2fi9 $2359 $2859 $2,559

lOeMBDRIVE $2389 $2069 $2,449 i2W $2^59 $2559 $3059 $2759

Standard Features:

512KB RAM Memory on Board
1.2MB Floppy Disk Drive •

2 Serial. 1 Parallel Port • I0i-Style Enhanced
Keyboard • Jr Full-Size Desktop Case •

200W Power Supply

$918 PCMAX2M $768 PC MAX 286

BA5C SYSTEM 1
®MHZ

BA' SvSTEW rr.

NO MONITOR MON0 12 ” EGA 14" VCA 14
‘

16MM2 12Mftt 16MHt 12MhI 16NHZ 12MhZ 16MHI 12Mhl

BASE SYSTEM $ 9« $ 766 $ 978 $ 62S S1388 $1238 $1588 5ld$S

20MI DRIVE $1,178 $1,028 $1i38 S1.X8 $1,648 $1498 $1i« $1698

ROMi DRIVE $1,368 $1,218 $1,428 $1,279 $1,^ $1688 $2i»8 $1388

60W DRIVE $1.5« $1,368 $1^78 $1,428 $1,988 $1838 $2.tt $2,038

OPTIONS
All our PC MAX systems are 10094 compatible with MS DOS.

UNIX. OS/2 and NOVEa operating systems Our technical staff

can develop custom software for your particular needs We also

offer complete networking solutions, including ail necessary
hardware, software and cabling (call for an estimate)

We use only the faster more reliable 1024 X 768 i6-bit Fast

Speed VGA card for the VGA option This card comes with 2S6K
RAM memory which can be upgraded to S12K we offer a wide
selection of VGA monitors from 640 X 480 to 1024 X 768

we also offer ram memory upgrades in a variety of

configurations; several case options, including vertical cases,

mini towers, full, baby, desktops and mini desktops; math co-

processors of a variety of spe^; tape backup systems; modems,
mice, printers, floppy and hard disk drives and other popular
peripherals Please call for our latest up-to-date tow prices.

01949 PC MAX Al nghn merveo

"There are dozens of PC
direct-mail vendors who
want your order
But only a handful

design and manufacture
their own main system
boards as weii as many of
their own add-on cards,

we do.

And few maintain a pro-
fessional technical staff to
help with planning and
customer support,

we do.

Even fewer have offices

in the Orient where many
of the most popular
products and best deals

are made,
we do.

That’s why we can offer
the best investment value
In the PC market today.
A value based on the

industry's leading techno-
logies at an unbeatable price.

So, whether you’re a
corporate buyer or a
single user call today and
get to know our values.”

-McEasnumce.0

SO-Mir MONEY BKK CUtSANTEE
If for arv reason you're not comotetety
satisfied, return the item for a full

refund of the purchase price.

1
-800-777-1288

in CA: 818-888-8880

sales Mon-Fri earn, to 60 m./$at Sam. to 2p m PST

AiourcroducTScarryafulTvear warranty on parts and

laoorAl sales are final Oefectiw items wN be replaced or

reoared at 04 (fscretoi Returns are not accepted nwtn-

out a AM number Al retuned items must haw cner

crgnai oaciogrig 1^ and terms are suiiea to Change

without notce

lotAngciet.CA

Man Office

807S Peering nmx
Canoga Park CA 91504

tef iBiBi 688 8880

Fan 18181885 S509

San FemanOo valley CA

eetaii store

11666 Ventura 8lvd

StuaoCity CA 91604

Tei (B18> 761 8899

Fax <8181 761 8990

San FrandMO. CA New York. NV
west Coast East coast

7687 MHMefWld eo IC 71 SI 44tn Drive

Redwood City CA 94065 LongtsiandC'tv NY moi
W (41SI 565 7700 W i718i 786 7004

Fax I41S) 565 5416 Fax l71Bi 786 7154 ORIHX
VISA MC [>5a)«r Cara money aders ana casTker'scfiecK are wecorre CorrioanYa Derstyacfiecfi, please aiitwtw weeks Corpora^**
dscoui Drees Aivwg costs arwnsuance are ©Ouded Sales tax aocAes to natiie state
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2MB standard, expandable to 6MB.
Because print quality is largely depen-

dent on the printer engine, and because the

HL-8PS uses the same engine as both the

LaserJet II and the Apple LaserWriter II,

it's no surprise that the HL-8PS can match

either of tho.se printers for both text and

graphics quality. Output is excellent, with

graphics retaining details and shading ap-

propriate for each emulation. Text output

is a match for any 300-dot-per-inch laser

printer.

Text speed is also pretty much as ex-

pected for the Canon engine. On PC Labs

text speed tests, the printer scored 7.4

pages per minute both in PostScript mode
and in HP mode. Graphics speed came out

to about 32 seconds for HP mode and an

acceptable 5 minutes 9 seconds for Post-

Script mode.

Setup and maintenance is yet another

positive aspect of the underlying engine.

One of the nicer feahires of the Canon SX
is the all-in-one cartridge for toner and

drum. To set up the Brother HL-8PS, just

remove the packing materials, then load

the cartridge and paper, finally connect the

power cord and computer, and go. You
should note that the cartridge must be re-

placed every 4,000 to 5,000 pages.

Without question, the Brother HL-8PS
is a winner. As a PostScript clone, it offers

as much as the original, with no noticeable

loss in features or quality. In its HP mode,

it offers all the features of the original, with

scalable fonts thrown in for good measure.

The lack of a complete IBM character set 2

is a minor impediment. But at a list price of

$4,495, the HL-8PS is a worthy Edition

to the Brother family even without the

graphics characters.

Camintonn

TurboLaser/PS-PIiis 3
by M. David Stone

If you're having trouble deciding between

a PostScript printer and one that does HP
LaserJet II emulation, you might be inter-

ested in Camintonn Corp.’s TurboLaser/

PS-Plus 3, which does both. For those who
need only PostScript and who find the

$5,695 price too dear, Camintonn's Post-

Script-only version, the TurboLaser/PS, is

$900 less. But the PS-Plus 3 is not just ex-*

pensive—it has a few tough edges as well.

Print quality on the PS-Plus 3 is dark

and crisp, thanks to the Ricoh LP408 1 en-

gine. But be aware that text quality is not

quite a match to the output from a L,aserJet

II; the characters in the Courier typeface

are just a bit thinner than they should be.

However, graphics output in PostScript

mode is superb.

Setting up the PS-Plus 3 is reasonably

straightforward. You simply install the in-

put and output paper Uays, empty two ton-

er cartridges into a toner bin. and drop the

optical photo conductor cartridge into po-

sition.

A noteworthy asset is flexibility in the

choice of connectors. The rear panel sports

three: a DB-9 for either AppleTalk or serial

connection, a DB-25 for serial connection

only, and a 36-pin Centronics connector

for parallel connection. A clearly labeled

rotary switch lets you choose among them.

Connecting the printer is as easy as plug-

ging in your choice ofcable and turning the

switch to the appropriate setting.

Oddly, the only front-panel control is

the on-line/off-line switch. To change em-

ulations, set baud rate, or issue any other

conunand to the printer, you must first cre-

ate a file that contains escape codes, then

print the file or copy it to the printer. Un-

fortunately, this approach will be new to

many users, and the manual does not give

the detailed explanation you'll need if you

don't already understand the technique.

The PS-Plus 3 includes two additional

emulations: Diablo 630 ECS and DEC
LN03. Neither of these is important for

most DOS users. However, Diablo 630

emulation may come in handy if you have

software that predates PostScript and HP
LaserJet printers.

Unfortunately, the printer always

wakes up in LN03 emulation. This means

you have to copy a file to the printer every

time you turn it on. The obvious solution is

Camintonn TurboLaser/PS-Plus 3

Fonts & Features

PostScript

Heivvttca Times Couner Line pnnter

a9-poini imim
io*poini BIHI IHHmi
12-pointmi l||l llll llll
t4-pointml llll llll llll
Scalablem|HHHH llll

HP LaserJet H

Helvetica Times Couner Une pnnter

If S.S &| |S

iifiilllillllifi
6/9-point

10-polnt

12-poinl

14-point

Scalable

The Camintonn TurboLaser'PS-Plus 3

uses Adobe PostScript fonts, which
are accessible in LaserJet mode.

to include a copy command in your AU-
TOEXEC.BAT file, but then you have to

make sure that the printer is on and ready

before you boot up your computer. Ac-

cording to Camintonn, the next revision of

firmware (Version X. 10) will let you
change the default emulation. The new
firmware should be shipping by the time

this issue hits the newsstands.

There’s one problem that the new firm-

ware won’t solve: the printer gives no indi-

cation when it is receiving data. This

means that when printing a time-consum-

ing graphic, for example, you have no way
ofknowing if the graphic is still in progress

or if your system has just crashed.
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CAMINTONN TURBOLASER
PS-PLUS 3

Camifilonn Corp..2332AMcGawAve., Irvine.

CA 927U-4992; (714) 553-0247

Ust Price; S5.695

Dimensions (HWO); 1 5 x 20.25 x 23.5 in.

Weight: 81 lbs.

Emulations: DEC LN03. LN03R. LN03 Plus:

Diablo 630 ECS; HP LaserJet Senes II;

PostScript

In Short: If you need an HP LaserJet II as well as

a PostScnpt pnnter. Camintonn wants you to

have It both ways The PS-Plus 3 offers both

emulations, with DEC LN03 and Diablo 630 ECS
thrown m for good measure PC Labs found

some flaws in the pnnter sent for review, but

Camintonn claims to have fixed most of them with

new firmware
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As a PostScript printer, the PS-Plus 3

offers few surprises. It comes with the 35

standard Adobe (yes, genuine Adobe)

fonts built in, has the expected nonprinting

areas of 0.2 inches to 0.3 inches on each

margin, and obeys PostScript commands
well enough to print the PC Labs text and

graphics samples. Alas, the printer has at

least one flaw in its PostScript personality.

One of the PC Labs PostScript tests polls

the printer for current fonts and other infor-

mation, then prints a status sheet. The PS-

Plus 3 would not print the sheet.

LaserJet II emulation is also less than

exact, but at least one difference is a clear

improvement over the LaserJet II. Rather

than being limited to Courier, Courier

Bold, and Line Printer, the PS-Plus 3 can

use all PostScript fonts—including any

downloaded fonts—while in LaserJet

mode. The sacrifice you’ll have to make

for this feature is that the printer cannot ac-

cept LaserJet downloadable fonts.

On the LaserJet graphics speed test, the

printer crashed so convincingly that it had

F>RiKTERS

LASER PRINTERS

to be turned off and on before it could print

again. A call to (Camintonn confirmed this

as a bug. According to a company repre-

sentative, the problem has been fixed in

the new firmware. In other LaserJet emu-

lation tests, the printer behaved pretty

much as it should. On PC Labs text speed

tests, the printer managed an unremark-

able 6.5 pages per minute for PostScript

mode and 6.3 ppm for LaserJet emulation.

On the graphics speed test, it clocked in at

a slow though not unrea.sonable 15 min-

utes, 47 seconds in PostScript mode.

As tested, the Camintonn TurboLaser/

PS-Plus 3 clearly has serious deficiencies,

most of which Camintonn claims to have

already fixed. But even allowing for the

new fumware, the printer still suffers from

such oversights as its insufficient front-

panel controls, lack of a data receive indi-

cator, and its sometimes spotty manuals.

For $5,695, you’re better off looking else-

where.

Canon LBP-8
MarkUI
by M. David Stone

In a world dominated by the HP LaserJet,

Canon seems to have decided: if you can’t

join ’em, beat ’em. Where other manufac-

turers build LaserJet-compatible printers.

Canon has chosen to go its own way. The

result has been a series of Canon printers

that ate consistendy as good as or better

than, but always slightly different from,

the same-generation LaserJet. The $2,995

LBP-8 Mark III is the latest in that series.

The Mark III is built around the same 8-

page-per-minute Canon engine that you’ll

find in the HP LaserJet II and the Canon

LBP-8 11. Among the benefits of that en-

gine are its speed and print quality. Its per-

formance in the Mark III is true to form, at

47 seconds on the PC Labs graphics speed

test and 7.3 ppm on the text speed test—in

both cases, a tad slower than the LaserJet

IID reviewed in this issue. Print quality is

superb: text is dark and crisp, and graphics

are even better.

On the PC Labs graphics speed test, the

Mark HI retained far more detail in the

scanned photo than most other printers,

and it yielded finer disUnctions than the

LaserJet II. Apparently, Canon knows
some secrets about controlling its engine

that HP has yet to learn, and it has incorpo-

rated that knowledge into the Canon Print-

er System Language (CaPSL).

fhe Mark Ill’s most interesting new
feature is a suite of nine built-in scalable

fonts. These include three typefaces:

Dutch (Times Roman), Swiss (Helvetica),

and Symbol. Dutch and Swiss come in

medium, medium italic, bold, and bold

italic. Symbol matches the PostScript

Symbol typeface and includes such hard-

to-find characters as the three-dot symbol

for “therefore" that you learned in high

school geometry. And, if nine scalable

fonts aren’t enough foryou. Canon offers a

$295 font card with 22 additional scalable

Canon LBP-8 Mark III

Fonts & Features

Canon LBP-a Mark III

Helvetica Times Courier Line printer

S

6 9-point

10-point

12-poinl

Scalable

Diablo 630

Helvetica Times Courier Line pnnter

ii

1 j|l lllliD£W3 msens msuSs

89-poini HHmimi
10-point im 1111
12-point H|||HI 1111 1111 1111
14-poinl mimi 1111
Scalable HH 1111 1111

The Canon LBP-8 Mark ill otfars nine

built-in fonts that are scalable from 1 to

27 points.

kr is i

lill IillsililiS

fonts—giving you very nearly the same

font choices as a typical PostScript printer

(minus Palantino and a scalable Courier)

for just under $3,300 list price.

The scalable fonts work much as they

do in a PostScript printer. You can specify

any size between I and 1 27 points, and any

orientation. In addition, you can modify

each font with such enhancements as out-

line, shadow, fill (with a pattern), shading

(with the background shaded), reverse

printing (black background with white

text), and various combinations of these,

such as outline plus shadow.

When using the scalable fonts, the

LBP-8 Mark HI generates characters on

IQ] PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1989



FIYESTAR COMPUTERS.
SMART PRICE. GUTSY PERFORMANCE.

RISK-FREE SUPPORT.
At FIVESTAR we know you're not just buying; a computer, you're buying; the whole company.

What happens after you make the decision is just as important as the decision it.self. That's why we
include on-site G E Computer Service, shipping within 7'2 hours, a 30-day money-hack guarantee,

a toll-free customer support hotline, and our promise of 100% customer .satisfaction.

Price, performance and customer support worthy of the FIVESTAR name.

Model 333
Intel an' runninjl at 33 HMHz
lundmark vl.l »58.I MHz
MMB <if 32-Bil KAM cxpandahlc to IhMK

tmtd H2385 Cache- Controller with 32KB
.litalic RAM
HihdJinv KAM OplH>n for Vklvo and BIOS

jmclitdcd

Imtd «KW-33 and Wl-:iTEK 3167 SiKkcl

uOual Floppy Dual Hard Drive Conlnrllcr

tfwith I:l Inlerlcas-e

11. .2MB 5.25” or 1.44MB 3.5” Floppy Driw

(ftnls: I Serial. 1 Parallel. 1 Game
>l"lock Calendar with Battery Backup

I i KxpansHHi Sk)ts: one 32-Bit.

-/nx-e Ifi-BiC two 8-Bit

I • Drive Rays • 3 Exposed. 2 Internal

flStHi \tolt ASTFX* Rrwer Supply

TAnltanad HH -Key Keyboard

Model 325
• Intel 8(t:i86-25 Cin’ running at 25 8 MH/
• Landmark vl.l»41.8 MHz
• IMBof 32-Rit KAM cxp.mdahle to 1«'>MB

• Intel 82185 Cache Controller with 32KB
Static RAM

• Shadow RAM Option f<*r Video and BIOS
included

• Intel 8l):W7-25 and VVEITEK 3167 Socket

• Dual Floppy Dual Hard Drive Controller

with 1:1 Interleave

• 1.2MB 5.25” or 1.44MB 3.5" Hopp)- Dnw
• Dirts: 1 Serial. 1 l^rallel. 1 C>ame

• Clock Calendar with Battery Backup
• 8 Expansion Slots: one 32'kil.

five 16-Rit. two 8-Bil

• 5 Driw Bays - 3 Exposed. 2 Internal

• 200 Wat! ASTEC Diwvr Supply

• Enhanced llH-Key Keyboard

Model 320
• Intel WK186-20 CK' running at 20 8.MHz
• Undmark vl.l =33.4 MHz
• 1MB of 32-Rit RAM expandable to 16MB
• Intel 82^185 Cache Controller with 32KB
Static RAM

• Shadow RA't Option for Video and BIOS
included

• Intel 80:t87-20 and WTHTEK 3167 SKTkel

• Dual Hopp\- Dual Hard Drive CiKitmllcr

with 1:1 Interleave

• 1.2MB 5.25” or 1.44MB 3.5” Floppy Drtw
• Dnts; 1 Serial. 1 l^rallel. I Game
• CliK'k Calendar w-ith Battery Backup
• 8 Expansion Slots; one 32-Bit.

fiw iri-Bit. two 8-Bit

• 5 Driw Bays - 3 Exposed. 2 Internal

• 200 Watt ASTEC Riwer Supply

• Enhanced BH-Ke>- Kc>-hoard

Model 316
• Intel 80.386-16 CI’C running at 16 8 .MHz

• Landmark V 1. 1=20.1 MHz
• IMB of 32-Hil RAM expandable to loMB
• Shadow RAM Option fi>r Video and BIOS
included

• Intel 80287-8 .Math Co-IVocc.-wuir Sicket

• Dual Floppy- IHial Hard Dnw Cimtroller

with 1:1 interleave

• 1.2MB 5.25” or 1.44MB .33" Hoppy Driw
• Dirts: I Serial. 1 Parallel. 1 (iame

• Clock Calendar with Battery' Backup
• 8 Expan.sion Slots; one 32-Bit

fiw 16-Hit lw-o8-Bil

• 5 Dnve Bays - 3 Exposed. 2 Internal

• 200 Watt ASTl-X* Diwer Supply

• Enhanced l!>l-Kcy KeyNard

FIVESTARCOMPUTERS
by Zodiac Technologies

CIRCLE 319ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Model 333
Hard Driw Capacity

Video

Combos
60MB 90.MH

ESDI
150MB
ESDI

320MB
F^DI

14" MONO $3803 $ 4349 $46(K} $5149

14 ' EGA $4143 $4689 $4943 $5489

14 VGA $4285 S483I $5085 $5631

Model 320
Hard Drive Capacity

Video

Combos
60MB 90MB

ESDI
150MB
ESDI

320MB
ESDI

14" MONO $2503 $3m9 $3300 $3849

14' EGA $2843 $3389 $3643 $4189

14
" VGA $2985 $3531 $3785 $4331

Model 325
Hard Drive Capacity

Video

Combos
BOMB 90MB

ESDI
150MB
ESDI

320MB
F^DI

14 " MONO $3103 $.3649 $3903 $4449

14 EGA $3443 $3989 $4243 $4789

14” VGA $.3585 $4131 $4385 $4931

Model 316
Hard Driw Capacity

Video

Combos
BOMB 90MB

ESDI
150MB
ESDI

320.MB
ESDI

14" MONO $2203 $ 2749 $3003 $3549

14" EGA $2543 $3089 $3343 $3889

14' VGA $2685 $3231 $3485 $4031



PRINTERS

LASER PRINTERS

the fly, by way of its built-in 32-bit Nation-

al Semiconductor NS32CGI6 micro-

processor. A font cache feature uses the

printer’s RAM to store the most recently

generated fonts, so they can be reused

without needing to be regenerated. The

printer comes with I.SMB minimum
RAM, expandable to 4.5MB.

In addition to its scalable fonts, the

Mark III has several bitmapped Courier

fonts: 10-pitch medium, bold, italic, and

IS-pitch medium—the equivalent of Line

Printer in the HP. The bitmapped fonts are

included in both portrait and landscape ori-

entations. Canon also sells three cards with

bitmapped fonts to provide full software

compatibility with the LBP-8 II. If you al-

ready have an LBP-8 II, however, you

can't use your old font cartridges in the

Mark Ill’s two slots. The company says it

switched to the new cards because the new

cards can hold more fonts than the old car-

tridges.

Of course, none of these features will

do much good unless you have software to

support them. In the past, Canon printers

have suffered from lack of widespread

support. The company has been working

to change this situation. According to

Canon, support for the Mark III is solid:

application heavyweights such as Micro-

soft, WordPerfect, and Lotus are among

the companies that have promised Mark III

drivers for roughly SO packages. Especial-

ly interesting, considering the printer’s po-

tential for desktop publishing, are forth-

coming drivers for GEM as well as for

Windows2.l

.

For those packages that don’t have spe-

cific drivers for the Mark III, the printer

will act like an LBP-8 II for text and graph-

ics. If all else fails, you can fall back on the

built-in Diablo 630 ECS emulation. Canon
has also promised plug-in card options for

IBM Proprinter and DEC LN03 Plus emu-

lations. And a plug-in Adobe PostScript

option is due out by the end of 1989 at a

price not yet determined.

If the LBP-8 Mark III sounds appeal-

ing, check before buying to make sure that

the features you most want are fully sup-

ported in your favorite software. As it

stands now, the Mark III is an intriguing

printer with a lot of potential. If Canon de-

livers on all its promises—or even most of

them—the printer may well become a

clear winner.

Desktop Laser Beam
by Tony Rizzo

Desktop Systems’ Desktop Laser Beam is

a simple model that does one thing and

does it well. But its $1 ,995 price doesn’t

just buy solid HP LaserJet Series II emula-

tion. You’ll get 5I2K RAM and software

that includes LaserPlolter, a multiplotter

emulation package. And that’s not all

—

132 Bitstream soft fonts are thrown into

the deal.

Desktop Systems is a subsidiary of

Everex and sells the Desktop Laser Beam
printer directly to dealers. The basic print-

er is manufactured by Tokyo Electronics

Corp. (TEC), which is also responsible for

designing and building the printer’s en-

gine.

Although not exactly a well-known en-

tity, the TEC engine served as the founda-

tion for four other printers reviewed here:

the Epson EPL-6000, the Mannesman Tal-

ly 905, the NCR 6435, and Spear Technol-

ogy’s Desktop Laser Printer. All five offer

high-quality output at a little faster than 5

pages per minute on the PC Labs text

speed test. At prices ranging from $1 .355

for Spear’s model, to $2,395 for NCR’s,

these TEC-based printers are just about the

least expensive lasers around. Besides

their price tags and slight speed differ-

ences, what differentiates these printers

from each other is the caliber of their La-

serJet emulations. Some coasted through

our PC Labs torture tests without a bump,
while others crashed on macros.

The Desktop Laser Beam’s HP Laser-

Jet Series II emulation performed flawless-

ly. The printer’s three resident fonts ate the

typical Courier, Courier Bold and Line

Printer. The Laser Beam also supports the

256-character set, allowing each font to

provide four different symbol sets, the

IBM graphics set among them. Fonts are

selectable directly from the front panel.

Setting up the printer takes less than 5

minutes from box to startup: you can book
it up either through a standard Centronics

Desktop Laser Beam

Fonts & Features

1 0-point

12-polnt

14-point

Scalable

HP LawrJeUl

Helvetica Times Courier Line printer

i| k| as

SSdi^ sssi

Tt>e Desktop Laser Beam comes with

Bitstream fonts but also accepts HP-
compatible font cartridges and soft fonts.

8-bit parallel port or through a serial RS-

232C/RS-422A connection.

Print quality is very good and will cer-

tainly satisfy most users’ needs. The TEC
engine doesn’t seem quite up to Canon in

quality, but it’s close. In text speed tests,

the Laser Beam scored at just under its 6-

page-per-minute rating.

The printer comes standard with 5I2K
of memory, expandable to 4.5MB. Ac-

cording to Desktop Systems, the Desktop

Laser Beam is alra compatible with the

Everex PostCard Plus, a $1,795 board

with 35 resident Bitstream fonts and 3MB
of on-board memory for PostScript com-

patibility. If you think PostScript might be

in your future, this board is a terrific op-

tion.

The control panel is divided into two

sections. The first has the usual on-line/

off-line, reset/continue, and manual feed

switches, as well as a paper mode switch

that adjusts the printer to standard or heavi-
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IFYOirREIOOKIIIGTOBIIY
AGREATCOMPUfER,

READrWnNEPRMTHRSH

HEADSamm
Call toll-free . .

.

t-soo-m-isss. tofind

the dealer nearest you or

for more Information

about the Headstart III"

and ourfull line ofad-

vancedcomputer systems.

EDITOR’S PICK

it
TOP CHOICE

“...among brand-

name systems,

the Headstart III

is an uncommonly
good buy.”

HOMEOFFICECOMPUTING.
AUGUST, 1989

“If it sounds
like we’re

raving about

this machine
we are.”
COMPUTER BUYERS
GUIDE. 1989

‘The

Headstart III

is about as

close to a no-

hasslePC
/ as I’ve seen.”

I
LOS ANGILES TIMES.

I N0VEMBER24. 1388

fr4Tt!!in

“...It’s

hard to

imagine

a better
* choice.”

PC WORLO,

JUNE. 1989

!-
Ur

“Using a

Headstart III

is almost as

easyas

plugging it in.

commRmiLO
MAGAZINE. MAY. 1989

"I'd definitely

recommend this

machine to

anyone who's

considering an

AT-class

compatible."

amVTESKMAGAZm.
SEPTEMBER. 1389

“The amount of

software included

with the Headstart

III is amazing . .

.

a system witt)

sof^are and
hardware extras

that far outweigh

its price tag.”

INFOWOHLD
AUGUST. 1989

SPECIFICATIONS

IKED: 12MHE/8SwiKhiblt
UQt' Aaard

WUMMIIilMqabvle
OMNDAMC TO: 3 meeabrlH
PtnVEIISOmr: KS waits

110/270 s>>r>(cn«bi«

KETMMO: 101 kay PS/2

C9np<i>bie

MAfMCSiVt^AAutOSync
nOPPVOMVCS:oneb2S'12

iMagabyia. ont 3 S' 1 44

NmSo&M: 32 1 megtayie. 2S
mlirtaconilt. 1 I intiriMM

•WaM NfTBlMCO : Paralltl.

2 RS232sa>iai. mouM, mtiick

EXMMMMnon : 3 waiiiM
MOUSE; Standard

lOfTWIME; 0OS33 GWBbmc.
HMdSun Adirancad

Environmarn floppv Ornar.

rramawotk M. 3 0G'i(4<Kt. ATI

md Compuiar^EaM Iuio»il

Softwart. XTrM Hard disk

mtcttoa. r\ibli$t>-ii I OiattmatiM

2000.^aah. VGA parni

pragrarn. Bookmark, pluk Twat
and Shout

Built to be compatible with you7‘

HtAOStART ADVANCED OPCUTlNGENVIRONMENTit a tridtmark of HaadStanltchnelooiai. Co CHaadStanlKhnoiogitt.Co.idnriiioroiNonhAmericanPhiiipjCofporaiiort IBMaairadamarkoilmarrkitionaiButineuUaetnnaiCorpMSPOSSSandG/WBASICara
cradamarki ol MicroaofL Inc rfUMEWOfKUitatradamarkof Ashlon-Tata 3-0 GRAPHICS it a iradamark ol hHipaciivB KOPPV DRIVER <« a uadamarkolCorKapiWhnoiogiat x THEE is a trademark of EiacuiivaSyttems Inc SPLASHitsatradarnarkofSpmnakaSotrwara

Corporation COMPUTER«EASE <% a trademark of Artakis Tachnoknias CHESSMASIER 2000. MAVtS BEACON TEACHES TYPING and TWIST & SHOUT are iiadamaru ol SoHwara Toolworks. Inc HOW TO USE YOUR PC n a trademark of Amanean Training imamaironal

BOOKMARK it a tradarnarkolIntallrtofllrRarriaiionai PUeuSH-lTa a trademark olTimaworkt.ltK AllfligntsHatarw) HEAOSTAFn TECHNOLOGIES. CO 40 CuiterM.li Road Sune 438. Great Naek. New YM 11021
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PRINTERS

LASER PRINTERS

M
FACT FILE

Desktop Systems Inc . 48431 MHmontDr..

Fremont. CA 94538; (800)444-5321.(415)683-

2727 Of 4725,

List Price: $1 .995: optional PostScript board,

$1,795; Dtablo630. Epson FX-80 Plus. IBM
Propnnter XL in emulation cartridges. $199 each.

Dimensions (HWD): 8.25 x 1 6.5 x 24.75 in.

Weight; 35.3 lbs

Emulations: Resident: HP LaserJet Senes II;

oo-disk: Diablo 630. Epson FX-SO Plus. Epson

MX-eO. IBM Propnnter XL. NEC 3550. NEC
5510. NEC 7710, Qume Spnnt 5.

in Short: A simple, straightforward HP LaserJet

II dorre that gets the job dor>e. The pnnter comes
with 132 HP-compatible soft fonts from

Bitstream; you can also buy optkxtal emulation

cartridges. Overall .
an excellent buy deserving

serious consideratkxi

.

CIRCLE 423ON READER SERVICE CARO

er stock paper. The second section is a bit

more complicated and allows front-panel

control of a variety of functions. These in-

clude selecting internal, cartridge, or soft

fonts, setting paper size, toggling the

warning buzzer on/off, and selecting an

emulation. Unfortunately, the membrane
switches don't always respond to touch,

often requiring three or four presses.

Add up the Desktop Laser Beam’s 132

bundled soft fonts and top-flight HP Laser-

Jet compatibility, and you've got an excel-

lent de^ at less than $2,000. If you're

looking for simplicity at a fair price, take a

closer look at this one.

Epson EPL-6000
by Bruce Brown
Epson hasn't had a page printer on the

market for a while, but the company’s new
laser printer, the EPL-6000, is a welcome

addition. Based on Tokyo Electric Coip. 's

6-page-per-minute laser engine, this

$1 ,899 page printer is well priced and well

positioned to give the HP LaserJet Series II

a close race.

The EPL-6000’ s standard emulation is

the HP LaserJet II, including the HP’s

standard Courier, Courier Bold, and Line

Printer fonts in both portrait and landscape

orientations. While you give up extra resi-

dent fonts with printers that ate true HP
compatibles, the EPL-6000 goes further

than many with its compatibility: it’s able

to use stock HP or third-party plug-in font

cartridges, as well as downloaded soft

fonts. Our testing showed the EPL-6000 to

be entirely faithful to the HP standard, un-

like some of the other TEC-based printers

reviewed here.

If you run software that doesn’t recog-

nize the HP, or if you’re just an Epson loy-

alist, you can buy an Epson FX series emu-

lation cartridge for $129—not a bad price

for extending your software compatibility

reach as wide as the FX extends. Still, Ep-

son would do well to include this caitridge

with the printer, the extra value might help

to distinguish this model from others in

this price range.

The EPL-6000 is a modem-looking
smallish unit, measuring 8.25 by 24 by 16

inches (HWD with the paper cassette at-

tached) and weighing 36 pounds. Parallel

Centronics and 25-pin serial interfaces are

both standard.

A simple selector lets you choose be-

tween facedown and faceup paper deliv-

ery. The exit tray for the straight-through

paper path is clumsy-looking but effective.

The standard paper cassette can hold up to

150 sheets of legal- or letter-size paper.

You can also feed single sheets or enve-

lopes manually ftom the top of the cassette

without removing it from the printer, a

convenient arrangement similar to that

Epson EPL-6000

Fonts & Features

HP La^rJe^l

Helvetica Times Courier line pnnter

t
! kz kl
I s vll s s vii

8 9-point HHHHmi
10-point miml 1111 1111
12-poini mimlimmi
14-poini!mimlmi
Scalablem|HH 1111 1111

The Epson EPL-6000 accepts HP-
compatible font cartridges and soft fonts.

used by Hewlett-Packard.

The EPL-6(XX) scored a respectable 5 .4

ppm on PC Labs text speed tests. Charac-

ter and graphics printing resolution were

both fine, though not as dark as with the

HP LaserJet II. There’s a simple dial to in-

crease print density, but even with the dial

cranked all the way up, the blacks weren’t

quite black.

Standard memory on the EPL-6(XX) is

512K, An $899 optional memory board

adds an extra 2MB; that board can be up-

graded to a max of 4MB with third-party

memory chips from Toshiba, Okidata, or

Motorola.

The EPL-6000’s control panel, located

on a forward-canted protrusion on the case

front, uses membrane buttons, LED indi-

cators, and a 16-character LCD display.

Epson calls its panel<ontrolled menu sys-

tem “SelecType,” just as it does with its

dot matrix printers. Using the menu sys-

tem is straightforward; it’s especially easy

if you use the manual or the convenient

quick reference card.

One problem with Tokyo Electric

Corp.’s laser engine is that you have to

mess with several consumable supplies.

However, installing and then replacing

consumable supplies isn’t tough at all with

the EPL-600()^verything fits well and

EPSON EPL-6000

Epson America Inc., 2780 Lomita BNd..

Torrance, CA 90505: (800) 922-891 1

.

List Price: $1 .899; Epson FX emulation

cartridge. $129-

Dimensions(HWD):8-25 x 24x 16<n.

Weight: 36 bs.

Emulations: Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Senes II

In Short: Epson's new HP LaserJet Senes
li-compatible laser pnnter is an attractive, low-

cost 6-ppm page pnnter aJterrrative from a m^or
pnnter vendor. Add Epson FX series compatibiiity

for a mere $1 29, and you have the best of both

worlds. With Its deep dealer discountir>g, you're

likely to fuxl that this pnnter can be a very good
buy.

CIRCLE 407ON READER SERVICE CARO
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P.O. BOX 2000

uaniy Service

Gateway 2000’s quality standards set us apart from our Gateway 2000’s service policies are the best in the industry,

mpetition. From the top quality name brand components used We stand behind all of our systems with a 30 Day Money Back

our systems to the painstaking quality assurance tests we Guarantee and a 1 Year Warranty. We also offer Lifetime

D on our machines, you are guarantee a top quality computer. Toll-Free Technical Support, and Free Federal Express Ship-

ur complete line of computer systems are hand built in our ping of replacement parts. If our technicians can't solve your

ctory located just outside Sioux City, Iowa. State of the art problems over the phone or Fed-X you a solution we can dispatch a

±nology is u^ to provide you with a combination of perform- technician to most locations to provide Free On Site Service,

ce, compatibility, and reliability that few vendors can match. Our policies are great, but it's our people that really set us apart

He customer recently wrote: “The quality ofyour work is from the competition. Look at what our customers write:

mplary andfrankly has made a lot ofothersjealous because "Thank you very muchfor kind attention and help. I am
ty bought systems which were comparable in quality but with highly recommendingyour corporation to colleaguesforyour

price Mfference"—Gex)tg,e Syty. quality and sen'ice”—Herbert Markley.

“I've always heardyourforte is customer service, and now you

have definitely proven it to me”—Jose De Jesus.

, , “I am really glad I chose Gateway 2000"—htry Ijinghnd.

. “Ifeelcompelled to expressmygratitude toyourcompanyfor the

impeccable service and support I received”—Ao(itt\V/6smiim.

“It is a pleasure indeed, to work with a computer sales

company that exhibits a genuine desire to satisfy the customer’’—^ .
Rod
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I
This is where it all comes together. Price

We founded Gateway 2000 on this farm located near Sioux

City, Iowa to provide top quality computers at unbeatable prices

with uncompromising service after the sale. No other company

offers you the combination of Price, Qualily, and Service that

we do. We want you to be completely satisfid with your decision to

purchase a Gateway 2000 computer system, and you have our

personal pledge that you will be. We look forward to you joining

our thousands of satisfied customers, and establishing a long

lasting business relationship.

Sincerely;

Ted Waill'

President

Norm Waill Jr.
''

Vice President

Gateway 2000 offers the most aggressive prices in the industry.

We offer fully loaded machines for the same price as most

vendor’s stripped down models. One customer wrote Tm surprised

that the computer media haven’t mentioned anything about your

prices relative to the rest You don't merely edge them out you

blow them mvay"—Clarence Larson. Look at our prices on the

back page of this ad, shop around, compare apples to apples,

then call Gateway 2()00’s knowledgeable sales staff to discover the

GATEWAY DIITERENCE. 7 chose Gateway after much

research because Ifell that the product was the best valuefor the

money and the sales staff was very patient with my never ending

list ofquestions and and inquiries”— Lazan.



I Meg RAM
1.2 Meg SW" Drive

1.44 Meg 3.5" Drive

80 Meg 28ms Drive

16 Bit VGA Board

14" Multisynch Monitor

1 Parallel & 2 Serial Ports

101 Key Keyboard

MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01

$2995.00
Upgrade to 4 Megs $400
64K Cache Add $250

2 Megs RAM
1.2 Meg S'A" Drive

1.44 Meg 3.5" Drive

40 Meg 28ms Drive

16 Bit VGA Board

14" Multisynch Monitor

I Parallel & 2 Serial Ports

101 Key Keyboard

MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01

$2395.00

80286-12 Processor

2 Megs RAM

1.2

Meg 5'/4" Drive

1

.44

Meg 3.5" Drive

40 Meg 28ms Drive

16 Bit VGA Board

14" Multisynch Monitor

1 Parallel & 2 Serial Ports

101 Kev Keyboard

MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01

$2195.00

4 Megs RAM

1.2

Meg 5'/4" Drive

1

.44

Meg 3.5" Drive

150 Meg 16.5ms ESDI Drive

16 Bit VGA Board

14" Multisynch Monitor

1 Parallel & 2 Serial Ports

101 Key Keyboard

MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01

$3995.00
64K Cache Add
$500

GATEWAY 2000 • P.O. BOX 2000
SERGEANT BLUFF. IOWA 51054
|800-523-2000 • 712-943-2000

FAX 7 1 2*943«2023
I

Due u /Me ntol/irv in l6r DRMM nuntrl, aOpncei an atbftct to i hotige.

80286-16 Processor

2 Megs RAM

1.2

Meg 5'/4" Drive

1

.44

Meg 3.5" Drive

40 Meg 28ms Drive

16 Bit VGA Board

14" Multisynch Monitor

I Parallel & 2 Serial Ports

101 Key Keyboard

MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01

$2295.00

64K Cache RAM
4 Megs RAM

1.2

Meg 5'/4" Drive

1

.44

Meg 3.5" Drive

150 Meg 16.5ms ESDI Drive

16 Bit VGA Board

14" Multisynch Monitor

1 Parallel & 2 Serial Ports

101 Key Keyboard

MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01

$5495.00

Gas Plasma Display Screen

2.6 Megs RAM
1

.44

Meg 3.5" Floppy Drive

External Port for 514" Drive

40 Meg 28ms Hard Drive

I Parallel & 1 Serial Port

Expansion Slot ( 16 Bit)

External EGA Monitor Port

84 Key Keyboard

MS DOS 3.3 Installed

$2995.00

80286-20 Processor

2 Megs RAM

1.2

Meg 5'4" Drive

1

.44

Meg 3.5" Drive

40 Meg 28ms Drive

16 Bit VGA Board

14" Multisynch Monitor

1 Parallel & 2 Serial Ports

101 Key Keyboard

MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01

$2395.00
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locks in easily. Toner cartridges cost just

$29. According to Epson, the first is good

for just 750 pages, but subsequent car-

tridges are rat^ at 1 ,500 sheets each. Ev-

ery 10,000 pages, you must replace the

photoconductor drum and charger unit,

which together cost $149.

The EPL-6000 is designed to print

3,000 sheets a month. The total life expec-

tancy is 5 years or 300,000 sheets, which-

ever comes first.

1 like the Epson EPL-6000. It was easy

to set up and ran just as expected, yielding

true HP emulation. The lack of absolute

blacks is its only drawback. The EPL-

6000 should compete well with similarly

equipped printers because of its name rec-

ognition, wide dealer and service center

network, and the possibility of increasing-

ly deeper discounts. So in the end, your

choice is between Epson’s model and the

HPoriginal. You'll pay a few hundred dol-

lars more for HP, but the extra dollars will

buy you higher speed and the proven fa-

vorite. But don’t forget Epson’s FX emu-

lation when making your choice—if you

need it, you can’t get it from HP yet.

FortisDP600P
by Bruce Brown
While some vendors—such as Brother and

Camintonn—are offering combined Post-

Script- and HP LaserJet Il-compatible

printers, Fbrtis Information Systems keeps

them separate in two similar models.

Fortis’s $4,499 DP600P PostScript

compadble shares much with the DP600S
(also reviewed here). In terms of construc-

tion, size, and weight, the Fortis DP600P
is identical to its non-PostScript sibling.

The DP600P breaks away from the

DP6(X)Ss’s mold with a 32-bit, 4-mips

Weitek RISC raster image processor to

handle the PostScript-compatible page de-

scription language code, which is stored in

I.SMB of ROM chips. The additional

3MB of user-accessible RAM is 1MB
more than the absolute minimum 2MB for

PostScript-like printers, but users who
need 4MB will be disappointed: the

DP600P has no memory expansion op-

tions. The PostScript emulator used in the

DP600P is the Qume CrystalPrint Publish-

er, Revision 2.(32.

Rated at 6 pages per minute, the

DP600P scored slightly above spec at 6.01

ppm in the PC Labs text spe^ test. Its

speed on the graphics speed test was even

more impressive. Emulating an Apple

Fortis DP600P

Fonts & Features

PostScript emulator

Helvtllca TimM Courier Line printer

appoint

tCFpoInt

12-polnt

14-point

Scalable

The Fortie DP600P comes with the

standard 35 PostScript fonts.

LaserWriter 0, the DP600P printed the

graphics speed test image in just 1 1 1 sec-

onds, which is actually better than many 8-

ppm-rated printers.

No other printer emulations are avail-

able, nor are any font cards for sale. The
DP600P comes with the standard Post-

FORTIS DP600P

FACT RLE

Fortis Information Systems Inc., 6070
Rickenbacker Rd.. Commerce. CA 90040: (213)

727-1227,

Ust Price: $4,499

Dimensions (KWD): 9.25 x 1 5.5 x 1 3.5 in.

Weight: 35 bs.

Emulations: Apple LaserWriter II. PostScnpl

In Short: The Fortis DP600P is a PostScript-

compatible Casio-engine page printer rated at 6
ppm. With 35 resident fonts, 3MB of RAM, and
1 .5MB of ROM. the DP600P is well equipped and
doesn't take up lots of ^>ace. The DP600P
slightly exceeded its rating in our speed tests aryj.

at $4,499. is a good value.

CIRCLE 406ON READER SERVICE CARO

Script panoply of 35 fonts. The basic font

types inclu^ Courier. Dutch, fTC Avant

Garde Gothic, ITC Bookman, New Cen-

tury Schoolbook, Swiss, Symbol, Zapf

Calligraphic, Zapf Chancery, and Zapf

Dingbats, the latter a collection ofsymbols

and graphics elements.

The DP6(X)P has four standard inter-

faces. In addition to the standard parallel

Centronics and DB-25 RS-232 serial inter-

face ports, it has an AppleTalk port. As on

the DP600S, the DB-2S serial port can be

set to operate as an RS-422 serial device

port.

Small, inexpensive, fast: the Fortis

DP6(K)P has the right formula for a Post-

Script-compatible printer. And with 3MB
of standard RAM, the deal looks even bet-

ter. Ifyour needsmn to desktop publishing

and both your wallet and your desktop are

small, take a second look at the Fortis

DP600P.

Fortis DP600S
by Bruc« Brown
For $2,500 less than the DP6(K)P, Fortis

offers its DP600S, an HP LaserJet U-com-
patible liquid-crystal-shutter page printer

that sells for$l,999. Like its higher-priced

sibling, the DP6(K)S won’t bury your bud-

get or throw any unwanted surprises in

your direction.

The DP6(X)S is a pretty good deal. The
list price includes a toner unit with three

toner cartridges—good for a rated total of

6,(XX) printed pages—as well as a 6,(X)0-

page d^m set and a lOO-sheet letter-sized

paper tray. A replacement toner kit costs

$99, and a new dnim lists for $ 1 29, so plan

on spending $228 on supplies every 6,000

pages or so. According to Fortis, some us-

ers find they don’t have to replace the pho-

toconductive drum until a full 10,000

pages have been printed, stretching the

deal even further.

The page-printing engine in the

DP600S is a (^io liquid-crystal-shutter

(LCS) dry electrophotography system rat-

ed at 6 pages per minute, with a maximum
resolution of 300 by 3(X) dots per inch.

Emulating the LaserJet II, the DP6(X)S

scored 5.8 ppm on the PC Labs text speed

test—very close to the design rating and

only a page or so slower than die actual

performance of many 8-ppm-rated page

printers.

The DP600S is a tme LaserJet II com-

patible, with no resident fonts added to the

LaserJet’s sparse Courier Bold and Medi-
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um and its Line Printer typefaces; it is ca-

pable of printing in both portrait and land-

scape orientation. As with the HP unit, the

DP600S can use optional font cartridges,

although it is not plug compatible with ac-

tual HP cartridges. Six single-font car-

tridges offer typefaces that correspond to

HP fonts; they are available for $139 each,

and a two-font Microsoft cartridge (com-

patible with the HPZ cartridge) costs$239.

This Fortis printer can accept emulation

cards to add compatibiUty with other print-

ers—something HP machines can’t do yet.

Emulation cards for Epson FX, IBM Pro-

printer, and HPGL (HP 7475A Plotter-

compatible) identities cost a reasonable

$139 each. A Diablo 630 emulation card

costs a mere $79, probably in response to

reduced demand.

The Fortis prints beautifully as a char-

*WCKUPDISK

& Avery Laser Labels

i Avery LabelPro™

Software for IBM

PCs offers an easy

waytoprtxiuce

professional-

looking labels and

transparencies from

your HP LaserJet*

or PostScript®

compatible laser printers. labelPro features

include:

• Preset layouts for Avery Laser Labels

• Scaleable fonts, borders & clip art

• Imports dBASE'and WordPerfect*

• Free Avery Laser Labels &
Ihuisparencies in each box.

Ask for LabelPro Software by product code

#5100 from your local office

products and computer dealer

or caU 1-800-535-3232 exL 30

for further information.

AVERY

Avery laser SuppUes

Order these Aery Laser supplies h’ produa code number

Product Label Size Labels Per Sheets Per

Code H X w Sheet Package

LabelPro Software

5100 Laser Label Software

Laser Transparencies

5182 a'/&'xir 50

5282 8l^*xir 20

5160 rx2H' 30 100

5161 rx4' 20 100

5162 1'/5'x4’ 14 100

5163 2*x4’ 10 100

5164 3'A'x4‘ 6 100

5165 B'/^'xir 1 too

Laser Oiskelle Labels

51« ZW*-1V* 9 70

lorS’A' diskettes

5197 Vh’y.r 12 70

for 5’/i* diskettes

Laser File Folder Labels

5266 30 25

Round Laser Labels

5293 1%' 24 25

5294 2W 12 25

5295 3V6- 6 «

Fonts DP600S

Fonts & Features

ar^poknt

lOiMbit

12>polnt

14i)olnt

ScaWtl*

Font eartrldgoa, starting at $139, ara

available for the Forba OP6008.

acter printer, outputting fully formed high-

resolution type. The resolution of graphics

output was fine as well, but the blacks

weren’t as dark as expected. The Fortis

printed our HP-compatibility torture test

quickly and without a hitch. The DP600S

BVCT FILE r

Fortis Information Systems Inc., 6070
Rickenbacker Rd., Commerce. CA 90040; (213)

727-1227.

List Price: $1 .999; Epson FX-85. IBM Proprinter.

and HPGL emi^tkxi cartndges, $139 each:

Oiabk) 630 emulation cartridge. $79.

CMmertslons (HWD): 9.25 x 1 5.5 x 1 3.5 In.

Weight: 35 lbs

Emulatiorts: Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Series II

In Short: The Fortis DP600S is rated at 6ppm
and offers HP LaserJet Series II conrtpafibiirty for

less than $2.(XX) list The smail-footpnnt DP600S
works weH . though its blacks were a bit gray. The
lack of other starxiard emulations or more than

bafe-bor>es HP fonts makes die DP600S less

competitive than some other page printer

alternatives.
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The is Oven

Now you can produce

precise, high quality

plots without the wait

required by pen plotters or

PC-based emulations.

Pacific Data's Plotter in a

Cartridge is the newest and
fastest way to emulate HPGL
on your laser printer. In fact,

it's as much as 100 times faster!

Complex engineering or

architectural plots taking 10

to 20 minutes on a plotter can

be completed within 10 seconds! Crucial when
multiple revisions and check plots are needed.

HPGL
Emulation for HP's

LaserJet Series 11

But there's more to Plotter in a Cartridge than

speed. In addition to standard pen plotter

features. Plotter in a Cartridge enables you to

define 20 pens and 48 widths, automatically

scales to fit envelopes, letter and legal size

paper and improves resolution to 1/300 inch.

And, you can produce up to 99 quality copies

and use virtually any media source.

Because the cartridge plugs right into your
printer, you can plot directly from CAD/CAM,
engineering, or graphics software.

Plotter in a Cartridge combines
plotter precision with laser speed.

PACIFIC
DATA PRODUCTS

6404 Nancy Ridge E>rive, San Diego, CA 92121

(619) 552-0880, Fax: (619) 552-0889, Telex: 9102507881 PAC DATA

Plotter in a Cartridge is an unregistered trademark of IMPk Data Products Inc. HPCL and Laser)et Series II are registered trademarks of Hewletl'IVkard Copyright 19S9 RvifK Data Products,
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AIDUSKNOWS
TMER REPUnmON

BSAFEHERE.
SOYOU KNOW

YOUR DOCUMENTS
ARElUa

In the world of

desktop publishing,

megabyte-intensive docu-

ments are commonplace. And the

need to protect them— a given. So when Aldus

Corporation sought a mass-storage solution to

complement PageMaker.* they chose the new

Bernoulli Box> 44 from Iomega.*

There were other mass storage devices to

choose from. But Bernoulli provided the rare

combination of proven security, reliability, per-

formance and storage capacity that Aldus

required. The same combination that Bernoulli

can provide for you.

Removable Bernoulli Disks provide physical

security for your desktop pub-

lishing files since

important data can

easily be kept under

lock and key. But

total security goes

well beyond that.

Total security is in

Bemouiii's rugged

BERNOWU

tigs

design

that protects your

data belter than any other mass

storage system.

Bernoulli’s drives have a 25,000-hour Mean
Hme Between Failure rating, equal to 12 busi-

ness years of use. Iomega’s patented Bernoulli

Technology'^ makes them virtually head-crash

free. And Bernoulli Disks can withstand a shock

of lOOOGs without data loss. That means you can

mall Bernoulli Disks anywhere without concern.

Bernoulli also protects your data by

providing its own backup. In fact, you

can make disk-to-disk copies of 44

megabytes in as little as three min-

utes. Total security also includes

electronic (Reed Solomon) data pro-

tection that's 15 times more effective

than a hard disk, and Bernoulli

Express, the 24-hour drive replace-

iemoi

i ”

ment program.

Bernoulli’s 44-megabyte

removable disks, with 22msec

effective access time, are the ideal

primary and extended storage solu-

tion for dala-intensive applications, such

as desktop publishing. They not only hold

your largest files, but the application software

as well. So when your documents are retrieved

on another system, they’ll come out exactly the

way you intended. And when you need addition-

al storage, you can add capacity for under $3

per megabyte* with Bernoulli.

When you also consider that Bernoulli is

compatible between Macintosh,* PS/2* and PC
formats, it's easy to see why an industry-leading

company tike Aldus would stake its reputation

on the Bernoulli Box.

Contact your nearest Bernoulli Represen-

tative. or give Iomega a call at 1-800-777-6616

to receive detailed Bernoulli Box specifications.

^

And discover what it

means to have total

secuilty for your data.
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was no slouch in graphics mode on speed

tests, either; it printed the PC Labs graph-

ics test image in just over 36 seconds.

The DP600S comes standard with both

a parallel Centronics interface and a 25-pin

serial interface. The serial interface port

can also be set to woiic as an RS-422 port,

effectively doubling the maximum data-

transfer speed.

The control panel on the DPbOOS con-

sists of a two-character display screen for

status and error messages, five membrane

The Fortis DP600S

comes standard with a

parallel Centronics

interface and a 25-pin

serial interface,

which can work as an

RS-422 port.

switches to perform form feeds and to se-

lect and execute printer-menu function set-

tings, as well as six indicator lights. Two-
character status codes seem primitive in a

world of 16-character LCD displays, but

it’s easy to get accustomed to the few

codes used on the Fortis DP600S.

The standard letter-size paper cassette

can be augmented or replaced by legal-size

as well as DIN B5 and A4 paper cassettes;

these optional cassettes cost ^9 each.

Like the HP LaserJet, the Fortis

DP600S comes standard with 512K of

memory, enough for normal page printing

but not enough for a full page of 300- by

300-pixel resolution graphics. If you’re

going to do a lot of graphics work, you

may want to consider the $499 IMB mem-
ory upgrade, which raises the total mem-
ory to 1.5MB.

Measuring Just 9.25 by 15.5 by 13.25

inches (HWD) with the paper tray in-

stalled, the DP600S won’t encroach much
on your crowded desk. Although it isn’t

particularly light, at 35.2 pounds the

DP600S isn’t a back-straining heavy-

weight, either.

Apart from the lightness of black areas

in the graphics printing samples, the Fortis

DP6(X)S is a satisfying HP LaserJet Series

11-compatible printer. But at $1,999, the

price is not quite aggressive enough

—

there are other clone printers at similar

price points with extra emulations and

fonts already resident. After all, the origi-

nal La.serJet lists for Just $700 more and is

widely discounted.

The Fortis DP600S is a prai.seworthy

printer indeed, but it needs something ex-

tra—like slashing $300 to $400 off the

price, a few more emulations, extra resi-

dent fonts, and increasing the printer’s

ba.se memory to at lea.st I MB—to be a

truly great deal.

Fujitsu RX7100
by Bruce Brown
This year’s Fujitsu lleet of black-and-

white laser printers includes four models,

all of which use the company’s own LED
dry electrophotography page printer en-

gines. The Fujitsu RX7100 is the most

Junior of Fujitsu’s page printers and, at

$2,150, the lea.st expensive. It’s not quite

cutting-edge material, but it’s adequate for

mtxlest needs.

At first glance the RX7I00 looks a bit

(xid; it might even be mistaken for a dot

matrix printer because on the top of the

Fujitsu RX7100

Fonts & Features

HP LaserJet Plus

Helvetica Times Courier Line printer

as as i g « 01
o. c

5^-1 — o ®5 -o 2 o 2 -8 1821
ffi S (A 3 o s J) 3 m s M 3 m s cn 3

8'D*point

10-point

12-poinl

14-point

Scalable

Font and emulation cards, priced

between $145 and $195, are available

for the Fujitsu RX7100.

unit there arc two paper insertion slots that

look like printer platens. These slots are

used with top-mounted paper bins: one bin

is standard; the second, a $405 option.

Each bin can accommtxiate 150 sheets of

paper and has a width adjustable up to 8.5

inches. Acceptable paper weights range
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RESOlirnON!
E-Mouse®
This remarkably

fast and agile

mouse combines

microprocessor

technology and

optoprocessor

technology and

optomechanical

technology to

achieve the highest possible hard-

ware driven resolution: 400 DPI!

T
I

I

J

MAGAZINE

EDITORS’
CHOICE

MITSUBISHI CORPORATIOIM

\

S-Mouse®
This mouse provides exponential

tracking from 200-800 DPI and is

ideally suited for operating in large

screen, high resolution window

environments.

M-Mouse®
This durable, full featured 200 DPI

mouse boasts many of the same

features you would expect to find

on a higher priced mouse.

See Your Dealer Today!

MOUSE
SYSTEMS

47505 Seabridge Drive, Fremont, CA 94538

(415 ) 656- 1 117
Mouse Systems ts a rejfutemt trudemark of Mouse Systems Corp

S-Mouse. E-Mouse. M siouse are rejpMereu trademarks Stiisuhi^

Corp Mitsubtsbi is a rej^tstered trademark of Mttsuhksbi Corp.
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HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR LASER PRINTER
by Edward Mendelson

That laser printer on your desk pro-

duced amazingly Fine text and graphics

when you first took the printer out of the

box. After a few months of use, its out-

put still looks fine, but you’re no longer

amazed by it, even though you’ve

plugged in an ultracartridge, loaded

down your hard disk with soft fonts,

and added enough RAM to the printer

to give you full-page graphics at 300

dots per inch.

No matter what you’ve done to it,

that printer still hasn’t reached its lim-

its. Enhancement boards that plug into

yourcomputer can double the quality of

your laser’s text and vastly increase the

quality of its graphics. And while these

txiards add new features and capabili-

ties to your printer, they take nothing

away fixim the functions it already has.

You’ll pay anywhere from $695 to

$3,395 or more, but the board you buy

will preserve your initial investment

while producing better output than be-

fore. All of these enhancements work

with the HP LaserJet Series II; some

will work with virtually any other print-

er built around a Canon laser engine.

ADDING IN POSTSCRIPT
Although the current generation of

PostScript enhancement boards doesn’t

increase the resolution of 300-dpi laser

printers, the group does add flexibility.

(For full reviews of PostScript add-in

boards, see “Add-In Boards for the HP
LaserJet: Post-Purchase PostScript,’’

April 1 1 , 1989, p. 205.) Unfortunately,

scalable PostScript fonts printed at 300

dpi look more jagged than the corre-

sponding bitmapped soft fonts normal-

ly used with a LaserJet, so you don’t

gain any print quality when you add the

versatility of PostScript. Still, a Post-

Script board does let you u.se a LaserJet

to proof output that will later be printed

by a typesetter.

Only one PostScript board, QMS’s
$2,495 JetScript, uses true Adobe Post-

Script fonts and opens up Adobe’s

enormous library of soft fonts. The Jet-

Script is the slowest PostScript board,

but its output is by far the best of the

Bell PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14, 1989

breed, and it can be installed in a net-

work server. If speed matters more than

print quality, the PostScript board to

choose is Wnceton Publishing Labs’

PS-388 Accelerator, which earned an

Editor’s Choice in our April issue. This

$2,795 add-in doesn’t print text much
more quickly than the JetScript board,

but it prints PostScript graphics as

much as 30 times as fast.

POSTSCRIPT ON-DISK

You don’t have to buy an add-in board

to print PostScript pages on a non-Post-

Script page printer. Five PostScript-

emulation software packages can do the

trick: Custom Applications’ $495 Free-

dom of Press, LaserGo’s $195 Go-
Script (with 13 fonts) and $395 Go-

Script Plus (35 fonts), andQMS’s$195
UltraScript PC (25 fonts) and $497

UltraScriptPC Plus (47 fonts). With all

five, you print your PostScript files to

disk, and then use the software to print

the files to the printer. With UltraScript

PC, which requires an 80286- or

80386-based PC, you can print directly

from an application to the printer if you

have 1.5MB of extended memory to

spare. All of these packages produce

excellent output, with Freedom of
Press a tad better.

Emulation cartridges, which plug

into the font cartridge slot, offer the

newest way to add PostScript to your

laser printer. Pacific Data Products re-

cently introduced PacifiePage, a $695

cartridge that lends Phoenix Technol-

$1,295 256-shade gray-scale LaserJet ll-coinpatlble add4n board

$695 64-shade gray-scale LaserJet ll-compatible add-ln board

$3,995 600- by 300-dpi LaserJet ll-compatible add-ln board
flBPr

'

f'

Copyrighted material
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ogies’ PostScript emulator, Phoenix-

Page, to LaserJet 11 and compatibles.

Hewlett-Packard has also announced a

$995 Adobe PostScript cartridge fOT the

new HP LaserJet Series IlD and plans

to bring out one for the new HP Laser-

Jet Series UP.

SPECTACULAR 600 BY 300

By far the best thing you can do to a

page printer is attach it to a LaserMaster

LX6 Professional controller. This

$3,995 board ($500 more for Micro

Channel machines) comes with4MB of

RAM and outputs 600- by 300-dpi res-

olution on a printer normally limited to

300 by 300. The doubled resolution

makes a dramatic difference in text

quality and brings laser printers very

close to the level of low-end typeset-

ters.

The LX6 prints text at about the

same speed as the LaserJet itself and

prints graphics up to ten times as fast.

The board comes with drivers forPage-

Maker and other Windows applica-

tions, Ventura and other GEM tqiplica-

tions, and Microsoft Word 5.0. In

addition, WordPerfect Corp. supplies

drivers for WordPerfect, and (hivers

from Z-Soft Corp. and other vendors

are due soon. A Presentation Manager

driver will ship in time for OS/2 1 .2.

The LaserMaster board is supplied

with 35 scalable Bitstream fonts that

correspond to the fonts supplied with

most PostScript printers. Any Bit-

stream typeface can be added. The
Windows and Ventura drivers allow

you to scale type up to 1 ,200 points,

and to use (x* create complex special

type effects such as fill and background

patterns and sloping type. The LX6 is

the only desktop printer that printed the

Ventura “compatibility page” test cor-

rectly—not even the best PostScript

pninters could accomplish that feat.

The LX6 is one of the few printer

enhancement boards that can be used in

a network, though the network version

costs an extra $995. You can expand it

to 6MB of RAM for even faster print-

ing; alternatively, you can buy a

stripped-down 2MB version that prints

at 3()0 by 3(X) dpi but can be upg^ed
later for 600 by 300 dpi output.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LASERJET
As you’ll see from the samples of

scanned photos in the PC Magazine

guide to laser printers, printing a photo-

graph with some 3(X}-dpi page printers

gives you a rectangle hill of miscella-

neous dots that resembles a malicious

parody of a newspaper halftone. Two
add-in boards for use only with the La-

serJet Series II will make photographs

look like photographs, although the

boards won’t work their magic on text.

Both boards also accelerate image

printing to speeds many times greater

than those possible with an unadorned

LaserJet.

For the most spectacular improve-

ment, install DP-Tek’s $1,295 Laser-

Port Grayscale board. This board prints

up to 256 shades ofgray in a level ofde-

tail that equals or approaches photo-

graphic printing. But because of the

mechanical limitations of the HP Laser-

Jet, the results look different from any

other form of photographic printing and

have a slightly unfamiliar and artificial

feel. However, you cannot get gray-

scale printing even remotely approach-

ing this quality with any other desktop

publishing ha^ware, and thus the La-

serPort Grayscale has no competition.

The next step down from the DP-

Tek board is Intel’s $695 Visual Edge

($895 for a Micro Cannel version),

which uses technology licensed from

DP-Tek. This board makes lasers print

newspaper-quality halftones in up to 64

shades of gray or up to 100 lines per

inch. Both boards come with drivers for

Windows, Ventura, and otherGEM ap-

plications, and they are also supported

by Z-Soft’s graphics programs. The
slight inconvenience of these products

is that unfortunately they cannot be

used with software print spoolers; how-

ever, they speed upgr^ics printing so

dramatically that you may not care

about giving up the spooler.

The ideal page printer enhancement

board would be one that could give you

the text output of the LaserMaster LX6
as well as the gr^ics output ofthe DP-

Tek LaserPort Grayscale. However,

by the time that as-yet-uninvented

board comes into existence, you’ll

probably have long since retired your

300-dpi page printer. Until that time,

(Mie ofth^ boards can give your exist-

ing laser printer powers of enhanced

resolution and scalable fonts it never

knew it had.

ADD-IN BOARDS
DP-Tek LaserPort Grayscale

DP-Tek Inc., 245 North Hydraulic,

Wichita, KS 6721 4; (31 6) 269-3068.

List Price: $1 ,295 Requires: 1MB or

more of expanded memory, Hewlett-

Packard LaserJet Series II.

CIRCLE S4aON READER SgRVCE CARD

Intel Visual Edge
Intel PCEO, 5200 NE Elam Young

Pkwy., Hillsboro, OR 97124; (800) 538-

3373, (503)629-7354.

List Price: $695; MCA version, $895

Requires: 1MB or more of expanded

memory, Hewlett-Packard LaserJet

Series II.

CIRCLE 549 ON READER SERVICE CARD

LaserMaster LX6
Professional LaserMaster Corp., 71 56

Shady Oak Rd., Eden Prairie, MN
55344; (61 2) 944-6069.

Ust Price: $3,395 with 4MB RAM,

$4,495 with 6MB RAM; network

versions, $995 extra; 2MB RAM version

(300 by 300 dpi only), $2, 1 95;

equivalertt versions forMCA bus, $500

extra. Requires: Printers supported

include HP LaserJet, LaserJet Plus,

LaserJet Series II or IlD; Canon

LBP-CX, LBP-8II, LBP-8IIR, LBP8-III:

Brother HL-8e; other printers using the

Canon SX engine.

CIRCLE 5S0ON READER SERVICE CARD

Princeton Publishing PS-388

Acceierator

Princeton Publishing Labs Inc., 1 9 Wall

SL, Princeton, NJ 08540; (609) 924-

1153.

Ust Price: $2,795 Requires: HP
LaserJet Series II (no RAM needed in

host computer). Installable in network

servers.

CinCLE 601 ON READER SERVICE CARD

QMSJetScript

QMS Inc., 1 Magnum Pass, Mobile, AL
36618; (205) 633-4300.

Ust PriM: ^,495 Requires: 2MB
RAM, HP LaserJet Series II. Installable

in network servers.

CIRCLE 602ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Actual Size.

R; nOSRLES-WKS

Home

63 (wsiiive-action keys with

audible click and familiar

QWERTY keyboard

80C88 static CMOS
prcKessor runs at

4.9152 MHz

T
,32-pin connector for

RAM/ROM Memory

Cards (replace floppy

disks for storing data

and programs)

Measures 7.8" x4.
1

" x 1.2"

Weighs 15.87 o?.

Inclutles 5 applications:

spreadsheet (Lotus'^ 1-2-3*

file<ompaMe), word process-

ing (ASCII file<ompatible),

telephone/address book with

tone dialing, appointment

diary with multiple alarms,

and calculator

128K continuously powered

internal RAM, externally

exparuiable, arul 256K in-

ternal ROM with DOS,

BIOS, and applications

256 x 64 pixel graphics

mixie; 40x8 text mixle

(with a moveable window

on 80x25 character

display)

Super-twist LCD screen

60-pin expansion bus

AATARIm

3789
•; -B

J-Hin
$3,789.00
$5,639.00
$8,621.00

B2:<C2) CWll]
. fl

1 i Mo.Sales
2 M320
3 i N321
4 i M322

-C
Feb

$6,651.00
$7,636.00
$8,851.00

C:Thu 17 Jun99 14:50

Lock

End
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Introducing the first PC that fits in

your palm and wei^s less

than a pound.

Imagine — reaching into your pocket —
and pulling out a computer!

Introducing the Portfolio™ by Atari? It

weighs less than a pound. Its system com-

mands ate MS-DOS compatible. And it

costs a fraction of what you might expect

At about the size of a paperback book,

it fits right in the palm of your hand.

You might call it a “palmtop!”

"Rike it on the plane with you. . .on a

sales call. . .or in your car. . .or to an im-

portant lunch. It’s so small and light, you’ll

forget it’s there. And you’ll be able to write

memos, enter sales orders, schedule appoint-

ments — almost everything you’d do on your

office computer!

With five vital applications — even

a spreadsheet!

The Portfolio™ comes

complete with five important

applicatiorrs. You can upload

and download your Lotus

1-2-3 files into the 127-

1

coluiTm-by-255-row spread-

sheet. Write memos and letters

on the basic word processor,

then upload them as ASCII files

into WordPerfect or other word pro-

cessing software on your office computer.

You’ll also have a phone/address directory

(with RAM cards, holds virtually unlimited

numbers of addresses!) with phone autodialer,

an appointment calendar and a five-memory

calculator with an editable tape of calcula-

tions. Choose menus and messs^es in English,

French, or German.

Connect this palmtop to your

office computer.

A whole system of peripherals ex-

pands this palm-sized marvel to a com-

plete “mini office” for business people

on the go.

^ Back at the office, upload

I your work into your office

computer. Or print it on your

office printer.

Because the Portfolio™ uses

MS-DOS 2.11 compatible com-

_ mands, many popular PC software

programs are now being adapted and

will soon be available.

Peripheiab and accessories:

I Sman Parallel Interlace. Interlace to

parallel printers and exchange files

with PQ. Includes file transfer soft-

ware for IBM PC and compatibles $ 49.95

I Serial Interlace. Standard and complete

RS-232C interlace for modems, printers,

and other serial devices $ 79.95

I RAM Memory Cards

32K $ 79.95

64K $129.95

128K $199.95

I AC Adaptor $ 9.95

Runs for weeks on
three AA batteries.

Unlike other portables with

power that lasts a few hours (about

half a plane ride), the Portfolio™ gives you

six to eight weeks of use with three stan-

dard AA batteries.

Now you can fly all over the globe with-

out running out of power in the middle of

your plane ride And you’ll never have to

lug a heavy Ni-Cad battery with you again.

AATARr

Call now — and hold the Portfolio™

in your hand.

Take advantage of our “try-me-ftee guarantee.”

Older your Portfolio™ today and keep it in

your pocket, purse, or briefcase. If at the

end of 30 days you don’t think this is the

most vital business tool you’ve ever used,

return it for a full refund.

Don’t wait another moment. The Port-

folio™ is available only at very select Atari

dealers or direct from Atari through ads

like this one.

Call toll free (8(X)) 443-8020 today. The
next time you reach in your

pocket, you could be pull-

ing out your Portfolio™

YES!
I want the Portfolio™ by Atari* now.

Please rush me the palmtop Raitfolio™

computer at no risk. I’m covered by the

“try-me-ffee guarantee.”

Be sure to older the peripherals you need! lb

Older by mail, please s^ a separate paper with

your rrame, company, address, phone number,

credit card number, expiration date, and signature.

(Or pay by certified check or money order.) Pur-

chase price is $399.95 plus $8.50 for shipping of

1-3 items; $17.00 for 4^ items; and $25 for 9 or

more items ordered. CA, IL, AZ, MA, and NJ
residents please add sales tax. Limited tinre offer.

Order toll free

800 * 443 -8020
All orders are shipped fidetal Express fcr quklc delivciy

Atari Coipoiation Ibitfolio Dept.

PO. Box 61657

Sunnyvale, CA 94088

CIRCLE 14SON READER SERVICE CARD

A computer for everyone.
WordPerfect is a registered trademark of WordPerfect Corporation. Lotus and 1-2-3 are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of

Microsoft Cotp. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp. Atari? the Atari logo, and Portfolio^'^are trademarks or registered trademarks of Atari Corporation.
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FUJITSU RX7100

Fujitsu America Inc., 3055 Orchard Dr., San
Jose, CA 951 34; (800) 626-4686, (408) 432-

1300.

List Price: $2, 1 50; Diablo 630 emulation

cartridge, $99; Epson FX-85, IBM Proprinter XL
emulation cartridges, $129 each; HPGL
emulation cartridge, $149.

Dimensions (HWD): 6.7 x 16 x 24.25 in.

Weight: 37.5 lbs.

Emulations: Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Plus

In Short: The Fujitsu RX7100 is a 5-ppm printer

that is Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Plus compatible

and has a top-mounted cut-sheet or envelope

feeder. The RX71 00 is pleasant to use, but it's rx)t

price competitive in the low-end page printer

market because of its older-generation HP
compatibility and lackluster graphics

performarx».

CIRCLE 402 ON READER SERVICE CARD

from 17 to 28 pounds. The paper-feed bin

setup works well, boasting smooth opera-

tion and hardly any noise. Even better, the

printer doesn’t forget an unprinted page’s

contents when a bin runs out of paper.

As a straight HP LaserJet Plus compati-

ble, the fonts and features are limited to

Courier and Line Printer. There are three

font- and emulation-card slots on the bot-

tom front of the machine for options. You
can add IBM Graphics Printer and Epson

FX-85 compatibility with a single $129

card; IBM Proprinter and Diablo 630 com-

patibility cards are $99 each, and the

HPGL plotter emulation costs $149.

These relatively inexpensive compati-

bility cards work with the other Fujitsu

page printers as well, making them an

even better bargain. Fujitsu also sells 30

different font-set cards, most priced at

$145, with a few costing $195.

For the most part, the 300-dot-per-inch

BQ PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1989
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RX7100’s print quality met our expecta-

tions,^ though the graphics print sample

was a bit gray, even when I cranked the

print density control all the way up, and the

image was a wee bit off in some places.

The RX7 100 managed to exceed its speed

rating of 5 pages per minute by scoring 5.2

ppm on our text speed test.

The RX7 lOO’s control panel consists of

a single-line 16-characterLCD screen with

membrane-style buttons and LED indica-

tors. Menu function and menu-based fea-

ture selection are straightforward and rea-

sonably simple to use. In addition, parallel

and 25-pin serial ports are both standard.

Fujitsu’s 7100 series printers use a sin-

gle-piece toner and photoconductor car-

tridge. The $ 1 85 unit, called a process car-

The appealing extras

of the Fujitsu RX71OOPS

include true Adobe

PostScript and an HP

LaserJet il emulation.

tridge, is simple to install, and at a rated

life of 6,000 sheets, it has one and a half

times the life expectancy of an HP car-

tridge. The RX7 lOO’s design duty cycle is

3,000 pages per month with a 5-year life

expectancy, for a total of 1 80,000 pages.

The RX7 lOO’s standard memory is

640K, exceeding the original LaserJet

Plus’s 512K. You can add memory at

$495 for 1MB , $995 for 2MB , and $ 1 ,995

for4MB for a large print buffer or forcom-

plicated graphics applications.

At $2,150, the Fujitsu RX7100 isn’t

priced very aggressively when you consid-

er that other companies’ printers often in-

clude more resolutions and fonts for simi-

lar prices. In addition, you can buy the

same printer from Blue Chip for a couple

of hundred dollars less. Further limiting

the RX7 100 is the HP LaserJet Plus emula-

tion, which is now old. This model gets

passing grades, but Fujitsu’s other page

printers with extra features or faster speeds

are more cost-competitive, even though

they’re more expensive.

Fujitsu RX7100PS
by Bruce Brown
V^en it comes to Fujitsu’s RX7100 mod-

els, more is better: the $4,495 Fujitsu

RX7100PS page printer is a better deal

than its lookalike brandmate, the $2,150

RX7100.

The appealing extras of the RX7100PS
include true Adobe PostScript (Version

50.3), as well as the more current HP La-

serJet Series II compatibility. The
RX7100PS also comes standard with two

cut-sheet paper bins and 2MB memory
standard (though not expandable), and it

can still take the same emulation and font

card options available for the RX7100.
The RX7100PS uses an MC68000

12.5-MHz processor to run PostScript and

has 1.5MB of ROM for the PostScript

code. The RX71(X) also comes with Post-

Script’s 13 font families, making 35 fonts

in all.

The RX7100PS is still Just a 5-page-

per-minute printer. On the PC Labs text

speed tests, it achieved 5.4 ppm in HP
mode and 5.09 ppm in PostScript mode.

The graphics sp^ test results were about

45 seconds in LaserJet riKxle and 1 12 sec-

onds in Apple LaserWriter II emulation.

(For Macintosh owners, the RX7100PS

Fujitsu RX7100PS

Fonts & Features

PostScript

Helvetica Times Courier Line printer

Il II II II
s ail s ail sail s ailo'Sac o^3C o'Sac Onsc
aass(/>3 cDs(/>3 cQsstos cosscns

8/9-point HHiHimmimi
10*point 1111 1111 1111
12*potnt 1111 1111 1111
lA-point III! 1111 1111
Scalable 1111 1111 1111

HP LaserJet II

Helvetica Times Courier Line prirtter

if S.g SlJ S.,1

sail sail sail sail
mswzo

8/9-polnt HUI IHHim
10-polnt HH HHIHH
12-poim HHimmi
14-point HHHHHI
Scalable HIH 1111

The Fujitsu RX7100PS, which comes with

the standard 35 PostScript fonts, also

accepts the RX7100 cards.
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Introducing the AutodeskAnimator:
It'lTrecdly move you.

Make powerful presentations

right on your desktop.

Here's the newest, most exciting way to create

maximum-impact business presentations, training

and educational videos, engi-

neering and scientific simula-

tions, home video productions

and point-of-sales demonstra-

tions. Autodesk Animator puts

colorand graphics into motion

to communicate abstract or

complex concepts quickly.

Autodesk Animator is soft-

'

ware that combines full-

The Autodesk Animatorruns OH 286 and 386 IBh^ -standardPCs untk VCAdispL^
Animations can be recordedon videotape with an appropriate VGA-to-videoffopkics device.

screen animation with the most advanced image

creation tools available for the PC. It will make all

your presentations a moving experience.

A professional production.

The Autodesk Animator integrates paint, image

processingand animation into one simple, intuitive

interface. Mouse-driven menus give you

endless paintandimaging options as well as

sophisticated tools for cel

animations, optical effects, tween-

ing functions, titling and color

cycling animations.

Full-length presentations can be

created, editedand played back, in real time,

directly from your hard disk. And with the

appropriate VGA-to-video conversion

hardware, tlie entire production can be

recorded to videotape in one pass.

In faa, thereare alreadyanumberofthird-

party enhancement products, ranging from

scanners to video image processors, avail-

able and fully compatible with Animator.

And two leading publishers are working on

Autodesk Animator tutorial books full of

practical tips to put the most punch in your

presentation.

A personal price.

Just $299.

At a suggested retail price of

just $299,
the Autodesk

Animator gives you truly

movingperformance.And it's

from Autodesk, the mcikers

of AutoCAD,* and a world

leader in computer graphics

software. That means you

can count on quality as well

as continued development and support

Make the right first move into

the exciting world of desktop

video. Call your local soft-

ware retailer today or call . ,

800-525-2763 to find AUTODESK
2320 Marinship WaySausabto, CA 94965

the dealer nearest you. 800-525-2763

Amodsk. ihr Auiodnk kif|oand AiiiaC.AD arr ic^HicRd in ihr US Patentand Tradcmarfc Offkr by Autodnk. bic Autodesk Animator a
atraderoatfcof Aulndnk,lnc IBM n a rejtwimt'U trademark Internauuml Buanew Machines Corporaaon
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FUJITSU RXTiOOPS
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Rjjitgu America Inc., SOSSOrchard Dr., San kv.-'

Jose, CA9S134; (800) 62&4686, (408)432<
.

;

.

. ..laoo:" ^

‘

Ust Price:K485; Diablo 630, El^FX-aS, ^

h^QL, IBM Proprinter XL, emulation cartridges,

prices unavailable.

: Oliiiarialons(HWD):6.7x16x24J!Sih. '

Walflht:37.5l)s. '

'EnMiMione: Apple l3serWriter II,He«^
'

' Packard LaserJetSeries II, PostScript .

In Short:wm bothHP LaserJet Series II and
realAdobePoeiScriplstandardoom(Mdft)ltties

- residenL the Pu|ttsuRX71OOPS isagood deal

,

thatdeseivescloseacruliny.ZMBorRAMare ^ -i

standard, andtheLEO engine pushes this page'*

printertoitsfulS-page-per-minutBrd^.

FACT FILE

ti'.'-’lf* .’J;.
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adds an AppleTalk serial interface to the

RX7 100 interface roster.)

If all you need is basic HP laser com-
patibility, you sure don’t have to spend

close to $5,000; Fujitsu’s RX7100 or an-

other low-cost HP clone will do. But ifyou
need a PostScript printer and your budget

is restricted, take a hard look at the

RX7100PS. The combination of features

for the price is extremely appealing.

Fujitsu RX7200
by Bruce Brown
The Fujitsu RX7200 is a prime example of

how far laser printers have come in the 5

years since the introduction of the original

HP LaserJet. At $3,995, the RX7200 is

about the size and cost of the LaserJet, but

performs one and a half times as fast and
offers a lot more standard features. This

printer is designed for heavy office use and

clearly rises to the occasion.
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The 12-page-per-minuteRX72(X)came

in at 1 1 .4 ppm on PC Labs text speed tests.

It offers both parallel and serial interfaces

and includes HP LaserJet Plus, Epson FX-
85, IBM Proprinter XL, and Diablo 630
emulations. TTie five resident typefaces are

available in both portrait and landscape

orientations.

The RX7200 is rated at 10,000 pages

per month with a 5-year life or an expected

output of600,(X)0 pages. Ifyou print most-

ly dense graphics, these expectancies will

decrease. The 300-dot-per-inch RX7200’s
print quality is very good, with graphics

images much darker than those produced

in our RX7 100 graphics test output.

The RX7200 doesn’t share the simple

one-piece toner and photoconductor car-

tridge of the Fujitsu 7100 printers. There

are five different consumable parts in the

RX7200: toner cartridges good for 2,500
pages each, which cost $68 for a case of

four; a $190 developer good for 20,000
pages; a $250 drum also good for 20,000
pages; a $15 60,000-page transfer unit;

and a $139 120,000-page filter. The ma-
chine is user-serviceable, and none of the

parts or supply replacements are difficult

to change, ^ch procedure is also clearly

Fujitsu RX7200

Fonts & Features

HP LaserJet Plus

Helvetica Times Courier Line printer

S.J |f |.g |g
^ = SiiBl

8/9-polnt

KHMint

12.i>olnt

14.fioInt

Scalable

IBM Proprinter XL

1 = ^
S S S

lOcpI

12cpl

Compressed

Proportional

Ttw FulttM RX7S00 adds Romart, Prastiga
Ellta, and Tknaa Roman to tha standard
LaaarJat fonts.

FUJITSU RX7200

FACT FILE

Fujitau

Josa, CA ,(406)432-
1300

ulatioh cartridge,

Wmenalona (HWD): 1 7.5 X 1 7.5 X 2^75 la

TWaight:77lbs
Emulations: 0

rPackard LaserJet
* r In Slwrt: The Fujiisu RX7200 is rated at 1

2

ppm^
i and equippedwmthe four most commcx) PC
r printer ernulationsi This wortdiorse printer is

't suitable tor office 4pplications using a variety of

software and can i^nt up to 10,000 pages per
' rnonth. The price ffi right for this impressive

Lmachine.
|

. 'ivtv J .
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1 630, Epson FX-85, Hewlett- ^ i

lus, IBM Proprinter XL

1

illustrated in the user manual.

In a design similar to that of the current

HP LaserJet Series II, the paper exit tray

allows for sheets to come out faceup in re-

verse order or facedown in collated order

on the top of the printer in a recessed hold-

ing area. A single standard paper cassette

holds 250 sheets of either leg^- or letter-

size paper. Ifyou want to blow some mon-
ey, you can buy an extra paper cassette for

the exorbitant sum of $599. Another slight

downside is that envelojjes must be fed

manually.

Base memory is 640K, with options

priced the same as those for the RX7100.
The RX7200 also takes the same selection

of font cartridges as the RX7100. The
built-in typefaces include Line Printer, Ro-
man, Courier, Prestige Elite, and Times
Roman, all in both portrait or landscape

orientations.

Most of us don’t need the RX7200’s
speed and can get page printer perfor-

mance and quality for as little as half the

RX72()0’s price. You could equip a Fu-

Copytlghted material



Before Hiring
AProjectA4anager,

IfeWise!)CMC
References.

"Thfre's little ftse

you can askjbramidst
itsbanagfi^options
andl^caures. Lament
W30d. November. 1986.

6VIE

j "Editor's

\ choice. An
exttemefyJf^Nc
program, rich in

wqystovievr

aprcyect."-

November, 1988,

\Vt have ratedSuperPr^ea
as thenumberonepostage
in the underSi.500cost

conyoot"- Daniel

vahdav, iSoft Decision.

Inc., October, 1988.

"Infoaxures

andcapadot
SuperProjectExpert

leads ti\epack."—
V^^x)dyLiswood,

November. 1988.

PCHWLD

It isn’t an easy thing choosing

project management software.

Countless programs and features

can make the task downright

daunting.

But we can help.

Or, more to the point,we’d like to

introduce some people who can: the

editors and critics ofsome ofthe most
prestigious computer magazines.

Noted above is just a sampling of
their recent reviews ofSuperProject;

our family of invaluable resource

tools.

SuperProject PlusfExpert and
Expert/2 forOS/2 ofercomprehen-
sive control over the smallest to

most complex projects.You can

even develop projects on a PC, then

consolidate them by uploading

to a mainframe.

And that’s the kind ofadvantage
that comes only from the world’s

leading independent software

company.

For a brochure, free demo
diskette or more references, call

1-800-531-5236. In Canada call

1-800-663-6904.

Because, in the final analysis,

we want vour project to receive

reviews along the same lines as ours.

t! 19S9 Computer Associates International. Inc. 1240 McKay Dt . San lose. CA95 131
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YOUR COPIES

OF PC

MAGAZINE
Make your collection of PCMagazine
0 handsome addition to your omce or

home—andprotectandorganize your

copies foreasy reference!

PCMagazine Binders and Gases ore

mode of durable, luxury-look leather-

ette over quality binder board. Custom

designed for PCMagazine, every

order receives FREE transfer foil to

mark dates and volume numbers.

FOR MST SERVICE CAU
IDU-FREE 1-800-972-5858

MAGAZINE MNDERS
Mold your

issues on

individual

snop-on

rods. $9.95

eoch; 3 for

$2795; 6 for $52.95.

OPEN
BACK
CASES

Store your copies for

individual reference. $795

each; 3 for $21.95; 6 for $39.95.

PC MAGAZINE
do Jette Jon«s Indvsfries

499 EosI Erie Avenue * Philodelphia, PA 19134

Pleosesend Binders GKesQuonfrty

Poyment enclosed $ * Add $1 per cose/

binder for postoge & hondting. (Outside US/^ odd $2.50

per cose/binder ordered, US currency only.)

Ovirgemy:

Amex Visa MC (AAinimum order $15.)

CordNo.- _Exp. Dote_

MrJMrs./Ms._
Hmm rr«t fwlN«m

No r.O. Ie> Nwabar neoM
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3iote

* PA rewdenH odd 6% tolm tw.

jitsu RX7I00 with the three missing emu-

lations for $228 and buy a couple of font

cartridges to save at least a thousand dol-

lars. Then you’d even be able to print en-

velopes through the RX7IOO's single-bin

sheet feeder. But you wouldn't have the

high speed and the heavy duty cycle of the

RX7200.

The RX7200 is clearly intended for

multiple-application software in office en-

vironments that make heavy demands.

The four emulations included with the

printer cover most PC software, except for

high-end graphics and desktop publishing

packages. And the 10,000-page-per-

month rating makes this printer suitable for

running roughly 500 sheets a day every

business day for 5 years. If you need that

volume, the RX7200’s price is very hard

to beat.

Fujitsu RX7300E
by Bruce Brown
So you're dying for the fastest laser printer

you can get with a high duty cycle—and at

a reasonable price to boot? Think Fujitsu

RX7300E. The $9,350 printer is the high

Fujitsu RX7300E

Fonts & Features

HP LaserJet Plus

Helv0llc« Times Ceurtsr Lins printer

is

iS 2 ^ :

The Fulilsu RX7300E adds Helvetica Bold.

Times Roman, and Prestige Elite to the

standard Laserviet fonts.
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You’re dying for one

of the fastest lasers with

a high duty cycle?

Think Fujitsu RX7300E.

e

end of Fujitsu's 7000 series page printers

with LED engines. Rated at up to 1 8 pages

per minute, this unit cranked out almost 15

ppm on the PC Labs text speed test.

Leave lots of room for this baby. It

measures 12 by 19.5 by 20 inches (HWD)
in its minimally operative configuration.

Add a 1 ,000-page hopper-style sheet feed-

er, and the 7300E grows about a fool in

height. And at 95 pounds, don’t count on
moving it around a lot.

The 7300E's emulations read like a

shopping list. The standard compatibilities

include 9-pin IBM Proprinter, Epson FX-

80, Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Plus, Diablo

630, Qume Sprint 1 1 , and Fujitsu M304X
Line Printer. Pay $ 149 for the HPGL plot-

ter compatibility integrated circuit (1C)

card option, and then just try to find PC
software you can’t print! The only major

printer command set that the 7300E
doesn't include is PostScript, and a high

duty cycle printer such as this one probably

wouldn't be used for graphics or desktop

publishing applications anyway.

Six typefaces are resident; Courier 12-

point, Prestige 10-point, Times Roman 8-

point, Times Roman 12-point, Helvetica

14-point, and Line Printer 8-point. A con-

trol on the front of the printer lets you ori-

ent the print in any of four directions.

While PostScript compatibility isn’t in-

cluded, DDL—a less popular page-de-

scription language—does come with the

7300E.

Interfaces include standard Centronics

parallel and 25-pin serial ports. The non-

upgradable memory totals 2.5MB. You’ll

recognize the control panel from the ones

found on the other Fujitsu page printers.

The user manual states that printer in-

stallation and consumable parts replace-

ment is for trained personnel only. But

without training, I followed the relatively

clear instructions and illustrations in the

manual and put it all together myself. If

you’ve never done this kind of thing be-

fore, however, you should probably get
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25 Cartridges... or 1 Cartridge
The reasons for bussing 25 Cartridges in One!™

continue to stack up! After all, why buy 25
separate cartridges when you only need one?
A combination of 172 fonts from 25 different

cartridges into a single cartridge offers a perfect

font for each ofyour business applications. Dis-

tinguish professional correspondence, enhance
newsletters with sharp, exciting fonts or print full

spreadsheets with Pacific Data's concise 3.6 point

AFS typeface.

Whatever your use. Pacific Data's high quality

fonts will give your output the polished look of

typeset documents. And, you can use 25 Cartridges

in One! with your favorite software packages
because we've included printer drivers, free of

charge, for: WordPerfect’s, Microsoft Word’s,

WordStar 5.0s, Windows’s, PageMakers,
Excel®, MultiMate’S, XyWrite™, and Q&A™
to name just a few.

25 Cartridges in One! stands alone
with its 172 quality fonts. It's the single

cartridge solution for your laser printer!

Authori2ad Dealer:

2425 Crown Point Executive Drive

Charlotte, NC 28227 (704)847-7800

FAX (704)847-7793

1 -800-222-9707

PACIFIC
CIRCLE 499 ON READER SERVICE CARE

DATA PRODUCTS
6401 Nancy RXlge Orwe, San Omso. CA 92121 • (619) 56213680 • Fax (619) 5520689 • AFS and 2S Cartndgas »• Owf are tradamartts o( Paafic Data Products, kic.

Al other company and product names arc Iradentarts o( the company or manutacturer rwoectwety Copynsht 1989 Pacific Dataproducts, he



Our Printer Sharing Unit
Does Networking!

An Integrmted Solution

Take our Master Switch , a sophisticated

sharing device, combine it with MasterNet™

networking software for PCs, and you've

got an integrated solution for printer and

plotter sharing, file transfer, electronic mail,

and a lot more. Of course you can also

share modems, minis, and mainframes or

access the network remotely. Installation

and operation is very simple.

¥oruntllo

Or you can use the Master Switch to

link any computer or peripheral with a serial

or parallel interface. The switch accepts

over 20 commands for controlling the flow

of data. It may be operated automatically,

bycommand, or with interactive menus. Its

buffer is expandable to one megabyte and

holds up to 64 simultaneous jobs. The

MasterLInk™ utility diskette for PCs

comes with every unit and unleashes the

power of the switch with its memory-resident

access to the commands and menus.

Othor Producta

We have a full line of connectivity solutions.

If you jusf want printer sharing, we've got

ailROSE
ELECTRONICS

.
^cuc to tfotco eotnpuion.

it.We also have automatic switches, code-

activated switches, buffers, converters,

cables, protocol converters, multiplexers,

line drivers, and other products.

Commitment to Excellence

At Rose Electronics, we're not satisfied

until you're satisfied. That's why we have

thousands of customers around the world

including large, medium, and small

businesses, factories, stores, educational

Institutions, and Federal, state, and local

governments. We back our products with

full technical support, a one-year warranty,

and a thirty-day money-back guarantee.

Call now for literature or

more Information.

(800) 333-9343

P.O. Box 742571 • Houston, Texas 77274 • Tel (713) 933-7673 • FAX (713) 933-0044 • Telex 4948886
CIRCLE 290ON READER SERVICECARD
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someone more experienced to help you,

especially since some of the consumable

parts are fragile or potentially messy.

A ‘two-unit toner kit costs $82, with

each unit rated for 12,000 pages. Other

consumables include a $320 drum, a $42

transfer unit, and a $65 developer unit—all

rated for 65,000 pages—and a $ 1 5 ozone

filter good for 1 20,000 pages.

The length of part-replacement inter-

vals gives a hint as to this printer's design.

Not only is it fast, but it is also expected to

run a lot. The monthly duty cycle rating is

50,000 pages, with a total life expectancy

of 5 years, or 3 million pages.

The standard paper cassette handles let-

ter, legal. A4, and B4 sheets. An extra cas-

sette costs a reasonable $ 1 10. For big jobs,

you’ll want the $ 1 .2% 1 .000-sheet hopper

so that you don't have to keep refilling the

250-sheel cassette.

Those who would even consider such a

monster workhorse as the RX7300E know
who you are. Find a Fujitsu dealer and see

a demo of the RX7300E: it’s good, fast,

and built to last.

Fujitsu America Inc.. 30SS Orchard Or.. San
Jose. CA 95134: (800) 626-4686. (408) 432-

1300.

List Price; $9,350: HPGL emulation cartridge.

$149.
Dlrrtenelon8(HWD): 12x 19.5x20 m.

Weight: 95 R)S.

Emulations: Diablo 630, Epson FX-80, Fujitsu

M304X Line Pnnter Hex Dump. Hewlett-Packard

LaserJet Plus. IBM Propnnter. Layout DDL.
Oume Spnnt 1

1

In Short; The Fujitsu RX7300E pumps out text at

dose to 1 5 pages per minute. High-volume

offices can use ttiis one. which is too expensive

and a tad too complicated to service smdler sites

Multiple emulations mean rtH be hard to find

software that won't run with this printer; it has
everything but PostScript.

CIACLE 404 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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New IBM PC software makes it easy and fun to

share heirloom quality family trees with your loved ones.

Family Tree Maker” organizes those scattered

pieces of family history into beautiful family

trees. And, nothing could be easier to use.

Simply enter information about parents,

children, and marriages into the family card

screen. It’s just like hllingout a form. Then
choose from one of the many different styles of

family trees.

Automaticailv draws, ready for framing

Family Tree Maker automatically draws your

family tree. It places each individual in a box

containing your choice of information. 71)en it

precisely draws lines between the boxes to show

your family relationships.

Print as many unique family trees as you

like from the family information you enter just

once. You can show someone's ancestors or their

descendants. There is even a tree that provides

room for photographs. Choose from a variety of

borders and box styles. The results are beautiful!

Track personal traits, medical history

Extend the research on your family to

include occupation, medical history—even

personal characteristics like hei^t, weight,

and personality. Family Tree Maker lets you

record any facts you choose, then prints them

in your family trees. Our instruction manual

even includes tips and sources to help you

research your family.

Family trees are great gifts

A family tree is a personal gift with special

meaning because you make it yourself. And,

what a thou^tful way to pass your Endings

on to future generations.

Try Family Tree Maker EKEE for 50 days

You get software (on S'/t* and VA" diskettes),

an instruction manual, and free telephone

support. Plus a bonus— 2 5 sheets of antique

finish parchment paper that gives your trees

an extra rich appearance.

Order Family Tree Maker from the coupon

below. Ifyou aren't satisfied for any reason,

simply return it within 30 days for a full refund.

Qg Yes, send me Family Tree
I Maker for IBM personal •

I

computers and compatibles. Includes free ship- I

I

pingby air. California residents please add
|

I

$3.60saie$cax($63.55total). t

I Call 415-794-6850 I

I

or send this coupon with your payment. 1

I Name I

I

Address

1 City

I
State Zip

Daytime phone ( )

I

D Check (US only) Q Visa/MC Q AmEx

[

Card No

I

Exp. Date

I Signarure

I

P.O.Box 7865 I

I

Fremont. CA 94537 pcilMJ

Sr>(«n Rc^utremenu: IBM PC. XT. AT. PS/2.or I00*»comf«t»ble>»nch JWKbofmemon' or more. DOS 2.0 or higher.

Worlu with ill moniton and all printen. C Coprnght I9S4 Banner Blue Software tncoritoraied. AH righu rererved.
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GET THE ISSUES YOU MISSED!
Doct icciiac nf DP MAPATIMC orn full rtf nmHiiof rattiaiate ^nri tiifal ctictamiJ Past issues of PC MAGAZINE are full of product reviews and vitai systems

1 information you may have missed! Just send $8.00 for each back issue

oroereo ^tu.uu ouisioe u.b., u.ci. runos oniy; lo:

1 Ziff-Davis Publishing Company
1 P.O.Box 5999H AL... 1 ; II ail A /I Art a

PCLabATa«*’%1
EVERY 80386

]

JU^^aiolaViM/
• i»,Mcaaw«na>MH,
• r iiiiiai iir*n^^

unerry niii, ru uouo4

1 Attn: F. Hunter
Supplies are limited

—

for availability call

1-609-354-4975

1 Be sure to include dates of issues requested. r —1

[ji



RTAILERS;
DEAL YOURSELF IN

GET A FULL HOUSE OF

CUSTOMERS-STOCK

THE ZIFF-DAVIS

COMPUTER UNE
You're playing a winning hand
when you carry the Ziff-Davis

fine of computer magazines: PC
MAGAZINE, PC/COMPUTING,
COMPUTER SHOPPER, and
MACUSER.

Here's your chance to build traf-

fic. Establish your store as a full-

service center. And best of all,

boost sales of your inventory,

while earning additional profits.

Plus—we make it easy for you to

get the maximum profit from our

fine. You get guaranteed profits

of up to 40% off the cover price

of each magazine. Free in-store

sales aids. A toll-free HELP fine.

And much, much more!

So follow the leader to big

profits! To stock the magazines
that move your stock, call

1-800-435-5003
Or write: Frank Manziano,
Direct Sales Manager, Ziff-Davis

Publishing, One Park Avenue,
5th Floor, New York, NY 10016.

Hewlett-Packard

LaserJet Series IID
by Alfred Poor

With every printer company from here to

Bora Bora making Hewlett-Packard La-

serJet compatibles, the question is obvi-

ous: Why buy a printer that works
'

'just

like a LaserJet" when you can get the real

thing'? This year's real thing, the HP Laser-

Jet Series IID, costs $4,295 and continues

in the tradition of HP printer standards.

The LacserJet IID is nearly identical to

its smaller stablemate, the oft-mentioned

and oft-imitated LaserJet Series II printer.

The most significant difference shows up

in the HD's paper handling: the IID sports

two 200-sheet paper cassettes, compared

Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Series 110

Fonts & Features

HP UserJet IID

Htlwllca Tlmn Courtar Line printer

i| ks S.S |s

sell evil e Bvif

The HP LaserJet Series IID comes with

more standard loots than the LaserJet II; it

rotates portrait tonts for landscape printing.

with the Series IPs one, and there's an op-

tional envelope tray for $340. The extra

cassette adds three important benefits. To
begin with, it can hold two types of pa-

per—letterhead and second pages, for

example—at the same time. The second

benefit is most useful for shared situations

or heavy-volume printing: the feed can

shift automatically to the bottom tray when

the top one is empty, cutting down on

waiting time for reloading.

But the best benefit is a bit of magic: the

IID can print on both sides of a single page.

You see, D stands for duplex. The extra

depth in the case that accommodates the

second paper tray also makes it possible to

snake the printed page around for a second

pass. For many situations, this feature can

cut paper consumption nearly in half, eas-

ing your paper budget.
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The IID is different from the Series II in

other ways, too. It comes with more stan-

dard fonts, including 12-point Courier,

Times Roman, and Helvetica Bold for

headlines. It can rotate any portrait font for

landscape printing. The d(x;umentation is

an improvement over the Series 11 man-

uals, with expanded information about us-

ing the printer with popular programs. It

still could use some more explanation of

the PCL command set, but it’s quite good

all the same. The IID comes with 640K of

RAM—slightly more than the Series II but

still not enough for lots of downloaded

fonts or full-page graphics at 300 dots per

inch.

One advantage the IID has over its old-

er sibling is a PostScript option, which was

announced but not available at press time.

According to HP. the $995 font cartridge

gives the IID true Adobe PostScript. For

those of you who want HP-quality, guar-

anteed LaserJet compatability and also

want PostScript, this may be the way to

go. But the total list price of $5,290 makes

this package less than a bargain. You can

find less expensive and more flexible

printers that offer PostScript and LaserJet

emulations, albeit without the HP name
and reputation.

The remaining benefits of the IID are

the same as with the smaller Series II. You
get the ea.se of maintenance that comes

with the Canon print engine; the toner and

drum come in one self-contained unit.

Toner coverage for black areas is excel-

lent; if anything, it tends to be trx) black.

You get the same paper-handling

choices in all modes—faceup or face-

down, from the paper trays or manual

feed. And the manual-feed faceup combi-

nation gives you a nearly airow-straight

paper path that is well suited to heavy

st(x:ks and transparencies.

The IID has the same front-panel con-

trols as a Series II , and while it is not totally

intuitive, the English text responses in the

LCD message window make it fairly easy

to configure and operate.

And best of all, it's a LaserJet. No need

to worry about compatibility, since this is

the one that so many others emulate and

that so many applications support. It's no

slouch on speed, either. Rated at 8 pages

per minute, it clocked 7.5 ppm—the same

speed as the original II reviewed in the

1987 printer issue—on the PC Labs text

speed test. Even in duplex truxle it man-

aged 6.3 ppm for the 2CLpage test. Its times

for the graphics speed test were just under

36 seconds.



M the network
most users need.
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Stiaringlfe^g^,

those costly peripherals.

Make the logical

choice. Network
without a network.

For as little as $700.
From the makers

of Fastback Plus.

See Vs .U COMDEX Las Ve/itis Hilton IIS 1.1.

Connect up to six PCs on
each Logical Connection.
To lasers. Printers. Plotters.

Modems. Switch from one
device to another from any
connected PC. Pop up the

on-screen menu, and it's done.
Link as many as 45 Logical

Connections to

really expand
your connectivity

power. Up to 225
users sharing

Call for details on our Corporate/Dealer Evaluation Program
Fifth Generation Systems, Inc. . 10049 N. Reiger Road . Baton Rouge, LA 70809 • (800) 873-4384, ( 504) 291-722

1

FHih
Generation

lifOlool OimniMMMm

Before buying a LAN, take a
hard look at your IHS
company's needs.
Then take a look at the |E=ll
Logical Connection. WmWW

It could be all the HMffliH
network you need. t/ae/aa

A peripheral sharing device.

Simple and affordable. No
cards. No file server. No node
disks. Just your equipment,
logically connected for econ-
omy and ease of use.



HEWLETT-PACKARD LASERJET
SERIES HD

Hewlett-Packard Co.. 193lOPrunendgeAve..

Cupemno. CA 95014; (BOO) 752-0900

Ust Price: $4,295; PostSc^ cartridge. $995.

Otmenelona (HWD): 1 2.75 x 1 6 x 32.5 in.

Weight; 74 Ids.

Emuletlone: HP LaserJet Senes II (with

extensions)

In Short: The HP LaserJet HD tMJilds on its

hentage as a close relative of the LaserJet Series

il, adding a few more fonts, a bit more memory,
and a lot of new paper-handling optiorrs. Its dual-

cassette design puts more paper orvlir>e. and its

duplex printing can cut down on paper costs.

CIRCLE 41SON READER SERVICE CARO

The LaserJet IID is a bit expensive

compared to the Series II, especially if you

don’t expect to be using the dual-bin or

duplex printing features. But if you’re

sharing a printer and need as much as a full

ream ofpaper on-line at one time, or ifyou

want to print on both sides at once, then

one thing is for certain: there’s nothing bet-

ter than the original

.

Hewlett-Packard

LaserJet Series IIP
by Alfred Poor

There are a few laser printers that cost less

than HP’s new $1 ,495 LaserJet Series IIP,

and there are a few laser printers out there

that take a little less space on your desk.

But, with an expected street price around

$1 ,000, there’s no better value on the mar-

ket for a low-end laser printer than the HP
Series IIP.

That’s big talk about a linie printer, but

the IIP can back it up. The small size is a

direct result of using the new Canon laser

PRINTERS

LASER PRINTERS

PRINTER LANGUAGES:

by M.Davld stone

Not so long ago, the only issue for a

printer was that it produce readable text

and recognizable graphics. Then came

the Hewlett-Packard LaserJet family

and clones. As we started seeing pro-

portionally spaced fonts like Times Ro-

man instead of typewriter-style, mono-

spaced text, expectations went up.

Then came the Apple LaserWriter,

followed by other Adobe PostScript

printers and, more recently, clones.

Once again, expectations are beginning

to rise. The typical PostScript printer

offers 35 built-in typefaces and lets you

print any size text for each typeface. It

also lets you print each typeface in por-

trait, landscape, or indeed any other

orientation. ITie disadvantage is price:

a budget PostScript clone sells forabout

$4,500.

At least that’s how things stand

now. But as of this writing, the funda-

mental approach to printer control is in

transition, and several important

changes are about to take place.

BnMAPPEO VS. SCALABLE FONTS
There is one essential difference be-

tween the way most printers handle text

and the way a PostScript printer handles

text. Most printers use bitmapped
fonts, in which each character is indi-

vidually designed, literally bit by bit.

The designer can arrange the bits—or

dots—for any given character, fooling

the eye into seeing a carefully smoothed

curve, for example. But if you try en-

larging or shrinking a bitmapped char-

acter, the edges become ragg^. In oth-

er words, if you change the size, you

have to redesign the character. That’s

why you have to buy a different font for

each font size.

PostScript printers use outline fonts,

with characters stored as mathematical

print engine: the PI 10. This compact 22-

pound unit is rated at 4 pages per minute,

half the speed of the larger Canon SX en-

gine-bas^ printers. But this design offers

many familiar features: excellent 300-dot-

per-inch print quality, dark and smooth ar-

eas of black in graphics, and an easy-to-

maintain cartridge that combines toner.

The Next Generation

formulas. The formulas can generate

outlines for each character at any arbi-

trary size. Additional algorithms fill in

the outlines and smooth curves. Outline

fonts are also known as scalable fonts

because they can be scaled to any size.

The obvious advantage to scalable

fonts is flexibility. For each bitmapped

font in your printer, you have one type-

face in one size. For each scalable font,

you have one typeface in an infuiite

number of sizes. Not surprisingly, the

move is on to offer scalable fonts in

non-PostScript printeis as well.

SCALABLE LASERJET FONTS
The change has already begun. In this

year’s batch of printers, the Brother

HL-8PS offers 35 scalable fonts in its

HP LaserJet Series II mode as well as in

its PostScript-compatible mode. Simi-

larly, the Canon LBP-8 Mark IH offers

9 built-in scalable fonts, plus a $295

font card with 22 more. Canon has also

announced a plug-in Adobe PostScript

option.

And this is only the beginning. By
the lime this article is published, Hew-
lett-Packard will have disclosed its

plans for PCL Level 5 at a software de-

veloper’s conference in mid-October.

(PCL is the Hewlett-Packard printer

language. The LaserJet Series II family

uses PCL Level 4.) HP’s official stance

is that there will not be a PCL Level 5

pnxiuct in 1989. Hence, it’s a good bet

that HP will introduce its much-
rumored PCL Level 5 printer in the first

halfof 1990.

As of this writing, HP has already

announced its intention to use the new
Intellifont font-scaling technology in

future printers. HP says it’s also look-

ing at a faster way of doing graphics.

This matches the industry rumors that

Level 5 will include both scalable fonts

drum, and other consumable components.

There are some differences from the

larger LaserJets, however. The toner/dmm

cartridges are rated for 3,500 pages, com-
pared with 4,000 for the larger models.

The duty cycle is lower a maximum of

6.000 pages per month compared with

16.000 for the LaserJet IID—but that’s in

ntg PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1989
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and some integration of PCL with

HPGL—HP’s plotter langu^e.

It's also worth noting that HP has

announced a PostScript cartridge for

the LaserJet Series IlD, as well as one

for the new HP. As with the Canon

PostScript option and Pacific Data

Product’s new PacificPage, this will

plug into a font cartridge slot. The car-

tridge for the HD should be available at

about the time this article is published.

THE PROMISE OF GPI

In addition to PostScript and PCL, a

new printer control language called GPI

is now on the horizon. GPI is derived

from the Graphics Progranwning Inter-

face (GPI) ofOS/2’s Presentation Man-

ager. Functionally, GPI is much like

PostScript. In fact, the two graphics

systems share the ability to create fonts

and other images on-screen as well as at

a printer. The most important practical

difference is that PostScript is a current

reality, fully implemented in any num-

ber of printers, typesetters, film record-

ers, and even display devices. GPI so

far is primarily a promise.

At this writing, there ate no GPI

printers, although QMS has announced

two: a color thermal printer, the

SmartWriter PM- 10, and a black-and-

white printer based on the Canon SX
engine, the SmartWriter PM-810.
QMS expects the PM-810 to sell for

about $5,000, and the PM- 10 to sell for

about twice that.

If you believe in the value of

WYSIWYG, then you have to appreci-

ate the logic of GPI: use GPI to draw

text and graphics both on-screen and at

the printer, and what you see on-screen

should exactly match what you get. The

same logic applies to using Display

PostScript on-screen along with a Post-

Script printer. But, of course. Presenta-

tion Manager isn't using Display Post-

Script on-screen. It’s using GPI.

keeping with the slower print speed.

The speed is not as slow as you might

think, however. In our text speed test, the

Series IIP came close to its rated speed

with a 3.9-ppm result, which translates

into roughly 264 characters per second

(see “How We Tested the Printers"). And
in the graphics test, it clocked in at about

INCOMPATIBLE STANDARDS
The current reality of PostScript means

that you can design a publication on a

desktop system and hand it over to a

professional printer for final printing.

As a case in point, consider PC Maga-
zine. About 25 percent of this issue is

produced throu^ PostScript. And ac-

cording to Gerard Kunkel, PC's direc-

tor of design and electronic publishing,

the figure should be 100 percent by the

spring of 1990. As a real-world user of

PostScript, Kunkel would prefer to see

Microsoft and IBM support PostScript

as a standard rather than challenge it.

Jonathan Seybold, whose organiza-

tion sponsors the Seybold Computer

Publishing Conference, agrees. “From
a user’s standpoint, a single standard

would be a good idea,” he says. “The
bad news is that we are not getting one.

The good news is that at least we ate

down to a small number” Seybold

points out that multiple font technol-

ogies will have problems exchanging

data. For example, if two systems have

differences in character width for simi-

lar fonts, the line breaks won’t match.

Thus if you format your file for a GPI

printer then send it to a colleague who
uses PostScript, the formats—as shown

and printed on your two systems

—

won’t match.

POSTSCRIPT DUMPING?
Adding one more wrinkle to an already

complicated picture, Apple has recent-

ly sold its 16 percent share of Adobe
stock, leading to a widespread impres-

sion that Apple is abaridoning Post-

Script—a view that Apple rejects. Greg

Decoteau, product manager for Ap-
ple’s LaserWriter n, says that Apple

will continue to offer Adobe PostScript

on the LaserWriter line, but that
‘

‘we

intend to develop an alternative inter-

preter—by which we mean an alterna-

tive to Adobe PostScript.
’’

For now, however, he says that

“Apple will continue to sell a Post-

Script LaserWriter printer. And partic-

ularly an Adobe PostScript printer at

the moment.”

Jim Gable, Apple’s product line

manager for printing and imaging,

points out that Apple has always had a

mix of QuickDraw and PostScript

printers. "We have always used Post-

Script and will continue to do so,” he

says; “Apple maintains its commit-

ment to the PostScript world.” Mean-

while, Pat Marriott, director of market-

ing for systems division at Adobe,
points out that Apple has a relatively re-

cent contract with Adobe—less than 6

months old at this writing—to develop

a new PostScript device.

So, what does this all mean when it

comes to choosing a printer? “Users

are not, on the whole, happy with pro-

prietary environments,” says John-

athan ^ybold. “The edge is going to

PCL and PostScript.” Seybold feels

that PCL will have the largest base,

with PostScript remaining the high-end

choice largely because of its substantial

lead over GPI in typesetting-level out-

put devices. PostScript will also be the

preferred choice for those who need to

exchange files among different envi-

ronments.

James Upham, director ofelectronic

printer industry service at DataQuest,

has a similar view. Upham sees PCL
providing scalable fonts and other spe-

cifics that the typical office worker

needs, while PostScript “is obviously

also here to stay.” Upham finds GPI’s

positioning to be a puzzle. “The printer

industry isn’t necessarily ready for

GPI,”hesays. ‘Ttcouldtake2years.”

In the meantime, Upham’s advice to

users is simple; “Buy the cheapest

possible PCL printer, get PostScript

in a font cartridge, and wait for up-

grades.”

53 seconds, which puts it ahead of many
printers with faster-rated engines.

The HP has a number of improvements

over the older LaserJet 11. It has more in-

ternal fonts; you get Courier in normal,

bold, and italic in both 10- and 12-point,

plus Line Printer, And like the IID, the IIP

can rotate any portrait font for landscape

printing; internal, cartridge, or download-

ed font. It accepts one font cartridge in a

side slot and comes with 5 12K memory for

graphics and downloaded fonts. Two
memory slots take either 1MB or 2MB up-

grade cards, offering a maximum configu-

ration of 4.5MB.
The documentation for the printer is
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LASER PRINTERSPROTEQ
YOUR COPIES

OF PC

MAGAZINE
Make your collection of PCMagazine

a handsome addition to your office or

home—andprotectandorganize your

copies for easy reference!

PCMagazine Binders and Cases are

made of durable, luxury-look leather-

ette over quality binder board. Custom

designed for PCMagazine, every

order receives FREE transfer foil to

mark dates and volume numbers.

FOR laST SERVICE CAU
10U-FREE 1-800-972-5858

MAGAZINE BINDERS

Hold your

issues on

individual

snap-on

rods. $9.95

each; 3 for

$27.95; 6 for $52.95

OPEN
BACK
CASES

Store your copies for

individuol reference. $795
eoch; 3 for $21.95; 6 for $39.95

K MAGAZINE
(Jo Jets« Jones Industnes

499 Eost Erie Avenue * Phibdelphio, PA 19134

Pleose send Binders 0 Coses Quantity

Payment enclosed S
* Add$l per cose/

binder for postoge & handling. (Outside USA, odd $2.50

per case/binder ordered, US currency only.}

Chorgemy:

Amex Visa MC (Minimuffl order $15.)

Exo Date

Rmh PrM Ful Nanit

Ne r.O. Bai Nunbw PImm

* PA rndtnh odd 6% toWt tax.

Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Series IIP

Fonts & Features

HP UserJet IIP

Heiveitca Times Courier Line printer
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The new HP LaserJet Series IIP has more
Internal fonts than the LaserJet II; it can
rotate portrait fonts for landscape printing.

about the best HP has produced to date for

any ofthe LaserJets. There is a small book-

let that helps you set up the machine; an

HP representative said they designed the

system to be set up by a novice in less than

half an hour, and I expect that they are on

target because it took me less than 5 min-

utes. The fat user manual covers all man-

ner of useful details, from paper specifica-

tions to how to select fonts using the PCL
printer language. This manual also in-

cludes two tear-out cue cards: one for the

PCL instnictions and one that maps out the

front-panel configuration menu.

The front panel is easier to use than the

ones on the other LaserJets. It has large,

raised buttons with attractive printed leg-

ends, and the two-line, eight-character

LCD window is angled for easy reading.

You can even get the messages to appear in

your choice of languages: English,

French, German, Italian, or Spanish.

Imagine having your laser printer parte

avec vous—how Continental!

The HP’s weakest link is its paper han-

dling. You feed paper via a multipurpose

bin that can accept a range of paper sizes

and envelopes, but it is a stack feed and can

hold no more than SO sheets at a time.

There are both faceup and facedown out-

put paths, but there is no straight-through

paper path for heavier stock; the specifica-

tions cite a maximum paper weight of 28

pounds.

HP has addressed paper handling with

an optional bottom paper tray that has a list

price of $195 (including a tray for letter-

size paper). This tray holds up to 250

sheets of paper, yet it raised the printer's

height only from about 8 to 10 inches.

Many people may find that they want to

purchase this option right from the start.

With the extra tray installed, you can use

the same commands that the HD uses to se-

lect the two paper sources, which means

that many word processors and other pro-

grams already know how to use this fea-

ture.

The original LaserJet struck the first

note in the death knell for the daisy wheel

printer 6 years ago. With its low list price

(and anticipated lower street price), the HP
stands a good chance ofdoing the same for

the high-end 24-pin impact dot matrix

printers—except for applications with

heavy paper-haiidling requirements, such

as multipart forms. It prints faster, better,

and much more quietly for about the same

price, while offering more flexibility than

a 24-pin dot matrix.

In the $ 1 ,0(X) to $ 1 ,5(X) list price range,

there is no better value than this power-

house. The LaserJet Series IIP should be-

come the standard in its class.

Hewlett-Packard Co., 19310 PrunenogeAve .

Cupertino, CA 9501 4; (800) 752-0900

Ust Price; SI ,495

Dimensions (HWD): 8.25 x 13 75 x 27.5 in.

Weight: 22 tbs

Emulations: LaserJet Senes II. HD (with

extensior«)

In Short: Based on a new 4>ppm Camn laser

engine, the HP LaserJet IIP is slower than the

original LaserJet II but has more fonts, as well as

the ability to rc^te any porVait font—internal,

cartridge, or downloaded soft font—on the fly.

Other pluses include an easy-to-use fror>i parcel

and excellent documentation. Its weakest link is

paper handling. With its low price, it redefines the

low-erxJ laser market ar)d could take a bite out of

the high-end 24-pin dot matrix sales. The
LaserJet IIP offers a remarkable value
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If work Is hell, here's one personal computer
built to take It.

Ifyou want to see a computer
that can take the heat, look

at Tatung.

Because before we ship any
Tatung computer, Tatung engi-

neers actually roast, test and
run every Tatung computer
board at 117® Fahrenheit for

72 hours.

If it doesn’t survive, it’s not

a Tatung.

You don’t have to work in

hell, of course, to appreciate

superior Tatung performance.

Let’s say you just want to

work fester.

Our new
Tatung 386SX
jjcrsonal com-
puter introduces

a fest 386-class

machine that

runs all of

the latest

386-based t.™., 3s«x. i,-. ho..

applications. At a 286-class price.

And because Tatung engineers

didn’t simply wire a new 386
processor onto an old 286
motherboard, the Tatung 386SX

design significantly improves

total system performance.

See your Tatung dealer and
check it out. Or call us, toll-

free, 24 hours for complete

information; 1(800)765-2345.
Tatung Gampany of America,
Inc., 2850 El Presidio Street,

Long Beach, CA 90810.

Tatung. It’s hot.

Kngln««rlng ert Its best.
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IBM LaserPrinter
by M. David Stone

IBM's printers generally fall into one of

two categories: boring or dazzling. Some
are completely uninspired, such as the

IBM Graphics printer, otherwise known as

the Epson MX, while others traly chal-

lenge the competition. The $2,695 IBM
LaserPrinter is definitely one of the latter,

offering users a combination of speed, pa-

per handling, and price that outclasses the

competition.

Its chief competitor, of course, is the

Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Series 11, and

IBM has taken careful aim. Not satisfied to

match the LaserJet, IBM has chosen the

route ofone-upmanship. The company has

built its own engine from the ground up,

taking care to match or beat the LaserJet's

Canon engine on every score.

The first thing you'll notice about this

printer is its small size. Compared to the

LaserJet II and other printers ba.sed on the

Canon engine, the LaserPrinter's 14.25-

by 14.25-inch footprint is more like a toe-

print, as project leader Bill O'Brien puts it.

The basic printer stands about 12.75 inch-

es high and includes a 200-sheet paper

tray. The tray slides into the bottom front

of the printer, much like a dresser drawer.

PRINTERS

LASER PRINTERS

so that just a I .S-inch handle protmdes.

A $399 optional module fits under the

printer, adding a second paper tray with a

hefty 500-sheet capacity. Both trays adjust

to accommodate several paper sizes, in-

cluding A4, B5, and letter size. Either one

can be replaced with an optional legal-size

tray as well, though the legal-size tray will

project 3 additional inches from the front

of the printer.

Another point in the LaserPrinter's fa-

vor is its speed. Where the Canon engine

offers a rated 8 pages per minute and a

measured 7.5 ppm in the HP Series II

printers, the IBM engine is rated at 10

ppm. On PC Labs text speed tests, the La-

serPrinter scored between 8.9 and 9 ppm.

depending on the emulation. This 2()-per-

cent speed difference is enough to be no-

ticeable.

The LaserPrinter's 36-second score on

the graphics speed test in LaserJet mode is

a match for the HP LaserJet Series IID re-

viewed in this issue. In other emulations,

the printer managed 20- to 23-second

times for graphics.

The Canon engine is known for its

crisp, dark text and graphics, and on this

score the IBM engine is its equal. The text

output has none of the copier quality of

lesser engines. Solid areas in graphics are

tmly solid, and the shades-of-gray patterns

on the PC Labs graphics tests retain their

detail . Similarly, the scanned photo retains

all the shading and detail appropriate to the

particular emulation.

The LaserPrinter offers a total of three

emulations. The so-called IBM ASCII
mode worked well on the PC Labs emula-

tion tests for the IBM Graphics printer, the

Epson MX-80. and the 9-pin IBM Pro-

printer. Curiously, IBM has made no at-

tempt to offer a 24-pin Ptoprinter mode.

Instead, the other two emulations are for

HPGL plotter language and the HP Laser-

Jet Series II.

IBM has wisely accepted the suprema-

cy of the LaserJet standard in the market-

place and has chosen not to buck the trend.

On PC Labs tests, the LaserPrinter per-

formed without a problem. In the IBM AS-
CII mode, the LaserPrinter worked with

Epson MX, IBM Graphics, and 9-pin IBM
Proprinter emulations.

Like the Canon engine, the IBM engine

sports a manual feed tray—except that it

resides at the back of the printer instead of

the front. Far more interesting is the op-

tional $329 envelope feeder, which re-

IBM LaserPrinter

Fonts & Features

HP lawrM II

HilvMiea HmM Courier Unt printer
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The npw IBM LasarPrintar offars built-in

tonta aquivalant to the LaserJat ITs. Font

cartSs and soft fonts are also avaiiM>ia.

places the manual feed tray while letting

you feed individual sheets manually. The
envelope feed is interesting because it

works; if you've ever tried feeding enve-

lopes through almost any other printer

—

laser or not—you know that envelopes

have a tendency to jam. IBM has dealt

with that problem as well as anyone I've

ever seen. To prove the point. I ran about

1 50 envelopes through the printer without

problems; these included some envelope

stock that my own Canon-based printer of-

ten mangles.

In fact, the paper feed in general is re-

markably sure. The “S" path forthe paper

feed would seem to invite problems; how-

ever, none materialized in the PC Labs

tests. As with most laser printers, the IBM
provides you with a fac^own output bin

for collated output and an alternate C-

shaped path faceup bin. In addition, you

can use the manual feed tray with the face-

up bin for a straight-through path, an op-

IBM LASERPRINTER

IBM Corp. (contwt your locai authorized IBM
dealer); (800) IBM-2468 ext. 130.

Ust Price: $2,695

Dimensions (HWD): 1 2.75 x 1 4 25 x 28 in

Weight: 33 lbs.

Emulations: Epson MX. HPGL. HP LaserJet

Series II. IBM Graphics pnnter. 9-pin IBM
Propnnter,

in ^ort: The IBM LaserPrinter is certainly a
chaHer>ge to the HP LaserJet. About 20 percent

faster and 40 percent smaller than the LaserJet,

this IBM-designed and -manufactured laser

pnnter features quality output, ft also offers

superb paper harxHing; it's the first laser pnnter

that can handle envelopes without jamming. Of
course, it's only a LaserJet done, but it's a done
frrtm a hiohlv reltahle source.
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It's now fast and easy to print

Headline Fonts

Spending a lot of time, effort and
money fooling around with downloadable

soft fonts? Don’t give up. Just

plug in Pacific Data Products'

Headlines in a Cartridge™.

Immediately, you gain

access to 18 high-quality

Helv and Tms Rmn style

fonts. And they come in the

most widely used display sizes

—

14, 18, 24, 30, 36, and 48 points. In bold or

italic styles. No other font cartridge can

match these point sizes.

When teamed with Pacific Data’s 25
Cartridges in One.'™—^which offers 172

fonts—you can print your entire docu-

ment without changing cartridges or

downloading fonts. And both are ideal

for shared printer environments.

Muinonzwi ueaier.

T€N€X ,*0/* P.O. 00X6578
it**’ South Bend. IN 46660

(219)259-7051
' FAX (219) 255-1778

1-800-PROMPT-1

PACIFIC
6404 Nancy (MssOnw. San Owso.CA 92121 •(619) 562O8B0 •Fax (619) 662-0889 • Headbean a Cartn(%« and 25 C«tn(]»esin(Mve»atfem«hso(Paci«cOaU
FVodKts. toe. AloOwconvany and prcxiuci names aratrademartis of the conipany or manufacturer respectively. Copyr«ht 1989 Paolic DaU Products, Inc.

DATA PRODUCTS
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PRINTERS

LASER PRINTERS
tion that is helpful for heavy stock.

One drawback to the LaserPrinter is its

front-panel controls. Instead of using an

LCD menu with English choices, as has

become standard, the LaserPrinter takes a

step backward by requiring arcane com-
mands. To print a list of fonts, for exam-

ple, you hold the Orientation button down
and press the Font button. To change the

default font, you first gooff-line, then hold

the Code button down while repeatedly

pressing the Font button to move through

the font choices—ingeniously identified as

1 , 2, 3, and so on. One compensating fac-

tor is that buttons for other functions, such

as choosing the envelope feed, are clearly

labeled. And if you’re used to the Pro-

printer front panel, the LaserPrinter's will

seem familiar.

The La.serPrinter offers essentially the

same built-in fonts as the LaserJet II; Cou-

rier, Courier Bold, and Courier 16.7 for

Line Printer. Additional fonts are available

on font cards—not cartridges—for $ 142 to

$245. IBM also sells downloadable fonts

for $199 per package. And there’s even

more to look forward to from Big Blue:

IBM has promised a $1,099 13-font and

$1,999 35-font Adobe PostScript option

for the second quarter of 1 990.

To choose between an HP LaserJet Se-

ries II and the IBM LaserPrinter, you may
as well toss a coin. The LaserPrinter is 20

percent faster, 40 percent smaller, and has

vastly improved paper handling—in par-

ticular, envelope handling. But it doesn’t

offer any additional memory or fonts in its

base configuration; it doesn’t offer a sig-

nificantly better price; it’s not hardware-

compatible with the HP font cartridges you

may already have; and it is, after all, an HP
clone. Although it may not be the LaserJet

killer it could have been, it’s still awfully

good.

Mannesmann Tally 905

Fonts & Features

HP UwfJet H

HelveUca Ttawt Courier Line printer
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In addition to tha LaaarJal I fonts,

tha 905 font car^tdgaa ara $360 aach.

Mannesmann
Tally 905
by M. David Stone

The Mannesmann Tally 905 offers Laser-

Jel-quality output and LaserJet Series II

emulation without the LaserJet price. Sell-

ing for $1,995. this printer is one of the

few lasers to break the $2,000 mark. Inter-

estingly, some of the other inexpensive la-

sers reviewed in this issue—such as the

Desktop Systems’ Laser Beam and the

Spear Technology Desktop Laser Print-

er—are virtually identical. All three are in-

expensive; unfortunately, the Spear and

the MT905 are both flawed in their HP em-
ulations.

Aside from its price, one of the stron-

%

II lakes a great performance for a disk to become

a legend. Chuck Betty has what il lakes. And so /kZ

does PROCOMM PIUS. It gives you power and

ease of use that surpasses communications soft-

ware costing $250 or mote. Yet PROCOMM PIUS

costs much, much less. Which simply means when^^l^

you want communications software that gives

you a great performance, you can still be good

to your wallet.

Ask your softwaie dealer today about PROCOMM
PIUS, now available in stand-alone and local

area network versions.

DATASTORM TECHNOLOGIES INC

RO. Box 1471 •Columbia. MO 65205

314.443.3282
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If you are more interested in what
technology can do to improve

your bottom line, and less

interested in technical specifications,

you should meet and talk with us.

We’re all business.

Business and professional computers, monitors, peripherals and accessories.

If leadership comes from quality, performance and value,

we’ve been quietly leading for a long time.

PACKARD BELL
America grew up listenirtg to us. It still does.

1-800-733-4422

Corporate Headquarters:

9425 Canoga Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311

Not affiliated with any former Bell Sy.srcm entity.

1-818-773-4400
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gest features of the MT905 is its print qual-

ity. Built around the TEC 1 305 engine, the

unit produces text that is just a touch less

crisp than the HP LaserJet H’s. That makes

the MT905 second-best, but still far better

than much of the competition.

Graphics quality is also excellent—not

quite up to the original, but excellent for

the cost. On the PC Labs graphics speed

test, the shades-of-gray patterns Tilled in as

solid black to an even greater degree than

that of the LaserJet II. The scanned photo-

graph was acceptable but lost some detail

in comparison with the LaserJet. Although

the difference in graphics is more apparent

than the difference in text quality, it's still

small enough not to be a problem for most

needs.

Alas, the MT905 failed absolutely

—

and repeatedly—on the HP compatibility

test, crashing to the point of needing to be

turned off and on before it would work

again. The cause proved to be an inability

to handle macros. When we removed the

macro commands from the file, the test

page printed but still had difficulty with the

downloaded font test.

The relatively low price tag comes with

a relatively low speed. The TEC 1305 en-

gine is rated at 6 pages per minute, trans-

MANNESMANN TALLY 90S

Mannesmann Tally Corp.. 0301 S. 180th St.,

Kent. WA 98032; (800) 843-1347, (206) 251-

5524.

List Price: SI .995; Diabk) 630. Epson FX-80. or

IBM Propnnter. emulation cartnd^. $210 each.

Dimension8(HWD):8 x 24.25x 14.75 m.

Weight: 35 lbs.

Emulations: HP LaserJet Series II

In Short; The MT905 is a straightforward

LaserJet II cior>e in a less-expensive and slower

verson. CXitput from theTEC 1 305 engine

martages a dose secorxl to LaserJet II quality.

Unfortunately, in the tested verson of the pnnter.

me LaserJet It emulation had some flaws.

CIRCLE 418 ON READER SERVICE CARO

lating to a measured speed of 5.
1
ppm on

the rc Labs text speed test. On the graph-

ics speed test, the MT905 clocks in at a

lackadaisical 65 seconds. To put this fig-

ure in perspective, remember that, on the

PC Labs test, 5.1 ppm translates to about

146 characters per second. That’s still a

good clip when you consider that NLQ
mode on a dot matrix printer will rarely be

above 100 cps, and that you generally geta

speed that high only fiom printers costing

over $2,000.

The MT905 has room for one paper

tray, and the tray is noteworthy for its flex-

ible paper handling. The tray cover in-

cludes an adjustable manual feed similar to

the one on the LaserJet II. Inside the tray,

you'll find an internal width adjustment

that accepts widths between 3.25 and 8.5

inches and works much the same way. Pa-

per length can be shortened to about 6

inches. A still-nicer touch is that the tray is

open on the back, allowing you to use

legal-size paper with a hidden extension.

So the combination of adjustments means

that you can use the single tray for legal-,

letter-, A4-, and memo-size paper. You
can even use it for envelopes.

The paper path choices are similar to

those in the La^rJet II. A bin in the top of

the printer lets the paper fall facedown in

collated order. An alternate exit creates a

straight-through path for transparencies,

label stock, and heavyweight paper.

Mannesmann Tally sells an optional $35

output tray for the rear exit.

Setting up this printer is more difficult

than it ought to be because of a poorly de-

signed instruction manual with hopelessly

complicated line drawings. But once you
have the toner, developing unit, and charg-

er installed, using the printer is easy

enough. Because LaserJet II emulation is

the only option, all you have to do is con-

nect your computer, install software for

the LaserJet 11, and start printing.

As you would expect in a budget emu-

lation, there is no attempt to improve on

HP’s three resident fonts. Mannesmann
Tally offers font cartridges for $360 each,

with a single cartridge containing the

equivalent of either two or three standard

HP cartridges, according to the company.

The MT905 is a pleasant but somewhat

flawed little printer. Although it’s notable

for impressively good output and conve-

nience of paper handling, its difficulty

with macros and downloaded fonts is wor-

risome. In truth, I like the MT905 despite

its flaws, but I’d like it a lot more without

them. If you’re looking for a low-cost

LaserJet II clone for light to medium duty

and you don’t need anything fancy, the

MT905 may be worth looking at, but don’t

be surprised ifyou trip overone of its built-

in gremlins.

Mannesmann Tally

910 UPS
by M. David Stone

The Marmesmann Tally 910 UPS (Univer-

sal Publishing System) is one of the few

printers in the known universe that uses a

PC as a peripheral . And this $5 ,495 printer

isn’t satisfied with just any computer.

While it can limp along with a plain-vanil-

la 8-MHz 286, Mannesmann Tally firmly

recommends a 386 system or a fast 286.

And regardless of the computer, the printer

requires a hard disk—preferably a high-

speed hard disk.

The MT910 UPS is best thought of as a

printer system rather than just a printer.

The printer itself consists ofa 10-page-per-

minute Kyocera engine with two 250-page

paper trays, a facedown output bin, arid an

alternate straight-through path with a face-

Mannesmann Tally 910 UPS

Fonts & Features

PostScript emulator

Helvetica Times Courier

^.1

6 9-poinl
I

10-polnt
I

12-point
I

lA-point
I

Scalable I

Helvetica Times

8.S |S

I BsSa ssal
M.

Courier Line pnnter

Ifi| is i| i|
^Si ....

89-point HHml
"^'”"'1111111199881111

III! IHB III! nil
'^'"'llllllll3ilt^!I^II
scalable

III! 1112
Th8 Mannesmann Tally 910 UPS comes
with 35 Imagan UMraScript fonts, some of

which can be used in LaserJet mode.
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Finally ...

Introducing

ReadRight 2.0

• Reads any text font

• Supports any scanner

• Outputs any format

ReaDR I ght 2.0

caN TGaD This

aCcuRA teLy

ReadRight 2.0:

The Next Generation of
Document Recognition

ReadRight 2.0's intelligent

approach to page recognition

is a result of 20 years of

experience in advancing the

state of the art. As a result,

ReadRight 2.0 can actually

outperform recognition

products that require expen-
sive add-on hardware.
The cost of power?—less

than $500.

Maybe that's why ReadRight
is the world's best-selling

recognition software for PC's.

800-233-4627
OCR Systems, Inc.

1800 Byberry Rd. Suite 1405

Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

Page
Recognition
For all of us

Reads Your Document

* Reads most documents, including typewritten and typeset, even with

fonts mixed on a page or a line

. Reads small, large, proportional, kerned and touching characters

. Reads documents containing text and graphics

. Tolerates skewed (crooked) text

. Reads complex layouts, including multiple columns and tables

Runs on Your PC
* Runs on any IBM compatible PC with 640K memory, with no additional

hardware or memory required

. Supports all popular scanners and in

formats, even images from fax cards

or hand held scanners

For Word Processor Users

Uses word processor format codes to

reproduce the appearance and layout

of the original document:

. Bold /underlined text

* Point size, serif/sans serif typefaces

* Tabs, indents, columns, lists, paragra

Meets Your Needs

. Works without being trained to recognize your fonts

. Requires minimum keystrokes with ReadRight 2.0's simple menu
structure

« Replicates appearance of original document, including character size

and page layout

. Supports your word processor, desktop publisher, spreadsheetor

database software directly

* With just three keystrokes, accesses your application, so you can use

your document

* Executes directly from DOS command line

OCRSYSTEMS
Copyright 01989 OCR Systems. Inc. All rights reserved. ReadRi^l is a revered trademark of OCR Systems. Itk.

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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up bin. All ofthe printer’s hardware smarts

are on a board that goes inside your com-

puter. And all of the fonts and the control

software—4.5MB worth—go on your

computer’ s disk. The board connects to the

engine through a video interface to achieve

the fastest possible data transfer.

One of the advantages of keeping the

fonts and software on-disk is that you can

add fonts, upgrade software, or even add

new emulations simply by copying the ap-

MANNESMANN TALLY 91 0 UPS

MannesmannTa)fyCorp.,8301 S. 180th St.

Kent, WA 98032; (800) 843-1347, (206) 251 -

5524.

U«t Price: $5,495

Dimensions (HWD): 14 25 x 35.25 x 17.75 in.

Weight: 72 lbs.

Emulstions: Imagen DDL Language, HP
LaserJet. PostScript interpreter

in Short: The Mannesmann Tally 910 UPS.
speoficalty designed for heavy-duty desktop

publishing needs, has a combination of DDL,

PostScript compatibiitty. and an HP LaserJet-

level emulation for utb^ printing. Its unusual

design puts the pnnter's board m your computer

and Its fonts on your hard disk, letting you

upgrade the prit^'s features easily but t£bang a

toll on the computer’s RAM and disk space.

CIRCLE 421 ON READER SERVICE CARO

propriate files to your hard disk. As a prac-

tical demonstration. Mannesmaim Tally

sells two versions of the printer. The Doc-

ument Description Language version of-

fers DDL only, which resides along with

22 typefaces on-disk. The UPS version

gives you PostScript compatibility

(through Imagen UltraScript), HP LaserJet

emulation, and 17 additional typefaces.

The DDL-only version of the MT910
comes on eight disks; the UPS version

adds six more. If you start out with the

DDL version, priced at $4,895, you can

upgrade to the UPS version for $600. You
won't pay a penalty for upgrading at a later

date.

There are a few disadvantages to de-

signing a printer this way. First, the printer

software uses up RAM: 25K for the Post-

Script mode and either 94K or 121K for

HP mode, depending on whether you use

the pop-up control screen. Also, a slow

disk and slow processor can become a bot-

tleneck for print speed, which accounts for

Mannesmann Tally’s recommendation of

a fast computer and fast hard disk.

To prove the point, we ran the UPS
through two sets of speed tests—one done

on an 8-MHz IBM PC AT and the other on

a 25-MHz Compaq 386. Not surprisingly,

the speeds were generally faster on the

Compaq. In HP mode, the graphics speed

test took about 157 seconds on the AT,

compared to about 49 seconds on the Com-
paq. In PostScript mode, the difference

was even more dramatic: 570 seconds on

the AT compared to about 1 10 seconds on

the Compaq. That’s more than three times

as fast for HP mode on the Compaq and

more than five times as fast for PostScript

mode.

The difference in text speed was also

significant for HP emulation, with 5.3

ppm on the AT compared with 8.9 ppm on

the Compaq. Interestingly, there was little

difference between the two performances

in PostScript mode, with a speed of about

8.2 ppm on both computers.

'There is a potential problem in Post-

Script mode. On the PC Labs benchmark

program, the printer scored an appallingly

low 0.4 ppm. The 8.2 ppm rating resulted

from printing the text file with Microsoft

Word. A Mannesmann Tally representa-

tive says the company has never seen this

problem before. Still, the possibility re-

mains that you may run into it with some

other program. If you’re interested in the

printer, check to see if the company has

tested it with your favorite software.

Print quality is high. Text and graphics

are suitably dark, crisp, and clean. The
scanned photo retained the levels of detail

and shading you would expect for each of

the modes. On the emulation tests, the

UPS generally behaved as advertised.

Note that the HP emulation is strictly

LaserJet—not LaserJet Plus or Series II.

That means you don't get downloaded
fonts, graphics primitives, or macros. On
the PC Labs test, the printer also failed to

go to landscape mode in HP emulation.

A nice extra is that you can use the Post-

Script fonts in the HP mode by specifying

an HP cartridge choice in the control soft-

ware. Unfortunately, you can only install

one ghost cartridge at a time, though you

can change it at will ifyou have the pop-up

software loaded.

Happily, the manuals for the MT9I0
are emphatically not typical of Mannes-

mann ’Tally's usual fare. Rather, they are

well written, well designed, and well illus-

trated.

An interesting network option is the

$495 PS-Publish, a modified version of

PS-Print from Brightwork Development.

The PS-Publish version has been custom-

ized to work specifically with the MT910
UPS on Novell networks. According to

Mannesmann Tally, it will let you attach

the UPS to any station on a Novell network

(nmning NetWare 2. 1 or later) and use the

printer from any other station.

The MT910 UPS is an interesting print-

er with a narrow focus. The name—Uni-

versal Publishing System—is exactly

right. This is a DDL and PostScript printer

with a minimal HP LaserJet utility added.

Its natural home is either a netwtxk—pre-

ferably a dedicated or lightly used sta-

tion—or a standalone system with heavy-

duty desktop publishing needs. If you
don’t like printers that need a computer

slot and disk space, you won’t like the

MT910 UPS. But this is certainly one of

the better implementations of that arrange-

ment.

NCR 6435
byTamI Peterson

The NCR 6435 laser printer operates as

flawlessly as the HP LaserJet Series II it

emulates, and at $2,395, it's similarly

priced. So why would you want to buy it

instead of the real thing? That answer may
depend on how attractive its inexpensive

optional emulations are. If you're looking

for that kind of incentive, the NCR 6435 is

a good deal.

The NCR 6435 comes with Diablo 630

emulation and offers Epson FX-86e/IBM
Proprinter XL and HPGL as $280 plug-in

cartridges. The best value is the Epson/

IBM card, which gives you two emula-

tions for the price of one, thereby endow-

ing you with a total of four simultaneous

emulations.

Once accessible, emulation can be ini-

tialized via the front control panel. The 16-

line LCD confirms the transfer to available

printer modes. But emulation can also be

initiated through software commands,
making the NCR 6435 a natural choice for

a network environment where multiple us-
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ers might access the same printer desiring

different emulations.

NCR has simplified the potential com-

plications of selecting emulation through

software by creating what it terms an All

Emulation Command Set. Within any of

its supported modes, the 6435 accepts the

same ASCII, decimal, or hexadecimal

commands to modify the cunent emula-

tion. This lets you create one batch com-

mand per emulation for all users—one that

will reset the printer without regard to pre-

sent settings. Other All Emulation com-

mands include similar generic instmctions

for changing print orientation and desig-

nating the number of copies.

The NCR 6435 employs a TEC 1 305-B

engine—not the fastest in the world. The

unit required close to 1 minute to print the

graphics test. Likewise, the text pages

were output at an average of 5.6 per min-

ute. But it’s easy to discount these speed

infractions in view of the printer’s other

strengths; on the PC Labs torture tests, the

6435 demonstrated top-flight HP emula-

tion. Unlike the other TEC-based printers

reviewed in this roundup—such as the

Mannesmann Tally 905 and the Spear

Desktop Laser Printer, both of which

NCR 6435

Fonts & Features

HP LaserJet II

Helvattca TlmM Courtef Line printer

10-point

12-poinl

14-poinl

Scalable

The NCR 6435 accepte HP^iompalible
font cortrfdgeo.

crashed on PCL macros—the NCR 6435

wore the true colors of HP on every test

where the slightest hint of inexact HP emu-
lation would be detected.

'Though it may act like an HP LaserJet

11, the NCR 6435 occupies less desktop

space. It has a height of just 8 inches and

weighs only 36 pounds. Its one paper tray.

which holds a maximum of 150 sheets, ac-

commodates letter-, legal-, and interna-

tional-size paper. An adjustable single-

sheet feeder rests on top of the tray for

manual loading of envelopes and card-

stock paper. Manual feed is invoked

through the control panel and redirects out-

put from the defaultC path to an uncollated

pass through the printer. This straight pa-

per path means that envelopes won’t curl

and that the printer can accept paper as

heavy as 34 pounds. An envelope tray is

available from a third-party source aixl

will hold up to 50 envelopes.

Because of its compact size, the NCR’s
toner cartridge and separate optical photo-

conductor system are also small. The car-

tridge holds enough toner to print 1 ,500

pages during normal usage. This may be

the reason NCR packages two cartridges

together in one replacement pack. The
pack sells for a total of $22.50, and your

first toner cartridge is included free with

the printer. The photoconductor, which

costs $138, should be replaced approxi-

mately every 10,000 pages.

To ensure that your printer is in top

working condition, NCR offers its custom-

ers an on-site parts-and-labor maintenance

JetForm: A New Form ofPower
JetForm has Speed

Merge and prini your ilata in leconj time,

utilizing the full capabities of your HP

LaserJet or PostScript printer.

JetForm has Power

Develop business applications without any

programming. Instamly verify entered data

and calculate field values. Watch your input

be automaticaly formatted. Retrieve and

update records it dBase III or IV files.

Call (800) 267-9976 16131 594-3026

Indigo Software Ltd.

400-560 Rochester Street

Ottawa, Canada KIS 5K2

JetForm

JetForm 2.00

Its time is now.

Its trademark is

Power.

is the most powerful electmnic

forms product on the market. Jafotm gives

you forms at their very best, along with

unlimited applications potential to meet al

your business needs.

JetForm has Design

See your form grow on the screen-

WYSIWYG under MS Windows. Design your

forms with a ful set of graphics and text

handling tools. Scan and trace pre printed

forms and include graphic images from

scanners and paim programs.

JetForm has FlexMty

Design and print al your formatted

material-fiom single-page expense claims

to multi-page policies, comracts,

barcode labels, and catalogs. Use

your choice of stand-alone PCs,

PS/2s, networks, minicomputers

IHP 3000, HP 9000, DEC VAXI,

and UNIX platforms.
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NCR 6435

NCR Corp.. 3718 N. Rock Rd.. Wichila. KS
67226; (316) 636-8570.

List Price: ^.395; HPGL emutation ca/^idge.

$280; IBM Proprtnter XL Epson FX-66e
emulation cartridge. $260.

Dimensions (HWD): 8 X 25 X 17in.

Weight: 36 lbs.

Emulations: Oiabk) 630 . HP LaserJet senes II

in Short: You 11 find no snags m workir)g with this

HP LaserJet ll-compatible pnnter; it even

accepts HP font cartridges. The design is

compact, and operation is effortless. The
standard HP LaserJet Series II and Diablo 630
erTHilations. as well as optKXtai Epson FX-

86e IBM Propnnter XL, and HPGL modes, are

software selectable, which may make this pnnter

a good choice for network use

.
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contract for $350 a year. With yearly

maintenance, NCR insists that the printer

can be used indefmitely.

In line with its exceptional HP compati-

bility, the NCR 6435 accepts all HP font

cartridges and wilt conveniently house up

to two at a time, just like the LaserJet D.

However, NCR plans to release its own
HP-compatible font caitridges, including a

25-in- 1 supercartridge. The NCR 6435

cartridges, excluding the supercaitridge,

will retail for $245 each. Whether you’ll

want to buy NCR’s cartridge over HP’s

will probably depend on which has the

lower street price; the caitridges appear to

be identical.

If the standard 5I2K memory in this

printer is not enough, upgrades are avail-

able. The maximum upgrade is to 4.5MB
and costs an additional $2,199. Upgrades

of 1MB and 2MB cost $549 and $1,099,

respectively. All memory enhancements

are user installable.

By year’s end, a further enhancement

for the 6435 will be available in the form of

a PostScript emulation board. The new

PostScript card will piggyback the print-

er’s motheiboard, allowing you to contin-

ue to use an emulation cartridge that you

PR1^fTERS

LASER PRINTERS

already .own. Once the board is available,

it will be possible to emulate a total of five

printers simultaneously.

If the NCR 6435’s ensuing PostScript

emulation is of the same quality as its pre-

sent HP LaserJet n product, this printer

may be headed for success. But you won’t

have to look to the future to find reasons

for buying this printer today. Ifyou require

excellent HP LaserJet II emulation and

And value in adding other emulations cur-

rently available, the return on your invest-

ment will be realized now.

other nice control lets you prevent the

printer from processing the annoying start-

up page on power-up.

The primary emulation of the 890XL is

PostScript. PC Labs tests revealed this to

be peih^ the greatest strength of this

printer. Graphic output was sharper and

more distinct in PostScript than in HP em-
ulation, and font control was also more

germane to PostScript. Fonts selected in

HP emulation are d^ved from the Post-

Script set, and our font tests detected some

slight irregularities.

Curiously, the first line in the test para-

graph was consistently dropped. Also, the

NEC Silentwriter LC
890XL
by Tami Peterson

Realizing that most offices require more

than one printer standard, NEC built the

$6,995 Silentwriter LC 890XL with three.

The Silentwriter offers the font prowess of

PostScript, the nearly universal compati-

bility ofHP PCL, and even includes some-

thing to satisfy the laser-phobe as well as

work with any dated software: a Diablo

630 emulation.

The 890XL comes with two paper car-

tridges—one legal-size and one letter-

size—with a capacity of 250 sheets each.

The caitridges can be used simultaneously;

for instance, you might put letterhead in

one cartridge and second sheets in the oth-

er. Or, for high-volume printing, you can

choose to combine the two cartridges.

When one cartridge tuns out of paper, the

printer will then automatically pull paper

from the second. This option is selected

through the front control panel.

Thirty-five resident Adobe typefaces

are accessible in PostScript emulation.

Three of them—Courier, Times, and Hel-

vetica—are available when in HP Laseijet

emulation. With a total of four port selec-

tions (Centronics parallel, RS-232, RS-

422, and AppleTalk), it is reasonable that

NEC asks you to purchase a cable sepa-

rately.

liie various print emulations are ac-

cessed through the control panel. A 2-line

1 6-characterLCD allows enough space for

the printer to communicate its current ac-

tions, any problems that have occurred,

and what you can do to help it recover.

There is even a handy "flush job” com-

mand that you can quickly invoke to allevi-

ate misprints without powering down. An-

NEC Silentwriter LC 890XL

Fonts & Features

PostScript

Courier UnepriMv

nilniliM nil’^nnnnininn
laeoaaHU Ull|HI 1111

nnnnininn^ nnnnininn
HP LuarJot II

HehwMco Thnee Courier Uneprinier

|E |£

ililliilliilliil
niliniininn

lO'Point mimimi
nil nilnnnil
nnnnininn

sc.^nnnnnnnn
The NEC SilentwrUer LCNOXL ofitra the

standard 35 Adobs PoatSerlpI fenta, sonw
of which ars avallabla In LaaarJet m^.

boldface Times Roman font would appear

in Helvetica bold. These facts were dis-

cussed with aNEC representative, who in-

dicated that no problems had ever been re-

ported by customers using HP emulation

with popular applications like word pro-

cessors, desktt^ publishers, and spr^-
sheets. Use with certain tax applications

has produced errors, however, arid NEC is

currently working on the problem.

Preparing the 890XL for initial opera-

tion is straightforward. The accompanying

documentation is consumer-oriented, an-

ticipating possible quandaries by offering

clear, comprehensive instructions. To one

accustomed to the toner cartridges of
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OUR I'RL'CISSI

BUSINESS Shipping • Year choice:

Fast, dependable, overnight service

$7 up lo 7 tbs. Ground service

available - S3 (same day shipping).

Fox Software
Foxbase * Dev. Sys. 2.1 1

Gibson Research
Spinnte
Intuit

Applause Software
The Perfect Addition ill

Ashton Tate
dBASE IV

Framework III 1.1

Bloc Publishing
Form Filler 2.0

Personal Lawyer
Quicken 3.0

Lord Publishing
Ronsiadt's Financials

Lotus
Agenda 1.01

Lotus 1-2-3 2.01

Lotus 1-2-3 Rel. 2.2

Lotus 1-2-3 Rel. 3
Lotus 1 -2-3 Upgrade Kit

Magellan
Meca
Managing Your Money 5.0

Microcom
Carbon Copy Plus 5.0

MIcrorim
R Base tor DOS 2.1

Microsoft

Portawei» Sysicm 2 (Poimwont Com.)
Formwon System 2 takes the Vork^
out of paperwork with the vMd graphics

of Microsoft Windows. Forms d^lgn.
fli-in and database features in one
package. Assemble a form by puttirtg

togeth^ ready*made 'form parts* like

lists, address blocks and grids New.

Prime Solutions
Disk Technician Adv
PrImeTIme Software
PnmeTime Personal
Qualitas
386 To The Max
Quarterdeck Office Sya.
Desqview 2.25

Now you C2in from Comps
with 40Mb hard drive screen. It has

all the features of a desktop^H^ on an airline table.

Just enter the MICRO WAREHOUSE GREAT
COMPUTER GfVEAWAY. Your name is automatically

entered into the drawing when you order. Or just send

us the entry coupon.

Our helpful telephone staff is waiting to take your call.

I'm Keny, call me at:

Crosstalk Ci^m.
Crosstalk (or Windows ....

Dac Software
Dac Easy Accounting 4.0

Dac Easy Bonus Pak 4.0

Dac Easy Payroll 4.0

Reality Technologtei
Wealthbuilder (by Moi
Reference Soware
Grammatik IV 2.0

RIghtsoftLucid 3D 2.0
Oatastorm Tech.
Procomm Plus
Delrina Technologies
PerFORM Designer & Rller 1

Delta Technology
Direct Access 4. i

Dynamic Microprocessor Assoc.
p^nywhere III

Rfth Generation
Fastback Plus 2.09
Formworx Corp.
Formworx w/Fill & File

Formworx System 2 ^

Inqtilrics: 201-370-0518

Fax#: 201-905-5245

Mon-Fri: 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. (E)

Sat-S«&: 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Wordstar U.S.A.
Wordstar Prof. Rel. 5.5

MICRO WAREHOUSE’**

1690 Oak Street. P.O. Box 1579.

Ukewood. N.J. 03701

01989, Micro Warehouse Inc.

Eitcci 2.1 (Microsoft)

. A powerful and
i intuitive spreadsheet

A package designed
spedftcaOy for graphics

F environments
' Combining the strength

of a commanding
database, the fiexlbUity of
a functional spreadsheet

and advanced gra^^
capabilities 235.

MkfO WanhosM CtvMwtr. 1690 Oak Str«at. F.O. 8cm 1979. Lakewood, NJ. 08701

When you order by (rfione or mdL you arc automaocaBy entered In the drswtng

You can also maS this coupon or cal our contest entry kte 1-S00-M7-0711. 9PMllt
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OFFICIAL ENTRY COUPON

mn the Compaq
Vffl SLT/286

MicroWAREHOUSE

Borland International

Paradox 3.0 435.
165.

Brightbill Roberts
65.

Broderbund
45.

Central Point Software
77.

Contact Software Int't

ACTI 199.

46.

Softlogic Solutions
Software Carousel 3.01 50.

Softshell Systems
Sottbreeze i .1 99.

Software Publishing
235.

PFS First Choice 3.02 88,

Professional Write 2.1 124.

Symantec
Q& A3.0 205.

349.
Tops
Top$-DOS2.1 109.

Traveling Software
Laplink llT 75.

WordPerfect Corp.
WordPerfect 5.0 219.

Name

Address Apt.

Excel 2.1 ,^235.

Windows 286 2.11 ....62.

Windows 386 2.11 ..119.

Word 5.0 .. ..209. ^
Works 1 .05 ...92.

MultiSoft

... 7^Nolo Press

Paul Mace
H/Test H/Format 2.1 45-

Peachtree Software
Peachtree Complete II 4.21

.

147.

Peter Norton
Norton Advned. Util. 4.5 80.



DESKTOP PUBUSHING
& GRAPHICS

ENTERTAINMEBfT &
EDUCAnON

Art Right
Images V0I.I&2 110.

Aldus
Pagemaker 3.0 474.
Corel Systeme
CorelDRAW 1.1 315.
Lotus
Freelance Plus 3.0 329.
MIcrografx
Designer 2.0 425.
Graph Plus 299.

Activision
Ghostbusters II 26.

Broderbund
Where in Time is Carmen S.D 28.*

fSTGames: Winter Edition 52.

Microprose
F-19 Stealth Fighter 38.

Microsoft
Right Simulator 33.

Teachware (with audio)
Teacher in a Box-Lotus lo New
PC Startup Kit New

FastTRAP'

Fultrap (Mkrotpctd)
Use Fasttrap to ir^t three axis data

directly into your apdication prograiTts

without keystrokes, rttnrap fcAiures

high pointing re'xdution. sl^il
economic design and complete
cwnpattbility 'ivHh your exisung two
axis software B«s $104. / Serial $94.

MEDIA

BASF Disks (box of 10)
5 1/4* DS/HD (1.2Mb) 19.

Maxell Disks (box of 10)
3 1/2* DS/HD 1 1.44Mb) 34.

Polaroid Disks (box of 10)
Formatted & DataRescue Call

Sony (box of 10)
3 1/2“ DS/HD (1.44Mb) 38.

ACCESSORIES

Anrierican Covers
Mouse Mats 7.

Curtis
Ruby Plus w/Fax & Modem 59.

Interex
Cables & Gender Chargers Call

Kensington
Masterpiece Plus 95.

Targus
Leather Carrying Case 1 39.

Nylon Carrying Case 54.

Maoaghig To«r Money S.O (MECA)
Andrew Tobias' Mana^g Your Money
5.0 puts a finandal wizard to work for

you. This urrique program helps you stay

on top of your expenditures, income tax

record, investments, plans for the future

and net worth. $118.

INPUT DEVICES

Kenslrtgton
Expert Mouse PS/2 115.

Logitech
Logitech Scanman 179.

Senes 9 Mouse (bus/ser) 75.

Senes 9 w/Pt.Show (bus/ser) 92.
Microsoft
Mouse w/Paintbrush (bus/ser) 105.

Mouse w/Wndws & Paint(bu8/serj 131

.

MIcroSpeed
FastTRAP (bus/ser) 104./94.

PC Trac (bus/ser) 85./75.

The Complete PC
Half-Page Scanner 400dpi 1 83.

Microsoft
Chart 3.0 239.
Power Up Software
Express Publisher New
oonware moNsrano
Harvard Graphics 2.l2 275.
PFS First Publisher 2.1 75.

3G Graphics
Images w/lmpact!Grphcs-Symb 1 ..47.

Images w/ImpactIBusiness 1 59.

Timeworks
Publlsh-ltl 109.

Xsrox
Ventura Publisher 2.0 489.

Z-Soft
PC Paintbrush IV+ 119.

Canon Laser Beam Printer

LBP-8in (Canon)
Satisfy aO your printing needs
with Canon's new Mark III laser

printer Versaullty enables you to

print smooth, pr^essional-

iooking text and graphics without

add-oru. The Canon LBP-8in
features iridude extensrve

memory, a sophisticated vector

graphics command set. scoIaMe
rant*, and the speed of

pages per minute $1845.

Visa and Mastercard acespM.
Youi credit card wiH not be charged until

your order is shipped

Corporate purchase orders subject to credit

approval

All products are covered by 120 day limited

warranty*
CT recidents add 9% sales tax. N J residents

add 6% sales tax

SHIPPING
Orders lor in-stock ttems placed by 6.00 p.m.

U) weekdays, ship overrught by Airborne

Express (Some rurtf areas require an extra

day)

Shipmrw charoe $7 per order up to 7 lbs. $1

per lb above f Ibe

UPS ground service also available upon
request - S3 per order UPS orders placed by

3.00P m. (E) weekdays, ship same day.

Actual freight charges apply for computers,

hard disks. Bemoulh's, t^ back ups,

rrvonitors and printers.

Alaska. Hawaii, outside contnentsi US..
APO/fPO can lor information

* Detective software replaced immediaiefy.

Hardware replaced or repaired at our discretion

Item availability and price sut^ to change
without notice.

Software le not copy protected, except where
marked by asterisk

CONTEST RULES 1. Entries mutt be received on
or before 1/31190 2. Winner selected in random
drawing by attorneys tor Micro Warehouse Inc..

(MWHl.wnosedecisiont are final 3 Pruesubiect

lo avaiiatHiity MWH reserves the right to substitute

wholesale cash value up to SS.OOO 4 Winner

responslMe tor taxes. S. Odds ot winning depend
on number of entries. 6 MWH will announce the

winner on or erourid 2/28/90. Winner will be
notified by mail Dates subiect to change at the

discretion ofMWH If un^ to contact eny winner,
an attemate will be selected random drawing.

7 Contest is to US residents, except where
prohibdedbylaw Employees ofMWH and supphers
noteligibie 8.Prue-oneCompaqSLT286w/640K
RAM and 40Mb Hard D^.

MODEMS 8t FAX BOARDS

Computer Peripherals
Viva Modem 24 New
GVC Chenel
Mini Modem 2400bd AC/DC 1 57.

Practical Perlpherata
Modem 24(X)^ Ext 174.
Quadram
JT Fax Board 4800bd Int 215.
The Complete PC
The Complete Fax 4600bd 249.
U.S. Robotics
Sportster 2400 Ext 1 85.

LANGUAGES

Borland International
Turbo Assembler/Debugger 1 .0 95.

Turbo C Prof. Pack 159.

Turbo Pascal 5.5 98.

Turbo Pascal Prof. Pack 165.

Microsoft
C Compiler 5. 1 279.
Quick ^sic 4.5 64.

QuickC 2.0 63.

PtrMlex 3.0 (Boftand latl)

Paradox 3.0 enables you to build custom
appUcBtions quickly the Paradox
Ap^cation Language. Complete with
sophisticated graph and ch^ features

that allow you to turn tables into charts

with one keystroke. Paradox 3.0

combines ease of use with powerful
realtlMia] capabilities in a database
perfect for multiple users. $435.

EXPANSION ft UPGRADES

ATI
VGA Wonder 1024x768 256k 267.

AST Research
Sixpak 286W/512K 285.
Rfth Generation
Logical Connection 512k 519.

Intel

Aboveboard Plus 8 w/2Mb 859.
Inboard 386/PC w/IMb 599.
Co-Processors Call

Memory
SIMMS 4 DRAM Call

Orchid Technologies
Tiny Turbo AT 449.
Tmy Turbo Xtra 269.
Paradise Systems
VGA Plus 16 299.
Tops
Flashcard 142.

DRIVES

Iomega
Bernoulli ll/44Mb Int 992.
44Mb Storage Cartridge 79.

Procom Technology
3 1/2* 1.44Mb Exl(AT) 249.
5 1/4* 360k Ext Floppy PS/2 210.
Teec
3 1/2* 1.44Mb AT Floppy Drive 95.

5 1/4* 1.2Mb Floppy Drive 89.

Solutions for PC/XT
3 1/2“ 1 .44Mb Floppy 4 Ctir 157.

3 1/2* 720k Floppy 4 CHr 137.

PRINTERS ft CARTRIDGES

Canon
LBP-8III Laser 1645.
Citizen

120D and 180D 138./159.
GSX-140 New
NEC
5200/5300 489/668.
Pacific Data Products
1-2-4 Memory Bd. w/2mg 499.
25 Cartridges in One! 269.
Pacific Page 550.
Plotter in a Cartridge 255.
Panasonic
KX-P1124 Dot Matrix 329.
KXP1180 190.

KX-P 1191 228.
Toshiba
Express Writer 301 portable 341

.

MONITORS

NEC
Monitor Multisync 2A 495.
Monitor Multisync 30 659.
Monitor Multisync GS 219.
Panasonic
PanasyncC1391 579.
Prir>ceton Graphics
Ultra-14 VGA 539.
Zenith
ZCM 1490 14* Fiat Screen 599.

CAD SOFTWARE
Americen Small Business Co.
Design CAD 3D 2.1 205.
Generic Software
Generic CADO Lvl.3 w/Dot Plot ... 155.

Mathsoft
Math CAD 2.5 285

PC Start Dp Kh asd Teacher Ln a Box
- totuM 1-2-3 Rel. 3 (Teachware)
Master all the basic computer
with the PC Stan Up Kit. Easy
cnstnictions show you how to use the

DOS commands for everyday
operations Teacher in a Box -Lotus
1-2-3 Rcl. 3 is a training

program that utilizes tlm
senses, sight, sound and
touch to produce optimum
memory retention. You excel

quickly and master advoTKed
techni^cs New.

/



NEC Information Systems Inc., 1414

Massachusetts Ave.. Boxborough. MA 01719;

(506)264-8000.

Ust Price: $6,995

Dimensions (HWO): 23 x 1 6,25 x 20.25 in.

Weight: 68 lbs.

Emulations: Diablo 630, HP LaserJet Senes 11.

PostSaipt

In Short: The NEC Silentwriter LC 890XL offers

good PostScript and HP PCL emulations. The
additional Diablo 630 emulation may add to the

pnnter'sv^e for some offices. Dual paper

cartridges and the cost-efficient toner

replacement system are further ber>eftts. But if

you don't need all of your pnnt emulations in one
pnnter. you may find a better bargain elsewhere.

CIRCLE 41 1 0N READER SERVICE CARO

Canon engine-based lasers, there is one

initially disorienting procedure. The
890XL incorporates a refillableOPC (opti-

cal photoconductor) that ships empty.

Once slipped under the printer's hood, it is

filled with a box of toner via a separate top-

loading compartment. Amazingly, no

mess results from this procedure.

Aside from clean handling, the refill-

able OPC system is somewhat cost-effec-

tive. Each box contains a claimed 3,(X)0

page supply of toner (with an average of 5

percent black coverage per page). A box

sells for $20. What brings that perceived

bargain back into perspective is that the

OPC, which costs $1 10, must also be re-

placed. The manufacturer states that this

should be done every 7,(X)0 pages or every

four boxes of toner, whichever comes
first.

NEC also suggests a tune-up every

1(X),000 pages. The first on-site tune-up

will cost you $399. The second tune-up

(after 200,000 pages) costs $499. At

300,0(X) pages, the printer should be sent

to a service center for a $699 rehaul. The

PRINTERS

LASER PRINTERS

4(X),0(X)- and 5(X),(X)0-page service calls

are then charged at the 100,000- and

2(X),(XK)-page rates, respectively. Accord-

ing to NEC, your 890XL is re^y for re-

tirement after 600,000 pages.

The warranty agreement is standard: 90
days on-site service, or 1 year if shipped to

a service center. A new maintenance con-

tract is available that includes on-site parts

and labor, as well as support for the first

five tune-ups. The contract is $648 per

year, or $54 per month.

The NEC Silentwriter LC 890XL oper-

ates smoothly and offers thoughtful fea-

tures. NEC is attuned to its customers and

has carefully developed support programs

to maintain the high quality of this prtxl-

uct. This one's a good bet.

Printronix L2324
Report Expediter
by Robert C. Ullrich

You won't find a Printronix L2324 Report

Expediter on many desktops. This stui^ly

built 132-pound behemoth probably

wouldn't fit on most desks. Furthermore,

its $ 1 S,500 list price clearly relegates it to a

shared-device or networked environment.

Indeed, the L2324 is specifically designed

to address the stringent requirements for

shared printing.

With a duty cycle of 80,0(X) copies per

month, an estimated life of 5 million

The sturdily built

Printronix L2324 is

designed for a shared

printing environment.

•

copies, and a tested speed of nearly 21

pages per minute, the L2324 is faster and

mote durable than the industry flagship HP
LaserJet models. It operates with an LED
array imaging system—considered mote

reliable than laser technology.

The short, straight paper path from the

upper paper cassette to the output tray sig-

nificantly reduces the chance ofpaperjams

Printronix L2324 Report Expediter

Fonts & Features

HP LaserJet Plus
\

HelvfrtIcB Tunes Courier LIrte printer
|
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Scalable IHIHH
The Printronix L2324 Report Expediter

otters 24 fixed and 4a prof>ortiofiaI

toots on disk.

and permits dependable use of heavier pa-

per stock. The upper and lower paper trays

have a total capacity of 800 sheets, and the

optional power sheet feeder and stacker

(not tested) boosts the unit's capacity to

1,750 sheets of input and 1,5(X) pages of

output. Although not essential for a shared

printer, the L2324 doesn’t allow user com-

mands to be entered via the operator panel

,

nor does it support printing envelopes.

The most interesting aspect of the

L2324 is its internal 3.5-inch 1.44MB
floppy disk drive for loading the operating

system, fonts, and diagnostics. The fonts

on the internal floppy disk drive load more

quickly than soft fonts stored on your PC’s

hard disk and are much cheaper than the

expensive font cartridges found on most

other page printers. On the negative side,

you are limited to 1 .44MB of space on a

single floppy disk, since changing disks

causes the printer to reboot. Still, the two

disks provided by Printronix had 24 fixed

and 48 proportional fonts, respectively.

The L2324 boasts terrific flexibility for

creating custom combinations of fixed and

proportional fonts on floppy disks from the

most-recent font generators, such as Bit-

stream’s. Alas, you can't do this yourself.

Printronix uses a proprietary format for the

font disks—you can’t even make a copy of

it under DOS. PrinUonix will create a disk

free of charge (this is subject to change)

with any fonts that you supply, but it

would be better if you didn’t have to go
through the company

.

Two disks came with the printer: the

fixed font set has Courier, Line Printer,

Prestige, Gothic, and OCR (for optical

scanners); the proportional font set has

Helvetica and 'Times Roman, along with
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LIGHTS! CAMERA! PRINT IT!

LASER PRINTER TECHNOLOGY EXPLAINED
by Alfred Poor

It’s now official: it is no longer accurate

to refer to this category simply as
‘
‘ laser

printers." We need a term to acknowl-

edge the fact that, while they all produce

a single page at a time, many of the

printers that are reviewed in this section

do not have a laser anywhere within

their boxes. It’s time to recognize the

zappers, blinkers, and winkers of page-

printing technology.

So we’re going to answer these ques-

tions: How do page printers work, and

how are the technologies different?

The first schematic drawing shows a

generic page printer engine; it works

almost the same as a desktop copier. In

the center is a photosensitive dmm, which

the dram corona wire covers with an

even charge. When the dram is exposed

to light, the charge on its surface changes,

creating an exposure area in which the

image is
‘

‘painted’ ' on the dram by laser

or other means.

The developer unit is filled with captive

plastic beads that impart a charge to the

toner particles and carry them to the

dram, where they are attracted to the

spots on the dram surface that are to be

printed. Meanwhile, the paper travels

past the transfer corona wire, which gives

it a charge that will allow it to attract the

toner.

As the paper passes the dram, the

toner is pulled onto the paper. Excess

toner is then wiped from the dram and

the dram is “erased” by the dram co-

rona wire to make it ready for the next

image. The paper then travels through

the two fusing tollers, which use heat

and pressure to melt the plastic toner

powder into the paper. Finally, the paper

transport system carries the page the rest

of the way to the output tray.

There are three basic technologies

that are currently being used by page

printers. Each of the three has its propo-

nents, who argue that their technology

results in more-accurate images or a

more reliable design.

Most popular of all is the laser, in

large part because of the incredible suc-

cess of the small Canon laser print en-

gines. As shown in the second drawing,

a diode laser generates a beam that is

reflected off a spinning, many-sided minor,

causing it to sweep across the width of

the dram. By rapidly turning the laser on

and off, the individual dots may be placed

to create the image.

The third drawing shows an LED
array: instead of one light source, there

are thousands of tiny points. Each pixel

that is present in the 300-dot-per-inch

print line has its own tiny light that blinks

on and off as the dram turns, exposing a

tiny strip of dram to create its part of the

image.

The liquid crystal shutter engine in the

fourth drawing operates with a process

that falls somewhere between the two that

were already described. Like a laser, it has

a single light source. In this case, it is often

a halogen light. As in the LED array en-

gine, every pixel is controlled individu-

PAGE PRINTER ENGINES

Like the engine of a desktop copier, a

page printer engine is built around a
photosensitive drum. To start the cycle, a

drum corona wire covers the surface of

the drum with an even charge. Exposing
an area of the surface to light from a laser

or by some other means changes the

surface charge, causing an image to be
“painted” on the drum. To coat the image
with toner, captive plastic beads in the

developer unit impart a charge to the toner

particles and carry them to the drum,
where they are attracted to the image.

Meanwhile, the paper travels past the

transfer corona wire, which gives it a

charge that will attract the toner. As the

paper passes the drum, the charge it has

acquired pulls the toner onto it. After the

image has been transferred, excess toner

is wiped from the drum, and the drum is

“erased" by the drum corona wire to

prepare it for the next image. The paper

then travels through the two fusing rollers,

which apply heat and pressure to melt

the plastic toner powder into the paper.

Finally, the paper transport system

carries the page to the output tray.

iou PCMAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1969



ally. A vast array of liquid crystal shutters

wink open and shut in order to let light

through and expose the turning drum.

The results of these different approaches

are nearly identical. Each design produces

3(X)-dpi output. All three are capable of at

least 8-page-per-minute speed ratings. And
all three methods have been engineered to

fit in remarkably small and lightweight

packages.

The different constructions have mi-

nor implications in terms of longevity.

The laser has the fewest components, so

presumably there is less chance ofsome-

thing breaking down. On the other hand,

the beam must be reflected from one end

ofthe drum to the other, and maintaining

accurate control of the beam can be an

exceedingly difficult task. The LED and

LCS engines do not depend on a moving

part like the rotating mirror in the laser

engine, so they could be more reliable

than the laser. Still, there are thousands

of tiny electrical connections that are

involved in each ofthe systems, and one

LED or liquid crystal shutter failure will

permanently disable a pixel.

As tested in PC Labs, printers using

these three technologies didn't produce

output that differentiates them from one

another. The variations tended to be

more pronounced from engine to engine

than from category to category. But even

so, nonlaser page printers deserve some
respect, even if they don’t get a new
name.

LED Array Liquid Crystal Shutter

Exposure area

Laser Engine

In a laser engine, a diode laser

generates a beam that is reflected off a
spinning, many-sided mirror. The beam
is thus played across the width of the

drum, and by rapidly turning the laser on
and off. the individual dots may be
placed to create the image.

With a light-emitting diode (LED) array,

there are thousands of light points

instead of a single source. Each pixel in

the 300-dot'per‘inch print line has its own
tiny light that blinks on and off as the

drum turns, exposing a tiny strip of drum
and creating its own part of the image.

The liquid crystal shutter (LCS) engine

operates by a process that falls

somewhere between the laser and the

LEO array. Like a laser, it has a single

light source—often a halogen light. As in

the LED array engine, every pixel is

controlled individually. A vast array of

liquid crystal shutters wink open and
shut to let light through and expose the

turning drum.
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As the Three Musketeers would say, “All

for or\e and one for all!’

The same guiding principle of teamwork is

evident in how well Lotus* 1-2-3* works with

Lotus Freelance* Plus 3.0 and Lotus Manuscript*

2.1 software programs.

When you need to bring 1-2-3 data and

charts into truly outstanding business presen-

tations, Freelance Plus is the best business

graphics software for you.

While Lotus Manuscript word processing

software gives you the best way to bring 1-2-3

data and charts into terrific-looking reports.

That’s because they are the only programs

in their categories specifically designed by

Lotus/or Lotus 1-2-3

customers. Which

means you will get top-

$100“Pertk'tFit’’Rebate performing products
Release 3 and 2.2 users who ..

*
4.1 4.^

buy Frvelance Pius orManuscript. With pOWeiTUl llTlXS tO

1-2-3. Not to mention service and support from

the industry leader.

'Me Freelance Plus, for example. Recently,

both Info World and PC Week gave it the highest

C l9S9Lo(u*DrrclopiMntCorportUon Lotui.lM, Piwlanw, and UanuKnpttrr rrgislfredtndenivksorLotiMDnelopfnrntCorpontion. OnlyonePreclanMpliuarlltntucnpir^tcprr person (Voumivr^ivealZOOrtbtle
LoiuaAuihoriiedRMeller or through the Lotus Select* catalog between June <5 and December 31. IMS Rebate Certlhcaie must be postmvkedb; December 31, IW Lotus Freelance Plus and Manuscript Upgrade product



rating of all presentation graphics software*

With Freelance Plus you have all the tools

youneed to plan,organizeand prepare effective

presentations. You can create everything from

color slides to overheads to handouts. Or even

on-screen presentations.

Only Freelance

Plus provides a “live

link” to 1-2-3. You can

view your spreadsheet

from within Freelance i

Plus and select ranges to

chart using familiar 1-2-3 Presentatkais

keystrokes. And when

Manuscript’s “live link” to 1-2-3 brings in the

new numbers automatically. With no need to

reformat your table.

No wonder Freelance Plus and Manuscript

are called the “Perfect Fit” with 1-2-3.

SjaieaddKHte RqxHls
Lotus Freelance Plus and Manuscript are specifically designed to uxjrk well with 1-2S.

you retrieve a Freelance Plus chart file linked to

1-2-3, it will automatically reflect the latest data.

No other presentation graphics program

gives you all this functionality and works more

effectively with 1-2-3.

If you’re a 1-2-3 Release 3 or 2.2 customer

(including upgrades), Lotus will send you a

$100 rebate for purchasing Freelance Plus or

Manuscript between June 15 and December 31,

1989. Look inside your 1-2-3 package for a

software.tay’dbe

Plus, andMauuscrpt
Then there’s Manuscript. It’s a full-featured “Perfect Fit” Rebate Certificate and offer details.**

word processor that gives you the best and 1-2-3 and Freelance Plus or 1-2-3 and

easiest way possible to incorporate 1-2-3 spread- Manuscript. Put one of the strongest teams in

sheets and graphics into high quality reports. history to work for you.

You can import spreadsheet data-in table

form—with columns and rows intact. Then

easily enhance all your tables with borders and

shading. And when your 1-2-3 data changes,

LotusFreelancePlus

LotusManuscript
ifyoupurchuekothFreelinn- Plus and WanusrnptindwiHl in both Proof of Purchase coupons and sales receipts.)1bquali^.j«a must purchase the full reUU versMo of Lotus Freelance Plus9.l>(or 3.IN)or Manuscript 2.1 from a
purrhasesart not eligible ‘fn/ulFurld. Aprils, July 10. IMt * *Ft>rffluieinfonnatlon about the "Perfect FH" program and how Freelance Plusand Manuscript work with the new Lotus 1-1-3. call 1 000)43 Mit
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the default fixed-font Courier and Line

Printer typefaces. For each typeface, there

is a wide variety of pitches and points in

medium, bold, and italic. Unlike the HP
LaserJet Plus, the L2324 can print any font

in landscape or portrait mode.

There is no provision for additional

memory; however, you can load up to 16

fonts simultaneously in the standard 4MB
of memory. Centronics parallel, RS-232
serial (19,200 bits per second), and RS-

422 serial (38,400 bps) interfaces are all

standard.

HP LaserJet 500 Plus emulation is

standard, and Diablo 630 emulation is

available upon request. The LaserJet Plus

emulation is flaw^. The text output is of

excellent quality but is not identical to the

fonts of the HP LaserJet Plus it emulates.

The L2324 doesn’t conform to the HP La-

serJet Plus high-order character set, and

PC Labs tests revealed that the printable

region is larger than that of the HP.

Unlike the text output, the graphics

quality is mediocre. The test image didn't

measure up to the crisper and more defined

image produced by the standard HP.

The current installation manual is still

in the “preliminary” stage even though

the printer has been available for nearly a

year. Its inadequacies made for a hellish

installation experience, but the company

iral PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1989

states that a revision will be released soon.

The Printronix L2324 has most of the

essential qualities needed in a network

printer: durability, speed, excellent print

quality, and low maintenance. It will per-

form admirably unless you require precise

HP emulation, other emulations, or better

quality graphics. But for the price, there

are better values out there.

QMS PS-820
by Alfred Poor

QMS has long been a leading advocate of

affordable laser printing. So it should

come as no surprise that the company has

applied the two-tray Canon TX engine to

PostScript applications, coming up with a

$6,495 offering. The price may not be the

cheapest, but when you consider QMS’s
extras, it adds up to a worthwhile deal.

The best feature of the PS-820 is its dual

paper trays. Each holds 200 sheets of pa-

per, and you can either select the trays in-

dividually or have them “chain” automat-

ically, which allows you to print con-

tinuously without having to stop and add

paper.

The printer is based on the well-known

Canon laser engine, with its 8-page-per-

The QMS PS-820

is a little more expensive,

but offers much

more than a basic

PostScript printer.

minute rating artd excellent print quality.

Since the toner, developer, and drum all

come in a single, sealed unit, maintenance

is a snap.

The PS-820 is a breeze to set up. There

are no front-panel controls; instead, there

is a ten-position rotary switch on the back

next to the cable connectors. By choosing

one of the ten settings, you select between

various preset configurations of interface

and emulation. There are serial, parallel,

and AppleTalk connectors—the Apple-

QMSPS^O

Fonts & Features

PottSertpt
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Scalable

You can accaas tha QMS PS-620’s reaMent
Adobe PostScript fonto in LaserJot mode.

Talk DB-9 connector doubles as an RS-

422 port. In addition to the native Post-

Script mode, you can also access Diablo

630, HPGL plotter, and HP LaserJet Plus

emulations.

Tbe PS-820 performs well. The Post-

Script tests ran smoothly, with well-

formed characters and crisp graphics. The

PostScript compatibility is not surprising,

since the machine came with version

47.2C of the real thing, Adobe PostScript.

The LaserJet Plus emulation was nearly

perfect; there was only one small problem

with one of the macro commands on the

torture test page. The PS-820 got other fine

points right, however, such as assuming

the correct default left margin and print-

able page length. There are also some im-

provements: you can access the PostScript

fonts (including scaling) through the La-

serJet emulation, so you have more font

options than a LaserJet can give.

The PS-820 turned in respectable

speeds as well. The LaserJet emulation

times were within the range of Hewlett-

Packard’s times, and, at 7.4 ppm, the Post-

Script timings were on par with other 8

ppm PostScript machines.

The printer’s documentation is excel-

lent, with plenty of illustrations and step-

by-step instructions. There are special sec-



Page Printer Page Printer

DQ4110
$4-pin Dot Matrix Printer

DM2210
^pin Dot Matrix Printer

DM2215
^pin Dot Matrix Printer

Personal;Compiuttr

You’ve asked for better features, lower prices and longer warranties. We listened.

Our new printers offer improved paper handling, better print quality, greater durability, industry

standard emulations, easy to use controls, and a wide variety of type styles. Our computers offer high

performance, compact size, versatility, and expandability. By combining our printers and computers,

you have systems that are hard to beat.

Our products are priced well below other name brand machines with comparable features and quality.

We back everything we sell with a full year warranty, one of the best in the industry.

Visit your nearest dealer. Ask your toughest questions about Fortis products. If you can’t find a dealer in

your area, call (800) 241-0947 (inside Calif, call (800) 223-9629). You’ll find out how good we really are.

Fortis . . . we’re listening.

FGRTIS
FORTIS INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC.

()070 Rickenbacker Road, Commerce, CA 90040 Phone: (213) 727-1227

CIRCLE 132 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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QMS PS-820

QMS Inc., One Magnum Pass. Mobile. AL
36618: (800) 631-2692, (205) 633-4300.

List Price: $6,495

Dimensions (HWD): 1 2.75 x 32.5 x 1 8 in.

Weight: 55 lbs.

Emulations: Diablo 630, HPGL, HP LaserJet

Plus, PostScript

In Short: The PS-820 carries a list price a bit

above basic PostScnpt printers, but it offers more
features; HP LaserJet Plus and HPGL
emulations, access to scalable fonts in LaserJet

mode, plenty of interlace options including

AppleTalk, and flexible paper handling writh two

paper trays.
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tions for connecting to a PC or a

Macintosh. There is also some introduc-

tory material about PostScript and typo-

graphy. A good glossary and thorough in-

dex make the manual even more useful.

TheQMS PS-820 is a little more expen-

sive than a basic entry-level PostScript ma-

chine, but it offers much more than a basic

unit. The LaserJet and HPGL emulations

have the potential to be extremely useful in

some settings. The extra paper capacity

and flexibility offered by the two paper

trays may also be valuable to some users.

As a result, if the PS-820’s extras match

your special needs, you are likely to find it

a cost-effective and reliable solution.

QMS PS-1500
by Alfred Poor

With a list price of $7,995, the QMS PS-

1500 costs about twice as much as the least

expensive PostScript printers. But there’s

a reason: the PS- 1500 gives you plenty

more for your money in terms of speed,

true Adobe PostScript, and some useful

bundled utilities.
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The most significant feature of this

PostScript laser is the print engine: it’s a

big Ricoh model rated at a flashy 15 pages

per minute. While the text speed re-

sults—at close to 9 ppm—didn’t come
close to that speed, the output timings were

significantly above those produced by

typical 8-ppm machines.

The Ricoh engine has other pluses. The

two large paper bins hold 250 sheets each,

giving you a full ream of paper on-line at

once. The bins can be set so that the bot-

tom will feed when the top runs out, elimi-

nating the need to stop and reload paper.

The engine produces solid black images

with even toner coverage—a hallmark of

Ricoh printer output.

Still, there are some flaws in the PS-

1500’s design. The toner goes in a drawer

that slides into the front panel. There is no

stop on the drawer, so if you pull too hard,

you end up with toner down your front.

Furthermore, I found it impossible to add

toner to this bin without having at least a

small amount escape. The photosensitive

drum is also unprotected when you install

it, leaving it precariously exposed to fin-

gerprints and scratches that can ruin its

print quality.

In all other respects, however, the PS-

1500 shines. It comes with a range of con-

nectors; in addition to the standard parallel

and serial ports, you’ll find AppleTalk,

RS-422, and SCSI. The serial port sup-

ports communications speeds up to 38.4K

bits per second. Setup is fairly straightfor-

ward, making use of front-panel buttons as

well as messages that are displayed in a 16-

character LCD window. Unfortunately,

the manual could do a better job of docu-

QMS PS-1500

Fonts & Features

PostScript

Helvetica Times Courier Line printer

|| || k| l.|

a = St E m = w E

8 ' 9-point HHmiim
10-polnt mi 1111 1111
12-point mi 1111immi
14-point 1111mlmi
Scalable IHI 1111 1111

The QMS PS-1500, which uses Adobe
PostScript, comes with an HPGL
emulator.

QMS PS-1500 ^y/

QMS Inc., One Magnum Pass, Mobile, AL
36618; (800) 631 -2692, (205) 633-4300.

Ust Price: $7,995

Dimensions (HWD): 1 6.75 x 21 .25 x 26 in.

Weight: 90 lbs.

Emulations: HPGL (on-disk), PostScript

In Short: The PS-1 500 costs about twice as

much as entry-level PostScript printers but otters

more paper and more speed. It also comes with

some usetui utilities. Its biggest drawback is the

loading ot the toner and drum, but you get

excellent-quality printouts once they are in place.
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menting the choices, but any user with a

little experience should be able to fmd the

right settings with some experimentation.

The PS- 1500 puts out excellent Post-

Script pages, drawing on a standard com-

plement of 35 typeface outlines. Since the

printer is loaded with Version 49.2B of li-

censed Adobe PostScript, the solid Post-

Script compatibility is not surprising. Fur-

thermore, the printer backs this up with a

full 4MB of memory plus 1MB of ROM
on the controller.

QMS also bundles some useful utilities

with the printer. PS Executive is a menu-

driven program that helps you configure

and test the printer; it also includes a utility

that lets you execute a “print screen’’ on

the printer. And there’s an HPGL emulator

that allows you to send output files to the

printer in plotter format.

The QMS PS- 1500 costs more than do

many PostScript printers, but it offers

more paper at a higher speed than most.

Add the extra value of excellent print qual-

ity, genuine Adobe PostScript, and the

bundled utilities, and the extra dollars are

justified. If you can use the extra features

that the PS- 1500 offers, it’s well worth

consideration.
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From creation
To completion...

PURCHASE ORDER

ON back
«0«TAXAeLE D

!

SMpto;

Pacific Vacations, IncS^th Boach Branch
101 covf Road
South Baach, CA 90000
Andrav (x3337)

partial shipment
10 ALLOWED WOT ALLOWED

Easily mix \

multiple type

styles and sizes.\

Versatile line

spacing (6.

8

or 12 Ipi, or any

odd spacing you

wish to preset).

Wide or narrow'

lines, check

boxes and

other symbols.

Lookup tables

automatically

enter data so you

don’t have ta

Read existing

dBASE files

directly, or

create new

ones with up

to 255 data

fields per form.

Descriptions

up to 4,000

characters

can be stored

as data fields.

No otherformsprogram does so much. So well.

Creation.

Make any form quickly and easily

using FormWorx with Fill & File.™

Right on your own PC. No need for

costly expenses and delays. Use large

type for unmistakable headings, small

type for inconspicuous labels. Propor-

tionally spaced fonts or fixed-spaced

type. Take full advantage of features

on supported printers. Lines print per-

fectly straight and solid on dot matrix

and laser printers. The result—business

forms that truly look business-like.

Completion.

Easily fill out forms right on screen

and get letter-perfect results. Form
after form. Simply tab from blank to

blank and type in your data, or merge

data from existing dBASE or ASCII

files. Entries go exactly where they

belong. No overwrites. No misalign-

ments. No “white-out.”

Print data onto standard forms you

already have in stock. Or form and

data onto blank paper. Search and

locate desired forms and automati-

cally batch print them. Capture data

the first time a form is filled out and
store it in dBASE or ASCII format.

Retrieve and edit data just as easily.

Solution.

The program does math, too. So it all

adds up. FormWorx with Fill & File

is the most comprehensive forms

processing software available today.

It’s a complete solution that’s easy

to use. Start from scratch or modify

one of the many forms already made.

Changing a form really is as easy as

changing your mind.

For just $149 you get the complete

package including 70 sample forms,

exceptional manuals, pop up calendar

and calculator, and FREE telephone

support.

So see your dealer today. Or order

directly for fast delivery.

800-992-0085 or 617-890-4499

FoiixiWbrx
CORPORATION

Reservoir Place, 1601 Trapelo Road, Waltham, MA 02154
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Forms shown were printed using version 2.Sonan HP LaserJet li with downloaded fonts. Digitized logo printed within FormWorx b>’ invoicing a printer macro. Some features shown not available on all printers.

45-day money back guarantee on direct purchases. When ordering by mail, include S6.75 for shipping in US and Canada. Air mail overseas—$18. In Massachusetts add 5% sales tax. Purchase orders

accepted from government agencies, institutions, and rated corporations. FormWorx with Fill & File is a trademark of FormWorx Corporation. dBASE is a registered trademark of AshtonTate.
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QMS PS-2200

Models
by Alfred Poor

You may think that the “PS” in the QMS
PS-2200 Model S stands for PostScript,

but it may as well stand for “Printing

Screamer.” With a $12,995 list price, this

model, rated at 22 pages per minute, is one

of the fastest printers ever to roll through

PC Labs.

And “roll through” is no exaggeration.

Tipping the scales at a heavyweight 107

pounds, this is not a printer you set up by

yourself after work some evening. The

QMS looks more like a midsize office

copier than a desktop printer. Its recom-

mended duty cycle of 20,000 pages per

month (about one and a half reams a day)

also sounds more like that of a copier than

a printer, and the two 250-sheet paper trays

mean you won’t be changing paper often.

The main feature that will draw you to

this printer is raw speed. In the PC Labs

text speed tests, the PS-2200 turned in a

blazing result of more than 15 ppm. Its

graphics times were fast but not as dramat-

ic; they broke the 100-second barrier but

are not alone at that speed. The fast print

engine is certainly one factor that makes

the speed possible. Another is the 68020

processor on the controller that runs at a

cool 16.67 MHz. This printer may well be

more powerful than many computers that

will be hooked up to it! Should you decide

that you need more room for fonts and oth-

er files, you can even hook up an optional

hard disk directly on the controller.

The engine, which QMS declined to

identify, produces excellent toner cover-

EDITOR’S CHOICE

QMS Inc., One Magnum Pass, Mobile, AL
36618; (800) 631-2692, (205)633-4300.

List Price: $12,995.

Dimensions (HWD): 1 8 x 49.5 x 20.5 in.

Weight: 107 lbs.

Emulations: PostScript

In Short: The PS-2200 handles up to 1 1 by 1

7

paper and prints genuine Adobe PostScnpt with

300-dpi resolution. It may not live up to its 22-ppm
rating, but it still remains one of the fastest printers

ever tested at PC Labs. If you need the speed or

large format, it can represent an attractive value.
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age for solid black images. Since dark gray

areas maintain their definition better with-

out filling in to an all-black shade, gray-

scale pictures come out even better than on

a Canon-engine printer.

The controller sports a full complement

of input ports; parallel, serial, AppleTalk,

RS-422, and SCSI. The serial port is capa-

ble of bit-per-second rates up to 57.6K for

high-speed transmissions. A full 4MB of

memory and another megabyte of ROM

slower speeds. The QMS offering is the

one to choose where speed is of utmost im-

portance and 300-dpi resolution is suffi-

cient. Ifyou need to produce 1 1 by 17 out-

put or need lots of PostScript pages in a

hurry, the PS-2200 has to be one ofthe first

machines on your list.

Qume CrystalPrint

Publisher
by Alfred Poor

L^t year, the Qume CrystalPrint WP—

a

tiny page printer with a tiny price to

match—created a sensation. This year, the

same box returns with new brains; the

CrystalPrint Publisher is a little PostScript

printer with a $4,499 list price. Unfortu-

nately, its speed doesn’t match its reputa-

tion.

There are a few other PostScript print-

ers with similar prices, but almost none are

as small; the CrystalPrint’s box takes up

little more than a cubic foot. A single 10(>-

sheet paper tray slides into the front. There

is no manual feed, and facedown output is

the only choice. The engine is also rated at

a mere 6 pages per minute. With a text-

speed result of barely more than 5 ppm, the

CrystalPrint was one of the slowest black-

and-white PostScript printers tested in this

roundup.

The CrystalPrint Publisher is not a true

laser printer, though you can’t tell by look-

ing at the case or the output. It uses the

same sort of photosensitive drum and
charged toner that a laser printer uses, but

its light source is different. The printer is

built around the Casio liquid crystal shutter

QMS PS-2200 Model S

offer plenty of space for characters and

page images. Some of this extra memory is Qume CrystalPrint Publisher

Fonts & Features required for composing large pages; the Fonts & Features

PostScript

printer handles 11 by 17 paper, which it

can fill to within a quarter-inch of each PostScript emulator

Helvetica Times Courier Line printer edge. Helvetica Times Courier Line printer

ks I.S ks ks The ROM contains genuine Adobe
S. c 1. c is 1.^

H -ii safl PostScript, Version 51.0, and carries the
a := a :=

® « O «
2 *
OD ss {A3 CDsrcn3 CDs;c/)3 mscAO typical set of 35 different font outlines.

o«S3C o’Sac Oa
ms:(/>3 oo=:(7>3 mss a e o « a c

(0 3 m S (O 3

The resulting type is about as good as

you’ll find on a 300-dot-per-inch printer.

Setup is easy, thanks to a simple front-pan-

el design, a two-line LCD message win-

The QMS PS-2200 Model S contains the

dow, and a clear menu system. Ifyou need

PCL orHPGL emulations, QMS offers the

Model E (not tested here) for $3 ,000 more. The CrystalPrint Publisher's proprietary
standard 35 Adobe PostScript fonts. There are other printers that cost about PostScript emulator produces type styles

as much as the PS-2200. In general, these

others offer higher-resolution output but

differing slightly from Adobe PostScript's.
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Even Your* Printer

Can Do This . .

.

You DON'T need a new printer!
You DON'T need font cartridges!
You DON'T need expensive hardware!

PostScript^Language Interpreter

for the IBM PC

See Us At ComdexI
Bally's Booth B1347

16 Additional Fonts FtBc!
with purchase of GoScrIpt 13 Font Version (29 Fonts Total!)

or GoScript Plus 35 Font Version (51 Fonts Total!)

Akzidenz-Grotesk-Light

Akzidenz-Grotesk-Normal
Akzidenz-Grotesk-Medium
Akzidenz-Grotesk-Bold

Akzidenz-Grotesk-Light-Extended
Akzidenz-Grotesk-Normal-Extended
Akzidenz-Grotesk-Medium-Extended
Akzidenz-Grotesk-Bold-Exlended

GoudyOld-Style
Goudy-OUStyleluilic

Goudv'Bold
Goudy'ExtraBold

OkiTown

Llmlttd offtr. Ont ptr rttall cuttomT. Call for dtulb.

This page printed on a Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Series H with GoScript Plus

Requiremeiits: IBM PC/XT/AT, PS/2 or compatible: DOS 3.0 or later; 640KB system memoiy (min.

550KB avaH); Oxed disk; 1 or 2MB UM EMS expanrled memory RECOMMENDED; math coprocessor

optional. Laser printers require minimum 1MB in printer to print a lull letter-size page at 300 DPI.

GoScript Is a registered trademark ol LaserGo, Inc. PostScript Is a registereq trariemaik ol Adobe
Systems, Inc. All other product names are trademarks of thek respective manulacturers.

GoScript 13 Font Version

GoScript Plus 35 Font Version $395

*GoScript supports:

HP LaserJet II/IID/+,

DeskJet/'*’! PaintJet

NEW! HP LaserJet IIP!
Canon LBP-8III/II/A2,

BubbleJetBJISO
IBM ProPrinter, Quickwriter,
Quietwriter III

NEC Pinwriter
Kyocera F Series
Siemens PT90
Intel Visual Edge System
Toshiba 24-pin
Epson LQ and FX
Panasonic KX 24-pin
Fujitsu DL 24-pin, and others

Use GoScript with:

Aldus PageMaker
Xerox Ventura Publisher

Microsoft Word 4.0

WordPerfect 5.0, and others

See your local dealer or call:

LaserGo, Inc.
9369 Carroll Park Drive, Ste. A
San Diego, CA 92121 USA
TEL: (619) 450-4600

FAX: (619) 450-9334

Order (800) 451-0058
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The first affordable 800x400
PostScriptlaser printer.

Until now, you had a choice: compromise
your graphic standards with a 300 x 300
laser, or compromise your finances with a

higher resolution printer.

Now there's the NewGen TurboPS/400

with a standard printing resolution of 400
X 400 dpi. That's almost twice the resolu-

tion of standard 300 dpi printers— at

about the same price.

If you need even higher resolution, you

can upgrade to 800 x 400 dpi with our

resolution upgrade kit. You'll get the reso-

lution you need to print fine-lined graphics

and smooth fonts, and save time and
money by printing your own masters. And
best of all, you can get 800 x 400 resolu-

tion at about half the cost of high-priced

imagesetters.

No wonder our competition is fading.

It's faster, too.

NewGen's dual-processor controller

design, utilizing a 20MHz graphics RISC

800 x 400 300 x 300

processor, gives us the fastest PostScript-

compatible desktop laser you can buy. In

fact, it will print most pages three to five

times faster than the Apple LaserWriter®

UNIX and blow the doors off anything else

in its class.

ffl/Vf® and Macintosh'^ compatibility.

The TurboPS/300 gives you plug and play

Macintosh compatibility— with Laser-

Writer lINTX compatibility, AppleTalk®

interface, Adobe® downloadable font

support and 35 Mac screen/printer fonts.

IBM compatibility includes HP LaserJet

II® HPGLand Epson® emulations, and par-

allel/serial interfaces.

Free test results.

To get the full story on the high-resolution,

high-speed TurboPS/400, call NewGen at

(714) 641-8900. We'll send you a package

including timing test results, print samples

and the lowdown on our other remark-

able laser, the TurboPS/300.

We'll also send the name of a NewGen
reseller in your area. So you can see for

yourself. And believe.

HaiSeiSjstaBUrfntiH'

17580 Newhope Street

FountainV^CA 92708
lelephone (714) 641-8900

NewGen. NewGen Systems Corporstion. NewGen logo, lurboPySOO and TurboPS'400 are trademarks of NevASen Systems Corporation.

Al other brand product names are trademarks or registered trademarks o< ther respective osmpanies.

Adobe and tostSoipt are registered trademarks of Adobe Systems, Inc.

NewGen^ rompabble interpreter is compatible with Adobe PostScript.
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PHIffTERS

LASER PRINTERS

QUME CRYSTALPRINT
PUBLISHER

Qume Corp.. 500 Yosemite Dr. Milpitas. CA
95035; (600)223-2479.

Ust Price: $4,499.

Dimensions (HWD): 9 X 15.5x 14.5in.

Weight: 35.2 tbs.

Emulations: PostScnpt

In Short: The list price is low. but no lower than

that of some other senous competitors. Still, this

printer is small and light and has a powerful RISC
processor as well as some bonus typefaces. But

in the ervl. its slow output speed makes it less

attractive than the similarty priced competition.
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(LCS) engine, which uses a halogen light

behind a series of liquid crystal cells.

The printer produces good images,

with even toner distribution over solid

black areas. The single flaw in print quali-

ty showed up in the dark gray areas, which

tended to rdl in a bit, becoming darker than

they should have been and losing some
definition.

The printer’s controller is also a bit un-

usual. It uses the Weitek RISC processor,

a 32-bit chip that is rated at 4 mips and is

designed from the ground up to work in

fast controllers for page description lan-

guages. It is backed up by 3MB of mem-
ory in the CrystalPrint Publisher.

The CrystalPrint Publisher does not mn
Adobe PostScript. It uses Qume’s own
emulation, which the company claims is

compatible with Version 47.0 of Post-

Script. No command-compatibility prob-

lems showed up on PC Labs tests of the

printer, which came with Version 3.00

ROMs installed. The typefaces were not

quite the same as Adobe PostScript's;

when compared with the test output from a

half-dozen true PostScript printers, the

CrystalPrint Publisher's text was visibly

different. For example, the Courier font

was noticeably darker on the CrystalPrint

and the Palatino characters were lighter,

especially in italics.

On the other hand, the CrystalPrint

came with some bonus type styles built

into the controller. Instead of the typical 35

fonts, there ate 39; added are Helvetica

Black and Helvetica Light, each in upright

and oblique styles. As long as you don't

have to match output precisely with that of

a true PostScript printer, these extra type

styles can be an attractive value.

In the end, the CrystalPrint Publisher’s

slow speed is its downfall. There are other

printers for about the same list price with

faster text and graphics speeds, plus true

Adobe PostScript. If you need the extra

space that the compact Qume will afford

you or you want the extra four typefaces no

matter what, then the CrystalPrint Publish-

er is worth consideration. If these are not

compelling reasons, however, you will

find a better bargain elsewhere.

Raster Devices Direct

Impression
by Alfred Poor

The Raster Devices Direct Impression is

an unorthodox machine whose strengths

make it difficult to evaluate. The system

comes with drivers for Microsoft Win-

dows, GEM. Ventura Publisher, and

Microsoft Word (plus a new one for Word-

Perfect 5.0 not included in the tested unit),

which, unfortunately, the PC Labs printer

benchmark tests are not designed to test.

Raster Devices Direct Impression

Fonts & Features

HP LaserJet Plus

Helveltca Times Courter Une printer

to S W ^

II |l |l
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The Raster Devices Direct Impression

comes with Bitstream font outlines and
programs for making bitmapped typefaces.

I

RASTER DEVICES DIRECT
' IMPRESSION

Raster Devices Direct. P.0, Box 5629,

Hopkins. MN 55343: (800) 466-1 732, (61 2) 941 -

4919.

List Price: $2,495; CAD-PAC (HPGL. AutoCAD,
.PLT, .DFX) emulatKX) software. $295.

Dimensions (HWD): 8 x 25.5 x 1 7.5 m.

Weight: 37.5 lbs.

Emulatiorts: HP LaserJet Plus

In Short: The Impression is of interest only if you

use one of the applicatiorts supported by Its

special drivers. Ks limited and flawed LaserJet

Plus emulation is of questionable utility and may
lead to problems with some programs.
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The $2,495 laser printer also offers HP
LaserJet Plus compatibility, but with

mixed results.

The Impression comprises three sepa-

rate components: a stripped Ricoh 1060

6-page-per-minute laser print engine, a

two-thirds-length interface card for your

PC, and at least 3MB of data and programs

that you download onto your hard disk.

The controller card, which is the key to this

printer, doesn’t have PostScript or PCL or,

for that matter, any other standard emula-

tion. It is actually a special card manufac-

tured by LaserMaster for Raster Devices.

LaserMaster makes an add-on controller

for Canon engine printers, called the Cap-

Card, which uses the same software as the

Impression.

The software consists of Bitstream font

outlines and programs that can use them to

generate bitmapped font files. Other soft-

ware includes configuration utilities, a

LaserJet emulation program, and a TSR
that intercepts output and sends it to the

controller card. The real strength of the

system is its application-specific drivers,

which give you features and special effects

that rival those found in PostScript. Ac-

cording to Raster Devices, these drivers

end up making the Impression much faster
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LASERMASTER 1000:

Typesetter-Quality 1,000 by 400 dpi

by Edward Mendelson

If the LaserMaster 1000 were invited to

a masquerade party, it wouldn't have to

put on a disguise. When you see it sit-

ting on a desktop, it looks exactly like

any run-of-the-mill clone of the 300-

dot-per-inch HP LaserJet Scries 11. The

surprise comes when you pick up a

.sheet of paper from its output tray. The

LaserMaster 1000 produces 1 ,000- by

400-dpi (horizontal by vertical) output

that's virtually indistinguishable from

that of a $30,()00 typesetter, and it does

so at the astonishing rate of4 or 3 pages

per minute—or more. The quality of

the type, using scalable Bitstream

fonts, is by far the best you can find on a

desktop, and the reproduction of the

graphics and halftones is .so close to the

best that the difference is completely in-

significant.

The LaserMaster 1000 consists of

two separate units: the $2,500 printer it-

self and a controller card that sits in

your computer. The controller card,

which carries 6MB of RAM, costs

$4,995 for AT-bus and $5,495 for Mi-

cro Channel machines. Connected by a

thick cable supplied with the printer,

this combination produces comparable

text quality and a graphics output al-

most as good as that from the 6(X)-dpi

Varityper VT600P (reviewed here),

which costs more than twice as much.

The LaserMaster 1000 is built

around a special Canon engine that

doesn't have a model number but looks

identical to the workhorse 386SX en-

than either an Apple LaserWriter or a

La.serJet Series II.

But without these drivers, the Impres-

sion ran our tests rather slowly: it took

about 4 ppm while printing text, and it re-

quired a full 2 minutes to complete the

graphics image. The HP emulation is in-

complete: it doesn't correctly produce a

Line Printer typeface (it uses a proportion-

al font instead), and it also fails to support

.some of the fundamental PCL commands,

including macros as well as the proportion-

al-spacing command. It passed most of the

PCL lorlure-lesl challenges; however, on

gine in the LaserJet Series 11. The en-

gine is hiX-rodded by Canon to achieve

a vertical resolution of 400 dpi, and the

electronics on the controller card in-

crease the horizontal resolution to

1,0(K) dpi. The vertical re.solution is

limited by the mechanism that rotates

the drum and can't be increased until

the arrival of a wholly new generation

of laser engines.

You won't buy the LaserMaster

I (X)0 to use as a glorified typewriter. As
shipped, you can use it only with Page-

Maker and other Windows applica-

tions, Ventura and other GEM applica-

tions, AutoCAD, WordPerfect, and

Microsoft Word. The WordPerfect and

Word drivers are limited to 400 by 400

dpi. but all the others allow full 1.000

by 400 resolution. A Presentation Man-
ager driver will be available soon, and

more DOS drivers are on the way from

Z-Soft and other vendors.

The LaserMaster lOOO's depen-

dence on these drivers is the reason we
excluded it from the regular reviews in

one try the page prompted the controller to

perform a dump of its font memory.
The package has other troubles. The

documentation looks good in its attractive

binder with slipca.se. but the information is

not always presented clearly, and in some
ca.ses it is simply wrong. For example, the

installation instructions direct you to install

the software so that it uses a port other than

the one installed in your computer. When I

couldn't get the PC Labs benchmark tests

to produce output, the Raster Devices

technical support representative instructed

me to reinstall the software so it would ad-

this issue. One ofour requirements was

that a printer come with at least one of

the standard PC printer emulations: Ap-

ple LaserWriter (PostScript), IBM
Graphics, IBM Proprinter, ^son, HP
LaserJet, and Diablo, The La^rMaster

KKX) doesn't have any of them.

The drivers communicate to the

printer via a 30K TSR. The Windows

and Ventura drivers load the TSR di-

rectly, but with WordPeifecl and Word
they have to be loaded via a batch file.

If you have a 386 computer, you can

use a memory manager like QEMM-
386 or 386-to-the-Max to load the TSR
in high memory so it doesn't take a bile

out of DOS's 640K.

The LaserMaster comes with 35 Bit-

stream fonts equivalent to the 35 fonts

supplied with most PostScript printers.

Store the outlines and other control

software on your hard disk, then load

them on to the controller through a

command in your AUTOEXEC.BAT.
On a 386 machine, the software Uikes

only 2 to 3 seconds to load. You can

convert Bitstream's Fontware typeface

outline into a LaserMaster font. By de-

fault, LaserMaster fonts use the stan-

dard PostScript character set, but a utili-

dress the same port that existed in the ma-

chine. This was a direct contradiction to

the manual, but it solved the problem. Be-

yond this conflict with support, the manual

doesn't make it clear that not all the Laser-

Jet Plus commands are included in the em-

ulation. This is essential information;

without one command, the controller

failed to find the Line Printer font as part of

the benchmark tests and found a propor-

tional font instead.

The bottom line is that the Raster De-

vices Direct Impression holds forth the

promi.se of a fast printer with as much for-

$7,495 PostScript 1 ,000- by 400-dpl laser and controller card
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ty now in the works will let you use any

of more than SOO chaiacteis in the com-

plete Bitstream symbol set.

LaserMaster’s PageMaker and Ven-

tura drivers give you all the flexibility

of PostScript at much greater speed.

LaserMaster's special eflects include

fonts scalable up to 1 ,200 points—even

if the application won’t directly support

large-size type. Text in any Bitstream

typeface can be stretched, slanted,

sheared, sloped, flipped, rotated, or

fllled in with any pattern you like. And
you can place type against virtually any

kind of shaded or patterned back-

ground. These special effects aren’t

visible on-screen unless you use one of

LaserMaster’s own EGA controllers,

but they print perfectly.

Encapsulated PostScript files can’t

be print^ directly ftom an application,

but with a sepai^ utility, ^tScript
print files can be printed fiom the DOS
conunand line, llie translation is more

exact at 400 by 400 dpi than at 1 ,000

400, but that’s still almost twice the res-

olution of most desktop PostScript

printers. A similar utility lets you print

HPGL files.

The LaserMaster’s 1,000- by 400-

dpi output lodes slightly better in por-

trait than in landscape mode. This is be-

cause the letters of the Roman alphabet

are shaped so that high horizontal reso-

lution makes more of an impact than

high vertical resolution. In landscape

mode, the benefit of 1 ,000 dpi is some-

what wasted on the vertical axis, where

it does less good.

The only headache with the Laser-

Master’s graphics comes the first time

you print a TIFF file in PageMaker.

maning power as a PostScript printer or

more, but at the price of a La^rJet clone.

Actually, this promise can only be realized

using the programs supported by its driv-

ers. Since we were not able to test these

drivers with PC Labs benchmark tests, 1

cannot report on their value. If you intend

to rely on the LaserJet Plus emulation,

however, you may be disappointed. Ulti-

mately, you should get this printer only if

you plan to use it almost exclusively for

applications supported by its custom driv-

ers and if you are willing to take a risk in

order to save some money.

Unless you use the PageMaker image

control to adjust the number of scan

lines to about 90 per page, the output

won’t look very good. Unfortunately,

the manual does not do an adequatejob

of explaining this problem.

Without the standard PC emula-

tions, PC Labs speed tests could not be

performed formally. In informal test-

ing, the LaserMaster achieved speeds

of 4 or S ppm for text and small-scale

graphics at 1 ,000 by 400 dpi. You can

itKrease the speed to 8 ppm by printing

at 400 by 400 dpi. Graces inevitably

slow down printing, but by a far smaller

degree than in most PostScript and all

LaserJet-compatible printers.

Although it looks like a laser printer,

the LaserMaster 1000 is in fiict the first

plain-paper typesetter that fits on your

desktop. Its output is far better than that

fiom printers selling at twice the price,

but without a speed penalty. The Laser-

Master 1000 doesn’t emulate other

printers—and it doesn’t need to be-

cause nothing approaches its combina-

tion of price, convenience, and above

all, quality.

LaserMaster 1000

LaseiMaster Corp., 7156 ShadyOak
Rd., Eden Prairie, MN 55344; (612)

944-6069.

List Price: Printer unit $2,500;

standard bus controiler, $4,995; Micro

Channel architecture controller, $5,495.

Dimensions: 1 8 x 1 9 x 8.5 in. Weight:

38 lbs. (printer only). Emulations:

PostScript emulator. Utilities for printing

PostScript arxf HPGL print tiles are

itx:luded.
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Ricoh PC Laser

6000/PS
by Alfred Poor
How you see the Ricoh PC Laser 6000/PS

depends on your perspective: given its list

price of $4,495
,
you can see it either as an

expensive 6-page-per-minute laser printer

or as an inexpensive PostScript printer.

There is a bit of truth to both points of

view, but neither adds up to an outstanding

value.

The 6000/PS is based on the widely

used Ricoh 1060 engine, which has a

6-ppm rating and a bad reputation caused

by some problems with early versions of

the engine. The engine model used in the

6000/^ has undergone improvments in

some important areas, including changes

to the developer, toner units, and power

supply.

The print engine uses separate toner,

developer, and photosensitive drum com-

ponents. These pieces interlock in a frame

in the base of the engine, but the arrange-

ment has a flimsy feel to it. One aspect of

this engine that I particularly dislike is that

Ricoh PC User 6000/PS

Fonts & Features

PostScript
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ths 35 standwd Adobe PostScript toms.

the fragile drum is not protected from
scratches during installation. On the other

hand, the printer offers faceup and face-

down output, with cassette and manual pa-

per feed, and it has a straight-through pa-

per path available for thicker paper.

While the 6000/PS uses an inexpensive

engine, it doesn’t cut comers in its control-

ler. It uses genuine Adobe PostScript, Ver-

sion 50.5, complete with the full comple-

ment of 35 standard typeface outlines in

ROM . The controller is driven by a Motor-

ola 68000CPU tunning at 16.67 MHz and

has a full 2MB of RAM at its disposal. If

needed, you can even upgrade the memory
to 4MB.

The controller is flexible as to how it

gets its data; you can use parallel, serial.
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At only $1495; it’s got your name on it.

’Suggested U.S. list prices:

LaserJet IIP $1495;

LaserJet Series II $2695.

Dealer prices vary.

The HP LaserJet printer

family has expanded-
in a small way.

The new HP LaserJet IIP (as

in Personal) fits right on your
desk.And, with a price almost

halfof the multi-user LaserJet

Series II,* into most budgets.

Its simple front panel gives

you easy, push-button control

over the menu, the 14 internal

fonts, form feed and other

functions. It handles four

different paper sizes: letter,

legal, executive and A4, as

well as envelopes. In portrait



or landscape configura-

tions. At four pages a minute.
FVom one or two paper liins

(the .second is optional).

The newHP LaserJet IIP printer.

And,ofc(xirse,

our new printer

is compatible with the HP
LaserJet Series II and virtually

all popular PC software.

introduce people at your
company to their very own
HP Laser.IeLs.

There is a better way.
The .512K standard memory
is upgradable to 4.5 Mbytes
for more complex graphics

and publishing programs.

So call 1-800-752-0900,
Ext. 277J for your nearest

authorizerl HP dealer. Then
Wh^ HEWLETT
mL'tiM PACKARD
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AppleTalk, or RS-422A interfaces to

m^e the connection to your computer.

Even the printer command set is flexible:

the 6000/PS has HP LaserJet Series U em-

ulation included as a standard feature.

In terms of performance, the results

were about what might be expected, given

the engine’s specs. The PostScript graph-

ics times were a bit slower than those of

most 8-ppm competitors, as were its La-

serJet-mode graphics (though the 6000/PS

LaserJet mode was much faster than its

PostScript mode). In the text speed test,

both modes clocked in at between 5 and 6

ppm, in line with the engine’s rating but no

match for 8-ppm machines.

One of the biggest disappointments

with the 6000/PS is its implementation of

the LaserJet mode. As far as it goes, it does

an excellent job of emulating the original;

it passed the PC Labs torture test without

difficulty. Unfortunately, the Ricoh engi-

neers opted to slavishly copy the Laser-

Jet's capabilities, even to the point of limit-

ing the 6000/PS: you can’t access any of

the advantages of the PostScript side from

the LaserJet mode. You get only the Cou-

rier and Line Printer fonts found on a Se-

ries II , and can’t get at the Times Roman or

other useful PostScript typefaces. You
also caimot resize the fonts in LaserJet

mode. Other PostScript printers that offer

LaserJet emulation include all these extra

capabilities, and the value of the Ricoh

6000/PS is diminished by their absence.

But the biggest problem this printer

faces is its price. There are other PostScript

machines on the market at similar prices

with fasterengines and more features. As a

result, the 6000/PS falls short of the mark,

and you will find better value in a low-end

PostScript printer elsewhere.

Spear Desktop Laser

Printer

by Edward Mendelson

Imagine a printer with the functions of the

HP LaserJet Series II, but less solid in con-

struction and less convenient in design,

and you’ll know what to expect from Spear

Technology’s $ 1 ,355 Desktop Laser Print-

er. And if you’ve already read the reviews

of Desktop Systems’ Desktop Laser Beam
printer, the Epson EPL-6000, and the

Mannesman Tally 905—all of which are

based on a TEC engine—you’ll have an

even better idea of what to expect: the four

are strikingly similar. Spear’s model sports

the lowest price tag.

The TEC engine used in the Spear
Desktop Laser Printer produces blacks as

solid and dark as—if not a bit darker

than—the Canon SX engine’s. Along with

this printer’s attractively small footprint

and attractively small price come some un-

attractively annoying small problems.

The printer’s size may be its best fea-

ture. It occupies a mere 16-inch square of

desktop real estate, although the l()0-sheet

paper cassette extends 8 more inches from

the right-hand side. But the printer’s light-

weight construction has a distinctly flimsy

feel. Without much provocation, the plas-

tic top of the cassette tray cracked in the

first hour of testing.

The paper path, like that of the LaserJet

Series II, drops the output facedown in the

top panel. By pressing a lever, you can

switch to a straight path that exits from a

slot on the left side. The printer doesn’t

come with a tray to catch the straight-

through output, so you’ll have to either let

the paper f^l on your desk or buy an op-

tional tray from Spear. Spear hasn’t yet

settled on the tray's cost.

The TEC engine uses a separate toner

cartridge and drum—a much less conve-

nient system than Canon’s. A $65 toner

cartridge should last about 1 ,500 pages be-

fore it needs replacement; the drum, whose

replacement price wasn’t set at the time of

this review, should last about 10,000

pages. The printer’s 512K RAM is stan-

dard; Spear’s proprietary memory boards

will let you add IMB, 2MB, or4MB. Un-

til the TEC engine becomes mote common
in the marketplace, you may need to go di-

rectly to Spear for supplies.

Spear builds LasCTJet Series n emula-

tion into the printer, so you can plug virtu-

ally any font cartridge into its two slots or

download any standard soft font. You can

also make use of the slots for an optional

emulation cartridge to trtake the printer act

like either a Diablo 630, Epson FX-80
Plus, or IBM Proprinter XL, depending on

which $ 149 cartridge you choose. You can

then switch emirlations using one of the

membrane buttons on the control panel.

The Spear’s built-in LaserJet U emula-

tion produced mixed results on PC Labs

tests. It printed solid, consistent text and

graphics approaching the quality of the

second-generation Canon engine. But its

speed was another matter; the graphics file

look almost a minute and the 20-page text

file printed at a leisurely 5.2 pages per

minute (Spear claims 6 ppm). In addition.

Spear Desktop Laser Printer

Fonts & Features

HP UMrJel II _
Helvetica Timee Courier Line printer

kj |.s |i

Ssd^i
8 9-point

tO-poInt

12-point

14-point

Scalable

The Spear Desktop Laser Printer comes
with Bitstream fonts but accepts HP-
compatible font cartridges and soft fonts.

the printer stumbled badly over the Laser-

Jel-emulation torture test; the LED display

flashed its standard “Processing” mes-

sage, but the printer never bothered to print

the file.

Spear’s technical staff suggested one or

two solutions that didn't work. Finally, by

mete accident, I found that about three-

fourths of the first page of the file would

print after I switched off the computer.
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WHYEVERYCOMPANY
SHOULDHA/EA
NEW EXEC.

The LaserPro

EXEC is Smart!

Comes with 512K
of memory, easily

expandable to

4.5M. Six standard

fonts resident; you
also can use H-P

and compatible

font cartridges.

General, legal, and technical word processing, forms

generation, spreadsheets, reports, and desktop publish-

ing are no problem for the LaserPro EXEC.
The LaserPro EXEC is Dependable! A rugged

workaholic, the LaserPro EXEC operates at six pages per

minute, with a monthly duty cycle of 3000 pages. \Cbrks

well alone, or can coordinate with groups.

The LaserPro EXEC Produces! Resolution is 300 dots

per inch— both text and graphics are crisp, clean, and
easy to read. Prints single sheets, envelopes, transparen-

cies, and labels on its owm.

The LaserPro EXEC is Cost-Effective! Vi'ith separate,

easy-io-replace toner cartridges and drum kits, you can

perform most of the standard maintenance yourself—

NO NEED FOR A SERVICE CALL! In addition, cartridges

are available so the LaserPro EXEC can emulate the

Diablo* 630, the Epson* FX-80+7*

and the IBM*
ProPrinter™

Contact your reseller to arrange a meeting with a

l-aserPro EXEC today. For the LaserPro dealer/distributor

nearest you, call 619-452-9400.
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In today’s fast-paced, value-conscious world, a success-

ful executive must be \ersatile. dependable, and respon-

sive to client needs. Office Automation Systems' new
LaserPro EXEC™ laser printer is all that and more!

The LaserPro EXEC has Contacts! No need to learn

new software. The LaserPro EXEC is compatible with the

H-P Liiserjet* Series ll, and familiar with the

most popular software packages, such as Lotus 1-2-3™

.Aldus PageMakerf \entura

Publisherrand
WordPerfect^

U S. PAGE PRINTER SHIPMENTS

Uniu Consurrwd

PRINTERS USED ON PCs. 1987

Biittnou Environ(T)*nl

liltlllMI Hinr

ins
ntn

lllllllll ¥ni

DffKC Auiomation Inc.
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Keep your hands
where tiieybelong.

Odd as it may seem, the mere act

of lifting your hands to poke

among the function keys on your

keyboard can siow you down as

you write, it may not seem like

much each time, but multipiy the

time lost in drafting a report or

even a ietter, and it adds up. A iot.

That’s why our newest release,

WORDSTAR 5.5®, can help you

work faster. A powerful,full-fea-

tured word processing package,

WORDSTAR 5.5 is the only lead-

ing word processing software pro-

gram designed to help you keep

your hands where they belong - on

the home row - and work faster.

You don’t type by touch?

the IBM Systems Applications

Architecture™ (SAA) “pull down"

menus. So you can find the func-

tions you want by a simple "point

and shoot." Usingthe "puil down"

menus also helps you learn

WORDSTAR 5.5 quickly and easily.

Add powerful features like inte-

grated text and graphics, industry

leading Advanced Page Previewf"^,

style sheets, direct import of Lotus

1-2-3® and dBase® files; plus supe-

rior printer support capabilities,

fiie conversion to and from other

popuiar word processors— and

you’ll understand why over 3.5 mil-

lion users worldwide work faster

with WORDSTAR.

WORDSTAR 5.5 is the first The benefits of unlimited toil-

word processing pro- free technicai support are aiso

gram to incorporate available for registered users.

See your local WORDSTAR
dealer, or, call 1-800-227-5609

for more information.

WORDSIMI.55
Visit US at Comdex, Booth 1158

WordSUrand the WordStarlogo are registered trademarks, srtdAdvsrtced Page Preview IS atrademark ofWordStarIntemational. Allothertrademarks

belongto therr respective holders

.
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^AR DESKTOP LASER
PRINTER

Spear Technology, 710A Lanpwehr Rd

.

Northbrook. IL 60062; (800)282-1212, (312)

480-7300.

Ust Price: $1 ,355; Diablo 630, Epson FX-80

Plus. IBM Proprinter XL emulation cartridges,

$149 each.

Dimensions (HWD): 8.3 x 24.5 x 1 6.5 in.

Weight: 35 lbs

Emulations: HP LaserJet Senes II

In Short: Spear's compact, inexpensive pnnter is

an imperfect imitation of the LaserJet Senes II : K

could not pnnt the PC Labs LaserJet emulation

file. Text pnnts at a slow 5.2 ppm. Separate toner

cartridges and photoconductors are an

unnecessary inconvenience, and supplies may
be hard to get unless you order directly from the

vendor. You may want to wait for next year's

ver^n of this TEC-based laser.

CIRCLE 419ON READER SERVICE CARO

Turning off the printer to eject the test page

worked consistently in PC Labs, but you

may not find it a practical method for real-

world applications.

Spear suggested that the problem with

the emulation test page resulted from dif-

ferences between the ways the Desktop

Laser Printer and the LaserJet manage
their internal buffers. A more likely expla-

nation may be that the Spear emulation

can’t handle LaserJet macros—a deficien-

cy also uncovered in tests of the TEC-
based Mannesmaiui Talley 905. The sec-

tion of the test file that finally came out of

the printer stopped exactly at the point

where the file us^ a macro to print a verti-

cal line. Most applications don't use PCL
macros when printing on a LaserJet, but

this printer may give you problems if you

use an application that does.

The manual presents other problems.

The diagram of the control panel doesn't

match the descriptive text, and neither the

diagram nor the text matches the control

panel on the printer itself. Information on

the control panel's configuration menu is

PRINTERS

LASER PRINTERS

confusingly scattered among different sec-

tions, and some of the diagrams either lack

captions or obviously don’t belong with

the adjacent text.

The printer’s internal fonts correspond

to the ones in the LaserJet II: Courier, Cou-

rier Bold, and Line Printer in portrait and

landscape. The fonts are generally a close

match to HP's, although the copyright and

registered symbols are squash^ ovals in-

stead of circles. The printer ships with ten

disks of Bitstream soft fonts, comprising

portrait and landscape equivalents of

Times Roman and Helvetica in sizes from

6 to 30 points in normal, italic, and bold

styles.

Spear's customers get 90 days of on-

site service, as well as copies of Insight

Development’s Laser Control and Laser

Plotter software packages. Laser Control

downloads and selects fonts; it also lets

you emulate standard dot matrix and daisy

wheel printers using a TSR converter in-

stead of one of the optional emulation car-

tridges. If you use up-to-date applications,

you won’t need it. Laser Plotter lets you

print plotter output on a laser printer, but

you have to print the output to disk first.

Despite its problems, the Desktop La-

ser Printer may be worth considering ifyou

have neither a wide desk nor a thick wallet,

and if your printing needs are so basic that

you don’t need to worry about arcane

points of compatibility. Otherwise, you

may want to let the TEC engine mature a

bit longer before falling on this Spear.

Talaris 1590-T

Printstation

by Trudy Neuhaus
Weighing in at 95 pounds and carrying a

list price that starts at $7,990, the Talaris

1590 Printstation, rated at 15 pages per

minute, is a formidable contender in the

printer-sharing or LAN division.

Out of the box, the 1590-T supplies 43

standard fonts, 3MB of memory (expand-

able to 5.5MB), and emulations for the

Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Series II, DEC
LN03 Plus, Tektronix 4014, and Diablo

630 ECS, as well as a straight ASCII

dump. You can choose a serial, parallel,

SCSI, or Ethernet interface.

We tested the 97-pound 1590-T "Tur-

bo” model ($9,490), which boosts the

34010 Graphics System Prtx^ssor (GSP)

Talaris 1590-T Printstation

Fonts & Features

PostScript emulator

Helvetica Timee Courier Line pnnter
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The Talaris 1590-T Printstation comes with

a 43-tont PostScript emulator In firmware.

speed from 40 to 50 MHz (both models use

a 10-MHz 32016 CPU) and increases the

memory to its maximum of 5.5MB. Of
that memory, 512K is user-configurable

for dynamic font and macro storage. The
PostScript emulation option for the 1 590-T

addsanother$2,000toitscost. Thisoption

includes 35 PostScript fonts, Adobe-
compatible CAI PostScript in firmware,

and a $950 32MB external hard disk.

Once the 1590-T is configured, all op-

tions are selectable through software in the

users’ computers, so each person on the

network can customize the output. Its three

well-organized and well-illustrated man-

uals contain frequent and helpful summary
reference tables. Initial setup, however,

proved trying. Even with the help of nine

LED indicators and a 16<haracter LCD
readout on the control panel

,
operating the

five membrane push buttons that configure

the printer was anything but intuitive. Be-

tween referring to the manuals and the aid

of a helpful technical support staff at Ta-

laris, we were able to get the Printstation

up and running in its standard printer set-

up, but the job is clearly designed for an

MIS or IC professional.

The Talaris 1590-T scored well above

average on PC Labs speed tests. In the HP
LaserJet Series II emulation, it clocked
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13.4 ppm in the text speed test and took

2.2 minutes to print the graphics page. In

PostScript mode, it scored 1 1 .02 ppm for

text and took 14.87 minutes to produce the

graphics image.

The 300- by 300-dot-per-inch graphics

and text output, in both the LaserJet II and

PostScript modes, was clear and crisp.

However, a close look at the graphics

printed in the LaserJet II mode revealed

that the dark areas were less solid than

those in the LaserJet’s output. Similarly,

the lighter areas were that much lighter and

thus tended to lose the pattern. The Post-

Script output produced blacker blacks, and

the ^ges were smoother. Overall, the text

and graphics resolution in both emulations

was very high.

The 1590-T goes beyond the fonts of

the LaserJet Series II and offers 8-, 10-,

1 2-. I8-. and 28-point Swiss (Helvetica);

10- and 1 2-point Courier, and Line Printer.

Further, the printer's GSP adds enhance-

ments on the fly. Additional font car-

tridges are available for $375 to $775 per

PRINTERS

LASER PRINTERS

set. Ifyou wish, the manufacturer will load

the fonts directly onto the hard disk at no

extra charge. Currently, there are no addi-

tional fonts available in PostScript.

Two interchangeable 250-sheet letter-

size trays are standard equipment. In addi-

tion, the 1590-T can handle legal-size,

half-letter-size, and the European A4-size

paper. An optional 1 ,000-sheet bin is

available for $795; legal-size trays cost

$95. Minimum and maximum recom-
mended paper weights are 16 and 24
pounds, respectively.

The manufacturer's rated printer life

expectancy is 1 .5 million pages. Mainte-

nance is suggested at 25,000-copy inter-

vals (approximately one month), and toner

should be replaced every 3,0(X) to 5,000

copies. Excluding maintenance, the

claimed cost per page is 3.8 cents.

The Talaris 1590-T Printstation is a

fast, ambitious printer. Its built-in flexibil-

ity makes it well suited for office environ-

ments that need more than one type of

printer emulation or need to connect more
than one type of computer to a common
printer.

Unisys AP 9206
by Alfred Poor

The Unisys AP 9206 carries a list price of

$2,995 and comes with a host of standard

features. While it is an extremely flexible

machine, you need to look carefully to see

if its extras will ultimately be useful in your

applications and justify its price.

The printer is built on the familiar Ri-

coh 1060 laser print engine. Rated at 6

pages per minute, this compact unit offers

good print quality. The toner coverage is

gener^ly even across large areas of black,

though our test unit did show signs of thin

spots on some of the benchmark test

pages. The paper handling is flexible, with

both manual and 150-sheet cassette feed,

and allows both faceup and facedown out-

put.

But the heart of the Unisys AP 9206 is

its highly flexible controller. It’s based on

Office Automation Systems’ Express lan-

guage, which offers a variety of interesting

features. For example, it includes a num-

ber of graphics primitives commands that

make it easy to create lines, polygons,

arcs, circles, patterns, and even pie charts.

You can create bar codes in 39 different

formats with a simple text command.

The AP 9206 controller also comes
with fonts—lots of fonts. There are 22 dif-

ferent type styles, each of which can be

printed in any of 21 different attribute

combinations, such as bold italic poitrait

or double-vertical landscape. These com-

binations can use any of 41 character sets,

which draw on a pool of 375 different

characters. Not all of these combinations

are available in all emulations, but you get

plenty of variety all the same. And the Ex-

press language contains some basic font

outlines as well, which you can use to cre-

Unisys AP 9206

Fonts & Features

HP LaserJet Plus

Courier UnoprMir

Sitllill

1(H>oint

14-point

Scalobla

The Unisys AP 9206 can apply 21 different

attributes to 22 different typefaces.

ate new fonts with near-infinite variety.

Not many programs offer Express driv-

ers, however, so the AP 9206 is designed

to handle a variety of configurations. It

comes with four different printer emula-

tions: IBM Proprinter XL, Epson FX, Dia-

blo 630, and HP LaserJet Plus. These
choices mean that you should be able to

run the printer with nearly any program on

your shelf. Save room on that shelf for the

AP 9206 documentation; it comes in seven

manuals.

The emulations themselves are not per-

fect. The character sets used are not exact

matches for the original printers, primarily

in the higher-order char^teis. In the Pro-

printer emulation, the fust line of the test

graphic was offset horizontally. Also, the
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If you think all

ETHERNETS
are created equal..

^V*

think again...

G Ethenielfi'bif

PC adapter

and again...

fiii]
G/Ethemet IS-bit

ATadapter

and again.
MAGAZINE

KDirOK.S'
c'Hoht;

I

G/Ethernet Micro Channel adapter

l*'

T hree high performance Ethernet adapters

for NetWare that strictly comply with the

IEEE 8023 networking standard. So you
get both the highest performing LAN*
and the Ethernet standard. ^ "

Gateway’s G/Ethemet is available

today in 8-bit PC, 16-bit AT, and Micro ^

Channel Architecture versions. Whether
you have IBM PCs, XTs, ATs, any of the

PS/2s, or compatibles, you can connect

them together with G/Ethemet adapters in

any combination to build the fastest Ethernet

LAN possible.

G/Ethemet features special communications
and queueing software to maximize your data

access. It also has four times the on-board memory
compared to most other Ethernets. So heavy data

traffic, like spreadsheet or database applications

between PCs on the LAN, won’t slow you down.

Gateway also offers NetWare, as well as a full line

of Ethernet accessories. You get the complete

Ethernet LAN solution from a single source.

And best of all, when you choose Gateway’s

G/Ethemet, you get the product

quality, reliability, and technical support

that have made us one of the leading net-

working companies, year in and year out.

/
*Call today to get your FREE copy of the

G/Ethernet performance benchmark report.

1 -800-367-6555

(714) 553-1555 in California
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Dateuiay
communications, inc.

2941 Alton Ave • Irvine, CA 92714
G/Elhemrt ts a tradrmarli of Gateway CommunKaliORs. Inc All other trademarks are of their

respective manufacturers. Copyni^l < 1988, Gateway Communicaticns. Inc. All nithls reserved.



PRINTERS

LASER PRINTERS

UNISYS AP 9206

Unisys Corp.. Box 500. Bluebell. PA 19424; (215)
542-2240

Llsl Price: $2,995

Dimensions (HWD): 9.25 x 32 5 x 16.25 in.

WeighI: 37.5 lbs

Emulations: Diablo 630. Epson FX-80. HP
LaserJet Plus. IBM Propnnter XL
In Short: Packed with toms and features, the AP
9206 looks good at first, but tiawed emulations,

nonstandard fonts, and slow pent speed make its

relatively high list price less attractive than that of

some competing choices.

CIRCLE 426ON READER SERVICE CARO

AP 9206 failed the PCL torture test page

because it couldn't handle the downloaded

font. According to a Unisys representa-

tive, the company knows the cause of this

difficulty and is preparing a revision for re-

lease later this year.

Then there is the issue of speed. A
$3,000 list price is not uncommon, nor are

6-ppin printers. However, the combina-

tion does not make for a particularly ap-

pealing value. The AP 9206 clocked a

steady and respectable 5.8 ppm in all three

tested emulations, but this is slow for the

asking price.

The Unisys AP 9206 is a near miss. It

makes an effort to compensate for slow

speed and a relatively high list price by

adding lots of extra features. Unfortunate-

ly, the extra fonts are of mixed value, and

the emulations are not totally reliable.

There are other printers available for basic

applications that cost less or print faster, or

both.

Unisys AP 9215-1

by Alfred Poor

The ba.sic Unisys AP92I5-I comes with a

list price of $5,995 and only the Diablo

630 emulation mode, making it little more

than a fast daisy wheel equivalent. Add the

$290 LaserJet Plus emulation option and

you’ve got something—HP compatibility

and a $6,285 price tag. Why would you

pay about two and a half times as much as

for a teal LaserJet? The main reason is

speed; rated at 1 5 pages per minute, the AP
9215-1 turned in an impressive 13.4 ppm
on the PC Labs text speed test—nearly

twice as fast as a typical 8-ppm-rated laser

printer.

The LaserJet Plus emulation comes on

a ROM card the size and shape of a credit

card. The card slips comfortably into a slot

in tbe back of the printer, near the parallel

and serial connectors.

The AP 9215-1 with the emulation

comes with ten different fonts, each avail-

able in portrait or landscape orientation.

These include Courier in 10 and 12 pilch.

Prestige Elite. Letter Gothic, and Orator.

You even get three proportional fonts:

Century, Boldface, and Bold Italic.

The emulation is good. It passed our

PCL torture-test page with only three

picky problems: the 2 percent shade was

too light, the left margin was closer to the

left edge of the page than on a LaserJet,

and some of the higher-order characters

were missing.

The print quality is excellent, with solid

black images and even toner coverage

—

largely the result of using the Ricoh 4150

laser printer engine. In addition to high

speed and good imaging, this engine also

accommodates two paper bins, which each

hold 250 sheets.

The print engine is also the start of some

of the problems with the AP 92 1 5- 1 . Toner

is separate from the drum and is installed in

a drawer that can be tugged clear from the

printer all too easily. Furthermore, 1 found

Unisys AP 9215-1

F'onts & Feature.s

HP LaserJet Plus

H«lv«tiea Turns Courisr Line printer
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The Unisys AP 9215-1's LaserJet emulation

comes with ten different fonts, each
available in portrait or landscape.

UNISYS AP 921 5-1

Unisys Corp.. Box 500. Bluebell. PA 19424; (21 5)

542-2240,

Ust Price: $5,995; Epson FX-80. HP UserJet
Plus, IBM Propnnter ^ulation cards. $290
each.

Dimensions (HWD): 16.75x21.25x26 in.

Weight: 88 bs.

Emulations: Diablo 630
In Short: Although rt offers high pnnting speed,

good image quality, and a batch of fonts, the AP
9215-1 IS no bargain when you add up Its limited

emulations and other shortcomings and malch
them with its relatively high pnce.
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it impossible to add toner without at least a

small amount escaping from the bin. The
drum is a flexible belt that is dangerously

exposed to scratching and mishandling

during installation. There is no manual

feed option, no envelope handling, and no

straight-through paper path for heavier pa-

per stocks.

The controller itself has problems. For

this price, you might expect to get a bunch

of good fonts with the HP LaserJet Plus

emulation. Instead, the ones that come
with the card are nothing but a collection of

rehashed daisy wheel fonts. And the fonts

that are included don't even offer a full Ro-

man-8 character set such as that found on

the LaserJet. There is no set equivalent to

the IBM character set either, which many
programs use for line drawing but which

won't work here.

All told, the Unisys AP 9215-1 comes

up short. If you need a printer that is com-

patible with the HP LaserJet Plus (or better

yet, the Series II) with twice the speed and

twice the paper capacity for twice the price

of a LaserJet, then buy two LaserJet Series

II printers. They’re a better bargain than

just one of these.
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With US,

WsA stands £ar

^ryGood
Alternative,

You don’t have to pay top dollar to getVGA color tech-

nology in a monitor.

Not when there's an alternative with the world class

quality of Samtron.

Our monitors are made in Korea, by Samsung Electron

Devices. One

Producls Refined For

The International Market

of the largest

monitor

manufacturers in the

world. But, while we
make monitors in volume,

we don’t make them in

every possible model.

Just the most popular ones, refined for the

international market. Like the 14
"
Samtron VGA color

monitor you see on the right.

That l^ps the production runs high, the costs low.

It’s how we’ve been the money-saving alternative for

smart monitor buyers in the U.S. and around the world

since 1978. (Our service is also worldwide.)

And it’s why choosing a Samtron VGA monitor is as

brilliant as the 256 colors you’ll get.

SAMSUNG ELECTRON DEVICES AMERICA. INC.

14251 E. FIRESTONE BLVD.. SUITE 101, LA MIRADA. CA 90638
TELEPHONE: (213) 602-8425 OR FAX: (213) 802-6620

SAMSUNG ELECTFOM DEVICES
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^Gxild
Tell¥)u

AllAbcRitOur

Desktop Laser

Printo,

With Its

Built-In

Add3e FbstScript,

EmulaticKi

C^bilities,

Multi-Platform

Connectivity,

47ScalaUeResident

Typeface St}ies,

And 300 DPI.

One look at the wide range of high-quality laser output

you get with the IBM Personal ftige FVinter II, and you’ll get

the picture right away.

Whether it’s an elaborate presentation

or a simple letter, everything commands
greater attention when it’s printed on the

Fbrsonal Fhge Pointer 11.

Adobek PostScript: One of the

Page Printer IPs biggest draws.

In addition to having more typefaces than any

other desktop laser printer, its built-in PostScript® software

from Adobe® gives you an enormous amount of creative

control.

You’re able to rotate and scale all your images and

typefaces. All with dazzling rt^ults.

And picture this. With PostScript, you can go directly

to your typesetter for camera-ready copy or color separa-

tions, without having to re-enter your data. A big advant-

age when you’ve got budgets and deadlines to meet.

Everyone will want to use this printer. And
since it’s so flexible, everyone can.

The versatility of the Fbge FVinter 11 can be enhanced

POSTSCRIPT
Software From Adobe

<aoot.fk»tSa<itandeie^<iScr()tlooogtr»jtiwwa tiiaenwlts o<Aoop< tiy«»r»w lncofpofW»d AgpitandAppttfalhaiergogiweotraoemarttsol Ap(<>Comc|ytBrlnconxi«Bd
Diiaoaar«aiwiwatfidtmertio<Xew»Comor»P°rt BMwawgl—dgidwnK»idPimj»iM» ©l9898MCorp



Or^ Could

Draw¥)uA Picture.

i

further by the new optional dual sh(!et and envelo[)e

f(.«Hler. And Its flexihilily is further enhanced by its new emu-
lation niodt- switching softwan'. It lets

you automati(;ally shift emulations from

the HP l.ast!clet® PLUS to the IBM
IVoprinter” XL and now to Xerox’s Diablo®

630, for extensivu; software coniptihility.

And since the l^igc IVinter II can be

attachixl to virtually any PC thmugli

serial or parallel ports or to an Apple®

sysUmi through an AppleTalk® interface;.

ITC Avant Garde
ITC: (faramond
Helvetica Narrow
Helvetica Bold
rre Korinna

Century Schoolbook

Palatino

Times Roman

Just ajSne ofthe

•i7 lYfie styies.

everyone can share the advantages of good-l(K)king

output.

'I'o bring all the benefits of the Personal Rtgt;

IVinter II into the picture at your office, contact

your IBM marketing

nrpnrsentative or your

IBM Authoriztxl

IX-aler today. For your

ntxirest dtraler, call " i« « « •

I 800 IBM-2468, =!— — '

ext. 141.

:®



The New 0KIDA1A 380
Puts More "Show" in Your Business.

Get Letter Quality, OKHMEA
Reliability and Steve Allen’s

Guide to Better Business Printing.

Steve Allen may be a big star but he also runs a small

business. The new OKIDA3A 380 gives him the versatility

and letter quality he needs to succeed.

With all popular software, Steve can use all sbc resident

fonts on a single page in a full range of styles and sizes.

Switch ftom one to another ftom the front panel. Change

from continuous paper to sin^e sheets with automatic paper

park. And do labels and forms with the bottom feed paper

path and the optional pull tractor.

He’ll also get mote out of the 380’s printhead: it’s designed

to last twice as long as the competition’s.

Come into your nearest OKIDAIA dealer, screen test the

new OKIDAIA 380 and get a FREE copy of Houi to Put
More "Show” in Your Business Printing with Steve Allen.

Then put more “show” in >o«r business. For the name of

the OKIDAIA dealer nearest you, call 1-800-OKIDAIA.

CIRCLE 235 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The output samples above were pnnted on a MICROUNE 380

using VlbnUVrfect 5.0 and Gemgnph.

OKIDAIA is a registered trademark of Oki Afnerica. Inc.. Marque

deposM de Oki America. Inc.
Wfe put business on paper.



Unisys AP 9230
by M. David Stone

Question: What's bigger than a kitchen

stove, weighs more than most pieces ofof-

fice furniture, and has three times the print

speed ofan HP LaserJet Series II? Answer:

the Unisys AP 9230, a $19,500 printer

with an impeccable pedigree and a mea-

sured speed of better than 22 ppm. Clearly,

this is not a printer for everyone. At first

glance it looks more like an office copier.

And with a monthly duty cycle of 30,000

to 60,000 pages, it's just as clearly intend-

ed for the same kind of heavy-duty u.se.

The most immediately obvious attri-

bute of the AP 9230 is its ma.ssive bulk.

The printer itself measures roughly 1 8 by

27 by 26 inches (HWD). But that's before

you add the paper stacker, the printer

stand, and assorted input and output trays.

The stacker is a clever device that optional-

ly turns the pages 180 degrees, so you can

use the same tray for either facedown or

faceup output. Fully assembled with print-

er, stacker, and stand, the AP 9230 weighs

in at over 240 pounds, and its sizejumps to

roughly 40 by 56 by 26 inches.

As you might expect from the AP
9230's size and high duty cycle, installa-

tion and maintenance are similar to the in-

Unisys AP 9230

Fonts & Features

HP LaserJet Plus
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The Unisys AP 9230 can apply 21 diherent

attributes to 22 different typefaces In

portrait or landscape.

PmTERS

LASER PRINTERS

stallation and maintainence of a similar-

size office copier. The printer is normally

installed by a customer service engineer

and is maintained by way of a $575 month-

ly service contract. The contract does not

include consumables, but encompasses

regular maintainence every 60,000 copies.

Unisys estimates overall cost per copy to

be between 3 and 4 cents per page.

You probably expect great speed from a

printer this large, and you're tight—the

NEC LC 3300 engine is rated at 29 pages

per minute. But that assumes you don't

count the startup time in getting the first

page printed. On PC Labs text speed tests,

the meajiured speeds were in the 20-ppm

range, with a low of 18.7 ppm and a high

of 22.2 ppm. More precisely, the speeds

fall into two tightly bunched groups, de-

pending on the orientation of the paper.

In laser printers, orientation usually re-

fers to portrait or landscape printing. Be-

sides printing both in portrait and in land-

scape mode, the AP 9230 can feed paper

either longitudinally or latitudinally; it can

print in both modes no matter what the ori-

entation of the paper.

Although the AP 9230 has room for

only two paper trays, it comes standard

with three 250-page letter-size Uays, One
uses a vertical, or portrait, orientation; it

feeds the paper narrow-edge first. The oth-

er two use a horizontal, or landscape, ori-

entation; they feed the wide edge first. Un-

isys recommends using the horizontal tray

for fastest text output and the vertical tray

for fastest graphics.

The PC Labs speed tests largely con-

firm the Unisys recommendation. With

text, the AP 9230 consistently managed

about 19 ppm in vertical orientation and

about 22 ppm in horizontal. On the graph-

ics tests there was a significant difference

in HP LaserJet Plus emulation: almost 90

seconds for horizontal orientation com-

pared with about 32 seconds for vertical.

However, the speed difference was almost

nonexistent otherwise: about 23 seconds in

either ca.se for Epson FX emulation and

about 15 seconds in either case for IBM
Proprinter emulation. In short, you'll want

to use the vertical orientation for HP Laser-

Jet graphics, but you can safely ignore the

paper orientation otherwise.

One other paper-handling feature worth

noting is that the AP 9230 handles very

large paper—up to 1 1 by 17 inches, either

through its manual feed or through option-

al ledger-size trays, Unisys does not rec-

ommend using the printer for envelopes.

Aside from its speed, size, and paper

handling, the AP 9230 is a typical la.ser

printer. Print quality is a match for the La-

serJet Series II, with crisp text characters,

solid dark areas in graphics, and good

shading and detail in the scanned photo.

The front-parrel controls and two-line LCD
readout are like those on most other laser

printers, with most menu choices in plain

English. The 3 1 built-in fonts are a useful

bonus. And for those who ate interested in

making use of it, the printer includes the

Express programming language from Of-

fice Automation Systems.

On PC Labs emulation tests, the printer

performed largely as expected, though it

stumbled on downloadable fonts. A Un-

isys representative says the company is

currently working on fixing the problem.

Obviously, the AP 9230 is a heavy-

duty printer at a heavy-duty price. The
problem with downloadable fonts is trou-

blesome, but not necessarily enough to

rule out the printer. The key issue here is

quantity. Specifically, does your office

generate tens of thousands of pages per

month? If the answer is yes, then you

might want to pencil $19,500 into your

budget and seriously consider hanging this

printer on your network.
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Howtogetahandle ai
letter(jmtyprinting

There are a lot ofreasons other than trans-

portability to get the ExpressWriter 311.

It prints clear, crisp, letter-quality type.

It’s fast. And reliable.

It’s simple to set up and to use. And,when
you’ve finished working with it, it shuts up tight

and stands on end for easy storage.

The ExpressWriter 311 takes up less room

than other printers. Which is a good thing to

know especially if you’re looking for a high-

quality printer to use expressly on your desk.

Plus it has a huge buffer to let you work

and print at the same time. It’s compatible with

virtually any software package or application.

And it’s very affordable.

But one of the best things about Toshiba^

ExpressWriter 311 is that its retractable handle

and light, transportable design make it easy for

you to carry it just about anywhere you want.

Which means that now, if you do have to

take your work on the road with you, at least

you’ll have something to show for it.

TmkibaExprrssWnlfr.mji4pmdulttwlrix.imffK
(irafi/tiOcpsIfllert/MlilySrrsitlmlemtiatiMs

(Tbskioa Qumr/Efixim LQ/ilM Pn^Htrrl
lfiKlm/ft'r,3rrsuinitfimts.l6/untcanis,

IHIInlllllll lip,mMdii.frtnu-tahitlkmdk

tn^imiahaH cali l’SO()~4577777.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
liBhiba America Infcvmatkn Systems Inc. . Computer Systems Dhision
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Unisys AP 9415
by Alfred Poor

The Unisys AP 9415 printer looks identi-

cal to several other printers in this section:

same engine, same genuine PostScript,

same fonts, same blazing rated speed of 15

pages per minute. Even the list price of

$7,495 is clo.se to these other near-twins.

Why pick this one?

One reason might be the Ricoh 4150

engine on which it is built. The 1 5 ppm rat-

ing turned in test times of 8.9 ppm and

12.4 ppm under PostScript and LaserJet

emulations. The differences arise largely

because processing time under PostScript

took just long enough for some pages to

have to wait for a full drum revolution be-

fore starting to print. This engine also

comes with two 250-sheet bins for paper.

The print image is excellent, with sharp

edges and even toner coverage for black

images. The PostScript is Version 47.0

and is pure Adobe. It comes complete with

the standard complement of 35 PostScript

outlines.

So what’s different?

The main answer is the controller. In

addition to the LaserJet emulation already

mentioned, the controller can interpret

commands intended for other machines;

Unisys AP 9415

Fonts & Features

PostScript

Helvetica Times Courier Line printer
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In addition to Adobe PostScript, the

Unisys AP 9415 offers other emulations,

such as HPGL.

tV -'.lASER PRINTERS

Diablo 630, HPGL plotters, and TI-855.

You can also get your input from a variety

of sources: parallel, serial, and Apple-

Talk/RS-422 connections. The serial port

can be set to communicate at speeds up to

57.6 kilobits per second.

The LaserJet emulation is excellent.

The AP 9415 not only easily passed the

PCL torture test but also provided access to

the scalable PostScript fonts. The only mi-

nor differences ate that the printable area is

larger (so the left margin is smaller) and

there is no Line Printer font (a small Couri-

er font is used instead).

All is not perfect, however. There ate

some aspects of the Ricoh 4150 engine that

are less than ideal. For example, the toner

and dmm are mounted in a drawer that can

be yanked free from the printer inadver-

tently. The dmm can be damaged while

you install it, so you must handle it very

carefully. And the toner comes in small

boxes that are installed upside down over a

bin; no matterhow carefully I tried, I could

not avoid spilling at least a small amount of
toner. While there is plenty ofpaper capac-

ity between the two bins, paper handling is

limited by the lack of a manual sheet feed,

a way to feed envelopes, and a faceup,

straight-through paper path for heavier pa-

per stock.

The emulations themselves are not

problematic, but they show signs of a

slightly quirky design. It's tme that the

PostScript controller and the LaserJet em-
ulation make plenty of sense and are clear-

ly useful . The plotteremulation can also be

handy, but the Diablo daisy wheel mode is

simply archaic . And what is the point of in-

cluding a Tl-855 dot matrix emulation in-

stead of the more common Epson or IBM
Proprinter?

In the end, the AP 9415 costs a bit less

than two entry-level PostScript printers; it

prints about twice as fast and has more fea-

tures. As long as you can live with the limi-

tations of the engine and can use the extra

speed and emulations, then the AP 9415

represents a good value worth consider-

ation.

Varityper VT600P
by Mary Kathleen Flynn

We’ve waited 2 years to lake a second look

at Varityper’s 600-dot-per-inch PostScript

printer, and it was worth the wait. When
contributing editor Charles Petzold re-

viewed the $18,750 Varityper VT600 for

the 1987 printer issue, he found output to

write home about, but he also encountered

We’ve waited 2

years to take a second look

at Varityper’s 600-dpi

PostScript printer, and

it was worth the wait.

•

a host of hassles—such as proprietary

fonts—that made it virtually inaccessible

to most PC users. Since then, Varityper

has brought its price down a little, fixed

some of the problems, and brought out two

new models: the $16,995 VT600P and the

$22,995 VT6CI0W (not reviewed here),

which handles 1 1- by 17-inch paper.
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Introducing the first laser

printer tolet^do all this:

right out of the box.

Imagine being able to produce the kind

of graphics and type fonts pictured here on your PC.

You probably can t.

Because even with today’s adxanced word processing programs, no
other comparably priced laser printer can print sophisticated graphics or

page layouts without additional options or add-ons that can end up costing you

thousands of dollars more. i.

Which is why we designed our bBP-8 Mark III Series Printers to perform right out of tlK’ bo.x.

W ilh features like scalable fonts that let you create type in any size or rotation. Standard.

Enough memory to print a full page of text and graphics. Standard.

Plus an enhanced vector graphics command set that creates smooth lines and curves, elimi-

nating the jagged edges you get with some laser printouts. Also standard.

And the Mark III is built around the reliable Canon SX engine and
replaceable EP-S cartridge for quiet, dependable operation.

For professional-looking documents, reports, presentations, or

whatever you need to print, no other printer does so much to improve

your image.

For more information, call toll-free 1-800-453-3307.

<5 EBP and (^nnn arc reelsiertil iradrtiiarks uf Canon Inr.
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PRINTERS

LASER PRINTERS

wEDITOR'S CHOICE

Brother HL-8e

• Brother HL-8PS

• Hewlett-Packard LaserJet

Series HD

e Hewlett-Packard LaserJet

Series IIP

e IBM LaserPrinter

e QMS PS-2200 Model S

e Varityper VT600P

As the laser printer market continues

to segment itself, PC Magazine'

^

Editor’s Choices reflect a variety of

alternatives. In addition to the

mainstream la.scr printers like the HP
LaserJet Series II, with list prices

between $ 1 ,.‘>00 and S.J.OOO and

street prices $ 1 .000 less, we see these

markets within the laser market:

personal laser printers (between

$ 1 .5(X) and $2.(XX) list); PostScript

and other scalable-font printers

($3,000 to $ 1 3 ,000); high-speed,

high-duty-cycle lasers ( 12 ppm and

more, at $10,000 to $20,000) and

lasers with such features as higher

resolution, duplex printing. 1 1- by

1 7-inch paper handling, or huge paper

Unys (up to $20.0(X)). Our choices

reflect these segmenLs.

In deciding, we expect non-

PostScript printers to emulate the HP
LaserJet 11. Prtxlucts that stop with

LaserJet Plus emulation, no matter

how gtxxl, are out of touch with the

marketplace—and out of the running

for Editor’s Choice.

When it comes to lasers, the low

end keeps getting lower. With a list

price of $1,495, Hewlett-Packard's

latest, the La.serJet Series IIP. brings a

new price point to LaserJet ll-quality

output. At 3.9 ppm on our tests and a

probable street price of $ I .fXX), the

IIP also sets a new entry-level speed

for lasers. The IIP adds a few fonts

and features to the LaserJet II

selection: a 12-character-pcr-inch

Courier, italics in both 10- and 12-cpi

Courier, and the ability to rotate all

fonts. It even sports an easier-to-use

front panel than any of its siblings. It

accepts one font cartridge in a side

slot, and it comes with 5 1 2K memory
for graphics and downloaded fonts.

Two memory slots take either 1 MB

or2MB upgrade cards for a maximum
configuration of4.5MB.

The IIP is the ideal replacement

for an aging daisy wheel; it’s a belter

alternative to many dot matrix

printers; and it all but kills off the

$ 1 ,(X)0 ink jet printer, such as HP’s

own DeskJet Plus. In its ba.se

configuration with 5 1 2K RAM and

the ability to feed 50 sheets, the IIP is

limited. To bring the street price

under $ 1 .0(X), HP provides what car

dealers might call a lowball price.

With the $195 optional bottom paper

tray that most users will consider

mandatory, the expected street price

rises to about $ 1 ,200. Fortunately,

more slow-speed low-priced lasers

are on the way. Okidata’s 4-ppm
OkiLaser 4(X)—priced between

$ 1 ,6(X) and $ 1 .800—^and Toshiba’s

$1 ,899 6-ppm Toshiba PageLaserb

didn’t make it here in time for the

roundup, but both look promising.

In the 8-ppm category, the

Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Series II,

which won Editor’s Choice in 1987,

is still the standard la.ser printer. And
with a current price of $2,695, it’s

still a gorxl bargain, a safe bet, the

machine to beat, and quite possibly

the one to buy. Since iLs cheaper

sibling provides more fonts and

rotates them, expect to see a Series II

upgrade or replacement in the coming

months.

If you need more paper capacity or

multiple paper types, buy the LaserJet

Series IID, which costs $ 1 ,600 more

than the II. Among iLs bonuses are

dual paper bins, plus the ability to

print on both sides of a page (with the

result that you won’t have to replace

the paper as frequently), and

additional fonts: 1 2-cpi Courier.

Times Roman, and Helvetica Bold.

As you add memory and fonts (for

in.stance, with the soon-to-be-

available $995 PostScript cartridge),

the IID becomes a better bargain.

Just in time for this roundup. Big

Blue jumped into the LaserJet

Il-compatiblc market to deliver the

IBM La.serPrinler, which is the best

La,scrJet Il-class machine we’ve

seen. For the price of the La.serJet II,

the IBM LaserPrinter gives you

equivalent-quality output at a faster

8.9 ppm. You also get better paper

handling, and the IBM LaserPrinter

uses about 40 percent less desktop

real estate than the LaserJet 11, And,

by next year’s second quarter,

PostScript options—a 1 3-font card

for $ 1 ,0^ and a 35-font card for

$1 ,999—will be available. The IBM
LaserPrinter even beats the LaserJet

II, at least until the latter machine geLs

updated, with the fonts and features

of its more and less expensive

siblings.

Brother brought out two winners

this year: the HL-8e and the HL-8PS.

An upgrade of last year’s Eiditor’s

Choice (the Brother HL-8), the

HL-8e has updated its LaserJet

compatibility; now it emulates the

current-generation LaserJet II, Fora

list price $2(X) higher than the

LaserJet II, the HL-8e gives you

everything the LaserJet II offers, plus

more fonts: 1 2- and 1 5-point Courier-

like fonts. 10- and 12.5-point Times

Roman-like fonts, and a 10-point

Helvetica-like font. The HL-8e also

adds Diablo. Epson, and IBM
Proprintcr emulations.

At $4,495. the Brother HL-8PS
gives you Ixrth PostScript and

LaserJet II emulations at a tested

speed of 7.4 ppm. Using Brother’s

own PostScript emulator, the HL-
8PS lets you use PostScript-done

fonts, and scale them, in LaserJet II

mode. The only drawback is the lack

of some foreign-language characters,

which you can buy in font cartridges

starting at $250.

For a true Adobe PostScript

printer priced under$l0,0(X), Apple’s

LaserWriter II mtxlels, which won
Editor’s Choice status last year, still

can’t be beat. Both the $4,999

LaserWriter IINT and the $6,999

La,serWriter lINTX offer high-quality

output at a speed apprrtaching 7 ppm.

But if you’re price-conscious, or if

you already own a LaserJet 11, you

can get a PostScript add-in board or a

software interpreter (sec the sidebar
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‘ How to Get the Most Out of Your
Laser Printer").

The Varityper VT600P generates

the best output we've seen on a PC
printer. At $16,995. it’s pricey, but as

final page proofs, its 600-dpi output

can't be beat. Besides an improved

engine, what makes it so much better

than the ha.ssle-laden VT-6(X) we
reviewed 2 years ago is a flawless

Apple La.serWriter emulation and

incn;a.sed driver supfKrrt. Now PC
users can take advantage of the

Varityper's spectacular output.

The winner among high-speed

lasers is the QMS PS-2200 Model S.

It cranked out 13.5 ppm on the PC
Labs tests, making it the fastest

PostScript machine in this roundup.

At SI 2.995. the QMS PS-2200 is

expensive, but it has a lot of power:

Adobe PostScript, a recommended

duty cycle of 20.000 copies per

month, support for 1 1- by 1'7-inch

paper, and two 250-sheet paper trays.

For lots of PostScript output fast, the

QMS PS-2200 is your best choice.

Other high-speed lasers deserve

honorable mention for their speeds

but lose points for not offering the

current-generation LaserJet II

emulation: the S9.350 Fujitsu

RX7.300E. which scored 14.8 ppm;

the $15..500 Printronix L2.324 Reprrti

Expediter, which came in at 20.9

ppm; and the $19,500 Unisys AP
9230. which, at 21 .5 ppm. is the

fastest printer in this year’s crowd.

An honorable mention also goes to

the $2,995 Canon LPB-8 Mark 111.

which comes with everything we're

waiting for in the next generation of

HP printers (see the sidebar "Printer

Languages: The Next Generation"):

nine scalable fonts, a graphics

language, and 1 .5MB base memory.

For $295 more, you can complete the

font set to get virtually all the fonts

you’ll find in PostScript. The Canon

LPB-8 Mark III misses the mark by

offering only a Diablo emulation,

although it does seem to have healthy

driver support, and a forthcoming

optional Adobe PostScript cartridge is

promised.

What’s new in the VT600P is an Apple

LaserWriter PostScript emulation that lets

you use the printer with PC software; driv-

er support ^m popular PC applications,

such as Microsoft Windows', full-page

buffering; and a new lO-page-per-minute

Varityper laser engine that can handle

smaller-particle loner.

The new toner is significant. The
VT600P is the only 6(X)-dpi printer in this

roundup because getting the toner granu-

larity fine enough to make 600 dpi effec-

tive in laser printing technology is a diffi-

cult task.

Most high-resolution printers use 14-

micron toner. The 10-ppm Varityper en-

gine uses 8-micron toner, which lets it pro-

duce 600-dpi output that looked truly

outstanding on our scanned photo test.

The Varityper VT600P is

designed for

applications that

demand camera-ready

masters but don’t need

typeset-caliber 1 ,200

dpi. Newspapers offer a

good example.

•

The VT60OP is designed for applica-

tions that demand camera-ready masters

but don’t need typeset-caliber 1,200 dpi.

Newspapers offer a good example—and a

solid customer base for Varityper. And, in

fact, the output from our halftone test

looks a lot like a newspaper photo. When
you’re printing on paper that’s as lousy as

newspaper stock, you really can’t see the

difference between 600 and 1,200 dpi.

And. when you’re making final page

proofs—which are used for proofing, not

filming— 600 dpi is a luxury users may
decide they can afford.

But before you decide to buy, make

sure you take a look at the high costs of

owning the VT600P. At $16,995 (with a

street price between $ 1 5 ,(X)0 and $ 1 6,(X)0)

Varityper VT600P

Fonts & Features

PostScript

Hefveltca Times Counef Line printer

Is

Bold Italic

SubSu

Undcrll

m s 9
Bold Italic

SubSu
Underli

O ^ 3 Sn s (7) 3

8 d-point HHBH IHImi
10'poini mimi
12-point imimmimi
14'point III! 1111 III!mi
Scalable ||||HH 1111 1111

Tb« VT600P uses Adobe PostScript and
offers Courier. Heivetica, and Times in

LaserWriter emulation.

this printer will cost you about as much as

the most expensive 3(X)-dpi color Post-

Script page printer reviewed in this issue.

Ind^, Varityper is exploring the possibil-

ities of color. The printer’s buffering sys-

tem. which has the potential to store sever-

al passes, may be used for color

applications someday.

The printer’s price tag isn’t the only

cost to consider. A 176-pound giant, the

VT600P is also a delicate machine that

must be installed by a field engineer and

should be maintained with a service con-

tract, which will cost you $2,195 for the

VT600P ($2,595 for the VT600W). The

contract includes all parts and labor, ex-

cept for the $750 drum, which should be

replaced every 24,(XX) prints.

Although the duty cycle that Varityper

quotes is 3,000 prints per month, ifyou ex-

ceed 15,000 prints annually, you’ll be

charged an extra $.09 per page in service.

However, all but the most heavy-volume

users will be satisfied with 15,(X)0 prints

per year. Nonetheless, an upgrade, due by

year’s end, will escalate the duty cycle to

20,000 pages per month.

Add to the price of the printer and ser-

vice contract the $.05 per-page printing

cost (excluding paper) and the $18 toner

bottle, which should be replaced every

2,0(X) copies, and this printer will take a

big bite out of your budget.

The good news is you’ll get your mon-

ey’s worth. Unlike the VT600 printer that

we reviewed 2 years ago, the VT6(X)P

sailed through our PC Labs tests under the

LaserWriter emulation and a Varityper

driver. It handled our text speed test at

7.9 ppm—a respectable score for a Post-

Script printer. It printed the halftone image
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beautifully in a reasonable 2 minutes 3 sec-

onds.

We tested the VT600P with a Centron-

ics connector, but you can also use RS-232

and SCSI connectors. The PC Labs Post-

Script status page revealed that the Vari-

typer uses Adobe PostScript, Version

48.0. Under the LaserWriter emulation.

Courier, Helvetica, Symbol, and Times

were resident with enhancements. Vari-

typer also sells downloadable fonts at $ 1 93

for a family of four typefaces. A 200-sheet

bin comes standard, and an optional legal-

size bin is $139.

The unit we tested came with a 20MB
hard disk—now less rare than it was 2

years ago—and 6MB of base memory. By
the time you read this, Varityper should be

shipping a 42MB optional haid disk.

For PC users, the VT600P still brings

Our prices aren’tjust lower.

They’re authorized.
Printers Plus is an authorized dealer for over 25 manufacturers and over

100 printer models. And if you don't think that’s important— just see what
happens if somethins soes wrong with a printer you buy from someone
who isn't authorized. At Printers Plus, we have more, we know more and

you can count on us to be there for you even after the sale.

Compatibility
Guaranteed

When you buy a

printer after consul-

tation with our experts,

we 3uarantee the

printer you buy from

us will work with

everythins you

have... That's any PC

and all your software.

12 Printers

under $300.
Over 100
models
in stock.

Authorized
Dealer
for all.

Over 25
Laser

Printers

includins
PostScript

and
Color!

We will match the best in-stock, delivered price
advertised in this issue by any authorised dealer.

PHJIilTBlS Pi.JS
Prtfiten Plus, kic

14S24-ILecKoed
Chantilly, VAttOtl Wesu«wete»«p

After a pw,

HOURS:
Mon-Thursi Yam • 7pm EST
rri: fam-Spm EST
Sail 10am • Spm EST

(Thrulf /S1/a0)

SAME DAY A 24410UR SHIPPING!

i-Oav (hlppins ofMOM ln.«teck orders placed by tptn EST.

re swarantce t4.fteur (Mpptny of all iMlock orderi.

MaMrCard and VISA accepted.

Ylrjlnia inquiries:

(703) 734-0236
Fax Number:

(703) 734-3S59

Orders Only! 8-7-7-4-6-8-3

(800) 8-P-R-l-N-T-E-(r)
Price-match offer good through Telemarketing Division only. Visit retail showrooms for best

local prices. 1S% re-stocking fee applies to all returned or refused merchandise.

If you live in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area,

visit one of our 7 retail showrooms and
compare over 40 printers on "live" display!

Downtown DC • Tysons Corner • Alexandria • Chantilly

Rockville • Wheaton • Columbia

Varityper Inc.. 1 1 Mt. Pleasant Ave., East

Hanover. NJ 07936; (800)631-€134. (201)887-

8000.

Ust Price: $16,995.

Dimensions (HWD): 19x39x21 in.

Weight: 176 lbs

Emulations: PostScript

In Short: The VT600P addresses many of the

problems we encountered 2 years ago with the

earlier VT600. Under theAp^ LaserWnter

emulation, it printed crisp text in Courier.

Helvetica Symbol, arxl Times. The only eoo-dpi

printer reviewed here, the VTSOOP produced

spectacular graphics output

CIRCLE 542ON READER SERVICE CARO

some annoyances, such as its Macintosh

focus: a thorough PC user manual still

hadn’t been printed at press time, though a

spokesperson said that one was in the

works. And the VT600P’s LED front pan-

For spendid output

that won’t keep you

waiting, the VT600P

is worth its weight

in printers.

•

el proves that even icons can be unintuitive.

But if you want splendid 600-dpi Post-

Script output that won't keep you waiting

all day, the Varityper VT600P is worth its

weight in printers. And if you need final

page proofs or can give up 1 ,200 dpi for

your camera-ready output, the VT600P
even justifies its steep price.
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PC BRAND

Chosen^ 1 For
Customer
Service and
Support.

PC BRAND offers
you more...

Welcome to PC Brand. Your

first place to shop. Your best

place to shop for top quality

IBM compatible systems,

custom configured to your

exact specifications, and
thousands of quality name
brand peripherals and
accessories.

Choose from over 10,000

items in stock... all at

unbeatable prices!

"PC BRAND is the LL Bean vf the personal

computer mail order.

PC BRAND wants no unhappv customers,

and it's serx ice and support policies help to

insure that.

"

-Persoiinl Coiiipiitiii;^'s 10 Best Mail

Onlcr Companies , Feb, I9S9

Free Freight,

Toll-Free Support,
5-Year Warranty
and more...

Everyone promises you
great service. We deliver the

tangibles.

Free freight • Fast delivery

•No credit card surcharges

•A 30-day Money-Back Guar-

antee on every system we sell

•Toll-Free Customer Service

andTechnical Support that

will stay with you until your

questions are answered and

your problem is solved

• And our exclusive 5-Year

Warranty on all PC Brand

products, call for details.

Call PC Brand today.

For the best selection...

the best products.. .at the best

price, you can’t do better than

PC Brand.

Call PC Brand today!

TURN PAGE
FOR PC BRAND SYSTEMS
...AND NAME BRAND

PERIPHERALS



Outstanding Quality
PCBRAND Chosen #1 For Customer Service and Support.

"pc brand is the LL Bean of the personal computer mail order...PC BRAND wants
no unhappy customers, and it’s service and support policies help to insure that."

IBRAND
-Personal Computing's 10 Best Mail Order Companies, Feb, 1989

PC BRAND 286/12 $799
YourBestChoice

forQualitySystems

Toll-Free Support

Toll-Free Service

Free Freight

5-YearWarranty

I

PCV20AD-II $539

15 MHz Throughput in an XT. Norton SI 4.0

51 2K, 360K Drive, 84-Keyboard

Standard System Features:

• lOMHz Nec V20 CPU with 1.5 times the puwer of the 8088!

• 512K RAM standard. Expandable to 640KB

• One 360K Floppy Drive • 84-key AT Style Keyboard

• 8 Slots. Serial, Parallel. Came Ports, and Clock Standard

• AT Style Case with Keylock, Turbo, Power and Hard Drive LEDs.

Accomodates up to 4 HH Mass Storage deNices

• Set-up & Operating instructions.

Standard Pre-Built Configurations:

PCV20 AD-II With 512K, Hard Disk Drive, Monitor & Video Card

1 Floppy 2 Roppy 40MB-45MS 66MB-25MS

Mono $664 $739 $944 $1094

VGA/Mooo $824 $899 $1104 $1254

EGA $1004 $1079 $1284 $1434

VGA/Color $1054 $1129 $1334 $1484

12 MHz Clock, Zero Wait Operation,

Norton SI 15.3 -Landmark™ Speed 15.1MHz
512K, 1.2MB or 1.44MB Drive. 101- Keyboard

Standard System Features:

• 80286-12 Processor Operating at 12MHz with Zero Wait States

delivering 15.1MHz Effective Throughput

• 512K RAM expandable to 4MB on the System board using

256Kor 1MB 100ns RAM
• 1.2MB 5.25“ or 1.44MB 3.5" Diskette Drive

• 1:1 Interleaving Dual Hard Drive/Floppy Drive Controlier

• Enhanced 101-kcy AT Style Keybtwrd

• High Capacity System Power supply

• Real Time Clock/Calendar with 5 Year Battery

• 80287 Co-Processor Support

• AMI BIOS with full MS/DOS, OS/2. XENIX. UNIX,

NOVELL, 3COM and PCNET compatibility

• Built-in System Btiard LIM 4.0 EMS hardware drivers

• User configurable I/O timing permitting compatible operation

with older peripherals or faster I/O for newer devices

• 8 Slot motherboard design (5 16Bit & 3 8Bit)

• Medium foot print case with 5 Disk Drive bays

Options:
• Factory Installed RAM Upgrades

• Custom configurations w/Name Brand peripherals of your choice

• Compaq® Style LCD or Plasma Portable

• Mini Size Tower Cas^

Standard Pre-Built Configurations:

286/12 With 512K, Hard Disk Drive, Monitor & Video Card

40MB-4SMS
1 1 KLL i 1 RLL

7iMB-l8MS
1:1 MFM

IKMB-ISMS
1:1 RU.

Mono $1207 $1432 $1572 $1672

VGA/Mono $1402 $1627 $1767 $1867

EGA $1547 $1772 $1912 $2012

VCA/16Bit $1637 $1862 $2002 $2102
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Unbelievable Price
PC BRAND 286/20 $999 PC BRAND 386/SX-16 $1099

20 MHz Clock, Zero Wait Operation

Norton SI 23.0 •Landmark™ 26.7mhz

512K, 1.2MB or 1.44MB Drive, 101-Keyboard

Standard System Features:

• 80286 Processor Operating at 20MHz w/Zero Watt States in

interleave mode delivering 27MHz Effective Throughput

• 5I2K RAM expandable to SMB on the System board using 256K

and/or 1MB lOOns RAM
• 1.2MB 5.25" or 1.44MB 3.5" Diskette E)rive

• 1:1 Interleaving Dual Hard Drive/Roppy Drive controller

• Enhanced 101-key AT Style Keyboard

• High Capacity 2CX) Watt System Power Supply

• Real Time Clock/Calendar with 5 Year Battery

• 80287 Co-Processor Support

• AMI BIOS with full MS/DOS. CS/X XENIX, UNIX,

NOVELL, 3COM. and PCNET compatibility

• Built-in System Board LIM 4.0 EMS hardware drivers

• User configurable I/O timing permitting compatible operation

with older peripherals or faster I/O for newer devices

• 8 Slot motherboard design ( 5 I6Bit ft 3 8Bit)

• Medium tooi print case with 5 Disk Drive bays

Options:
• Mini Size Tower 9 Case • Factory Ir«talled RAM Upgrades

• Custom configurations w/Name Brand peripherals of your choice

• Compaq R Style LCD or Plasma Portable

16 MHz Clock, Zero Wait Operation

NortonSI 18.7 •Landmark- 18.3mH2

512K, 1.2MB or 1.44MB Drive, 101-Keyboard

Standard System Features:

• 80386SX Processor Operating at 16MHz delivering 18MHz

Effective Throughput

• 512K RAM expandable to 8MB on the System board using 256K

and/or IMB 80ns RAM
• 1.2MB 5.25'’or 1.44MB 3.5" Diskette Drive

• 1:1 Interleaving Dual Hard Drive/Roppy Drive controller

• Enhanced 101 -key AT Style Keyboard

• High Capacity 200 Watt System Power Supply

• Real Time Clock/Calendar with 5 Year Battery

• 80387SX Co-Processor Support

• AMI BIOS with full MS/DOS. OS/2. XENIX, UNIX,

NOVELL, 3COM, and PCNET compatibility

• 8 Slot motherboard design ( 5 16Bit it 3 8Bit)

• Medium foot print case with 5 Disk Drive bays

(Shown with optional Mini Size Towers Case)

Options:
• Mini Size Tower ® Case • Factory Installed RAM Upgrades

• Custom configurations w/Name Brand peripherals of your choice

• CompaqS Style LCD or Plasma Portable

Standard Pre-Built Configurations:

286/20 W/512K. Hard Disk Drive, Monitor & Video Card

40MM5MS
1:1RLL

66MB-25MS

t:l RLL
7IMB-18S1S

1:1 MFM
ttOMB-lSMS

1:1 RLL
1S0-17MS

1:1 ESDI

320-IbMS

M ESDI

Mono $1407 $1632 $1737 $1862 $2357 $2817

VGA/Mt>n<> $1602 $1827 $1932 $2057 $2552 $3012

EGA $1747 $1972 $2077 $2202 $2697 $3157

VCA/16Bil $1837 $2062 $2167 $2292 $2787 $3247

Standard Pre-Built Configurations:

386SX-16 W/512K, Hard Disk Drive, Monitor & Video Card

4(MB-t5M5

IIRLL
66MB-25MS

1:1 RLL

71MB-IKM5

1:1 MFM
II0MB-28MS

1:1 RLL
IW-ITMS

1:1 ESDI

320-16MS

1:1 ESDI

Mono $1507 $1732 $1837 $1%2 $2457 $2917

VGA/Mono $1702 $1927 $2032 $2157 $2652 $3112

EGA $1847 $2072 $2177 $2302 $2797 $3257

VCA/16Bi( $1937 $2162 $2267 $2392 $2887 $3347

TURN PAGE FOR MORE PC BRAND SYSTEMS...
FOR NAML BRAND PERIPHLRALS SEE OUR AD ON FOLLOW INC PAGES...

To Order Call 1-800-PC BRAND
(Call 1-800-722-7263) In All 50 States FAX# 1-800-722-7392 New Winter Extended Hours 3!i
PC Brand, Inc. ‘*54 W. Washington St., Chicago, IL.60607 Int'l Fax# 312-226-6841 Infl Voice# 312-226-5200. Open Mon thru Fri.:8am to 8pm Central .MasterCard,

VISA, Discover. Checks, & Approvtni P.O.s Accepted. Prices and specifications subject to change. Customer Service Inquiries Call: l-8()0-662-SERV PCM 8-19
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Amazing Performance
"FasterThan a Speeding Bullet!”

Cover Story Nov, 1988

"PC Brand offers the best low cost alternative around"
PC Magazine Fet.u, i989

PCBRAND 386/20 $1489

20 MHz Clock, Zero Wait Operation

Norton SI 23.0 • Landmark Speed 26.1MHz
1024K, 1.2MB or 1.44MB Drive, 101 -Keyboard

Standard System Features:

• True 20MHZ Intel 80386-20 CPU Operating with Zero Wait Slates

delivering up to 26.1 MHz Effective Throughput

• 1024K RAM standard expandable to I6MB using 256K and/or

IMB lOOnsRAM
• I.2MB 5.25" or 1.44MB 3.5" Diskette Drive

• 1:1 Interleaving Dual Hard Drive/Roppy Drive controller,

977.6 KB/SEC Caching Controller w/ESDl Configurations

• Enhanced lOl-key AT Style Keyboard

• High Capacity 200 Watt System Power Supply

• Real Time Clock/Calendar with 5 Year Battery

• 80287, 80387 Co-Processor Support

• AMI BIOS with full MS/DOS, OS/2. XENIX, UNIX,

NOVELL. 3COM and PCNET compatibility

• 8 Slot motherboard design (5 16Bit 3 8Bit)

• Medium foot print case with 5 Disk Drive bays

Options:
• Full or Mini Size Tower • Case

• Custom configurations w/Narae Brand peripherals of your choice

• Compaq® Style LCD or Plasma Portable • Weitek Co-processor

PC BRAND 386/25 $1689

25 MHz Clock, Zero Wait Operation

Norton SI 28.2 "Landmark Speed33.6MHz
Norton SI 31.6 • Landmark Speed 435 w/Cache
1024K, 1.2MB or 1.44MB Drive. 101-Keyboard

Standard System Features:

• Intel 80386 Processor Operating at 25MHz with Zero Wait States in

interleave mode delivering 34 to 44 MHz Effective Throughput

• 1024K RAM standard expandable to 16MB using 256K and/or

1MB RAM
• 1.2MB 5.25" or 1.44MB 3.5" Diskette Drive

• 1:1 Interlea%ing Dual Hard Drive/Floppy Drive controller,

977.6 KB/SEC Caching Controller w/ESDI Configurations

• Enhanced lOl-key AT Style Keyboard

• High Capacity 200 Watt System Power Supply

• Real Time Clock/Calendar with 5 Year Battery

• 80287. 80387 or Weitek Co-Processor Support

• Industry SUndard BIOS with full MS/DOS. 05/2, XENIX, UNIX,

NOVELL 3COM and PCNET compaHbUity

• User configurable I/O timing permitting compatible operation

with older peripherals or faster I/O for newer devices

• 8 Slot motherboard design

• Medium foot print case with 5 Disk Drive bays (Full size case w/cache)

Options:
• 32KB or 64KB Cache Processor •Weitek Co-processor •Tower i^Case

• Custom configurations w/Name Brand peripherals of your choice

• Compaq® Style LCD or Plasma Portable • SMB 32Bit RAM Card

Standard Pre-Built Configurations: Standard Pre-Built Configurations:

386/25 With Hard Disk Drive, Monitor & Video Card

40MB-4SMS

IIMFM
66MB-2.5MS

1 IRLL

71MS-IBMS

1:1 MFM
I10MB-25MS

IIRU
IS0-I7MS

Liesoi

320-ltAIS

LIESCH

Mono $2182 $2332 $2462 $2592 $3162 $3412

MwjA/Mono $2387 $2537 $2667 $2797 $3367 $3617

EGA $2502 $2652 $2782 $2912 $3482 $3732

VC^VtbBit $2577 $2727 $2857 $2987 $3557 $3807

386/20 With 1024K, Hard Disk E)rive, Monitor & Video Card

'-...Onv**

VKlfT'"'^
40M8-45Ne

1 1 MFM
66MB-25MS

> IRU.

TIMB-iSMS
1 1 MFM

ni>-25MS

I I RU
1S0-I7MS

1 IE50I

320-16MS

I:1E5D1

Mono $1995 $2095 $2220 $2330 $2860 $3305

VGA/Mono $2170 $2270 $2395 $2505 $3035 $3480

EGA $2280 $2380 $2505 $2615 $3145 $3590

VCA/l6Bit $2370 $2470 $2595 $2705 $3235 $3680

CRT display is ctturlesy of KIX Softworks.lnc. Irvine, CA.
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Exceptional Support
386/33 CACHE $2799

Worlds Fastest

Personal Computer!

[TTB

33 MHz Clock, Zero Wait Operation

NortonSI 45.9*Landmark58.7MHz w/32K or 64K Cache

1024K, 1.2MB or 1.44MB Drive, 101-Keyboard

Standard System Features:

•True 33 MHz INTEL 80386-33 CPU operating with Zero Wait States

Delivering up to 58.7 MHz Effective Throughput

• Intel 82385-33 Cache Processor with 3ZK 25NS Static RAM Standard,

Field Upgradable to 64K

• I024K RAM Standard Expandable to 16MB

• 1.2MB 5.25" or 1.44MB 3.5" Diskette Drive

• 1:1 Interleaving Dual Hard Drive/Floppy Drive Controller,

977.6 KB/SEC Caching Controller w/ESDl Configurations

• Enhanced 101-key AT Style Keyboard

• High Capacity 200 Watt System Power Supply

• Real Time Clock/Calendar with 5 Year Battery

• 80387 or Weitek Co-Processor support

• Phoenix BIOS With Full MS/DOS, OS/2, XENIX, UNIX, NOVELL,

3COM and PCNET compatibility

• 8 Slot motherboard design

• Full size case with 5 Disk Drive bays

(Shown with Optional Full Size Tower 9 Case)

Options:
• Custom ainfigurations w/Name Brand peripherals of your choice

• Weitek Co-Processor • Tower® Case • Factory Ram Upgrades

Standard Pre-Built Configurations:

386/33 With Hard Disk Drive, Monitor & Video Card

40MB-45M5

1:1 MFM
66MB-2.SMS

M RLL

71MB-t8MS

I I MFM
tt0MB-25MS

t:1RLL

150MB-I7MS

1 1ESDI

320M8'I(A«

i I ESDI

Mono $3259 $3454 $3554 $3679 $4124 $4634

\GA/Mono $3454 $3649 $3749 $3874 $4319 $4829

EGA $3599 $3794 $3894 $4019 $4464 $4974

VCA/I6Bil $3689 $3884 $3984 $4109 $4554 $.5064

f Norton SI 3.0 CRT display is courtesy of RIX Softworks.lnc. Irvine. CA.

BRAND
YourBestChoice

for(QualitySystems
Toll-Free Support
Toll-Free Service

Free Freight

5-YearWarranty

286/386 PORTABLES from $1745

286& 386 Systems

•512K,1.2MB Drive,

Combo Controller,

LCD Backlit Display

Optional VGA
Plasma Display

All feature:

• 640 X 400 Backlit

Supertwist LCD by TOSHIBA
(VGA ISGrvySukrUsnu vmMMiNowAvsiljhU i

• Monographic & Color operating

modes, VGA Optional

• External Monitor Support

• 2 Available expansion slots

• 86-key keyboard

• Accomodates two 5.25” or

3.5" Roppiy/Hard Disk Drives

• 200 Watt 112/220 Autoswitch Power

• Serial, Parallel, Game Port, Clock/

Calendar Standard

Standard Pre-Buill Configurations:

Portable System Processor and Drive Options

Driw\^PL' 286-12 286-20 386/SX-16 386-20 386-25

1 Roppy $1745 $1945 $2045 $2595 $2795

40MB $2175 $2375 $2475 $3025 $3225

66MB $2275 $2475 $2575 $3125 $3325

)!i0MB $3140 $3340 $3440 $3990 $4190

*386/20 and 386/25 Systems come with 1024K.

SAVE ON' NAME BRAND I’EKII’HERALS... .SEE OCR AD ON FOEEOWING I’AGES...

To Order Call 1-800-PC BRAND
(Call 1-800-722-7263) In All 50 States FAX# 1-800-722-7392 New Winter Extended Hours 31
PC Brand, Inc.954 W, Washington St., Chicago, 1L.60607 Int'l Fax# 312-226-6841 IntT Voice# 312-226-5200. Open Mon thru Fri.:8am to 8pm Central .MasterCard,
VISA, Discover, Checks, & Approved P.O.s Accepted. Prices and specifications subject to change. Customer Service Inquiries Call: 1-800-662-SERV PCM 8*19
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ShopPC Brand Today.
LAPTOP COMPUTERS* MODEMS DISK DRIVES

NEC
Multispeed HD $1995

Ultralite w/lMB Call

TOSHIBA
1000; 5J2K.80C88J FDD ™$679
1600 BACKLIT, 80C86-t2, IMG, 20MB HD,FDD ...3240

3100E CAS PLASMA WC86-I2. 'MB. 20MB HD. FDD 2805

3200; EGA, 80286-12, IMB, 40MB HD. FDD 3595

5200/40 VGA. 80386-20, 2MB, 40MB HD, FDD, -.6115

ZENITH
Supersport 286,20Meg Call

Supersport 286,40Meg Call

Supersport 88, 20Meg Call

Other Makes and Models Call

MONITORS*
MAGNAVOX
7BM623 12" Amber TTL Monochrome $79

7BM749 14" VGA While Flat Screen 135

CM8762 13" RGB (640x200) Color 230

CM9043 13" EGA (640x400) Color 339

9CM082 14" VGA (640x480) .31DP Color 415

MITSUBISHI
XC-1410 14" EGA (640x350) $369

AUM-1381 14" Diamond Scan 499

HL6605 15” CAD Monitor 1295

HL6905 19" CAD Monitor 2325

NEC
MulHsync 2A 14" (800x600) VGA $499

Multisync GS 14" Mono 249

Multisync 3D 14" (1024x768) eca/vga -.679

Multisync 4D 16" (1024x768) .28DP Call

Multisync 5D 20" (1280x1024) .31DP ....Call

PRINCETON GRAPHICS
Max 15 15" Multifreq. Monochrome ....$249

Ultra 16 16" Multifreq. EGA/VGA 879

Ultrasync 14" Multifreq. EGA/VGA 520

PRINCETON PUBLISHING LABS
Multiview 15" Full Page Monitor w/adap(..$890

RELISYS (Top Rmied by Infoworld and PC WoHd)

RE-9513 14" VGA(720x480).31DPColor $369

SEIKO
CM1430 14" (1024x768) Dualfreq $549

SONY
CPD1304 14".25DP(1024x768)Multiscan $689

CPD1320 13" (640 x 480) VGA 485

ZENITH
ZCM-1490 14" Ratscreen Enhanced $619

A.T.I.

2400ETC Internal Modem w/MNP5 ...$165

2400ETC External Modem w/ MNP5 ...205

HAYES
1200B Int. w/Smartcom $285

2400B Int. w/Smartcom 429

1200 Ext. Modem 285

2400 Ext. Modem 429

PC BRAND 100% Hayes Compatible!

1200 Baud Internal w/Bitcom $49

1200 Baud External 70

2400 Baud Internal w/Bitcom 89

2400 Baud External 129

US ROBOTICS
Courier HST/9600 $599

Courier V.32 9600 Baud Ext.w/MNP5 ..889

Courier HST Dual Standard Modem 995

Courier HST/IX 9600 Modem 925

Internal Modems
1(X)% Hayes Compatible. Free Software!

t200BPS

I

2400BPS

TAPE BACK-UP

SPECIAL
60/40MB Internal Tape Back-Up*

$279
Uses DC2000 Series Micro Cartridges

'When used with CKIS Backup Software

VIDEO CARDS
ATI
VGA Wonder w/256K $279

VGA Wonder w/ 512K Call

PARADISE
Autoswitch 480 EGA $179

VGA+ 265

VGA+ 16 16 Bit Version NEW 299

VGA Professional w/512K 399

PC BRAND
Mono Graphics w/ Printer Port $55

Color Graphics w/Printer Port 49

EGA (640x480) Autoswitch 135

VGA 159

VGA 16 Bit 195

VIDEO SEVEN
Fastwrite VGA $279

VRAM VGA 450

VRAM VGA W/512K Call

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES:

360K 5.25" HH Black $75

720K 3.5" HH w/5.25" Mounting 80

1.2MB 5.25" HH Grey 85

1.44MB 3.5"HH Grey w/5.25" Mounting 95

PS/2 FLOPPY DRIVES
CMS 5.25" 360K/PS/2 Ext.Hoppy $199

HARD DISK DRIVES:
IOMEGA
B1201 Single 5.25" 20MB Int $765

B144I Single 5.25" 44MB Int 995

B244X Dual 5.25" 44MB Ext 1995

MINISCRIBE
71MB18MSM3085 $595

150MB 17MS M3180E ESDI l/2Hgt.. 1195

320MB 16MS M9380 ESDI Full Hgt 1550

640MB 16MS M9780 ESDI Full Hgt 2850

PRIAM
130MB 20MS ID130AT Full Height ....$1395

160MB 28MS ID160EC ESDI w/CNTRL 1650

330MB 20MS ID330PS INT. for PS/2 ... 1895

330MB 20MS ID330EC ESDI w/CNTRL 2250

SEAGATE
20MB 65MS ST225 w/XT Controller ...$249

20MB 65MS ST225 209

20MB 35MS ST125 w/XT Controller 299

20MB 35MS ST125 245

30MB 65MS ST238 w/XT Controller 269

30MB 35MS ST138 310

30MB 35MS ST138 w/XT Controller 355

40MB 28MS ST251-1 349

40MB 24MSSn51 419

80MB 28MS ST4096 Full Height 590

TOSHIBA
66MB 25MS MK134 RLL 429

110MB 25MS MK72 RLL 669

156MB 23MS MK-156FA ESDI Full Hgt -.1095

If the drive you require is not listed here please

contact our sales department for a quote!

TAPE BACKUPS
60MB Archive Int. or Ext. w/Cntrl $590

60MB Maynard Maynstream Portable ..889

150MB Archive Internal 925

150MB Archive External 1250

150MB Maynard Maynstream Portable..... 1395

2.2GB Maynard Maynstream Portable 4350

PC BRAND 16Bit VGA
Ultra Hi-performance VGA Card, compatable
w/ VGA, EGA, moncKhrome, and mulliB)mc

monitors. Analog and Digital output
upgradable to

512K. resolution

to 1024x766,

many software

drivers

$195
CIRCLE 310 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Save Time. Save Money.
SCANNERS/DIGITIZERS
Complete PC Half Page Scanner ......... $189

Complete PC Full Page Scanner ............ 575

DFl HS3000 Plus Gray Scale Hand Scan 219

Hewlett Packard Scan)et Plus Call

Microtek MS II 1050

Microtek MSF300G w/256 Grey Levels ... 1495

Microtek MSF300Q w/64 Grey Levels ..... 1 275

Summasketch 12X12 378

Summasketch 12X18 599

PRINTERS*

BROTHER
HL 6E Laser (HP LJIL HPGL) $1875

EPSON
LX810 180/30 189 LQ510 180/60 329

FX850 330/88.... 345 FX1050 264/54 445

LQ850 330/88...Call LQ1050 330/88....CaU

LQ950 264/88...CaIl LQ2550 400/108..CalI

KODAK DICONIX
ISOPlus 150/50 ..315 300WP 310/73 439

HEWLETT PACKARD
Deskjet Plus .....710 Laserjet II 1720

LASER JET ACCESSORIES
CPI Superfont Cart, adds 150 fonts 295

CPI IMB Memory Kit. 319 CPI 2MB MemoryKit, , 549

PRINCETON PUBLISHING
PS-388 Postscript board 2250

Adds Postscript to your HP LASERJET!

NEC
P2200XE192/54 335 P9XL 400/140 .... 1030

P5200 265/90 . ..530 P5300 Wide 675

LC890 User ....3190 LC890XL User ..4495

OKIDATA
ML320 300/62 ..345 MU21 300/62 479

ML380 180/60.. .359 ML390 270/90 475

ML391 270/90 ..655 ML393 450/120.. .995

PANASONIC (New Models Listed)

1180 192/38 189 1191 240/48 245

1124 192/63 339 1524 240/80 545

TOSHIBA
321SL 216/72...CaII 341SL WtdeCarr...Call

351SX 360/120. Call Express 311 Call

I
Call (or Custom Ser\*er Configurations

NOVELL NETWORKING
NOVELL
4 User ELS 286 Uvel 1 $429

8 User ELS Level II (Version 2.15) 899

Advanced Netware 286 (Ver. 2.15) 1795

SFT Netware 286 (Ver. 2.15) 2809

Netware 386 Call

Disc Coprocessor Board 379

NE2000 Ethernet File Server Board 399

NEIOOO Ethernet Card 269

GATEWAY ( PC Magazines Editors Choice)

G/ Ethernet AT $435

G/NET 269

G/ Ethernet for PS/2 Call

STANDARD MICRO
PC130 Arcnel Board $135

PC270 Tvristed Pair Arcnet Card 130

PC500-WS 16 Bit Work StationBoard ....375

PC550-WS 16 Bit Twisted Pair Work Station Bd .... 395

PC550-FS 16 Bit Twisted Pair File Server Bd 495

PSllO Arcnet Board for PS/2 439

PC500-FS 16 Bit File Server Board 449

ARCNET Passive Hub 72
ARCNET Active Hub 359
ARCNET Twisted Pair Active Hub 429

TIARA
4 Port Passive Hub $49

8 Port Active Hub 285
UncardM 8Bit ARCNET Board 89
Uncard/E 8Bit ETHERNET Board 199
Uncard/E 8Bit Twisted Pair ETHERNET329
WESTERN DIGITAL
Elhercard+ w/Novell Drivers $219

Ethercard+ Twisted Pair Ethernet Board 319

Ethercard-f A for PS/2 320

UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER
ELGAR
IDSllOO 1000 Watt UPS Call

IPS 500 Watt UPS Call

PTl

DataShield Turbo/2 625 Watt 595

BRAND
Free Freight

30-D^ Money-Back
Guarantee

Toll-Free Service
and Support

No Credit Card
Surcharges

We cany over 10.000 different hardware and Mfl*

ware products. Call for prices on products not listed.

SOFTWARE
ALDUS Pagemaker $479

ASHTON-TATE DBASE IV . 449

BORLAND C^uattro ..149

CENTRAL POINT PC Took Deluxe 5.5 79

LOTUS 123 3.0 339

MICROSOFT Excel 2.1 235

MICROSOFT Windows 386 125

MICROSOFT Word 5.0 205

SYMANTEC Q&A 3.0 199

WORD PERFECT Word Perfect 5.0 220

XEROX Ventura Publisher 2.0 479

INTEL
Aboveboard Plus w/512K $419

Aboveboard Plus I/O 512K 469

Inboard 386 for PC w
Inboard 386 AT
8087-2 129

80387-16 349

80387-25 495

80387-SX 339

^/IMB SQ5

859

8087-1 189

80287-10 229

80387-20 ..... 399

80387-33 659

'^Oivrsized Monitors, Laser Printers, Laptops

and Plotters are excluded from free freight.

To Order CaU 1-800-PC BRAND
(Call 1-800-722-7263) In All 50 States FAX# 1-800-722-7392 New Winter Extended Hours ^3 WM
PC Brand, Inc. 9.54 W. Washington St., Chicago, IL.60607 Inl‘1 Fax# 312-226rf>841 Int'l Voice# 312-226-5200.C)pen Mon thru Fri :8am to 8pm Central .MasterCard,

VISA, Discover. Checks, & Approved P.O.s Accepted. Prices and specifications subject to change. Customer Seivice Inquiries Call: I -800-662-SERV PCM 8-19
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Aaxmting Softwaie
So SqiiikicatEd ItEven

LetsYwMuItip^
.ii««\Uv

-^^maifbusiness willgetoffto Asyour businessgrows by leaps and bounds,

ajackrabbit atot with AiXPAK^ B^ord* move up to ACCPACBF/f
^ Evert the moa sophisticatedbreed

ofbusiness is handledlyAtXPAty Plus.

The simple truth is, the business of

business is to grow. TTie sad truth is,

most accounting

software can’t Imdle
that. Built-in

obsolescence seems to

be a standard feature.

Which is the most

compelling reason to

consider me ACCPAC®
line. Because it is precise^ that: a line.

A smooth, efficient path for expansion.

Allowing you to transfer data when you
trade up.

The starting point is ACCPAC Bedford.

Its quick set up and ease ofuse prompted

InfoWorld to praise it as a “cut above”

the competition.

As you grow, take your data with you
and trade up to a 6-module workhorse:

ACCPAC BPI Accounting. Fast and
comprehensive, PC World calls it an

“outstanding valuer

Finally, our powerhouse ACCPAC
Plus offers predesigned, off-the-shelf

solutions for a wide variety of

businesses. Rated “best in its class” by
InfoWorld, Plus offers the ultimate in

power and control.

One more thing.

Every ACCPAC product comes with a
terrific feature the competition can’t

match: the support and stability of the

world’s leading independent software

company.

Tb find out more, call 1-800-531-5236.

In Canada, call 1-800-663-6904. We’ll

tell you more about ACCPAC and what it

can do for your business. Namely, help

it grow.

»

Software superiorby design'• —
O 1989 Computer Associates International. Inc., 1240 McK^ Dr.. San lose. CA 95131

ACCPAC
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iH THE PC MAGAZINE PRINTER GUIDE: COLOR PAGE PRINTERS

Howtek Pixelmaster

$8,495 PostScript Ink |et

Text BATCH MODE
Spe«l

„ 3 12 ISpptTt

Graphics Postscript emulator
Soeed ^

0 1 2 2 4 S 6 Oppm

100 min. 55 sec.

0.01 gppm

$9,995 PostScript thermal transfer

QMS ColorScript 100 Model 10

Text

Speed
0 3 6 9 12 15p|

-2 3 .4 .5 -6 gppm

QMS ColorScript 100 Model 30
$15,995 PostScript thermal transfer; 11* x 17-inch paper

Text ^^Lt
Speed

,

Graphics Hrscni
Speed “

9 12 ISppm

S 6 gppm

Seiko Instruments CH-5504-PS
$8,245 PostScript thermal transfer

Text BATCH MODE
SP*«<

0 3 .

Graphics ^^Hript emulator
Speed

12 ISppm

.2 .3 .4

Tektronix Phaser CP
$12,995 PostScript thermal transfer

Text Hfj
Spee*! T
Graphics emulator

St*"!
.4 .5 .6 gppm

12 min. 16 sec.

0.08 gppm

Once you've tom down ali of

iaws in the country and you fi

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide beh

Courier Bold Underli
Palatino Bold Underlined

Once you've tom down all of

laws in the country and you £

youraelf face to face widi the

Devil, what will you hide beh

Courier Bold Dnderli

Palatino Bold Underlined

Once you've tom down all of

laws in the country and you £

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide beh

Courier Bold Underli
Palatino Bold Underlined

Once you've torn down all of

laws in the country and you f

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide beh

Courier Bold Under li

Palatino Bold Underlined

Once you've tom down all of

laws in the country and you fi

yourself face to face with the

Devil, what will you hide beh

Courier Bold Underli

Palatino Bold Underlined

N/A—Not applicable: PC Lab6 text speed tests could not be run because the printer prints

to disk and external software handles the actual printing.
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Conpare
Printer Sharing Devices,

SL is tte oesL
Feature Description Competition SL . .

SL
Advantage

Number of total ports 8 10 25%

Number of serial ports (input or output) 4 6 50%

Number of parallel ports 2 input, 2 output 4 input or output up to 100%

Maximum serial data transfer speed 9,600 bps 38,400 bps 400%

Maximum buffer sixe available 1MB 4MB 400%

Maximum number of cascaded devices 45 Millions Millions %
Menus pop-up over graphics/DTP No 'Ves Convenience

Power supply External Internal Reliability

Price for each unit with 256KB buffer $695 $600 14% Less

Price for each unit with 5 12KB buffer $795 $700 12% Less

Price for each unit with 1MB buffer $1,095 $900 18% Less

PC Magazine says...

i^The Buffalo SL peripheral sharing device is simple

enough to use immediately yet sufficiently flexible to

form the center of a fairly complex network.

It's a good choice. .99
jy|y pggg 263

38,400 bps: transfer serial data at 4 times faster than

normal serial speed—the speed of parallel with all the

advantages of serial (bi-directional communication, etc.).

Ten channels: four parallel and six serial, all can be
software configured as either input or output.

Pop-up Menu: keyboard selection of printers, macros
and many other control functions.

Automatic Switching: no software needed if always

sending data to only one printer.

Interface Conversion: automatic parallel to serial,

serial to parallel, or serial to serial parameters.

Compatible with Minis or Mainframes: any
RS-2.12-C asynchromous serial or parallel connection.

User Upgradable Memory: from 0 to 4MB buffer.

45 Day Money Back Satisfaction Guarantee.
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In the last year, a wave of product intro-

ductions and price reductions has lifted the

color page printer market out of the realm

of fantasy and into the reality of corporate

desktop publishing. Boardroom-quality

color prints are now available from a vari-

ety of machines at reasonable prices. For

the first time in the 6-year history of PC
Magazine's printer project, we've dedicat-

ed a special section to high-end color page

printers.

Don’t try these at home, folks: color

page printers are not geared toward the

home or small-business user. These color

PostScript printers—with their $8,000 to

$16,000 price tags and high-resolution

four-color output—belong in the corporate

art department or professional service bu-

reau, where users are willing to spend up to

$1 .50 per print to get the high-quality out-

put they need.

PC Magazine is a good case in point.

Here, we produce up to 100 color ptrxtfs

every two weeks. Using an in-house color

printer to make these proofs costs about

$ 1 .50 per print, compared with $35 .00 per

piece with a 3M Colorkey process. A color

printer lets us save about $750,000 a year.

We’ve also found a productivity gain: now
we can see our charts, graphs, and artwork

within minutes, allowing us to correct er-

rors well before the film stage. It hasn’t

taken long for us to believe that the design

phase of any project is enhanced when
dazzling color comps come directly from

your computer.

MELTING MEDIA
Although these printers are commonly re-

ferred to as color laser printers, not one of

these devices actually uses laser technol-

ogy. Instead they rely on various thermal

transfer technologies; the color transfer

material is either wax or a plastic polymer.

These devices all rely on heat to create a

phase change at the time of impression.

More descriptively, the wax or plastic is

stored as a solid. Heat is applied to it so

that it melts and sticks to the paper. The

medium then dries as a solid on the paper.

Some color print materials offer advan-

tages over others. For instance, the plastic

material used by the Howtek Pixelmaster

(reviewed here) is extremely durable. You
could drive a truck across its printouts and

not lift plastic from paper. The cost of

these prints, about $.05 to $. 10 a copy, is a

great advantage. The downside is that

these plastic prints betray a texture

.

The Tektronix Phaser CP. on the other

hand, uses a wax-transfer process that pro-
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duces some of the brightest color prints

you could ever hope for. However, the

wax medium is delicate, and printouts can

easily be marred under normal business

abuse, such as rubbing against paperclips,

pencils, and so forth.

FULL PALETTE

All the color page printers reviewed here

produce superb output. And all use Post-

Script, although QMS’s printers are the

only ones that come with Adobe Post-

Script on-board. How much you’ll have to

pay for these high-end printers varies. If

price is a concern, make sure you consider

cost per print, as well as the price of the

printer. Other features to consider are

monthly duty cycle (although some ven-

dors declined to quantify a duty cycle), the

ability to print on the larger B-size paper,

and speed—though not one of these print-

ers is particularly fast.

Better quality and lower prices loom on

the horizon for color page printers. QMS
recently introduced the $10,000 Color-

Script 100 Model 10 (reviewed here) and

slashed the price of its Model 30 (also in-

cluded here) to $15,995. Both CalComp
and NEC were readying PostScript print-

ers priced under $10,(X)0 as we went to

press. Although printer prices are drop-

ping, the specialized paper, which is an in-

tegral part of this print process, is not likely

to come down in price any time soon. And
as for quality? The output speaks for itself:

it can’t get much better than this. Or can it?

Howtek Pixelmaster
by Alfred Poor

You might have thought you left colored

crayons behind in kindergarten, but you

may be tempted to use them again. You
may even be persuaded to spend the

$8,495 list price for a Howtek Pixelmaster

ink jet printer just to watch it draw with

crayons.

Sound crazy? The Pixelmaster is an ink

jet printer that uses melted plastic as ink,

and it’s the least-expensive color page

printer in this roundup. The small plastic

crayons come in the four basic pigments:

black, cyan, magenta, and yellow. By
mixing these four pigments, the printercan

produce almost any color you wish.

The Pixelmaster looks unusual: in a dif-

ferent setting, it could easily be mistaken

for an apartment-size washing machine. It

Howtek Pixelmaster

Fonts & Features

Helvetica Times
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is about 15 inches square and stands more
than 3 feet high. Paper feeds from a tray at

the bottom, stuck sideways into the base

on the right side. The print head (eight noz-

zles for each color) is in the back of the ma-

chine. and paper then makes a U-tum at

the top of the case and drops into a bin that

is open to the front.

There is a hatch at the top that you can

open in order to clear paper jams and load

the ink crayons. The Pixelmaster could be

nicknamed the "Fisher-Price Machine"
for its very clever crayon-loading scheme.

The holes are color-coded to show which

one goes where. But just to make sure you

don’t make a mistake (or if you are color

blind), each crayon has a unique shape that

matches the correct hole: black crayons are

round, magenta are hexagonal, and so

forth. The crayon approach is also inex-

pensive; Howtek estimates a per-page cost

of between 5 and 10 cents (excluding pa-

per)—about one tenth that of competing

color printers.

Since the ink is melted plastic, it actual-

ly sits on top of the page rather than sinking

into the fibers as a liquid ink does. The re-

sult is that you get a raised image, much
like the raised lettering on a business card

printed with thermographic ink. While 1

was testing this machine in the Labs, one
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HOWTEK PIXELMASTER

Howiek Inc., 21 Park Ave.. Hudson. NH 03051

;

(603)862-5200.

Ust Price: $6,495

Dimension8(HWO);36.5x 15x 16 in.

Weight: 65 lbs

Emulations: PostScript emulation (m batch

mode only) on-dtsk. HP LaserJet Series II, HPQL.
In Short; With a list price well below the $1 0,000

mark anda low per-page cost, the Pixetmaster is

a surprising bargain that produces vibrant color

output—albeit with less than true hues and

banding—at 240-dpi resolution. Its major

liabilities are slow speed and batch-only

PostScript file processing, but many users will

hnd these acc^able given the othw attractions

CIRCLE 5M ON READER SERVICE CARD

onlooker suggested that it might be a good

way to produce short runs of invitations.

And since the ink is sprayed onto the pa-

per, you can use plain paper. You should

plan on using high-quality paper, howev-

er, because some of the tests we ran with

fairly cheap copier paper resulted in more

than a few jams.

Howtek quantifies Pixelmaster's dura-

bility using a measure other than duty cy-

cle. According to Howtek, the mean time

between failures is 2,000 power-on hours.

The printer comes with a built-in Laser-

Jet Series II emulation, plus an extended

command set that gives you access to the

four ink colors. The 240-dot-per-inch Pix-

elmaster has a special emulation mode that

s adjusts for the 300-dpi resolution of the HP

I
LaserJet. Unfortunately, this LaserJet

0 mode has some flaws; it failed to perform

1
the font download and macro portions of

a the PC Labs PCL torture test page.

1
More useful than the LaserJet mode,

2 however, is the PostScript emulation pro-

? gram, Script-ll, that comes on-disk. This

program allows you to send PostScript

flies in a batch mode to the Pixelmaster for

240-dpi output in full color. In spite of the

lower resolution compared with some of

the other color page printers, the Pixelmas-

ter managed to produce some of the sharp-

est images, with vivid, hilly saturated col-

ors. Although the colors are attractive,

they aren't true hues, and the output shows

banding.

It is fortunate that the Pixelmaster ex-

cels in color output because it is rather

weak in other areas, not the least of which

is its text output speed. It is rated at 0.3 to

0.5 ppm. and while these turn out to be

conservative estimates, the 0.6-ppm draft

and 0.4-ppm final quality speeds are not

going to be useful for 100-page docu-

ments. Like all the color page printers in

this roundup, the Pixelmaster is better suit-

ed for single pages of artwork, such as

graphs, report covers, and illustrations. At

240 dpi. the Pixelmaster completed the

graphics test in almost 1 1 minutes, a bit

faster than most of the color page printers

tested here.

The printer has some quirky features.

For example, when you select draft mode,

the word Draft is printed in large letters

across the page. The character print quality

is so bad that you probably wouldn’t want

to hand out a copy of the page to anyone,

but the word Draft at the top of the page

will eliminate all temptation. On the other

hand, there are useful features, such as a

label pasted inside the top hatch that shows

all the setup commands for the front panel.

The Pixelmaster is a serious competitor

for low-cost color PostScript output. The

list price of under $10,000 and low per-

page cost make its vivid output even more

alluring. These strong points are balanced

by its slow text speed, lower resolution,

and batch-mode processing of PostScript

files. But if you can live with those limita-

tions, the Pixelmaster could well be a good

choice for color output.

QMSColorScriptlOO
Model 10
by M. David Stone

For $6,000 less than the QMS ColorScript

100 Model 30 (also reviewed here), the

newer, smaller Model 10 gives you the

same Adobe PostScript and 300-dot-per-

inch resolution, with the same exquisite

detail and vibrant color. All you have to

give up is the Model 30’s larger page size

and heftier duty cycle. The Model lO’s

$9,995 price tag may not be bargain base-

ment, but it's certainly in the realm of the

affordable.

The Model 10 uses the same technol-

ogy as the Model 30, but in a smaller en-

gine. Built around the Mitsubishi G370,

the printer measures about 25 inches deep

by 17 inches wide by 1 1 inches high, mak-

ing it a comfortable size for a desktop. The
smaller engine is responsible for the price

difference between the printers, and for the

only important differences in functiona-

lity: paper size and recommended maxi-

mum copies per month.

The Model 10 is limited to a maximum
size of 8.5- by 14-inch paper. This is more
than enough for boardroom-level graphics

and even many publishing tasks, but it’s

QMS ColorScript 100 Model 10

Fonts & Features

Hetvtiica Times
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not large enough for graphic artists who
need to see two pages at once. For larger-

forniat output, you need the Model 30.

with its maximum paper size of 1 1 by 17

inches.

The second limitation is less severe—at

least in the sense that if your budget con-

straints are enough to limit you to the Mod-
el 10, then you probably don’t need the

heavy-duty 4,(X)0-page-per-month capa-

bility of the Model 30. The recommended

maximum monthly output for the Model

10 is 1,200 pages.

Other differences are minor. For exam-

ple, the smaller engine doesn’t have room
for an ink sheet roll with as large a diame-

ter, so you get fewer prints per roll. This

difference adds up to slightly more money
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per page than with the Model 30.

Similarly, the smaller printer doesn't

have room for a built-in disk drive for addi-

tional fonts. However, QMS will sell you

an external 20MB SCSI disk for $995 or a

40MB disk for $ 1 ,495. Not so incidental-

ly, the Model 10 comes with the 35 stand-

ard PostScript fonts built in, plus four Hel-

vetica Narrow fonts on-disk.

As with the Model 30, you have a

choice of three ink-sheet types: all-black,

three-color, or four-color. For color print-

ing, the four-color sheet is generally the

best choice since it gives a more solid

black than you get by mixing the colors of

the three-color ribbon. For black-and-

white printing, the all-black sheet is the

prefen^ choice; it will let you print with-

out .skipping over the colors and thereby

wasting three-fourths of the ink sheet.

The number of prints per ink sheet var-

ies. For 8.5- by I l-inch prints, you can get

300 prints from the all-black sheet, 100

from the three-color sheet, or 85 from the

four-color sheet. For letter-size paper, the
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cost per print varies from 1 8 cents per page

for the black-only sheet to 53 cents per

page for the four-color sheet. Add 6 cents

per print for the special thermal paper.

At this price per page, you’ll generally

want to reserve the printer for color. How-
ever, as with the Model 30. there are two

reasons for using black-and-white output.

First, if you’re preparing camera-ready art

to send to a printer, you’ll want the sharp-

est output you can get—even for text and

black-and-white graphics. You’ll proba-

bly want to run your test pages on some
other PostScript printer, but for final art,

the Model lO’s output can’t be beat.

The black-and-white output is also im-

portant for color printing. Professional

four-color printing starts with four mono-

chrome plates called separations. Each
plate serves as a template for printing a sin-

gle color on the page. With the Model 10,

as with the Model 30. you can print separa-

tions for any color image. The Model 10

introduces a convenient feature: simply

flip the Separation switch on the back of

the unit and print your color image as usu-

al. The Model 10 will print it as four black-

and-white separations.

As you might expect, text speed is not

one of the strong points for this printer.

Overall, the Model 10 scored roughly the

same as or a little faster than the Model 30

on our text speed tests. With the four-color

ribbon, the Model 10 scored a leisurely 1 .

1

pages per minute on the text speed test.

With the all-black ink sheet it did some-

what better at 2.8 ppm. The difference in

speed comes from the need to scroll the

color ink sheet past the extra three colors to

reach the next black section. Only then can

the Model 10 print the next page.

Graphics speed is much better. In fact,

the measured 1 53 seconds makes the Mod-
el 10 by far the fastest color page printer re-

viewed here—and makes it almost as fast

for graphics as many monochrome Post-

Script printers.

llie output is beyond reproach, with

exquisite detail and brilliant colors. The

manual is also worth special note. In par-

ticular the section on professional color

printing offers a readable and highly infor-

mative discussion on color theory, color

separation, and other considerations for

color printing. As with the Model 30, the

printer comes with parallel, serial, and

AppleTalk connectors. Unlike the Model

30. the Mixlel 10 printer comes without

the HPGL emulation utility, but the pack-

age is available as a $199 option.

With the Model 10, QMS has truly

made thermal color technology accessible.

Compared with slightly less expensive col-

or page printers from other vendors, the

Model lO’s advantages are on-board Ado-

be PostScript, faster speeds in graphics

and text, and higher resolution. Graphic

artists who need large-format printing will

still want QMS’s Model 30, but if you

don’t need the large page size and you

don’t need the 4,000-page-per-month ca-

pability, there’s no reason to pay the exna

$6,000 for the Model 30.

QMS ColorScript 100

Model 30
by Alfred Poor
V^en QMS introduced its ColorScript 100

Model 30 last year, it was the only color

PostScript printer on the market. Since

then, several competitors have brought out

color PostScript printers, and QMS has

slashed the price of its Model 30—twice.

If the Model 30’s current price of $15,995

still sounds like a lot to pay for a PC page

printer, consider that it cost $10,000 more

a year ago.

An even more aggressive move QMS
made this year was to introduce the $9,995

ColorScript 100 Model 10 (also reviewed

here), the least expensive printer with on-

board color PostScript in this roundup.

Both QMS models make gorgeous full-

color prints at 300 dots per inch. So why
pay the additional $6,000 for the Model

30? Because it’s the only color page printer

reviewed here that can handle 1 1- by 17-

OMS ColorScript too Model 30
;

Fonts & Features
!

Hetvetica Times Courier Line printer
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mM/lfONDER Fabulous
Offer

VGAMONDfTR
Bundle Includes

Harvard
Graphics

Harvard

$150 .00 *

IFASKR THAN THEAVERAGEBEAR
Are you asking yourself what a bear has

to do with super speed, remarkable

resolution and fabulous colors? We did,

too. How can anyone bear to work with

less than incredible speed, we asked

ourselves. How can anyone bear to

work without

extraordinary

resolution?

Bear to work

with less than

256 spectacular colois?

We got so beared out, we
decided to share one with

you. Along with the bear facts about

ATI's award-winning board.

Such as:

• high resolution 800x600 and

1024x768 graphics

• fast 16-bit bus support

• 100% register-level compatible

inVGA*,EGA*,CGA*, MDA*,

and Hercules” modes

• analog and digital monitor support

• easy, switchless installation

• high resolution and 132 column drivers

• Microsoft* compatible bus mouse and

mouse port included

• available in 256K and 512K versions

Oh, and bear this in mind - when it

comes to VGAkVOA/Df^*, you'll be

getting a honey of a price!

For more informotion,

contoct your supplier or

AT) Technologies Inc.

3761 Victoria Pork Avenue

Scorbofough, Ontario

Conodo MIW 3S2

Tel: (416) 756-0718

Fox: {416)756-0720

TECHNOIOGICS INC.

l^chnotowyoucanThat

Ah. VGAMOVQRr.ATl lacfnav^nK .AkmJ>-MKWiCo<p.Hvtuin-Harcv^CeiVvWtKSaolog«ilrt
.
VGAEGA.CGAM{lA-ViWfakof(<luufwMactimCa|)
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WE BUILTTHEM ALLWIT
We think of it as, well, enginearing.

It works like this.You tell us what you need
in your printers.We listen. And then our engineers

design ALPS printers to do everything youll

ever need printers to do.

For instance, for those who take their printers

personally, ALPS offers personal dot matrix

printers with jam-proof, flatbed designs and
loads of paper handling features. Like our 24-pin

Allegro 24, which received the PC MAGAZINE
EDITOR’S CHOICE award because, in their words,

“The value of the entire package is unmatched”

For the desktop publishers of the world,

there’s the first in our family of page printers, the

compact, lightweight ALPS LPX600. Its per-

formance moved PC WORLD to write,“The print

quality is actually superior to the LaserJet

Series II’s— sharp, crisp type with dense blacks

and distinct gray shades’.’

For everybody else, our workhorse ALQe
and “P” Series dot matrix printers can do
everything else. From letters to color graphics to

high volume financials.

Better yet, everyALPS printer comes with



H OUR OWN ‘niHO EARS.
our free ALPSmate software that lets you control

every conceivable printer function from your
very own keyboard.

By the way, listening to our customers comes
pretty naturally to us. Our parent company, Alps
Electric, a $3 billion International Fortune 500
company, has made its fortune by listening to its

customers for over 40 years.

Call 1-800-825-ALPS for the name of a

neighborhood Authorized ALPS Reseller who’ll

be happy to give a free product demo. Or just

ask your favorite dealer.

By the way, if you happen to get any more
bright printer ideas we’d love to hear about them.

After all, we’re all ears.

ALPS
AMERICA

Built by popular demand.
LPXmMK AUfKTn24and ALQr are Imdrmarks ofAlps EUrInrCo.. Lid

C IHHU. A LFS A mrnra
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QMSCOLORSCRIPT100
MODEL 30

QMS Inc.. One Magnum Pass. Mobile. AL
36618: (600) 631 -2692 ext. 904. (205)633-4300.

Usi Price: $15,995

Dimensions (HWD): 24 x 20.75 x 19.5 in.
^

Weight: 112.5 lbs.

EmuMiona: PostScnpt: HPGL orKjisk

In Short ; For grap^lc antslswho want to print on
1 1 - by 1 7.tnch paper, QMS's Model 30 is the only

way to go. Costing SS.OOO more than Its newer

sibling, the Model 1 0. the Model 30 can handle a

duty cycle of up to 4,000 pnnts- The Model 30

produ^ excellent300^ fulFcolor images with

special paper and a four.ootor thermal lilm ribbon

.

Adobe PostScnpt Is resident.
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inch paper—a must for graphic artists who
need to print two facing pages on a single

sheet, file other benefit the Model 30 of-

fers is an impressive duty cycle of 4,000

prints per month.

Ba^ on the Mitsubishi G650 engine,

the ColorScript uses theimal transfer to

create its image. It can use any of three rib-

bons: all-black, three-color, or four-color.

For the multicolor ribbons, the sheet

makes multiple passes over the print head

so that the colors are combined to make a

full-color image. The paper is grabbed at

its bottom edge and requires an unusually

large bottom margin.

The four-color ribbon with its black

component makes the best black image,

but this is the slowest and most expensive

choice. Since the film can be used just

once, you get only about 125 pages from a

four-color roll, compared with 150 for

three-color and 390 for all black (using the

1 1 - by 1 7-inch B-size roll). Not including

paper, this means each page can cost be-
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tween 22 and 83 cents apiece.

Most people won’t use the ColorScript

Model 30 for regular type, even though

you can get all-black ribbons, and the

printer comes with the full complement of

35 PostScript typefaces, plus an extra four

more on floppy disk, which you can down-

load to the Mc^l 30's built-in 20MB hard

disk. The reason is speed: the Model 30

managed just barely more than 2 pages per

minute in the PC Labs text speed test. The
all-black ribbon is most use^l for produc-

ing color separations, a feature that is bur-

ied in the manual in the section headed

“Printer Use and Care.”

But it is under the graphics test that the

printer struts its stuff. Blacks are solid and

dark using the four-color ribbon. Colors

are vivid and clean; even mixed colors

come out looking extremely sharp and

well-defined, with no signs of dithering.

It's too bad that the process isn't very

speedy; the graphics speed test took more

than 14 minutes to run.

The Model 30 uses special cut-sheet pa-

per. The color film ribbon sits in a large,

removable tray, and is easy to install and

change. The manual is very good, with

It is in graphics that

the QMS ColorScript 100

Modei 30 struts its

stuff: the biacks are

soiid and dark; colors

are vivid and ciean.

•

plenty of illustrations and information on

using the printer with different systems

and applications. The printer offers paral-

lel, serial. and AppleTalk connectors.

The Model 30 also comes with some
handy software and utilities. These include

an HPGL emulation on-disk, plus an extra

font and some useful test files. You'll also

find a program that makes it easier to con-

figure the printer.

If you're a graphic artist and need to

print 1 1- by 17-inch pages or are likely to

require 4,(XX) sheets a month, the Color-

Script 1 00 Model 30 is for you. But if legal

size is the largest you need and 1,2(X)

prints sounds like a lot, go directly to

QMS’s newer Model 10 and save $6,(XX).

Seiko Instruments

CH-5504-PS
by M. David Stone

What do you do with a color thermal print-

er that has its own oddball cotiunand lan-

guage? If you’re Seiko, you bundle the

printer with the PostScript interpreter.

Freedom of Press, and sell it as a Post-

Script-compatible color printer. You say

that's fine for Seiko, but would you want

your sister to buy one? Well, that depends

on how tight your sister’s budget is. You
see, the CH-5504-PS is admittedly

kludgy, but at $8,245 it’s also the least-ex-

pensive 3(X)-dot-per-inch color printer in

this year’s roundup—^$1,750 less than the

next most expensive. And that alone

makes the CH-55()4-PS interesting.

Setting up the CH-5504 is simple. Mea-

suring just 8.25 inches high by 13.5 inches

wide by 25 inches deep, the printer is small

enough to fit comfortably on your desk and

light enough for one person to handle. Set-

up consists of mounting the ink sheet,

take-up roll, and paper roll on spindles, in-

stalling the spindles in the printer, and set-

ting the defaults through the fiont-panel

buttons and LCD menu. And that’s

it—other than installing the software.

Most of the drawbacks of this printer

stem from its reliance on Freedom of
Press, from Custom Applications. The
problem is not with Freedom of Press it-

Seiko Instruments CH-5S04-PS

Fonts & Features

Heiveiica Times Courier Line printer
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Trie Seiko CH'SS04<PS relies on Freedom
of Press, which has 35 PostScnpt-

compatible fonts.
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H’s amazing. You would have to buy dozens of
cartridges for your HP LaserJet printer to get the
fonts that Superset delivers in two.

With Superset you get 300 fonts. And Superset
is the only multi-font cartridge set that includes
JetFont's exclusive 12/^spreadsheet fonts for

printing up to 40,000 characters per standard
page. Best of all. Superset's two cartridges utilize

the LaserJet’s dual slots to work simultaneously,
giving you all the fonts you need without ever
changing cartridges.

Crisp, clean, HP-equivalerifWItSKftMs from Tms
Rmn to Helv, presentation graphics to bar codes.
Backed by JetWare's reputation for quality and
consistency. After all, we're the only company that

offers the complete family ofHP font cartridges

and soft fonts from A to Z. Plus a five-year

warranty.

If you want the world of fonts in the palm of
your hand, call your nearest JetWare dealer and
ask for Superset.

Others claim to put over 150 fonts on a single

cartridge, but their shortcuts can boggle your
software drivers and leave you unable to perform
simple operations. Superset drivers allow you
to interface more easily with WordPerfect,
PageMaker, Microsoft Word, and Windows,
Wordstar 2000, Lotus 1-2-3, dBase III, Display-
Write, MultiMate Advantage II, Ventura Publisher
and other popuiar programs.

fm _
by Computer Peripherals, Inc.

667 Rancho Conejo Blvd.

Newbury Park, CA 91320
Tel: 805/499-5751
Toll Free: 800/854-7600
FAX: 805/498-8848

The above pfodi/ct names are registered trademarks or trademarks of the respective manufacturers
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FREE ABC Monday Night Football Interactive Demo Disk with exclusive bonus plays.

See specially marked 10 packs of Sony' Floppy Disks.

the executive suite, Dodds,
you’llhave a company car,

an unlimited expense account
and Sony diskettes’’

T JF y hen you think about
I Fm M it, ith only fitting that

leaders of industry
» "

insist on the leader
in magnetic media: Sony

Ever since the introduction

of the first tape recorder in

Japan, Sony has been perfecting

high-density magnetic media.
Thate why today Sony is a

world leader in audio, video
and computer magnetic
storage media.

We even invented the for-

mat for the 3.5" disk drive and
floppy that are rapidly becoming
the world standard.

So, naturally we had quite a
head start when the others

finally decided on playing follow

the leader.

And the same engineering

and technology we applied to

SONY

create the finest magnetic media
for our 3.5" floppies was applied
to all of our magnetic computer
media. So our 5.25" floppies are

remarkably reliable, too.

Thath why people who abso-

lutely can't afford to lose their data

insist on Sony
But for those at the top, insist-

ing on Sony disks isn’t just a sign

of high standards, ith edso a sign

that you've arrived.

C 1969 Sony Corporation of America.
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PRINTERS

COLOR PAGE
self. The software program will convert

PostScript files to bitmapped images for

just about any laser printer and most ink jet

and 24-pin impact dot matrix printers. It

also provides a set of 35 scalable fonts to

match the standard Adobe PostScript set.

More recently, the program has added sup-

port for several color thermal printers and

film recorders.

Judged as a utility. Freedom ofPress is

a u.seful program. After all, it's obviously

a lot cheaper to buy a $495 program that

lets you use the printer you already have

than to pay $4,500 or more for a PostScript

printer. But there are sacrifices in-

volved—all of which are acceptable in a

utility, but much harder to justify in a print-

er that requires the utility in order to work

at all.

Among other drawbacks. Freedom of

Press needs more than 4MB of disk .space

and a minimum of .5MB of expanded

memory. For gtxxi performance on graph-

ics. Custom Applications .strongly recom-

mends a math coprocessor. To use the pro-

gram. you first have to print a file to disk.

then leave your application and tell Free-

dom ofPress to print the file. Freedom of

Press then interprets the file and sends the

image to your printer—with a separate

pass for each of the three colors.

A nice programming touch keeps you

informed of the print job’s status with a

screen that shows the percentage of each

step completed. The bad news is that you

need the status screen: all this takes a long

time, and without the status screen, you

may get impatient.

To test the CH-5504-PS, we had to

send all files through Freedom of Press.

We timed speed tests from the moment we
gave the order to print to the moment the

page was finished. The results do not in-

clude the time required to print the file to

disk.

On the graphics speed te.st, the package

managed 9 minutes 50 seconds. While this

is slow, it is well within the reasonable

range fora PostScript printer. No doubt tbe

speeds would be better with a faster hard

disk, a faster computer, or the recom-

mended math coprocessor, but it seems

ironic that to make best use of this budget

printer, you need a state-of-the-art com-

puter.

Also helping ease the speed problem is

that once you’ve sent the image from your

computer, you can use the Lxxal Print fea-

ture to print another copy in about 1 .5 min-

utes. What’s more, you can set local print

for up to 99 copies at a time. PC Labs was

not able to run text speed tests because

Freedom ofPress would not accept the file

produced by printing the speed test to disk.

Graphics quality is superb, when it

works, with brilliant colors and sharp de-

tail. In our tests, the printer occasionally

lost alignment, offsetting one color from

the others. Text is also good, except for the

Courier font, which is so thin that the lines

tend to break. A nice bonus that comes

with using a paper roll is that the CH-5504
can print almost to the top and bottom

edges of the page—unlike color printers

that use single sheets and need a wide mar-

gin of white space to hold on to the paper.

All told, the CH-5504-PS is a mixed

bag. The quality of output is generally

good, and the $8,245 price is significantly

lower than the closest competition. But as

long as Freedom ofPress is the only way

to print on the CH-5504-PS, it will remain

a clumsy printer. A Seiko representative

says the company is currently negotiating

with two software houses to provide driv-

EDITOR’S CHOICE

• QMS ColorScript 100

Model 10

In the color page printer arena, the

QMS ColorScript I (X) Model It) truly

shines. Its .30()-dot-pcr-inch output is

beyond reproach, with exquisite

detail and brilliant colors. And at

$9,995. the Model lOisthe first color

PC page printer with on-board Adobe
PostScript for less than SlO.tXX), Ftrr

boardrtxrm prosentatitrns and four-

color final page proofs, the Mixlel lO

is a superb choice.

Honorable mention goes to the

MixJel lO’s older, bigger sibling, the

Mixlel .30. which has .some cap-

abilities the Mixlel lOdixtsn’t. For

$10,0(X) less than its original price but

$6 .(XX) more than the Model lO. the

Model 30 supports 1 1 - by 1 7-inch

paper, which lets graphic artists

survey a two-page spread on one

sheet. And the Mixlel 30 suppitrts a

heftier duty cycle; it handles 4.(X)0

pages per month, compared w ith the

Model lO's 1.2(X)-page duty cycle.

ers for the printer’s native command set.

But the support is not there now. If your

budget is tight and you must have a 300-

dpi color thermal printer, the CH-5504-PS

is worth a look, but also look at the QMS
ColorScript lOO Model lO, at $9,995. and

see how far your budget can stretch.

Tektronix Phaser CP
by Gerard Kunkel

When the name Tektronix comes up.

printer isn’t the first word that pops into

people’s minds. But, with the spring 1989

introduction of the $ 12,995 Phaser CP, the

company known for its engineering pnxl-

ucts made a clear commitment to board-

room-quality graphic prints on a desktop

device.

Installing the Phaser system is straight-

forward, except for moving the Phaser CP
engine—don’t try it alone. And give your-

self a chunk of time: the Phaser system

comes with a substantial amount of soft-

ware to be loaded. Installing the software

means shuffling 15 low-density 5.25-inch

or five 3.5-inch disks. Much like a Micro-

soft Windows installation, this daunting

NOVEMBER 14 1989 PC MAGAZINE



PRINTERS

COLOR PAGEGET
NONSTOP
SYSTEMS

INFORMATION
-- AND 2 DISKS

PC MA(JAZ1NE is the one publica-

tion you can trust to keep you up-to-

date on the latest developments in the

ever-changing world of computing.

Subscribe now tomake sure you don 't

miss a single product report or pro-

ductivity-enhancing tip.

One year (22 issues) for $29.97.

SAVE 54%.

Two years (44 issues) for$49.97.

SAVE 62%.

And if you order now. you'll also get

ourexclusive 2-DISK UTILITIES LI-

BRARY — FREE with your paid

subscription!

Don't delay. Call toll-free today to

claim your savings and FREE UTILI-

TIES LIBRARY!

1-800-289-0429

Savings based on annual newsstand price of

$64.90. Regular annual subscription price is

$44.97 per year. Add $31 per year for post-

age outside the U.S., U.S. currency only.

Please allow 30 to 60 days lor delivery of first

issue. Vour disks will be shipped upon pay-

ment.

procedure requires about3MB ofhard disk

space.

The Phaser CP system is a combination

ofan 8-bit printer controller card and a hef-

ty 99-pound thermal wax-transfer print en-

gine. The engine operates by feeding coat-

ed paper back and forth four times (there is

an optional three-pass ribbon), layering

cyan, yellow, magenta, and black wax to

create full-color images. The forward/re-

verse mechanisms performed flawlessly to

create a registration that would do a profes-

sional printer proud.

There are two main advantages to the

wax transfer process of the Phaser CP. The
first is the brilliance of color. Primary col-

ors are intensely rich. The other plus is in

the creation of overhead transparencies.

Since the wax is somewhat transparent, the

colors appear smooth and brilliant when

projected.

One caveat is that the wax transfer pro-

cess does not create the most durable of

surfaces. If dragged across the printout, a

simple paper clip or other office supply can

mar the surface.

Tektronix uses its own PostScript, Ver-

sion 1 .0, which includes the standard 3S

PostScript fonts; all of the PostScript lan-

guage interpretation takes place in the

Phaser card's ROM. A standard SMB of

RAM is used for font caching and page

construction.

Once installed, the Phaser card thinks

like a communications or printer port, op-

erating with eitherCOM or LPT ports. Af-

ter PC testing, we tried this adapter card in

a system with a network card. There was

an initial conflict that was rectified by a

simple modification of the network caid’s

interrupt jumpers. From that point on, the

Tektronix Phaser CP

Fonts & Features

Helvetica Times

Is

i

Is

Courier Line printer

I® ll
S:Sa 1 S^:al

ft's-point

10-point

12-polnt

14-point

Scalable

Int' PhS56r CP tpt?

(rom its PostScript emulator ton;* to the

HPGL font through a setup utility or DOS.

KHU PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14, 1989

TEKTRONIX PHASER CP

FACT FILE

Tekfronix Inc.. P.O. Box 1000, Mail Sta. 63-447,

WrfsofTviHe. OR 97070; (800) 835-6100.

Ust PHce: $12,995
Dimensions (HWO): 1 2.25 x 35 x 1 9 25 in.

Weight: 99 )t>s.

Emulations; PostScript emulation (on-disk),

HPGL
In Short: When introduced, the Phaser made a
pnce breakthrough. Now its price falls in the

rmctdle range of color PostScript printers. This

high-quality wax-transfer pnnter offers both

PostScript and HPGL on-disk. The downside to

tNs printer is the approximate $1 .50 cost per print

arKf limited support of downloadable fonts.

CIPCLE 547ON READER SERVICE CARO

Phaser CP resided peacefully as a Icxial

printer (COMl) with three other printers

on the network (LPTl , LPT2, LPT3).

If you are an AutoCAD user and prefer

printing to a plotter interface, the Hiaser

system has added HPGL compatibility

(not tested here) that prints in one HPGL
font. A setup utility accessible from DOS
lets you switch from PostScript to HPGL.
Within the same utility program you can

set pen widths and pen colors as if it were

an HP7475a plotter.

Like other color page printers, the Tek-

tronix printer is not a speed demon; you’ll

find that the price for quality isn't paid only

in dollars. In PC Labs tests, text pages ran

at about 1 page per minute. The graphics

test came in at an unsuiprising 12 minutes,

16 seconds.

If you go with the Tektronix Phaser CP
instep of the QMS ColorScript 100 Mod-
el 30, you’ll save an initial $3,000—al-

though that may be quickly devoured by

the approximate $1.50 cost of each print

made with the Phaser. And, although

you'll gain even better color, you’ll lose

on-board Adobe PostScript and 1 1 - by 17-

inch output.
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Dalaworid's

DATA 386-20

I

andDATA386-
25 Hand out In

the 20- and 25-

MHzcMegorta
(or speed end

quiity

comniciion.''

(May 30. 1969}

I -TheOMaMKMDala
1 386-20mMlower

I

MdDa(a386fu8
dec tower aie good

Miuea«id Rnt-ialc

pHfcrmenfioman

t94nd<oming mad-

order lintv-

DATA 386-20*

STANDARD CONFK3URATKW
• Intel 80366-20 micropr(xsssor

• 1MB base memoiy RAM.
etqnmlabletolSMB of

32'bit memory
• 64K ol 4-way associaiive,

2Sns static MM cache ^

• 6$MB,2Sns Hard Disk

(many other sizes available

as an option)

• Orchid Prod^ner Plus VGA
card. Sl2Kca(»bleof

1 024x768 w8h 16 colon
• NEC Multisync II monitor

capable of 1024x768 interlaced

• Socket lor Intel 80387
numeric coprocessor

• 132*blt.16«taiid

616-blsMs
• 1:1 dual hanVfloppy contniBer

• 1.2MB 5.25* floppy drive

• Enhanced 1 01-k^ 'cHdr'

ttucbtayboen] f

• 1 paralel and 2 serial ports

• 230W power supply

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
• Full-Size verticai case or

mini-towrcase
• RAM upgrade to 2-. 4-, B-.

12-. or16-M6usinoOIPs
and/or SIMMs

• Numeric coprocessors: 80387
orWeittk

• 20MBIO300M8 hard drives

withMFM, RLL ESDI, or SCSI

interface

• 40MB • 120MB Upe backup drive

• Available ki standard monochrome
(720x348. amber), standard

VZA (640x480. color) or

extended VGA (800x600 up

to 1024x768, color)

• 1 .44MB 3.5’ diskette drive

$3649

NOW
On-Site-Service

Sight Service

by CASIO

DATA 386-25

STANDARD CONFIGURATION

. Intel 80386-25 microproeessm

• 1MB base memory RAM.
expandable to 16MB ol

32*bit memory
• 64K of 2Sns static RAM cache

• 66MB. 2Sns Hard Disk

(many other sizes available

as an option)

• Orchid Prod^ner Plus VGA
card. 512K capable of

t024x766with16colois
• NEC Multisync II monitor

capabie ol 1 024x768 Interlaced

• BuM-in ROM setup and

diagnostics with EGA/VGA

reiocaiion

• Socket for Intel 80387-25 or

Weittk numeric coprocessor

• 132-bll. 8 16-bit and

ie-bR$Ms
• 1:1 dual hard/tloppy controOer

• 1.2Me 5.25* floppy drive

• Enhanced 101 -key “dcir

touch keyboard
• 1 parallei and 2 serial ports

• 230W power supply

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
• Full-size vertical case

• RAM upgrade to 2-. 4-. 8-.

12-.or16-MB
• Numeric coprocessor 80387

orWeitek
• 20MB to 300MB hard drives

WithMFM. RU. ESDI, or SCSI

interface

• 40MB - 1 20MB tape backup drives

• Available in standard monochrome
(720x348. amber), standard

VGA (640x480. color) or

extended VGA (eoox^ up

to 1024x768, color)

• 1.44MB 3.5* diskette drive

$4649

DATA 386-16"/
-20"/-25“

STANDARD CONFKSURATION
• Intel 80366-16. or -20. or -25

microprocessor /r*
• 1MB base RAM. expandable

to 16MB of 32‘M memory
• LIM EMS 4.0 driver supptied

• 25 MHz system features ItrisI 82385

cache conlrolterwlth32K2iMys«

associai^ static cache

• 66MB. 25ns Hard Disk

(many other sizes availabte

as an option)

• Orchid Prod^ner Phis VGA
card. 512Kcat^of
1024x768 with 16 colors

• NEC Mullisync 11 monitor

capable of 1024x768 interlaced

• Socket for Intel 80387

numeric coprocessor

• 1 32-bll. 5 16-bit and 2 6-MI slots

• 1:1 dual hard/lioppy controller

• 1.2MB 5.25* floppy drive

• Enhatrced 101-i^ “cdck*

touch keyboard

• 1 parallel and 2 serial ports

• 230W power supply

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
• Fun-Size vertical case

• RAM upgrade to 2-. 4-. 8-.

12-.or1&-MB
• Numeric coprocessor: 60367
• 20MB to 300MB hard drives with

MFM, RLL ESDI, or SCSI interface

• 40MB' 120MB tape backup drives

• Available in standard monochrome

(720x348. amber), standard

VGA (640x480. color) or

extended VGA (800x600 up

to 1024x768. color)

• 1 .44MB 3.5' diskette drive

$2949 IOI16MH2
Mono systems from $1795

PORTACOMP It

STANDARD CONFIGURATION
• Intel 80286-1 2 microprocessor

• 512K base memory,

expandable to 4MB on board

• Socket lor Intel 80287-10

numeric coprocessor

•Two available 16-bR^
expansion slots vST .

• Gas Plasma9W display,

640x400 resokition- EGA
• Dual hard/npppy controller

• 1 .44MB 35* intefflil AND 1.2M8
5.25* external diskette drives

• 20M8.48ms hard drive

• Enhancsd 102‘kBy "click''

touch keyboard

• 1 {»raHel and 2 serial ports

• 9-pin external monitor

output port • EGA
• 150W power supply

AVAILABI^ OPTIONS
• 16MHz available soon
• Memory expansion to 640K.

1MB. 2MB. or 4MB
• 40- 150MB hard drives with

MFM. RLL ESDI, or SCSI interiace

• Numeric coprocessor; 80287
• 2400B internal or external modem
• Carrying ease

$2515

PREFERRED COMPUTERS

1-800-736-3282
IN CALIP. 213-696-3777 FAX. 213-696-7016

3733 SAN GABRIEL RIVER PARKWAY. PICO RIVERA. CA 90660-1495

SYCTIMS BUILT WITH
QUALITY AND CARE.

At Dataworld, we know d»ere’a no

•ubudcute for quality. Every part,

every circuit, every peripheral we uae

is one of the finest product! in Ita

class.

We know that cutting corners only

lesserts reliability. You’ll find our

systems work futer, more

efficiently, and more reliably than

comparable higher'priced systems.

And since you buy ^ctory-direct

fiom Dataworld, you benefit from

the most competitive prices

available.

CANT WAIT FOR A
SERVICE TECHNICIAN.
IhJTRODUCING
DATAWORLD’S REMOTE
DIAGNOSTIC SERVICE.

With a Dataworld computer system,

you may rtever have to wait for an

on-stce service technician again. This

is because each system we sell comes

with the "host" portion of

pcANYWHEREIlI ® (PC Magazine

Editor’s Choice)"Che most advanced

remote software ever developed for a

PC. With your phone line and

modem, our technical suff can use

pcANYWHERE • to diagnose

problems and provide solutions,

thereby minimizing your downtime.

OUR SYSTEMS WIN
AWARDS.
REPEATEDLY.

Our 386/16, 386/20 and 386/25

computers recently were awarded

Editor’s Choice by PC Magazine and

we received high marks from Byte

magazine. Last October, our

Portacomp II also received Editor’s

Choice. Last July, our DATA-286
turned in the highest performance

figures among the systems reviewed.

OUR WARRANTY IS YOUR
GUARANTEE.

Any system ordered from Dataworld

includes a 30'day money back

guarantee (shipping excluded) Our
commitment to qtulity and

customer satisfaction has made
Dataworld one of the most respected

companies in the industry.

Every Dataworld system also comes
with a limited one-year warranty on
parts and labor. During this period

Dataworld will repair or replace any

defective items returned.

Pnca ••« tublcct to chwigr M m\i obw.

^ _ a I f\eTAII C T/\f\my pcANYWHERE III. ocANYWHERE ire reeifterccl tradenuifki of Dvmnut MicroDcocmor Amociiict-

WB IAll»5 IL^UAT at •ndVGAliregMtercUtndnnarit of lMeminon«IButineM Machine* Corp



Low Price. Technical

Support. Integrity!
. . . Talk to the Reliable Team

at Warehouse Data!

SOFTWARE

ACCOUNTING

Bedford Accounting $159

Dac Easy Accounting 3.0 59

Dac Easy Bonus Pak 115

Dac Easy Light . _ 42

Dac Easy Payroll 59

Managing Your Money 5.0 119

One Write Plus Acct. Pay. 85

One Write Rus Acct. Rec. . , 85

One Write Rus Master 85

Peachtree Complete 149

Peachtree w/PDQ 220

Quicken Ver. 3.0 36

CAD AND ENGINEERING

Auto Sketch Ver. 2.0 $89

Design Cad 2D 3.0 219

Design Cad 3D 219

Easy Cad 2.05 109

Generic Cad Level 3 159

Math Cad 2.5 289

COMMUNICATION
PROGRAMS
Brooklyn Bridge $75

Carbon Copy PC Plus 100

Cross Talk XVI 110

Laplinklll 79

PC Anywhere III 65

Pro Com Plus 51

WORD PROCESSING

Grammatiklll $49

Microsoft Word 5.0 209

PFSRo Write 2.1 129

Right Writer 49

Wiil Maker 37

WordPerfect 5.1 229

WordPerfect M/U Add-On 79

WordPerfect MAJ Server 349

Wordstar 5.5 229

XYWrite Ml w/Ala Carte 210

DATABASE MANAGERS
Clarion Personal Dev 2.0 . $119

Clarion Professional 379

Clipper 419

Data Perfect 203

DB Publisher 499

dBase IV 469

dBase IV Developer 809

DBXL Diamond 145

Fox Base Plus 199

Gender 189

Lotus Agenda 255

Paradox 3.0 449

PFS Pro File Ver 2.0 105

Power Base 2.3 169

Q and A Ver. 3.0 209

R&R Report Writer 3.0 99

RBase for DOS 459

Reflex Ver 2.0 169

Revelation Advanced 469

GRAPHICS
Corel Draw Ver. 1.1 $335

Harvard Graphics 264

Lolus Freelance Plus 309

Rintmaster 34

Rintshop 34

GAMES
688 Attack Sub $33

Battle Chess 33

C. Yeager Adv Fit Sim 2 35

Chessmaster 2100 30

F-19 Stealth Bomber 40

Hunt for Red October 37

Kings Quest 4 33

Leisure Suit Larry II 30

Mavis Beacon Teach Type 30

Microsoft Flight Simulator ,33

Typing Tutor IV 30

Where In The World 30

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

Pagemaker $499

PFS First Publisher 73

Ventura Publisher 519

DOS
IBM DOS 3.3 $95

IBM DOS 4.1 115

Microsoft DOS 3.3 05

Microsoft DOS 4.1 89

LANGUAGES
Borland Turbo Basic $65

Borland Turbo C 2.0 95

Borland Turbo C Pro 165

Borland Turbo Pascal 5.5 99

Borland Turbo Pascal Ro 162

Borland Turbo Prolog 95

Brainmaker 137

Microsoft Fortran 295

Microsoft Macro Assem 99

Microsoft Quick Basic 65

Microsoft Quick C . . 65

Microsoft Quick Pascal 45

PROJECT MANAGERS
Harvard Roject Man 3.01 $369

Super Roiect Plus 255

Timeline Pro 3.0 364

SPREADSHEETS

Lotus 123 Ver 2.2 $349

Lotus 123 Ver 3.0 349

Lotus Upgrade 129

Lucid 3D 62

Microsoft Excel 299

Plan Perfect 3.0 189

Quattro 90

Quattro Pro 335

Supercalc 5 289

Twin Advanced 69

VP Planner Plus 119

UTILITIES

Always $85

Battery Watch 25

Compugard Anti-Virus 89

Copy II PC 23

Copy Write 52

Desqview 2.2 79

Desqview386 109

Direct Access 49

Fastback Pius 104

Form Tools 56

Form Worx 85

Gopher 45

Grasp 82

HTest/HFormat 49

Lotus Magellan 99

Lotus Metro 69

Mace Gold 81

Microsoft Windows 286 63

Microsoft Windows 386 125

Norton Advanced 79

Norton Commander 49

Norton Utilities 55

PC Tools Delux 5.5 75

Pro Key Plus 49

QDDSII 39

Sidekick Plus 125

Sideways
, 39

Spinwriter 49

Super PC-Kwik 46

WordPerfect Library 65

XTree 35

XTreePro 64

INTEGRATED

Enable $344

Framework 418

Lotus Symphony 419

Microsoft Works 99

PFS Rrst Choice w/quicken 89

Smartwarell 439

f^^CALL FORoB ITEMS NOT SHOWN
Technical Support; (602) 246-2222

FAX (602) 246-7805

Phone Hours;

Monday thru Friday 6;30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. UST
Saturday 9;00 a. m.-5;00 p.m. MST

USER FRIENDLY TERMS ft CONDITIONS: . Personal/company checks allow PC 11/14

< We welcome international accounts, please call for special pricing . fourteen (14) days to clear.

•Volume discounts for corporate and institutional orders. 'All shipments insured at no extra cost.

• We do not charge your credit card until your order is shipped. •All prices are subject to change
• Shipping minimum is $5.00. Ariiona orders + 6.7% sales tax. without notice.

•You pay our regular ground shipping rates (1-20 lbs.). •We do not guarantee compatibility.

Wepaythealrdifference(excludesAlasKaandHawaii.) •Nochargefor .

FreeairappliesonlytoordersoverSIOO. Visa or MasterCard
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Servicing millions of satisfied customers since 1979^

In U.S.A. and Canada call:

1-800-421-3135
In Arizona call: 602-246-2222

HARDWARE
COMPUTERS

MIT 10MHZw/40MB28ms $979

MIT 10 MHZ XT 569
MIT12MHZ286W/1MB 929

MIT12MHZ286W/1MB
&40MB 1359

MIT16MHZ286W/1MB
&40M6 1699

MIT 16MHZ286W/1MB
(tower) 1748

MIT25MHZ386W/1MB
RAM 2569
MIT33MHZ386W/1MB
RAM 3600

• Includes 1 Ybar

On-Site Warranty

Provided byTRW
•30 Day Satisfaction

Guaranteed.

LAPTOPS
Toshiba T1000 $699
Toshiba T1200FB2FO0 1479

Toshiba T1200HBW/20MB . .1999

Toshiba T1600 3229

Toshiba T3100E 2839
Toshiba T3200W/40MB 3S2S

SCANNERS/MICE

Logitech New Bus w/Paint

Logitech New Serial .

Logitech New Serial w/paint

Logitech Scanman Hi-Res

MS Bus w/CAD
MSBusw/Paint
MS Bus w/Windows

MS Serial w/CAD
MS Serial w/Paint

MS Serial w/Windows

MODEMS
ATI 2400 Ext Etc w/NMP
ATI Internal 2400B
Everex2400BEPIus

Everex2400BPIuslnt

Everex300/1200Blnt

US Robotics Courier 2400

US Robotics Courier 2400E

US Robotics Courier HST 9600
US Robotics Sportster 1200B

US Robotics Sportster 2400B Ext

US Robotics Sportster 2400B Int

MASS STORAGE
Everex 60MB Ext Tape BKU
Everex 60MB Int Tape AT/rc

Mmiscribe20MBKit
Miniscribe 30 MB Kit .

$679
599
270

289

Miniscribe 322MB ESDI Kit AT 1749

Miniscribe 40MB Kit

.

Returb Seagate 20MB
Returb Seagate 30MB
Refurb Seagate 40M8 Kit

Returb Seagate 65MB Kit .

Refurb Seagate 85MB Kit

Seagate 20MB w/Cont

Seagate 30MB w/Cont

Seagate 40MB ST'2S1 40ms
Seagate 40MB ST-251-1 . ..

Seagate 80MB (AT) ST-4096

320
180

209

350
367

535

259
279

311

367
585

MATH CO-PROCESSORS
Lowest Prices

Call

MEMORY BOAROS
AST Rampage 286 W/512K $412

ASTSixPack+ w/64KforPC 129

DFI2MBMoveBoardforAT 79

Everex 2M6 Above Board PC . 59

Everex SMB Above Board AT 89

$189 MONITORS
Hyundai 12" Amber w/Tilt

.

$79

Hyundai 12" White w/Tilt 84

Hyundai 14" CGA w/Tilt 249

Hyundai 14" EGA 335

Hyundai 14* Flat Amber w/Tilt 109

Hyundai 14" Flat White w/Tilt 119

Hyundai 14" VGA 339

Mitsubishi Diamond Scan 499

NEC 6S White 235

IIQ NEC Multisync 2A 519

NEC Multisync 3D 659

139
NEC Multisync 4D 1240

NECMultsync5D 2540

Princeton Mono VGA .. 99

$199 Princeton Ultrasync 16 859

169 Seiko 1430 VGA 539

199 Zenith 14" Flat VGA 619

150
M I/O GAME,

289 MULTI I/O CARDS
335 AST Mini I/O P.S.CC $73

609 C&H XT & AT Game Card 45

102 Copy II PC Deluxe Option 109

163 DFl I/O AT P/S/6 45

145 DFII/OXTP/S/GCC 45

KEYBOARDS
OFI Keyboard 101 Click

Keytronics 5151 IBM

Ke^ronics KB 101-1

PRINTERS
Citizen 120 D 120CPS
Citizen 6SX 140

Citizen HSP 500
Citizen HSP 550

Citizen MSP 15E

NEC LC890XL Laser

NECP2200
NECP5200
NECP5300
Okidata 1821 Turbo

Okidata 320
Okidata 321

Okidata 390

Okidata 391

Panasonic 1124 .

Panasonic 1180

Panasonic 1600 Series .

Panasonic 4450 Laser

Star NX 1000

Star NX 1000 Model 2..

Star NX 1000 Rainbow.

StarNX15
Toshiba 311

VIDEO CARDS
AT! EGA 800 Wonder $169

ATI VGA Wonder w/256 279
ATI VGA Wonder w/512 345

DPI Hercules Comp Mono 59

Generic Color w/Ptr 45

Orchid Pro Designer 299

Orchid Pro Designer Plus 359

Paradise EGA 350 139

Paradise EGA 480 149

Paradise VGA 16 Plus 249

Paradise VGA Plus 229
Paradise VGA Prof 325

Vega Fastwrite VGA 349

VegaV-RAMw/256K 425

VegaVGA 255

DIGITIZER
KurtalS/One 12x12 . $295
KurtalS/One 12x17 499

Summagraphics Pro 12 x 18 629

Summagraphics 12 x 12 339

FLOPPY DRIVES
TEAC 1/2 HT Black 360K $72
TEAC 1/2 HT Gray 360K 72

TEAC 1.2 Floppy Black 89

TEAC AT 1/2 HT 556 VF 89

Toshiba 3.5" 1.44MB 104

Toshiba 3.5" 720K . . 89

,

headlines ina cart o

Morehouse:
Air Express Shipping

You Pay the Ground Shipping

We Pay the Air Difference.

CIRCLE 171 ON READER SERVICE CARD PRODUCTS
A DIVISION OF AZ COMPUTER CORPORATION OF AMERICA 2727 W, GLENDALE AVE. PHOENIX, AZ 85051



THE PC MAGAZINE PRINTER GUIDE: MONOCHROME DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

AEG Olympia NP 80-24
$599 24-pln dot matrix

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
10CPI Bold Underline
NLQ lOCPI Bold Under
Proportional lOCPI Bold

Once you've torn dowi
laws in the country <

yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
lOCPI Bold UndjerJIne
NLQ lOCPI Bold Under
Proportional lOCPI Bold

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, uhat will you
Pica Bold Linder 1 i ne
NLQ Pica Bold Unde~fl

nhOncf* yrm’ vtr burn i

laws in bHic i;i;tunt.ry

yoursi’l T l ai i' t.ii f an
Devil, will I, will you
ul P i I .1 Bold Underlin
NLQ Pica Bold Underl

ohproportional Bold

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
lOCPI Bold Under 1 inel

NLQ lOCPI Bold Under
Proportional lOCPI Bol

e you’ve torn down a
laws in the country
yourself face to faci
Devil, what will you
lOCPI Bold Underl ine
NLQ lOCPI Bold Under
Proportional lOCPI B
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Citizen GSX-140
$499 24‘pin dot matrix with color option

Text

Speed

Graphics ibm j-hoprinter x24

Speed —

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Dratt. Bold
lOCPi Bold Underline
Proportioned 10CPI Bold

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yoursel-f face to fac
Devil, what will you
1 OCP I Bo 1 d Underline
12CPI Bold Under line Com
Proportional lOCPl Boll

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
C' i t. <\ Bold U.n

NLQ Pica Bold Under 1

Proportional Bold Un^E

Once you’ve torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Oi-.fl Bold Under Jirie

Courier Bold Underl

i

Proportional Bold Under

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Draft Bold Underrlinc?
NLQ Pica Bold Underl

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
lOCPI Bold Underline
NLQ lOCPI Bold Under
Proportional lOCPI Boli

ec3.
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THE PC MAGAZINE PRINTER GUIDE: MONOCHROME DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

Fortis DM 2210
$499 9-pin dot matrix

IS 2 2S 3

Graphics fiMOfUPMcssiso
Speed L

m
$599 9-pin wide-carriage dot matrix

> 5 2 25 3gppn>

Fortis DQ 4110
$499 24^n dot matrix

Text

Speed
ISO 200cps

100 cps
49 cps

46 sec.

1.3 gppm

Fortis DQ 4210
$699 24-pin dot matrix

Text I

Speed

IS 2 2S 3gi

Genicom 3410XLQ
$2,175 18-pin dal matrix

Pica Bo 1 d Under 1 i ne
Elite Bold Under 1 ine Cm$i

NLQ Pica Bold Under

1

Typefaces not in emu

Proportional Bold Uodi
Courier Bold Under li

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Pica Bo I d Undef* 1 i ne
NLQ Pica Bold Under

1

Proportional Bold Lind'S

Once you've torn down i

laws in the country and
yourself face to face wit

Devil, what will you hidi

Pica Bold Underline Capra

NLQ Pica Bold Underline
NLQ Proportional Bold U.

Once you've torn dow
laws In the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Pica Bold Underline
NLQ Pica Bold Underl
NLQ Proportional Bold U

Once you 've torn do«
lawa in tha country
youraalf face to fac
Devil, what will yoa,,

lOCFI Bold Un da r

I

i rn

NLQ lOCPI Bold
Proportional lOCPI Bold I

Once you've torn doe
laws In the country
yourself face to fa<
Oevtl, what will yot
lOCPI Bold Under 1 ine

NLQ lOCPI Bold Under
Proportional lOCPI Bold
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all over them



Motherboiu'd

designedby

CompuAdds
engineering

designieam

fromthe-

groundup—
to the most

demanding

standards.

Five-slot :

riser card lets

youaddupto

five expansion

. cards:three

fidi-sm 16-bii

andtwdha^r

sizeS-bii^

CompuAdifs
' 4-tayer board

requires

.greaterd^gn

discipline

than others”

6-layer

boards, but

reduces inan--

tdocturing

COStS.SO HV

can sell to you

for less.

CompuAdci

. 216

Surface

mount tech-

nolo^adds

fivefullfunc-

tions to the

motherboard:

^ dualIDE '

harddrive

interface,

Q dual

diskette drive

controller,

^ two serial

ports,

Q oneparal-

lel port,

0 agamepon
irUeiface.

5l2KOri-

boardmemo-

tjis expand-

able tti 4MB
using Single

In-Line

Memory

Modules

(SIMMs).

Proven tech-

nolo^ ofthe

80286 chip

running at

l6MHz.

Ad! components are high
quality—specified by

CompuAdd design engi-

tteers to our own board-

level quality standards.

All systemsare UL listed,'

CSAcertdied,TUV

approvedand FCC, VDB

'

andDOC Class B
^tproved.

Assembledand custom .

cotfiguredinour262j000-

square-foot Austin, Texas,

. manidaauring plant.



*!»•

You don’t have to pay more
to get everything you want

In feet, you can pay
35%to45%less. ~

Keeping our prices low is key to our •
: :

business philoso^y and that meais keeping

costs down. We skip flie executive lunches«id

the fancy offices to put our mtMiey into more

impcMtant things. Like top talent to design and -

build some of the inost reliable, flexible and ;

.

compatible computers you can buy.

It all adds up to a company ^at’s ihily

custtwner driven. Dedicated to givingyod -

'

,wbat you want at a price yem can afford, then

; backirig it wih the best in support^d - ' "

service.'
’ '

: lit took guts to change a great line of?

computers. But all ittakes tOrbviy t^m: :; ?

CompuAdd SIO,

Only $595.

As shown, with Color VGA
monitorand20MB harddrive,

$1410.

• NEC V20® processor

running at lOMHz.
• 640KB RAM with parity

checking.

• Built-in dual IDE hard drive

interface.

• Built-in dual diskette drive

controller.

• Built-in parallel printer port.

• T\vo built-in serial pods.

• Three fUli-size expansion

slots.

• TWo half-size expansion slots.

• Built-in game pcit interface.

• 8087 math coprocessor

suppoa
•5.25” 360KB diskette

drive.

• Optional real time clock.

• 101 -key enhanced keyboard.

• 145 watt power supply.

v_uiiipart.uu d.1^,

. . OnIy$S95. '

Asshown, with Color VGA
monitorand20MR hard drive,

$1799.

• 80286 processor running at

12MHz.
• 512KBRAM expandable to

4MB on motherboard,

• 0 wait state page-jnode .

memory. .
- .

• Built-in dual IDE tod drive

itrtetface.'

• Built-in dual diskette cAve

conttoller.

• Built-in pastel printer port
• Two built-in .serW ports.

• Fiye.expansion slots: three

full-size 16-bit and two half-

size 8-bit.

• Built-in game pon interface.

• 80287 coptoces-sor .

;

support,

• Choice of5.K">.2MB or

3.5” 1 .44MB diskette drive.

• Real time clock.

• 101-key enhanced keyboard.

: Only $995.-

,

As shown, with Color VGA
monitor.and40MB hard drive,

. $2039. . :

• 80286 processor tunning at - :

16MHz.
• 5 12KB RAM expandable to

4MB oh tiiotherboard.

• 0 wait state page-mode
ineniory.

• Built-in dual IDE hard dfive

interfsice. .

- •
'

• Built-in dual diskette drive
- controller.

'

'
. ,

• Built-in pa^lel printer pod.:
• IWo built-in serial ports.

• Five expansion slots: three

full-size 16-bit arxl two half-

. sizeS-btJ.

;• Built-in game pon interface.

• 80287 rnath coprocessor

support

• Oitoe of 5.25-' 1.2MB or

3.5” 1.44MB diskette drive. -

‘Real time clock.

• 101-key enhanced keyboid.

CompuAdd 3l6s,

- As shewn. widiCi^iir VGA}.{j.'./:

-mdnit'drsuid^MBhdrd^f^il.'.y.

' •80386SXptdaBsdr’iumiii)g7; vi:./;

•.. 'atieJufflz,' ..

IMBlb’^expaiidj^'mN-::^;?;;
-4MBoamothiUbeaidi
.0 WMt state pa^'-fnode

m^diy. - '. •t
'

c'.c

.
• Builr-in (tol IIX tod iiHye ' V

intertot;
'

•

r Biiilt-ih dual diAette-driyitir )Vr-'
controller

• Built-in ptoallei prato pt^;-

Two built-in seito pints.

’‘•Hveex(xu>skins4.b&;ihKe'::

lull-sto 164Mtandtwt*s?-..^i'>^^

size 8-bit.'t^- ;

• Bu^-mgame port -

• 80387SXn^copmCessor;;\:;;;
siippnt ' -? • f.

• Oioice <rf5.2^ i.2MB (ST.:

• 3.5" t,44MBdiskettedti.'fe.V

• Rea tiineclpck^ ij*-'":?.'

• lQl4utyentoxidkey&tsiBli,^^^^

• Oneyear^fiiKi^^se'n^je/- ;'-|'

V20®U > re^stend trademailE ofNEC Bectionics. inc. 8087. 80286, K}287, 80}86SX tnd 80387SX are irademaiks of Intel CorpofitkiA. IBM*^ aioy&abed.
tndemaric of Intematfonal Busiims Machines Coqnration. Prices and product dncriplioM subject locban^ without notice. CompuAdd is notliaUe fardamasedtie tponUasioBa mty;tQ^ni|ite^ero
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Gt»SllpSheet-001

Foldout slip-sheet

1. Open the foldout page

2. Insert this sheet with

1. Front side touching the free

2. Arrow pointing to the fold

3. Slice the folded edge

4. Close the page and slip-sheet

Folded

edge

of

the

page
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No other computer company is as cus-

tomer driven as CompuAdd. You can tell by

the service and support we offer. It's among

the best in the business.

To begin with, if your CompuAdd
computer isn't everything we said it would

be. just return it within the first .TO days.

We'll give you your money back. No ques-

tions asked.

Wc guarantee each computer for a full

year. You can call our technical and customer

support center, toll-free. We've found that

over 90fT of our customers' questions can he

answered over the phone. Or you can bring

your system to one of our company-owned

The service is over
the phone, over the counter

or overnight.

ver the last few years. CompuAdd has

taken its share of awards in the trade press,

from "Editor's Choice" to "Best Buy."

Despite that, we're changing our entire

line. Because, no matter how good we get.

we'll never stop looking for ways to

improve.

Our new line not only gives you more

reliability, it gives you back more of your

desk. The profile is lower and the footprint

is 30% smaller. But you're not giving up

anything other than size. Our 286 systems

have always been best sellers, with proven

reliability and 100% IBM*-compatibility.

And now they're even better.

CompuAdd Superstore repair centers. We
al.so offer on-site service within over 260

Memorex Telex service areas nationwide.

And for the CompuAdd 220 and above, on-

site service is free for one year.

You can buy over
the phone, over the counter

or over coffee.

Call 1 -800-933-8383 and order by

phone. Or. if you prefer, drop by a compa-

ny-owned CompuAdd Superstore and put

a system through its paces before you buy.

Get the feel of the keyboard. Compare

monitors. If your business computing

needs are more complex, call and a mem-
ber of our corporate .sales staff will come
to your office. No matter how you prefer

to buy. CompuAdd is there for you.



- v-1.

Our catalog makes -

an even more powerfirl

statement. , ,

Our full profile systems, mcludmg
our CompuAdd 325 (386^5), 320?:’

(386/20), 316 (386/16) and 220 (286/20)

come with one year’s free on-rsite service.

They are featured in our catalog. aldng .
^ '

with great prices on over l,5(X) softwate

and peripheral products. And all you have

to do is pick up the phone. Or, if you’d
.

rather put your bands on a computer before

;

you put it on your desk, drop by any of our

company-owned CompuAdd Superstores.

1-800-933-8383

-
:

.

386(25 th^tdomes compdc^ with 40MB
hard drive. MonocbitMne VGA inoiutor, .

.tugti speed stadcRAMeaehe and lOl-key

enhancedkeybdard.;^149wth€dof . ;

VGA monitpr.CM for lurid (hive qptkms.

' GDmpuAdd 320, $30^
386/20 thatrxrmes cmripSaie'wiftiAGMia

hatd driYe.Mpiibchrdrne VGA indnitor,

high'spc^statjcRAMcache and lOl-key

enhaiKed keyboard. $3345 with Color

;
VGA monitw- Call for haid dWve options.

;

. 38^16 that comes complete with 40MB -

. hard drive. Monochrome VGA
: ? moiiitor.di^ caching software and.

- 101-key enhanced keylxjard. :
•

$2899 with CWor VGA monitor. Call

' fcM' hard drive dptirxis.

CompuAdd 220, $2449

, 286/20 that comes complete with

40MB hard drive. Monochrome VGA
monitor, disk caching software and

:

' 101 -key enhanced keyboard. $2699 with

Color VGA monitor. Call for hard

drive options.

Customer driven, by design^

.-i. • -v

Ci9K9 CrrmpuAdd Corp
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Hyundai HDP-910
$259 9‘pin dot matrix

54 CDSText
23 cpsSpeed

zoo CM

35 secGraphics ibm graphics siso

Speed
i;

—.

—

1.7gppm

Once you’ve torn down
laws in the country an<

yourself face to face *

Devil, what will you hi<

Pica Bold iJriderline

NLQ Pica Bold Undepl
Proportional Bold Under

Once you ' ve torn do**

laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Pica Bold Underline I

NLQ Pica Bold ~Underl
Proportional Bold Un^

Once you've torn down
laws in the country ar

yourself face to face

Devil, what will you h

Pi ca Bold Underi m e

NLQ Pica Bold Underl
Proportional Bold Under

52 cps
22 cps

36 sec.

1.7 gppm

Hyundai HDP-920
$349 9>pin wide-carriage dot matrix

Speed

Graphics risM^pHt^siso S
Spee'*

t
:

; rt*

Hyundai HDP-1820
$519 18-pin wide-carriage dot matrix

Graphics Vi>rsonHio(
Spew* r

—
25 3QPpm

1 min. 15 sec.

0.8 gppm

Once you’ve torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Pica Bold Underl ine
NLQ Pica Bold Underl
Proportional Bold Unde

Once you've tom down al

laws in the country and

yourself face to face wi

Devil, what will you hid

lOCPI Bold Underline
NLQ lOCPI Bold Under
Proportional lOCPI Bold
cL

Once you've torn down <

laws in the country and
yourself face to face wit

Devil, what will you hid
12CFT Bold Onderl i ne Ci^n

NLQ lOCPI Bold Under
Proportional lOCPI Bold
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Laser 190E
$370 9*pin dot matrix

Text

Speed

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Pica Bold Underline
NLQ Pica Bold Under 1

Proportional Bold Unde

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Pica Bold Under 1 i ne

|

NLQ Pica Bold Under 1

Proportional Bold Unde

Once /ou ve torn down al

laws in the country and
yourself face to face wi

Devil, what will you hid
12CPI Bold Underline Coa
NLQ lOCPI Bold UOdBT
Proportional lOCPI Boi

Once you've tom down all c

laws in the country and you

yourself face to face with th

Devil, what will you hide be
courier Bold Underlii
Souvenir Bold Under

1

Proportional Bold Underline

Once you've torn dow:

laws In the country
yourself face to fee
Devil, what will you
HSD Bold Underline C

NLO Bold Underline C

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
MSI) Bold Underline C
NLQ Bold Underline C

WBI PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1989



THE PC MAGAZINE PRINTER GUIDE: MONOCHROME DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

Output Technology 560DL
$1,995 9‘pin wide-carriage dot matrix

$1,149 24-pin wide-carriage dot matrix

Text ^ 'P®

®P®®P ^ 150 200 cp«
49cps

Graphics ^sHPRomeraR^I
Speed 1.4gppm

lO 5 1 1 5 2 25 Oowm

Once you've torn dou
lews in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
10CPI Bold Und erline
NLQ 10CP1 Bold Under
Proportional 10CPI B

Once you've torn down i

laws in the country and
yourself face to face wit

Devil, what will you hide

Draft Bold Underlin©.
Courier Bold tinder 1 i

Bold PS Bold U nderline I

Once you've torn down
laws In the country a

yourself face to face
Devil, what will you h
Pica Bold Underline
NLQ Pica Bold Under

1

Bold PS Bold JlndficUiU

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Pica Bold Under 1 ine
NLQ Pica Bold Under 1

Bold PS Bold Under 11

Once you’ve torn down
laws In the country a
yourself face to face
Devil, what will you h:

Pica Bo 1 d Under 1 i ne
High Quality Bold Underl
Proportional Bold Und«

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
IMITM Bold IlnU.-r 1 n
NLQ 10CPI Bold Under
Proportional 10CPI Bol
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Seikosha SP-1600AI
$329 9-pin dot matrix

[ ^"4

Graphics
Spe^

1.5 2 2.5 Sflppni

Star Micronics XR-1500 Multi Font
$799 9-pin wide-carriage dot matrix with color option

u
;;i_v

-

1

1 1 1

Text

Speed

Graphics
Speed

so 100 ISO ZOOcpt

0 5 1 IS 2 25 39

Star Micronics XB-2410 Multi Font
$749 24-pin dot matrix with color option

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Pica Bold Underline
NLQ Bold Dnderline Coi|irHi

Elite Bold Underline Coipr

Once you've torn dow
laws In the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
leCPI Bold Underline
NLQ IBCPI Bold Under
Proportional HCPI Bold

Once you've torn down el

laws in the country and
yourself face to face wi

Devil, what will you hid

10CPI Bold Undarllnt

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will yoi
KiGPi Bald Under ii nr

NLQ lOCPl Bold Un.d^
NLQ lOCPl Bold Undei

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
lOCF'l Bold Undprllne
NLQ lOCPI Bold Under
Proportional lOCPI Bold

Once you've torn down
laws In the country a
yourself face to face
Devil, what will you t

10 pitch Bold Underl
NLQ Bold Underline C

PS Bold Underline Com
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Tandy DMP133
$380 O’pin dot matrix

Graphics
I ism graphics si so 1

Spe^ *

Tandy DMP 300

25 30PP'"

Text
Speed

Graphics
:

Spe^

Once you've torn down

laws in the country a

yourself face to face
Devil, what will you 1

Diaft B. I'' Underline C

jM LQ Bold Underline Com
LQ PS Bold Underline

Once you've torn down
laws in the country and
yourself face to face wit

Devil, what will you hid

lOCPI Bold Underline
NLQ lOCPI Bold Under
Proportional lOCPI Bold

Once you' ve torn doi*

laws in the country
yourself face to fac

Devil, what will yoL
lOCPI Bold Under 1 me
NLQ lOCPI Bold Under
Proportional lOCPI Bol

Once you've torn down
laws in the country and
yourself face to face wll

DevU, what will you hid
lOCPI Bold Underline
NLQ lOCPI Bold Under
Proportional lOCPI Bold

Once you’ve torn dov

laws in the country
yourself face to fac

Devil, what will yoi

Uraft Bold Underline
Courier Bold Underl

i

Proportional Bold Under

Once you've torn do*
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will yoi
lOCPI Bold Underline
NLQ lOCPI Bold Under
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NEW
Handy Scanner 3000 Plus

Including PC Paintbrush Plus

Dn HS-.»OOOPl.US

HANDY SCANNER
The Handy Scanner 3000 Plus comes

bundled with ZSoft’s top-selling PC Paint-

brush Plus and DFI’s SCAN and ImageTools

programs. PC Paintbrush Plus lets you paint, rotate,

flip, invert, shrink, tilt, expand and add text into

your scanned images. Using SCAN, you can save

your images into TIFF. PCX, IMU MSP. and CUT
image files or convert between the formats. Using

ImageTools, you can interface the Handy Scanner

3000 Plus with dBase IV, dBase HI +, and compatibles

such as Olpper, Foxbase or design custom

applications using Microsoft C and QuickBASIC

or Turbo Pascal.

DF! expands the world of desktop scanning with

the new Handy Scanner 300^) Plus. Consolida-

ting all the advanced hardware features you

have come to expect from the company that

introduced hand scanners to the world, our
/

scanner now gives even sharper images ;iii^ /

is even easier to use. Perhaps. mostiiiip«s»

lant, DFI gives total scanning

top.^^blishiilg. da(;i

and

CAD applications

tf 266.S^CUb«
Read, Tupa

Tinr«. R.O.C.

TdrOZMJNM
te; n ii1 7451

Td 911)7) 12)4
I
Td : 201 390 2115

I

Fu: 916 37} 0221 | fw; 201 390 2tP
|

Of I and Handy Scinnef ara regswed »8demart<s. and imaoBTooH « b irademafk o( Diwnond Bow*r Elactrc
instTwmwi Co (USA), Inc PC Partbrush * a reffswfod irademart ol 2So« Co»p Al oihw natnMnwttonMwa
tfademarhs o> registered trademarks ot Owr respecbve corr^Mrues

• DESKTOP PUBLISHING

• WORD PROCESSING
• DATA BASE APPLICATIONS
• HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGE INTERFACE
• CAD APPLICATIONS

on*

Available as options are DFI's OCR package,

which reads mono or proportional spaced typeset

characters in English, German, French, and Spanish

languages and a fast CAD conversion program that

allows you to save and convert scanned images into

CAD image formats. At DFI, we offer you the total

scanning solution. The Handy Scanner 3000 Plus, a

new age in scanning technology.
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MONOCHROME
DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

NOT
DEAD YET

As lasers threaten

to take over,

dot matrix printers are

fighting back with

better paper handling,

friendlier front

panels, and even

lower prices.

by Stephanie K. Losee
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PRINTERS

I know what you're thinking. Dot matrix

printers are going the way of the daisy

wheel, sputtering to a gruesome end at the

hands of lethal lasers. You're thinking that

there's nothing new under the dot matrix

sun, and that you may as well skip this sec-

tion and turn to the real news.

Wrong.

It's laiier printers that are making the

dot matrix market so intriguing this year.

More to the point, it's the price of lasers

that's affecting the dot matrix printer pro-

Good news for

the buyer: high-end 24-pin

dot matrix modeis

are aiready iowering their

prices to remain

competitive. Their street

prices run $500-$1 ,500.

•
foundly. Laser prices are falling rapidly,

and not because their vendors are hacking

off vital features. The 4-page-per-minute

HP LaserJet Series UP (review^ in this is-

sue) broke the $ 1 .500 barrier without los-

ing any of the capabilities you've come to

expect from Hewlett-Packard.

Assuming that the new HP HP's $ 1 ,500

list price will shrink to a street price of

about $l,000 (or about $l,200 with the

bottom paper tray most users will opt to

buy), dot matrix printers are going to be

squeezed into a rather narrow price range.

That's good news for the buyer, be-

cause high-end 24-pin dot matrix models

are already lowering their prices to remain

competitive. Street prices for these ma-

chines run from about $500 to SI ,500. At

the low end, 9-pin dot matrix printers can't

get much cheaper than $150 to $200 (the

Epson LX-8 10 has a street price of around

$175), so companies are piling on features

and upgrading construction to attract cus-

tomers.

ITS ALL INTHE PAPER HANDUNG
Undoubtedly you've wondered whether

low-end lasers will spell doomsday for dot

matrix printers altogether. Well, don't

MONOCHROME DOT MATRIX

start digging the grave just yet: dot matrix

printers can still pummel lasers in many
arenas. Indeed, dot matrix printers can

handle multipart forms with ease and fussy

labels without a meltdown. Those with

color options make color printing afford-

able. and wide-carriage models handle

monstrous paper up to 1 6 inches wide. Try

that with a laser.

So what's your buying strategy for

1989? If you need a printer with one of the

matrix-only functions listed above, or if

your work is in a heavy-volume environ-

ment where speed is a priority, you may
still want to buy a high-end 24-pin work-

horse. If not, skip straight to a low-end la-

ser and buy one of the sturdy new low-end

9-pin models to handle your forms, quick

draft printing, and other nonlaserjobs. The
combined price of the two printers

shouldn't be more than the price of one la-

ser just a year ago.

The dot matrix sections—monochrome
and color—include any printer whose
speed can be measured in characters per

second. That means you'll find 9-pins, 24-

pins, and ink jets here. As you read the re-

views in this section, you'll notice a few

other new developments. Whereas sophis-

ticated paper handling used to be an extra

on dot matrix models, nowadays even

low-end 9-pin models have to include it to

remain competitive. Many machines have

"zero tear-off'—the printer advances the

paper so that you can remove ftnished out-

put, then backs it up so that you can start

printing at the top of the page without los-

ing a single sheet. And paper parking al-

lows you to print on single sheets while

loaded fanfold paper is retracted; press one

button and the printer will lock the fanfold

back into place.

HIGHER IQ

This year, companies don't stop at paper

handling when they try to put together a

tempting package. Check out models with

multiple paper paths—front, back, top,

bottom—to see if they can make your life

any easier. Control panels are becoming

better conversationalists, with intelligent

LCD windows that flash messages in En-

glish rather than mumbo-jumbo code.

Even front panels with lights or buttons are

becoming more straightforward. Printer

IQ is rising in more ways than one; some

printers can spit out status sheets detailing

their current emulation or print settings to

eliminate guesswork.

Output quality continues to make prog-

ress. but this year's samples still aren't go-

ing to knock you off your feet. The day

when we'll look at a 24-pin dot matrix

printout and guess that it came from a laser

is still far off. Characters are looking dark-

er and sharper than before, but it's not un-

common to see horizontal lines running

across the scanned photo in the PC Labs

test. For your perusal, we've included

samples of the halftone image in our
guides to monochrome dot matrix printers

and color dot matrix printers, not because

we think you should print scanned-in pho-

tos with dot matrix machines, but to make
it easier for you to see how different print-

ers handle graphics.

Some of the best black-and-white out-

put comes from dot matrix printers with

color options, so don't forget to give them

a look-see. You'll find this group in our

section on color dot matrix printers, and

our Printer Guide will show you output

from PC Labs' color test. Although these

printers are functionally identical to their

noncolor cousins, we've set them apart for

the sake ofcomparison.

Dot matrix printers may be improving,

but we never said they were perfect. Noise

levels are still headache-inducing on many
machines. But at least we'll have some-

thing new to write about dot matrix print-

ers next year, we hope.

AEG Olympia NP 80-24

AEG OlympiaNP 136-24
by Henry Fersko-Weiss

Here's a pair of printers with a healthy

number of features and distinctive perfor-

mance—not a bad combination. The AEG
Olympia NP 80-24 and NP 136-24 pro-

duce excellent 24-pin text and graphics.

They boast an exceptional front-panel ar-

rangement of buttons for controlling al-

most every function. The one-line LCD
display for function choices and messages

is quite intelligent. Priced at $599 for the

narrow-carriage NP 80-24 and $799 for

the wide-carriage NP 136-24, AEG's of-

ferings represent a very good value.

The NP 80-24 won't hog your desk.

The front of the printer is cut back to form

something of a step shape. The control

panel stretches across what would be the

bottom stair tread—a convenient location

for the six membrane buttons that com-

mand the NP 80-24. 1 found the NP 80-

24's buttons responsive, but I had to press
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very firmly on the NP 136-24’s to get a re-

action.

The button you'll use most often is

Menu. Press it as you power up the printer

and you get access to configuration

choices. They include the emulation—

a

choice between Epson LQ and IBM Pro-

printer—the character set, baud rate,

download buffer, and alignment, among
others.

If you press the Menu button while the

printer is on, you can cycle through font

selections, pitch, left and right margins,

page length, print direction (bidirectional

or unidirectional), and so on. In fact, you

can set up two alternate menus with de-

faults for all of these format choices. You
activate one or the other menu by choosing

it in menu mode and then turning the pow-

er off and on again. Having the ability to

preset two format configurations makes

for efficient operation

.

The selections you make with the but-

tons are displayed in a 16-chatacter LCD
window. The LCD display is also used to

indicate eirors, as are the four LED lights.

The rather extensive control panel makes

the printer very easy to use. And you don’t

have to worry about changing DIP switch

settings.

The tractor feeder on the printer pushes

the paper around the roller. You can print

on single sheets without removing the con-

tinuous paper by using paper parking. Park

the paper by simply pulling once on the pa-

per bail lever, on the top right side of the

printer. A single-sheet guide fits right over

the tractor. Multipart forms and even thick

PRirfTERS
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card-stock paper roll through smoothly.

An optional single- and dual-sheet feeder

can handle up to I SO pages.

The print quality of the NP 80-24 is ex-

cellent. All the fonts—there are five of

them in addition to draft—have a true let-

ter-quality appearance. They are clear,

sharply etched, and show little sign of the

dots that compose them. In addition, you

can print the fonts in any of 12 character-

per-inch measures. Three of these are for

different forms of proportional spacing.

Such flexibility in text appearance is a defi-

nite advantage.

The type styles vary from a more ornate

Gothic to a modem-looking Optimo. The

selection was more than enough to find a

couple of fonts I really liked. AEG Olym-
pia also offers a $S9 font cartridge, which

includes Script, Orator, and Square. Both

printers also come with a full complement

of printing and formatting enhancements,

from bold and underlining to variable line

height, vertical tab, and double-wide print.

The 360- by 180-dpi graphics are as

good as the text—perhaps better. The
scanned photo was printed very faithfully.

AEG Olympta Corp., 31 40 Route 22. Somerville,

NJ08876;(201)231-8300.

Ust Price: NP 80-24, $599: NP 136-24. $799.

Dimensions <HWD): NP 80-24. 1 2 x 22.5 x 4 in.;

NP 1 36-24. 1 3.75 x 25 x 5 in.

Weight; NP 80-24. 1 7.6 bs, ; NP 1 36-24. 22 lbs.

Emulations: Epson LQ. IBM Proprinter

In Short: The AEG Olympia NP 80-24 and NP
136-24 offer excellent print quality, a very

nice control panel with a one-lir>e LCD display,

and a comp^ design They are well worth their

reasonable prices.

CIRCLE ei7ON READER SERVICE CARO

with the subtle shadings of the face re-

vealed. The gray scale was also very well

printed, with little filling in on the fine

cross-hatchings.

You get 24K of memory with both the

NP 80-24 and the NP 136-24. This is a

good size for a print buffer, and you can

add in another 32K forjust $29. Ifyou do a

lot ofgraphics printing
,
you' II want the full

56K of memory.

For text, the printer operated at an ac-

ceptable 1 1 5 characters per second in draft

mode and at 52 cps in LQ mode. Our
graphics image took over 30 seconds in the

Epson LQ- 1 3(X) emulation and almost two

and half times that amount in the IBM Pro-

printer emulation. The NP 136-24 operat-

ed a little faster on all tests.

In the Olympia NP 80-24 and NP 1 36-

24, AEG has put together the best of all

worlds: top 24-pin functionality, sophisti-

cated output, and reasonable price. As
long as sp^ isn’t your top priority, give

these two some serious consideration.

Amstrad DMP3000
by Susan L. Hayes
The DMP3(XK) from Amstrad is the dot

matrix version of the little printer that

could. At just 9.2 pounds, this black-and-

white impact printer weighs in light and

even sells for a lightweight price—$300,

including cable. As long as the tasks you’ll

need it to perform are also lightweight, this

one is worth consideration.

This 9-pin printer has a parallel Cen-

ttonics 36-pin connector and is so small

and compact it will fit almost anywhere.

Paper pulls through the tractor smoothly

and easily in an upward “L" fashion and

can be set so that printing begins at the very

top of the page.

'The DMP3000 has the ability to adjust

for varying paper thicknesses at the touch

of a knob; it printed without problems on

card stock. It had a bit more difficulty with

the multipart form test in draft mode,
where it tended to jam, but in NLQ mode
the printer ran more smoothly.

Amstrad hasn’t loaded this printer up

with extra features, but all the basics are

there. There are the six main typefaces: x

Piea, Elite, proportional, condensed, §
NLQ, and NLQ proportional, as well as all 5

the basic enhancements.
|

The DMP3000 produces excellent «

quality text and decent graphics, but be
|

warned that it takes a while. Amstrad I
claims a draft speed of 160 characters per t
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second; our tests turned up a rate of around

60cps, and in NLQ mode an agonizing 19

cps, compared with Amstrad’s claim of40

cps. The best graphics samples were pro-

duced when emulating the Epson FX-80

and the IBM Proprinter (9-pin) and took

110 and 92 seconds, respectively. And
don’t expect to pursue tasks that require

concentration while you wait. After listen-

ing to a few documents being printed at a

deafening 82 decibels, your nerves will

probably be shot.

Although the DMP3000 was not 100-

percent compatible with the high-order

IBM character set in PC Labs tests, it came
very close. Amstrad also offers several

DIP-switch-selectable Epson FX and IBM
character sets. The DIP switches ate used

to implement a slashed zero as well.

You can’t miss the control panel locat-

ed on the top right, with its LED indicators

and raised buttons for operating the sepa-

rate form- and line-feed commands. Instal-

lation, however, is less obvious. Inserting

the rather fragile fabric spool ribbon is as

frustrating as trying to solve Rubik’s cube

(and just as satisfying when you do accom-

plish it). Don’t even bother looking at Am-
strad’s manual—it gives you excessive in-

formation at the cost of relevant material

about the basic capabilities of the printer.

While a call to Amstrad's technical sup-

port line might be helpful, expect a busy

signal.

Buying a low-end dot matrix printer is a

matter of priorities and sacrifices. If your

needs ate limited, you won’t have to give

up much with Amstrad’s DMPSOOO—ex-

cept a bit of time and quiet. This printer of-

fers very good quality text output and ac-

ceptable graphics at a nice price—you just

have to decide if it’s worth the wait.

Amstrad LQ 3500
by Susan L Hayes
Amstrad, a long-established participant in

the mainframe world, is a relative new-

comer to the PC marketplace and appears

to have a few things to leam. With the LQ
3500, a $500 24-pin dot matrix printer,

Am.strad is suffering from delusions of

grandeur.

It looks harmless enough—attractive

even. The raised-button control panel is lo-

cated on the right front with LED indica-

tors and separate controls for form and line

feed. At 13 pounds with a size of4 by 17.5

by 16 inches (HWD), it hardly seems in-

timidating, but whoever said appearances

can be deceiving might have been talking

about the LQ 3500.

Admittedly, Amstrad’s letter-quality

printer does produce very gtxxl text output

with excellent letter-quality resolution, but

for anyone who wants instant gratification.

this one simply isn’t going to make it.

Once you have the printer out of the

box. you might think you’re ready to go.

First, however, you have to insert the har-

monica cartridge—although the fabric rib-

bon doesn’t look like it’s going to hold up

long enough to print the first document.

(Amstrad ought to stick in a plastic glove.)

The cartridge snaps into place without too

much aggravation, but it is fortunate you

don’t have to depend on the documenta-

tion for guidance. The manual is full of

what could be extremely helpful photo-

graphs of properly assembled printer parts;

it’s a shame they are all so dark they’re

useless.

Then you’ve got to attach the tractor

and feed the paper through. No problem?

Yeah, right. Here’s where the LQ 3500

might make you scurry off in search of a

laser printer—or even an electric typewrit-

er. The external tractor is indeed external

and sits high above the platen. This setup

allows you to start printing at the edge of a

page, but in order to get to the edge of one

page you first have to scroll up a full page.

Thus, as long as you use tractor paper,

you’ll be forever sacrificing one page to ar-

rive at the edge of another.

To load the paper you must turn the LQ
3500 around so its back is facing you; this

could pose a problem if the real estate

you’ve assigned to it doesn't offer much
maneuverability. And no matter how care-

fully and precisely I adjusted the paper

from the rear U, the paperjammed.

Attaching Amstrad’s paper feeder to or-

chestrate paper flow doesn’t seem to help
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Superior Print Quality Accessible Intelligence

Guaranteed Reliability

2Yearutoranty

Color-on-G)mmand

Isernvuallahlc *’-fotoroprtf/«

24 WirepnnthMd

6 Residenifimts

Ommand \ ’ite^ LCD Contrul f^nei

4 Pnigrammahle macros

Unbeatable Value

^iipehurperformance

('iuierS9)O.OOrebiU

Easy to Use

[Ham tiffilish commands

QitickMfnu

Butlf-in lieip

Exceptional Compatibility

MmafjrPCsandsifiuwe

(^ibesb^setup

Superior Speed

192 Charactersperseamd

High-ibn>ufihptti design

Unsurpassed Paper Handling

Pnjgmmmahle trfHjffurm

Sheetfeed capafniaies

Paperparktng

Bottom, lopatui rearfeed

The GSX-l40's Intelligence

Is Only HalfThe Story.
Never before has a 24-wire primer offered so much intelligence. And

never before has so much intelligence performed so weU. Especially

for a suggested retail price of under $500.00.

The print quality rivals that ofany printer in it's class. While its

six resident fonts give you unriraled versatility.

When you need the work done yesterday, which is usually the

case, the GSK-Ws high-throughput design does the job at 192 char-

aaets per second.

Now for the smart part. The friendly Command Vue™ control

panel displays plain English prompts

and requires no manual to understand.

Anyone with half a brain can operate it.

It puts four programmable user

formats at your fingertips, as well is

a Quick Menu to let you scan and

access all selected functions. It

even offers an on-line help

sy.stem if needed.

As for paper handling,

you get programmable top-of-

form, versatile sheet feed and

paper parking capabilities. The

convertible push-pull tractor allows you to put

any kind of form into its bottom, top and tear

feeds, from payroll checks to labels. .Making the

GSX-140 the only printer you'll ever need.

A myriad of options are available including

Color-On-Command™ which yxiu can easily in-

stall yourself for under $60.00. You an also get

a semi-automatic or automatic sheet feed option.

Finally, for peace of mind, we back the

GSX-140 with a 24 month wananty.

.And there you have it. Or we're convinced you soon

will. For a dealer near you, jast all 1-800441-2345,

ext, 34 in California, other states all 1-800-556-1234.

ext. 34. Once you've .seen how the

GSX-140 works, you'll know why

anyone offering you less just

isn't using their noodle.

LIucn AmerKj <.<iq*nuiin

Obam. Cnlt«-On4>*WMnd. (aowitnJ ami the

Oaten (oox^tnuJenitflB erf iheQncenVUih Co Ud

®CITIZEN”
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AMSTRADLQ3S00

Amstrad, 1915 Westndge Dr . Irving. TX 75038;

(214)518-0668

Ust PHce:$500
Dimensions (HWD): 4 x 1 7.5 x 16 in.

Weight: 12.9 lbs

Emulations: Epson FX-SO. Epson L0 1 500, IBM
Propnnter. IBM Grsiphjcs Printer

In Short: M^trad tnes; it |us1 needs to try a little

harder The LQ 35(X) produces good out^, but

Ihe hassles of getting there make you question

whether or rtoi it's wrxth it

CIRCLE 608 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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matters much. If you tend to use card stock

and multipart forms frequently, you might

have better luck. They jammed a bit. too.

just not quite a.s badly. Amstrad's letter-

quality printer doesn't even put you out of

your misery quickly. Under the Epson FX
emulation, it printed our graphics test in a

painfully slow 95 seconds. Having to con-

tend with the 82-decibel racket made the

whole process even more interminable. In

our graphics tests the samples ptxxluced

were passable, although they tended to

elongate the image. The best of the lot was

the emulation of the Epson LQ-1500,
which turned out quite well.

Among standard typefaces, including

Pica. Elite, condensed, and proportional,

the letter-quality output stood out as top-

notch and would be hard to distinguish

from an IBM Selectric typewriter. The
usual selection ofenhancements can be ap-

plied. However, if it absolutely positively

has to be there overnight, with a letter-

quality speed of 32 cps, it would be advis-

able to start printing a few days before in

order to get it done.

PAPER FOR DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

by Alfred Poor

There was a time when chrxising paper

for your dot matrix printer was simple:

you tix)k either ihe 9.5-by- 1 1 white or

the 14.87-by-l I green-bar. The perfiv

rations on the letter-size sheets left little

tufts of paper fuzz along the edge of the

page—an obvious signal that your sin-

cere personal correspondence had been

run off on a tractor-fed machine. And
the large sheets were great for financial

reports, except that they wouldn't fit

into letter-siz.e file folders.

All that has changed. Open any

computer supply catalog and you'll be

inundated with choices. And variety in

size is just the start. For example, letter-

size paper is now available with perfo-

rations that all but disappear when you

tear off the edges.

Other innovations affect color and

texturc. Chixrsc from white, gray. ivr>

ry. and other shades. Take a cla.ssic laid

bond, or even a 25-percent-cotlon

bond, for important jobs. Many suppli-

ers can even print your Icttcriiead on the

sheets for a customized kxrk.

Or maybe you prefer something

with a bit more zip. You can get tractor-

fed paper in a wide range of colors,

such as green, pink, yellow, red. or

blue, either in bright or pastel shades.

Even traditional green-bar printout pa-

per is getting prettier: choose from

green-bar. blue-bar. or two-tone. And
Inmac of Santa Clara, California ((8(X1)

.547-5444) has added a new twist: her-

ringbone patterned bars. Developed in

England, the paper is supposed to be

easier to read and comes in your choice

of blue, green, or amber bars.

Your color selection extends beyond

paper. How about mailing labels'.’ Not

only do they come in a dizzying array of

shapes and sizes, they're also available

in a variety of solid and pastel colors.

You can even buy clear pla.stic labels

that will let the color of Ihe paper under-

neath show through.

And what about paper size'.’ One of

my personal favorites is 14.87-by-8.5

paper. It comes in green-bar (among

other choices) and gives you the full

width of regular financial paper, but by

changing to eight lines per inch you get

the same amount of data on a page that

You can eventually get satisfactory re-

sults from Amstrad's LQ 3500, but it

doesn't offer much that you can't

gel—with a lot fewer headaches—from

dozens of other dot matrix printers. This

printer's few pluses are outweighed by loo

many minuses. Your five hundred bucks,

hard-earned or not, is better off spent

.somewhere else.

AT&T 570
by Edward L Perratore

If you're searching for a reliable, middle-

of-the-road dot matrix model for text and

light graphics applications, take a look at

the $695 AT&T 570.

The AT&T 570 is one of a family of

four 9-pin impatt dot matrix models. Like

its wide-carriage sibling, the 571 (not re-

viewed here), the 570 supports the Cen-

tronics-type parallel interface and emu-
lates both the IBM Proprinter and the

Epson FX 86e/286e. The next-higher se-

ries from the company is the 24-pin 580 se-

ries; from that group, you'll find the wide-

carriage AT&T 583 reviewed in the color

fils in a legal folder (or a letter folder

with one edge folded over). It's ntuch

easier to handle ihiur 14.87-by-l I paper.

Many suppliers also offer "triple-

perf' paper. This is 14.87-by-l I paper

that has a perforation on the right. On
tearing Ihe page apart, you gel a stand-

ard 8.5-by-ll letter-size sheet, and a

5.37-by-l I section that can he used for

memos.

Don't think that having a tractor-

feed printer riKans that you can print

only on conventional paper and labels.

You can find tractor-feed standard in-

dex cards in different sizes, including

those accepted by the U.S. Postal .Ser-

vice for u.se as postcards. Rolixlex cards

also come in tractor-fed sheets, so you

can print out a client list or a pnxluct file

for quick reference.

So while it may seem that you face a

bewildering number of choices when
selecting what to feed your favorite

primer, at lca.si you can be secure in Ihe

knowledge that you can let your imagi-

nation mn free, and you'll still be able

to find just Ihe right paper to print out

the results.
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Mass Storage Is No Longer

A Peripheral Issue.

It’s The Central Issue.
MICRO CHANNEL™

COMPAQ'

HIGH-SPEED 386s

And it should be.
|

Today’s top end computer i

platforms have created

dazzling new dimensions I

in CAD/CAE. data bases, networking and

specialized DOS applications. More than

ever, storage performance and capacity

are central concerns.

And more than ever. Storage

Dimensions is the logical solution.

With our SpeedStor'" hard disk

subsystems, you get the best possible

performance specs. But you get more than

14 ms access times and 15 Mbit transfer

rates. You get our expertise in translating

those specs into maximum system through-

put-delivering to your application all

of the performance it can handle. And all

of the capacity it will ever demand. In

configurations that include single 650MB
internal storage systems, external enclo-

sures that expand to four drives and

2.6GB. and many more.

To get the most from today’s most

powerful desktops, start at the center.

Start with Storage Dimensions. Gall (408)

879-0300. Or write us at 2145 Hamilton

Avenue, San Jose, CA 95125.

STORAGE DIMENSIONS
A MAXTOR COMPANY

SpeedStor is a trademark of Storage Dimensions. Inc. • 1889 Storage Dimensions
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With new Word5.0youVdo about50% less

huntit^ andpacking than with WordPerfect.

Software D^est recently chose the best

overall advatced wordprocessor on the

market Who won? In a word. Word.

Wjfdlta'fca

The trouble with Wotditrfect* is,

sometimes it isnt

Not when you compare it to our new
Microsoft^ Word version SO. Not wiien you

consicter that with Word 5.0, yoifll be able to

pump out your day-to-day jobs quicker, easier,

even smarter than you ever thou^t possible.

For example: WithWcxd 5.0 yew can

choose commands by either using simple

speed keys or just se-

lecting from a mena
You can create

documents with about

50% fewer keystrokes

than you-know-w4io.

And now enjoy even

more true WYSIWYG
(What You See Is What
You Get) thanks to our

Print Preview.

Does WordPerfect give you the free-

dom to make annotations? Nobels perfect

Does WordPerfect feature Outline View?

gnewMicrosoft
Word50. when Perfect just

isn’tgoodenou^.

Another imperfection.

NewWord 5.0 also lets you li^ search

and archive files across multiple directraies.

And even link part, or all, ofa Lotus* 1-2-y

Microsoft Exed or Microsoft Works spread-

sheet into a Word document And then up-

date it All in a matter ofseconds

For a thorou^y convincing demo,

first call (800) 541-126L Dept J80.Then call

WordPerfect for a demo. Then run both, our

Word against theirs, and then ask yourself:

Which one brings your wrad process-

ing closer to perfection?

nSemsoft
Making it all mate sense

Oulpul pnMcdbrtWHnriHl-FKkaid* I nrjrt Smr* lt*prTM«r CiuUimm in Csnadi. call (4l6)673-7638iOu(iid(Nartk America, all <2061882-806). eCapjm^t tWSMkrtNoA CcrparMian. All rirtlimcrved. Microtoft. MSDCSmdIte
Miootoft hifD ire rmiered tridmitki. ancfMatay U all make ww it • tridrmark of Microtoft Corporaiioa Hewkti-ftdunl and LawrX Smn II ate lenlned irxleniirkf of HewleU-EMurd Company Lotui and 12 3 are lecntcnd

MidBBirkt of Lotui Drmicpineni Corporaiian. Wordmfrci waregniered irademarkofWordftrfcaCotparaUaa. Softwme Omni rating fnan April l9Klme.naoffn valdcniy cn the SO United Sialet.
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MONOCHROME DOT MATRIX
dot matrix section in this issue .

For the 570’s price you get a sleek, un-

pretentious design, an efficient internal

tractor feed with a variety of feed options,

and a straightforward setup routine accom-

plished through the printer’s control panel.

The control panel spoits four mem-
brane buttons that control print quality, on-

line operation, form feeds, and line feeds.

Lights indicate power-on, on-line, alarm,

and print quality; for the latter, the indica-

tor remains offduring draft-mode printing

No special setup is necessary for most

printing. Once you’ve attached your ca-

bling, paper separator, and paper cover,

you’ll find four ways to insert paper:

through the bottom, with a push/pull Uac-

tor, from the rear, or straight through from

the top. Each allows printing with no tear-

off. TTie 570 also offeis a limited form of

paper parking, though you won’t see it

mentioned in the generally comprehensive

documentation.

The AT&T 570 offers both letter-quali-

ty (LQ) and near-letter-quality (NLQ)
type; you can switch between the two via

the setup mode. Curiously, only LQ mode
offers standard Courier 10. Draft as well as

NLQ print are in a sans serif block type

that, alas, is also currently undocumented.

(AT&T plans to include both this feature

and the paper parking in the manual’s next

printing.)

Not to worry, though. Type is crisp in

both the LQ a^ NLQ settings, notwith-

standing the disappointing 28.3-character-

per-second rate of LQ printing. Except for

shadow and red/black ribbon printing, all

AT&T Information Systems. 100 Southgate

Pkwy., Mornslown. NJ 07960: (800) 247-1212.

Ust Price; S695.

Dimensions (HWD): 5.2 x 1 7 x 1 5 in.

Weight: 21 bs
Emulations: Epson FX. IBM Propnnler

In Short: This midrange 9-pin offers good speed,

attractive quality print, and unpretentious design.

Especially impressive is the paper handling; four

paper-feed options as well as forms tear-off and

paper parking The AT&T 570 also comes m a

wide-camage model.

CIRCLE 609ON READER SERVICE CARD

printing enhancements, including Courier

italic (Epson mode only), underline, dou-

ble strike, and super/subscripts, are avail-

able. As for formatting enhancements,

they’re all there, too—although centering

and right justification can be achieved only

through your application.

On our tests, the text-printing speed

was an average 124 cps (compared with

the 250 cps claimed) in draft iroxle. The

570 handled our graphics test in 52 sec-

onds in Proprinter (9-pin) emulation, pro-

ducing acceptable if uninspiring output.

If Courier alone doesn’t fit into your

plans, you can purchase from the company
as many as five font cartridges for the 570.

Priced at $75 each, they offer Letter Goth-

ic, Light Italic, OCR A, (XTR B. and Bold

Proportional. Other add-on products in-

clude a single-bin cut-sheet feeder (100-

sheet capacity), sold for $330, and a $225

extension module for the single-bin feeder

that converts the 570 to dual-bin.

While the AT&T 570 isn’t for every-

one, this is no poorly designed model from

a nickel-and-dime company . The 570 does
relatively few of the things that raise a dot

matrix to high-end status, but it does itsjob

well enough to merit a look.

Blue Chip M200/NLQ
by Catherine D. Miller

The $299 Blue Chip M200/NLQ is Blue

Chip International’s new low-end printer.

Based on older printer technology, this

compact 9-pin machine produces reason-

able type and graphics. The M200/NLQ is

clearly not intended for heavy usage, but

it’s certainly adequate for someone who
needs a low<ost printer with basic func-

tionality.

Setup is fairly simple, even though the

printer doesn’t include a soft setup proce-

dure. Eight slide switches located on the

top right of the printer—and conveniently

labeled on the removable slide-switch cov-

er—allow you to select basic parameters

such as the emulation mode (Epson FX-80

or 9-pin IBM Proprinter), the IBM charac-

Blue Chip M200/NLQ

Fonts & Features

IBM Proprinter 9-ptn

lOepi

12cpl

ComprMMd

Propofllonal

1 1

1 i

1 1

I2epl

Comprenad

ProportiOMi

1 I

Epson rbC

ter set, line spacing, form length, and

sla.shed zero. Eight DIP switches, located

in the rear of the printer, control the inter-

national character set. buzzer on/off, and

the ability to download characters.

The control panel, located directly be-

low the bank of slide switches, has On-

Line, NLQ, Form Feed, and Line Feed

buttons, as well as Power, Paper Out,

Ready, and NLQ lights. A switch-select-

ing mode, activated by pressing the On-

Line and Form Feed buttons at the same

time, allows you to select several print

styles without entering control codes. By
pressing the On-Line key up to six times,

you can choose emphasized, double strike,

condensed, and Elite settings, as well as
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draft Pica and NLQ print modes.

The paper-handling capabilities are

limited but adequate for routine usage.

Fanfold paper can be fed from the rear

only; however, there is no route to load

single sheets. When the printer is nearly

out of paper, a paper-end detector sount^

the buzzer and lights the Paper Out indica-

tor. The Form Feed and Line Feed buttons

provide control over paper position. Not

surprisingly, the printer couldn't handle

our four-part carbon form or our cardboard

stock.

In both Proprinter and Epson emulation

modes, the printer produced muddy-look-

ing. overly saturated graphics on the PC
Labs graphics emulation tests. In Epson

emulation mode, a 6 was thrown into the

upper-left-hand comer, probably the result

of an uninterpreted control code.

In our speed tests, the M200/NLQ
turned in unacceptably low scores: with a

claimed speed of 135 characters per sec-

ond in draft mode, we expected rates

around 70 and 35 for draft and letter-quali-

ty, respectively. Instead, the M200/NLQ
scored 49 cps in draft mode and 1 7.8 cps in

NLQ mode while emulating the Epson

FX-80; it scored 44 cps draft and 1 7.8 cps

NLQ in Proprinter emulation mode. It had

no trouble with the extended ASCII char-

Blue Chip’s switch-

selecting mode,

activated by pressing

the On-Line and Form

Feed buttons at the

same time, allows you

to select several print

styles without entering

control codes.

•
acter set while emulating the Proprinter,

indicating a good degree of IBM compati-

bility.

Like the graphics, the type has a ten-

dency to be a bit fuzzy and very saturated.

But my biggest complaint about the

M200/NLQ’s print quality is that the type

produced by the multistrike mylar ribbon

tends to smear excessively. 'The printer

doesn’t support any type of ribbon other

than the one tested.

The Blue Chip M200/NLQ is easy to

set up and use but offers limited capabili-

ties, as one might expect from a low-end

printer. I encountered no problems in us-

ing the printer, and though it performed

adequately on our emulation tests, it is

very slow and its type lacks sharpne.ss. At a

list price of $299, you get about what you

pay for.

Citizen GSX-140
by Bruce Brown
The brand new Citizen GSX-140 is clear

evidence of the high quality and advanced

feature set that you can get today in a rela-

tively low-cost 24-pin dot matrix printer.

This $499 machine has top-quality NLQ
type, reasonable speed, and a long list of

features and functions that make it power-

ful, flexible, and easier to use than many
earlier printers.

Weighing in at just 11.5 pounds, the

CitizenGSX will soon have a color option.

priced at $59. Our test unit had the stand-

ard Centronics parallel interface port, but

you can buy a 25-pin 9,600-bit-per-second

serial interface option for $49. The GSX-
140 uses 2-million-character-rated har-

monica-style ribbons that are no fuss at all

to install. If you do go for the pending col-

or option, four-color ribbons cost a hefty

$25.99 each.

The GSX-140 can be set to emulate the

Epson LQ printer series or the IBM Pro-

printer X24. The 24-pin Epson settings

caused no problems, and neither did the

Proprinter emulation.

The biggest news about the GSX-140 is

the superb quality of its NLQ output. I

used this machine's print samples as exam-

ples of top-quality 24-pin output when oth-

er reviewers wanted something with which

to compare their own printers’ samples.

With a maximum resolution of 360 by 360

dpi and a firmly held head, the GSX-140
did a fine job on the graphics printing tests.

Dot matrix type quality will probably ad-

vance in the future, but right now this is

about as good as you'll get.

There are four LQ resident fonts; LQ
Roman. LQ Sans Serif, LQ Courier, and

LQ Prestige. There’s no provision for ex-

tra fonts via cartridges or cards.

The GSX-140 isn’t a superfast printer,

but it’s reasonable for its price, especially

when the output looks so good. On the PC
Labs speed test, the GSX-140 scored 100

characters per second in draft mode, 46 cps
in NLQ mode, and 53 cps with NLQ pro-

portional type. It handled our graphics test

at a good clip, delivering the output in 69
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Seagate’s ST157 Family

THE FINE ART OF DISC

the storage

/ % and retrieval

^ .^L device for

valuable infoimation, a disc drive

plays a critical role in a personal com-

puter’s overall operation. Building

hard disc drives that deliver both high

performance and high reliability

requires the same degree of precision

employed by skilled artists.

This precision is reflected in

every Seagate ST157 family drive.

Using our own stepper motor proc-

esses, each drive is auto-tuned for

optimum performance every time

the drive is powered up.

This 21-49 megabyte 3.5" drive

family is a skillful blend of perform-

ance and reliability.With xcess times of

28 m.sec, these drives feature an MTBF

of 70,(X)0 hours, and are available in

SCSI, ST4I2 and AT' interfaces.

Like the artist who spends years

perfecting his craft, Seagate has spent

the past decade mastering the fine

art of disc drives. For more informa-

tion on our palette of high quality

storage solutions, contact your author-

ized Seagate distributor, or call

Seagate directly at 80()-468-DlSC,

or 408-438-6550.

(^Seagate

emSopNrTcrkMiayy Ik
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Every IBM Proprinter has
hundreds of ways to help you be
more productive and competitive,
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The IBM Proprinter™ family is the kind of family

that can’t do enou^ for you.

Kvery IBM Proprinter can handle multipart

forms, correspondence, envelopes,

graphics, spreadsheets, mailing

labds and just about any

printing job you can imagine.

And because every

FVoprinter shares important
The IBM Proprinter II

(also in wule carruige)

Br s a Mdemvli ol Mematunil Busatess Machnes Ctxpo'aoo'' 19S9eM Coip

IBM engin<x;ring cksign

innovations, like streamlined

mechanks and convenient

front f<!<!d, they can accom-

modate this wkle range of

applications with exj*eding

(;ase, reliability and value.

And they can all be connected to any IBM or

compatibk; PC.

Yet while every one of our durable Proprinteis

The IBM Proprinter III

(also in wide carriage)



ofprinters

(or widths) to please you.

shares the same basic engineering, each model has its

own individual strengths.

I'he Proprinter II, for example, is our most

economical performer, while the

Proprinter III gives you speed

^ (up to 320 cps) and plenty

of it.

Our Proprinter X24E, on
the other hand, is not just a

(aim in widp rarriagp) workhorse and racehorse (288 cps)

,

but also can accommodate you with very

impn!ssive letter quality.

To see which IBM Proprinter best meets your

n<!eds. ask your IBM Authorizrxl Dealer or IBM
marketing ntprescmtative to

introduce you to the

whole family. Rnd your

nearest dealer by calling
“

1 800 IBM-2468. -
ext. 16.5.

" ” —
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seconds in Proprinter mode.

As with many of the latest printers, the

GSX-140 has no DIP switches. You can

control all printer feature and function set-

tings via a control panel with six buttons, a

two-line eight-character LCD display, and

three LED indicator lights, selecting from

a wide range of settings. The control panel

does so much that you'll want to spend a

little time getting used to it. although there

THE PRINTRONIX P3040;

by M. David Stone

Line printers have a long history of reli-

ably churning out page after page of

output with hardly a rest. However,

line-printer manufacturers have largely

ignored the microcomputer market on

the grounds that most PC users don't

need either the line printer's amount of

output or its level of reliability to ju.stify

its cost. In perlect symmetry. PC users

have largely ignored line printers for

much the same reasons. Yet .some PC
applications actually may be belter

served by a line printer.

Enter the Printronix P.1040, a

S4.750 line printer that cranked out a

speed of .196 lines per minute on our

tests. Printronix has decided that the PC
market can no longer be ignored. To
prove it. the company has put an IBM
Graphics Printer emulation in the

P3040 along with the printer's native P-

series mode.

If you think S4.750 is a lot for a

printer that, after all. produces dot ma-

trix output, you're right. And if you get

the soundproof stand for $650 and add

the $995 graphics option for printing

bar codes, the total jumps to $6..195.

But don't write off the P.1(M0 before

you take a close look at this beast.

A standard K' dot matrix printer

prints one character at a time, moves

the print head, and prints the next char-

acter. If there are fewer characters on a

given line, the printer will spend less

time on the line. That's why PC Labs

reports the speed in cps.

Line printers don't work that way.

(For that matter, neither do lasers.)

Line printers actually bang out the en-

tire line at once, spending the same

amount of time on a line with one char-

acter as on a line with 1 12 characters. In

short, a cps rating doesn't mean very

much for a line printer. Nevertheless.

MONOCHROME DOT MATRIX

are also Quick Menus for feature-specific

settings such as fonts and pitches. In addi-

tion, you can save up to four macros, user-

defined setting combinations that can be

easily recalled.

A new and different feature on the

GSX-140 is software that comes standard

with the printer. This software includes

two programs on a 5.25-inch 160K floppy

disk: GSXSET, a utility program that

helps you set printer features the way you

want them without having to leam printer

commands; and GSXREF, a complete

command reference for those who do want

to make changes via specific commands.

With this software, you never have to

touch the printer control panel to select

printer settings—a classy touch.

A Line at a Time

looking at the cps rating may help pul

the Ipm rating in perspective.

The PC Labs speed test automatical-

ly gives character-per-second (cps),

line-per-minute (Ipm). and page-per-

minute (ppm) ratings. For the P.1040,

196 Ipm is equivalent to 275 cps. This

is already faster than most character

printers manage, hut keep in mind that

the test uses a letter-size page, while the

readable. Draft mixle is darker, solid,

and still more readable, though the

characters are a little fu7.zy around the

edges. NLQ mode is darker still, with

reasonably crisp characters. You may
not want to read a lot of high-speed

draft output in one sitting, but you
won't mind the draft mode or NLQ
mode at all. The dot matrix density for

each character ranges from 7 by 9 in

P2040 has a wide carriage. If the text

used a 1 12-character line, with an aver-

age of, say. 100 characters per line, the

P.KMO would cliKk in at a hefty 660

characters per second.

In some ways, a comparison with

page-per-minute ratings makes more

sense— first, because for any given

number of lines per page, the fixed

amount of tiiiK for printing each line

really docs translate to a fixed speed for

pages per minute; and second, because

the speed is well into la.scr territory.

In high-speed draft, the P1040's

1%-lpm speed translates to a notewor-

thy 9.5 ppm. Standard draft comes out

at 291 Ipm. or 7 ppm. Letter-quality

mrxie comes out to a still-respectable

I K1 Ipm. or close to 4.5 ppm.

Happily, the P.104() scores well on

print quality as well as on speed. High-

speed draft shows the telltale almost-in-

Jividuul do(s but is dark and highly

NLQ mode to 5 by 5 in high-speed

mixle. But the characters are far more

solid than the numbers indicate because

individual dots are larger than in most

dot matrix printers.

On the PC Labs emulation test, the

P.1()40 handled the IBM Graphics emu-

lation as advertised. And it took only 1

2

.seconds to print our scanned photo test.

Dark areas were solidly filled in. Alas,

so were many of the more-intricate pat-

terns. The scanned photo .showed a dis-

tinctly postcrized effect, though that is

partly a result of the IBM Graphics em-

ulation.

As you might expect in a high-.speed

line printer, paper feed is limited to a

bottom slot with a vertical path. As test-

ed. the printer came with its own
soundprixif printer stand. Not surpris-

ingly, the P1040 handled the heavy-

weight paper and multipart forms with

ease.
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The GSX-140 also distinguishes itself

with its paper-handling methods. The

GSX sports pressure feed for single sheets

and an internal push tractor for continuous-

form paper. You can reposition the tractor

as a pull tractor unit and, using a bottom-

feed paper slot, pull paper vertically

through the unit—especially good for mul-

tipart forms and heavy stock.

The GSX can handle paper and enve-

As you might expect al.so. this is a

hefty unit. The printer itself measures

about 20.75 inches deep by 24 inches

wide by 10.5 inches high. Add the

printer stand, and the height gtxrs to 35

inches.

One other important issue is noise

level. While this is an inherently loud

printer, the soundpnxrfing is gorxl. We
measured 90 decibels with the cover

open but only 73 dB with the cover clo-

sed—so you can comfortably sit next to

the P.3040 while it's hard at work.

As with most printers that cost more

than a used car. the question with the

Printnrnix is not so much whether the

printer is worth the money as whether

you need the capability. For most PC
users, the answer is still undoubtedly

no. However, if you need to print large

amounts of wide-carriage output or

large numbers of bar codes or other la-

bels. the P.3040 may well be worth its

price.

Printronix P3040

Printronix Inc., 17500 Cartwright Rd.,

P.O. Box 1 9559, Irvine CA 9271 3; (71 4)

863-1900.

List Price: $6,395 for printer as tested

(including $4,750 printer, $650

soundproofed stand, $995 IGP board

lor bar code graphics).

Dimensions (HWD): 35 x 24 x 20.75 in.

(includes printer stand)

Weight: 70 lbs.

Emulations: IBM Graphics Printer.

Printronix native P-Series mode
In Short: The Printronix P3040 line

printer has a claimed speed of 400 lines

per minute, and a measured speed of

396 lines per minute. If you need to print

large amounts of wide-carriage output,

labels, or bar codes, this may be your

printer of choice.

CIRaE6160N READER SERVICE CURD
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CmZEN GSX-140

FACT RLE

Citizen Anienca Corp., 2401 Colorado Ave

.

#190. Santa Monica. CA 90404; (213) 453-

0614.

List Price; $499: color option. $59

Dimensions: 13.5 x 16.75 x 6.75 in.

Weight: 11.5 lbs.

Emulations: Epson LQ. IBM Propnnter X24

In Shwt: The Citizen GSX-140 is a terrific

narrow-carnage 24-pin dot matrix printer. A bit

kxjd. but otherwise it's a winning combinauon of

speed, full feature and function setting via control-

panet menus and separate software, rear and

bottom feed with a dual-fur>clion tractor, and. best

of all. much-better-than-average NLQ print

Quality.

CIRCLE 61 1 0N READER SERVICE CARD

lopes up to 10 inches wide and rated to 27

pounds. The maximum multipart-form

thickness is 0.2 mm.; 1 had no problems

printing four-part forms both with the rear

and bottom feeds. To get card-stock paper

to work accepuibly. 1 had to use the bottom

feed. The GSX-140’s one-button paper

feeding operated quite smoothly.

The standard buffer size is 8K, but a

$69 32K memory upgrade option is avail-

able and was tested with this unit. This is

the only GSX-140 option that is not user-

installable.

Even though the GSX- 1 40 is fairly

light, its case feels solid. Unexpectedly, it

scored 82 decibels on the PC Labs noise

level test, making it one of the louder dot

matrix printers tested this year.

Other than the slightly false note on the

sound test, this is an incredibly likable

printer. It produces great type and good

graphics, has intelligent and convenient

function control, includes a bottom feed

for thick stock and multipart forms, and

moves along at an acceptable rate. This

one's a keeper.

C.ItohSOOO
byJohnR.Quain
Speed may not be the most desirable quali-

ty in all things, but in printers it has always

been something of a cause c6lebre. If

you're one of the character-per-second

cheerleaders, the $1,995 C. Iloh 5000 will

not disappoint you. And speed isn't the

only feature that soothes the sting of the

50()0's rather steep price: It also offers

multiuser capabilities, an ea.sy-to-use front

panel, and solid construction.

Targeted at LAN users and those with

printer-sharing needs, this 18-pin wide-

carridge machine delivers five different

print modes: draft, memo (a dense, but

fuzzy print), near letter quality, letter qual-

ity, and a high-speed draft mode.

In high-speed draft, the 5000 kicked out

copy at 258 characters per second, making

it one of the faster dot matrix printers we
tested this year. At 239 cps, draft printing

came in just a tad behind the high-speed

setting but resulted in much clearer charac-

ters. Although the high-speed draft offers a

few more characters per second, it isn't

worth the sacrifice in print quality.

The difference in visible quality be-

tween letter-quality and near-letter-quality

modes is negligible, with the latter deliver-

ing clean, solid type at a respectable 73

cps. As is generally the ca.se with such out-

put, however, a close inspection betrays its

dot matrix origins.

The 5000 offers proportional. Elite,

Courier, and sans serif faces, all of which

can be selected from the control panel.
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You can also adjust emulation, form

length, line spacing, pitch, print quality,

margins, print direction, slashed zero, and

the character set, all horn the front control

panel.

If you’re of the press-the-buttons-first

school, you'll have no trouble understand-

ing the panel's setup and LCD readouts

without succumbing to the documentation.

For anyone familiar with printer com-
mands, the panel’s 15-character LCD dis-

play is self-explanatory and much easier to

master than that of, for example, the Pana-

sonic line. And although the documenta-

tion is not quite up to snuff yet, it does ex-

plain clearly the few inscrutable codes you

will find.

The 5000 offers several features for the

multiuser environment. In addition to the

de rigueur Epson and IBM emulations, the

5000 also can accommodate the DEC user

via its serial port (an RS-232 port is also

part of the standard setup). The 5000 at-

tempts to capitalize on this by offering the

additional convenience of user profiles,

which can be customized to three different

sets of printer attributes, plus a temporary

profile for special print jobs.

Each profile can be set up via your PC
or from the printer’s control panel by skip-

ping through the LCD menu. You can set

PRINTERS
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one on IBM emulation at draft quality, an-

other on Epson FX emulation at letter qual-

ity, and yet another on memo quality.

TTiese profiles can be printed out for refer-

ence by pressing a key on the printer.

As with most new products, there are

still a few kinks to be worked out on the

5(X)0. The LAN functions should allow us-

ers to change the user profiles remotely;

however, with the Novell LAN we tested

this feature on, we were unable to get the

escape sequences to override the control-

panel profile settings. The company ex-

plained that the feature is so new that codes

were not yet included in the documenta-

tion. A color option is also forthcoming,

according to the company, as are memory-

expansion options and additional font car-

tridges.

Another multiuser feature is the 50()0’s

construction, which was designed with

heavy service in mind. According to the

company, the 1 8-wire printhead has an es-

timated lifetime of 500 million characters

and a I -year warranty. Double tractors

hold the paper firmly in place to allow pa-

per-handling feamres typical of high-end

dot matrix printers: bottom or rear feed,

paper parking, single-sheet friction feed,

and zero tear-off

For a small office with several different

users of varying dexterity, beware ribbon

changes; gloves are mandatory (and are in-

cluded).

Except for the minor glitch while test-

ing the remote management of user pro-

files, this sleek, new C. Itoh model ran

smoothly, making the 5000 a solid,

.speedy, and easy-to-use contender in the

high-end dot matrix class.

Epson FX-1050
by Bruce Brown
In the printer business, the name Epson is

synonymous with “standard.” The $799

Epson FX-1050 is the newest incarnation

ofone of the most-enduring printer models

ever introduced. This time around, Epson

has added a new high-speed draft mode,

Epson’s tradition-in-the-making Smart-

Park system, a 9- by 7-inch high-density

draft print matrix, an additional character

set, and a new optional dual-bin cut-sheet

feeder. Ifyou had to choose only one print-

er to bring with you all over the world, this

is the one most likely to work with PCs and

PC software everywhere.

The Epson FX-1050 is a wide-carriage

9-pin printer that will neither hog your

desktop nor save space. You can feed it pa-

per up to 16 inches wide (always from the

rear of the printer). Standard paper han-

dling includes friction (pressure) feed and

an internal push tractor. A $74 external

pull tractor, a $249 150-sheet single-bin

cut-sheet feeder, and a $349 dual-bin feed-

er are options.

A nonbuffered parallel interface is

standard; serial, IEEE, and buffeted paral-

lel interfaces ate optional. With the addi-

tion of the SmaitPark system, paper load-

ing and paper parking ate an admirable

one-button affair. Multipart forms and

card stock worked well in paper-feed tests.

The FX-1050 is character-compatible

with the Epson MX and FX series printers

as well as with the IBM 5150 Graphics

Printer. Graphics compatibilities include

Epson MX and FX and IBM Graphics

Printer and Proprinter. If you want to use

this printer in IBM Graphics Printer emu-
lation mode, you just set a single DIP
switch.

While the FX-1050 may be “only” a

9-pin printer, its print quality is certainly

good enough for reports short ofa thesis or

dissertation. In NLQ mode, the FX-1050

isn’t as good as a laser or a 24-pin printer,

but it will handle wide continuous-form

paper like no laser can and will outspeed

any 24-pin dot matrix. In normal draft

mode at 10 characters per inch, the FX-
1050 hit roughly 140 characters per sec-

ond. High-speed draft mode, a slighUy less
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When you picka printer forthe office,

the oniy thing you havetofear
is being wrong.

An office printer can cost a few hun-

dred dollars, or It can cost as much as

a small car. And depending on how

well it does (or doesn't do) what

everybody In the office wants It to do.

It can cost you a lot of sleep.

That's why when AEG Olympia

talks about printers, the feature we

talk about most Is good technology.

Which may explain why we're one of

the leading business machine compa-

nies in our native Germany, where

technology Is a leading passion.

So before an AEG Olympia dealer

tells you about all our dot matrix and

daisywheel and laser printers, he'll

probably show you how beautifully

they all work. We live and breathe

solid engineering, sensible design

and dependable mechanics for print-

ers, just as we do for our typewriters.

facsimiles, copiers and shredders.

For the name of our nearest

dealer, call 1-800-999-6872. Or write

AEG Olympia, Box 22, Somerville, NJ

08876-0022. You can't go wrong with

good technology. Where technology

counts, business counts on us.

AEG
OLYMPIA
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Announdng theZ*GVRD!
ApplyNow for your own ^OS'Revolvii^ Charge Account

Send ForYour ZEOS Credit Card

Now you can send for your own ZEOS Credit Card. It

worits just like a MasterCard or Visa forZEOS purchases.

Fill out your Z'CARD Personal Information Organizer

and mail it today. We’ll give you a call as soon as your credit

line is established!

Mail the completed Personal Information Organizer to;

ZEOS International

Z'CARD Processing Center

530 5th Avenue, N.W, St Piul, MN 55112

(please check appropriate box):

Joint Credit with another person. Complete all information.

Individiul Credit but rely on income or assets ofanother

person as a basis for repaying the credit requested. Complete
all information

Indhidual Credit Complete sections "*a” and "*b"* only.

Please complete all appropriate sections, providing at least two

years’ residence and employment history. This will enable your

information to be processed as quickly as possible. Ifyou are

self-employed, please be sure to complete section **d"* below.

Bank Name Address

a. Your Personal Information SSrliii

«

Other Credit

n.l»ArMrtfc
First Initial Lust Mo. Day Yr.

Street Apt # City Stale Zip

c. Joint Personal Information

J«bt

Home Phone

DalcorRnMeacc Monthly PByaenl ^ Buy Rent Other
Month Year

First Initial Last

Dam if Mo. Day Yr

From To

Street Apt. #

(Ifsel^employcd. see rear panel.)

City Suie Zip

' Mo Yr

Mo. Yr.

CrossS Nets

Street

( )

Mo. Yr.

City Stale Zip Business Phone

Gross S Nets

Itam of Street

< KProm To
City Slate Zip Business Phone

Income from alimony, child support or separate maintenance payments need not be disclosed
if you do not wish to nave it considered as a basis for repaying this obligation.

d. Self-Employed Information

UrossS Nets

b. Credit Information

Bank Name

Year uuiual income Basineu*

(gross) (net)

Ym must provkfe at IcusI one of the followtag:

1. Business Bank

Bank Name

Beak Loan ( )

Telephone l^rsonal Banker's Name
Bank Name Address

( 1BaakCant
Telephone

3. Finaactel statement on business attudicd.

(EXC. AK.&HI)

Bank Name Address

VISA Mastercard Payment Balance
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dense type, clocks in at 166 cps. Expect

NLQ print speeds to be anxind SO cps.

These speeds are excellent for the price.

Another advantage of 9-pin heads over 24-

pin heads is loudness; the FX-IOSO mea-

sured only 72 decibels on the PC Labs

noise-level test.

The FX-1050 has two NLQ character

fonts, Epson roman and Epson sans serif,

both in fixed and proportional pitches.

And while there’s no provision for addi-

tional font cartridges, it would be tough to

find font software incompatible with the

FX-1050.

Control-panel operation uses 7 buttons,

1 1 lights , and simple tones to control paper

handling, font, character pitch (characters

per inch), and condensed mode. If you use

the optional dual-bin sheet feeder, you can

also switch between bins by touching one

button on the control panel.

Wider carriages need wider ribbons,

and the FX-1050 uses a $15 harmonica-

style ribbon rated at 3 million characters.

No film ribbon is available, and there’s no

color option for the FX-1050. You don’t

get a plastic glove with the ribbon, but you

shouldn’t need one; ribbon installation is a

breeze.

The standard printer buffer is 8K, with

no upgrades available unless you shell out

$175 for the 32K buffered parallel inter-

face. But if you need a print buffer, buy a

separate unit—they’re cheaper.

Need one printer for spreadsheets, data-

base reports, graphics, and word process-

ing? Like comfort and security in an indus-

try where those two are tough to come by?

Get an Epson FX-1050.

Epson LQ-510
by Bruce Brown
If 9-pin dot matrix print isn’t good enough

but you don’t need laser quality, 24-pin dot

matrix printers are a step up that won’t de-

stroy your budget but will deliver excellent

print quality. Epson offers three levels of

24-pin printers, from entry-level units to

Epson’s SmartPark

single-button paper-

loading and -parking

system is without doubt

the standard for

others. SmartPark works

quickly, easily, and

smoothly.

•
fast, heavy-duty office machines. The
$529 LQ-510 is Epson’s current low-end

24-pin product, an upgrade from last

year’s LQ-500.

What’s new? This year’s version boasts

resolution at 360 by 360 dots per inch in

graphics mode, a selectable I- or 8K buff-

er, a built-in push tractor with automatic

single-sheet feeding, ^>son’s admirable

SmartPark paper-handling system, enve-

lope-printing capability, a lower noise lev-

el (76 decibels on our test), push-button

condensed print tixxle, and a new legal

character set. In addition, 200,000-chatac-

ter film ribbons and a $99 multifont car-

tridge font module are newly available.
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IMPROVED!
The new OmniMouse II from Mouse

Systems Corporation sets the pace in

input device performance and value

A Mouse For All Systems

• Superior resolution — Patented

Ultra-Res software, allows you to

selea optimum resolution and perfor-

mance at the touch of a fingertip.

• Ergonomic comfort — Attractive

case design not only looks great, but

also feels great.

• Software Compatibility — Guaran-

teed compatible with all “mouseable”

software applications.

• Easy to install and use.

• PC Paint Plus, the powerful, easy to

use paint and illustration program.

Free Clip Art for PC Paint Plus

Whether you need a mouse for desk-

top publishing, spreadsheets, CAD

graphics, or any other “mouseable’

software package, the easy choice ii

OmniMouse II, a mouse for all systems

See Your Dealer Today!

MOUSE
SYSTEMS

47505 Scabridge Drive, Fremont, CA 9453I

(415) 656-1117
Mnuse Sysmu loffo u a npslend trademark Other brand an
pmjdttfi names are usedfor identificatoin purposes ont)‘ and mt
he trademarks or refpstmd trademarks of thm respertne holder
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DOT’S GOOD ENOUGH FOR ME!
DOT MATRIX TECHNOLOGY EXPLAINED
by Alfred Poor

Who wants yesterday’s technology, even

if it is dressed up in fancy cases with

tricky trimmings? Surprisingly enough,

it would appear that the majority of desk-

top PC users are satisfied with what

amounts to the same old stuff.

The point is this: aside from some

new tricks in areas like paper handling

and front-panel controls, dot matrix tech-

nology is essentially unchanged since

PC Magazine'm first printer project six

years ago. The method ofmaking a mark

on the paper remains the same, although

the quality of the result has improved.

The **dot matrix engine” diagram

shows the basic components for pulling

a dot on the page. The transmission

method begins with a thin wire, called a

pin. that is mounted in a tube. How thin

is thin? Dependingon the numberofpins

in the printhead, the diameters typically

range between 0.2 and 0.3mm—as small

as or smaller than the point of a 00

drafting pen.

When a pulse of current is .sent

through the electromagnet coils, the pin

shooLs forward, striking the paper through

the inked ribbon and transferring the ink

to the paper. A spring quickly retracts

the pin so that it is ready to fire again.

Some printers drive the pin directly (as

in this example), while others use levers

to transfer the motion generated by the

magnets to the pins.

Most printheads have either 9 or

24 pins, though there are other configu-

rations available. The 9-pin heads usu-

ally arrange all nine pins in a single

vertical column, while 24-pin heads

usually have three offset columns of

eight pins each.

In order to fit all these pins in close

proximity, the magnets are often arranged

in a radial pattern (shown in the "9-pin

dot matrix” diagram) that resembles an

early biplane motor.

The changes in dot matrix printing

have been evolutionar>', not revolution-

ary. as designers have figured out how to

gel better quality from the original con-

cepts. The most obvious improvements

have come in the type quality of these

printers—even some 9-pin printers now
offer good near-letter-qualiiy output.

The improvement has been made
possible through more-accurate tracking of

the printhead. The position can be con-

trolled more precisely at higher speeds than

before, so the individual printed dots can be

overlapped more carefully to create fuller

characters. The two leading techniques for

achieving this control are plastic worm gears

and bell drives that move the printhead back

and forth across the page.

There are two other dot matrix tech-

nologies in existence: line printers and ink

jets. A line printer uses a row of pins that

spans the full width of the paper. Dots are

overlapped by shuttling the whole head

back and forth while printing. The print

quality lends to be poorer, but the design

can make for fast output.

Ink jets spray droplets of ink rather

than using a ribbon, but in general the tech-

nique and results are simitar to impact dot

matrix printers. The big advantages of ink

jets are quiet operation and good coverage

of dark areas in graphics. Some ink jets re-

main the best choices for low-cost color

output, while others are now good enough

to be considered a cheap alternative to a

laser printer.

Even if dot matrix technology ha.sn*l

made stunning leaps, some changes have

come about that make its use a lot more

pleasant. Dot matrix printers offer much
better paper handling than ever before:

you can now get multiple paper paths, in-

telligent forms parking, and even bins for

cut .sheets and envelopes, all on the same

printer. And front panels are more intelli-

gent. You can select fonts, speeds, and

other configurations by pressing buttons.

Some printers use LCD message win-

dows to tell you what settings have been

chosen, while others play a little tune

when your settings arc complete.

So while there is little new under

the dot matrix sun, the breed continues to

thrive. Based on a look at the lop ma-

chines in this year’s printer roundup, it

seems safe to assume that impact dot

matrix will continue to coexist alongside

our PCs for quite some time to come.

DOT MATRIX PRINTER ENGINE

9-pin dot matrix

The 9-pin dot matrix heads usually arrange

all 9 pins in a single vertical column, while

24-pin heads usually have 3 offset columns
of 8 pins each. In order to fit all of these
pins in close proximity, the magnets are

often arrang^ in a radial pattern resem-
bling an early biplane motor.

To put a dot on a page, a dot matrix

printer sends a pulse of current through

the electromagnetic coils, making the

pin shoot forward, striking the paper
through the inked ribbon, and transfer-

ring the ink to the paper. A spring

quickly retracts the pin so that it is

ready to fire again.

Dot matrix engine

Sleeve
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The LQ-5I() comes standard with a

nonbuffered parallel interface; serial, buff-

ered serial, IEEE, and 32K buffered paral-

lel interfaces are options. The LQ-5 10 uses

Epson's harmonica-style $9 ribbon, which

has a rated life of 2 million characters. Pa-

per up to 10.1 inches wide feeds from the

rear only. In testing, multipart forms and

card stock worked just as easily as single-

sheet continuous paper.

Epson’s SmarlPark single-button pa-

per-loading and -parking system is without

doubt the standard for othep>. .SmarlPark

works quickly, easily, and smoothly. Just

one tap of a button manipulates the paper

in any number of convenient ways.

The LO-S 1 0 is Epson LQ- 1 .SIX) eharae-

ter-mode compatible, as well as graphics

compatible with the Epson MX and EX se-

ries and the IBM 5150 Graphics Printer.

Built-in character fonts include Epson

draft, Epson roman, and Epson sans serif

fonts. Roman and sans serif are NLQ fonts

available in 10. 12. and 15 characters per

inch and with proportional spacing. Pro-

portional type isn’t an option in draft

mixle.

If you want more than the standard

fonts, there are optional cartridges: five

single-font NLQs for $59 each or a $99

Multi-Font Module that includes Epson

versions of Courier. Prestige, Script,

(X2R-B. OCR-A. Orator, and Orator-S

fonts. The Multi-Font Mtxiule is a new
item for Epson LQ-series printers and a

much more economical alternative to

single-font units.

The LO-5 lO’s print quality is excellent.

The company’s high-end LQ printers are

faster and have more resident fonts, but

there’s no perceptible difference in quali-

ty. In Epson Roman NLQ mixle. the LQ-
510 achieved 41 characters per second,

while draft came in at 82 cps on our tests.

Most printer operations are selected

from the LQ-510’s control panel, which

PRINTERS
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EPSON LCF510

Epson Amenca Inc., 2780 Lomita BNd..

Torrance. CA 90505: (800) 922-691 1

.

Ust Price: $529
Dimensions (HWO): 4.25 x 17.375 x 13.5 in.

Weight; 13 lbs.

Emuletlorts: Epson LQ-1500. IBM Graphics

In Short: The LQ-510 ts Epson's entry-level 24-

pin narrow-carnage printer. N's not fa^ but the

LQ-510 gives you a seledion ot letter-quality

fonts arxj is very easy to use. Upgrades over the

LO-SOO include Epson's SmartPark system. 360-

by 360-dot-per-ir)ch graphics cap^iity, a built-m

push tractor, a lower noise level, envelope-

printing capability, a legal character set, and a
front-panel button for oondensed-mode type.

CIRCLE 614 ON READER SERVICE CARO

consists of 6 buttons and 16 small lights.

Fn>m the panel, you direct paper loading

and parking, form and line feed, font se-

lection, and condensed-mode print. A
blinking light on the control panel Indi-

cates microadjustment operation.

When the internal paper thickness lever

Is set to position 4 or higher (for multipart

forms), a mlcmadjustmenl feature lets you

control paper movement by ‘/mo inch,

which is a very helpful feature with pre-

printed forms requiring print on lines and

within boxes.

If you're Uxiking fora 24-pin dot matrix

NLQ printer, the LQ-510 is Epson's least

expensive entry. It's a competent printer

with intelligent paper handling, excellent

type, and a reasonable price that's often

discounted by one-third or more. A few

hundred dollars extra will buy you Epson’s

LQ-850 (not reviewed here), which is fast-

er and offers more resident fonts. The LQ-
510 is an entry-level system intended for

home or light-duty office work. If you in-

tend to subject it to heavier use, jump a

notch higher in the Epson line.

Look. .

.

and Feel

The White Mouse from Mouse

Systems is more than a fashion

statement: it’s an advancement in

technology. From its sleek lines that

fit comfortably under your hand, to

its smooth, flowing curves that invite

your fingers into a natural position,

this mouse is truly a work of art.

100% Microsoft

Compatible. .

.

and More!

• 350 CPI base resolution.

• 100% Microsoft and Mouse Systems

compatible

• Software Compatibility - Guaranteed

compatible with all “mouseable”

software applications.

• Easy to install and use

• Lifetime Warranty.

Stylish, sophisticated, smart. The

White Mouse, fiom Mouse Systems.

See \bur Dealer Ibday!

Also available at

MOUSE
SYSTEMS

47505 Seabrii^^ Drive, Fremont, CA 94558

(415) 656-1117
Mutr ViAmr tff) u a ftukmak ilOxr hnni and /rnnkat

noma lOr unUjar ukrtjialiiii fvfftnf tmh' and ma\ he tmdmaHb
at m^simd tndmmlu qf tfvr fw^aoir bnUn
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Epson LX-810
by Bruce Brown
The $299 Epson LX-810 is the abacus of

dot matrix printers—it’s cheap and it com-

pletes light jobs with neither frills nor fuss.

The LX-8 10 is a narrow-carriage, 9-pin

dot matrix printer. It doesn't have a color

option, proportional spacing, or plug-in

font cartridges. All that the LX-810 offers

is simple, smooth paper handling, clear

type, and reasonable speed—all at a com-

modity-level price. The LX-810 is also

one of the most widely available printers,

with a common street pice of under $200.

An upgrade from the LX-800, the LX-8 10

adds high-speed draft, condensed-mode

panel control, a 4K print buffer, and non-

volatile default-setting memory.

The LX-810 isn’t small enough to take

on the road with a laptop computer, but at

12.75 pounds, this light Epson is easy to

move around an office or house, and it

doesn’t take up much space. A straight

parallel interface is standard, with two
types of serial interfaces and a 32K buffer

parallel interface opional.

The only emulation is Epson LQ- 1 500,

using the KC/P command set. There are

two resident NLQ fonts, Roman and sans

serif, and regular and high-speed-draft

print modes. If you want mote fonts, look

elsewhere or use software to create them.

While the print quality won’t shame 24-pin

printers, the LX-8 10 holds its own against

other 9-pin models. In regular draft mode
at lOcpi, the LX-810scored 94 characters

per second on our tests; in the less-dense

if

1
FACT FILE

EDITOR'S CHOICE

Epson America Inc.. 2760 Lomita Btvd..

Torrance. CA 90505; (800) 922-891 1

.

Ust Price: $299
Dimensions (HWD): 5.5x 17.5x 13.75 in.

Weight: 1275 lbs

Emulations; Epson LQ
In Short: This terrific little printer adds to the LX-

800, including the SmartPark paper-harxiling

system, a high-speed draft rTX)de. conderrsed-

mode type via the front panel, a 4K pnnt buffer,

and non-voiatile default settings. The street price

fortheLX-OlO is usually under$200, making it an
incredible buy. If you need a spare printer, an
extra printer for home, or a printer for a student,

grab this one.
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high-speed draft mode, it clocked in at

1 13.5 cps. NLQ mode exacts a heavy

speed toil, with a test score of 27 cps.

High-speed draft mode is set via a DIP
switch located on the right side of the print-

er; switch settings are clearly referenced in

the manual. There are just four buttons and

four LED lights on the LX-810’s control

panel. Use these to choose NLQ font or

draft quality and to turn condensed mode
on or off—single or multiple tones signal

your changes.

Paper handling is one of the LX-810’s

best features, one that sets it apart from

other vendors’ low-end dot nratrix offer-

ings. The LX-810 uses the same smooth

SmartPark system found in Epson’s more-

expensive printers—a foolproof single-

button operation. Paper-handling options

include a $59 external pull tractor and a

$120 150-sheet single-page feeder.

According to the manual, you can use

paper as wide as 10. 1 inches and as heavy

as 24 pounds. The LX-810 is also rated for

multipart forms with three sheets. The
printer actually performs above spec; it

had no problem printing on and smoothly

handling both four-part forms and card

stock. Paper feeds from the rear only.

The LX-810 has a standard 4K buffer;

this is expandable only if you buy the op-

tional 32K buffered parallel interface,

which, at $175, just isn’t worth it for this

printer. The LX-8 10 is compatible with the

IBM high-order character set, printing all

high-bit ASCII characters except the delta.

The LX-810 uses common harmonica-

style ribbons, which Epson sells for $9 and

rates at a life of 3 million characters. Rib-

bon installation is simple and not at all

messy.

At its low price, the Epson LX-810 is

easily affordable as a spare printer for your

office. This is a low-end, narrow-carriage

dot matrix printer with no hassles and sim-

ple operation that’s very hard to beat.

FacitB2400
by Catherine D. Miller

The first thing you notice about the $699

Facit B2400 is its designer-gray col-

or—not thrilling but attractive nonethe-

less. This nanow-carriage 24-pin printer

further distinguishes itself with its excel-

lent print quality in both draft and NLQ
modes.

Setting up the printer is a straightfor-

ward process. Ribbon and rear-feed paper

installation is smooth, and the sehip proce-

dure is uncomplicated. A separate bimk of

buttons on the control panel regulates the

soft setup procedure. Initiated by pressing

the Yes button while the printer is off-line,

the setup lets you choc^ the emulation

mode (Epson IJQ-15(X) or the 24-pin IBM
Proprinter), serial or parallel interface,

character appearance, paper format, and

character set.

The best thing about the soft setup pro-

cedure is that you can go directly to the cat-

egory in which you want to make changes.

The menu choices are arranged across the

page, and by pressing the No button you

can jump the printhead from one category

to the next. lA^n the printhead is aligned

with the category you want to select, press

the Yes button and make the configuration

changes you wish. This method makes it

easy to change a single item in the setup

procedure.

As elegant as the setup procedure is,

you don’t have to use it to vary print quali-

ty. A dial on the control panel sets pitch

(characters per inch) in both draft andNLQ
modes. In draft mode, you can select a

pitch of 10, 12, 15, 17, or 20 characters per

Biia PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1989
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inch; in NLQ mcxie. the pitch value can be

set to 10 or 12 cpi or proportional. These

settings override pitch commands sent to

the printer by your computer. Leave the

dial in the middle position, and the printer

will obey the pitch commands sent to it by

the computer.

The Facit B2400 emulates both the Ep-

son LQ- 1500 and the IBM Proprinter (24-

pin). Rated at 200 characters per second

under Epson mode, the printer achieved a

throughput of 1 1 1 cps in draft mode but

slowed to an average .58 cps in NLQ mtxle.

Print quality in both modes was excellent.

The B2400 did a gorxi job with the graphic

image, printing it in the right proportions

and with the definition you'd expect from a

24-pin dot mauix printer. It had little trou-

ble reproducing the high-order ASCII
character set. missing only one character.

The B2400 was significantly lacking

in Proprinter mode. Not only was it

slow—50.7 cps in draft mode—it also had

trouble pitxiucing the aspect ratio of our

scanned photo test, squashing the image.

Representatives at Facit are aware of the

problem and say that they have corrected it

in the most recent versions of the printer.

Three typefaces are built into the Facit

B2400; Courier. Elite, and Micron. A slot

on the upper-left side of the printer accepts

one of 14 font cards, available for $95

each, or an installation card that prints the

configuration options in one of several lan-

guages. You can also download user-

defined characters.

The Facit B24(X) features some nice

paper-handling capabilities, most notably

Facit B2400

Fonts & Features

IBM Proprinter X24

lOcpI

1 i t 1

12 cpi

CompresMd

Proportional

Epson LO-1 500

1

1 ^

i I 1
10 cpi

12 cpi

FACrTB2400

V

Fad! Inc., 400CommerciaJ St.. P.O. Box 9540.

Manchester, NH 03108-9640; (603)647-2700.

Ust Price: $699
Dimensions (HWO): S.2 x 1 7.8 x 1 3 in.

Weight: 17.6 bs
Emulations: Epson LO-1500. IBM Propnnter

(24-pwi)

In Short: An attractive narrow-carnage 24-pin

pnnter that produces great-lookirrg type and
grapNcs. the Faot B2400 is further distinguished

by an elegant corrfiguration procedure

anCLE 616ON READER SERVICE CARD

its one-button paper parking. To park the

paper, simply push the Park button on the

control panel, and the continuous-feed pa-

per moves smoothly out of the way. A
flick of the load lever, located on the right

side of the printer next to the platen knob,

moves the fanfold paper back into place.

Loading paper is also a breeze. Optional

sheet feeders are available at $175 for sin-

gle-bin and $225 for a dual-bin.

By varying the platen-to-printhead gap,

you can set the printer to handle multipart

forms. It had no trouble with our multipart

art carbon form or cardboard stock tests.

At 80 decibels in draft mode, the Facit

B2400 is a little on the loud side but not

ear-shattering. While pushing a quiet but-

ton located on the control panel hushes

things down to 75 db. it also makes a dent

in the printer's speed.

The quadrilingual (English, French,

German, and Swedish) user manual ac-

companying the printer is terse, relying on

diagrams to explain procedures.

A good-looking and durable printer fea-

turing elegant configuration procedures

and terrific type, the Facit B24(30 is a good

choice for many offices doing lots of word

processing. With improved NLQ speed, it

would be even more attractive.
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NEW!
When a mouse doesn’t solve your

computer interface needs then Mouse
Systems’ PC Trackball is the answer.

The Mouse Systems PC Trackball
• Consumes less desk space
• Attractive, ergonomic design

• High resolution performance

(variable from 20 to 6400 CPI)

• Easy to install and use

• 100% Microsoft compatibility

guaranteed!
• Includes Mouse Systems

Productivity Software:

Designer Pop-Up Menus for adding

trackball interfaces to your favorite

programs like Lotus 1-2-3, dBase,

Quattro, Word Perfect, DOS and
many others, and also for custom

applications.

Every Mouse Systems PC Trackball is

bundled with The Presentation

Magician. This presentation graphics

and paint package will give your

business graphs and charts visual

punch with:

• ability to import

data from a

wide range of

spreadsheets and

databases.

• raster and vector

drawing tools

• a font editor

• scripting language for animation/

presentations

• can also be used to create original

graphics and DTP art

Mouse Systems’ PC Trackball. From
the first name in input device

technology...

See Your Dealer Today!

MOUSE
SYSTEMS

47509 Seabridge Drive, Fremont, CA 94558

(415) 656-1117
Mtmtr Systems hgo a a reguterr^ trademstrlt (Hber brand and
firodttcl names are usedfoe tdmtifkatum fmrpotes only end may
be trademarks or rrguti^ trademarks oftbw respecttve bolden
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FortisDM2210
FortisDM2215
by Bruce Brown
Fortis's pair of low-end 9-pin dot matrix

printers are a feature and performance bar-

gain with but one minor design problem.

Priced at $499 for the narrow-carriage For-

ds DM 2210 and $599 for the wide-car-

riage DM 2215, both printers are Epson

FX and IBM Proprinter compatible and in-

clude the usual complement of features.

The only drawback is a weak paper-feed

system that sometimes binds the first sheet

when you use continuous-form paper.

Other than case width and weight, the

DM 2210 and DM 2215 are identical, in-

cluding their shared problem with paper

feeding. The Fortis design allows you to

rip off a sheet of printed continuous-form

paper without wasting a sheet by advanc-

ing an extra page first. This idea is a good

one; unfortunately for the Fortis pair,

when you start subsequent printing jobs

with the fust sheet starting at the print-

head, jams are common enough to warrant

critical mention. Wasting paper is regretta-

ble, but the aggravation and wasted time

caused by paper jams have an equal or

greater cost.

I was able to print on multipart forms

with these printers, but they did a poor job

on the card stock, bucking a bit at the ad-

mittedly heavier-than-spec paper.

On a brighter note, the Fortis DM 2210

and DM 2215 have modem paper parking

foreasy continuous paper loading and tem-

porary unloading for cut-sheet paper print-

ing. All you have to do is place continu-

ous-form paper in the push-tractor

sprockets and pull a single lever on the top

front ofthe printer to feed the paper in easi-

ly, automatically positioning the paper at

the fust printing position.

The DM 2210 is the natTOw<airiage

version of this model, printing on paper up

Fortis’s 9-pin printers

have modern paper park-

ing for easy continuous

paper ioading.

to lOinches wide. The widerDM 2215 has

a maximum paper width of 16 inches. The

DM 22 1 0 uses Epson-like harmonica-style

HP DESKJET PLUS: A Lot like a Laser

by Alfred Poor

If it ItKiks like a duck, quacks like a

duck, and waddles like a duck, only

slower, do you think it might be a duck?

The $995 Hewlett-Packard DeskJet

Plus may not be a laser printer, but a lot

of people may decide that it’s close

enough. On the other hand, it’s like a

dot matrix in many ways. But really it's

in a class by itself.

And even if we could decide wheth-

er it is a laser or a dot matrix, the Desk-

Jet Plus—because it drresn’t offer any

of the standard PC printer emula-
tions—doesn’t fit our filter for review.

Of course, with widespread application

support, the DeskJet Plus doesn’t need

to emulate other printers—not even its

LaserJet siblings. But never fear—the

DeskJet Plus does respond to most of

the LaserJet commands and. in fact. I

was able to mn almost all of the PC
Labs printer benchmarks using the La-

serJet driver.

The list price of the DeskJet Plus

leans toward the high end of dot matrix

prices, (though its street price is closer

to $700), but it’s a bargain for a laser.

And as HP’s new 4-page-pcr-minute

LaserJet Series IIP takes off at a street

price of around $ 1 .000. one can hope

that HP will dnip the DeskJet Plus’s

price even lower. At press time, how-
ever. spokespersons from HP adamant-

ly staled that there were no plans to

make the DeskJet Plus any cheaper.

It may strike you as presumptuous

for an ink jet printer to be compared
with laser printers, but there are grxxi

reasons for the compari,son. The Desk-

Jet Plus prints with 300-dpi resolution

and uses only cut-sheet paper, just like

a laser. It is nearly silent as it prints and

produces smooth, solid black images,

just like a good laser.

Unfortunately, the DeskJet Plus

falls short of laser territory in speed;

where lasers typically crank out 6 to 10

pages per minute in our text speed lest,

the DeskJet Plus barely made 2 ppm in

iLs quality text mode and only about 0.5

ppm faster in draft, though these speeds

are faster than tho.se of the original

DeskJet. On the other hand, the Desk-

Jet Plus managed to blast ihrixigh the

graphics speed test using the DeskJet

Plus driver in about 26 seconds, a speed

no laser has matched.

There are other differences. The
DeskJet Plus comes with only 1 6K of

RAM, which is used as a buffer. The

printer can accept downloaded fonts,

but you must first add more memory in

the form of a removable RAM cart-

ridge—either 128K or 256K. Another

disappointment is that the download-

able fonts are similar to but not inter-

changeable with LaserJet soft fonts.

You can al.so get fonts in cartridges,

just like a LaserJet, but these, ux), are

different ftxrm the LaserJet version and

aren’t interchangeable. There are two

cartridge slots, so you’re limited in

temis of how much downloading nx:m-

ory and cartridge fonts you can have

on-line at one time.
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ribbons listing at $8.50, and the DM
22IS’s ribbons cost $12.50. Expected rib-

bon life is 800,000 characters before no-

ticeable type lightening.

Character print quality is acceptable

with these 240- by 72-dot-per-inch print-

ers, given the restrictions of 9-pin d^ign.

Two NLQ fonts. Courier and Gothic, are

resident. As of this writing, Fbrtis is pre-

paring an optional font cartridge that will

reportedly include six fonts and cost ap-

proximately $65.

The printers are relatively speedy, with

rates of 131 characters per second in draft

mode and a reasonable 39 cps in NLQ
mode on our tests. NLQ proportional

mode printing increases the speed slightly,

to 40 cps.

Both parallel Centronics-type and 6-pin

DIN serial interface connectois are stand-

ard. The printers use friction feed for sin-

gle sheets and an internal push tractor for

PBINTERS

MONOCHROME DOT MATRIX

continuous forms. An optional $219 sin-

gle-bin cut-sheet feeder holds 150 sheets.

And $ 1 59 buys an exUa bin that attaches to

the single-bin model, adding another 150

sheets to the capacity.

The standard buffer size is I6K, which

can be configured at either 6- or I6K, de-

pending on your preference. A 32K buffer

upgrade costs $65.

The printers' control panel is located on

a flat horizontal shelf on the bottom front

of the units. The panel consists of a combi-

nation of 6 buttons, 4 LEDs, and a 16-

character liquid-crystal display. The LCD
gives information about the current print

mode and character style and is used to se-

lect various printer settings when the print-

er is in Menu mode. You also have the op-

tion of saving two menu-setting configur-

ations—convenient if you like to use

You'll be happy that the DeskJet

Plus doesn't imitate lasers in weight.

While many lasers tip the scales at 50

pounds or more, the DeskJet weighs

under 15 pounds, so you won't have to

organize a moving party every time you

want to rearrange the top of your desk.

The DeskJet Plus is easy to set up

and operate. The toughe.st part of instal-

lation is frnding where to hook up the

cables—the power cord and a parallel

or serial cable. There is a large cavity

under the base of the printer that opens

onto the back, and the connectors are

hidden within this recess. The only

practical way to see what you're doing

is to turn the unit upside down. Other-

wise, setup is fairly easy. The ink car-

tridge requires sorrx: careful handling,

but the instructions ate clear and well il-

lustrated, and you never run the risk of

spilling ink on yourself (unlike some

earlier ink jet printer designs).

The printer's front pattel is mote like

a dot matrix's than a laser's, with but-

tons that make it ea.sy to select fonts. In

addition to the choices available on the

original DeskJet, you get a typical se-

lection of internal Courier fonts as a

standard feature, including bold and

italic, and mtHe sizes than on a Laser-

Jet. As for paper, loading it in the tray is

a snap. TiKre's even a way to load

standard business envelopes, but you

mast do this manually, one envelope at

a time.

The output quality is terrific. Graph-

ics images tend to be a linic on the dark

side, and you can lose a bit of definition

from the ink spreading in areas of heavy

print, but the overall results beg to be

The DeskJet PLus prints

with 300-dpi resolution

and uses only cut-sheet

paper, like a iaser.

•
compared to lasers and not to impact

dot matrix machines. Unfortunately,

the ink is not waterproof—a drop of

rain can smear the address on an enve-

lope or ruin a report cover.

If you dream of a laser printer but

jast can't find the funds to land one on

your desk, the DeskJet Plus may be

close enough to the teal thing. It doesn't

quite match die output quality of iTHist

lasers, but it beats the average dot ma-

trix nxxlel. Fix most text applications,

the DeskJet Plus will respond cotrectly

to LaserJet commands, so it can be ex-

pected to work with a wide range of ap-

plications. It's also expandable, so you

won't outgrow it too soon. The biggest

liabilities ate the slower text speed and

the water-vulnerable ink. If those are

not major problems, then the DeskJet

Plus represents an attractive value.

EDITOR S CHOICE

Hewlett-Packard DeskJet Plus

Hewlett-Packard Co., 3000 Hanover

St., Palo Alto, CA 94304, (800) 752-

0900.

Ust Price: $995
Dimensions (HWD): 8.12X 17.12X

15 in.

Weight: 14.3 lbs.

Emulations: DeskJet

In Short: With cut-sheet paper

handling, 300-dpi resolution, and

excellent print quality, the Hewlett-

Packard DeskJet Plus demands to be

compared with lasers and not with

Impact dot matrix printers. It Is not as fast

as a LaserJet, and the Ink can smear if it

gets wet, but this unit Is largely

compatible with the LaserJetcommand
set and can be easily expanded. At its

price, the DeskJet Plus makes an

excellent alternative for those who feel

that they cannot afford the extra money
to get a true laser.

CmCLSeHONRSADERSERVXlECARO
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FORT1SOM2210
FORTISDM2215

EDITOR S CHOICE

Fortis InformaUon Systems Inc.. 6070
Rtckenbacker Rd.. Commerce. CA 90040; (213)

727-1227

List Price: DM 2210. $499; DM 2215. $599.

Oimertsions (HWO): DM 221 0. 5.75 x 1 6 x 1 5.75

in.; DM 221 5. 5.75 X 23 X 1 5.75

Weight: DM 2210. 18 lbs.; DM 2215. 23 ibs.

EnHjIatJorts: Epson FX Series, IBM Proprinter

(9-pin)

In Short: The Fotlis DM 2210 is the riarrow-

camage version arxl the DM 221 5 is the wide-

carnage version of this 9-pin dot matnx. Both are

tarty speedy printers with reasonable character

arxJ graphics quality. The paper-feed systems

jam loo easily.

QRCLE 620ON READER SERVICE CARO

special settings for more than one type of

regular printing job.

With the single exception of their pro-

pensity to Jam continuous-form paper, the

Fortis 9-pin printers offer good values. At

only a $100 premium, the 136-column

Fortis DM 2215 gives you more flexibility

than the 80-column DM 2210. An Epson-

and IBM-compatible wide-carriage printer

with a true draft-quality speed of over 130

cps is a good deal at under $600 list. Ifyou

don't have the desk space or just don’t

want a wide printer, the $499 DM 22 10 is

also a fine choice.

Fortis DQ 4110
by Bruce Brown
Same price, different advantages. Fortis’s

DQ 4110 low-end 24-pin dot matrix print-

er costs the same as itsDM 22 10 9-pin nar-

row-carriage printer. The clear trade-off is

speed for print quality. This 24-pin printer

comes with five resident letter-quality

fonts but has a top speed ofonly about 100

characters per second in draft mode. But if

you buy the $499 DQ 41 10 for its hand-

some type, you may not mind the extra

wait.

Move Irom draft nnode to NLQ mode,

and the speed improves almost as much as

the print quality. The DQ 41 lO's NLQ
print speed is a respectable 49 cps, and

proportional NLQ is even better at 58.5

cps. In both cases, output is excellent.

The DQ 41 10 emulates both the Epson

LQ and the IBM Proprinter and passed the

compatibility tests for both printer fam-

ilies, missing only the delta sign. As for

fonts, the DQ 4110 includes a draft font as

well as having Courier, Gothic, Prestige,

OCRB-EXT, and Optimo fonts resident.

An optional font cartridge includes Script

and Orator fonts for $79. If you intend to

use the printer to produce notes for speech-

es or lectures. Orator is a teirific open font

for that puipose.

The standard interfaces include a Cen-

tronics parallel and a 6-pin DIN serial,

configuiable up to 9,600 bits per second.

The EX} 41 10 has an internal push-type

tractor feed as well as optional single-bin

and dual-bin cut-sheet feeders.

Like the Fortis 9-pin printers, the IX}

41 10 has a parking system both for loading

continuous-form paper and for getting it

out of the way while you print on cut

sheets. This printer sufTeted from the same

jamming problems when printing at the

very top of a continuous-form page, but

the incidence of the problem was minor

compared with the frequency with which it

Fortis 004110

Fonts & Features

1 i 1 1
lOcpI

12e|ri

ComprMMd

t^roponkifwl

IBM Proprinter 9^in

lOcpi

1 i I i

12cpl

CompiwnMl

PFoporllofWl

happened on the Fortis 9-pin printers. The
DQ 4 1 10 did a fine job of printing on mul-

tipart forms and handled the card stock ad-

equately on PC l-abs' real-world paper-

hwdling tests.

The EX} 41 10 shares the same control

panel as the EX} 4210, with its combina-

tion of a 16-character LCD status and

menu screen, six flush buttons, and four

indicator lights. You can save two combi-

nations of printer-function menu settings

for easy recall for specific jobs. The EX}

4 1 10 a standard 24K printer buffer that

can be expanded to a maximum of 56K
with a $60 32K option.

The Fortis EX} 41 10 is an interestingly

priced and posirioned dot matrix printer.

At the same price as theDM 2210 but with

better print quality by virtue of its 24-pin

configuration, the DQ 41 10 is most suited

for people who need a low-cost printer that

gives the best possible type and for whom
speed is not an issue. If you need both

good-quality 24-pin type and higher

speed, look at Iroitis’s EX} 4210 (reviewed

here), a close cousin of the EX} 41 10 that

shares many of the same features but is al-

most as fast as the DM 2210.
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BUSINESS

REPLY

MAIL

To grow even faster;

pid^up the phone.

1-800-288-9065

ome people, and companies,

are on too fast of a track to wait

for a card to get to us. For them,

there’s 1-800-288-9065. Call us

and we’ll mail the book to you
right away. Or, if there’s a

CompuAdd Superstore nearby,

call and a corporate sales repre-

sentative will get one to you. If

you understand that the best

way to the top is improving

your bottom line, you should

call our line right now.

12303

Tfechnology

Blvd.

Austin,

TX

78727-9988



This book can help
Fortune 1000 Companies become

Fortune 500 Companies,

t’s the book on CompuAdd for

decision makers and buyers of

personal computers, peripherals,

software and related equipment.

It tells you what CompuAdd is

about and, more important, all

the different ways we can save

you money and time. Which is

one way big companies get to be

even bigger companies.

Fill out a card, send it in,

and you’ll get the book on

CompuAdd.
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Fortis DQ 4210
by Bruce Brown
Fortis’s line of dot matrix printers presents

some complicated choices. At $699,

here's how the Fortis DQ 4210 compares

with other Fortis models: it costs $200

more than both the DQ 41 10. with similar

quality print but slower speed, and the DM
2210. with slightly faster speed but lesser-

quality print. However, the DQ 4210 of-

fers high-quality 24-pin type at impressive

speed. The choice is yours.

The narrow-carriage DQ 4210 is almost

identical to the DQ 4110 except that it has a

faster stepper motor and some slightly dif-

ferent intelligence on EPROM chips.

Standard emulations include Epson LQ-
1500 and IBM Proprinter, with five resi-

dent NLQ fonts; Courier, Gothic, Pres-

tige, Optimo, and OCRB-EXT. The same

$79 optional font cartridge includes Script

and Orator fonts.

The paper-handling alternatives in-

clude standard friction feed and internal

push tractor as well as optional cut-sheet

feeders—$219 for a 150-sheet single-bin

unit and an additional $159 for a second

bin add-on. Paper parking and feeding

work fine on this unit, with only occasion-

al jamming if you start at the very top of a

new page of continuous-form paper. The
DQ 4210 uses Epson-style harmonica-

type ribbons rated to last 800,000 charac-

ters and priced at $6.50.

The DQ 4210 registered a respectable

122 characters per second in draft mode,

60 cps in NLQ mode, and 69 cps in NLQ

FOR'nSDQ4210

FACT FILE

Fortis Information Systems Inc.. 6070
Rickenbacker Rd., Commerce. CA 90040: (213)

727-1227,

Ust Price: $699.

Dimensions (HWD): 5.25 x 18.0 x 15.0 in.

Weight: I8lbs.

Emulations: Epson FX series. Epson L01500.
IBM Propnnter (O-pin)

In Short: The Fortis DO 4210 is a midrange 24-

pin Epson LO-. FX-. and IBM Propnnter-

compatible narrow-carriage printer with decent

spe^ and five standard letter-quality fonts. The
EX) 421 0 IS a speedier aHemative to the DO 41 1

0

with the same quality pnnt.

CIRCLE 622ON READER SERVX^ CARO

proportional mode on the PC Labs speed

test. The print quality on all three counts is

the crisp type you would expect from any

24-pin printer.

The DQ 4210’s control panel has 6

flush buttons. 4 lights, and a 16-chatacter

LCD screen. The LCD screen lists the cur-

rent print mode, font, and pitch and is also

used to set printer-fuiKtion options such as

margins and page length. There are two

possible default menus that can be set for

specific printing tasks, such as draft print

on one paper size and NLQ print on anoth-

er paper size.

Depending on your operational prefer-

ence, you can use all or just 8K of the

standard 24K print buffer. A 32K buffer-

memory-expansion kit costs $60 and takes

the system to its maximum 56K size. A 6-

pin DIN serial interface connector is in-

cluded with the printer, along with the usu-

al Centronics parallel printer port.

The extra $200 that you pay when you

choose the Fortis DQ 4210 over the DM
2210 and DM 41 10 buys you both speed

and 24-pin quality in a trouble-free m^el.
You could certainly do worse.

Genicom 3410XLQ
by M. David Stone

The Genicom 3410XLQ is clearly meant

for heavy-duty printing. Everything about

the 9-pin printer, from its Bigfoot mea-

surements (19 by 25.25 inches) to its

claimed 4(X)-character-per-second speed,

emphasizes that fact. The result is a $2 , 1 75

printer that does some things extraordinari-

ly well. Unfortunately, it also suffers from

some design flaws.

Paper handling is one of the printer's

strongest points. The basic printer gives

you two choices for paper feed: bottom

and rear. To use the bottom slot, you feed

paper through the slot and into the three-

pin tractor-feed roller near the printhead.

In a clever piece of engineering, the

roller doubles as a friction-feed roller for

the rear slot. To use the rear feed, you

thread the paper through the rear slot, posi-

tion it on the built-in push tractor, and then

feed it to the roller. When using the rear

feed, however, you position the roller so

that the pins are out of the way. With either

arrangement, paper handling is swift and

sure. Press the Form Feed button on the

front panel, and the paper moves with a

convincing authority. Even belter, the

paths are so straightforward that paper

jams seem unlikely.

Missing from the basic printer is any

way to feed single sheets. However, Geni-

com does sell both single-bin and dual-bin

cut-sheet feeders. To use either one, you

fust have to install a fair number of pieces

inside the printer to help guide the paper.

These include roller assemblies, plastic pa-

per guides, and a “paper out" sensor.

Once you’ve installed the pieces, the print-

er can handle cut sheets as easily as eontin-

uous-fonn paper. But it seems silly not to

include this capability in the flrsi place,

even though it saves a few dollars on the

price of the printer.

On the PC Labs text speed test, the
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Need to accelerate
3V2" format available from us. Specify

when ordering.

(£} package includes both 5V4 '' and 3V2"
disks.

Q 3V2'' format available from manufacturer
by request. Call us for details.

CP—copy protected; NCP— not copy-protected.

The four-digit number next to each product
la theproduct 's IT£M NUMBER. Please refer

to this number when ordering. Thank you.

SOFTWARE

We only carry the latest versions of products.

Version numbers in our ads are current at press

time.

Aldus ... NCP
1332 PageMaker 3.0 call

Alpha Software ... NCP
4103 BAIphaWbrksl.0 109.

5104 BALPHA/four 1 .0 319.

Great American Software ... NCT
nOtu Write Phis AcountingSysum Z.0-tkwl

Includes the best*sellmg i^te^ Accounts

Receivable, and Accounts Payable programs

and offers easy set-up and operation . $179.

Application Techniques ... NCP
1214 BPizazz Plus 1.3 69.

Ashton-Tate ... NCP
4450 DdBASEIV 1.0 call

1309 GMultiMate Advantage I1 1.0 .... 299.

Autodesk ... NCP
4519 OAutosketch 2.0 89.

Bible Research ... NCP
1464 DThe Word 4.2 ^KJVorW/V) 159.

Bloc Publishing ... NCP
4796 DPersonal Lawyer 2.0 39.

4801 aPopDropO.I 32.

5414 DFastpak Mail 4.0 49.

1447 FormTool2.01 55.

4594 DForm Filler 2.0 89.

Borland International ... NCP
1498 BTurbo C 2.0 99.

4330 HlurboC Prof. Pack 1.0 169.

5335 BTurbo Pascal 5.5 99.

4332 BTurbo Pascal Prof. Pack 1.0 169.

4329 BTurbo AssemblerA Debugger 1.0 99.

Generic Software ... NCP
B Generic CADD Level i 1. f-Get professional

results with Generic Software's Level 3. This

easy-to-use yet sophisticated CAD package

includes all the tools you'll need to create

accurate and detailed drawings $169.

1521 BQuattrol.O 165.

1514 BParadox3.0 call

Bourbaki ... NCP
4524 Q1DIR^3.0 49.

Bridgeway Publishing ... NCP
4386 DFastTrax 3.9 35.

Brightbill-Roberts ... NCP
5408 DHyperpadl.O 89,

Broderbund ... CP
1434 GPrint Shop 2.41 39.

1433 BMemory Mate 3.01 fWCP; 45.

Central Point ... NCP
5039 aPC Tools Deluxe 5.5 friewv«rs/on^ 77.

5038 CopyllPC5.0 27.

Chronos Software ... NCP
4387 BWho«What«When1.09 119.

Computer Associates ... NCP
4934 (i]SuperCalc5 1.0 319.

Corel Systems ... NCP
5506 GCorel Draw 1.1 329.

Crosstalk Communications ... NCP
2911 GRemote^l.l 109.

2908 GCrosstalkXVI3,7 109.

5611 GCrosstalk for Windows 1.0 129.

2909 GCrosstalk MK.4 1,1 139.

DacEasy ... NCP
3208 GLightning 4.82 39.

1754 GDac Easy Light 1 .0 42.

1748 GDac Easy Accounting 4.0 115.

3209 Lucid3-D2.0 59.

Data Storm ... NCP
4798 BPROCOMM PLUS 1.1 52.

Oelrina Technology ... NCP
4325 BPerFORM2.0 169.

Digital Composition Systems ... NCP
5748 Bdb Publisher 1.0 429.

5th Generation ... NCP
2762 GMace Utilities 5.0 f£X)S i/t/Z/f/es^ . . 59.

4688 GMaceOoldl.0 89.

5504 ®Brooklyn Bridge 2.1 72.

3950 BFastback Plus 2.09 109.

FbrmWorx ... NCP
5808 FormWbrx2.5 59.

5810 GFormWbrx with Fill & File 2.5 ... . 85.

FOX Software ... NCP
2233 BFoxbase Plus 2.1 ('s/rig/e used . $199-

Foundation Ware ... NCP
5505 GCertusl.Ofvacariej 99.

Funk Software ... NCP
2228 GSideways3.21 42.

2229 BWorksheet Utilities 1.0 59.

4479 GAIIwaysl.O 85.

5157 BAIIways for Symphony 1.0 85.

General Information ... NCP
4118 BHot Line Two 2.1 49.

Generic Software ... NCP
2264 BBasic Home Design 3.0 35.

4344 BGenericCADDLevel21.1 89.

4584 BCADDStarterKitl.Of^. Leve/2; 109.

2265 BGenericCADDLevel3 1.1 169.

Great American Software ... NCP
4880 GOne Write Plus Accounting Sys. 2.0 .179.

4879 GOne Write Plus Payroll 2.05 89.

5159 GOne Write Rus Master Module 2.05. 89.

5825 GMoney Matters 1 .0 55.

Harvard Associates ... NCP
2324 BPC Logo 3.0 59.

Hayes ... NCP
2293 BSmartcom II 3.0 89.

2295 BSmartcom 111 1 .0 149.

Hllgraeve Software ... NCP
2323 GHyperACCESS/S 115.

Individual Software ... NCP
2415 BTyping Instructor Encore 2.13. .. . 19.

2408 GProfessor DOS 2.51 27.

Intuit ... NCP
2426 BQuickenS.0 39.

Javelin ... NCP
2526 BJavelin Plus 2.03 249.

Lord Publishing ... NCP
5191 BRonstadt's Financials 1.01 145.

Lotus ... NCP
5417 Q1-2-3 3.0 call

5653 1-2-3 2.2 call

5134 BMagellanl.O 149.

4131 ®Agenda 1.0 275.

2660 GFreelance Plus 3.0 345.

2667 Symphony2.0 459.

Corel Systems ... NCF
OCorelDraw 1.1-PCMa^ne called it “A

walloping good freehana drawing program

that is easy to learn and fun to use. Hi^y
recommended.” $329.

For IBM Personal Computers exclusively.



what you calculate?

Multisoft Corporation ... NCP
nPC4(.\tA fbur Pak 1.S-A pcMokwse of pro-

grams to tap die fufl capability of your PC A
DiskAxzla^ Mit Spodos, RAM Disks,

Screen Axderatorand Keyboaid Axelcracor

prcM(ietemarkabkpeifxmance increases. $79.

MECA ... NCP
4529 SCheckwrlte Pius 1.0 29.

2798 DManaging Your Money 6.0 119.

Microcom ... NCP
2775 DCarbonCopy Plus 5.1 ^2reQ.^ . . 115.

4651 DRelay Gold 3.0 149.

Micrologic ... NCP
2968 Tornado1.8 55.

Microlytics ... NCP
2734 \AtordRnder4.0 39.

2731 G0fer2.0^1r)ewvers/onj 45.

Microrim ... NCP
2835 [3R:BASEforDOSrv«re/on2.T;. . , 489.

5008 SRiBASE Compiler 1.0 629.

Microsoft ... NCP
2860 DLearning DOS 2.0 35.

2899 Windows286 2.1 69.

2904 Works2.0 99,

2900 ®Windows 386 2.1 129.

2890 SMultiplan 4.01 135.

2901 DVtord 5.0 209.

2903 Word 5.0 Network Add. Stations . . 135.

2856 ®Excel2.1 (req. d0286S0386) ... call

2857 Excel 2.1 Network Add. Stations. . 175.

2891 SProjecl4.0 329.

LANGUAGES
5188 DQuickPascal 1.0 69.

2894 DQuickBASIC 4.5 69.

2895 QuickC2.0 69,

5410 QuickC2.01 w/Assembler 139.

2880 BMacro Assembler 5.1 99.

2847 BBasic Compiler 6.0 199.

2859 BFortran Compiler 5.0 289.

2853 bC Compiler 5.1 299,

Monogram ... NCP
2778 SDollars and Sense 3.1 105.

Muitlsoft ... NCP
4924 DSuperPC-KwikS.O 49.

4925 DPC-Kwik Power Pak 1.3 79.

Nantucket Software ... NCP
2970 EClipper (Summer '87^ 429.

New Engiartd Software ... NCP
3004 0Graph-in-the*Box2.2 75.

4337 DGB-Statl.S 159.

Nolo Press ... NCP
2982 WillMaker3.0

, $35. 5148

5122 ForThe Record 1.0 . 35. 5799
North Edge Software ... NCP

2987 Timeslips III 3.4 . 169. 3314

Norton-Lambert ... NCP
4928 Close-Up Customer 3.0 . 135. 3546
4929 Close-Up Support 3.0 , 165. 3542
5420 SCIose-Up LAN (8 user) . 529.

On IVack Computer Sya. ... NCP 3495
5490 BDisk Manager 4.0 , 65, 3499

Owl International ... NCP 4342
3080 Guide 2.0 . 143. 3478

Paperback Software ... NCP 3496
3142 VP-Planner Plus 2.0 . 145. 3493
3138 VP-Expert 2.1 . 145. 3482

Personica ... NCP 4669
3126 SSeeMORE2.0 , 54. 4284
4328 SLook& Link 1,1 59.

4384 DUItravision 1.2 79.

Peter Norton ... NCP
3152 SNorton Commander 2.0 52.

3146 SAdvanced Utilities 4.5 89.

3153 SNofton Editor 1.3 45.

4150 BDanBricklin'sDemoProg, 22B . .109.

Quarterdeck ... NCP
3221 DExpanded Memory Mgr. 386 5.0 . 59.

3220 DESQView2.26 79.

4586 DDESOViewOSS 129.

Reference Software ... NCP
4396 SGrammatiklVI.0 52.

Revolution Software ... NCP
4480 SVGA Dimmer 2.01 (screen saved . 19.

3254 sCruise Control 3.02 39.

Rightsoft ... NCP
4155 SRightwriterS.I 54.

North Edge Software ... NCP
DTimesJiffS III 3.4-Track every minute^s efforts,

then print the invoice and log the receivable

all from the convenience of Timesbps HI.

Menu-driven and memory resident, this is

a must for your service business $ 169.

Samna ... NCP
Amil.OA $129.

Ami Professional 1.0 319.

Simon & Schuster ... NCP
Typing Tutor IV 1 .0 33.

Softlogic Solutions ... NCP
DiskOptimizer4.01 45.

Software Carousel 3.01 55.

Software Publishing ... NCP
SProfessional Plan 1 .02 59.

PFSiFirst Publisher 2.1 79.

SPFSiFirst Graphics 1.0 89.

aPFSiFirst Choice 3.02 105.

SProfessional Write 2.11 139.

SProfessional File 2.01 189.

SHarvard Graphics 2.12 299.

SHarvard Graphics Access. Pk 1 .0 299.

SHarvard Project Manager 3.0. . , 439.

Intuit ... NCP
^Quicken 3.i^Bring your personal or small

business finances under control with Quicken.

This easy-to-use program works just like your

papa check book. Automate che^ writing,

firrandal reporting, and more $39.

1 -800/243-8088
WMMt PC Connection 660M

6 Mill Street

Marlow, NH 03456
SALES 603/446-7721 FAX 603/446-7791

4441

4446
4444

3427
3412

3425
.3431

5540
4185

3724
3726
3725
3720

4190

3729
5179

4891

3727

3561

Spinnaker ... NCP
Resume Kit 1.29 25.

8-jn-12.0 39.

SSplashl.O 59.

Symantec ... NCP
SO &A Write 1.01 129.

BGrandview 1 .0 189.

Q&A3,0 219.

Timeline 3.0 369.

T/Maker ... NCP
BCIickArt Business Images 45.

BScrapbook+ 1.0 85.

TOPS ... NCP
BNetPrint 2.0 (share printers^ ... 119.

BTDPS2.1 115.

TOPS Repeater (oehvork extended 129.

Flashcard 2. 1 (Apple Talk network card;

1 year warranty) 159.

llevetlr»g Software ... NCP
Battery Watch 2.0 (S^/fe^on/y; 35.

BLapLink Mac 2.0 (Mac-PC transfer) 79.

SLapLinklll 85.

BViewLink 1.0 95.

SDeskLink 2.21 99.

Thje BASIC. Inc. ... NCP
STrue BASIC 2.1 52.

For IBM Personal Computers exclusively.
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Or to illustrate

Volkfwriter ... NO*
B \blkswnur4 with Correct Cmwflwf-Makes

professional word processing simple. The

first and only word processor with a fully

integrated grammar correaor $109.

Vftricomp ... NCR
3765 SSoft8ytes2.0 35.

Volkswriter ... NCR
5046 BVtolkswriter 4

1
'w/CoTOCf Grammar) 109.

WordRerfect Corp. ... NCR
3799 BWordPerlect Library 2.0 75,

3804 WordPerfect5.1 265.

3805 HWordPerfect Network 5.1 389.

3806 Additonal Network Stations 5.1 .... 89.

WordStar USA ... NCR
2825 DWordStar Prof. Release 5.5 ...

.

229.

5000 DUpgrade to Release 5.5 89.

Xerox ... NCR
4539 B Professional Extensions 1.0 .... 399.

3812 DVentura Publisher 2.0 call

XTREECo. ... NCR
4512 BXTREEProl.1 69.

XYQUEST ... NCR
4393 DKyWrite III Plus 3.55 229.

RECREATIONAL/EDUCATIONAL

Sierra On-Line ... CP
3405 BThexder $24.

4752 BGoidRush 25.

4455 BLeisure Suit Larry II 33.

4345 BKing’s Quest IV (5 72)( vers/on) ... 33.

5695 BManhunter: San Frartcisco 33.

4456 BPolice Quest II 33.

3404 aSpace Quest II 33.

5106 BSpace Quest ill 36.

Sp^rum Holobyte ... NCR
3467 ^Jelr\s (addicting mmd teaser) ...

.

24.

4283 BFalcon/AT(F- 76 s/mutef/bn) 32.

5187 BVETTE! 32.

Stone AAesoc. ... NCR
3436 BMemory Master Images 2*6) 22.

3435 BMyLetters.Numbers.Wbrds ('2*6) 22.

5231 aphonies Plus 22.

3439 2ndMathfages7-76) 27,

Sublogic ... NCR
4653 DUp Periscope 25.

3335 OJdt (requires CGA or EGA) 33.

Ihje BASIC, Inc. ... NCR
3559 BAIgebra 3 with Workbook 39.

3590 BPre-Calculus with Workbook .... 39.

Electronic Arts ... CP
Diakers vs. Crks-Play 5-on-5. You control

NBA players with all-stars and teams . $35.

OMoMen FooihaU-'With over 160 different

plays, includes 11 man teams, injuries, time

outs, and weather $35.

HARDWARE

Manufacturer’s standard limited

warranty period for Items shown la

listed after each company name.
Some products In their line may
have different warranty periods.

AST Research ... 2 years

1223 I/O Mini 2 C/S/P 89.

1302 SixPakRus 64k C/S/P 129.

4107 RAMpage Plus 286 512k 419.

4105 RAMpage Plus MicroChannel 512k 469.

Brother International ... 1 year
5787 HL-8e Laser Printer 1899.

5788 HL-8PS PostScript Laser Printer ... call

5786 Toner/Drum Kit 99.

Central Point ... 1 year

5042 Copy II PC Deluxe Option Board. . 115.

Compucable ... 2 years
1604 2-Position switch box $25.

1605 3-Position switch box 35.

Cuesta ... 1 year

1608 Datasaver 400 V^tt (power backup) 429.

Curtis ... lifetime

1681 Curtis Clip CC-1 6.

1686 Disk Holder DB-1 8.

1718 3V2" Disk Holder DB-2 8.

1704 Printer Stand PS- 1 18.

1713 Filtered SafeStrip SPF-3 24.

1694 Emerald SP-2 36.

1707 RubySPF-2(6ou7/ets;

EMI/RFI filtered: 6 ft cord) 55.

1708 Ruby-Plus SPF-2 Plus

(w/FAX & modem proteebon) 65.

DacEasy ... 1 year

ACCELERATORS
3211 Breakthru 286-8 (8 MHz) 225.

3210 Breakthru 286-12 (72 MHz) 349.

Epson ... 1 year

We are an authorized Epson Service

Center

1906 fX-S50 (80 col.. 264 cps, 9 pin) ... call

1904 FX-1050(736co/.. 264cps. 9p/n). . call

5183 LQ-510(80co/.. 780cps, 24 p/ri). . 349.

1930 LQ-850(80co/.. 264 cps, 24 pin) .

.

call

4117 LQ-950(770co/., 220cps. 24 p/ri). . call

1917 LQ-1050 (73600/.. 264 cps, 24 p/ri) call

4116 LQ-2550(736co/.. 333cps.24p/ri) call

5184 LX’B^0(80co^.. 180cps.9pin) . . . 199.

1052 Printer-to-IBMcable(6feef) 15.

We carry a full line ofEpson accessories

and ribbons. Call us with your needs.

5th Generation ... 1 year
3952 Logical Connection 512k 529.

4921 Logical Connection 1 Meg 659.

Hayes ... 2 years
2304 Smartmodem 1200 289.

2305 Smartmodem 1200B (w/Smartcom II) 289.

2306 Smartmodem 1200B (riarcTware only) 259.

2307 Smartmodem 2400 429.

2308 Smartmodem 2400B (w/Smartcom II) 429.

2309 Smartnxxjem 2400B (riantfwore on^) 399.

Broderburtd ... CP
1413 DWhefe/Worid Carmen Sandiego? . . 25.

1414 Where/USACarmen Sandiego?. . . 25.

1417 aWhere/Europe Carmen Sandiego? 29.

5701 DWiefe/rime Carmen Sandiego? .. 32.

4948 BJetFighter (by Velocity) 35.

Electronic Arts ... CP
5798 SFerrari Formula I 29.

5806 OF-ie 35.

5805 BStarfleet II 45.

5803 BBattle of Britain 45.

5804 DDeluxe Paint II (Enhanced) 89.

Microprose ... CP
4454 F-19 Stealth Rghter 39.

2725 0^15 Strike Eagle 22.

Microsoft ... NCR
2858 DFlight Simulator 4.0 A// A/ew 39.

Mindscape ... CP
4897 DGauntlet 29.

4690 BBalance of Power 1990 33.

Parlor Software ... CP
3159 DBridge Parlor 2.3 49.

For IBM Personal Computers exclusively.



what you demonstrate?
Hercules ... 2 years

2318 Graphics Card Plus $189.

5120 VGA Card 189.

Intel ... 5 years

4696 2400B Internal Modem 159.

2352 2400B Internal Modem 2 (lor PS/2) 249.

5119 2400 Baud External Modem 179.

2346 Inboard 386/PC w/1 Meg 599.

4646 inboard 386/PC Piggyback 4 Meg 1249.

2339 Inboard 386/AT (req. inst. kit) ...

.

859.

2336 inboard 386/AT Installation Kit. .. . 139.

4266 Above Board Plus 512k 419.

4267 Above Board Plus I/O 512k 449.

5336 Above Board Plus 8 2 Meg 699.

5342 Above Board Plus 8 I/O 2 Meg . . . 739.

4272 Above Board 2 Rus 512k 469.

4339 Above Board Plus Piggyback

v^/2 Meg (upgrades to 6 Meg) call

4275 Connection Coprocessor 769.

4857 Visual Edge (improve the output of

yourHP LaserJet H) 449.

MATH COPROCESSORS
2374 8087-2 fibre MHz 8088 CPU's;. . . 129.

2368 60287 (for 6 MHz 80286 CPU'S). .

.

135.

2370 80267-8 (for 8 MHz 80286 CPU'S) . 199.

2369 80287-^0 (for PS/2 Models 50 & 60) 229.

4750 SOSS/SX (for 60386SX CPU's). . .

.

309.

2371 80387 (for 16MHz 80386 CPU's) .

.

349.

2372 80387-2Q(for20MHz80386CPU's)399.
4121 80387-25 (for 25 MHz 80386 CPU's)A99.

Software Publishing ... NG*
®Harvard Qofrhics Z. f2-Be “free and casy^'

with the industi/s bcst-sclling presentation

graphics package. Now with a coupon for

free drawing accessory {normally $ 149 List).

Graphically the best choice S299.

u .. . - -

Kensington Microware ... 1 year

2581 Masterpiece 94.

2582 Masterpiece Plus 109.

4972 PowerTree 10 19.

4973 PowerTree 20 27.

4974 PowerTree 50 54.

5697 Expert Mouse (Trackball for PS/2) . 115.

Keytronic ... 3 years

2537 101 Keyboard 99.

4518 101 Plus Keyboard 99.

Kraft ... 5 years

5800 3 button Thunder Joystick 29.

5813 ThunderStick w/r>ew game adapter 55.

4292 3 button Joystick w/game adapter . 45.

Intel ... 5 years

Inboard SSt/PC-hoost your PC performance.

A 16Mhz 80386 processor and 1Mb RAM
allows you to handle today^s most advanced

applications, including Lotus 1-2-3 Release 3.

30 day money back guarantee $599.

5801 New Game Adapter f2 game ports;. 27.

5802 Trackball 69.

Logitech ... limited lifetime

5464 Series 2 Mouse fC9 for PS/2 's; .... 65.

4388 ClearCase Mouse fser/a/on/y; 65.

5151 HiREZ Mouse fC9; 85.

5152 Mouse w/Paint Show fC9; 99.

4297 ScanMan Plus fhand scanner; ... 185.

Magnavox ... 2 years

4758 13" CGA Monitor f8CM5f5; 269.

4760 13" Hi-Res Monitor f9CM053; . . . 369.

4761 13"VGAMonrtorf9CM062; 389.

4762 13"VGAMonrtorf9CM082; 449.

Micron Technology ... 2 years

5618 Beyond 640 EMS Board 1 MB
(exp.toSMBw/dau^nercard) 369.

5821 Beyond EX Extended Memory Board 2 MB
fexp. fo4 MB w/daughtercard) 599.

Microsoft ... lifetime

2870 Mach 20 ff year warranty; 349.

2897 Mouse with Paintbrush 109.

2896 Mouse with EasyCAD 125.

2898 Mouse with Windows 286 2.1 ...

.

139.

Mouse Systems ... lifetime

2812 OmniMouse (serial on/y; 1 year wrty) 39.

4306 PC Mouse II w/PC Paint + 89.

NEC ... 2 years

4799 Multisync 2A fVGA Mon/tor; 499.

5085 Multisync 3-D Monitor 689.

Orchid Technologies ... 4 years

3069 Tiny Turbo 286 (accelerator board) 219.

4765 Designer 800 VGA f360 X 480; ... 159.

4690 ProDesigner VGA fSOOx 600;. ... 249.

PC Power & Cooling Sys. ... 1 yr

REPLACEMENTPOWER SUPPLIES
3202 Turbo Cool 150 f25® - 40® cooler) 129.

1 -800/243-8088
MMC Connection 660M

6 Mill street

Marlow. NH 03456
SALES 603/446-7721 FAX 603/446-7791

3205 Turbo Cod 250 f25®- 30® coo/er; $169.

3200 Silencer 150 f84%no/serec/ucf/on; 115.

4514 Turbo Cool 375 299.

Practical Peripherals ... 5 years

3101 1200 Baud Internal Modem 69.

3100 1200 Baud External Modem (mini) . 77.

3097 Microbuffer Inline fpar print

buffer/32k) 135.

3103 2400 Baud Intemd Modem 139.

3102 2400 Baud External Modem 179.

5285 2400 Baud Ext MNP Modem /Lev 5; 209.

4542 2400 Baud Intern^ Modem for PS/2. . 229.

Princeton Graphics ... 1 year

3166 Ultrasyncf800 x 600max. res.;. . . 549.

Quadram ... 1 year

5143 JT-FAX9600 549.

Safe Power Systems ... 2 years
4561 Safe 250Wfstenc/£iy power bkup; 249.

4562 Sate 425W (standby power bkup) 369.

4563 Sate 500W (standby power bkup) 495.

SOTA Technology ... 2 years
5107 Floppy Drive Contrdler (S/P) 99.

5109 SOTAS/GNte (with 256k) 219.

5111 SOTA286i-12f72MHzacceterator; 299.

5402 SOTA386\-t6 (16 MHz accelerator) 419.

Targus ... lifetime

4899 Nylon Laptop carrying case 55.

4901 Leather Laptop carrying case . . . . 139.

TheComplete PC ... 2 years
4889 TheComplete Hand Scanner 400 . . 159.

5598 TheComplete Half Pg. Scanner 400 189.

4887 TheComplete FAX 9600 429.

5140 TheComplete Page Scarvier 549.

(OCR SOFTWARE
5789 TheComplete OCR/HS 1,0 199.

5807 TheComplete OCR/Page 1 .0 319.

Toshiba ... 1 year
3684 T1000 Laptop (80C88. 6.4 lbs.). .

.

669.

4856 T3100E Laptop f72 MHz, 20 Meg; 2749.

4958 T1600 Laptop f72 MHz, 20 Meg; . 3249.

Video 7 ... 5 years

3778 VEGA VGA 259.

4193 FastWrite VGA f/nc/udes 256/(;. , . . 319.

4194 VRAM VGA f/nc/udes 256/(; 469.

Microsoft ... NCP
UFh^ SmilaiordO-thw version! Create and

fly your own oqxiimenial aircraft or choose

from a variecy induding the Sopwith Carnd

and Schwiezer 2-32 Sailplane. Moving scenety

and random weather add K> realism $39.

For IBM Personal Computers exclusively.

•DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE REPLACED IMMEDIATELY DEFECTIVE HARDWARE REPLACED OR REFVURED AT OUR OCSCREDON



CaU 800/243-8088.
DRIVES

IOMEGA ... 1 year

2485 Bernoulli It Sin^ 20 Meg Internal $767.

5116 Bernoulli II Single 44 Meg Internal 995.

2486 Bernoulli II Dual 20 Meg External 1659.

5117 Bernoulli II Dual 44 Meg External 1969.

4276 20 Meg Cartridge Tripak (5 . . 169,

5113 44 MegCartridgeTripakj'SV-i''^ . . 249.

CONTROLLERS (required)

2499 PC2Card 169.

2500 PC2B Card (bootable card for

PC/XT/AT) 229.

2502 PC4 Card ffor PS/2 Mode/

50/160/7CW80; 299.

Mountain Computer ... 1 year

2917 40 Meg Internal Tape Drive 379.

2915 40 Meg External Tape Drive 479.

2916 40 Meg External Tape Drive

with Power Supply 569.

5378 60 Meg Extern^ Tape Drive

with Power Supply 1169.

5616 150 Meg External Tape Drive

with Power Supply 1495.

5499 80 Meg Internal Tape Drive 519.

5503 80 Meg External Tape Drive 629.

5190 40 Meg Data Cartridges

(pre-formatted) 35.

Pacific Rim ... 1 year

5010 1.2 Meg External ri^orPS/2's; 215.

5011 360k External 5V4 '' Drive 179.

Plus Development ... 2 years
3105 Hardcard 20 Meg (49 ms; 549.

3106 Hardcard 40 Meg ^28 ms; 699,

Seagate ... 1 year

FREE PCTV* Hard Drive hstallation

Tape with purchase of 20. 30 or40 Meg
Seagate drive for the IBM PC (not for

AT). Beta or VHS.

2285 20 Meg Internal Hard Drive ST225
(w/controller and cables. 65 ms) .

.

289.

2286 30 Meg Interr^l Hard Drive ST238
(w/controller and cables. 65 ms) .

.

299,

4554 40 Meg Int. HD ST25M (28 ms) . . 359.

2287 40 Meg Int. HD for PC 251-1

(w/controllerand cables. 28 ms)

.

$435.

4624 80Meg1rTt.HDST4096(28ms) .. 619.

TEAC ... 1 year
4950 PC. XT 360k Drive fS’/*"; 79.

4951 720kDhve (specify XT or AT. 3'/2”) . 79.

4670 1.44 Meg Drive for XT 99.

4326 1 .44 Meg Drive for AT (indudes Bastech

software utilities. 3^^" copy prot.) . 119.

Toshiba ... 1 year

3650 AT 360k Drive f5»/4'; 85.

3649 AT 1.2 Meg Drive (5 Vi"; 99.

4755 AT 1 .44 Meg Drive ('3’/?",

indudes Bastech software utilities) 119.

MISCELLANEOUS

CompuServe
1676 CompuServe Information Service . . 24.

Cables ... lifetime

1019 Smar1modem-to-AT cable (JO /eer; . 16.

1050 Parallel Printer cable (75 fee/; 19.

Logitech ... limited lifetime

/%c-Fe^uics new case des^ fix eas»

handling! Offers O.CJl compatibility fior

broader range of scanning capabilities. Indudes

enhanced f^tShcw Plus graphic editor and

wDrks with most popularappiotk^ $185.

"TflE

Reference Software ... NCP
UGammsifN t.O-Checks Cor gramma^ style,

usage, punctuation and spellingOTors in one

pass! Now works within \(f)imkifact 5.0,

Mkiosoft Wxd 5.0, Professional Write 2.1,

WjidStar 5.5, XY Write ID& mote $52.

DISKS

All disks have a lifetime warranty.

SV." DS/DD Disks (360k)

3291 Son^ (10 disks per box) 12.

2789 Maxell MD2-D no disks per txw;. . . 13.

4192 Verbatim Datalifef10 disks per doxj. 13.

SV." DS/HIgh Density Disks
(1.2 Meg)

3770 Verbatim Datalife CIO disks per (xw;. 19.

3292 Sor^ (10 disks per box) 19.

2790 Maxell MD2.HD CIO disks per box; . 19.

3'h" DS/DD Diskettes (720k)

3297 Sony /lO disks per box; 15.

3772 Verbatim /10 disks per box; 15.

2792 Maxell (10 disks per box) 16.

3’/.- DS/Hlgh-DensIty Diskettes

(1.44 Meg)
3298 Sony /10 disks per box; 32.

3773 Verbatim /10 disks per box; 32.

2793 Maxell CIO disks per box; 32.

TOan-

Kraft ... 5 years

Trackhall^-hT IBM and compatibles, features

indude software selectable dpi ranges horn

10 to 1150, ergonomic design and easy

installation. An optional foot pedal is availa-

ble for one-handed control $69.

MEMORY
3248 256k DRAMs (720 nanosecond; . .

.

4366 1 Meg X 9 SIMMs (100 nanosecond)

5510 1 Meg x 9 SIMMs (80 nanosecond)

5746 1 Meg Chips (80 nanosecond)

OUR POLICY
• We accept VISA and MASTERCARD only.

• No surcharge added for credit card orders.

• Maur card is not charged until we ship.

• If we must ship a partial order, we never charge

freight on the shipmentfs) that complete the order (in

the U.S.).

• No sales tax.

• Al U.S. shipments insured; no additional charge.

• APO/FPO orders shipped 1 st Class Mail.

• International orders U.S. $250 minimum.
• Upon receipt arxJ approval, personal and comparry

checks now dear the same day for immediate ^ipment
of your order.

• COOmax. $1000. Cash, cashier's check, or money
order.

• 120 day limited warranty on al products.*

• 16 order, cal us Monday throu^ Friday 9:00 to 9:00,

or Saturday 9.00 to 5:30. Mxj can cal our business

offices at 603/446-3363 Monday through Friday 9:00

to 5:30.

SHIPPING
Note: Accounts on net terms pay actual shipping.

Continental US:
• For monitors, printers, Berrxxji Boies, computers,

hard drives, and power backups, pay actual charges.

Cal for UPS 2ncFOay& Next-Day-Aic

• For another items, add $3 per order to cower UPS
Shipping. For such items, we automaticaly use UPS
2nd-Day-Air no extra charge if you are more than 2
days from us by UPS ground.

Hawaii:

• For monitors, printers, BerrKxji Boxes, computers,

hard drives, power backups, actual UPS Blue

charge wi be added. FOr other toms, add S3 per

order

Alaaka and outakfa Continantal US:
• Cal 603/446-3383 for information.

For IBM Personal Computers exclusively.
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PC Construction.
Using the old beam.
(Or, how we learned to log on.)

I

I lakes a lol of lumber lo run a compuler mail order

business here in Ihe high rise hamlel of Marlow. NH
(pop. 560). In fad, we recenlly slarted conslrudion

of a new sales and dislribulion center. Inspired by our

well-buill mascols, we've cleared ten acres, pul in a new
road, dug a pond, and are gelling as much done as

possible before winter, (Al which lime any lools you

drop oulside are losl unlil spring).

Fast stud service!

Admittedly, we've kept the local carpenters pretty busy

since 1982, when we had them put some shelves in a

closet to create our first warehouse.

They've already restored Ihe stately

Christmas Tree Inn (c. 1833) to serve

as our headquarters and conference

center, rebuilt the dam out front,

and even created a state-of-the-art

TV production studio.

And what, you may ask, do all

those sticks, stones, bricks, bracks,

tongues and grooves rest upon?

An awful lot of concrete to tell the truth. But it sure helps

to have a solid base of customers. So next time you're

remodeling your micro, call us for the peripheris and
programs. We ll make sure you don't get hammered on
price. And we'll provide the toll-free technical support

you need to make sure that everything's screwed on
right and no wires are crossed. Plus, to keep you on the

straight and narrow, we have a gift to help you follow all

the rules. Read on!

Take our measure. For free!

Business, like football, is often a game of inches. And
the best way to make short work of your long shots is

with your very own PC Connection Folding Ruler.

Because it's Ihe perfect tool for

determining the long and the

short of just about anything. You'll

receive one free with any order of

$500 or more between now and
December 31.

Just call 1-800/243-8088 or

1 -603/446-772 1 . M-F 9:00 to 9:00;

Saturday to 5:30. If you're planning

to visit, plea.se call ahead.

You'll nev«r get (be short end of the stkk with Ihe

PC Connectkm Folding Ruler. Offer not available to

accounts on net lenus. One per customer.

For IBM Personal Computers exclusively.

ec CONNECTION AND TkCmSOOOONCHWMCTEnfSl ARC REGISTERED TnADEMAn<S OF ec CONMCnON nc MARLOW NHCORVRM3HT PC CONNECTION P4C



34I0XLQ managed a respectable 150 cps

in draft mode and 82 cps in NLQ mode. It

printed the halftone image in 55 seconds.

Alas, the print quality is tepid at best.

Draft-quality text is acceptably dark, but

the individual letters are ragged enough to

make you want reading glasses. So-called

letter-quality output is more readable, with

darker print and reasonably solid charac-

ters, but the typeface is still difftcult to

read. The lowercase s, for example, looks

almost like an 8. Similarly, the wide

branches of the y’s and tv’s tend to close

in, so that they almost touch.

Graphics print quality fares better in

some ways, with dark areas being solidly

black and patterns maintaining a notice-

able crispne.ss. As with other 9-pin print-

ers, the most detailed patterns on PC Labs

graphics test become solid black.

A far worse problem with graphics is

that the IBM Proprinter emulation has a se-

rious flaw. The 3410XLQ uses 'In inch for

its minimum horizontal graphics move-

ment, compared with the Proprinter’s Vm
inch. This yields a change in aspect ratio,

squashing the graphic in the horizontal di-

rection. Worse, if an application deter-

mines spacing by a combination of graph-

ics spacing and nongraphics spacing, this

Genicom Corp., Genicom O.. Waynesboro. VA
22980; (800) 535-4364, (703) 949- 1 000.

Ust Price: $2,175.

Dimensions (HWD): 7.2 x 25.25 x 19 in

Weight 43 bs
Emulations: IBM Propnnter, ANSI
In Short: The Genicom 3410XLO has more
disadvantages than advantages, tf you want to

pnnt a lot of moderately readable text with little

chance of paper lams, the 3410XLQ may be of

some interest. But this one provides poor letter-

quality output, arxf it's not even easy to use.

CIRCLE 623ON READER CIRCLE CARO
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can throw off the alignment. On the PC
Labs test, this flaw shifted the bottom one-

fifth of the scanned photo over by about

one-half inch from the rest of the graphic.

On the plus side, the printer obeyed the

Proprinter text conunands in the fonts and

features test.

Not so incidentally, the Q in the 3410-

XLQ’s name stands for Quiet. Alas, the Q
is hard to justify. With a measured noise

level of 75 decibels, the printer is not over-

ly noisy, but it’s not notably quiet either.

According to Genicom, the company also

sells a 3410XLS, which is the same printer

without the sound enclosure (and thus pre-

sumably noisier), for $2,010. There is also

a color version and a bar-code version.

There is one last flaw here: no thought

has been given to making the printer easy

to use. For example, the 2-ch^cter LED
boasts a repertoire of 27 cryptic status dis-

plays (such as SE, SU, and S.b) and anoth-

er 17 equally cryptic error messages.

These are explained in the manual, but if

you lose the manual you’re in deep trou-

ble. It’s no exaggeration to state that this

printer’s command design is user-hostile.

The Genicom 3410XLQ has more go-

ing against it than for it. If you’re interest-

ed in printing a lot of moderately readable

text with little chance of paper Jams, the

3410XLQ may be of some interest. But if

you want graphics or letter-quality output,

or even an easy-to-use printer, this is not

the one to get.

Genicom 3820
by M. David Stone

The Genicom 3820 is the kind of printer

you buy when you’re very serious about

printing. Standing 12.1 inches tall at its

highest point, with a footprint of 14.75 by

26.75 inches, and spotting a ftont panel

that would look at home on the bridge of

the Starship Enterprise, this $2,475 printer

is one of the more-imposing dot matrix

beasts ever to come through PC Labs.

In terms ofboth speed and print quality,

the 3820 performed well. On the PC Labs

text speed tests, draft mode clocked in at

about 235 characters per second, a pretty

good clip by any standard; NLQ mode
managed an impressive 104 cps. As for

print quality, draft output on the 3820 is

reasonably dark and readable—thanks in

part to the 18-pin printhead, but also to a

well-designed typeface. You might not

want to read 40 pages in one sitting , but the

text is at least serviceable. NLQ output is

something Genicom can boast about. The
text is dark and crisp, with solid—nearly

Selectric-quality—characters. You have

to look closely to see that it came from a

dot matrix printer.

Graphics speed and quality vary great-

ly, depending on the emulation you’re us-

ing. In Proprinter mode, the graphics out-

put is a match for any 9-pin Proprinter

emulation you can find. Filled-in areas are

solid black, and large patterns retain their

detail . Small patterns are almost solid, as is

typical. The scarured photograph in the PC
L^s graphics test had a slightly posterized

effect but retained as much detail as the

emulation allows. The test took about 34

seconds.

Alas, the printer’s FX-286e graphics

emulation has problems. The most impor-

tant is that some horizontal passes are

slightly offset from others, so that vertical

lines are ragged. Also, the printer is sub-

stantially slower in FX mode, with a time

on PC Labs’ tests of about 66 seconds. It’s

best to limit the FX emulation to text or

ignore it entirely.

Paper handling is one of the real

strengths of the 3820. If you like flexibili-

ty, you’ll appreciate the four paper paths,

which offer rear, bottom, ftont, and top

feed. As shipped, the printer includes one

set of push tractors for the rear slot. You
can remove these, reinstall them in the

front, and use them for either the front-

feed path or the bottom-feed straight-
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TheUltimate
Screen Capture and

Print Software

Only $149.00, plus $5.00 shipping and handling.

ORDERTOU FREE! 1-800/455-9201

For sales support, or in MA, call 508/435-5201

Mratury midml pnif^rain lakes as link* as ^ manufac-

turer's names or pitxiuci names are refttste^ trademarks of

(heir respective manufacturer. Screen images couriesy ofAT&T

and Facet. Inc. CIRCLE 386 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Application Techniques, Inc.

10 Lomar IVk Drive. Repperell, MA 01463
508.433-5201 FAX 508433-8466

O 1989 Applkabon Tedinigurs. tnc.

You know how much time you spend in the

creation of perfect graphic images. Ones that

display your views, ideas, and creaiMty. Well,

don’t stop at the screen. PizazzPlusmW take

your screen based im^cs and print them

anywhere and anyway pu want, as well as

create files directly compatible with any pop-

ular desktop publisher. With Pizazz Plus,

you can capture the entire screen or isolate

a section. Adjust size, proportion, rotation,

or placement on the page. You will see

more detail and texture in your B&W prints

Pizazz Plus Compatible Hardware

Computers: IMB PS/2, PC, XT, AT, orcompaiible

Display Adapters: IBM VGA, MCGA, EGA, CCA.

8514Aand others

Extended VGA Display Adapters:

Video Seven FasiWrile VGA and V-RAM VGA

Image Capture Boards: AT&T

TARGA 16/2V52 and ICB, ATronics PIB and

P1B+. Vision Technologies

Vision 16 EV-680

Printers: /*i2a2i/Vw5 supports \

over 300 different printer models \

from the following manufaclu rers \

Adobe Systems. MILK. Alps. AMT. Aiudex, \

Apple. AST. AT&T. BnulH-r. C. I8)h. (dH'4>nip.\ \

(jmon. Oninmk's. UH. Daupmducts, DEC. \

Diahk). Dictmix. Epson, (ienkom. Ilewleii \

Packard, IBM. IDS. Infoscribe.JDL Kyocera, \

laser (ainneciion. Mannesmann Tall). NEC, \

Newbury Data. ()a.sys. Okidaia. Pana.sonic. \

Prininmix. QMS. Quadram. Qume. Seikosha. \

Sharp. Star Micn)nics.TarKh-. Tekinmics. Tl. \

Toshiba. Transiar. I'nLsys. .Xenix. WanR \

Cal! for additional inrortnallon includlni^ a \

complete list ofsupported hardware. \ ^

and de.skl()p publishing tiles witli up to 256

.shades of gray. For color printers, your prints

will come to life with a rainbow of print

shades and options.

What you see is just the beginning. Since

the introduction ofPizazz (PC World "Soft-

ware Hits of 87")
,

it has been without ques-

tion die best tool arailable for the reproduc-

tion of screen ba.sed graphics and/or text.

The bottom line is, if it l(K)ks good

on your screen, it will look

gmidwhen

printed or merged into your report, bro-

chure, or presentation. Pizazz Plus doesn’t

just print images, it pushes your printer to its

maximum capability to produce a master-

piece. And, it’s memory resident—your

image is never more than a keystroke away

from profes.sional printing or Jk ^iud
importing into your desktop

publisher.

AU images uvreproduced

with Pizazz Plus.



through path. The top paper path is for

single-sheet feed.

A particularly nice touch is that you can

buy a second tractor for $I2S and install

one in the back and one in the front. This

lets you set up the printer with, for exam-

ple. heavy stock labels loaded through the

bottom-feed tractor and wide-carriage pa-

per on the tear-feed one. Since both tractor

positions have a park feature
,
you can have

both kinds of stock loaded and available at

all limes. A tear-off feature for the tractor-

feed paper complements the paper han-

dling nicely.

Setting up is a little more complicated

with the 3820 than with most printers, but

not difficult enough to be troublesome.

The preliminary manual provided with the

review unit won't win any awards for its

writing style or organization, but it has all

of the information you need and is short

enough to encourage a read-through. A
second manual includes the control codes

for both ANSI and IBM Proprinter emula-

tions. The only information on the FX em-

ulation, however, was in an easily lost er-

rata sheet.

The printer’s front panel harbors an un-

usual number of controls and indicator

lights: 14 membrane switches and 16

lights. But don’t worry—the controls are

PRINTERS

MONOCHROME DOT MATRIX

straightforward. One warning, though

—

this printer is loud (82 decibels). The noise

is not overly bothersome for text, but

you’ll probably want to leave the room if

you’re printing graphics. In several years

of testing printers, this is the first printer

that’s driven me to hold my hands over my
ears.

With the exception of the noise quality

on graphics, the noteworthy features of the

Genicom 3820 fall almost entirely in the

plus column. The unit’s problem with FX
graphics is annoying but easy to ignore,

since you should be able to use the Pro-

printer mode with virtually any software.

The price, of course, is well into laser

printer territory, but you won’t get this

kind of paper handling in a laser printer.

The Genieom 3820 has so much to recom-

mend it that you may be willing to forgive

its few flaws.

Hyundai HDP-910
Hyundai HDP-920
by Robin Raskin

While the stars of Hyundai’s dot matrix

printer lineup are its 18-pin HOP- 18 10 and

1820 printers, these 9-pin printers offer

solid performance at a low price. The print

quality for both the $259 HDP-910 nar-

row-body printer and the $349 HDP-920
wide-carriage printer is admirable for

9-pin machines. The design, while not es-

pecially innovative, is clean and efficient.

Hyundai acquired the technology for this

line of printers from Canon when Canon
withdrew its products from the dot matrix

market.

The printers emulate either the Epson

FX or IBM Graphics Printer via a single

DIP-switch setting. Three banks of DIP

switches are located beneath a plastic cov-

erplate, underneath the paper path, in the

bowels of the printer. You must remove

the paper from the printer to get at the

switches, but once this is done, the DIP

switches are easy to get at. Both Epson and

IBM Graphics Mnter graphics emulations

worked well, and we were able to aecess

both high-order character sets using stan-

dard escape sequences. Unfortunately, the

printers do not emulate the IBM Graphics

text, only the Epson text.

In Epson FX emulation, the 910 and

920 clocked in acceptable speeds of 52 and

54 characters per second on our tests. In

IBM Graphics naode, they handled the

scanned photo test in 35 and 37 seconds,

respectively.

The printers’ draft mode is a standard

1 1- by 9-dot matrix. NLQ increases the

matrix to 23 by 1 8 dots. Draft mode uses a

bidirectional high-speed printhead motion;

NLQ does a double pass on each line of

text. The 9 10 prints 80 characters per line,

and the 920 prints a hefty 156 characters

(in 10-character-per-inch mode). The print

quality in both drWt and NLQ is solid, with

well-formed characters. But the printers'

real strength is in graphics; the graphics

output has an even density, with crisp, de-

fin^ objects.

The card-deck-size ribbon cartridge

nestles into the right-hand side of the print-

er, Just below the front cover. The ribbon

is manually pulled from the cartridge’s

casing and stretched harmonica-style

across the width of the machine, creating a

giant loop. I call this technique the Dick

Tracy special, since my inky fingerprints

were left everywhere on the printer during

the process. Hyundai should include plas-

tic gloves or use the more-tidy clamshell

ribbon design.

The HDP-910 and HDP-920 have iden-

tical front panels that offer a minimalistic

but convenient duo of membrane keys to

toggle between draft and NLQ print. The

control panel also sports three indicator

lights: On-Line, Alarm, and Ready. Un-

fortunately, there is no indicator light to

tell you whether you are in draft or NLQ
mode. This omission is one of the printers’

biggest shortcomings.

The paper-handling mechanisms for

both ofthe» printers are rudimentary rear-

feed/pin-feed mechanisms, but the paper

neverJammed. There are slight differences

in paper handling between the narrow- and

wide-carriage printers. The paper-release

lever on the wide model has a paper-out

detector—a handy item that should be in-
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eluded on both models. Only the 80-col-

umn printer has a Cut Sheet switch that

you toggle when chosing between cut-

sheet and fanfold paper. Both printers

sport a paper-release lever with tiuee set-

tings clearly marked in English: Paper Set,

Pin Feed, and Friction Feed. I find this use

of English labels far more helpful than the

icons on many dot matrix printers.

Both printers both offer Pica, Elite, and

Italic typefaces with a fair but not over-

whelming number of print and format en-

hancements. The printers can handle

doublestrike, subscript and superscript,

and underline, but they can’t manage for-

mat enhancements such as justification or

centering. Both units offer 1 1 international

character sets, as well as two download-

able fonts (Gothic and Courier) for only

$13.50 each.

The 910 and 920 will accommodate

three-part forms and cardboard stock with-

out any problems. A five-position paper-

thickness lever, housed just under the front

cover, lets you make necessary adjust-

ments in distancing the printhead.

The absence of paper park, automatic

paper feed, and other innovative dot ma-

trix features keeps Hyundai’s costs way

down. You are relegated to performing

much of the paper handling manually, like

switching between continuous-form and

cut-sheet paper, aligning and advancing

the paper, and so forth.

Hyundai’s 9-pin repertoire offers good-

quality type at rock-bottom prices. But

there’s reason to consider paying a little bit

more. Hyundai’s 18-pin printers, for a

moderate additional sum, offer better print

quality and have a few more features that

might make all the difference.

Hyundai HDP-1810
Hyundai HDP-1820
by Robin Raskin

It’s only natural for Hyundai to make a se-

ries of dot matrix printers that offer solid

performance but are uncluttered by exces-

sive frills and gadgetry. And it stands to

reason that these printers would sell at

tempting prices. After all, Hyundai, that

Korean wunderkind of manufacturing, ap-

plies the same principles to building print-

ers that its parent company does with cars.

But the Uuth behind the deal is that Hyun-

dai purchased the printer technology for

the $399 Hyundai HOP- 1 8 1 0 and the $5 1

9

Hyundai HDP-1820 from Canon after

Canon discontinued the line.

The 1810 and 1820 are the narrow- and

wide-carriage versions, respectively, of an

adept 18-pin printer. Both models offer

three basic text modes: draft. NLQ, and

NLQ Plus, all selectable from the front-

panel membrane-key control pad. The
draft type offers reasonably well-formed

characters and uses a moderately fast bidir-

ectional printhead motion. NLQ printing

results in a solidly formed font, but you’ll

find that the speed of the printer nosedives

as the printhead moves in a unidirectional

fashion.

NLQ Plus is an attractive, high-quality

typeface that is achieved when the print-

head makes a double pass over each line of

type. The results are pretty, but the process

is slow,

Hyundai takes a modular approach to

printer building. You can choose between

the standard parallel or optional serial in-

terface control card. You can also select ei-

ther an Epson FX or IBM Graphics Printer

emulation card. Whichever you choose,

both cards are slipped into a rear compan-

HYUNDAI HDP-910
HYUNDAI HDP-920

Hyunciai Electronics Anrenca. 1 66 Baypointe

Pkwy . San Jose. CA 951 34. (408) 473-9200.

Usi Price: HDP*910. $259: HDP-920. $349
Dimensions (HWD)HOP-910. 4.3x 17 x 12.7

in.; HDP-920. 5.1 X 24,9x 13.8 m
Weight: HDP-910. 17.6lbs.: HOP-920. 22 lbs.

Emulations: Epson FX Senes. IBM Graphics

Pnnier

In Short These bare-bones 9-pin pnmers. which

tfwiude DIP-switch settings for both Epson FX
and IBM Graphics emulations, won’twm any

awards for design innovation or special features,

but the print quality rs exceptionally good and the

paper flow is smooth. However, Hyundai's 18-pin

printers are the better bargain

CIRCLE 62SON READER SERVICE CARO

ment of the printer, which houses separate

slots for each card. The control card is fac-

tory installed; the emulation card requires

installation. We tested the parallel inter-

face and the Epson emulation, which

Hyundai considers the basic configura-

tion.

The base unit has a small footprint and a

clean, uncluttered—although not especial-

ly innovative—design. The most striking

feature of the printer is the large-buttoned

control panel located on the front right-

hand side of the machine. The membrane
key on the panel let you choose among the

three available text modes. Unlike some of

the more-complicated dot matrix printers,

which ask you to change text mode by

banging out a series of keypresses, Hyun-

dai text-mode selections are straightfor-

ward. The control panel also has a pitch se-

lector that toggles through the printer’s

various pitch settings (10, 12, or 17 char-

acters per inch or proportional).

The printer has no built-in fonts and

will not operate without a slim font car-

tridge inserted into a slot on the lower firait

panel. If no cartridge is detected, the print-

er’s warning alarm sounds. Both machines

come standard with a single Courier font

cartridge. The font emphasizes those Cou-

rier-type serif embellishments that make
for a boxy look, but it’s certainly clear and

easily legible. Hyundai sells a handful of

optional font cartridges (seven cartridges

Hyundai HDP-1820

Fonts & Features

with one font per cartridge) for $33.50

each.

The printer’s paper-handling features

are spartan but work flawlessly. Paper

handling is relegated to a pin-feed tractor

that pulls the paper in from the rear in tradi-

tional “U” fashion, A simple three-way

paper-release lever on the top of the printer

lets you move the printer bale into position

to set and adjust the paper. The pin-feed

sprocket mechanism has just the right

touch—not too stiff but not too much play.
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HYUNClAIHDP-1810

HYUNDAI HDP-1 820

Hyundai Electronics Amenca. 166 Baypointe

Pkwy.. San Jose. CA 95134; (408) 473-9200.

List Price: HOP-1610.$399:HDP-1620.$519.
Dimensions (HWD): HOP-1 81 0. 3.9 x 1 6 x 1 2.2

in; HOP-1820. 4 X 22.7 X 12.2x1.

Weight: HDP-1810. 13.7 lbs ;
HOP- 1820. 18.7

lbs

Emulations; Epson FX Senes and IBM Graphics

Pnnter (both requre control cards)

In Short; These 18-pin pnnters from Hyundai

offer better-tooking text than many 24-p(n

pnnters, and at a lower cost. They come standard

with built-in draft, NLQ, and NLO Rus pnnt modes
but require a built-m font cartridge (Courier is

supplied). No fnlls or gadgetry. but nice output.

CIRCLE 626ON READER SERVICE CARO

Both printers will accommodate three-

pait forms and cardboard stock without

any problems. A five-position paper-

thickness lever, housed just under the front

cover, lets you make necessary adjust-

ments in distancing the printhead.

The narrow- and wide-body versions

have slightly different paper-handling ar-

rangements. The narrow 1810 has a built-

in pin-feed mechanism for moving contin-

uous-form paper; in contrast, it handles

single sheets by feeding them typewriter-

style around the carriage.

The wider 1 820 has no internal pin-feed

mechanism. Instead, a simple external

pin-feed tractor unit is installed to handle

continuous-form paper. It's a good thing

installation proved so easy, because tbe

documentation (which is identical for both

printers) doesn't have a word about the

tractor feed or its installation. In addition

to their overall dimensions, other differ-

ences between the narrow- and wide-body

printers include the 4K buffer found in the

1810 versus the 8K buffer in the 1820.

Print speed, rated at a blazing 3(X) char-

acters per second by the manufacturer, was

less impre.ssive during our tests—87 cps

PRINTERS
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on the narrow carriage. The characters

print quickly enough, but the paper ad-

vance from one sheet to the next seems

very slow.

Both printers performed very well in

the graphics tests, skillfully emulating

both the IBM Graphics Printer and the Ep-

son FX series printers. The Epson-emula-

tion graphics were the better of the two

types: well detailed, even-toned, and

sharp.

Some complaints about these printers

fall into the nit-picky category. For exam-

ple, it's impossible to remove the packing

tape from the printhead and cover without

leaving a sticky film and tape threads all

over the printer. Ribbons ate also just ade-

quate. The printer ribbon on the 1810

jammed up after a few thousand characters

during testing, and the belt mechanism

might spell trouble in the long tun. The

skinny belt on the 1810 had thin patches

where the metallic threads beneath the rub-

ber poked through.

Overall, this duo from Hyundai looks

good. Lightweight, light price, good print

quality, and no operational snafus. If you

like 'em sparse and pretty, Hyundai’s 18-

pin printers get the n^.

IBM Proprinter X24E
IBM Proprinter XL24E
by Robin Raskin

The IBM Proprinter line has carved a deep

niche in the dot matrix world. The $899

IBM Proprinter X24E, a narrow-carriage

printer for forms up to 1 1 inches wide, and

the $1,199 XL24E, a wide-cairiage ma-

chine for forms up to 16.S inches wide, are

revamped versions of the IBM Proprinter

4207 and 4208 Model I, first intnxluced in

April 1987.

The verdict? The print quality is excel-

lent. the graphics quality a tad less than ex-

cellent. and the paper-handling features so

distinctive that you'll either love 'em or

leave ’em. And in a world where dot ma-
trix prices are plummeting, IBM’s Pro-

printers are still expensive.

The Proprinter line is loaded with per-

sonality. Its trademarks are an impressive

front panel, a top-of-its-class Propark fea-

ture, a bevy of musical tones to provide

user feedback, and a highly automated pa-

per-feed mechanism. All of these features

eliminate the hands-on muss of many dot

matrix printers, but they also require a bit

more user know-how to really take full ad-

vantage of them. Don’t lose the excellent

manual.

The printers are shipped from the fac-

tory with the ribbon installed and ready to

go. While I applaud the sentiment, I won-

der about the long-term efficacy. If you’re

All you need to do is

lift the cover of the

Proprinter to see what

you’re paying for.

•
going to have trouble installing a ribbon in

your printer, you might as well have trou-

ble on day I , and not 6 months later.

The original Proprinter was the first dot

mauix to let you print on fanfold and cut-

sheet forms without removing the fanfold

paper. The Proprinter X24E and XL24E
continue the tradition with their flawless

Propatk feature. When you press a single

Propark key on the front panel, the fanfold

paper is retracted from the paper path,

making way for the front-fed single-sheet

paper. My only minuscule complaint is

that, when peering over my printer, I

would accidently brush the Propark button

and unintentionally set the gears in mo-
tion.

Paper-handling features abound on
these new Proprinters. At the top of the list

is the Paper-Load Assist function for con-

tinuous forms. You might as well throw

away the paper-advance knob on the print-

er because you’ll never need to use it. To
load fanfold paper, you simply press the

Feed key on the front panel. This starts up

the pin-feed motor and slowly advances

the knob. Your fanfold paper catches in the

pin feeds as you insert it. 'The rest of the pa-

per load is entirely automatic. In addition,

a tear-assist bar lets you tear the form at the

perforation without having to advance the

paper past the top of the next form—a wel-

come feature.

Single sheets are friction-fed into the

front of the printer. Ed Clark, prrxluct

manager for the Proprinter line, tells me
that the £ in the printer’s title stands for

“enhanced,” but it could just as well stand

for “envelopes,” which can be fed easily
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We BuiltInThe Speed
The Others Left Out.

Introducing

The AST Premium* 386SX/16.
When we designed the AST Premium 386SX/16,

we had our sights set on building the best 386SX'”-

based computer you could find.

Why? Because with faster processing and the

ability to run 32-bit software, at a cost that’s com-

parable to 80286 computers, 80386SX” computers

will quickly become the workhorses of the bus-

iness computing world.

And that’s what the AST Premium 386SX/I6

is, a workhorse of the highest standards. To begin

with, we’ve built in a high-speed memory cache,

making this SX computer one of the fastest you

can buy. Then, we added VGA graphics and

support for EMS 40.

We also built in a future The Premium
386SX/16 features AST's Cupid-32’” architecture.

So, when your needs grow, your computer can

grow with you. From 25 or 33 MHz 80386” com-

puting, all the way to i486" processing power, with

a single board swap. You don’t have to buy a new
computer, or lose your investment in peripherals.

COMPARE FOR YOURSELF

Feature

AST

Premium

386SXn6

COMPAQ

KSKPRO'
386s

COMPAQ

OESKPflO*

286e

IBM*

PSrr*

Model 55

Precessor

lype

Speed

386SX

16 MHz

3B6SX

16 MHz

286

12 MHz

386SX

16 MHz

/WailaWe Stots 5 4 4 3

EMS Support

Software Included
4il 32 4.0 No

Landmark

Be nctimarks*
23.1 154 11,6 153

List Price'*

One-Fkippy System
fzm $3,299 S2.699 $3895"*

'LtnJmdHi Software remon I.l bnukmMfki — tfenerahzeJ index used to com-

part ant meuktne to another The hi/dter the number, the better

List prue IS MSRP.

”*Litt prtee kUM 30 MB hard drive, one-floppy ^em not available mxth this model

So, if you’re considering an 80286- or 80386SX-

based computer from a tnanufaaurer like Compaq®
or IBM®, make sure you compare it to the AST
Premium 386SX/16. After all, if your needs require

a workhorse, shouldn’t you buy a thoroughbr^?

RCSCRRCH INC.
CIRCLE 738ON READER SERVICE CARD
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into the front of the printer. An Envelope

setting on the forms-thickness lever makes

certain the printhead is optimized for enve-

lopes. The printer also handles four-part

forms admirably, but the manual specifi-

cally cautions you against using cardboard

stock.

The Feed key on the front panel ad-

vances the paper a single line at a time or a

half page at a time, but there is no Form
Feed key. My only reservation about the

paper feed is that the push-Uactor method

used catches the paper before it goes

around the platen. There is nothing hold-

ing the paper taut when it comes around

the platen and meets the printhead.

The Proprinter sings, literally. It uses a

series of musical tones to inform you of the

printer’s status. For example, the printer

plays a three-tone sequence eight times

when it’s out of paper. Once you develop

an ear for printers, the system does the

trick, although an LCD display panel

might be more helpful.

Another interesting feature is the use of

front-panel key sequences to select print-

ing modes and replace dreaded DIP-switch

adjustments. To enter the Setup mode, you

turn the printer on with the On-Line and

Propark keys depressed. You can then ac-

tivate emphasized, double-high, or dou-

ble-wide print by pressing Propark a spe-

cific number of times. Using a slightly

different set of front-panel keypresses, you

can toggle printer features such as a

slashed zero, an alternative character set,

and line length. This sure beats having to

muss with DIP-switch settings.

But when you change Setup, the only

feedback you get is the series of musical

tones; when you change printer features,

you get a graphical printout of your active

selections. Some other printers have incor-

porated similar technologies but offer

LCD displays, providing less-cryptic feed-

back.

The Proprinter comes stocked with

IBM PROPRINTER X24E
IBM PROPRINTER XL24E

IBM Corp.. Old Orchard Road. Armonk, NY
10504; 80a^26>2468.

Ust Price: Propnnter X24E. $899; XL24E.

$1,199.

Dimensions (HWO): Propnnter X24E. 5.25 x 16

X 1 3.5 : XL24E. 5.25 x 22 x 13.5 in.

Weight: Proprinler X24E. 20lbs.; XL24E. 25 lbs.

Emulations: IBM Propnnter (24*pin)

In Short: These enharKed 24-pin IBM
Propnnters are a welcome addition to the

Propnnter line. They offer some worxJerful paper-

handling capabilities, including their excellent

Propaik feature, an automatic paper-loading

fuixtion. arxJ a surefire envek^ feed. The front-

partel keypad controls pnnt enhancernems and

features, but the use of musical tones and not

LCD panels as the user-feedback mechanism is

a bit passd. The text quality is excellent, but not

the best choice for graphics

.
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data-processing-style draft, 10-point Cou-

rier, Prestige Elite, and proportaional Cou-

rier fonts. All of the fonts are handsomely

formed and make good use of the 24-pin

technology. An optional Font Set, contain-

ing 1 1 other fonts (including italics) and an

EPROM are available for $1 14. The print-

ers are rated at 240 characters per second in

draft motte, but our tests showed the wide-

carriage printer to operate at IS9 cps and

the narrow-carriage model at 100 cps.

While the gap between the actual and the

claimed speeds is large, the draft mode is

still very fast.

Graphics printing is not quite up to par.

Some odd quirk in the printer makes it

miss an occasional line of the graphic and

then print the following line as a double-

strike. Also, the Epson LQ emulation was

not quite right. On the wide-catiiage print-

er our scanned image graphic was elongat-

ed, and on the narrow-cairiage printer the

scaiuied image graphic was mysteriously

framed with the letter M. The printer is

IBM Graphics Printer compatible. The
bottom line is that these Proprinters are

better for text than graphics.

All you need to do is lift the cover ofthe

Proprinter to see what you’re paying for.

The workmanship is solid and impressive.

Every detail—^fiom the heavy-duty screw

mechanism to the pin-feed sprockets, the

paper-release mechanisms, the printhead

motor, and the circuit board itself—seems

built to last. All told, the X24E Proprinter

series is a good choice for anyone who
needs dot matrix printers that can handle

the various and sundry tasks of the office

environment.

Laser 190E
by David M. Stanton

Laser Computer, a division of Video

Technology Corp., offers an acceptable

but not exceptional printer in the $370 La-

ser 190E. TTie unit includes typeface en-

hancements not included with its larger

and more expensive counteipart, the Laser

240, but the 190E’s documentation and

Laser Computer’s knowledge of its prod-

uct leave something to be desired.

The Laser Computer name may be fa-

miliar to Apple-oriented folks, as the com-

pany offers a popular Apple-compatible

computer. The l%E, which is manufac-

tured by Nakajima and has an Apple-com-

patible twin (the Laser 190A), is available

for as little as $209 ftom dealers that adver-

tise in Apple specialty magazines.

The 190E operates specifically in Ep-

son FX-8S and IBM Graphics Printer

modes. This basic fact was difficult to nail

down because Laser Computer first told us

that its manual, which specifies the above

modes, was wrong and that the 190E does

accept IBM Proprinter emulation. We then

found that the 190E did not pass the IBM
Proprinter test.
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We BuiltInThe 33MHz Perfonnance

The Others Left Out.

vvorS

The Best 386/33 Available.

The fastest class of 386” computers runs at 33

MHz. But at the head of this high-performance

class of machines is the AST Premium* 386/33.

In a recent InfoWorld magazine re-

port card, the AST Premium 386/33 over-

whelmed a selection of 33 MHz comput-

ers from vendors like Compaq’.

We weren't surprised. After all, the

AST Premium 386 33 offers exceptional perform-

ance in a feature-packed, stylish chassis. Features

like: zero wait-state cache, support for up to 36 MB
of memory, support for 80387 and Weitek 3167

coprocessors and much more.

It's too bad that InfoWorld doesn't have a cat-

egory for upgradeability. With a natural upgrade

path to i486” power using AST's Cupid-32” archi-

teaure, the AST Premium 386/33 would be sure

to earn even higlier marks.

That's because Cupid-32 is ASl 's enhancement

to the Industry Standard Architecture (ISA) that

allows you to upgrade to new technology without

buying a new computer.

So, if your company is looking for a 33 MHz
computer, why not take a lesson from InfoWorld.

Go straight to the head of die class.

REPORT CARO INFOWORLD
AST Premium

386/33

COMPAO DESKPRO'

386/33

CPU speed Excellent Excellent

ExpandaUhty Excellent Excellent

Hardware compattNbty Excellent Excellent

Documentation Excellent Good

lineal support Very Good Unacceptable

Value Good Satistsctory

Final Scores 8.5 71

Soune iHpWflrU July 24. i9(t9

neSCARCH INC.
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This is not to say that the 190E's man-

ual, which was right about the machine’s

emulations, is especially helpful. The sec-

tions arc not clearly distinguished, and the

monotonous type design does little to

guide the reader. Also, the manual seems

to be lacking explanations of some basic

functions of the printer; for example, it

does not explain the four-tone signal I re-

ceived when I first turned the unit on. (The

signal meant that I had forgotten to remove

the plastic packing clip that holds the

printhead in place.)

The 190E's Pica and Elite arc available

with a number ofenhancements, including

condensed, expanded, underlined, empha-

sized, and super- and subscript type, in

both Ep.son and IBM modes. (Italic type is

available, but only in Epson mtxie.) The

machine also includes NLQ and propor-

tional spacing.

The 14-pound printer has a 9-pin head,

a Centrtrnics parallel interface, and Line

Feed. Form Feed, and NLQ membrane
buttons. Its two DIP switches are l(x;ated

in different places—one on the front panel

that controls more-frequently changed

functions, and another underneath a re-

movable rear panel.

In Pica, Laser Computer claims 160

characters per second for the 190E: as ex-

pected. it scored about 90 cps in our tests.

PRINTERS
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On the PC Labs Epson emulation test, the

unit pnxluced a significantly better image

than in IBM Graphics mode. And on our

noise test, the 190E hammered out 84

decibels, making it one of the louder print-

ers tested.

The 1 90E seems to be solid in type clar-

ity and consistency of performance, al-

though the darkness of type varied in the

form letter we use for our standard speed

test. The printer handled a four-part form

with no trouble, producing clearly legible

copies all the way through. When printing

on card-stock paper, however, the rear

noise cover was pushed out of place when
the paper was form-fed.

La.ser Computer offers its own support

line (not toll-free) during business hours,

but don't expect to rely on Laser Comput-

er's help if its lack of knowledge about the

l90E’s correct IBM emulation is any indi-

cation of the support staffs level of profi-

ciency.

The Laser 190E is a dot matrix with av-

erage speed, acceptable type performance,

and somewhat questionable documenta-

tion and support. At a $209 street price, it

is nothing more or less than an average

OEM dot matrix.

Laser 240
by David M. Stanton

The $6(X) Laser 240 is the ritzier sibling of

Laser Computer's Laser I90E, and it does

most of what a printer's big brother should

do. It handles larger paper, works more

quickly, and produces crisper type than the

I90E. but it does not offer all of the type

options that its smaller counterpart does.

The 240 offers both IBM Proprinter and

Epson FX-80 emulations. It also includes a

slot for font cards, but La.ser Computer

says the cards will not be available until

there is a demand for them. It's rather de-

pressing to see a perfectly good font card

slot—one that may have cost you some

money—go unused.

La.ser Computer initially told us that the

240 is merely a larger and faster version of

the I90E, but in fact the two units offer

quite different type options. In Proprinter

mode, the 240 supplies only Pica en-

hanced by underlining and expanded op-

tions (as well as sub- and superscript).

These options are far fewer than the

1 90E’s IBM Graphics Printer mode offers.

In Epson mode, however, the 240 is well

stocked; it features Pica, Elite, and NLQ,
and its enhancements include condensed,

expanded, proportional, underlining, and

emphasized type.

In the PC Labs emulation test, the 240

produced a very dotty IBM Graphics im-

The Laser 240’s NLQ

type is handsome, and

the unit worked smooth-

ly with four-part forms

and card-stock paper.

•

age and dark Proprinter and Epson images.

In the latter modes, the printer also showed

a tendency to lay on the ink too thickly,

crinkling the paper. Our speed test showed

the 240 operating at 147 characters per sec-

ond in Epson mode—significantly faster

than expected from a machine rated at 200

cps—but it could only muster 77 cps in

IBM Proprinter mode. In NLQ mode the

speed dropped to 37 cps.

The 9-pin 240 weighs in at 23 pounds

and accommodates paper up to 16 inches

wide. It has two 8-pin DIP switches, both

located on the back of the printer, and a

Centronics parallel interface. LED indica-

tor lights and membrane buttons are locat-

Laser 240

Fonts & Features

Epson FX

tOepI

12cpi

CofflpretMd

ProportionsI

IBM Proprintor &-pln
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Computers That Grow With You.

Until now, advances in PC technology' have left

you with a single, all important decision. Move up

and benefit from increased performance. Or, stay

put and try to capitalize on the investments you've

already made.

AST is announcing the end to this difficult

decision. Our Cupid-32'“ architecture allows you

to upgrade your computer as your needs grow. All

the way to i486'" technology.

Tliat's right. Our Premium 386SX 16 and

Premium 386 (33 and 25 MHz) computers incor-

porate a natural upgrade path. A path that doesn't

force you to sacrifice your investment in already-

owned systems and peripherals.

With Cupid-32, you can add the performance

you need to add more users to a multi-user sys-

tem, Add more nodes to a network file server. Or,

add more power to a standalone situation, like

CAD CAM. All it takes is a simple, single Ixiard

swap with one of our FASTboards,'” when you are

ready for more power.

So, in place of the difficult decision, we have a

simple one for you. Why buy a computer from

anyone else, when you can own an AST Premium

Computer? After all, tlrey're the only computers

that grow with you.

For more information call 1-800-876-4AST.

Or, use our Bulletin Board Service Number

(714) 852-1872

^SIT
RCSCRRCH INC.

The Power Of Choice.

AST Is d Icdiiinj) supplier to government dgeniies General Service Contract no
CSCX>KK9ACS<V418 AST markets products worldwide m Furope and the .Middle

bast call 44 t 568 4350, in Japan call 81 3 818 0710, in the Far Eavt coll our Hong
Kong ofTae at 852 5 806 4333, in Canada coll 416-826 7514. m Austtolu coll

02 906 2200 AST, AST logo and AST Premium registered and Cupid-32 and FAST-

board irodenurks AST Research. Iik All other brand or product names are trade-

marks or registered trademarks ol their respective companies Copyright 1989

AST Research, Inc All rights reserved
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What betterwayto run Noveirs386 NetWare

.

Novell’s new 386 NetWcire" will do for networking
what gunpowder did for negotiating leverage. Provided

you’ve got a 386 machine that’s designed to be
100 percent compatible with it.

Not to worry.

Samsung’s LAN hardware was co-designed

by Novell? Which should put any compatibility

concerns to rest. That’s why the Samsung/
Novell co-label is on our 386AE Fileserver and
our PCterminal/286 LAN workstation.

NETWORKING vs. NOTWORKING.

Both the Samsung 386AE and PCterminal/286

have been tested exhaustively by Novell for

compatibility with popular networking hardwtire and
NetWare products. In fact, no other LAN htu-dware

has ever undergone such extensive testing.

But then Samsung cmd Novell didn’t set out to design

just another make-do desktop computer.

Samsung’s 386AE Fileserver, for extimple, was
designed from the bus up to be a high-

performance fileserver, starting with its Novell-

developed BIOS. It also sports eight expansion

slots for the inevitable inventory of interface

cind controller c^uxls. Plus cin oversize power
supply capable of driving the requisite 100

megabyte-plus htud disk, tape backup system,

etc. And it includes 4 megabytes of high-speed

RAM for disk caching.

A TOTAL LAN SOLUTION.

To maintain NetWare compatibility throughout

Ct989 Samsung Inkinnation Systems America. Inc. Novell and NetWare are registered trademarks of Novell. Inc.



your network, choose Samsung’s PCterminal/286,

a Novell-tested LAN workstation. Inside you’ll find

a built-in Ethernet interface adapter, and functional

features like Novell’s NetWcire Autoboot EPROM.

THE NO BOTTLENECK ETHERNET CARD.

Our new SE2100 Ethernet interface eliminates the

network bottleneck. Designed by Samsung, this high-

performance 16-bit card provides twice the through-

put of other Ethernet interfaces. And you can retrofit

your existing workstations and fileservers with the

SE2100 for dramatic improvements in your network’s

productivity

LOOK FOR THE CO-LABEL.

The partnership between Samsung and Novell has

See Us at COMDEX 1989, Booth #546.

created a h2irdwcire/softWcire compatibility staindtird

unparalleled in the industry. That means your network
can experience all the speed of Novell’s new 386
NetWare without being subjected to a lot of hard-

ware hiccups.

Just look for the Samsung/Novell co-label. You’ll

find it at your nearest reseller. For -the location,

call 1-800-366-7472.

egSAMSUNG
CIRCLE 156 ON READER SERVICECARD
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for your PC
Two High Performance Mouse Alternatives

Attention PC users. Introducing two pro-

ducts that have been quietly appearing on

desks of thousands of PC users for over a

year: MicroSpeed’s PC-TRAC™ and Fasl-

TRAP™ trackballs.

* Uses lA the desk space of a mouse

Free up your desk space to do what it was

designed to do — hold your coffee cup and

slacks of incoming work.

• Plug and play compatibility

MicroSpeed s advanced pointing device driver

is fully compatible with application software

supporting Microsoft™. Logitech™, and

other popular mice. Also included is a Win-

dows™ driver and a utility for use with

non-mouse driven software.

• PC-TRAC and FastTRAP work

where you put them

No more ‘row, row. row the

mouse " when you run out of

desk space before you run out

of screen. Scroll across

spreadsheets with finger lip MICROSPEED
INCORPORAThD

control. Page up and down documents

without so much as moving your wrist.

Control CAD programs to a sin^e pixel. All

in a space less than 4 ^ " wide

• Pinpoint accuracy automatically

MicroSpeed's pointing dev'ice driver has "self

adjusting' resolution from 50 to 1,000 dpi.

Speeding across the screen or working with

precision graphics, the MicroSpeed driver

automatically adjusts to the resolution you

need.

• PC-TRAC and FastTRAP require no

cleaning

Our quiet, durable opto-mechanical design

requires no cleaning or maintenance

Looking for a proven mouse alternative for

vour PC? Give us a call. We re rolling!

1-800 -232-7888
In California call (415) 490-1403

FAX (415) 490-1665
HlaTiSftcd. K TIC. NffTRAf nd IMwtwi
M imtajul Baifenufto IbcniSpad^lac.

NimnA aid Vtndowi at r^sicnd mtaairb
or Miwacdl CorfoMMO
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GET NONSTOP
SYSTEMS

INFORMATION
- AND 2 DISKS

FREE!

PC MAGAZINE is the one publication you can trust to keep you up-

to-date on the latest developments in the ever-changing world of com-
puting.

Subscribe now to make sure you don't miss a single product report or
productivity-enhancing tip.

One year (22 issues) for S29.97. SAVE S4%.
Two years (44 issues) tor $49.97. SAVE 62%.

And if you order now. you’ll also get our exclusive 2-DISK UTILI-
TIES LIBRARY— FREE with your paid subscription!

Don't delay. Call toll-free today to claim your savings and FREE
UTILITIES LIBRARY!

1 -800-289-0429
Savings iMsed on annual newsstand price of S$4.90. Regular annual subscription pnce is S44 97

peryur Add S31 per year lor postage outside tne US. US currency only Please allow 30 to

60 days tor delivery of first issue Your disks will be shipped upon payment

Laser Computer Irtc.. 550 E. Man St.. Lake
Zurich, IL 60047-2576; (312) 540-8335

Ust Price: $600.

Dimensions (HWO): 5 x 24.5 x 14.5 in.

Weight; 23 ibs.

Emulations: Epson FX-80. iBM Propnnter

In Short: A somewhat quirky printer that stiii

offers soiid performartce overall.
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ed on the top right-hand side of the printer;

among other things, the LED lights tell

you which type pitch you are working in.

The 240’s manual is generally easy to

use but at times is confusing. The emula-

tions. for example, are mentioned only

once—in a short, easily overlooked intro-

duction—and because the book is de-

signed for use with two types of printers,

you are sometimes unsure which state-

ments apply to your unit. But the manual is

well organized; ASCII commands are

printed in large type, and the manual offers

helpful remarks about their functions. The

ASCII codes are also printed in the table of

contents for easy reference.

The 240’s NLQ type is handsome, and

the unit worked smoothly with both four-

part forms and card-stock paper. One
drawback was the built-in tractor unit,

whose sprockets hold the paper only as it

exits the pressure roller. This construction

is undesirable because there is much less

pull available when you try to roll paper

backwards.

The Laser 240 seems targeted for small

businesses seeking professional-looking

type, which it provides. At a street price of

$350 to $380, it’s a bit pricey, but its speed

and type quality are good and its manual

generally helphil. If the missing type op-

tions don’t bother you, try this one.
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Input CopyAnd Gr^hics

IntoYour Computer-Instantly-

Without UsingThe Keyboard.

Then UseYour ComputerAsA
PuU-Featured FAX ToTVansmit

Documents Instantly.

ii!
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DS-500G
i

All For Ibder $1,000!

IEr; I; 1: 1.
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Chinon’s new scanners could change forever the way compu
ters are used. With OCR software you can input text without

retyping it. With a simple add-in card, turn your computer

into a full-featured fax. And DS-2000 and 3000 will scan almost any

type of graphic image, so they’re perfect for desktop publishing.

DS-2000 and 3000 offer different resolution levels so there’s a

scanner that’s right for your applications—and your budget. Both

scanners come bundled with exciting software so it’s easy for you to

get started. Call TOLL-FREE for the dealer nearest you.

aRCLE 318 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Toll-Free (800) 441-0222 • In CA (213) 533-0274 • Fax: (213) 533-1727

Chinon America, Inc. DS-2000 And 3000:

TorrancexrSs Thc Affordable Scanners From Chinon

SEE US AT COMDEX BOOTH #W200/300
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TheHPDeskJetPL

It prints copy that looks like

a connect-the-dots game.
And it sounds like a war
zone. The dot matrix printer.

Why put up with it?

The HP DeskJet PLUS
printer uses advanced ink-

jet technology to deliver The $995* HP DeskJet PLUS printer.



L

Connect the dots.

Speed: You’re not

getting any younger.

Earplugs not included.

Rubble, rubble

everywhere.

laser-quality text and
graphics. It’s also compact.

And very quiet.

And at only $995, it could

sfiell the end for most dot

matrix printers. Because
there’s hardly a printing job

that DeskJet PLUS can’t do

faster, quieter and better. It’s

even reliable enough to carry

a 20,000-hour MTBF rating.

Of course, DeskJet PLUS
works with all your mqjor
softw^lre and with any
IBM-compatible PC So call

1-800-752-0900, Ext. 712J

for ycur nearest authorized

HP dealer and see for yourself.

There’s no comparison.

There is a better way.

WH^ HEWLETT
m!nM Packard
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Mannesmann Tally 81
by Lori Grunin

The $229 Mannesmann Tally 8 i provides

all the basic services one expects from a

printer of its type at a reasonable price, but

some iricsome design details mar an other-

wise good machine.

The Mannesmann Tally 81 faithfully

emulates the Epson FX and the IBM Pro-

printer, producing good graphics images

in both modes. It outputs readable Pica,

Elite, lO-character-per-inch proportional,

and NLQ characters at the relatively sedate

clip of 73 characters per second in draft

Pica (80 in the high-speed draft mode).

The print quality can be partly attributed to

the use of multistrike mylar ribbon car-

tridges rather than fabric.

You have a choice of pin or sheet feed,

with paper parking controlled through key-

presses on a three-button membrane panel

.

The company offers a $199 100-page cut-

.sheet feeder (not included with our test

unit).

This printer sets up painlessly—it's ba-

sically plug-and-play—although you have

to supply your own cable. If you want to

hook up through a serial port, you can buy

a serial I/O interface card for the additional

cost of $45.

Unfortunately, Mannesmann Tally

made some irritating design decisions.

You can’t adjust the printhead's distance

from the platen. And the top cover is

opaque, so it is necessary to remove it in

order to see if you’re at the top of a form or

PRINTERS
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to make sure the machine is printing cor-

rectly.

Most of the time you'll chtwse fonts

through software, but if you decide to use

the switches on the front panel, you're in

for some confusion. Attributes are set by

pressing the NLQ button a given number

of times; for instance, if you want double-

height characters, you need to press NLQ
six times. Each time you press it, a tone

sounds. But emphasized (bold) mode,
which requires five presses, generates nvo

tones. So in the middle of counting beeps,

you suddenly get confused and lose count.

Since the machine lacks an indicator to

identify the current settings, you need to

print a line of text to figure out what you’ve

chosen.

In addition to the usual confusing illus-

trations and control-code tables, the

Mannesmann Tally 8l's manual assumes

you can read music—or at least that you
will know the difference between half and

quarter notes and which of two notes on a

staff is of a higher pitch.

It’s not perfect, pretty, or feature-

packed, but the Mannesmann Tally 81 is

perfectly capable of performing routine

printing tasks without forcing you to print

your own money.

NEC Pinwriter

P2200XE
by Wendy Murch
The $499 NEC Pinwriter P22(X)XE re-

places the NEC Pinwriter 2200—NEC’s
best-selling dot matrix printer ever. So it

should come as no surprise that NEC made
the new model compatible with all add-ons

for the 2200. But that’s not all—the 24-pin

P22(X)XE features improved paper and en-

velope handling, more resident fonts (in-

cluding Fast Focus, a high-speed letter-

quality font), a lower price, more speed,

and less noise.

I liked this printer from the first mo-

ment I saw it. It’s lightweight (12.1 lbs.)

and compact in size, yet it looks and feels

durable. The four-button control panel

across the front is impressively efficient.

Each button has two labels; the upper set

controls paper handling, print pitch, mode
selection, and printer status functions,

while the lower set controls the memory
switches.

Take a quick glance at the Pinwriter’s

output and you may have to remind your-

self that it rolled out of a dot matrix. The
print is crisp and professional, with nary a

smudge. The Pinwriter fared well on our

speed tests, with a result of 104 characters

per second—what we expect from its

claimed 192 cps in high-speed draft

mode—95 cps in draft, and 46 in NLQ.
The other .seven resident fonts are also of

high quality, as are the many enhance-

ments.

The Pinwriter receives a grade of B for

paper handling. You have your choice of

loading paper from either the front or the

back, where both push- and pull-tractor

loading methods are possible. Paper park-

ing works well enough, even though it

takes a little practice to get the paper prop-

erly squared up to the platen.
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NEC PINWRITER P2200XE
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OKIDATA MICROUNE 172

FACT RLE

EDITOR'S CHOICE

NEC Intormalion Systems Inc . 1414

Massachusetts Ave.. Boxbofough, MA 01719;

(617) 264-8000

List Price: $499
Dimensions (HWO): 6.3 x 15 4 x 10 B in

Weight: 12 1 bs.

Emulations: Epson LQ. Pinwnter Senes
In Short: This narrow-carnage 24-pin printer

otters an excellent combination of price, ease of

use. quality text output, and reasonable speed. It

could, however, use a bit of improvement in the

paper-handling department

CIRCLE 649ON READER SERVICE CARD

The envelope-loading process could

use a litlle improvement if NEC wants to

continue calling it "automatic." If you

load an envelope according to the manual,

it will not scroll up far enough to be printed

on. When I took the cover off. I could easi-

ly push It in and line it up with one hand,

but this process certainly defeats the whole

purpose of auto-load.

On the PC Labs graphics lest, the photo

printed better than on most dot matrix

printers we've seen. Graphics resolution

lops out at a high 360 by 360 dots per inch.

The gray-scale bars, however, didn't show

enough distinctions between shades of

gray.

The NEC Pinwriter P2200XE is a nice

litlle piece of machinery. With its compact

size, flexible paper paths, excellent print

quality, thorough documentation, and rea-

sonable price, it's a gtxxi. solid choice.

Okidata Microline 172
by Ann Sherman
One of two new low-end dot matrix print-

ers from Okidata. the $289 Microline 172

promises good performance with few
frills. While its nimble draft mode and

smixnh operation certainly make the 172 a

good bargain, be aware that such a ‘Tow,

low" price brings with it a technology that

is slightly outdated.

The printing options of the 1 72 are typi-

cal of low-end 9-pin printers. The menu,

which the machine prints, includes HSD,
Utility (draft), and NLQ print modes;

pilches of 10, 12, and 17.1 characters per

inch; and form lengths varying from 3 to

14 inches. Among the enhancements are

italics, superscript, subscript, enhanced,

emphasized (bold), and double-width text.

While your printing options are fairly

complete, the selection process requires

time and lots and lots of paper. With the

paper loaded, depress the Select button on

the front panel while turning on the power.

The printer spits out the default set-

ting— 10-cpi Utility and ll-inch form

length—and the setting of the first catego-

ry that can be changed. To change the set-

ting or to save the setting and move to an-

other category, you must press either the

Form Feed or the Line Feed button. The
process is not terribly complicated, but

you will be drowning in paper. Not only

must you scroll through each setting until

you find the one you want, but the printer

moves seven lines after each option. Oki-

data is aware of this paper problem and is

upgrading the printer so that it skips only

two lines.

Okidata Microline 172

Fonts & Features

The paper handling of the 172 is not

glamorous but certainly dependable. Be-

yond the common rear U-fbId path, you

also get a bottom-feed. While the 172 has

few paper-handling options, its standard

external tractor and adjustable printhead

maneuver paper without a sign of conges-

tion. Even four-part forms and heavy card

stock flowed through this featherweight

machine without ajam.

The 172 also has advantages in speed.

The Utility mode, a Gothic-type draft.

Okidata. 532 Fellowship Rd. . Mount Laurel. NJ
08054; (800) OKI-DATA. (609) 235*2600.

List Price: $289
DinTensions(HWD) 5.25x 14x 11 in.

Weight: 10.5 lbs

Emulations: IBM Graphics Printer

In Short: The Okidata Microline 1 72 otters a fast,

readable draft, dependable paper harxlling. and
small dimensions. The trade*of1 lor inexpensive

and reliable basics, however, is a limited

emulation arxj a somewhat dated feature-

selection process.
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printed at 83 characters per second, while

the high-speed draft clocked in at 91 cps.

The NLQ—a well-formed Courier, if a lit-

tle loo light—came in at 34 cps.

The graphics are fa.sl and as fine as sin-

gle-density can provide in Okidata's

claimed emulation. IBM Graphics Printer.

However, in graphics mode, the 172 is

compatible with the IBM Proprinter, an

emulation that allows you to exploit the

full 240 by 216 dots per inch of a quadm-

ple-density image.

The printer has a few limitations. Like

the Okidata Microline 182 Turbo (also re-

viewed here), the NLQ doesn't have bold

or italics. Furthermore, the austere IBM
Graphics emulation prevents you from ac-

cessing the printer's superset of enhance-

ments. If your application doesn't have an

IBM Microline driver, you'll have to cus-

tomize one through the software package.

Unlike the 182 Turbo, the 172 doesn't

come in a standard version, so you cannot

use the well-.supporled Microline driver.

From essential items like speed and

good print to bonuses like a free optional

serial interface. Okidata does what it can to

accommodate users for under $3(X). And if

you need a printer primarily for drafts and

occasionally for correspondence, the 172

is an excellent choice. However, if high-
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quality type is important to you, choose

one of the other comparably priced 9-pin

machines that offer finer NLQ print.

Okidata Microline 182

Turbo
by Ann Sherman
For $339, the 9-pin Okidata Microline 1 82

Turbo offers an attractive combination of

speed, print quality, and price in acompact

package. Although the 182 is a little more

modem in its technology than Okidata's

other latest offering, the Microline 172

(also reviewed here), the 182 Turbo still

has a little further to go before it's a star in

its price range.

Tbe 182 Turbo is one of the smallest

nonportable dot matrix printers that we
tested. The front control panel is a simple

array of raised buttons for line feed, form

feed, and printer select. There ate two col-

umns of LEDs that allow you to cycle

through 10, 12, and 17.1 characters per

inch and NLQ, Utility (draft), and high-

.speed-draft modes. You can select any

combination of speed and pitch except

compressed NLQ. Tbe DIP switches allow

you to choose from four form lengths: 5,5,

8.5, 1 1 , and 14 inches.

The 182 Turbo’s bottom and tear U-

fold feeds manipulate single sheets and

Okidata Microline 182 Turbo

Fonts & Features

continuous-form paper without a jam; and

the mechanics are relatively self-explana-

tory. While four-part forms flowed

smoothly around the platen or up through

the bottom, heavy card stock turned the

machine into a desktop trash compactor. A
$50 optional external tractor feed (not in-

cluded with our test unit) may solve this.

In terms of performance, the 1 82 Turbo

does quite well. The Utility mode chums
out a readable Gothic type at 95 characters

per second—the fastest draft under $450.

The HSD type is Utility with a smaller hor-

izontal matrix. The characters are more

skeletal, but they fly onto the page at a rate

of 101 cps. The Courier-style letters of

NLQ, at 37 cps, could be a litUe darker and

have .smoother edges, but they’re more

than acceptable for this price range. The

182 Turbo also offers italics, underlining,

superscript, subscript, enhanced, empha-

sized (bold), and double-width text.

Your aceess to this fine text output is a

bit limited in the 182 Turbo (IBM) model

we tested. Its IBM Graphics Printer emula-

tion lets you access only the draft type-

face—without enhancements. If you don’t

have a Microline (IBM) driver in your ap-

plication, you’ll have to enter software

codes to make full use of the printer. How-
ever, the latest relea,ses of many applica-

tions do have a Microline (IBM) driver.

Furthermore, at the same price, the Micro-

line 182 Turbo comes in a Standard model

( not tested here) that is compatible with the

Microline driver family.

More solutions for printersharing
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OKIDATA MICROUNE 182 TURBO

Okidata. S32 Fellowship Rd.. Mount Laurel. NJ
08054; (800) OKI-OATA. (609) 235-2600.

Ust Price: $339.

Dlmenslons(HWO):4x 15x 14 78 in.

Weight: 10 lbs.

Emulations: IBM 5150 Graphics Pnnter

In Short: With the fastest draft under $450. small

dimensions, artd an efficient front panel, the

Okidata Mi(^otine 182 Turbo is a good low-end

bargain. To take advantage Its fonts and

features, buy the version with a Microline driver,

which is supfxxted by many applications
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The 182 Turbo has a few glitches.

While the graphics images are good, the

dreaded whine-of-the-dentist-drill spoils

the fun a little. The IBM Graphics Printer

emulation can access only single-density

images; however, in graphics mode, the

182 Turbo is compatible with the IBM
Proprinter, which can exploit the full 240

by 216 dots per inch.

The NLQ type, offering neither bold

nor italics, is a little bit on the undernour-

ished side. Furthermore, Okidata has not

caught on to the paper-handling trends that

are currently sweeping the low end of this

market. The access cover lies about an

inch above the printhead, and without

forms tear off, it's the same old sto-

ry—lose a sheet or lose an inch.

Despite some limitations, the IBM-
compatible Okidata Microline 182 Turbo

is a good, solid 9-pin printer. Its lack of a

bold enhaiKement in NLQ may make the

182 Turbo impractical for final docu-

ments. but the printer's small size and fast

Utility print make it an excellent choice for

point-of-sale applications or as an extra

draft printer for laser users.

Output Technology

560DL
by Catherine D. Miller

Output Technology Corp.'s newest 9-pin

dot matrix printer, the $1,995 560DL,
continues the high-volume printing tradi-

tion that OTC has fo.stered over the years.

This hefty wide-carriage printer's dual

printheads print simultaneously on a line,

prompting OTC to claim a burst speed of

560 characters per second in lO-charactcr-

per-inch draft mode.

Slightly larger and significantly heavier

than most wide-carriage printers, the 41-

pound 560DL has a platen width of 16

inches. Continuous-form paper can be fed

through the bottom or the front of the print-

er; the 560DL can't handle single-sheet pa-

per. A printhead gap lever, designed to ad-

just the distance between platen and
printheads, allows fora great deal of flexi-

bility in paper thickness. The 560DL did a

fine job with our three-part carbon-copy

form and with the cardboard stock.

The 560DL has four emulations: the 9-

pin IBM Proprinter, the Epson FX-lOO,

the DEC LA2I0, and the DEC LA 1 20.

With more than 300,000 installed devices, PrintDirector is responsible for successful printer and peripheral sharing in a

lot of different applications and configurations for Fortune 1000 companies of all sizes. Take a close look— you'll probably

find a configuration that will meet your needs. From simple plug-in boards that allow three PCs to share one laser printer, to

models that can accommodate large groups of users running different software and connected to lots of different periph-

erals, PrintDirector fills the bill. For more information on the PrintDirector family of products, or the name of a local dealer,

call us today at 1-800-243-2333 (1-617-924-1680 in MA) and choose from a broad range of products and options to meet
your exact price/performance requirements, circle 522on reader service card

Ifyoucan’t findyear applicationhere,

draw it andsend it tons-well surest a solntion.

Name

Title

Company

Address

Application

Phone Number

digital
PRODUCTS. INC.

the sul>LAN• company 100 Water Street, Watertown . Massachusetts 02172

(617) 924-1680 / (800) 243-2333

FAX (617) 924-7814 / TELEX 312346
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We tested its compatibility with the Pro-

printer and the Epson FX . The 560DL per-

formed in these emulations flawlessly, and

the graphics quality was gotxl for a 9-pin

printer.

While the 560DL supports bold, under-

line. compressed, expanded, superscript,

and subscript, it doesn't support italic. It

MONOCHROME DOT MATRIX

has an NLQ mode but not a proportional.

The 560DL is compatible with the high-or-

der IBM character set, missing only char-

acter 1 27, the ASCII delete character.

OTC offers single-color ribbons are

available from OTC—brown, blue, red,

green—although the 560DL doesn't sup-

port four-color printing. Text printed in

draft mode is satisfactory, and NLQ text

was surprisingly good. Courier is the only

resident typeface, but a free tool kit pro-

vides several downloadable fonts.

Since both printheads are active when

you print in StFcolumn format, as well as

when you use 136-column format, the

560DL should achieve greater speed than

many printers when .standard paper widths

are used. Under the IBM Proprinter (9-pin)

emulation, the 560DL managed 147 cps in

draft using the narrow-carriage 80-column

format and 267 cps using the wide-carriage

136-column format.

The control panel, located on the right

side of the front of the case, includes but-

tons for Line Feed. Form Feed, Top of

Form, and On/Off Line. Combinations of

these buttons allow you to set NLQ and to

move the paper up or down .0069 of an

inch. A beeper warns you when the printer

runs out of paper and when internal prob-

lems occur.

To access the menu-driven configura-

tion procedure, the Form Feed button is

held down during power-up. The Line

Feed button serves as a yes key. and the

Fonn Feed button serves as a no key. This

prrK-edure allows you to set the emulation,

serial options, forms options, character

set, and print style. You must also use this

menu to set the pitch (adjustable in incre-

ments from 5.0 to 18.2). to enable the

printing of subscripts and superscripts, and

to set the buffer size so that the printer will

accept downloaded fonts.

An excellent manual accompanies the

560DL. From configuring the printer to

troubleshooting to entering control se-

quences, the documentation does a great

job of describing the printer's capabilities

and how to u.se them to full advantage

.

This is a printer that appeals to a limited

market and does its a.ssigned job well. The
Output Technology 560DL is a workhorse

designed for fa.st high-volume draft print-

ing in a 136-column format—typically

needed in offices dominated by main-

frames and minicomputers. It's also well-

suited for continuous printing of multipart

forms and cardboard stock.

Panasonic KX-P1124
by Edward Mendelson

Since its introduction last year, Panason-

ic’s $530 KX-Pl 124 has set a new low-

priced standard for 24-pin printers. This

compact, narrow-carriage model pttxiuces

excellent output at speeds high enough to

serve almost all small-business and per-

sonal needs.

Its paper handling includes every mrxl-

em convenience, such as paper parking,

rear and bottom tractor feeds, and friction

feed for single sheets. The front panel,

with its membrane switches, controls ev-

ery feature and option, so you never have

to perform minor surgery on a block of in-

accessible DIP switches in order to get

.something done.

PC Labs’ speed tests clocked the KX-
Pl 124 at 87 characters per second in draft

mode. The Pana-sonic KX-Pl 124 produces

draft type that has jagged edges but is solid

enough to be readable. The printer's “let-

ter-quality” pitches come remarkably

close to deserving that name. The sans ser-

if font is smooth and easy to read, and the

Courier and Prestige fonts aren’t far be-

hind. If the sturdy-looking bold propor-

tional font isn’t the best ever seen on a 24-

pin printer, it’s close. Script fonts probably

should never be used at all. but Panason-

ic's script is one of the least offensive on

the market.

You can load paper into the KX-Pl 124

in just about every way you can imagine.

The tractor feed lets you load fanfold paper
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PANASONIC KX-P11 24

EDITOR'S CHOICE

Panasonic Industrial Co., Computef Products

Division. 2 Panasonic Way, Sa^ucus, NJ 07094;

(800) PIC-80e6. (201 )
348-7000

Usl Price: S530
Dimensions (HWD): 5.6x 16.9x 14.1 in.

Weight: 18.7 lbs

Emulations: Epson FX. IBM Propnnter X24
In Short: Panasonic's 24-pin KX-P1 1 24 oilers

last, high-quality pnnbng in a small package.

Excellent paper handling and no DIP switches

add to the atiractions of this relatively inexpensnie

model

CIRCLE 657ON READER SERVICE CARO

effortlessly from the rear, bottom, or even

thnxigh a folding door in the front . A touch

on a membrane switch and a press of a le-

ver parks the fanfold paper so that you can

feed individual sheets and envelopes

through that folding door. A prominent

line on the metal framework supporting the

platen tells you exactly where printing will

begin. The printer has more than enough

adjustments for perfect printing of multi-

part forms and heavyweight paper.

Panasonic's control panel uses a combi-

nation of membrane switches and LED
displays for far more than the standard se-

lections of default font, pitch, lines per

inch, and page length. You can also define

up to three combinations of commands as

macros and load the macros by pressing a

couple of switches. You use the panel by

an initially confusing but later highly intel-

ligible system that lets you cycle through

the rows and columns on the panel until

you reach the combination you need. The
settings ate labeled clearly enough to let

you dispense with the manual.

You’ll need the manual, however, if

you ever use the control panel to change

the kinds of initial settings that most print-

ers set with DIP switches. The KX-Pl 124

lets you use the panel to select one of 1 3 in-

ternational character sets or to choose a

PRINTERS
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slashed xero or any of a dozen other set-

tings, including a setting that turns off the

error buzzer.

You can turn off the buz.zer. but you

can't turn off the 85 decibels of dentist-

drill noise that the KX-Pl 124 inllicts on

you in its default setting. The optional qui-

et mode helps make the sound of this print-

er a bit more tolerable, although at the

price of reduced speed.

When it comes out of the box. this

printer acts like an Epson LQ-2500. and its

PC Labs text and graphics emulations

were perfect. However, the optional IBM
Proprinter X24 emulation produced nar-

row bands of denser printing at one-eighth-

inch intervals, similar to those prixluced

by some of the other printers reviewed in

this survey.

Panasonic revised the BIOS of the KX-
Pl 124 after the initial release of the printer

in order to avoid a potential incompatibil-

ity with Epson drivers used by some appli-

cations. Starting with Revision D of the

BIOS, the escape code that switches on the

bold proportional font was changed to a

cixle not used by Epson. As a result, soft-

ware drivers that correedy produced the

font with the old BIOS may produce the

Courier font instead when used to run a

printer that has the new BIOS. Ifyou come
across this problem, you’ll need to get a re-

vised driver from your software ven-

dor—or you'll have to leam how to patch

the driver on your own

.

At $530, the Panasonic KX-Pl 124 is a

bargain among 24-pin printers. With its

print quality, conveniences, and wide

range of features, it would still be a bargain

at a much higher price.

Panasonic KX-Pl180
by Edward Mendelson

This little gem of a printer is priced like zir-

conium but shines like a diamond—albeit

a small one. At $300 (and heavily dis-

counted everywhere). Panasonic’s 9-ptn,

natiDw-caniage KX-Pl 180 is one of the

few printers worth considering for low- or

medium-duty use in a home office, college

dorm, or small business.

The output of the KX-Pl 180 is good

enough to stand next to the output from far

more expensive 9-pin printers. The stan-

dard fixed-pitch fonts-^ourier. Prestige,

and sans serif—are a bit overly squarish

but are still highly legible. Panasonic’s

Panasonic KX-Pl 180

Fonts & Features

Epson FX

to cpi

12cpi

Compressed

ProponionsI

bold proportional font could be better

shaped than it is, but 9-pin printers aren’t

really suitable for proportionally spaced

printing anyway. If you want to preserve

trees, you can print the fixed-pitch fonts

with a 20-character-per-inch setting in-

stead of the normal 17, 12, and lOcpi.

At 59 characters per second in draft

mode and 23 cps in NLQ in the PC Labs

speed test, the KX-1180 won’t bum mb-
ber, but both speed and quality are impres-

sively good for the price. The noise level

of 73 decibels is in the reasonable-to-high

range for this class of printer.

Measuring about 6 by 17by 13.5 inches

(HWD), the KX-Pl 180 is compact and

lightweight but has a sturdy and reliable

feel. You can load fanfold paper on the in-

ternal tractor from either the back or the

bottom of the case, and you can park the

fanfold paper temporarily while using a

friction fe^ for single sheets and enve-

lopes. The printer had no trouble handling

multipart forms and heavyweight stock.

Loading fanfold paper from the bottom

of the KX-Pl 180 is so effortless that you

can do it with your eyes closed. Loading

paper from the rear, however, is a test of

faith and patience because you have to line

up the holes in the paper with sprockets

that you can’t see at the bottom of the trac-

tor wheels, and all you can do is hope that

they’ll eventually catch. The well-illustrat-

ed manual can’t make this job any easier,

but its detailed instructions reassure you

that you aren’t doing anything wrong as

you struggle to make the paper line up cor-

rectly. If you buy this printer, make your
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A unique cost-saving solution— only from Texas Instruments.

Many users* Multiple



forms^ One printer*
The new 8900 Series from Texas

Instruments. Shared printers that print

forms and more. For heavy-duty users —
whatever your needs.

Now you can benefit from a cost-

saving, shared printer solution: one

printer that serves a variety ot* users,

prints a variety of forms and other

diKuments, in a variety of business

environment. Tl’s new 8900 Series

of high-volume forms printers meets

alt these needs.

Lots of forms. Lots of speed.

Lots of value.

The 8900 Series can print six- to nine-

part forms at up to 4(X) characters per

second, data prcKessing applications at

up to 600 cps or correspondence

at 100 cps in the letter-quality mode.

Thar kind of flexibility — not offered

by many other printer manufacturers

— makes die 8900 Series a natural for

applicaoons of all types.

What’s more, these printers offer

rugged reliability. Meantime between

electronics failures Is 9,000 hours with

no dut>' cycle limitations. Tlie 8900
Series can even replace some low-end

line printers with its 16,000-pages-a-

month output capability.*

Intelligent printing means
easy printing.

What also sets 8900 Series printers

apart is their combination of intelligent

forms handling with flexible printing

and paper handling capabilities. For

example, TI’s special Z-Axis Contror*

TI’j 8900 Series |>Tints a variety offorms for a
variety of users.

printhead controller automatically

senses a dixrument’s thickness and

adjusts the printhead to its optimal

position.

The Page Finder'" feature helps

eliminate misaligned paper by auttv

matically sensing the right and left mar-

gins, regardless ofwhere the tractors

arc set or where the diKument is in-

serted. Plus, 8900 Series printers can

automatically sense the top of forms to

achieve zero tear-off. As a result, you

don’t have to worry about making ad-

justments yourself.

Tlie 8900 Series also features a

user-friendly control panel with a liq-

uid crystal display. You can select

options like print quality, font styles,

menu status and others with the touch

of a Powerkey'" button.

More features in one product.
An 18-pin printhead ensures crisp,

readable text, even on die last copy of

up to nine-part forms. With five print

speeds, the printers can handle high-

speed reports as well as letter-quality

correspxindence.

Seven-color printing is also

available. Some mixlels offer a paper

parking feature that enables you to

feed a single form or other cut-sheet

paper without having to di.sconnect

the tractor feed.

The shared printer solution

is a call away.
Find out more about this unique cost-

saving solution from TI. Call

1 -800-5270500.

Texas
Instruments

For single-user

printing, try TI’s

new 83X Series.
Tl also provides you with a

workstation printer solution.

The Model 830 and 835 printers

combine such personal printer

features as an easy-tivuse control

panel and key forms printing

features like short tearofr and

a straight paper path.

The Model 830 is a

narrow carriage printer while the

835 has a wide carriage. Both

printers feature such versatile

paper-handling characteristics

as bottom, rear and top feed;

automatic cut-sheet insertion;

paper parking; and up to five-

part forms printing.

You can also choose from

options like a user-installable se-

rial interface board; a sheet feeder;

and a pull tractor (required for

bottom-feed paperhandling).

Chcxise from three print

speeds, including high-speed

draft mtxle (300 cps), utility

niixle (250 cps) and near-letter-

quality mixle (63 cps). Whether

you need the multi-user 8900

Series or the single-user 83X
Series, Tl offers you the printers

you need when your needs are

demanding.

ei9S9Tl 44365

*Baf«d upon 2.000 characvn prr pogc-

Z.Axti Contrai, Page Finder artd (Iwerkev trademark*

Texai Intnumenis Incocporawd.



PANASONIC KX-P1 180

Panasonic Indusinal Co.. Computer Products

Division. 2 Panasonic Way. Secaucus. NJ 07094;

(600) Pic-Boee. {201 )
348-7000.

Ust Price: $299.95

Dimensions (HWD): 5.75 x 1 6.7 x 13.5 in

Weight: 14.1 lbs.

Emulations: Epson FX-see. Epson FX-SOO. IBM
Pfopnnter II

In Short: Panasonic s KX-P1 180 is an
inexpensive, well-constnjcted 9‘pin pnnter with

consistent pnnt quality. This low-end model

sports convenience features, like paper parking,

normally found only in more expensive models

Fanfold paper loads easily from the bottom

though more awkwardly from the rear, but few

inexpensive pnnters can do any better.

CIRCLE 658 ON READER SERVICE CARO

life easier by putting it on a stand that lets

you load paper from the bottom.

Panasonic's front panel uses membrane
switches that let you cycle through differ-

ent settings for font, pitch, paper length,

and a quiet mode. The quiet mode stays set

once you choose it and can’t be overridden

by commands from an application. A mi-

cro-line-feed switch lets you align printing

position precisely when filling in forms.

The KX-PII80 uses DIP switches to

choose between its default Epson FX-
86e/FX-800 emulation and an optional

IBM Proprinter II emulation and to choose

relatively arcane .settings like international

character sets and unidirectional versus bi-

directional printing. Both emulations pro-

duced excellent results in both text and

graphics.

The 2K buffer in the printer seems
small by today's standards, but you can en-

large it to 34K with a $60 expansion mod-

ule. A cut-sheet feeder will set you back

another $149.95. You probably won’t

want the optional $69.95 serial connec-

tion, but it’s available if you do.

You can set up the KX-PI 1 80 in a few

PRINTERS
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minutes and use all its features with any

software that supports the Epson or the

Proprinter. The manual is clear and well

organized in the sections that cover initial

setup. The section that covers features

used for programming the printer is less

clear, but with the printer support that’s

built into today’s software, only program-

mers will need to bother with these sec-

tions. Ifyou’re on a budget but want to pre-

tend that you aren’t, this printer is an

excellent choice.

Panasonic KX-P1191

PANASONIC KX-P11 91

FACT RLEFACT RLE

by Edward Mendelson

Compared to Panasonic’s low-end KX-
PI 180, the $400 KX-PI 191 both give*

and take* away. The 9-pin KX-PI 191

gives you extra speed, a buffer wi* 6K in-

stead of 2K RAM, and a few relatively in-

significant extra features. It takes away an-

other bundled dollars from your wallet

and, at a noise rating of 78 decibels, it

takes away about 5 additional dB from *e
quiet of your office.

In draft mode, *e KX-PI 191 's extra

speed is too trivial to bother paying for: 65

characters per second compared to 59 for

*e cheaper model. But in NLQ mode, *e
KX-PI 191 rates 35 cps, which is one and a

half times faster than *e KX-1180. For

many users, the difference will justify *e
extra price, while *e 6K buffer (expand-

able to 38K) will cut down on traffic jams

Panasonic Indusinal Co.. Computer Products

Division. 2 Panasonic Way. Se^ucus. NJ 07094;
(800) PIC-6086. (201 )

348-7000.

Ust Price: $400.

Dimensions (HWD): 5.2 x 16.7 x 13.5 in.

Weight: 15.7 lbs.

Emulations: Epson FX-B6e. Epson FX-800, IBM
Propnnter II

in Short: Except for its faster speed and larger

buffer, Panasonic's9-pinKX-P1191 is almost

identical to the low-end KX-Pl 180. Both have

good, solid print quality and good-to-excellent

paper handlirtg. Loading fanfold paper from the

rear can be awkward, but paper pacing and an

excellent bottom-loadirtg mechanism
compensate.

CIRCLE 659ON READER SERVICE CARD

as data moves from the computer to the

printer.

Externally and internally, the KX-
PI 191 is almost identical to its slower sib-

ling. Paper handling uses the same friction

feed for individual sheets and internal trac-

tor for fanfold paper. It takes work to line

up *e paper wi* *e tractor for rear load-

ing. but front loading is effortless, and you

can easily park fanfold paper out of the

way when loading individual sheets. Mul-

tipart forms and heavy paper stock won’t

make ei*er of *ese printers snimble.

The membrane switches on *e KX-
P 1 1 9 1’s front panel let you set *e left and

right margins and select italic or bold as *e
default font, in addition to *e standard set-

tings for font, pitch, paper leng*. and qui-

et mode. By combining switches on *e
front panel in ways you’ll never remember
wi*out consulting *e manual, you can

adjust the printing position in increments

as small as .(X)55 inch.

Panasonic’s 9-pin fonts, which are

identical in bo* *e KX-PI 180 and KX-
PI 191 , are serviceable wi*out being ele-

gant. Hawless Epson FX86e/FX8(X) emu-

lation is the default setting. IBM Proprinter
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II emulation, selectable via a DIP switch,

is equally fine. Panasonic offers NLQ sans

serif and bold proportional fonts in addi-

tion to the basic Prestige and Courier in

draft and NLQ modes. When you use the

Proprinter emulation, both printers give

you access to the full IBM character set,

except for ASCII 127, a character that

more than a few printers refuse to print.

With its fine graphics capability, re-

spectable speed, and advanced options like

paper parking and micro-line feed, the

KX-Pl 191 gives you almost anything you

could want from a dot matrix printer for

home or small-business use. A manual

that’s crystal clear for ordinary setup and

mildly disorganized only in sections tar-

geted for programmers adds to its attrac-

tions. If you can spare the extra cost and

can live with the extra noise, the increased

speed of NLQ printing in the KX-Pl 191

may make it a worthwhile step up from the

otherwise equally excellent KX-Pl 180.

Seikosha BP-5460
by Steve Lewiski

If you're frustrated by standing around and

waiting for your own or your colleagues’

documents and reports to print, the Seiko-

sha BP-5460 may be the answer for you.

Built to withstand long hours of continu-

ous printing, the BP-5460 is certain to alle-

viate your print queue blues. This high-

speed, wide-carriage, 8-pin (yes, 8-pin!)

dot matrix printer goes for $ 1 ,999.

The BP-5460 is Seikosha’s second-

fastest high-speed printer, surpassed only

by the $4,495 8(X)-chatactets-per-second

SBP-IOAI (reviewed last year). In fact, the

BP-5460 is actually a slightly improved

version of the BP-5420AI (reviewed in our

1985 printer issue). The major enhance-

ment is increased speed . Other changes are

only cosmetic, such as the color of the

printety outer shell and the shades of some

Seikosha BP-5460

Fonts & Features
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SEIKOSHA BP-5460

FACT RLE

Seikosha America Inc., 1111 MacarthurBlvd .,

Mahwah. NJ 07430; (600) 336-2609.

Ust Price: SI .999,

Dimensions (HWD): 7,625 x 23.25 x 15.75 in.

Weight: 43 lbs.

Emulations: Epson FX. IBM Graphics Pnnter

In Short: This &-pin. wKie-carriage. high-speed

dot matnx printer, which produced 239 cps during

our text speed test, may be the answer to your

firm's pnnting backlog.
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of the front-control-panel buttons.

But speed is not the only feature of the

BP-5460. The printer contains two resi-

dent, DIP-switch-selectable emulations

compatible with the Epson FX-80 and the

IBM 5 1 52 Graphics Printer. Output can be

manipulated manually via the front control

panel or through software selection to

combine the Pica, Elite, condensed, and

proportional pitches with print attributes

such as bold, italic, underlined, double-

strike, and double-width. The BP-5460

comes equipped with Centronics parallel

and RS-232 serial interfaces, an 18K non-

expandable print buffer, and a built-in

temperature sensor to protect the printhead

from overheating. An optional cut-sheet

feeder is also available.

The Seikosha BP-5460 whipped out

text at a rate of 238 cps in draft and 92 cps

in quality mode. Considering the rate at

which the draft characters are produced,

they’re more than adequate for in-house

documents and reports. The letter-quality

print was certainly better defined but still

too ridged to be used for professional busi-

ness correspondence. Unfortunately, the

BP-5460’s use of an 8-pin printhead is re-

flected in the quality of its graphs. Without

a doubt, production in the Epson mode
(which took 30 seconds) is superior to that

of the IBM mode (which took only 10 sec-

onds), but both were streaky and had some

difficulty forming solid vertical lines.

Manual operation of this printer is quite

simple. The front-panel control is split into

two segments, one for basic print opera-

tions—on-line, top-of-form, form and line

feed, for example—and another with dials

that control and display print-mode and

form-length selections. The print-mode

dial allows users to choose from any of the

five draft or four quality print modes.

Another setting is also available: the

“code set,” which enables the use of soft-

ware control. When the code set selection

isn’t invoked, software is not capable of

overriding the manual selections. The
form-length dial allows ten choices rang-

ing anywhere between 8 and 22 inches,

along with the 1 1 -inch default, software-

controllable code set. These dial selections

are activated either on power-up or after

pressing the adjacent reset button once a

dial selection has been changed during the

power-up state.

The paper-handling capabilities of the

BP-5460 include friction-feed single cut

sheets and a bidirectional pull tractor that

handles fanfold paper either through the

rear or bottom paper feed. Seikosha rates

the BP-5460’s paper-handling ability at 21

pound stock and five-part noncarbon

forms; both passed PC Labs tests. An op-

tional cut-sheet feeder with a capacity of

150 to 2(X) sheets is available for $399.

Snap-in replacement ribbon cartridges will

run you $16 each and should lastfor5 mil-

lion characters.

If speed is one of your primary require-

ments and you don’t mind the quality of 8-

pin dot matrix output, the Seikosha BP-

5460 is a definite must-see. This durable,

high-speed printer is ideal for situations

where one or many users produce droves

of spreadsheet or finartcial data, as well as

len^y internal documents.

Seikosha SL-230AI
by Steve Lewiski

The $1,149 SL-230AI is Seikosha’s top-

of-the line 24-pin document printer. Tar-

geted at the letter quality correspondence

production departments of small and large

businesses, Seikosha has attempted to

package high-quality output with a com-

plement of easy-to-use options and fea-

tures. And for the most part, the company
has succeeded.

Like other 24-pin printers, the wide-
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Seikosha SL-230AI

Fonts & Features

carriage SL-230AI is capable of printing a

variety of character fonts, including draft,

letter-quality, and proportional within the

I0-, I2-, I5-, I7-, and 20-character-per-

inch range. Additionally, 17 international

character sets, a multitude of graphic print

densities, and all the standard formatting

enhancements are available, as well as

centering and justification commands. Un-

like most of its competitors, Seikosha has

built in nine resident typefaces, including

Courier, Gothic, Orator, Prestige Elite,

Script, OCR-A, OCR-B, Roman, and

Helvetica. In either of the SL-230AI’s em-
ulation modes—Epson LQ or IBM Pro-

printer XL24—users should find little dif-

ficulty producing attractive documents by

incorporating the additional typefaces.

Font and typeface selections, as well as

other features, can be accessed manually

through the front conuol panel or via soft-

ware control codes. The panel looks a little

busy but supplies an abundance of control

with its seven multipurpose buttons, three

rotary dials, and a reset switch. Various

paper-handling functions are also con-

trolled through the console. A Cut selec-

tion allows continuous fanfold paper to ad-

vance to the perforation, be tom off, and

then be returned to the top-of-form. The
Visible button moves fanfold paper up to

allow viewing while the button is pressed,

then returns it to its original position once

released. Optional paper-handling features

include a $250 single-bin cut-sheet feeder,

a $195 dual-bin cut-sheet attachment, and

a$IOO bidirectional pull tractor.

On the PC Labs text speed test, the SL-
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230AI produced well-formed draft charac-

ters at an unceremonious pace of 77 char-

acters per second. The 49-cps letter-

quality output appeared fine at first glance,

but closer inspection revealed the fragile,

coarse outline so common to dot matrix

character resolution. Furthermore, the Ro-

man typeface must be used in the propor-

tional mode to avoid a spacing problem.

The graphics test also produced inter-

esting results. In Epson emulation (which

took 35 seconds), the halftones were less

dense but more defined than those pro-

duced in IBM emulation (which took 43

seconds). Overall, the test results were a

bit disappointing for a 24-pin dot matrix

printer priced above $1,000. Still, it

should be noted that quality can be im-

proved by using optional $28 multistrike

film ribbons.

A refreshing design element of the SL-

230AI is the elimination of DIP switches.

Instead, the printer uses a function card to

control an assortment of standard settings.

The function card approach may sound

odd, but it’s actually quite convenient in an

environment where multiple users have

different print requirements and can't be

bothered by technicalities. To install the

card, simply power down the printer and

SEIKOSHA SL230AI

FACT RLE

Seikosha America Inc., 1111 Macarthur Blvd.,

Mahwah. NJ 07430; (800) 338-2609.

List Price: $1,149.

Dimensions (HWD): 4.875 x 24 x 1 3.75 m.

Weight: 26 lbs

Emulations: Epson LQ. IBM Prophnter XL24
In Short: This sharp-looking, 24-pin. wide*

carriage dot matrix pnnter combines a bundle o(

easy-to-use features and options with

acceptable-quality output. Altftough it's probably

not right for many large corporations, it ought to

find a home in small businesses.
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n

insert the card in the slot located on the

front of the printer.

Other notable features include automat-

ic loading for both cut-sheet and fanfold

paper, thermal control (which automati-

cally shuts down the printhead), separate

paper-bail and paper-release levers, and an

optional $50 64K merttory upgrade, which

seems extremely appealing during large

print jobs.

The Seikosha SL-230Ars ability to

produce an assortment of acceptable letter-

quality documents and its multitude of fea-

tures and options makes it fine choice for

small businesses with limited budgets. But

until Seikosha further enhances the SL-

230AI’s output quality and print rate, ex-

pect larger corporations to stick with faster

dot matrix printers for in-house applica-

tions and laser printers for their profession-

al correspondence.

Seikosha SP-1600A1
by Steve Lewiski

Seikosha's low-end entry for this year’s

printer review, the$329SP-1600AI, is not

only well priced and easy to use for a nar-

row-carriage 9-pin dot matrix printer but is

also loaded with many practical features

for a printer in this class.

Although the Centronics parallel SP-

1600A1 version lists for $329, an RS-232

serial model—the SP-1600AS—sells for

$349. Through DIP-switch selection, the

SP-I6(X)A1 is capable of emulating either

the Epson FX-80 or the IBM 5152 Graph-

ics Printer. In PC Labs’ text-speed tests,

the SP-I600AI produced acceptable draft

and adequate NLQ print in both emula-

tions at a rate of 79 and 27 characters per

second, respectively. On graphics speed

tests, the FX-80 emulation produced dens-

er and more-precise output, especially on

curves, than the IBM mode. But the Epson

emulation took nearly twice as long to out-

put—65 seconds versus 37 seconds for the

IBM mode.

In addition to the two emulation modes,

the SP- 16(X)A1 also offers automatic paper

loading and ejection, proportional and

graphics print modes, 1 1 international

character sets (itKiuding IBM’s high-order

set), and the standard print enhancements,

such as double-width, bold, italic, double-

strike, and super- and subscript.

During operation, the SP-1600A1 al-

lows the user to determine character pitch

and margin settings in a rather unique,

easy-to-use fashion. By combining front-
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Seikosha SP-1600AI

Fonts & Features

panel operations with printhead position-

ing, selections are set and can't be over-

written by software commands. The SP-

IbOOAI’s pitch-control settings include

Pica ( 10), Elite ( 1 2), condensed ( 1 7 and 20

pitch), proportional, and code—the de-

fault setting that allows software com-
mands to control printer operations.

In addition to assisting with pitch and

margin settings, the ftont panel has four

buttons that control form and line feeds as

well as the on-line and NLQ status. The
last two have LEDs that are illuminated if

that function is active. There are also pow-

er and paper-out LED indicators.

The paper-handling features of the SP-

1600A] rival those of printers in the more-

expensive classes. As if loading fanfold

paper weren’t easy enough, loading cut-

sheet paper is even simpler. Just remove

the detachable tractor, place the paper

guide on its supports , throw in some paper,

and the paper is automatically positioned

at the top of a form. For an additional

$149, you can purchase an automatic cut-

sheet feeder, increasing your cut-sheet ca-

pacity to anywhere ftom 1 SO to 200 pages.

We exceeded the printer’s stated maxi-

mums of 21-pound paper and three-part

multipart forms by successfully testing 40-

pound card stock and four-part forms.

Seikosha has packaged quite a few nice

features into this relatively inexpensive,

simple-to-operate 9-pin dot matrix printer.

Although its NLQ print would not be ac-

ceptable for large corporations, the Seiko-

sha SP-1600AI is ideal for small-business

and home use.

Siemens Ink Jet

PT 90-12

by Luisa Simone
The Siemens Ink Jet PT 90- 12 is a $1,500

ink jet printer that will make some people

smile and a lot of other people climb the

walls. It’s fast, quiet, and sturdy, but most

other aspects of this model are just plain

annoying.

The PT 90-12 is a printer that requires

patience and fortitude during installation.

There are little frustrations: for example,

there is no physical switch on the front

control panel to either invoke letter-quality

mode or change the type pitch. And then

there are big frustrations—although Sie-

mens claims that the PT 90-12 is compati-

ble with the 24-pin IBM Proprinter, using

that emulation for the PC Labs benchmark

tests resulted in control characters being

printed.

The PT 90-12 did function with the 9-

pin Proprinter driver. But there isn’t much
point in paying $1 ,500 for a 32-nozzle ink

jet printer ifyou are restricted to a 9-pin dot

matrix emulation. Even then. I can’t guar-

antee that the PT 90-12 is lOO-percent

compatible with the 9-pin Proprinter. The
escape sequences for It^ic printing, forex-

ample. did not work in our test sample.

And I found that the type occasionally suf-

fered from misaligned dots, causing

blurred letters.

These problems disappeared when we
used proprietary Siemens drivers. The text

on several sample files provided with the

printer was extremely clean on even the ti-

niest type size. Siemens will supply pro-

prietary drivers for several popular soft-

ware programs, including Microsoft

Word, Microsoft Chart, WordPerfect,

Microsoft Windows/286 or 1386, and

GEMI3 Desktop.

When we converted the PC Labs graph-

ics file to take advantage of the Siemens

Windows driver, the difference was star-

tling. Instead of the large, simple dot pat-

tern of the Proprinter, true halftones (at a

resolution of 240 dots per inch) rose up out

of the PT 90-12 like Venus rising from the

waves.

The Proprinter version of the PT 90- 1

2

that we received for review is only one of

four versions manufactured by Siemens.

You might have better luck if you opt for

the Diablo emulation instead. The other

two emulations, Siemens/ECMA and Sie-

mens PC-D, which ate European stan-

dards, reveal the PT 90-I2’s foreign ori-

gins and may perhaps explain the language

barrier that exists between the PT 90-12

and the Proprinter driver. In fact, if you ex-

perience trouble, the printer’s manual sug-

gests that you either modify an existing

driver or write your own driver in order to

make full use of the printer’s potential.

If you can get this printer going, you’ll

discover that it is swift. The PC Labs test

Siemens Ink Jet PT 90-12

Fonts & F'eatures

IBM Proprinter 9-pin

1 « Sub

Super

Underline

10cpi
igSi-;

12cpi
I

Compressed

Proportional IHI^H

letter printed out at 1 36 characters per sec-

ond in draft mode and nearly that fast in

proportional mode.

But fast certainly doesn’t mean versa-

tile. The PT-90 has its share of type and

format enhancements, but the typeface se-

lection—even if you opt for one of the five

$138 font expansion naodules—^is too lim-

ited for my taste. Furthermore, even those

standard enhancements that the PT 90-12

can handle—expanded type, boldface, or

15 characters per inch—can be accessed

only through software codes or ftom a

lengthy menu; there are no front-panel
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It’s everything the leading laser printerwould



like tobe. Small,powerful and affordable.

At Toshiba, we’ve discovered tag that’s at least 25% smaller. top computer or any of our full

that one way to enlarge upon an We even brought compati- line of truly portable PCs. And it

idea is to make it smaller. bility problems down to size by gives you the kind of high-quality

That’s just what we’ve done making the PageLaser6 totally images you’d expect from the

with our new PageLaser6. compatible with the HP LaserJet leading laser printer.

Rrr one thing, we made it 30% system. In fact, you can even use It’s just that ours does it in a

smaller than the leading 8 page- your existing HP font cartridges, lot less space. For a lot less money,

per-minute laser printer. The new F^geLaserG is a And that, we feel, is no small

And then we gave it a price perfect complement to your desk- accomplishment.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
CIRCLEm ON READER SERVICE CARD

Ihshiba America Infijonatko Systenu Inc.. Gxnputer Systems Division
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shortcuts for this printer.

Every ounce of the PT 90-12’s 44
pounds is put to use in making this one of

the sturdiest and quietest printers I've

seen. Both the internal tractor feed and the

optional cut-sheet feeder are thoughfully

designed and solidly built. For example,

the cut-sheet feeder has a paper tray that

catches your printouts in either inverted or

normal order. And it was no surprise to

learn that Siemens sells a lot of these print-

ers to sites where noise is verboten—like

hospitals.

If you work in a quiet zone or are deal-

ing with a large-volume purchase, the in-

evitable installation problems that you will

mn into with this printer may be offset by

long-term benefits. The Siemens Ink Jet

PT 90- 1 2 is designed for endurance; it will

print graphics and a minimum number of

typefaces speedily and in hushed tones.

But individual users who are not willing to

write or modify drivers for the unit will

find it difficult to access this printer’s in-

herent potential. If you must buy the Sie-

mens 1^ 90-12, insist that the company
supply you with proprietary drivers for

your major applications.

I

I

i

SIEMENS INK JET PT 90-1

2

Siemens JntofmaBon System. 20OineyAWn :

9 .0. Box 5040. Cherry HM. NJ 06034: (600) 751'

6058. ^

LletPi1c»:$im ^
Olmenilone (HWD): 7 X 25.5 X 16.25 in.

Welght:44l)e.

EmuMone: IBM Proprtntor

In Short: If thisprintenwere considered on the

besis of herdMere alone, ttreaO'nozile Mr )et

prinOreed, ouiet opereboft, end sturdy paper-feed

mechanarrv would win tt high mei1(S.Hoiiir6ver. a f

poorVImplerrienledPropritWenHiationmahM :

M dmajN toUM this printer wHhoul defying into

driver mocfifications.
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Siemens PT 88S-32
by Luisa Simone
Siemens Information Systems claims that

the $718 PT 88S-32 sports a silent nine-

nozzle ink Jet printhead, no-fuss paper-

handling mechanisms, and the IBM Pro-

printer emulation. But up at bat. this

printer sttikes out in two of those three cat-

egories.

The good news is that this printer is

very quiet. Indeed, a document can print

out without your even noticing. And the

internal Uactor feed was hassle-free.

Paper-handling functions are practical-

ly nonexistent. Sheet-cut paper must be

fed manually. Paper parking does not ex-

ist. The top of a form is determined by the

position at which the paper is located when
the printer is turned on. And because there

is no roller bar on the platen, you must

keep the paper aligned with the tear-off

edge on the cover, effectively making the

first 1 .33 inches of paper unprintable.

More importanUy, I found that the PT
88S-32 worked inconsistently with the

Proprinter driver. The most frustrating

problem was that the printer refused to ac-

cept the escape-code that should toggle be-

tween draft and NLQ printing modes.
Delving into the manual revealed an es-

cape-code sequence that did not match the

NLQ/drafl codes for a true Proprinter emu-
lation. That, however, is a riKmt point, be-

cause it didn't matter whether I used true

Proprinter escape sequences or the incor-

rect code listed in the manual: the only way
to switch over to NLQ or back to draft was

either to flip a DIP switch or to use the

front control panel (take the printer off

line, hold down both the Line Feed and

Form Feed buttons). Siemens promises

that, by the time this issue is published, the

incompatibility problems with the Pro-

printer driver and the incorrect codes in the

manual will have already been fixed.

At 97 and 33 characters per second for

draft and NLQ, respectively, the PT 88S-

32 is fast enough for most applications.

However, it has no capability to print ei-

ther italic or proportional type—two basic

requirements for business correspon-

dence.

The PT 88S had no problems with the

PC Labs graphic test image. It faithfully

mimicked both the Proprinter and the IBM
Graphics Printer. However, a .25-inch

hard left margin, which cannot be changed

except by manually repositioning the pa-

per, makes it nearly impossible to print the

full width of the sheet. The manual ex-

plains this as a preventive measure—print-

ing over the perforation can introduce pa-

per dust into the nozzles.

Siemens admits thatOEMs form a large

part of their customer base, and various

facts support that statement. The compa-

ny's price list includes discounts for large

quantities. The manual also contains in-

structions on how to dismantle the printer

in order to insert boards for the various em-

ulation and interface options. The model

we received for review was the PT 88S-32;

the IBM Proprinter emulation. Also avail-

able are the I^ 88S-3 1 (which employs the

I
SIEMENS PT88S-32

1
1

I

Siemens Information Systems. 20 Olrrey Ave..

P O. Box 5040. Cherry Hill. NJ 08034; (609) 751-

6956.

Ust Price: $718.

Dimensions (HWD): 5.5 x 1 6 25 x 1 2 m.

Weight: 17 lbs.

Emuiations: IBM Graphics Pnnter. IBM
Proprinter

In Short: With only draft an6 NLQ typeface to

choose from and unsophisticated paper-handling

features, the Siemens PT 688-32 is loo limited a
pnnter for most business correspondence.

CIRCLE«4ON READER SERVICECARO
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Siemens ECMA standard for the European

market), and the PT 88S-34 (Epson EX
emulation). Certainly OEMs have both the

incentive and the expertise to solve the

compatibility problems 1 experienced dur-

ing testing. In addition, they have the vol-

ume-purchasing power to bypass the nor-

mally high price of $746 (the printer plus

the parallel interface).

Purchased from an OEM as part of a

turnkey system and used only for internal

or basic correspondence, the Siemens PT
88S might shine as an extremely quiet,

very sturdy printer. However, most busi-

ness users looking for a printer with a full

complement of type enhancements and

easy-to-use emulations will find the PT
88S-32 too limited.

Star Micronics XR-
1500 Multi Font
by Bruce Brown
Star Micronics’ $799 9-pin wide-carriage

XR- 1 500 Multi Font is a good all-around

machine for printing everything from

mailing labels to spreadsheets and from

correspondence-quality type to low-level

graphics.

The XR-1500 is the company’s work-

horse machine. It includes Epson FX and

IBM Proprinter (9-pin) emulations stand-

ard and Epson JX-80 color command set

emulation with the $50 color option (not

sent in time for testing it in this roundup).

Moderately fast, the XR-15(X) scored 127

Star Micronics XR-1500 Multi Font

Fonts & Features

IBM ProprInter &»pin

I
^ o
m s ^

I

13

StarMiaonics America Inc.. 420 Lexington Ave..

#2710. New Yort(. NY 10170; (212) 986^770.

Ust Price: S799.

Dimensions (HWO): 5.5 x 23.5 x 1 3.5 in.

Weight; 23.1 lbs.

Emulations: Epson FX. IBM Propnnter (9-pln)

In Short: The ^ar Micronics XR-1 500 Mub Font

is a w(»1(horse 9*pin wide-carriage printer with

good speed, eight built-in fonts, and easy-to-use

control panel and paper detivery systems. This

attractive printer has lots to recommend it as a
home-offi^ or small-business printer.

CIFtCLE 653 ON READER SERVICE CARO

characters per second in lO-character-per-

inch draft mode. 49 cps in NLQ mode, and

51 cps in NLQ proportional mode. The

print quality is about as good as it gets with

9-pin printers, offering clear type and

graphics that are certainly good enough for

internal company use and for personal pro-

jects.

One of the distinct advantages of the

XR-1500 is its complement of resident

fonts. Star Micronics mu.st have caught a

big font wave, because there are eight resi-

dent NLQ fonts in addition to draft on this

machine. The typefaces are draft, sans ser-

if, Orator, OCR-B, Cinema, Courier, Let-

ter Gothic, Script, and TW-Light. If you

can’t find what you want in that bunch,

you’re looking at the wrong class of printer

and .should be prepared to .spend loLs mote

money or cope with the interesting world

of downloaded fonts.

If you want to ride the wave even fur-

ther, optional font cartridges will be avail-

able for the XR-1500 by the time this re-

view appears. Pricing and font specifics

for the optional cartridges weren’t avail-

able at press time.

A Centronics parallel interface is stand-

ard. If you’re one of the rare users who
want a serial port. Star Micronics will sell

you one, complete with 8K printer buffer,

for $100.

The printer control panel uses lots of

small raised buttons and LED indicators to

choose fonts and print settings without re-

sorting to software. The panel is well laid

out and easy to use. Standard black fabric

ribbons cost $10 and have a rated life of 6

million characters.

Paper is fed into the XR- 1 5(X) from the

rear only, with both friction and push-type

tractor feed standard. An optional single-

bin cut-sheet feeder costs $250, and an ex-

ternal pull-type tractor will be available,

but the price was not fixed at press time.

Paper parking using the internal tractor

worked well, with Just one button to load

or park continuous-form paper.

The XR-1500 comes with a sizable

32K buffer, expandable to a maximum of

64K with a 32K memory option board,

though—you guessed it—the price for the

memory upgrade wasn’t available.

There are no minuses with the XR-
1500. At $799, it’s a reasonably priced

wide-carriage 9-pin printer with an excep-

tional number of resident fonts. If you

want to save some money and don’t need

wide-carriage printing, a narrow version,

the XR-IOOO, which we did not see, lists

for just $579.

Star Micronics XB-
2410 Multi Font
by Bruce Brown
Star Micronics’ $749 24-pin narrow-car-

riage XB-2410 may be the next best thing

to a laser printer for folks who can’t afford

a laser but want great print quality and a

good selection of fonts.

The XB-2410 offers excellent NLQ
print in a total of 14—count ’em, 14—resi-

dent fonts. If that’s not enough, there’s

also a Super Letter Quality mode that

works with two of the fonts, TMS ROMN
and TW-Light. No. the print from this ma-

chine isn’t as good as that of a laser or other

page printer, but it’s right up there with the

best 24-pin dot matrix printers, which is

darned good. The highest graphics resolu-

tion is 360 dots per inch in both horizontal

and vertical orientations.

The XB-2410’s resident fonts include

Draft, TW ROMN, TW-Light, Courier,

Prestige, Script, OCR-B, OCR-A, Letter

Gothic, Blippo, Orator. Helvet, Optimo.

Cinema. Code 39, and Greek, For most

standard business users, this many fonts is
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overkill, but the combination of fonts and

print quality is great to have if you need it.

You can access the fonts via the well-

laid-out control panel with small buttons

and LEDs or via printer-control codes

from any of the XB-2410’s three emula-

tions: Epson LQ, IBM Proprinter, and

NEC Pinwriter. Font, pitch, and print-

quality are set from the control panel. The

XB-24I0 also has ingenious hardware

“locks,” a feature that lets you lock-in

font, pitch, and print quality so that they

can't be changed by software. While most

ofus let our software control printer action

most or all of the time, there are programs

that want to control the printer entirely but

that don’t give access to gll printer fea-

tures. With the Star Micronics’ locking

feature, you can override inhospitable

software—a nice touch.

The XB-2410 is slower than many 9-

pin printers in draft mode, scoring 1 17

characters per second in 10 cpi on our

speed test, but it buzzed right along at S4

cps in LQ mode and 75 cps in LQ propor-

tional mode. The extra effort the printer

makes to produce Super Letter Quality

slows speed down to a tested 29 cps.

A Centronics parallel interface is stand-

ard; a serial interface with an 8K buffer is a

$100 option. You can either feed single

sheets with pressure feed or use the inter-

nal push tractor for continuous-form pa-

per. An optional external pull tractor (price

not set at press time) and a $ 1 60 single-bin

cut-sheet feeder are also available.

Other planned options with undeter-

mined prices include optional font cards

star Micronics America Inc. , 420 Lexington Ave.

,

42710. New York, NY 10170: (212) 986-6170,

Ust Price: $749
Dimensions (HWD): 5.5 x 1 7.75 x 1 3.5 in.

Weight: 17.6 lbs.

Emulations: IBM Propnnter. Epson LQ, NEC
Pinwmer

In Short: The Star Micronics XB-2410 MuKi Font

produces beautihii character pnnt and graphics

with its 24-pin head. At $749. the XB-2410 has an
astounding 1 4 resident fonts and includes a

Super Letter Quality mode. If you're looking for a
top-quality dot matrix pnnier. you can stop nghi

here.
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and a 32K memory upgrade to take the

standard 32K buffer up to the 64K maxi-

mum. The font cards are planned even

though the XB-2410's standard fonts

should certainly be enough for all but the

most unusual needs.

Black fabric ribbons with a life expec-

tancy of 3 million characters cost $9.50

each, and a four-color ribbon for use with

the Epson LQ-2500 emulation costs

$20.00. The optional color kit (not sent to

us in time for testing) costs $50. The print-

er’s ribbons are clam-style cartridges that

can be quickly installed without getting ink

all over your fingers.

The Star Micronics XB-2410 Multi

Font is a classy 24-pin printer with loads of

fonts and reasonable speed for its class. It

isn’t a laser printer, but it offers great print

and does continuous-form mailing labels

and multipart forms. A lot mote expensive

than other natrow-catriage 24-pin print-

ers—such as the $499 NEC Pinwriter

P2200XE and the $530 Panasonic KX-
P 1 1 24—it’s also a bit faster.

Tandy DMP 107
by M. David Stone

If the Tandy DMP 107 were an airplane

ticket, it would be for a discount seat on a

cut-rate airline—with no food, no drinks,

and quite possibly no magazines. But then,

at the no-frills price of $280, what more

could you ask for than just doing the job of

printing?

In most ways, the DMP 107 is best de-

scribed as a minimalist version of the ven-

erable IBM Graphics Printer with a Tandy

mode and character set tacked on for good

measure. As such, it’s pretty much what

you would expect: a low-end, narrow-car-

riage, 9-pin dot matrix printer with nearly

universal software support. However,

that’s not all this printer is about; it was

built with two aims in mind. It’s designed

to work with older Tandy hardware, such

as the TRS-80 Model II and the Color

Computer. But it’s also meant to accom-

modate the company’s movement toward

IBM compatibility. The result is a mixed

bag of tricks.

The need to serve both past and present

explains the more-individualistic—some

might say more-eccentric—aspects of this

printer. For example, it certainly explains

the serial connector that’s meant for the

Color Computer. And it also helps explain

the reason why the parallel connector isn’t

wired for a standard IBM parallel cable.

Instead, you need a special cable, which is

available from Tandy. And be aware that

Tandy will not reconfigure the DMP 107

for a standard cable. Although the compa-

ny will reconfigure some other Tandy
printers reviewed here.

Nowhere does the minimalist design of

this printer show quite so well as in the

front-panel controls. There’s a single sta-

tus light that indicates power-on and a sin-

gle button that sets the printer on- or off-

line. The only other feature controls (locat-

ed elsewhere on the printer) are the on/off
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switch and four DIP switches.

In the PC Labs benchmark tests, the

DMP 107 generally performed appropri-

ately for a printer that costs $280. On the

text speed test, the claimed rate of 100

characters per second translated to a mea-

sured 48 characters per second for draft

mexie and about 1 6 cps for NLQ mixlc . On
the graphics speed test, the DMP 107

ckx.ked in at 5i seconds.

The print quality has both gixxi and bad

points. NLQ text—particularly propor-

tionally spaced NLQ text—is highly read-

able with acceptably dark, solid charac-

ters. Unfortunately, draft-quality text is

somewhat gray and is not the sort of output

you will want to read much of in one sit-

ting.

The graphics quality is also mixed. The

output retains inuicate detail; it printed the

IBM Graphics Printer emulation without

problems. However, the printing is gray,

and solid areas are not truly solid. Pul these

together, and the overall output is less than

ideal—but belter than you might expect at

this price.

Setup is trivial, essentially limited to

loading ribbon and paper and plugging the

printer in. The built-in push tractor is easy

to load and adjust. Surprisingly, the DMP
107 handled the multipart forms on PC
Labs' tests without problems, even though

Tandy claims only a maximum two-part

PRINTERS
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form thickness for the printer.

The tractor feed also handled heavy-

weight paper reasonably well, but not well

enough for someone to trust the printer on

its own. The bail is not strong enough to

hold the heavy paper down, so the paper is

in constant danger of folding itself under

the bail and Jamming. The bail never quite

gave out during PC Labs testing, but I'd

stay and watch when printing, just to be

sure.

The Tandy DMP 107 is a credible low-

end printer. While it is hard to justify any

printer this slow for business use. the DMP
107 may be appropriate if. for example,

you’re looking for an inexpensive printer

to keep at home for occasional use with

your laptop system. If that’s your need and

$280 is your budget, the DMP 107 may be

the right choice.

See us at Fall COMDEX,
Booth # *1701

Triton Techni>logies Inc., 200 Miiidlncx Tpk.. Isclin, Nj 08830

201-855.9440 Fax: 201-855-9608 Available unJerGSA schedule

QVSntlon M a trademark of Tntrm Technoloeics. Inc. CvhcmCnfry u a trademark of Micrucocn. Inc.

Most Gi/Session™ users once used other remote

computing software. Why did they switch? In head-to-

head evaluations, Co/Session outperformed all other

remote computing software.

Because of its intuitive design, even the PC novice

can immediately utilize the power of Co/Session. And Co/Session's superior

speed is instantly obvious to all, particularly to the PC e.\pert.

Grmpare Co/Session. If within 30 days you don't agree that Co/Session

4 0 is easier and faster than GrKrn
Copy™

,
we'll reftmd your money.

For a limited time, you can

trade up your old Carbon Grpy for

Co/Session's two-machine package

for just $80. To Older or for the

name ofyour nearest dealer call

201-855-9440.

'Et Co/S^ion and you'll

need to find anodier use

for your Carbon Copy
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Tandy DMP 133
by M. David Stone

The Tandy DMP 133 is the big brother of

the DMP 107. It’s slightly larger than the

107, slightly heavier, and possibly more

sturdy, as well. It's also slightly faster. But

like the 107, the DMP 133 is clearly a low-

end printer, offering 9-pin printing, IBM
Graphics Printer compatibility, and a rea-

sonably low price of $380.

There are other features that the two

printers share, as well. In particular, the

DMP 133 includes a Tandy mode and

Tandy character set in addition to the IBM
Graphics Printer mode and IBM character

set. It also includes a serial connector spe-

cific to the Color Computer, as well as a

parallel connector that isn't wired for a

standard parallel cable and can't be modi-

fied for one. As an MS-DOS user, you’ll

need the special cable sold by Tandy.

Aside from its Tandy-specific idiosyn-

crasies, the DMP 133 offers little to distin-

guish it from the pack. On the PC Labs

speed tests, draft mode came in at a re-

spectable 67 characters per second, but the

quality is of the sort that used to give com-

puter printouts a bad name. The type is far

too light, and the characters are formed

with absurdly distinct dots.

The so-called letter quality—actually a

correspondence quality—clocks in at 24

cps. The text is reasonably solid: both

darker and far more readable than draft

mode, it is still nothing to rave about. In

fact, both draft and letter-quality text are

almost identical to the output from the

DMP 107. Alas, what is forgivable in a

$280 printer is somewhat less so in a print-

er that costs $ 100 more.

On the graphics tests, the DMP 133

managed a relatively fast 42 seconds. The

output has a washed-out look, with uneven

coverage in solid areas, but the patterns

and cross-hatched areas retain detail. The

scanned photo keeps enough shading to

look more or less like a photograph if you

hold it at arm’s length. Here again, the out-

put is almost identical to output from the

less expensive DMP 107. The printer han-

dled the compatibility test for the IBM
Graphics Printer without problems.

Paper handling is not one of this print-

er's strengths. While tunning the PC Labs

benchmark tests—fewer than 50 pages of

fanfold paper—the printer jammed four

times, with the paper coming off the built-

in push tractor. In fairness, the problem

came from a slight misadjustment in the

tractor positions and disappeared when I

finally got the positioning right. But the

tractor feed is undeniably finicky—far

more so than with most other printers, in-

cluding the other Tandy printers in the

overview. If you don’t change paper

widths much, this probably won’t be an is-

sue; but if you do, watch out.

With the tractor positions finally adjust-

ed properly, the DMP 133 had no prob-

lems with multipart forms. However, the

printer does not handle heavyweight paper

well. The bail spring is not strong enough

to hold the paper against the roller. When
the paper comes to a new page, the fold of-

ten slips under the bail, pushes it away

from the roller, and removes the printer’s

top cover. The smaller, lighter DMP 107

actually fared better in feeding heavy-

weight paper.

Ultimately, the real problem for this

printer is cost. Listing for $380 and avail-

able only at Radio Shack stores at full list

price, the DMP 133 is less than $200 be-

low the street price of an HP DeskJet. And
it’s higher than the street price of, for ex-

ample, an Epson LQ-500.

At this price, the Tandy DMP 133 may
be of interest if you want a printer for your

old ColorComputer that can also double as

a backup printer for your MS-DOS sys-

tem. However, I’d be inclined to go with

the DMP 107 for $100 less. Although it’s

slightly slower, its print quality is just as

good and its paper handling better. At

$380, it’s hard to see a reason to buy the

DMP 133.

Tandy DMP 300
by M. David Stone

Buyers on strict budgets look for basic fea-

tures and solid values in the 24-pin dot ma-

trix market; the $649 Tandy DMP 300 of-

fers just those attributes. Here you’ll find a

combination of speed, print quality, and

price that will grab your attention. You’ll

also find IBM Proprinter X24 emulation,

which should work with most of your soft-

ware.

Alas, you will also find some minor

quirks. Like other printers from Tandy, the

DMP 300 is shipped needing a $55 spe-

cially wired cable. The cable is available

Tandy DMP 300

Fonts & Features

from Tandy, but if you plan to use a stand-

ard PC parallel cable, you’ll need to speci-

fy that when you buy the printer.

Aside from the issue of cabling, setting

up the DMP 300 is practically mindless.

To prepare the printer, you insert the plat-

en knob, mount the paper rack, and load a
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ribbon cartridge. All that remain.s then is to

load paper in the built-in push tractor, plug

in the power cord, and plug the cable into

your computer.

As shipped, the DMP 300 wakes up in

IBM Proprinter X24 emulation, with the

defaults set the way you’re most likely to

need them. Ask for the menu and the DMP
300 will print the current settings for such

items as the default font, pitch, and lines

per inch. You can then step through the

choices and change them as needed. The
DMP 300 also has a Tandy emulation

mode that you can set as the default, but

this will be of little use to most MS-DOS
users.

TANDY DMP 300

Tandy Cofp . 1800 One Tandy Or . Fort Worm.
TX 76102; (817) 390-3700.

List Price: $649
Dimensions (HWD): 4 6 x 1 5.7 x 13.5 in

Weight: 18 5 lbs.

Emulations: IBM Propnnter X24. Tandy
In Short: Higher priced than other 24-pin.

narrow-carnage pnnters. the OMP 300 is also a
bit faster Despite a few minor guirXs. >t's a pretty

good value

CIHCLb 665 ON READER SERVICE CARD

With its claimed speed of 225 charac-

ters per second, the DMP 300 managed

1 32 cps in draft mcxle in the PC Labs text

speed test, well over the typical result of

half the rated speed. In NLQ modes, the

printer still managed a respectable 76 cps

in its proportionally spaced font and 5 1 cps

in its letter-quality Courier. Draft-quality

text is light but still eminently readable.

NLQ and proportionally spaced text Uxik

as if they could have come from a portable

electric typewriter.

In the PC Labs graphics speed tests, the

printer clocked in at 96 seconds. Graphics

quality is good, with the printer producing

a remarkably smooth curved line and

maintaining all the detail of complex pat-

terns. The scanned photograph in the test

lost some detail but showed remarkably

g(X)d resolution and shading for a dot ma-

trix printer.

Front-panel controls include the usual

on-line/off-line, line feed, and form feed,

along with contrxils to chotrse print quality

(LQ or draft) as well as pitch ( 10. 12. or

17) or proportional spacing. Two controls

worth special comment are the Quiet and

Park buttons.

The Quiet control puts the DMP 300

into a low-noise mixie in which the printer

uses two passes rather than one to print

each line, slowing the printer down some-

what. Unfortunately, a Quiet mode is

needed. On PC Labs noise test, the printer

measured 76 decibels in normal mode
compared with 68 dB in quiet mtxle. More
troublesome is the quality of the sound,

which can best be likened to a deep-toned

dentists' drill.

The Park contatl backs up continuous-

form paper so that you can feed cut sheets

or envelopes without removing the paper

from the tractor. The tear-off feature is an-

other nice touch. This advances the paper

far enough to let you tear off the continu-

ous-form sheet, then backs up the paper

when printing so you can print on the top

of the form. Another bonus in paper han-

dling is that the printer had no pnrblems

with multipart fomis and heavy sUx’k. A
170-sheet, single-bin cut-sheet feeder is

available for $299.95.

The Tandy DMP 300 is a workmanlike

printer that offers a good value for the dol-

lar. There are no special features to get ex-

cited about, but if you’re lixiking for a 24-

pin printer with IBM Proprinter X24
emulation and your budget is limited to

$649. solid value should be enough.

Tandy DMP 442
by M. David Stone

Even from a distance, one can see a clear

familial similarity between the Tandy
DMP 442 and Tandy’s DMP 300 and

DMP 2102, Not only do all three printers

share a similar physical design, but the

front panels of the DMP 442 and DMP 300

are nearly identical, while the DMP 442

f(X)tprint and height closely match those of

the DMP 2102. However, the wide-car-

riage DMP 442 is from the 9-pin branch of

the family, and the difference shows—in

print quality, in speed, and in the $699

price.

Surprisingly, differences in print quali-

ty among the three printers are relatively

minor, affecting re.solution rather than

readability. For example, the DMP442’s
O’s are slightly squared in comparison to

the smoothly rounded O’s in Tandy’s 24-

pin printers. Although not as good as some

others in this roundup, the NLQ text is

crisp and dark, with solid characters.

Draft-quality output shows the telltale in-

dividual dots but is still thoroughly read-

able.

Tandy DMP 442

Fonts & Features

The Proprinter-compatible graphics

output from the DMP 442 is acceptably

dark in solid areas, and it retained the detail

on the larger patterns in PC Labs’ graphics

tests. The more-intricate patterns were

nearly solid, and the scanned photograph

had a slightly posterized effect, but that’s

primarily a limitation of the particular

printer that was being emulated. Both text

and graphics quality were as good as you

have any right to expect from a 9-pin Pro-

printer emulation.

On PC Labs’ text speed tests, the DMP
442 gave an impressive performance. It

breezed in at a brisk 1 60 characters per sec-

ond in draft mode—the fastest wide-car-

riage 9-pin draft speed in this roundup, a

quite respectable 64 cps in proportional

space mode, and a still respectable 60 cps

in NLQ mode. On the graphics test, the

printer clocked in at 37 seconds. You’re

going to spend a lot less time waiting for

this printer than for most.

As with the other Tandy printers in this

overview, the DMP 442 needs a specially

wired parallel cable that is available from

Tandy. Alternatively, you can have the

printer modified to accept a standard PC
cable. The modification involves solder-

ing jumpers on the printer board, so you
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won't want to do it yourself. Tandy will

charge you $20 for the job

.

Default settings for the DMP 442 are

held in nonvolatile onboard memory. As
with the DMP 300, you can print a list of

the current default settings and change

them from the front panel. In emulation

mode, you have a choice between the 9-

pin IBM Proprinter XL and the printer’s

native Tandy mode.

Paper handling is one of the DMP 442’s

better points. The printer’s built-in push

tractor and friction feed performed flaw-

lessly throughout the battery of PC Labs

tests, handling standard paper, heavy-

weight paper, and multipart forms without

problems. A convenient tear off button lo-

cated on the front panel lets you advance

the paper momentarily so you can rip off a

sheet. A park button will back up the fan-

fold paper so you can load individual cut

sheets. An optional $299.95 sheet feeder is

also available.

The Tandy DMP 442 has a healthy

number of assets. Like its 24-pin cousins,

it is a good, solid value that does exactly

the job it should, with no unpleasant sur-

prises. So if you’re in the market for a 9-

pin. Proprinter-compatible, wide-carriage

printer, the Tandy DMP 442 is well worth

your interest.
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Tandy DMP 2102
by M. David Stone

The 24-pin wide-carriage Tandy DMP
2102 is similar in many ways to the nar-

row-caniage DMP 300. But the kinship is

closer to that of fraternal than identical

twins. While both printers emulate the 24-

pin version of the IBM Proprinter and offer

Tandy control codes, they differ in such

particulars as print speed, noise level,

firmware, and front-panel controls. In

short, it’s fair to think of the $999 DMP
2102 as a wide-carriage alternative to the

$649 DMP 300, but it’s not simply a wide-

carriage version of that printer.

Other than carriage size, the most im-

mediately obvious difference between the

DMP 2102 and the DMP 300 is in their

control panels. Where the DMP 300 has 4

membrane switches, the DMP 2102 sports

8. And where the DMP 300 has 7 indicator

lights, the DMP 2 102 has 11. Interesting-

ly, the DMP 2102 offers only one addi-

tional feature on its control panel: a top-of-

form setting.

For the most part, the extra switches

and indicators on the DMP 2102 simply

make it easier to use the printer. For exam-

ple, to go to menu mode with the DMP
300, you have to press the on-line/off-line

button while turning on the printer—as-

suming. of course, that you can remember
the right bunon to press. To go to menu

mode on the DMP 2102. you hit the Mode
button and the menu light immediately

turns on. The DMP 2102’s approach is

clearly preferable.

In the PC Labs graphics speed tests, the

DMP 2 1 02 clocked in at about 95 seconds.

On the text speed tests, the times varied

from 51 characters per second for NLQ
mode to 1 36 cps for draft mode. In all of

these tests, the DMP 2102 was marginally

mmmmmm

Tandy Corp.. I8000ne Tandy Or. Fort Worth,

TX 76102; (817) 390-3700.

Ust Price: S999
Dimensions (HWO): 4.5 x 21 .25 x 13.5 in.

Weight: 22 lbs.

Emulations: IBM Proprinter. Tandy
In Short: Not as fast as some other 24-pin wide-

carriage models, the Tarxiy DMP 2102 is also not

as expensive. Though not exactly a wide-

carriage version of the $649 Tan^ DMP 300, the

DMP 2102 IS similar.
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faster than the DMP 300.

The DMP 2102 is more pleasant to

have around than its smaller sibling. You
won’t need to see the noise-level measure-

ment of 74 decibels to know that the DMP
2 1 02 is a quieter printer. More important is

the noise quality, which is a deep-toned

scratching sound, as opposed to the high

dentist’s-drill whine of the other DMP
models. In quiet mode, with the printer us-

ing only 1 2 of its 24 pins and two passes

for each line, the sound is even easier to

live with.

One noise that may drive you from the

room is the sound of printing on heavy-

weight paper. In this case, the deep
scratching sound becomes remarkably

similar to the sound of fingernails dragging

across a blackboard. Still, the DMP 2102

handled the heavy paper without incident,

even though Tandy claims a maximum pa-

per weight of only 24 pounds for the print-

er. The 2102 also handled multipart forms

easily, and without making an objection-

able sound.

A friction-feed system and a bidirec-

tional push tractor give the DMP 2102

good overall paper handling. Like the

DMP 300, the DMP 2102 has a tear-off

feature and a park control; the latter backs

up fanfold paper to let you feed a cut sheet

or envelope. An optional 170-sheet single-
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bin cut-sheet feeder is also available.

As you should expect from a 24-pin

printer, the DMP-2102 offers good print

quality. Draft text is light but readable; let-

ter-quality characters are dark and fully

formed—clearly not Selectric-caliber but

If you’re looking for a

wide-carriage, high-

quality printer, the

Tandy DMP 2102 is

definitely a contender.

•
essentially indistinguishable from those of

a portable electric typewriter. Graphics el-

ements show the same retention of detail,

resolution, and shading as that you get

with the DMP 300. The curved line in the

PC Labs graphics test was notably smooth,

and the DMP 2102's scanned photograph

was remarkably good for a dot matrix

printer.

One drawback is the Tandy cable prob-

lem: namely, you'll have to fork over an

extra $55 to get a specially wired cable for

the DMP's parallel port.

The Tandy DMP 2 102 is a credible rep-

resentative of its breed. If you’re looking

for a wide-carriage, high-quality printer

for medium-duty work, the DMP 2102 is

definitely a contender.

Unisys AP 1324
by Bruce Brown
Unisys generally sells printers only to its

computer customers, largely Fortune 1000

companies that Unisys reaches through its

direct sales force. If you're a member of

this group, take advantage of your Unisys

connection and check out the $1,850 Un-

isys AP 1324, a quiet, wide-carriage, 24-

pin dot mauix printer.

The list price includes both Centronics

parallel and 25-pin RS-232 serial inter-

faces. as well as a nonexpandable 8K buff-

er. Epson LQ-2500 emulation is standard,

including eight resident fonts: draft, sans

serif, Roman, Courier, Prestige, Script,

OCR-B, and OCR-A. There are no option-

al fonts. The print quality on both the char-

acter samples and the graphics test was ex-

cellent, in part because of the rock-steady

paper-feed mechanism.

The AP 1 324 has a claimed top speed of

444 characters per second in 10-character-

per-inch "Super Draft” mode. Try as I

might, 1 could get only 158 cps from this

machine, but that’s plenty fast for a 24-pin

machine, especially when the Super Draft

print matrix—sparser than regular draft

—

Im-’oCorp

1989 Microsystems Conference

EISA, MCA, and NUBus

BUS WARS
WILL ANYONE SURVIVE?

December 11-14, 1989
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—
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—

Michael S. Swavclv. Prcsidem. Norih America

Compaq Compuler Corporalion

•The Benefits of 32-Blt Computer Architectures-

David I,. House

.Senior Vice Presideni & Cieneral Manager

-MicroC'onipuier Componenls Group. Iniel Corporalion

•F^ISA and (Connectivity

—

L. William Krause. President & CEO. .^Com

AND MORE...

L
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RETAILERS;
DEAL YOURSELF IN

GET A FULL HOUSE OF

CUSTOMERS-STOCK

THE ZIFF-DAVIS

COMPUTER LINE

You're playing a winning hand
when you carry the Ziff-Davis

line of computer magazines: PC
MAGAZINE, PC/COMPUTING,
COMPUTER SHOPPER, and
MACUSER.

Here's your chance to build traf-

fic. Establish your store as a full-

service center. And best of all,

boost sales of your inventory,

while earning additional profits.

Plus—we make it easy for you to

get the maximum profit from our
line. You get guaranteed profits

of up to 40% off the cover price

of each magazine. Free in-store

sales aids. A toll-free HELP line.

And much, much more!

So follow the leader to big

profits! To stock the magazines
that move your stock, cal!

1-800-435-5003
Or write: Frank Manziano,
Direct Sales Manager, Ziff-Davis

Publishing, One Park Avenue,

5th Floor, New York, NY 10016.
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produces type almost as good as the LQ
mode of some 9-pin printers. Regular draft

speed was also good, at 117 cps, with

NLQ and NLQ proportional modes scor-

ing 66 cps and 72 cps. respectively.

The Unisys AP 1324 has

a modern control panel

with a 20-character LCD

and LED indicators.

•
Standard paper-feed choices include

friction feed and an internal push tractor,

with a $105 pull tractor and a $595 dual-

bin cut-sheet feeder available as options.

Paper feeds from the rear only. This printer

also offers a $105 color option. The AP
I324’s clam-type cartridge ribbons install

easily and without mess.

The AP 1 324 has a modem control pan-

el with a 20-character LCD, a combination

of raised and flush buttons, and LED indi-

cators. The single-button paper-parking

function works smoothly.
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Other printer vendors might take les-

sons from Unisys on how to deaden printer

sound, for the AP 1 324 had an impressive-

ly low score of 65 decibels on our noise-

level test. Obviously the AP 1324 is in-

tended for corporate offices, where printer

noise is anathema, and Unisys has done an

outstanding job of meeting this need.

It's a good thing that this machine is

sold direct because the availability ofan in-

stallation team is not just a bonus, it’s prac-

tically a necessity. In addition to installing

the printer’s fuse, the user must remove

two impossibly stubborn printer-transport

screws. The latter may sound like a trivial

task, but it’s not; even the Unisys-supplied

screwdriver can’t turn the screws a milli-

meter.

Transport screws aside, however, the

AP 1 324 is such a pleasantly quiet and fast

wide-carriage 24-pin model that it de-

serves wider distribution. One thing is cer-

tain: a change is needed in the transport

screws. How about transport Velcro?

Unisys AP 1327
by Bruce Brown
If you’re already a Unisys system custom-

er, it might make sense to consider this

printer; otherwise, move on. The $450

Unisys AP 1327 is an uninspiring 9-pin dot

matrix printer with more than its share of

user turn-offs.

Using this printer requires a few add-

ons not included in the list price. First, you

must purchase an interface and an emula-
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EDITOR'S CHOICE

r^rl • AEG Olympia NP 136-24

(24-pin wide-carriage)

• Epson FX-1050 (9-pin widc-

carriage)

• Epson IJ(-810 (9-pin

narrow-cairiage)

• Fortis DM 2215 (9-pin widc-

carriage)

• Hewlett-Packard DeskJet

Plus(inkjet)

e IBM Proprinter XL24E (24-

pin widc-carriagc)

e NEC Pinwriter P2200XE (24-

pin narrow-carriage)

e Panasonic KX-P1 124 {24-

pin nanow-carriage)

e Panasonic KX-P1180 (9-pin

narrow-carriage)

e Unisys AP 1324 (24-pin

wide-carriage)

Cheap laser printers will erode the

high end of the dot matrix primer

market next year. This year,

however, the dot matrix market

remains robust, as evidenced by the

67 dot matrix printers introduced in

the last 12 months: 50 monochrome,

reviewed in this section, plus 15

color-capable printers and 4 portable

printers that are reviewed in separate

sections.

Within the monochrome dot

matrix market, you'll find these

segments; 9-pin narrow-carriage

primers, with list prices between $230

and $600 and draft speeds of 40 to

1 30 characters per second; 9-pin

wide-carriage printers ($350 to $8(X).

50 to 160 cps); 24-pin narrow-

carriage printers ($5(X) to $900. 30 to

1 30 cps); 24-pin wide-carriage

printers ($800 to $1200. 80 to 160

cps); and high-end. high-volume,

high-speed printers (around $2.(X)0.

1 20 to 260 cps). (All speeds indicated

here are tlie results of PC Labs tests,

not the vendors’ inflated claimed

rates.) We’ve made Editor’s Choice

selections in each of these categories.

Look. too. at the color dot mauix

Editor’s Choices; often the color

model is the vendor’s top-of-the-line

dot matrix printer.

At the low end, Epson’s $299 LX-

810 and Panasonic's $300 KX-Pl 180

are the best bargains. With street

prices under $200. these 9-pin

narrow-carriage printers offer

superior combinations of speed, print

quality, and paper handling. The

Panasonic has a bold proportional

font that the Epson lacks, but the

Epson prints faster; 94 cps to the

Pansonic’s 59 cps in draft. Both are

ideal for local personal use in offices

(especially with a laser to back you up

for important documents), for light-

duty-cycle forms priming, and for

after hours home-office use. Choose

the Epson for speed, the Pana,sonic if

you need proporlional spacing.

Among wide-carriage 9-pin

printers, two stand out. The bargain is

the $599 Fortis DM 2215. Along with

gcHxl text quality, it prints quickly at a

draft speed of 1 32 cps. One
drawback: our test unit tended to jam.

The $799 Epson FX-1050 is also an

excellent choice. Its higher price tag

buys you more speed— 141 cps in

draft—and more-reliable paper

handling than the Fortis. Honorable

mention goes to the $699 Tandy DMP
442; at a draft speed of 160 cps, it’s

the fastest widc-carriagc 9-pin in this

roundup, but its print quality doesn’t

match that of the leaders.

Two narrow-carriage 24-pin dot

matrix printers merit Editor’s Choice;

the $499 NEC Pinwriter P2200XE
and the $530 Panasonic KX-Pl 124.

A t respective draft speeds of 95 and

87 cps. both offer good, crisp text

output. The Panasonic has only one

inconvenience: its front panel is a bit

complicated; give yourself at least

half an hour to get accustomed to it.

Although the NEC’s paper handling

could use some improvement, the

printer prtxluced some of the best

graphics we’ve seen in this class of

printer on the PC Labs halftone test.

We don’t recommend printing

scanned photos with a dot matrix

printer, but halftones do a betterjob

highlighting differences in graphics

abilities among printers.

Two wide-carriage 24-pin printers

received Editor’s Choice: the $799

AEG Olympia NP 1 36-24 and the

$1,199 IBM Proprinter XL24E. Both

offer gixxl text output, with the

advantage going to the AEG. The

IBM’s higher price will gel you faster

speed: 159 cps to the AEG s 1 18cps.

In the high-volume, high-speed

race, the winner is the 24-pin. wide-

carriage. $1,850 Unisys AP 1324.

sold primarily to Unisys computer

customers. Less expensive than its

competitors, though not as fast, it

offers by far the best output, and it’s

quiet. Honorable mentions go to the

$1 ,995, 9-pin. wide-carriage. 267-

cps Output Technology 560DL and

the $1 ,999. 8-pin. wide-carriage.

238-cps Seikosha BP-5460.

Whichever dot matrix printer you

buy, we strongly recommend a cut-

sheet feeder. They’re cheap—often

just $2(X). Five years ago. daisy wheel

sheet feeders were $1 ,()0() and more.

Sheet feeders give access to a near-

infinite paper supply—located in the

cabinet next to the office photcKopier.

Anxing high-quality dot matrix

printers, the best output doesn’t come
from a dot matrix but from an ink jet.

With a list price of $995 and a street

price approaching $7(X). Hewlcn-

Packard’s Dc.skJet Plus has the best

output of any printer under $ 1 ,000

and the hesi output of any nonlaser PC
printer we’ve ever seen. The DeskJet

Plus is also pretty swift: it prints at 2

pages per minute, or 1 33 cps. Of
course, it doesn’t offer the paper-

handling capabilities—like automatic

envelope printing, impact printing for

multipart forms—for which some

users buy dot matrix printers. By
default, it includes a cut-sheet feeder.

Unlike earlier DeskJets, the DeskJet

Plus’s ink doesn’t smear—unless you

get it wet. So keep your coffee cup at

bay . If your budget calls for a printer

between $.5(X) and $ 1 .000, the

DeskJet Plus is your best bet.

However, with the advent of lasers

with $ 1 .0(X) sheet prices, once you’re

in this price range, you should Uxrk at

products like the Hewlett-Packard

LaserJet Scries IIP, an Editor’s

Choice in the laser section.



PRINTERS

MONOCHROME DOT MATRIX
GET

NONSTOP
SYSTEMS

INFORMATION
- AND 2 DISKS

PC MAGAZINE is the one publica-

tion you can trust to keep you up-to-

date on the latest developments in the

ever-changing world of computing.

Subscribe now to make sure you don ‘t

miss a single product report or pro-

ductivity-enhancing tip.

One year (22 issues) for $29.97.

SAVE 54%.

Two years (44 issues) for$49.97.

SAVE 62%.

And if you order now, you’ll also get

ourexclusive 2-DISK UTILITIES LI-

BRARY — FREE with your paid

subscription!

Don’t delay. Call toll-free today to

claim your savings and FREE UTILI-

TIES LIBRARY!

Savings based on annual newsstand price of

$64.90. Regular annual subscription price is

$44.97 per year. Add $31 per year for post-

age outside the U.S., U.S. currency only.

Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first

issue. Your disks will be shipped upon pay-

ment.

tion module. Our tested unit came with a

$40 parallel interface and a $55 Ep-

son/IBM emulation module. You can also

get a $95 serial interface and a $95
DEC/Unisys emulation module—the lat-

ter being of little use in the PC market. So

the list price of this printer in usable form is

actually $545.

Unisys also offers a $100 color option

kit that lets the AP 1327 respond to Epson

JX-80 color printer commands (not tested

here). The Epson FX and IBM Proprinter

(9-pin) emulations passed PC Late tests

easily. The print quality is adequate for a

9-pin printer but not exceptional. Though

the AP I327’s claimed sp^ is 270 char-

acters per second in 10-characters-per-inch

draft iiKxle, it scored 124cpsindraftrrKxle

and 38 cps in both NLQ and NLQ propor-

tional modes on our tests.

The only resident typefaces include 10-

cpi Pica, 12-cpi Elite, and a lO-cpi NLQ
font. There is no provision for font car-

tridges, and the nonexpandable 8K buffer

doesn’t allow much room for downloaded

fonts. You can enhance the print with the

normal Epson FX or IBM Proprinter com-

mands.
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The AP 1327’s control panel uses

membrane buttons and LED indicators.

There’s an automatic paper-loading fea-

ture but no paper parking. Paper is fed

from the rear for either pressure-feed or in-

temal-push-tractor operation. The $150

optional cut-sheet feeder can hold 100

sheets.

One piece of good news is that the AP
1327 scored an impressive 70 decibels on

the PC Late noise-level test; such quiet-

ness is ideal for Unisys’s typical corporate

user environment.

Unisys doesn’t expect to sell many AP

The Unisys AP 1327

offers flawless Epson

FX and IBM Proprinter

emulations. And, with

an optional color kit,

the API327 will also

respond to Epson JX-80

printer commands.

•

1 327s to people who aren’t already Unisys

customers. Most Unisys end users will

have someone else set this printer up for

them, saving them the necessity of install-

ing the interface and the emulation mod-

ule, selecting and installing the correct sys-

tem fuse, and finding binders for the loose

two-hole-punched pages of the manuals.

Perhaps the Unisys sales force also pro-

vides a translation for the Spanish sentence

printed on the unit’s cover, “No reventar

protector frontal con impresora en mar-

cha.” (Roughly, “Don't remove the cover

when the printer’s printing.”)

No matter what its assets or drawbacks,

the Unisys AP 1327 just isn’t competitive-

ly equipped or pric^. As a convenience

printer for workstations, terminals, or net-

work-linked PCs, it has a place, but only in

companies that buy all their hardware from

one vendor to avoid compatibility prob-

lems and to be sure they know whom to

go to when something goes wrong. For

others, buying this printer makes little

sense.
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Whafe evmmore amazing
is ife lettercpality

It may seem like a small thing.

But it’s nothing less than the first

letter-quality, battery-powered,

portable printer ever.

We call it the ExpressWriter

301. And you won’t find a more
convenient letter-quality printer

anywhere. Especially ifany-

where is precisely the place you
need to use it

The ExpressWriterSOl is the

perfect traveling companion to

what is already the world’s wid-

est line oftruly portable PCs. It

operates on reuseable, recharge-

able batteries andAC power. Ifs

small enough to fit into the aver-

age briefcase. And it uses 24-dot

technology to produce remark-
ably high resolution type. But
most amazing of all, it weighs

just four pounds.

Which means that now, any-

where you can take a portable

PC, you can also print out a letter-

quality hard copy.

And, to us, that’s a big thing.

Exf)msWriter301:4lbs,ACand batterypowered, tetter-

qualify24-dotprint head, eocps draft, ToskibalQuine
andEpsmLQerrtu!ations,5residentford&,exet^onal
reliabtlity^ parallel interface.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
Toshiba America Information Systems. Inc., Computer Systems Division
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COVER STORY

PORTABLE PRINTERS

ON-THE-ROAD
OUTPUT

What weighs

less than 5 pounds,

costs less than $500,

and prints black

and white all over?

A battery-operated

portable printer!

by Steve Lewiski
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PRINTERS

PORTABLE
You’re on a trip, typing away contentedly

on your laptop computer. You finish your

project, save it, and type “print.” Nothing

happens. You have entered Laptop Hell:

you can take your computing power wher-

ever you go, but once your work is done

you can’t do anything with it.

The obvious answer is that you need a

portable printer to go with your portable

PC. To aid in your search, we’ve found

four printers that are candidates for travel-

ing in your suitcase and getting your work

from screen to page.

Welcome to our portable printer sec-

tion, new this year. Not just any small

printer fits into this category. To qualify

for review in this section, the printer has to

be designed with transportation in mind. It

must be compact in size and light in

weight—preferably under 5 pounds. Car-

rying a 10-pound laptop or a 10-pound

printer might be no big deal, but lugging

them both around can make you wish

you’d spent the last 3 years working out in

the local gym. Or worse, you’ll wish

you’d never left home in the first place.

So who are you, and why do you need a

portable printer? Our study revealed that

most portable printer users can be classi-

fied into three groups. The largest category

includes users who need just one or two

copies ofeach transaction, or professionals

who are constantly on the move, such as

salespeople, real estate agents, or insur-

ance brokers—workers whose jobs man-
date frequent remote output. The second

group, a subset of the single-copy users,

consists of executives, educators, engi-

neers, and writers who have only an occa-

sional need for output on the road. Finally,

there are travelers who require multipart

forms processing or signed documents.

Such users range from salespeople who
create on-site orders that require a custom-

er’s signature, to freight forwarders who
need signed, detailed bills.

What the three groups have in common
is a desire for low price, acceptable speed,

and reasonably high-quality output. Some
users on the road, however, are under par-

ticular pressure to chum out sales reports in

a hurry. Generally, they’re more sensitive

to the printer’s speed and price than to out-

put quality. Another purchasing factor is

battery operation—which most users con-

sider an advantage but not a necessity,

since most portable printing actually takes

place near an electrical outlet.

For this year’s portable section, we’ve

assembled a lineup of printers from the

major portable manufacturers: the Axonix
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LiteWrite, the Kodak Diconix 150 Plus,

and the Toshiba ExpressWriter 301 and

311. We’ve chosen to include the trans-

portable Toshiba ExpressWriter 3 1 1 in this

section even though its 1
1 -pound weight

disqualifies it as a fibrtable by our stan-

dards. Although it doesn’t offer battery o{>-

eration, it has clearly been designed with

traveling needs in mind. We chose not to

review the $495 HP ThinkJet because it

hasn’t changed much since we reviewed it

in 1984; the only recent enhancement is a

new printhead that lets it use plain rather

than treated paper.

If you think this cast of characters is

sparse, you’re right. In fact, there are so

few portable printers out there that, except

for HP and Kodak, only one portable print-

er exists in each category of print technol-

ogy: 9-pin and 24-pin dot matrix, ink jet,

and thermal. But this is a young market

that will respond to user needs in the year

ahead. Watch for print enhancements in

each niche to blossom as more manufac-

turers scramble for market share. We’d all

like to see an abundance of portable print-

ers help turn the world of travel computing

into Laptop Heaven.

Axonix LiteWrite
by Steve Lewiski

The $449 Axonix LiteWrite is portable in

the truest sense of the word. This 9-pin

narrow-carriage dot matrix printer weighs

in at just over 4 pounds. Adding the inter-

nal rechargeable battery pack pushes the

price up to $529 and the weight to just un-

der 5 pounds. And your on-site options

don’t end there. The printer can also be

powered and recharged using its AC char-

ger/adapter or from a 12-volt EXT power

source using the optional MobileCharge

adapter, for an additional $ 1 29.

This smart traveling companion emu-

lates both the Epson FX-lOO and the 9-pin

IBM Proprinter. Between the two DIP-

switch-selectable operating modes, the

LiteWrite is capable of printing 14 differ-

ent character sets, 96 ASCII characters,

and italics, along with an assortment of

standard print modes. You can also print

bit image data in single, double, and qua-

dmple density. Or you can choose from

four CRT-compatible densities for graphic

applications.

Although the PC Labs text speed test

clocked the printer at a reserved pace of 50

cps in draft mode for both emulations, both

the draft and NLQ print samples were ac-

ceptable in quality. The graphics speed test

revealed a marked difference in perform-

ance between the Epson and IBM modes:

in Epson mode, the LiteWrite completed

the scanned photo 2.5 minutes; in IBM
mode, it took over 3 minutes—the slowest

graphics test score in the portable arena.

A boon for maintenance-conscious us-

ers, the LiteWrite uses the Brother M- 1 109

print mechanism and ribbons, with either a

Sanyo AE or a General Electric nickel cad-

mium battery pack. The battery pack lasts

about 50 minutes during normal operation.

When the charge runs low, the power lamp

on the control panel begins to flash, signal-

ing that the battery is half discharged. The

battery can be then be recharged during use

if necessary. The battery packs go a long

way: they can be recharged over 1,000

times. V\^en they finally fade, replace-

ment packs are available for $80.

Axonix LiteWrite

Fonts & Features

Epson FX

HP LaserJet It

Operation is quite simple. Loading cut-

sheet forms, fanfold paper, multipart

forms, and paper rolls (with the addition of

the $25 optional paper roll holder) is a

breeze. Axonix claims the LiteWrite can

handle six-part forms and paper weights up

to 60-lb. card stock. We tested a four-part

carbon form and 40-lb. card stock without

a problem. If your general application re-

quires using multipart forms thicker than

three pages, however, you may have to re-

move the top cover and adjust the cam le-

vers. This will ensure that there is enough

space between the printhead and platen for

Copynghtad materiaJ
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PORTABLE

Axonix Corp„ 2257 South 1 100 East. Suite 2C,

Salt Lake City, UT 841 06; (801 ) 466-9797.

List Price: $529 (including internal rechargable

battery).

Dimensions (HWD): 4.25 x 13 x 8 in.

Weight: 4.95 lbs. (irtduding battery).

Emulations: Epson FX-100, IBM Propnnter

9-pin

In Short: One and a half pounds lighter than the

Axonix ThinWrite. the LiteWrite is a bit slow but

handles multipart forms and heavy card stock

very well. A good choice lor the salesperson who
needs to print order forms.

CIRCLE 603 ON READER SERVICE CARD

the print mechanism to move freely.

The LiteWrite can print 5-, 10-, 12-,

and 17-pitch characters in both draft and

NLQ modes. Its front control panel allows

you to select the NLQ print mode and line

feed, and to switch between on- and off-

line. The front-panel lights—power, on-

line, and NLQ^—are self-explanatory,

while the check lamp detects paper out,

motor, memory, and transmission errors.

Software controls further operations, such

as choosing bitmapped graphics or mixing

print modes. Under the Epson emulation

you’re allowed to mix up to eight print

modes; up to five combinations are al-

lowed during IBM emulation.

If the LiteWrite’s features sound famil-

iar, they are. With the exception of remov-

ing 1.5 pounds of nonessential weight,

mostly from the platen, the LiteWrite is

technically the same printer as the Axonix

ThinWrite 100, reviewed in the printer is-

sue ofNovember 10, 1987. The TliinWrite

100 is still available for $499 with batteries

and $419 without. Wondering whether re-

ducing the printer’s weight has increased

its vulnerability? Stop wondering. Axonix

backs both of these printers with standard

1-year and optional 4-year extended parts-

and-labor service warranties.

Considering that most of the Lite-

Write’s battery-powered portable compet-

itors are of the thermal or ink jet mold, its

ability to print multipart forms might be its

most unique and valuable feature. This

rugged “will travel” printer is made for

the salesperson with field order responsi-

bility.

Kodak Diconix

150 Plus

by Steve Lewiski

Kodak’s experience in the battery-

powered printer market has certainly paid

off with the release of the Diconix 150

Plus. By incorporating several new and

improved features into its predecessor, the

Diconix 150 (reviewed in our printer issue

of November 11, 1986), Kodak seems

only to have ensured its prevalent market

position. With a price tag of $499 for the

parallel and $5 19 for the serial version, this

sleek little ink Jet is a competitor’s night-

mare.

Possibly the most important addition

the 150 Plus brings is its DlP-switch-selec-

table expanded graphics mode. When acti-

vated, this mode makes available 10-pitch

fonts and full-size graphics for the produc-

tion of true letter-quality documents. By
contrast, in normal operating mode, 12

pitch is standard, and graphs are automati-

cally reduced by 25 percent.

The graphics mode feature is only the

beginning of the design and operational

improvements. In order to improve the

performance and flexibility of the Diconix

printer, Kodak has incorporated a 20 per-

cent increase in print speed, basic font se-

lection through the control panel, a new
ink that allows you to print on plain paper,

and a 9.5-inch-wide paper exit slot so that

continuous form-feed paper can be used

with the cover closed . For the world travel-

er, the number of international character

sets has been expanded from 8 to 14.

Because the 150 Plus is compatible

with the Diconix 150, the Epson FX se-

ries, and the 9-pin IBM Proprinter, users

should have no trouble taking advantage of

the improved text and graphics capabilities

of this device. The PC Labs text and

graphics speed tests revealed little varia-

tion in time or quality during both emula-

tions, so mode selection truly depends on

the user’s preference. Selection between

the Epson or IBM operational mode is eas-

ily done by flipping a DIP switch located

Just under the top cover.

In addition to this ink Jet’s commend-

able print quality in its thrre graphics den-

sities (single, double, and quadruple) and

four text modes (draft, NLf^, quality, and

condensed), the 150 Plus churned out 70

cps in draft mode and 3 1 cps in NLQ dur-

ing our text speed tests, making it the fast-

est of the three under-5-pound portables in

this section—quite impressive for a printer

that measures a scant 2 by 10.8 by 6.5

inches. On the scanned photo test, the 150

Plus got the second-fastest score among
the lightweight portables—it printed the

halftone image in 146 seconds.

One reason Kodak has been able to

keep the 150 Plus so small and light—less

than 4 pounds with batteries—is the com-

pany’s patented platen design. The platen

is hollow and is used to house five C-sized

nickel cadmium batteries. To recharge the

batteries, connect the AC adapter and turn

the printer on, then press all three of the

Kodak Diconix 150 Plus

Fonts & Features

Epson FX

Compressed j'

Proportional

control-panel buttons until one of the font

indicators begins to flash. When the batter-

ies are fully charged, the font indicator

stops flashing and the power lamp illumi-

nates. This process takes anywhere from

lOto 14hours, whether or not the printer is

in use. Fully charged, the batteries supply

approximately 50 minutes of average oper-

ation. Since Kodak does not provide the

batteries, the life cycle will vary depending

on the quality of battery purchased.

One drawback to the 150 Plus’s conve-
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PORTABLE

KODAK OICONIX 150 PLUS

Eastman Kodak Co., Pefsonal Printer Products,

901 Elm Grove Rd.. Rochester, NY 14653-6201

;

(800)255-3434.

List Price: Parallel version, $499; serial version,

$51 9 (not including tiattenes).

Dimensions (HWD): 2 x 10.8 x 6.5 in.

Weight; 3.75 lbs. (iriduding batteries).

Emulations: Diconix 150, Epson FX, IBM

Propnnter 9-pin

In Short: The handsome packaging of the

Diconix 1 50 Plus foreshadows the excellence of

its performance. This narrow-carnage ink jet

printer combines speedy, high-quality output virith

a sleek battery-powered design, making it a
superb choice for personal, office, and limited

road use. Improvements over the Diconix 1 50

include the switch-selectable expanded graphics

mode and the ability to print on plain paper.
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nient size is a maximum print width of 7. i

inches. If the width of a file exceeds the

print limit, additional text will wrap and

graphs will be truncated. Although this

may sound serious, there are two easy

ways around it. If text wrapping is encoun-

tered or a 10-pitch character is required,

you can reset the margins in your word

processor. If a graph is larger than 7 inches

or a 12-pitch character is suitable, simply

flick the expanded graphics mode DIP
switch off. Reset the printer by powering it

off, then on, and you’ll be in the default

mode, where characters are printed at a

maximum of 12 pitch and graphic images

are automatically reduced by 25 percent.

The printer also manages a 1 9 . 2-pitch con-

densed mode, which produces 136 charac-

ters per line.

IMnter operation is delightfully simple.

It’s made even easier by the addition of the

enclosed Fast Track Operating Guide and

the detailed reference manual. The infor-

mative control panel includes various sta-

tus LEDs and three switches to control on-

and off-line status, line- and form-feed, as

PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1989

well as font mode selection.

The 150 Plus handles either single-

sheet or continuous fanfold paper up to 24

pound stock. This reported limitation may
be artificial—we tested 40-pound card

stock with no problems. To install the ink

jet cartridge. Just lower the latch, insert the

cartridge, and slide the latch back to the

upright or home position. Even though the

physical cartridge used in the 150 Plus is

the same as in other inkjet printers, the ink

is different. To ensure higher-quality out-

put, the manufacturer suggests purchasing

its replacements for $ 13.95. The use of ink

Jet paper will also increase the quality of

output but is not required.

Improving on the already popular Di-

conix 150, the Diconix 150 Plus is a su-

perb choice for the professional who re-

quires quality output quickly. Just toss this

tiny lightweight portable into your brief-

case, and offyou go.

Toshiba

ExpressWriter 301
by Steve Lewiski

Toshiba’s entry into the battery-powered

portable printer arena has so many positive

attributes that it should be a top pick. The

$489 Toshiba ExpressWriter 301 is silent

as the grave, weighs Just 4 pounds, and

produces superb output. Unfortunately, it

prints text at such a turtlesque speed that

for many applications it’s not even in the

running.

This is one portable printer that won’t

be issued any speeding tickets. In the PC
Labs text speed test the 30 1 crawled along,

yielding only 1 6 cps in both draft and qual-

ity print modes. With virtually no differ-

ence in the output rate. I’d advise you to

use the higher-quality print mode for all

documents. If you produce a lot of graphs,

the news is more encouraging. In the

graphics speed test, the 301 produced our

scanned photo in 139 seconds while in

high-speed mode—the fastest of the three

under-5-pound portables.

The 30 1’s poor text speed performance

brings one benefit: peace and quiet. On the

PC Labs noise level test, the 301 rated at

less than 47 decibels—lower than most

other dot matrix printers in this issue.

Speed aside, the 301 is a fascinating

machine. While incorporating most of the

basic operating features of its competitors.

this printer also employs a 24-element

nonimpact thermal printhead—certainly

not one of the industry standards. By com-

bining a thermal printing process with the

use of film heat transfer cassettes, the 301

is able to print on ordinary paper. To keep

output qudity consistent, Toshiba has add-

ed a density control knob.

Toshiba ExpressWriter 301

Fonts & Features

Epson LQ-1500

10 cpI

12 cpi

Compressed

Proportional

The resident emulation modes, Epson

and Toshiba/Qume, are DIP-switch selec-

table and allow software compatibility

with the Epson LQ850, Toshiba P321SL,

and Qume 11 printers. Both emulation

modes will support three resident type-

faces—Courier, Prestige Elite, and
Draft—as well as numerous downloadable

fonts from the Toshiba font library.

Proportional spacing, doublestrike,

bold italics, condensed, and enlarged print

are available in four standard pitches: 5

(enlarged), 10 (pica), 12 (elite), and 16.7

characters per inch (condensed). Three

graphic densities are available, ranging

from 180 by 180 dots per inch for single

density up to 360 by 360 for quadruple.

The straightforward user manual contains

a full list of selectable commands and op-

tions along with their respective control se-

quences.

Among the 30rs unique features is its

battery pack. Unlike the other portables’

batteries, this one is not user replaceable.

This should present few problems, as To-

shiba claims its battery can be recharged

up to 2,(K)0 times. A low-battery lamp on

the front control panel lights up when the

battery requires charging. The recharging

process takes about 8 hours and supplies

enough power to operate the printer for ap-

proximately 1 hour. One troublesome as-

pect is that charging this battery for over 8

hours can damage it, imposing some con-

straints on the user.

The compact, enclosed design of the

301 makes preparation for transportation

practically effortless. Just close the sheet

Copynghtad matsriai
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HARNESS ALL THE SUPER-286E : 80286
POWER AND SPEED YOU PROCESSOR, 8/12 MHz,

NEED TO HANDLE ALL 640KB RAM, SPACE FOR

MAJOR APPLICATIONS THREE DRIVES: 5.25"

AND GET THE
WORK DONE. THE

POWERFUL 286

SERIES OF 12 MHz

AT COMPATIBLES

FROM HYUNDAI.

OR 3.5'; SIX EX-

PANSION SLOTS.

SUPER-286N :

IDEAL NETWORK
SERVER. 80286

PROCESSOR,
COST EFFECTIVE SOLU- 6/12 MHz, 1MB RAM EX-

TIONS.WITH MS-DOS PANDABLE TO 4MB, 64 KB

3.3, BASIC. 18-MONTH ROM, EMS SUPPORT WITH

WARRANTY. NATIONWIDE LIM COMPATIBILITY, SPACE

NETWORK OF DEALERS. FOR 4 HALF HEIGHT DISK

24-HOUR “SERVICE- DRIVES: 5.25 " OR 3.5", SIX

ON-SITE” OPTION. EXPANSION SLOTS.

THE 12 MHz AT SUPER-286E FROM HYUNDAI.
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PRINTERS

PORTABLE

TOSHIBA EXPRESSWRITER 301

Toshiba America Inc . Intormation Systems

Divtston. 9740 Irvine Blvd., Irvine. CA 92718;

(000)457-7777

List Price: S489 (inchjdmg banery).

Dimensions (HWD): 7 x 1 2 5 x 5.5 m.

Weight: 4 lbs. (irx:kxling battery).

Emulations: Epson LO. Toshiba Qume.
In Short: The Toshiba ExpressWrrter XI
employs a 24-elemen( thermal print device to

produce crisp, dear characters on plain paper

Untortur^ately this narrow-carnage pCKtable is

terr^y slow.
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guide, unplug the cable and AC adapter,

and you're set. As for paper handling, the

301 can handle single cut sheets of up to

40-pound stock flawlessly, while continu-

ous fanfold paper tends to drift a bit to the

left. This is due in part to the absence of a

tractor feed; align very carefully to prevent

problems. Another missing function is

form-feed; you have to either advance the

paper one line at a time through the line

feed button or else turn the platen knob.

The rest of the 301 's operations are

much sm<x)lher than its fanfold loading

process. The $4.50 film heat transfer cas-

sette ribbons simply snap into place and

can be reused up to five times. This sug-

gestion applies only to draft copy, as the

print quality deteriorates with each subse-

quent pass of the ribbon. The tidy control

panel contains three buttons: high/low

speed, line feed, and select, which con-

trols the on-line mode. In addition, five

LEDs provide distinct information about

the 30 Ts operating status.

Even though the Toshiba Express-

Writer 301 produces top-quality output, is

easy to use, nins on battery power, and is

light and compact, its dreadfully slow text

speed can’t be overlooked. Unless your re-

quirements include practically silent oper-

ation, the 301 is hard to recommend.

Toshiba

ExpressWriter 311
by Steve Lewiski

It’s tnie that the $589 Toshiba Express-

Writer 31 1 weighs 1
1
pounds and doesn't

have a battery, but don’t be discouraged.

This transportable (luggable) impact print-

er brings along speed and extra features

that could turn out to be lifesaveis at tem-

porary work sites.

The 24-pin dot matrix ExpressWriter

3 1 1 supports its Epson LQ series, IBM
Proprinter, and Toshiba/Qume emulations

via DIP-switch selection. Also included

are three resident typefaces: Courier, Pres-

tige Elite, and High-Speed Draft. Like the

other portables tested, this one offers pro-

portional spacing; doublestrike; bold, ital-

ics, condensed, and enlarged print; as well

as single-, double-, and quadruple-density

graphics, along with a variety of interna-

tional character sets and the ability to use

downloadable fonts.

Unlike its portable cousins, the 31 1 of-

fers the ability to mix and match these

modes with 14 different easy-to-use font

cards ($79 each), allowing you to produce

a larger array of type styles for your profes-

sional-quality documents. Print ranges of

5, 10, 12, 15, 16.7, and 20 pitch can be ob-

tained though different manipulations of

print modes.

The 3 1 1 offers exceptional paper-han-

i ilLi
EDITOR’S CHOICE

> Kodak Diconix 150 Plus

In this brand new portable printers

section, we reviewed three undcr-5-

pound battery-operated portables Ithc

Axonix LiteWrite, the Kodak

Diconix 150 Plus, and the Toshiba

Expres.sWritcr 301 ) and one 1 1

pound battcrylcss transportable (the

Toshiba ExpressWriter 3 1 1). Among
the true portables, the Diconix 150

Plus shines. In a sonKwhat heavier

class of its own, the ExpressWriter

3 1 1 rates an honorable mention.

When it comes to price and

weight, the three portables ;nc closely

matched; they ail cost around $5IX),

and they all weigh between about 4

and 5 pounds. The dilTerentiating

factors are text speed and output

quality.

The inkjet Ktxiak Diconix 150

Plus is by far the fastest battery-

operated portable printer in this

roundup, and the clear w inner for

on-thc-road output. Twenty percent

quicker than the eiu’licr Diconix 1 50,

the 1 50 Plus eliKked in at 70 cps in

draft nuxle and 3 1 eps in NLt^—
roughly twice as fast as its two

competitors. Toshiba’s thcnnal

transfer ExpressWriter .301 pnxiuees

slightly better print quality, but at 1

6

eps in draft and quality mixles. it’s

just tix) slow.

Honorable mention gix;s to

Toshiba’s 24-pin dot matrix

ExpressW riter 3 1 1 . At 73 eps in

draft and 35 cps in quality, this

transportable (luggable) nnxlcl is

swifter thtm any of the portables

reviewed here. And weighing 1

1

pounds, it’s about 2 pounds lighter

and a bit sm;illcr than the average 9-

pin narrow-eaniage dot matrix printer

reviewed in this i.ssue. The 311 is a

good choice for personal, office, and

limited mad use.

dling capability. The removable snap-in

forms tractor ensures an uninterrupted

flow of fanfold paper. A built-in single-

sheet guide complements the autoload fea-

ture, which automatically feeds single

sheets to line up with the printhead at the

top of the page. Although the 3 1 1 is rated

for 21-pound paper and three-part forms,

40-pound stock and four-part multipart
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An awesome An awesome

display of power. power of display.

Undoubtedly, the most important

element of a laptop computer is

power. After all, if you can’t run

demanding applications, you

might as

Pnctstor run* at

an incredibly fa*t

the NEC ProSpeed™ 286 laptop.

Powered by aCMOS 80286 processor,

running at a blinding 16MHz, the

ProSpeed can accommodate the

most sophisticated applications.

It’s equipped with one megabyte

of memory that’s expandable to

five. And it comes with either 20

or 40 megabyte high-speed hard

disk drives. There’s even a model

with a 100 megabyte drive for

data-intensive applications. Now,

all this makes a powerful

statement for the

ProSpeed 286.

But perhaps

the most

powerful

statement is this:

quite simply, it’s the most

Hi^h-tpeed
hard disk-

up to 100 MB.

powerful 286 laptop you can buy

Undoubtedly, the most important

element of a laptop computer is its

screen. After all, if what you’re

looking at isn’t very clear, then

clearly you need another computer.

Preferably the NEC ProSpeed 286.

Engineered with an advanced

screen technology, the ProSpeed

givesyou crisp, bright, black-and-

white images with VGA resolution.

And with more and more people

moving towards advanced

graphics-oriented applications, the

case for the NEC ProSpeed 286

becomes even clearer.

ProSpeed"286

ProSpeed ii a tradeoMrk of NBC Hoaaa Electronice, Ltd
O I9U NBC Hooe Blectroaiea (USA) Inc.

CaU 1.800-S2e-2256 for liUraturt and 1-800-PONB NBC
for tacbiueal advice. la Canada, call 1-800-388-3097.

CuC Computers ar>d Communications NEC
( (lU \ 1 HF I <. AKI)



RHAILERS;
DEAL YOURSELF IN

i

GET A FULL HOUSE OF

CUSTOMERS-STOCK

THE ZIFF-DAVIS

COMPUTER LINE

You're playing a winning hand
when you carry the Ziff-Davis

line of computer magazines: PC
MAGAZINE, PC/COMPUTING,
COMPUTER SHOPPER, and
MACUSER.

Here's your chance to build traf-

fic. Establish your store os a full-

service center. And best of all,

boost sales of your inventory,

while earning additional profits.

Plus—we make it easy for you to

get the maximum profit from our

line. You get guaranteed profits

of up to 40% off the cover price

of each magazine. Free in-store

sales aids. A toll-free HELP line.

And much, much more!

So follow the leader to big

profits! To stock the magazines
that move your stock, call

1-800-435-5003
Or write: Frank Monziano,
Direct Sales Manager, Ziff-Davis

Publishing, One Park Avenue,

5th Floor, New York, NY 10016.

forms glide through without difficulty. A
I

copy-control lever, conveniently located

I inside the printer, allows you to make ad-

justments for optimum print quality de-

pending on the thickness of the paper or

forms you are using.

Another outstanding feature is the

31 1’sstandard 16K print buffer, four times

larger than that of its competitors. For an

additional $99 you can purchase a 32K
memory expansion card, which plugs easi-

ly into the card slot. Once the card is in-

stalled you can use either 32K with down-

loadable fonts or all 48K as a print buffer.

In any case, it's certain to reduce waiting

time during large print jobs.

On all PC Labs speed tests the 3 1 1 was

fa.ster than any of the under-5-pound porta-

I bles reviewed here. The 31 1 handled our

text speed test at 73 cps in draft and 35 cps

I

in quality mode in Imth Epson and IBM
Proprinter emulations. In the graphics

speed test, the 3 1
1
printed the halftone im-

age in 90 seconds for the Epson and 104

seconds for the Proprinter. The text print

quality was impressive for its class, espe-

cially in the draft and NLQ modes. As for

KFgi PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1989

TOSHIBA EXPRESSWRITER 31

1

FACT RLE

Toshiba America Inc.. Informadon Systems
OivTSton, 9740 Irvine Blvd.. Irvine. CA 92718:

(800)457-7777.

List F>fice: $569
Dimensions (HWD): 4.5x17x1 2.75 in.

Weight: nibs
Emulations: Epson LQ. IBM Propnnter.

Toshiba Oume.
In Short; Too heavy and lacking a battery, the

31 1 isn't really a portable. But this transportable

produces first-rate professional documents
quickly. If you don’t let the weight get you down
and you don’t need battery operation, the 311 is

ideal for personal, office, arxj limited road use.

CIRCLE 606ON READER SERVICE CARO

graphics, the dark shaded areas of the

graphs fluctuated slightly in density, a

small sacrifice for the 3 11 's commendable

performance. All tests were performed us-

ing the printer's standard i6K print buffer.

The 3 1 1 uses standard snap-in cloth rib-

bons that can be replaced for $13.50. The

remainder of the printer's operation is as

easy as installing its ribbon. Buttons on the

informative front panel control basic print-

er functions such as off-line, line, and

form feed, pitch and font selection. There

is even a switch that controls normal and

quiet print modes. Thanks to the superb

acoustical design, most people will find lit-

tle use for the latter. There are also eight

LEDs to indicate the printer's current oper-

ating status.

Toshiba has designed the 31 1 with

transportation in mind, making sure that

every loose cord and all covers lock into

place. This construction also makes the

311 easy to store securely even in fairly

cramped conditions.

Admittedly, it's not the tiniest portable

K’s not the tiniest

portable around. But

the Toshiba

ExpressWriterSII is a

good bet for users who

want a printer that’s

transportable, space-

efficient, and capable of

quality type.

printer around. But the Toshiba Ex-

pressWriter 3 1 1 is a gocxl bet for users who
require a printer that's durable, transport-

able, space-efficient, and capable of

quickly outputting a complete spectrum of

documents from draft to quality multistyle

type. It's ideal for use in the home, at

school, and at temporary work sites. If

you're searching for a portable printer and

can't compromise on features, don't let the

poundage of the ExpressWriter3 1 1 intimi-

date you. You'll quickly get used to it.



“Xeroxthismemo.”

“FedExthflsproposal”

“L^Iinkthese files.”

When something becomes a standard,

using it becomes second nature. That’s true

about LapLink. It’s so effective that it has

become the most popular

laptop-to-desktop and

desktop-to-desktop file

transfer program ever.

And now Release III

improves on the original

with added power

—

while preserving the

simple design that has

made LapLink the

choice ofmore major

corporations.

LapLink III offers

both serial and parallel file

transfer, and you can take

advantage of parallel transfer

speeds of500,000 baud or higher.

It comes with a “six headed” universal cable

that provides you with everything you need

to use both serial and p^u’^dlel modes.

And LapLink III will even install itself

automatically on a remote computer.

That’s in addition to ease-of-use and

productivity features like our popular split

screen design, flexible transfer options,

and disk and printer sharing.

For the same fast, error-

free file transfers between

PCs euid Macintoshes, get

LapLink Mac. And for

more information about

any Traveling Software

product, call us at

(800)662-2652.

LapLink III. The
sUmdard in file transfer

software.

$159.95

LlPLMin
Traveling Software, Inc.
18702 >o(1hCrrHL Parkway Bothell.WA 08011

(206>485-8088

iJipIJnk iaa reg. iradetnark of Traveling Software. It»c., Xerox la a reR. Irademark of Xerox Corporation. KedKx » a reg. trademark of Kederal Kxpreax Corporation. 6 IWO Traveling Software. Inr. All lUgiiu Rrterved
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Until Now,

Laser Printing has Been Out of Reach for

Many People in Business.



Opting for the quality of a laser printer has just become

decidedly easier. Introducing the EPL-6000 laser printer

)m Epson*

Coming from the company with the longest running
With the new, affordable , , ,

success tn the printer business, reliability is a given. Whats
EPL-6000from Epson, more businesses

more, the new EPL-6000 is compatible with application software
will be looking better on paper.

written for HP LaserJet II.

As for value, this new Epson combines solid, businesslike

performance with a price that is as attractive as the printing. In

fact, for quality, reliability' and value in a laser printer, you could

say Epson has the solution well in hand.

iP*SON
WHEN YOiniE GOT AN EPSON.

YOirVEGOTALOT OF COMPANY.
'



THE PC MAGAZINE PRINTER GUIDE: COLOR DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

AEG Olympia NPC 136-24

$1 ,049 24-pin dot matrix

Graphics epson
Spe^

Citizen HSP-500
$578 9-pin dot matrix

151 cps

0 so 100 ISO 200 C«S
JOC-P*

Once you've torn down i

laws 1n the country and
yourself face to face wit

Devil, what will you hidi

Draft Bold Underline Cowi

Courier Bold Underline (

Proportional Bold Under

Once you've torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Dev i 1 , what w1 1 1 you
Draft Bold Underline
Courier Bold Under 11
Proportional Bold Under 1

Once you've torn dot
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will yoi
Draft Bold Underline
Courier Bold Under 1

:

Proportional Bold Under

Once you've torn dot
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will yoi
F'ica Bold Unde r 1 1 ne
LO Bold Under 1 ine Cm

Once you've torn dou.

lau/s in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, uhat uill you
Draft Bold Underline
Brougham Bold Under 1

Proportional Bold Under

Graphics 'epsonV-boo

Speed f , IS 2 25

Once you've torn down
laws in the country a

yourself face to face
Devil, what will you h
Pica Bo 1 d Under I m e

NLQ Roman Bold Under
NLQ Roman Proportion;
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THE PC MAGAZINE PRINTER GUIDE: COLOR DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

Citizen HSP-550
$798 9-pin wide-carriage dot matrix

121 cps

!
0 50 100 150 200 cps

Text

Speed

Graphics \psohB-2sm
Speed

Once you've torn down
laws in the country a

yourself face to face
Devil, what will you h

Elite Bold Underline Oowtssi

NLQ Roman Bold Underl
NLQ Sans Serif Propor

Ones you've torn down <

lews In the country and
yourself face to face wit

Devil, what will you hidt

Courier Bold Underl

i

Elite pitch Bold Uhderi
Proportioned Bold Under.

Once you’ve torn dow
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Draft Bold Underline
Courier Bold Underl!
Proportional Bold Underl

Once you’ve torn do*
laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will you
Pica Bold Underl i ne
NDO Pica Bold tinfieri
Elite Bold Underline rnap

Once vou ' ve torn do»
laws in the country
vourself face to fac
Dev i I . what will vol
f’ica Bold Underline
NLO Pica Bold Under
NLO Proportionai Bold U

Once you've torn dov<

laws in the country
yourself face to fac
Devil, what will yot
Draft Bold Underline
Courier Bold Underli
Propoitdonal Bold U nder’

25 Sgppm
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THE PC MAGAZINE PRINTER GUIDE: COLOR DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

Genicom 1040
$1,924 24-pln wlde>carriage dot matrix

Graphics
Spaad

Star Micronics NX-1000 Rainbow
$379 9*pin dot matrix

Graphics Hone
Sosad

2S Sgppm
Speed

d
$1,049 24-pin wide-carriage dot matrix

star Micronics XB-2415 Multi Font

2.5 3gppm

1 min. 22 sec.

0.7 gppm

Ono« you've torn doHn
Ians in ths country and
youraalf face to faos Nit

DsvU, Nhat nUI you hid
Draft Bold Underll n

El its pitch Bold ttidsrli

Proportional Bold Dndsr

OncB yoi.i've torn down
laws in the country ani

yourself face to face
Devil, what will you hie

Pica Bold . -i: r, rc.'.p: i

Sans Serif Elite Bold Ur

Courier Proportional Bo

Once you've torn down i

laws in the country and
yourself face to face wit

Devil, what will you hide

10CPI Bold Underline Coap

NLQ 10CPI Bold Under
Times SLQ Proportional
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The power and performance of

big system CADD...MicroStation PC
Intergraph offers MicroStation to meet your PC

CADD needs today while providing a growth path

for tomorrow.

Dual-screen graphics

MicroStation can be configured with two graphic

screens, which operate independently and can

display up to eight simultaneous active views. This

allows for better display flexibility, resulting in

more productivity and less design time.

Reference files

MicroStation supports 2D and 3D design and refer-

ence files, so a user can attach up to 32 design files

to the current file for reference, teference files can

reside locally or be accessed remotely over a net-

work, thus allowing users working on the same

project to view all the files simultaneously.

Fully Intergraph Compatible

MicroStation features full translation-free compati-

bility with our larger VAX-based and UNDC-bas^

CADD systems. This allows file transfers without

sacrificing data integrity and eliminates problems

associated with file translations.

Over 450 other commands and features meet

your design needs, making MicroStation your best

choice for design.

For further information on MicroStation and

the Intergraph Education Center and Reseller

programs: in the U.S., call 800-345-4856; in

Alabama only, call 800-345-0218; outside the

U.S., contact an Intergraph sales office.

INTERGRAPH
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Tbday^ DisplayWrite.

W)rdprocessing thatworks foryou

onmanydifferent levels.

riu' wonl processing

standard, company-wide.
And worldwide. IBM DisplayWrllei

won) pnK cs.^iing can handle ai^ job, at arty level, from

tHic «*nd of \t)ur tympany to the other.

^ hich is why 1 )isplayWrite is a standard from one

end (if the Fortune 1000 to the other. For everything

fnini basic text (‘diting to text-and-graphics d^ign.

lor DOS, DisplayWrite writes a

whole new chapter. For DOS users,

DisphtyVirile 4 \ersion 2™ now has convenient pulldown

menus, and e.asily handles multicolumn text.

It works with more than 60 printers, IBM and

non-IBM alike. There’s even a free user sup-

jHirl hotline. The powerful spell-checker uses

multipk* dictionaries in one pass, a timesaving

1 )i>playWrite exclusive. There are rational dic-

tionaries for leg^l/medical terms and 17 foreign

languagis. DisplayWrite also works with IBM
mainframe hosts and LAN environments, in-

cluding the new IBM OfficeVi8ion/2 LAN series.

l)is[)layWrite and the power

of OS/2. For OS/2™ users, DisplayWrite

5/2 has all the features above, and more. You

l an multitask, to work on multiple documents

simultaneously. Choose easy menus or speedy

rast-|Kith commands. Consult online help

scnvns ;mytime. And the optional Composer'”

extension adds sophisticated graphics and

page layout features.

To get on the DisplayWrite stan-

dard (or discover how most current

DisplayWrite users can upgrade for

under $100), call your IBM Author-

ized Dealer, IBM marketing repre-

sentative or 1 800 IBM-2468,

ext. 126.

Let today s DisplayWrite take your

written communications to the high-

est level yet.
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INEXPENSIVE
PATH TO
COLOR

If you’d like

a bit of color to liven

up a business

report but can’t afford

a color page printer,

try one of 1 5 color dot

matrix printers.

hv Bruce Brown
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Remember how dazzled you were when

The Wizard of Oz switched from mono-

chrome to color film? With an inexpensive

color dot matrix printer, your colleagues

can be just as impressed with your internal

reports or business presentations. Sure, a

presentation printed in black and white

will certainly get your point across, but a

color presentation can make an impact that

lasts far longer than the meeting itself.

Color dot matrix printing is still in the

early stages, just as color monitors were

not too long ago. Remember when color

monitors were meant for games and educa-

tional software only? Today these screens

are becoming standard with improved res-

olution and more-effective color imple-

mentation in application software. Color

printing with dot matrix printers is in the

early stages of software implementation

and user acceptance, but as the technology

improves and software companies frnd

better ways to use color in computer hard-

copy output, color printers will achieve

wider visibility as well.

COLOR COMPARISONS
Convinced that users are beginning to de-

mand affordable printing technologies, we
wrote a brand-new color test for dot matrix

printers this year. And although the print-

ing technology isn’t different from that of

monochrome dot matrixes, we’ve created

this special section to help you compare

the results of our color test from 15 differ-

ent dot matrix printers. In
’

'The PC Maga-
zine PrinterGuide: Color Dot Matrix Print-

ers,” you’ll see how each printer in this

section produces six colors: blue, red, ma-

genta. green, cyan, and yellow.

Some of tbe printers reviewed here

come standard with color-printing capabil-

ity. In other cases, vendors honored our re-

quest to send optional color kits installed.

Ofcourse, some vendors neglected to send

us the color option, so you’ll find those

printers in the monochrome dot matrix sec-

tion. Some of these printers have 9-pin

heads while others have 24-pin, but all are

primarily used for regular black printing

with color capability as an extra. Don’t

dismiss these printers as frivolous gim-

micks; most offer good to excellent black

printing, as well as the ability to print in

color. Many of these represent the top-of-

the-line printers from their respective ven-

dors.

COLOR FOR UNDER $100

Peihaps surprisingly, adding color-print-

ing capability to dot matrix printers is rela-

PRINTERS

COLOR DOTMATRIX

tively inexpensive. Color option kits for

black-print-only machines usually cost be-

tween $50 and $100. Four-color ribbons,

with equal-width bands of black, yellow,

red, and blue that blend to produce up to

seven different colors, cost from two to

three times as much as black fabric rib-

bons—more expensive, but not an intimi-

dating premium.

It’s no coincidence that color dot matrix

technology is currently making a state-

ment; as needs arise, the maiket responds.

Major business uses for color printers have

grown to include the production of busi-

ness graphs and charts as well as hard-copy

presentation materials, such as text charts

As color page printing

becomes more common,

the demand for

the coior dot matrix

alternative wiil

grow—for draft

purposes or just as a

cheaper option.

•
that increasingly use clip art.

Another valuable use for color dot ma-

trix printing is to create drafts ofoutput that

will later be generated by a color page

printer. Although color page printers are

coming down in price, the ones reviewed

in this issue (see “Color Page Printers: Af-

fordable at Last”) will still cost you be-

tween $8,000 and $17,0(X), whereas some

color dot matrix printers cost under $5(X).

The equipment, paper, and supply

costs for color page printing are still rela-

tively high, with no price breaks in sight at

present. Color dot matrix printing requires

ribbons that are slightly more expensive

than plain black ones, but requires no spe-

cial paper. Furthermore, as color page

printing becomes more common, the de-

mand for less-expensive alternatives will

grow, either for draft purposes or just as a

cheaper option.

QUALITY AND COMPATIBILITY
As with other printers, two factors should

most affect your buying decision: print

quality and colorcommand set compatibil-

ity. In terms of output, look for cle^ color

differentiation; deep, saturated colors with

little or no white showing through; and true

colors rather than oft-shades. The majcn

color control code command sets are for

Epson and IBM color printers, with Epson

JX-80 color compatibility the most com-

mon standard. Your chosen printer may
produce gorgeous images, but if the printer

doesn’t have a common color-printer com-

patibility, yom application software is less

likely to have printer drivers that can take

advantage of the printer’s capabilities.

If you’re expecting these wonders to be

fast, forget it. Color dot matrix printing is

generally much slower than printing black

type or graphics, especially ifthe printhead

has to make more than one pass in order to

blend the colors. But don’t despair too

much—once you switch back to ^-black

printing, these models will return to typical

dot matrix speeds.

RIBBON REALITIES

Since color ribbons cost more than black

ribbons, odds are you’ll save money and

get better color if you attend to ribbon re-

aUties. The color portions of ribbons can

dry out, resulting in faded shades. If you

print in coloronly occasionally, it’s a good

idea to have both four-color and black-

only ribbons, keeping the color ribbons in

a plastic bag when not in use so they won't

dry out [netnaturely . It’s not uncommon to

use up the black portion of a four-color rib-

bon while the color bands still have lots of

life.

In the months and years to come, you

can look forward to a wide variety of tech-

nological advances in color dot matrix

printing. Resolutions will go up, the result

of higher-pin-count printheads or more
printhead passes. Speed will also improve.

But the biggest improvement will result

from greater implementation of color hard-

copy possibilities by software vendors.

Adding color often meets initial resis-

tance. Early PC color monitors with rough

CGA resolution were less than pleasant to

stare at, but with the much-improved EGA
and VGA resolutions, color monitors have

gained respectability and added dimen-

sions of clarity and attractiveness to user

interfaces and screen presentations. Color

printing is just now coming of age and is

likely to grow in acceptance as its business

functionality becomes more evident.
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PRINTERS

COLOR DOT MATRIX

AEG Olympia

NPC 136-24

by Henry Fersko-Weiss

The AEG Olympia NPC 136-24 makes

color printing affordable. At $1,049, this

24-pin dot matrix entry produces excellent

text and graphics output with just a couple

of snags in its fabric.

The NPC 136-24 is a little chunky at

6.S inches high and 24 pounds, but it nev-

ertheless has a fairly compact footprint for

a wide-carriage printer. On the top front of

the printer is a string of raised buttons that

allow you to change font or pitch quickly

and easily, to advance the paper by a line

or a page, and to go on- or off-line. A
Menu button is used to set a myriad ofcon-

figuration functions, from the emulation

and the character set to the interface, baud

rate, and auto sheet feeder. The NPC 1 36-

24 prints out the configuration when you

press the Font or Pitch button while in con-

figuration mode.

With the Menu key, you can also set up

two format menus with items like a default

font and pitch, margins, slashed zero, and

double-high printing. It’s easy to switch

back and forth between the menus, but you

have to turn the machine offand on, so you

can’t make the switch while in the midst of

printing.

To the left of the control-panel buttons

is the 16-chatacter LCD screen that details

the button selections you make. The LCD
screen is also used for error mes.sages. Be-

cause the LCD screen tells you exactly

AEG OLYMPIA NPC 1 36-24

FACT FILE

AEG Olympia Coq?.. 3140 Rte 22, Somerville.

NJ 06876: (201)231-6300.

List Price : $1,049

Dimensions (HWO) 6.5x2S.25x 14in.

Weight: 24 lbs

Emulations: Epson LO-2SOO. IBM Proprinter

XL24
In Short: The AEG Olympia NPC 1 36-24 is a 24-

pin dot mainx color printer at a good price. It's a bit

slow, but you can overlook this shortcoming

because ot the excelleni text and graphics

printouts. It also has a very good control panel

with a liquid crystal display.
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what is going on, the printer is a cinch to

operate. Other indications of what’s hap-

pening are provided by the four LED lights

arrayed above the buttons and LCD
screen.

One of the nicest design elements of the

NPC 136-24 is its paper handling. The in-

ternal tractor feed can both push and pull

the paper, and paper parking lets you feed

single sheeLs of paper into a slot in the front

without removing the continuous paper.

You can also get an automatic single-bin

sheet feeder from AEG Olympia for $299

that can handle 1 50 sheets at once. A dual-

bin sheet feeder costs $528.

The text and graphics you get from the

NPC 136-24 are a joy to the eye. Letters

arc precisely edged, without the jagged

traces of dots you get in less-capable print-

ers. There is only one font for draft print;

the other Five fonts are all for LQ printing.

Graphics output images are also sharp

and clear, and you can even see fine points

of shading or delicate lines. The color

tends to be slightly dirty in places, but this

can be improved somewhat by adjirsting a

manifold lever that controls the impact of

the printhead.

A color ribbon naturally slows the

printer considerably. In IBM Proprinter

emulation, the NPC 136-24 clocked in at

only 96 characters per second in draft

mode and 38 cps in LQ mode. The PC
Labs giapliic test image took a little over a

minute to print in Epson emulation—about

twice the time it took AEG Olympia’s

monochrome 24-pin wide-carriage ma-

chine (the NP 136-24, reviewed in this is-

sue) to print the same image.

There is one other problem with the col-

or ribbon. Its greater width caused it to

catch below the printhead when printing

graphics with just the black strip, as in Pro-

printer emulation. When this occurs, the

paper receives the impact marks of the pins

but without ink on the page, whether for a

section of the image or for an entire pic-

ture. Again, adjusting the manifold lever

may help.

The NPC 1 36-24 has a few foibles, in-

cluding a slightly high 79-decibel noise

level and not-outstanding speed, but it’s

still a prime candidate for your color print-

er dollar. With such superior text and

graphics output on its side, the 136-24’s

speed deficiencies are easy to overlook.

AMTAcceI-500
by Elisa d. Hirsch and

Sharon Terdetnan

The $1,485 AMT Accel-500 offers a lot of

nifty features, but it falls short at its main

task—printing. In fact, during PC Labs

testing, a fellow reviewer walked by and

commented, “Not bad for a 9-pin prinl-
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Get The PC Network Advantage

ACCESS^
Microsystems

S-Msar Limited Warrant
30-Day Money-Back

Guarantee

ACCESS 3B6 SERIES
40MB System
With Monitors

1MB RAM 40MB (2affll)HD I 2MB
FD. Zara waiisUM. aSkA Molhaitoira

12 "MonoMoniKr • SHH OBays • 102Ar

Styta Ksybovd • Dual Cortn)ll«r

• 220 Vtm Power Supply

• 3 Vmt UmiM Wvninty

386rt6MHz $2299.

3e6/20MHz $2599.

38e/25RAM Cache. . $3499.

ACCESS 286 SERIES
AOMB Syttema
With ¥onlton

• SIZKRAM • 40MS • IS MB
FD • Sam HMIStato- BStor Mathatboaid
• IS" MonoMonaof SHH Bays • I02AT

Styla KayHoam • Dual Catmaai
• SSO watts Pomi Simily

• Sa IBtal S Bn B4M amansion skas
• 3 yaar Limaad HBnaray

286S12MHS S1499.

286/20MHZ (1MB) $1999.

LAPTOPS
Toshiba

T-1000 aOcBB CPU FloppySejS.

T-1200 Dual Floppy/Backm >499.

T-1200 SOMBmackU 2199.

r->600 BOC2BB/12UHS 20MB 3499.

r-3200 286/12MHZ 40MB 3599.

T-5100 3te/1SMHz 40MB 4599.

Zanlth
MMSpoit 1MB Call.

SupwSport Modal 2 >599.

SupatSport Modal 20 2325.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
AST Bravo Model 5 899.

4Sr Premium Model 80 >499.

AST Premium Model 140X >999.

AST Premium Model 340C . 3599.

AST Premium 389/25 Model 5 2299.

CDIIP40 286s Model 1 2099.
COMPAQ sees Model 1 2599.
COMPAQ 3861205 Model I. 3999.

COMPAQ LapTop SLT 286/404899.

IBM PS/2 Model 30/286 20MB19TS.
IBM PS/2 Model SOZ 30MB 2599.
IBM PS/2 Model SSSX 30MB 3099.
IBM Portable 70 eOMB 8099.
IBM Portable 70 120MB 6499.

ACCESS
lOMHz/XT SERIES

$679
Complete Mono System

•Inlet 8068-1 Switch^fle from

4 77 (D 10MHz • 512K RAM
Expandable to 640K • 360K
Floppy Drive • Dual Floppy

Co^foUer • ISO Wan Power

Supply • Monochrome Monitor

• 1 Sertal/1 Parallel/1 Game
Pon S Clock • 101 AT" Siyte

Keyboard
• FREE 1 Year Warranty

Complete Systems
With Color Monitors

CGA Color System $869.

EGA Color System $1039.

CGA W/20MB $1139

Novell Network System '

80386 Four User
20MHz AOMB File Server 2MB RAM.

3-IOMHz 512K Workstations.

Arcnel Platlorm. Novell ELS-I

Installed. Tested and Ready to Turn

ON'

$6899
‘Call our Factory Trained Novell

Sales and Support Staff to help

configure your Networking

system

Peripherals & Software
Novell ELS Level-1 $499
Novell Adv Netware 286 1995.

Orchid PCNet Adapter 339.

T.Conrad 16-Bit Adapter 329.

Tiara d-bit Adapter 119.

Tiara 8-Pon Active Hub . . . 299.

Tops for PC V2 1 129.

Tops InBox for PC 399.

SMC Twisted Pair Adapter 159.

Western Digital Elhercard+ 269.

PRINTERS
Epaon

LX 810 9pin 180/32cf>s 189.

FX-850 9i)in 264/54cp$ 349.

fX-1050 9^ 264/54cps Ctff

LO510 24-pin leO^OOcps 339.

LO850 Eipin 264/88cps Call

LO-950 264/86cps 529.

LO-1050 24pm 264/88cps Call

LO-2S50 24pin 4O0/133cps 979.

(Sale Price w/Purchasa of (Mila)

Panaaonic
KXPIIdO 9pin rncps 189.

KX-P1524 24pin 240/80Cf)S 549.

KX-P1592 ISOcps Wide Cafriaga399.

KXP1595 200cps Wide CarTi6pa439.

KXP44S0 Laser Printar 1399.

PANASONIC
KX-P1191
9-Pln $219

Okkiata
ML-172 laorsocps Gain 219.

ML-182 Turbo 220/38cps 239.

ML-320r321 SOOcpe 9^n 349./4aS.

ML-390(391 270cps 24-wirB 489^665.

ML-393/393(Mor 1049(1149.

NEC
P2200 ITOrSScps 24-pm . 349.

P5200/PS300 265cps 24-pin5aOJ999.

P960XL 4O0/330CPS 24^n 1199.

LC690 SilantWriter 3199.

Hawlatl Packard
DeskJet 709.

LaserJ^ 1739.

LaserJet IID 2999.

DIeonIx
150 PLUS IStysOcps 339.

300 WP 310/73eps 489.

MONITORS
Mtoganenu

12" Amber TTL Monochrome . 99.

14"VGAFIel Monochrome >49.

14" RGBXXimpoeile (840x220) 249.
14" VGA Color DIepley 349.
14" VGA Color Deluxe 4>9.

SEIKO
CM1430
14" VGA

$499

MItaublaM

1410 13" EGA (640x350; 389.

Diemond Seen (800x800) . 499.

NEC
Multisync 2A (800x600).

.

519.

MuM^ 3D (1024x788). 649.

Multisync 4D 18" VGA >299.

Multisync SO 20" VGA. 2299.

Proxima
Data Display 400 wTPC Partner. 1049.

Data Display MultiModa VGA . 1599.

Zanlth

1390 13" RGB (640x480; 439.

1490 74” FTM Monitor $29.

Thrmlnala

ACCESS 10MHz Workstation 539.

WYSE 30 Ambar or Grean . . .329.

WYSE SO Amber or Green .385.

WYSE 60 Amber or Green 339.

WYSE as Amber or Green 419.

WYSE ISO Amber or Green .... 329.

f^METWORK. LEASING Hsr
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• DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE REPLACED IMMEDIATELY. DEFECTIVE HARDWARE REPLACED OR REPAIRED AT OUR DISCRETION



Service - Price And More.

VIDEO BOARDS
ACCESS Mono/Color 59.

4CCESS EGA/480 159.

4CCESS VGA/256 229.

ATI EGA Wonder 800 230.

Ev«ftx Micro Enhancer EGA 139.

Event View Point VGA 259.

Heedtend Video 7 VGA 259.

Heedlend Video 7 FastWrite VGA319.

HMdtond Video 7 V^RAM VG4389.

ORCMN) Designer VGA 800 .

.

179.

Cncm ProDesigner VG4. 279.

ORCHID ProDesigner VGA 512K369.

Peradtse AutoSwitch 480 EGA. 189.

Pendtse VGA’f 16Sit 309.

PetwtNte Professwoa/ 489.

Aena/ssance GRX RVGA I 179.

Reneissence GRX RVGA II. .

.

239.

PLOTTERS/SCANNERS

CALCOMP 28180 Digitizer 849.

CHINON DS-OOOO Scanner . . . 589.

COMPLETE PC Handscanner 159.

DEST 2020 Scanner Package. 1888.

FUJITSU FPG^IO Color PMterm.
HOUSTON POS9SA Ptotter. 659.

HOUSTON DMP-61 Plotter 3299.

HOUSTON DMP 41, 42. 52. Caff.

H.P. ScanJet w/lnterface 1455.

LOGITECH Scanman 199.

MICROTEK MSF 300G 1795.

MICROTEK MSF 800C Flatbed1399.

PAMASONfC RS 505 Flatbed . 999.

PANASONIC RS 506 Flatbed. 1269.

ROLAND DXY 1100. 1200 Caff.

SUMMASKETCH* 12x12 399.

SUMMASKETCH-^ 12x18 699.

DISK DRIVES/BACKUP

ARCHIVe/XL 5540 40MB $39.

IOMEGA 44MB 5.25" caff.

MtCROPOUS 1355 159MB 23mal349.

MINtSCRIBE 3650 40MB KIT 377.

MINISCRIBE 3675 60MB/KIT 430.

MITSUBISHI 720K 3.5" HH 96.

MITSUBISHI 1.2MB 5.25" HH 93.

MITSUBISHI 1.44MB 3.5" HH 103.

MOUNTAIN 40MB'lnt9rnal 399.

MOUNTAIN 40MB External 499.

PLUS DEVELOP Passport 20 499.

PLUS DEVELOP Passporl 40 599.

PLUS DEVELOP HardCard 20 545.

PLUS DEVELOP HardCard 40 649.

SEAGATE ST^ 20MB4(IT 259.

SEAGATE ST-23e 30MB-KIT 279.

SEAGATE ST-251-1 40MB-2ems 359.

SEAGATE ST-4096 eOMB-28ms 625.

SYSOEN Bridge File Floppy 235.

MODEMS
ACCESS 1200 External 79.

ACCESS 2400 Internal 99.

ACCESS 2400 External 128.

4MCH0A 2400 Baud External 169.

H4yES 1200 External 295.

HAYES 2400 External 439.

PRACTICAL 2400 Stand Alone. 185.

US ROBOTICS HST 9600 625.

COPROCESSORS/CHIPS
INTEL 8087 89.

INTEL 8087-1 169.

INTEL 8087-2 139.

INTEL 80287 149.

INTEL 80287-8 209.

INTEL 80287-10 239.

INTEL 80387-16.20,25 Caff

SOFTWARE
ADOBE Illustrator w/WindOws 429.

ALDUS Pagemaker 3 0 479.

ASHTON-TATE d-Base IV 453.

ASHTON-TATE MulliMaie Adv 11289.

BORLAND Turbo C w/Oebugger 99.

BORLAND Turbo Pascal 99.

BORLAND Quattro 159.

MULTIFUNCTION CARDS
ACCESS Multi I/O XT or AT 65.

AST 6PAK W/384K RAM 239.

AST RAMPAGE *266 W/S12 K 399.

INTEL AboveBoard 266 w/512K 420.

INTEL InBoard 366/PC w/iMB 599.

ORCHID TinyTurbo 266 229.

ORCHID TinyTurbo Xtra 269.

FACSIMILE
BROTHER FX-1S0 949.

MURATA M1200 599.

PANAFAX UF-140 999.

PANAFAX UF-2S0 1449.

PANAFAX UF-620 2599.

SHARP FO-220 799.

SHARP FO-330 1199.

MICE
Logitech

Hi-RES BUS w/software 79.

C-9 Hi-RES Serial w/software. 89.

Clear Mouse Serial 95.

Microsoft

BRODERBUND Where USA 26.

BRODERBUND Where World 25.

BRODERBUND Print Shop 37.

BRODERBUND Bank Street Writer47.

CENTRAL POINT PCTods Deluxe42.

DAC Easy Accounting 59.

5th GENERATION Fasiback * 99.

FUNK Always 85.

FUNK Sideways 42.

LOTUS 1-2-3 299.

LOTUS Symphony 445.

MECA Managing Your Money 119.

MICROCOM Carbon Copy Plus 114.

MICROSOFT Flight Simulator 35.

MICROSOFT Word 5.0 call.

MICROSOFT Excell 2.1 315.

MICROSOFT Works. 99.

MICROSOFT Windows 286 68.

PEACHTREE Business Acct. II 162.

PETER NORTON Adv. Utilities 77.

PFS: 1st Choice 98.

PFS: Professional Write 119.

PFS: Harvard Graphics 259.

WORDPERFECT 5.0 235.

WORDPERFECT Network 5.0 339.

XEROX Ventura Publisher 485.

MOUSE w/Paint 6 Menus 119.

MOUSE W/EasyCAD 129.

MOUSE w/Windows A Paint . 149.

W R§tton$ To G«t

THE PC NETWORK CLUB
1 RED CARPET TREATMENT You g« Ih. besi

service every time-all the time

2 WAREHOUSE PRICING You get low warehouse-

to-you prices everyday

3 OUlCK-SHIP 24 HOUR SERVICE In-Stock items

shipped at once

4 USED COMPUTER HARDWARE EXCHANGE Sell your used

computer hardware through our exclusive listing

5 DOW JONES INFORMATION SERVICE $50 Value-FREE

Great lor businessmen

6 EXCLUSIVE PC NETWORK CLUB CREDIT CARD The
all»rr>alive to your currerwi Visa or Mastercard

7 LEASING OPTION; Available to interested members
8 FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT Before and after the sale

We re there when you need us'

9 FREE COMPUTER CONSULTANT SUPPORT Fully trained

sales staff ready to serve you

10 ONLINE bulletin board-download 'freeware " and "shareware
'

and other Public Domain Software Call (717) 327-1945 (300.

1200. 2400 Baud)

TAKE ADVANTAGE. CALL NOW, 1-900-621-7293.

1"800"621"7283
PO. BOX 366. M0N1OURSVILLE. PA 17754 HOURS; MONOAY-FRIOAY 8:00 AM - 9:00 PM SATURDAY 9:00 AM • 5:00 PM pC1 1
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PRINTERS

COLOR DOTMATRIX

Atjvanced Mabix Technology Inc.. 765 Flynn Rd..

Camanlk). CA 93010; (805) 388-5799.

List Price: $1,485.

Dimensions (HWO): 7.5 x 24 x 18.25 in.

Weight: 40 lbs

Emulations: AMT. Diablo 630, Epson JX. Epson

LO-2550. IBM Propnnler XL24. IBM 5182 Color

Pnnter, Xerox 4020 Color Ink Jet.

In Short: Although the wide-carhage Acoel-SOO

harxiles spreadsheets and multipart forms well,

the print quality, though improved slightly from

last year's nx>del. still has a way to go before this

printer's high price is justified.

CIRCLE 630ON READER SERVICE CARO

er.” Alas, this printer has a 24-pin print-

head.

But there is some good news. The
wide-carriage Accel-500 operates from a

removable ciedit-card-size IntelliCard that

contains the emulations and fonts. This is

convenient because, as updates become

available, all you have to do is switch

cards. The IntelliCard holding bin is easily

accessible from the the top of the machine.

The printer can hold two cards at a time,

one of which is standard; its emulations in-

clude Epson JX, Epson LQ-2500, IBM
Proprinter XL24, IBM 5182, and four

fonts: Courier, Elite, Trend, and Gothic.

An additional "baker’s dozen” font card

for $95 includes all 13 fonts.

Color is standard for the Accel-500, al-

though a monochrome ribbon is available.

The color palette comprises black, blue,

red, yellow, purple, green, and orange; the

colors are saturated but not true. For exam-

ple, we oohed and aahed over the orange

until we printed out the red. The red was so

pink that the orange in comparison looked

quite reddish. Both monochrome and col-

or ribbons are available from the vendor in

$80 six-packs or separately for $ 1 5 each

.

Print quality is nut what it should be for

a high-end 24-pin printer, and although

AMT claimed in a letter to have fixed the

problems mentioned in last year's review

of an earlier version (PC Magazine, Octo-

ber 3 1 , 1 988) , this machine still has a long

way to go. The draft quality is still draf-

ty—there are too many holes between the

dots. The letter quality is better than it was

a year ago, but not as good as that of other

24-pin dot matrix printers.

Not all of the emulations offered with

the Accel-500 were entirely compatible.

The Epson LQ and Epson JX emulations

worked well, but the IBM Proprinter

XL24 emulation compressed the graphics

image. Strangely enough, this printer’s

best output sample was obtained when we
ran the XL24 emulation through our IBM
Proprinter 9-pin emulation test. The speed

for all text modes was good—especially

draft mode, which scored 161 characters

per second, but the graphics performance

was slow.

The Accel-500 has 12 primary-function

buttons and a “Dial-a-Feature” option on

the control panel. The Select option lets

you scroll through 49 categories to set

printer options such as emulation, font,

pitch, and color. All changes take effect

immediately, without your turning the

printer off. Watch out. though—if this

ragged printer ends up in a multiuser envi-

ronment. just one absentminded fiddler

could change the settings with the press of

a button. Still, the Printer Status button

prints out a report of how all your options

are set. and the Save option lets you store

up to five senings.

Letting your fingers do the walking

across the control panel brings you to the

AMT’s well-designed paper-parking func-

tion. Touch the paper-park button and the

push-feed tractor retracts the continuous-

feed paper to allow you to use the cut-sheet

feeder. The Ready button reactivates tbe

continuous feed paper and brings the paper

to the top of the form. You don’t have to

worry alxrut remembering to set the bail,

as it is done automatically for you. Addi-

tionally, both the bail-setting and top-of-

form functions are manually accessible by

buttons on the control panel. And paper

handling is ragged enough that multipart

forms posed no problem.

The AMT Accel-500’s wide carriage is

good for anyone who deals with spread-

sheets. and its ability to handle multipart

forms is an asset. However, for the $ 1 ,485

base price, it should be able to handle let-

ter-quality printing as well.

AT&T 583
by Bruce Brown
V^n it comes to the AT&T 583, many
buyers will be drawn by the vendor name
alone—but few will be attracted by its

print quality, speed, features, or price. At

$1,295, the AT&T 583 is a 24-pin wide-

carriage, color-capable dot matrix printer.

The 583 model is the big sibling of the 580

and 581 models, both black-and-white

printers in narrow- and wide-carriage ver-

sions, respectively (not reviewed here).

The 583 weighs 27.6 pounds and measures

5.5by22.75by 15.75 inches (HWD). Par-

allel and 25-pin serial interfaces are both

standard, as is a nonexpandable 32K print

buffer.

The 583 is up to speed in terms of emu-

lations, including compatibility with the

Epson LQ-2500, IBM Proprinter XL24,
and Epson JX-80 for color printing. Couri-

er 10 is its only resident font—fine for gen-

eral business printing, but most 24-pin

printers in this price range have at least

three or four NLQ fonts. AT&T sells 14

font cartridges for $75 each, so you’re not

truly limited, but the company's decision

to include Just one resident font is not a

good one.

In addition to draft print mode, the 583

has both NLQ and LQ modes. Both of the

583’s high-quality modes are good—cer-

tainly better than what you'll find in 9-pin

printer quality; however, they don’t have

the stunning sharpness and clarity one sees

with some significantly less-expensive 24-

pin printers.

AT&T 583

Fonts & Features

Epson LO-1500

1
1

10 cpl

1 1 13

HH
12cpi HI

Compressed ^H
Proportional IH

BM Proprinter X24

8. !

o Si i
1

10 cpl

S Ti

12cpi HB MM
Compressed HB BH
Proportional

1^1
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COLOR DOT MATRIX

AT&T 583

FACT RLE

AT&T Computef Systems. One Speedwell Ave

.

Momstown. NJ 07920; (800) 247-1212

List Price: $1,295

Dimensions (HWO): 5.5 x 22.75 x 15.75 in.

Weight: 27.6 lbs

Emulations: Epson LO 2500. Epson JX-80. IBM
PfopnnterXL

In Short: AT&Ts wKleK:amage 24-pin dot matnx

pnnier is only OK. and that just barely. Greatly

overshadow^ by its comp^ition, the AT&T 583
IS loo expensive for its mediocre character and
graphics quality, moderate speed, and lack of

resident fwts.
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Graphics printing is also just adequate.

The 583's maximum resolution is 360 by

180 dpi. down from the straight 360 by

360 u.sed on many 24-pin printers. The 583

pa.ssed the Epson JX-80 compatibility test

using the JX-80 setting for the PC Labs

graphics speed test, which took a whop-

ping 204 seconds in JX-80 mode. 80 sec-

onds in LQ-2S00 mode, and 97 seconds in

Proprinter mode. The color separation and

clarity were acceptable in the JX-80 mode
but not particularly dark.

The 583’s text speed is satisfactory but

nothing to crow about. The highest speed

mn we could get in draft mode was 94
characters per second. In NLQ mode, its

top score was 50 cps. with 56 cps in NLQ
proportional mode.

The 583’s control panel uses membrane
buttons and simple green LED indicators

to run the printer. The same buttons serve

double duty with a comprehensive menu
system for changing settings and func-

tions. The menu system takes a bit of get-

ting used to; it isn’t helped by a manual that

tries hard but just doesn’t make sy.stem op-

eration any easier. Otherwise, the manual

is a clearly organized document with quick

reference sheets for both IBM and Epson

command sets and clear illustrations of the

iniin PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1989

583’s functions and parts.

The 583 uses 2-million-chatacter black

fabric ribbons priced at $48 for a box of six

and four-color ribbons that cost $66 for

three. The ribbons are the clam-cartridge

type and arc ea.sy to install

.

Both friction feed and an internal trac-

tor for continuous form feed are standard. I

found the tractor feed a bit persnickety. It

was too easy to catch the first sheet of a

stack of continuous paper on the paper

bail, resulting in paperJams. Once past the

first edge of the paper, ail went well as

long as the paper-feeding stack was rea-

sonably straight. The 583 has one-button

paper loading and parking that works well

with the exception of the paper bail. An
optional single-bin cut-sheet feeder with a

l(X)-sheet capacity costs $405 with a sec-

ond bin addition for an extra $255.

And for a final beef, the 583 isn’t even

quiet, reaching an unpleasant 78 decibels

on our noise test.

In 1984 the AT&T 583 printer would

have received a good deal of positive atten-

tion. ranking it with the then-hot Texas In-

struments 85 and Epson LQ- 1 500 printers,

both of which made news because they

took dot matrix NLQ printing to new lev-

els. In 1989. however, the 583 is just an-

other 24-pin printer—albeit one that offers

color—and not a terrific deal.

Brother M-1809
by M. David Stone

Anybody can build a printer with a desir-

able mix of features, but Brother has the

admirable habit of producing such printers

at reasonable prices. Consider, for exam-

ple. the M-1809. a color-capable 18-pin

printer with a price of $549 for the black-

and-white version or $627 with the color

kit and ribbon added. There is nothing that

stands out as special in this printer, but

that’s only because the features balance

each other so well.

Installing the M-1809 is reasonably

simple. The printer is designed around the

increasingly common scheme of a built-in

push tractor. To set it up. just load paper,

snap in the ribbon cassette, and plug in the

cable and power cord.

If you’ve ever used a printer before,

you can probably manage the setup with-

out the manual. If not. just a glance at the

illustrations will set you straight. But if

you need more information, you’ll find

that the manual is well written and well or-

ganized.

The M-1809 approach to changing de-

faults has more in common with laser

printers than with other dot matrix models.

A front-panel LCD shows menu options,

while a set of buttons lets you move
through the menus and make selections.

Among other choices, the menus let you

set defaults for quality (draft, NLQ, LQ),

pitchflO, 12, 17, or 20 characters per inch

or proportional space), and emulation

(IBM Proprinter or Epson FX/JX).

The menu structure and front-panel but-

tons are easy enough to remember once

you’ve used them, but they’re not particu-

larly intuitive. Fortunately, the manual

does an excellent job of explaining them.

Even better. Brother includes a chart of

menu functions taped to the top of the

printer. The chart h^ an adhesive backing

with a peel-off protector, so you can paste

it wherever it’s most convenient.

Paper handling is another capability

worth mentioning. Like many printers

with push tractors, the M-1809 includes a

paper-park feature, so you can print on sin-

gle sheets and envelopes without having to

remove the continuous-form paper. An-
other nice touch is that the lever for adjust-

ing the printhead gap is on the outside of

the printer. It’s exce^ingly easy to get at

when you change between, say, continu-

ous form paper and index cards. The print-

er handled multipart forms and heavy card

stock without problems on PC Labs’ tests.

On the speed tests, the M-I809’s
speeds ranged from 127 characters per sec-
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ond for draft-quality text to about 26 q>s

for highest-qu^ity text. In every level of

print quality, the Proprinter mode outdid

the Epson mode—sometimes dramatical-

ly. Draft mode in particular showed a

marked difference, with a measured speed

of only 83 cps in Epson emulation com-

pared with 1 27 cps for IBM Proprinter em-

ulation. For highest quality, the speed dif-

fered by about an insignificant 3 cps.

The printer offers three levels of print

quality: draft, so-called letter quality, and

a middle range, midspeed NLQ. Draft

BROTHER M-1 809

FACT FILE

Brother imemational Corp., 8 Corporate PI..

Piscataway, NJ 08855-0159; (800) 284-2844.

(201)465-6969

U8t Price: $627 (indudirtg $78 color kit).

Dimensions (HWD): 5.5 X 18 x 15 in.

Weight: 20 tbs.

Emulations: Epson FX JX. IBM Propnnter (9-

pm)

In Short: A well-designed l S-pin pnnter. the

M- 1 809 otters a solid combination of high-quality

output, color, and a reasonable price.

CIRCLE 632ON READER SERVICE CARO

quality is readable but light, with individ-

ual dots showing clearly—it’s not the sort

of output you'll want to read much of at

one sitting. The highest-quality text is emi-

nently readable. Individual characters are

dark and solid, although the shape and

thickness of the characters are a dead give-

away of their dot matrix origin.

The middle-level NLQ provides a suit-

able compromise for most real-world

tasks. The speed is about 43 characters per

second in Proprinter mode and about 37

cps in Epson mode. Again, characters are

dark and solid, though not as thick or as

dark as in the LQ mode.

Graphics output in both emulations is

good. Hal black areas are properly dark

and filled in, patterned areas maintain de-

.

tail, and the scanned photo shows as much
subtle shading as you can expect from the

particular emulations. In the Epson JX col-

or output, colors are also suitably dense

and generally unmuddied. In Epson mode,

the machine printed our scanned photo in a

reasonably speedy 75 seconds.

The M-1809 measures 5.5 by 18 by 15

inches (HWD), and weighs in at about 20

pounds. That’s on the hefty side for a nar-

row-carriage printer but small enough to fit

comfortably on your desk. More impor-

tant, the noise level is not intrusive, and the

sound is a relatively pleasant, deep buzz.

By any measure. Brother’s M- 1 809 is a

well-designed printer. And it offers a se-

ductive combination of high-quality out-

put, color, and price. There are faster

printers with higher-quality text and graph-

ics, but they cost more. If you want a color

printer—or at least color capability—and

price is a consideration, take a look at the

Brother M-1809.

Brother M-1824L
by M. David Stone

At first glance, the 24-pin Brother M-
1 824L looks like a near twin of the same

company’s 18-pin M-1809. The two share

essentially the same physical design, from

their size to built-in rear push tractor to

front-panel buttons and LCD. They even

use the same ribbons and color kit. But

you’ll pay about $200 more for the M-
I824L, and with good reason: the L stands

for letter quality, and indeed, the M-1824L
delivers.

The M-1824L sells for $749 for the

black-and-white version—an extra $78

buys the color kit and ribbon. True to its

name, the M-1824L prints type of superb

quality throughout. Draft-quality text is

somewhat light but nearly fully formed

and highly readable. LQ text, in all varia-

tions, is solid, crisp, and reasonably dark.

Even the 1 7-chaiacter-per-inch high-speed

draft is notable for its readability.

If not in print quality, most other as-

pects of the M-1809 and M-1824L are

identical. Installation of the M-1824L is

just as easy as with the M-1809, and the

front-panel controls on the two printers

match. The printers also take the same ap-

proach to setting options, but there are

some differences in the menus.

For example, the M-1824L has only a

draft and LQ choice for print quality, with

no midrange option. It also adds pitch

choices of 15 cpi; condensed proportional

spaced to 10, 12, 17, and 20 cpi; and

standard proportional text. And the M-
1824L has three extra built-in fonts in ad-

dition to the Prestige and Quadro choices:

Gothic, Brougham, and (X:R-B. As with

the M-1809, the M-1824L can accept an

optional font card.

Although the printers share the same

construction, the M-I824L did not handle

heavy card stock as well as its 18-pin twin.

When printing with the push tractor, the

heavy paper consistently pushed the bail

from the roller, folded up under the top

cover, and jammed. However, the prob-

lem disappeared when I switched to the

$129 optional external pull tractor. The
push Uactor handled multipart forms with-

out difficulty.

On the text speed tests, the M-1824L
managed 121 characters per second for

standard draft and an impressive 6 1 cps for

letter quality. Proportionally spaced text

was a little faster at about 70 cps. For high-

speed draft in IBM Proprinter 24-pin

mode, the printer clocked in at 135 cps,

and in Epson LQ mode, it turned in its top

speed of 149 cps. The difference for high-

speed draft between the two emulations is

due to a difference in available pitch.

Graphics output in both emulations is

on a par with text output. Black-and-white

graphics are crisp, with even the smallest

patterns on PC Labs’ emulation tests re-

taining all their detail. The scanned photo,

which took a respectable 75 seconds.
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But there's a lot more to it

than saving money.We offer

you the most complete service

and support in the industry.

Including a 30'day money-

hack guarantee. A toll-free

technical support hotline.

Self-diagnostic software. And
next-day deskside service from

When you buy a

computer, about 35%

of your money goes to

the store.

But we’d much rather

see your money go to

somebody who deserves

it a lot more.

You.

So we give you a

completely different

kind ofcomputer store.

Tlie Dell Qimputer

Store.

Instead of a crowded,

high-t)verhead show-

rtxim, you get our brand

new 44-page catalog.Which

gives you a full line of 386"

and 286 systems, printers,

peripherals, software, and

accessories.

And since you buy direct

from the manufacturer, you save

aK)ut 35%.

Xerox Corporation.

If you read our ad in the

back of this magazine,

it will tell you a lot

more about the systems

we offer. And the service

we put behind them.

So if you’d like a much

more intelligent way to

buy a perst )nal ci imputer,

have a kxik at our ad. Or

call us at 800-426-5150.

Or send us the card on

this page.

And we’ll send the

best computer store

you’ve ever seen.

One you don’t have to

set foot in.

TOORDER.CAU.US.

800-426-5150.

FOR DEU N CANAtVA.CAU 800.587.S752.

DELL
COMPUTER
CORPORATION

YOURVERYOWN

I
1IB44

Ccf,.,.
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Most good work has an edge to it.

And good work turns into a

sharp, 3()0-dpi, colorful, awe-

inspiring PostScript-compatible

business weapon on theTektronix

Phaser CP Color Printer.

The PhaserCP works with a

color thermal-wax process forIBM
PC/XT/AT or bus-compatible

computers, in any variety of net-

work configurations. So you can
finally put your color,HPGL and
PostScript-compatible applica-

tions, not to mention every

computer user, to full use.

And in as little as 47 seconds,

you print out a document with a

virtually unlimited range ofbright,

clear colors. You print out desk-

top presentations. Transparencies.

Color layouts or comps. PC/CAD
design. Or just about anything
your heart desires.

To see a Phaser CP, or to find

the best remedy for p^er cuts

once you get one call for more
information, 1-800-835-6100

Dept. 4E, or fax to (503) 682-3408.

'fektronix
The best and the brightest.

Crade
rnving

^
The printer for those

lifee to play with sharp objeite.

1

Vegetables

iiiiii
rmmg

.

lanagement
Management

^fluipment

'garettes'

Hospitaliiation

^naeAccoimt

WMOIWPass

BOfcBOlNGPaSS

1919'IfektiQnii, Inc. All rithtiteierved. Phaser i

'

traScm^ ilMu

'

I anofflrectly with a PC, il'll be

teptlereil trademark of Tektron^lnr IBMPC/XT/AT are recutetedtrademarktof Inietnatio
.. I «ri.- j . • ._j L. i— . 1—

‘••.Bunny Satii. . _ .

PC.amipfiiUcdona
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shows shading and defmition appropriate

for each emulation. The colors in the LQ-
2500 test are similarly crisp, clean, and ac-

ceptably solid—with no muddiness at all.

In addition to all its other good points,

the M- 1 824L is a pleasant desk mate, with

a measured noise level of73 decibels and a

sound quality that’s best described as a

deep, rasping buzz. All of which means

that the printer has far mote going for it

than against it. As much as the M- 1 809 is a

good all-purpose printer, the M-I824L is

better. And if your budget can stretch to

$749 plus $78 for the color kit, the $200

extra expense is well worth it.

Citizen HSP-500
Citizen HSP-550
by Henry Fersko-Weiss

The Citizen HSP-500 and 550 prove that

9-pin printers still have life in them, and in

this case color as well. These narrow- and

wide-caniage models are compact, light-

weight, and fast, and they even manage to

produce superior ouqtut—all for just $578

and $798, respectively. If you aren’t inter-

ested in color, take $79 off the price for the
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narrow-carriage and $99 off the price of

the wide-cairiage.

You won’t strain your back moving

these printers around. The narrow HSP-

500 weighs only 12.5 pounds, and the

wide HSP-550, 17 pounds. Both printers

have a very low proftle—just over 4 inches

high—that gives them a sleek appearance.

All of the control switches and levers

are well positioned. The on/off switch is

located along the left side of the printer’s

casing, while the parallel cable connector

is located along the right side toward the

front. Just under the cable connector are

two sets of default switches that are fairly

accessible—although it’s annoying to use

DIP switches to change the printer emula-

tion and some of the other functions. Two
levers—one for parking continuous paper

and another to allow friction feeding of

The compact and fast

Citizen HSP-500 and 550

prove that 9-pin

dot matrix printers still

have plenty of life

in them, and in this case

color as well.

•
single sheets—are well placed: one on
each side along the top of the printer. You
never have to take out the continuous-form

paper to print a letter on letterhead statio-

nery or to print an envelope.

The tractor mechanism can be installed

in two positions, which lets you push or

pull the paper through the printer. In the

push position you can easily tear paper off

and reverse the motion of the paper to take

advantage of the automatic paper park

when printing on single sheets. The pull

position is more reliable for long print jobs

because the HSP prints more evenly when
set up this way. It’s unusual for printers in

this price range to offer the convenience of

a push/pull tractor.

A control panel on the upper-right front

of the printer completes the thoughtful de-

sign. In addition to the paper-out and on-

line LED lights, there are lights to indicate

the various print modes. You can change

from draft to NLQ, and various combina-

tions of the two, with high-speed and pro-

portional modes—eight in all. You can

also select the two internal fonts (roman

and sans serif) or an optional font card

through the soft-touch buttons on the front

panel.

One print function you can’t control

from the front panel is the emulation. The

HSP emulates the Epson FX, EX, and JX
printers, or the IBM Proprinter (9-pin). To
change from Epson to IBM emulation, you

throw one DIP switch. DIP switches also

control the character sets being used, the

page length, the automatic paper-feed

functions, and unidirectional or bidirec-

tional printing.

A weakness in the printer’s physical de-

sign is the ribbon housing. The ribbon has

to ride in a ribbon guide; if it doesn’t, the

tops of lines at the left side of the paper can

be lopped off or sometimes nothing is

printed at all. The ribbon cartridge seems

to snap down rather easily and securely in

the wrong position, giving you a false

sense of having done it right until you start

to print. Still, if you’re careful, you may
avoid this problem.

For 9-pin printers , these Citizen models

offer good quality NLQ type—you can

hardly see the character dots. In addition to

pica, the printer comes with two native

fonts: Roman and sans serif. You can also

buy an optional font card. It costs $60 and

it offers a slightly different sans serif type-

Citizen HSP-550

Fonts & Features

Epson FX

1 g Sub

Super

1

lOcpi ^M
cpi MM

Compressed mHHI ^M ^M
Kroponionai ^M

IBM Proprinter 9-pin

1 •
1
1 1

10 cpi mm ^M
12 cpi mm

compressed MM^M
Proportionai MM^M
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face, as well as Orator.

The HSPs were the fastest color models

tested in text speeds. Under the Epson em-

ulation, in draft mode, the 500 clocked in

at ISI characters per second, and its wider

sibling scored 156 cps. In NLQ, each

came in at a respectable 56 cps. On our

graphics speed test, these models came in

with reasonably speedy scores: both pro-

duced the halftone image in 94 seconds.

Both HSPs produce very good graph-

ics. The black or colored areas have a uni-

form density and a nice depth of color. Un-

fortunately the colors can appear to be

somewhat dirty, as if brushed ever so

slightly by the black part of the ribbon in

passing. This can be somewhat corrected

by easing back on the paper thickness le-

ver, but if you ease back too far the black

lightens up and you start to loose the depth

on the colors as well. A happy medium
leaves you with a little of both problems.

If you’re using just the black ribbon,

you can start to see the limits of the HSP
when you print fine cross-hatch patterns:

the spaces between the lines start to fill in a

little. But the quality is still quite good;

some printers turn what should be a deep
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gray shading into a solid black—the HSP
doesn’t.

The HSPs are noisy, so be prepared for

a shrill, high-pitched whine. On the PC
Labs noise test it registered a high 82 deci-

bels. You can print in a quiet mode, but

that means printing at half-speed.

It might not be in vogue to buy a 9-pin

dot matrix printer these days, especially

now that 24-pin printers are coming down
in price, but both HSP models offer such

high-quality text and graphics that you

won’t give up much on this score. Add that

you can have color printing and still keep

the cost under $600 for the narrow-car-

riage model and under $800 for the wide-

carriage, and you’ve got a pair of printers

that might make it worth it to break the

fashion code.

C.ItohC-610
by John R. Quain

If you’ve ever attempted to teach someone

how to parallel park, you’ll appreciate the

automatic paper-handling abilities of the

C-610. C. Itoh’s 24-pin, narrow-carridge

color printer won’t make you cringe when
moving paper in and out of tight spaces or

force you to feed it detailed instructions to

move its tractors in the right direction. At

$799, it’s a real deal.

On the other hand, if you’re in the mar-

ket for a reasonably priced four-cylinder

model to get you from A to B with simple

letter-quality output, you’ll find the C-610

a bit slow. There’s no high-speed draft

mode. At 92 characters per second on our

test, its draft speed is certainly acceptable

but not speedy . The sans serif output in this

mode, however, is a little on the light side;

reading more than a couple of pages might

make you wonder if you should visit your

optometrist. In letter-quality mode, at 50

cps on our tests, the type is clear but again,

the letters are not quite as solid and dark as

they could be.

The color model we tested produced ac-

curate halftones, as well as clean colors.

No dot matrix printer is going to render

true primary colors, but this one does quite

well; it’s better than some others costing

nearly twice as much—especially for add-

ing panache to the odd bar graph or pie

chart. There was some perceptible skew-

ing in the lines between the color blocks on

our benchmark tests, but it was minimal.

Though some users may gripe that the C-

610’s colors are a bit thin, the shades re-

main clear and distinct. Compared with the

other color dot matrix printers in this

roundup, the C-610’s color output earned

high marks.

Color output will cost you more than a

few dollars; it’ll also cost you some speed.

The 192 seconds it took to complete our

graphics test is not out of line for printers in

this group, but it is nearly twice as slow as

the same test completed in monochrome.

The C-610 is intended for users who
need output on a variety of forms, and this

is where the C-610 excels. It allows you to

set up multiform stock in an optional sheet

feeder, set plain continuous-form paper

parked in the back, and feed single sheets

through the front. Most printers these days

claim automatic paper parking and zero

tear-off, but the ease with which the C-610

conducted itself here makes it a standout

for those who require it to perform a vari-

ety of tasks.

Setting up the C-610 is relatively easy,

and the user manual is helpful and lucid,

though I’d dock it a few points for failing

to include an index. The harmonica car-

tridge doesn’t require surgeon’s gloves,

and paper is easy to load and align. But

you will have to be careful of how you set

the color ribbon, which will print only one

color if set improperly. A micro switch

senses the presence of the color ribbon and

automatically accommodates it—after you

toy with a small wheel on the printhead.

Otherwise, no special instructions are re-

quired to get the C-610 to deliver color in
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Why pay for a LAN solution

that’s bigger than your problem?
Price, performance, simplicity

make MainLan the ideal small-

office network

Vbu can have a small LAN without

the huge investment or the mind-

boggling complexity demanded by

the expensive big-network "industry

leaders.” And, you can do it with-

out sacrificing any of the functions

you have a right to expect from a

full-featured LAN.

/

$49900^^
For the Starter Set — two
rtetwork boards. 16.5 feet

of shielded cable with

terminators, software
and manual.

BO
For the Extension Pack—
another board and another
cable. Order one lor each
PC you add to the network.

The answer is MainLan, from

US Sage. MainLan is industry-

standard NETBIOS compatible.

MainLan has all the speed

(4 mbps) your small network needs.

MainLan provides file transfer, disk

and printer sharing, E mail, data

security and network management
without a dedicated server. And
MainLan requires as little as 50K
to operate.

Best of all, MainLan is very simple

to install and use. '(bu can install the

boards and software in 15 minutes

or less and run your multi-user

applications right away!

MainLan. winner of a major

British PC award in 1988, has the

backing and the technical expertise

of the Sage Group, the United

Kingdom’s market-share leader in

low-cost LANs and PC software.

Contact US Sage for further details

and the dealer or distributor

nearest you.

US Sage, 2005 Tree Fork Lane,

Suite 125, Longwood, FL 32750.

Phone 407/331-4400;

FAX 407/331-4406.

MainLair
The Big Breakthrough

in Smali Networks

800 *999*6770
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Some pointing devices

feel quite alien.



When tve put our minds to

designing the nextgeneration of 'sHt
pointing devices, we started

with our hands. It turns out that
' ^

—

thumbs have over twice the muscle and agility of

other fingers-which only go up and down.

We tested dozens ofprototypes. None beat the

body you see before you. A trim 4.25"x 5.25’.' fully

equipped with a low-inertia, lightweight ball (placed

under the thumb), three buttons

funder the ringers), and room

to rest the hand.

TrackManjs built

the way you are.

TrackMan is smart, too:

adjustable from 50 to over ft
!5.000 d.p.i.resotu-

tion (default at 300):

on-the-fly ballistic driver, lots ofbuilt-in

menus to speed up popular keyboard based

^
applications. Even a shell for Lotus 1-2-3'.'’

1 Simple to install, this stationary mouse is

1 compatible with all other top-selling mice.

jeJ TrackMan is guaranteed to work with any

Hjjfl application ona256K IBM (or compatible)

personal computer. Price? SI39j complete

with Satisfaction Guarantee, and 7-Days-

A-Week Product Support

For further information call:

800 -231-7717
In California: (800) 552-8885H In Canada: (4 15) 795-8500V In Europe: ++4I-2I-869-9656

CIRCLE 182 ON READER SERVICE CARD
‘Sena/ version Bus version is '"/-^-Sisotrodemarko/LotusCorp

llTi 1
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the Epson LQ-2500 emulation.

The control panel of the C-610 has

membrane keys, which may guard against

sticky fingers, but I’m not a fan. Although

the printer allows you to set features such

as the slash zero and proportional spacing

from the front panel, in order to access the

LCD menu, the user must first power-off

the printer and then power-up while hold-

ing down one of the keys—an inconve-

nience that I could do without.

At $799, the C-610 is a bargain, and its

paper-handling skills and above-par color

output make this model a must to test

drive.

Epson LQ-2550
by Bruce Brown
Searching for a wide-cairiage printer that

does everything well? Looking for high-

quality NLQ print and color? If your an-

swer to these two questions is yes, take a

close look at the Epson LQ-2550. Epson’s

top 24-pin dot matrix printer has under-

gone only minor changes since last year,

picking up legal and Korean character sets
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as well as accessibility to a multifont mod-

ule, but this $1,499 unit is still the good

deal it was last year.

The LQ-25^ emulates only the Epson

LQ series, using the standard ESC/P code

set. As befits its high price, the LQ-2550

includes a good selection of resident fonts,

including Epson draft, Roman, sans serif.

Courier, Prestige, Script, OCR-A, and

CX2R-B, all available in 10 and 12 pitch

(characters per inch). All but the OCR
fonts come in 15 pitch, and all but the draft

font in proportional mode. You can also

buy Epson’s $99 multifont module to pick

up Epson’s two Orator fonts.

The NLQ print quality is as good as it

gets with 24-pin dot matrix printers. Use a

ftesh ribbon, and the only thing that’ll beat

you is a laser or true LQ printer. The LQ-
2550 automatically senses paper thickness

and adjusts the printhead-to-platen dis-

tance for best results. Graphics printing is

very good, with nice color separation and

definition. And it’s fast—at 55 seconds, it

handled graphics faster than any other col-

or dot matrix reviewed here.

The L<3-2550’s speed is decent for a

24-pin printer. In 10-pitch NLQ tirade, the

LQ-2550 scored 68 characters per second,

75 cps in NLQ proportional, and 105 cps

in draft mode. The built-in print buffer is

8K, up to four pages of normal print de-

pending on your word processing pro-

gram. The LQ-2550 is fairly quiet, regis-

tering only 68 decibels in the PC Labs

noise level test largely because of sound-

deadening materials in the case.

The LQ-2550 is a big, chubby printer.

It weighs in at 44 pounds and measures

8.25 by 27.5 by 21 inches (HWD) without

a cut-sheet feeder. Both parallel and serial

printer interfaces ate staridard, as is an in-

ternal push tractor. A $79 external pull

tractor is available, as is a $449 dual-bin

cut-sheet feeder that takes 60 sheets of 20-

pound paper in the front bin for letterhead

and 150 sheets in the tear bin for blank sta-

tionery . They may not call it SmartPark on
this printer, but the LQ-2550’s paper park-

ing system works equally as well as the ad-

mirable SmartPark system on some of the

other newer Epson printers.

The SelecType control panel on the

LQ-2550 consists of 12 buttons, 15 lights,

and a 20-character LCD menu. The menu
lets you change 20 printer settings and save

up to four macros. The LQ-2550 comes

preset with macros for draft, letter quality,

small-pitch spreadsheet printing, and

graphics, but for other preferences, the

macros ate easily changed.

It’s easy to install the clamshell-style

ribbons in the LQ-2550. A black fabric rib-

bon rated at 23 million characters costs

$15; a 100,000<haiacter single-strike film

ribbon is $22, and a four-color ribbon costs

$28. With the four-color ribbon you can

print up to seven colors.

The LQ-2550 is a praiseworthy 24-pin

office-quality dot matrix printer. If you’re

in the market for a 24-pin printer, start

looking here first—^you may find no rea-

son to look further.
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FacitB3550C
by Catherine D. Miller

The $1 ,595 Facit B3550C is an 18-pin col-

or printer designed for offices that move a

lot of data but also need to print the occa-

sional letter. Like the Facit B2400 (re-

viewKl in this issue), the Facit B3550C
distinguishes itself with excellent type

quality and an elegant configuration proce-

dure.

Setting up this wide-cairiage printer for

use is fairly trouble-free. Continuous-feed

paper can be loaded from the bottom or

back of the printer. The Facit B3550 sup-

ports a one-inch-wide long-life black rib-

bon, rated for 7 million characters, and a

four-color ribbon, meant to print 1.4 mil-

lion characters. We performed our tests

with the four-color ribbon installed. (An-

other version of the Facit B3550 that ac-

cepts a one-half-inch black ribbon rated for

4 million characters is available for

$1,495.)

The Soft Setup procedure is used to

configure the printer for a color ribbon, pa-

per format, emulation mode, and serial

communications options. Accessed by

buttons on the control panel, it works the

same way as the Facit B2400’s: dedicated

Yes and No keys are used to select or reject

configuration options. The setup portion

of the B3550C control panel adds a Trans-

parent Mode button that enables the ma-

chine to print in high-speed draft mode, as

well as a Hex Trace Mode in which the

B3550C types the hexadecimal code for

each character printed. The addition of an

Exit button allows you to leave the config-

uration menu at any time.

The control panel has a pitch-control

dial that enables you to override the pitch

commands sent by your computer. This

dial lets you set the pitch to 10, 12, 15,

16.7 cpi or proportional spacing in draft

mode and to 10, 12 cpi or proportional

spacing in NLQ mode. If the dial is in the

default position, the printer accepts pitch

commands from your PC.

Paper handling is another strong feature

of the B3550. The Line Feed button dou-

bles as the Park control , and the Form Feed

button doubles as a Load control. Pressing

the On-ZOff-Line and Line Feed/Paik but-

tons at the same time parks fanfold paper,

while pressing the On-/Off-Line and Form
FeedZLoad buttons at the same time re-

loads the paper after parking. Paper park-

ing couldn’t be easier. Additionally, the

tractor can be pushed or pulled to change

the direction in which the paper moves.

The Facit B3550C

cranked out the highest

text speeds among color

dot matrix printers.

•
Optional $175 single-bin and $225 dual-

bin sheet feeders are also available.

A lever to vary the gap between platen

and printhead is located inside the cover,

on the left side. The Facit B3550 handled a

three-part carbon form and cardboard

stock beautifully.

The Facit B3550C emulates the Epson

FX/JX series and the 9-pin IBM Pro-

printer. It also has two additional emula-

tions—Facit and Facit/Epson—that are

carried over from the early PC printer days

when the major printer manufacturers

were still vying to become the standard.

Printing the scanned photo in 160 seconds,

it’s not particularly swift for graphics. On
text sp^ tests, however, the B3550C
crank^ out the highest speeds in the color

dot matrix ttxindup: 181 cps (Epson emu-

lation) and 181 cps (Proprinter emulation)

in draft mode. In high-speed draft mode,

its performance was even better, clocking

in at an impressive 191 cps while emulat-

ing the Epson and 192 cps in Proprinter

emulation. Print quality, however, doesn’t

suffer at all. Speed fell off drastically in

NLQ mode to surprisingly low levels: only

45 cps in both emulations.

(3nly Courier and Elite typefaces are

built into the Facit B355(Xi:, but it can print

italic enhancements, and nine font cards

are available for $95 each. It also accepts

user-defined and downloaded characters.

At 74 decibels in draft mode, the Facit

B3550C is relatively quiet. For times when

quiet operation is more important than

speed, a low-noise button on the control

panel reduces the noise level along with

the printer’s speed.

Like the Facit B2400, the quadrilingual

(English, French, German, and Swedish)

user manual for the B3550C depends on

diagrams to explain procedures. A more

thorough Programming Manual must be

requested separately.

The Facit B3550C is a durable printer

meant to handle a heavy printing load. Its

great paper-handling capabilities, nice

type quality, and elegant configuration

procedures make it a good printer to share

in a busy office.
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FortisDQ4215
by Bnice Brown
The DQ4215 is Fortis’s top-of-the-line 24-

pin dot matrix printer. At a list price of

$949, the DQ4125 is a large printer obvi-

ously intended for heavy use. Equipped

with the optional color kit and dual-bin

cut-sheet feeder, the DQ42I5 is sufficient

to meet most office printing needs.

The DQ4I25 is Epson LQ-2500- and

IBM Proprinter-compatible. It passed the

compatibility tests for graphics and charac-

ter modes and was able to print the IBM
high-order character set as well, missing

only the single delta symbol that most oth-

er printers skip as wel I

.

Four character fonts are built into the

DQ4215—a draft font and three NLQ
fonts: Courier, Gothic, and Prestige. All

fonts are available in I0-. 1 2-, and 15-

pitch (characters per inch) and as propor-

tionally spaced fonts, as well. You can

condense the lO-character-per-inch font to

1 7 . 1 -cpi type for spreadsheets or any other

output where you want lots of characters

printed across on the same line. An option-

al $79 character-font cartridge adds Script

and Orator fonts.

The 004215 prints admirably full and

clear near-letter-quality type, but it’s not a

speedster. In draft mode, the top speed at

10 cpi is l(X) characters per second. NLQ
print pumps out at 40cps, and proportional

NLQ hits just 45 cps. If you load up the

0(342 1 5 with extra memory, the $99 color

kit, and a $299 single-bin cut-.sheet feeder,

you take the list price of the printer system
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past $1,400, at which point the slower-

than-lOO-cps performance raises at least

an eyebrow.

The OQ42 1 5 can take paper in a variety

of ways. Single sheets up to 17 inches

wide are fed into a slot on the bottom front

of the printer. Continuous-form paper up

to 16 inches wide is fed either from the rear

of the printer, with the tractor unit pushing

the paper, or from the bottom, with the

tractor pulling the paper past the platen.

This flexibility is admirable, and the trac-

tor pulling is especially good with multi-

part forms, although in our tests the

D(34215 worked just fine with multipart

forms pushed by the tractor from the rear

of the unit. To aid in loading continuous-

form paper from the rear, the printer’s sin-

gle-lever paper-loading and -parking

mechanism works very well. Optional cut-

sheet feeders include the $299 15()-sheet

single bin unit and a second bin 150-sheet

add-on for an additional $229.

If you use the optional $99 color kit,

which was included in the unit we tested,

you can use the four-color ribbon, which

has red. yellow, blue, and black. These

clam-style ribbon cartridges cost $18

each—less than many other vendors’ color

ribbons. Loading is easy, and you
shouldn’t even get your fingers dirty. With

the color ribbon, you can print seven col-

ors: the four ribbon colors plus purple,

green, and orange, which come from

mixes of the other four colors. The color

sample showed clear separation of the var-

ious colors in Epson LQ2500 mode. It

handled the graphics test pretty quickly, in

just I minute and 5 seconds. The normal

black fabric ribbon costs $7.

Like Fortis’s less-expensive printers,

the DQ42 1 5 has a control panel with a 1
6-

character LCD screen, six flush buttons,

and four indicator lights. You can save two

sets of printer-function menu selections as

Default Menu #1 and #2.

The D(342 1 5 requites a fair amount of

surface space. At 7 by 25.75 by 16 inches,

the 23-pound Fortis is movable, but you

won’t move it often. Parallel and 6-pin

DIN serial interface ports ate standard.

The standard 24K memory buffer can

be increased to the maximum of 56K with

the addition of a $60 32K option. If you’re

going to use the D(342I5 for heavy word
processing duty, the expanded memory
buffer makes sense; this allows 28 pages or

so of text to be held in the printer’s memo-
ry until printing, giving you control of

Fortis InformatiorT Systems Inc.. 6070

Rickenbacker Rd.. Commerce. CA 90040: (213)

727-1227

List Price: $949 (irKiluding $99 color opbon).

Dimensions (HWD): 7 x 25.75 x 16 in

Weight: 23 lbs

Emulations; Epson LQ-2500. IBM Proprinter

XL24
In Short: The Fortis D04215 is a top-of-the-line,

24-pin. wide-camage pnnter compatible with a
range ot Epson and IBM pnnters. With the

optional color kit. the 00421 5 is compatible with

ttw Epson LQ25(X). This relatively heavy-duty

pnnter produces gorgeous type with three

business-like letter-quality fonts.
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your computer for other tasks that much
sooner. If you use a word processing pro-

gram with its own background printing fa-

cility, this feature is le.ss important than

with programs that wait until ^1 printing is

finished before returning control to you.

The Fortis D(^2I5 is a full-featured,

24-pin, wide-carriage printer that has the

requisite bells and whistles befitting its

price and its role as head of its vendor’s

line. I wish it were just a bit faster.

Fujitsu DL4400
by Bruce Brown
When the price of a dot matrix printer ap-

proaches the level of low-end lasers, it had

better offer very good type as well as other

inducements. The wide-carriage Fujitsu

DL4400, the company’s top 24-pin print-

er, has a combination of great print, very

good graphics, very good speed, several

ways to handle paper, and color-printing

capability. It isn’t cheap, but there’s a lot

to like in the DL4400.

Our test unit lists for $1,399 with the

color option. Color is not a user-installable
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Why is the world's smartest mouse under $100?

W:
lOSiUGH

You 're looking at the only mouse in

the world with on-the-fly ballistic

drivers, adjustable resolution (50 to

over 15,000 d.p.i.j, 35 free mouse

menus, a super-lightweight self-

cleaning ball, and a 1,000 mile road

test (really).

It ’s also the world 's most comfortable

mouse, according to PC Magazine.

And it's yours for $99.

How do we do it, and provide 7-days-

a-week unlimited support, and a

Satisfaction Guarantee?

Economies ofscale: we're the only

majormouse marketer to make

ourown mice, and sell them

to millions ofPC users around the

world, and many leading computer

companies.

For information: 800-231-7717
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AlexandertheGreat

In 354 BC,you needed to conquer

Western Asia, Persia, and India to make a

great impression.

Today, all that’s required is a Ricoh PC

LASER 6000/PS"

The PC LASER 6000/PS offers you the

kind of output your input deserves. Sharp.

Bright. And boldThe reason is because we

designed a printer that doesn’t scatter its 6000/PS story can’t be told in just black and

toner like other personal laser printers do. white. It also has the ability to print complex

So black is really black. White is truly graphics and give you capabilities never

white. And every shade of __ before realized on

grey can be distinguished , a 300 dpi laser

up to the most minuscule H
^

*
printer. Hairline rules.

of percentages. 3^ Jy High resolution renderings.

But the whole PC LASER ^ Scallable fonts.

^M ctmct Arah Cgrpcni* Rkohimwd tratowriud CortcninTV IteokKUSCItnM PS •! ndenuAvt Riojft



Atexanderthenotsogreat

Printedby a leadingcompetitor

I And point reproduction so small you have to

i squint to believe it.

Obviously the PC lASER 6000/PS has a

flair for the creative, but let’s get down to

business.When it comes to printing text, the

PC tASER 6000/PS can be switched from

PostSc^t* to HP LaserJet” Series II

emulation right from your computer.

The PC LASER 6000/PS will support a

wide array of Macintosh* software. It’s also

compatible with the IBM* PC/OfT'/AT*

standard.And it’s even capable of handling a

small LAN network. No small feat for

something this small.

So, let’s face it. If you’ve been looking for

a personal PostScript laser printer that'll do

everything you want it to do. Professionally.

And artistically. ’There’s one that can do it all.

.

The Ricoh PC LASER 6000/PS. It’s great.

Par more information call 1-800-26-R1COH I

in the US.
1-800-44-

RICOHin

Canada.

I«
Where Imagination Becrmies Reality y

IhnMiiaaiepMdMHMrtafAHtrCanpuH lAc fBMaadfCATirnttaBBItfrt—rtoanilfyXT^aindwti^lWCarpoqtwB C IWlfcoliCarpBKw
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upgrade. You can buy the same printer

without color for $1,199, but the model

designation remains the same. The printer

weighs a hefty 39.7 pounds and measures

9.25 by 22.5 by 18.75 inches. If you add

options like sheet feeders, be sure to leave

at least a couple of feet of free space above

the base printer dimensions.

The DL4400 includes Epson LQ-2500

and IBM Proprinter compatibility. It is

also compatible with the Fujitsu DPL24C
command set, but we have no test for mea-

suring that emulation. The DL4400 reads

the codes for both 9- and 24-pin Pro-

printers with the same resultant fine char-

acter printing. Our graphics sample print-

ed in Proprinter 24-pin mode was a bit

shortened, while it was beautiful in Pro-

printer 9-pin and in both Epson modes.

Color separation was terrific.

Resident fonts include draft, boldface.

Correspondence. Courier, Prestige Elite,

and Pica; boldface is a proportional-space

font, and the last four fonts are NLQ fonts.

In draft mode, the DL4400 measured a

swift 121 characters per second; in the

slightly fuller Correspondence typeface,

91 cps; in NLQ, a commendable 67 cps;

and in proportional NLQ, still a very good

67 cps.

The DL4400’s fonts are normal busi-

ness-quality standard fonts, but if you
want others, Fujitsu sells seven font car-

tridges, all with bitmapped fonts, ranging

in price from $50 to $145 for a six-font

unit.

Standard interfaces include both Cen-

tronics parallel ports and a standard 25-pin
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serial port, configurable up to 19,200 bits

per second.

The DL4400 uses $16 black fabric, 5-

million-character ribbons for most work;

$19.95 single-strike mylar ribbons for

highest print quality demands; and $40

four-color ribbons. There are two other

ribbon options—a $55 four-color ribbon

for creating transparencies and a long-life

15-million-chatacter black fabric ribbon

for $30.

Pressure feed and an internal push trac-

tor are standard. Paper feeds from the rear

or the bottom of the machine. Youcanalso

buy an external pull tractor for $ 160; a sin-

gle-bin, IfiO-sheet capacity cut-sheet feed-

er, which will also hold 40 to 50 envelopes

instead of paper, for $315; and up to two

more additional 100-sheet bins as add-ons

for $175 each. The widest paper the

DL4400 can handle is 16.5 inches wide

and rated up to 26 lbs. I had no trouble at

all printing on the multipart forms or on

card stock with the standard push tractor.

A single load/unload button allows for a

sriHxrth parking operation.

The Fujitsu’s control panel uses a two-

line 24-character LCD menu, with seven

flush buttons and three LED indicators.

You can control all printer settings from

the control panel and save two full setting

configurations in nonvolatile memory as

permanent options for special tasks. These

settings are permanent in the sense that

they don't go away when you turn the

printer off, although you can change them

at any tittre yourself. The DL4400’s stand-

ard print buffer is an ample 32K; there is no

memory upgrade option.

Some people find it hard to justify

spending more than $1,000 for a dot ma-

trix printer in these days of low-priced la-

sers. But a printer like the Fujitsu DL4400,

which delivers good type relatively quick-

ly with lots of versatility, isn't hard tojusti-

fy. No dot matrix printer can produce la-

ser-quality output, but if you already have

a laser printer and need a general-purpose

machine, the DL4400 is an interesting al-

ternative.

Genicom 1040
by M. Davit! Stone

It's a rare occasion when you can take a

printer out of the box, set it up with hardly

a glarKe at the manual, and run it through

the entire suite of PC Labs tests without a

problem . It is rarer still for the same printer

to produce letter-quality text, crisp graph-

ics, and solid color output—all at reason-

able speed and acceptable noise levels.

The $1,924 24-pin wide-catriage Geni-

com 1040 is just such a printer.

The 1040 is a letter-quality black-and-

white printer with an optional color capa-

bility. The black-and-white version is

$ 1 ,799, and the color upgrade kit costs an

additional $125 (including the $48.70 col-

or ribbon). Although the color upgrade is

normally installed by the user, Genicom
provided the review unit with the upgrade

already installed.

Setting up this printer is nearly trivial.

The paper path for the built-in push tractor

is unambiguous, and the tractor itself is

easy to load and adjust. Installing the rib-

bon is a little trickier, but you can leam ev-

erything you need from a quick glance at

the illustrations in the manual

.

As shipped, the 1040 wakes up in Ep-

son LQ-2500 mode and uses the printer's

parallel port. If those are the settings you

want, all that remains is to plug in the cable

and power cord, turn on the printer, and

start printing.
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XEROX

Announcing the
marriage of
Formsand Database.
Introducing XsroM FormBrnsm
Talk about a marriage of convenience: here's

one software program that makes creating a

database as easy as drawing a form.

We call it Xerox FormBase. because it

combines a versatile forms program with a

powerful database. As you create a form,

FormBase automatically creates an

underlying database to match. So you can

build, store, and manage forms and data

faster than ever before.

FormBase is powerful. In fact, there are

virtually no program limits on the number
of fields, the number of characters within

a field, or the number of rows in a table.

FormBase is easy to use. It runs under

Microsoft Windows, so you have the

assistance of pull-down menus, dialog

boxes, and function keys.

There are no languages, definitions, codes or

indices to learn, because your forms are your

interface to the database. Change your form
and the database is restructured

automatically.

FormBase redefines forms processing into

an entirely new class of software. It's

brought to you by Team Xerox, who brought

you the internationally acclaimed Xerox
Ventura Publisher.

So call 1-800-822-8221 (in Canada: 1-416-

733-6589) for more information on how to

put FormBase to work for you. Chances are,

it will be a long-lasting relationship.

Team Xerox.
Mfe document the world.

XEROX* is a registered trademark of XEROX CORPORATION. FormBase is a trademark of Columbia Software. lnc..Northridge, CA. CIRCLE 340 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Veotura Publisher ii a trademark of Ventura Software, Inc. C XEROX CORR. 1989
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If you want to change the emulation to

IBM Proprinter XL24 or ANSI, or use the

serial port, you have to flip some DIP
switches. Even this step is reasonably mi-

nor, hawever. The instructions are easy to

find in the manual, and the switches them-

selves are readily accessible from the front

ofthe printer. The only oversight is that the

switch functions aren't clearly identified in

the printer itself

Happily, the lack of labeling is con-

fined strictly to the DIP switches. Like

many printers, the Genicom 1040 includes

a two-characterLED with such cryptic sta-

tus codes as F4 and C4. Unlike most such

printers, however, the translations are

I

Genicom 1040
j

Fonts & Features !

i

clearly listed on the front panel. A second

LED shows the current pitch (10, 12, IS,

17, or 20 character per inch) or displays

“PS" for Proportional Spacing or "PC"
for Proportional Condensed.

Front-panel membrane switches in-

clude the usual on-line/off-line, line feed,

and form feed buttons, as well as the less-

common controls for changing pitch, font,

and print quality. In addition, there is a set

of clearly label^ paper-handling controls.

These allow you to load tractor-feed or sin-

gle-sheet paper to the top of the form, to

park continuous-form paper out of the way
to allow for single sheets, and to momen-
tarily advance continuous-form paper to

tear off the page.

This impressive set of paper-control

features is a suitable complement to the

printer's paper-handling abilities. In addi-

tion to the built-in push tractor and friction

Genicom Corp.. Genicom Of.. Waynestxxo. VA
22980: (800) 535-4364. (703) 949-1000.

List Price;$ 1 .924 (Including ttie S 1 25 colof

upgrade kit).

Dimensions (HWD): 6 9 x 22.75 x 1 5.75 In.

Weight: 35 4 lbs

Emulations: ANSI. Epson LO-2SOO. IBM
Propnnt6rXL24

In Short; Worth Its price tag. the GencKxn 1040

produces good color, letter-qualiiy. and draft-

ftuality text at a healthy dip. The unit also otters

sophisticated paper handling and impact panting

(or multipart (orms. A solid alt-purpose printer.
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feed, you can get one of three optional

sheet feeders: a single-bin model for $440,

a dual-bin model for $735, or a dual-bin-

plus-envelope-bin version for $975. Ca-

pacities are 150 sheets per bin or 50 enve-

lopes for the envelope bin.

Still another paper-handling option is a

$129 external tractor for the alternate, bot-

tom-feed paper path. You may prefer this

for printing on heavy paper or multipart

forms, though the built-in tractor handled

both of these without problems on our

tests.

The only resident typeface in the 1040

is Brougham, a close cousin to Courier.

The printer does have a font-card slot un-

der the front-panel controls; as of this writ-

ing, Genicom sells one font card (not pro-

vided for review). Additional cards are

promised for the near future.

As already indicated, the output quality

on the Genicom 1040 is superb. On PC
Labs tests, draft-quality text was easily

readable and letter-quality output was un-

usually dark and crisp, with individual

characters looking almost fully formed.

Graphics output was similarly impressive.

All solid areas, both in color and in black,

were nicely filled in; cross-hatched areas

and patterns retained all their detail, and

the scanned photo retained both detail and

shading.

On the PC Labs speed tests, the 1040

came in with good scores: under the Epson

emulation, 1 14 characters per second for

high-speed draft, 103 cps for draft, and 66

cps for letter-quality—an eminently read-

able, 12-pitch, draft-quality mode.

TheGenciom 1040 offers a lot of pluses

with no important minuses. It will give you

color, letter-quality, and draft-quality text,

sophisticated paper handling, and impact

printing for multipart forms. If what you

need is a single all-purpose printer, the

Genicom 1040 is a good bet.

Star Micronics

NX-1000 Rainbow
by Luisa Simone
The Star Micronics NX- 1000 Rainbow
squeezes a lot ofperformance out ofonly 9

pins. This $379 printer delivers three near-

letter-quality typefaces, color printing ca-

pabilities, and both Epson LX-800 and

IBM Proprinter (9-pin) emulations.

The printer powers up in draft mode,

but you can use die membrane panel Icxtat-

ed on the front of the printer to choose be-

tween Courier, Orator, and sans serifNLQ
typefaces. Furthermore, the individual

green LEDs clearly indicate both the type-

face that is currently selected and the pitch.

IBM Proprinter X24

BHil PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1989
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NEfORUSS
AMW!

Lake advantage of this special offer and subscribe to

PC Magazine and SAVE 62% with these low prices—You’ll SAVE

over S1.81 a copy!

Subscribe to the IBM/MS DOS magazine that delivers hands-

on tested PC-PS/2 product comparisons and evaluations con-

ducted by PC Labs, the publishing industry’s independent

IBM-compatible product testing laboratory and save!

Two years (44 issues) for S49.97. SAVE 62%

!

Less than SI. 14 a copy!

One year (22 issues) for S29.97. SAVE 54%

!

Only $1..56 a copy.

Saving.s basi'd on newsstand price of S ’.9S per issue.

Basic annual subscription is $44.9".

SPECIAL DOUBLE BONUS!
PC MAGAZINE’S 2-DISK UTILITILS

LIBRARY; VOL. I plus the ALL NEM' VOL. II

Here are 78 utilities that will speed your key-

board, l(Kate files in seconds, add DOS to work-

ing disks, and more! YOURS FREE when you

join us as a paid subscriber!

I i H FOR FAST SERVICE

CALL 1-800-289-0429

Copyiightsd material



PRINTERS

COLOR DOT MATRIX
which can be pica, elite, compressed, or

proportional.

Although the type produced by the NX-
1000 displays the rough outlines that are

characteristic of9-pin dot matrix printers, I

found the various typefaces to be highly

legible, individually distinct, and visually

pleasing. I especially liked the Orator type-

face, which you can print as either conven-

tional upper- and lowerca.se characters or

as a more unusual small-caps typeface.

Setting up the NX- 1000 takes about 15

minutes and requires that you flip a few

DIP switches. The switches control the

printer’s most basic configuration, .such as

STAR MICRONICS
NX-1000 RAINBOW

FACT FILE

MAGJUmE

Slar Micronics America Inc,. 420 Lexington Ave.,

#2710, New York, NY 10170; (212) 986-6770.

List Price: $379
Dimensions (HWD); 4.5 x 1 5 x 1 2 In.

Weight; 10.3 lbs

Emulations; Epson FX, Epson EX-800, Epson

LX-800, IBM Propnnter (9-pin)

In Short: With three near-letter-quality typefaces,

color capability, and basic paper-handling

features, the NX-1 OCX) Rainbow Is worth serious

consideration from individuals looking for an

average business printer, tf you don't need color,

check out the older NX-1 CX)0 Multi Font, which is

still available for a list price of $299.

CIRCLE 641 ON READER SERVICE CARD

IBM Proprinter versus the Epsqn LX emu-

lation. This is also the point at which you

must choose either 11- or 12-inch paper

length and whether or not to engage the op-

tional-bin sheet feeder (which costs $107,

holds 50 sheets, and works like a charm).

An unusual DIP-switch selection allows

you to convert the printer’s 4K of memory
from a data buffer to a storage area for up

to 192 downloadable characters. Star Mi-

cronics supplies the memory, but you must

rely on third-party font manufacturers to

supply the typeface.

EQ PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14, 1989

Any other functions that you may need

in the course ofoperating the NX- 1 000 can

be accessed either from the front control

panel or with software codes. In fact, the

ingenuity with which the four keys on the

control panel are combined allows so

many different functions that it gets con-

fusing. For example, holding down the

Print Pitch key and pressing the Paper Feed

button automatically parks the fanfold pa-

per. But holding down the Print Pitch and

Paper Feed buttons and pressing the On-

Line button will clear the printer’s buffer.

Star Micronics supplies a handy crib

sheet for the forgetful among us. This 6- by

8-inch card clearly diagrams the myriad

functions of the control panel, including

how to lock in the typeface and pitch so

that a troublesome software program can’t

override the panel selection.

The front panel also controls the paper-

parking function, which allows you to feed

The Star Micronics NX-

1000 Rainbow supplies a

crib sheet, which

maps out the myriad options

on the front panei.

single sheets without unloading the fanfold

paper. To a large extent, this mitigates the

awkward manner in which you must load

fanfold paper—literally removing the back

cover in order to gain access to the re-

cessed tractor-feed mechanism. Since the

whole printer weighs only 1 0.3 pounds, it

is no surprise that the tractor feed feels a lit-

tle flimsy—but even with a multipart form

loaded, it worked without a hitch.

Most of the time, you will simply con-

figure your software to use the appropriate

emulation mode, never giving the escape-

code .sequences for the NX- 1 000 a second

thought. But the NX-l(X)0 is forgiving of

finicky older programs that can’t handle

either the Proprinter or Ep.son LX-800 em-
ulations or that may not have color drivers.

Star Micronics allows straight ASCII char-

acters enclosed in double parentheses to be

interpreted as printer commands. Just en-

EDITOR’S CHOICE

• C.ltoh C-610

• Star Micronics XB-2415

Multi Font

Color dot matrix printers, which

average SKK) more than their

moncKhrome counterparts, often

represent the vendors’ top-of-the-line

imxlels, with color being just one of

the extra features. When picking

Editor’s Choice selections from

among the 15 color dot matrix printers

that we reviewed here, we screened

first on the quality of color output,

then on text speed and quality, and

finally on the price. Two 24-pin color

models—C. Itoh’s C-6 10 and Star

Micronics’ XB-2415 Multi Font

—

made Editor's Choice, and two other

models—Epson’s LQ-255() and

Genicom’s 1040—received

honorable mentions.

At $799, the narrow-carriage C.

Itoh C-610 is the cheapest 24-pin

color dot matrix printer in this

roundup. At a tested draft speed of 92

characters per second, it’s a bit slow,

and its text output is average. Yet it’s

easy to use and offers excellent

fonns-handling capabilities, such as

zeni-fonus tear-off. paper parking,

and single-sheet feeding. For color

output, the C-610 is a real bargain.

Another bargain is the $ 1 ,049

wide-carriage Star Micronics

XB-2415 Multi Font. In addition to

prrxlucing decent color output, it has a

lot of interesting fonts, plus gixxl

paper-handling capabilities. At a draft

speed of 1 1 0 cps, this is the fastest of

the four color dot matrix printers we
admire.

Honorable mentions go to two all-

purpose, higher-priced wide-carriage

24-pin printers, the $ 1 .499 Epson

LQ-2550 and the $ 1 ,924 Genicom
1040. The extra money won’t buy

you better color, but it will buy you

more-rugged construction, ;iiore font

possibilities, extra-sophi.sticated

paper handling, and excellent text

output. Draft speeds are reasonably

fast; the Ep.son perfomied at 105 cps,

and the Genicom came in at 103 cps.

Both are excellent machines packed

with features, but they’re very

expensive. In this price range,

wouldn’t you rather have a laser?

Copynghted materia



More Typefaces^!
• More than 100 includedf)ee

• .Mure than 4J00 can he incornoratetmm^:.
.\dobc. Bitstream, Conipugraphic.^^^^^
Greene, Digifonts, HP Type Directo^^lmp
Club, The Font Company, Treacyfaces.

More Clipart!
• .\tore than 300 are includedfree (over 6

Mbytes!)

• More than 10,000 compatible images are

availablefrom: .\rtRight, Casady & Greene,
X ••Hri^ffMakcr^Hynamic (iraphics:'1nYdge

' Cluh,^Marketing Graphics Inc. , Metrd ** **

Image Base, Micromaps, .Multi- \d,f)^w
\ ision, T-.Makcr, 3G.

'
‘ •

Morf Connectivity! •

• Top qualitv slides using Matrix SUdcmakcr^
iSCOlfi.)'

• WindoM S Clipboard, CG.M.
IBM Mainframe graphics.

The World s Finest

PC Illustration Package
Does It Again!

Corel DRAW has rapidly received acclaim as

the most exciting graphics package in the

industry - with ease of use, versatility and
speed that exceeds even Macintosh programs!

Now version 1.1 rockets even further ahead

with unprecedented value and capability. We
bundle in a phenomenal amount of free

typefaces and clipart images that would normal-

ly cost thousands of dollars. In addition, our

new type converter enables thousands of addi-

tional fonts to be incorporated. Furthermore,
Corel DRAWI1.1 $595
1.1 Upgrade $99

CIRCLE 371 ON READER SERVICE

virtually unlimited clipart is available with

over 10,000 images supported from 12 leading

clipart vendors

.

Corel DRAW is the ideal illustration partner to

Ventura®, Pagemaker®, WordPerfect®, MS
Word®, Ami®, Lotus 123®, Excel® and hosts

of other programs.

Corel DRAW 1.1 is shipping NOW and you
can upgrade your 1 .0 version for $99. Cil us

for direct orders or dealer information.

CARD
CopyrightacJ matsriai



ter the string ((F0)2((S))3((C))1 in a docu-

ment and the subsequent text will print in

Orator, double-high, double-wide, red

characters.

At 67 characters per second in draft

mode under the Epson emulation, the NX-
1000 wasn’t exceptionally fast, but the

quality of the Epson emulations was excel-

lent. 1 used the Epson EX-800 driver to

produce the PC Labs color test image, and

that worked equally well. The color ver-

sion of our test graphic took almost three

times as long to print as the black-and-

white image.

My only real complaint about the NX-
1000 Rainbow is that it essentially remains

unchanged from the NX- 1000 reviewed in

last year’s printer issue. Star Micronics has

added color capability and upped the price

by 80 bucks—not a great deal by my .stan-

dards. However, if you can snare this

printer for the going street price (up to

$150 off list), you won’t be disappointed

with its performance.

Star Micronics

XB-2415 Multi Font
by Luisa Simone
The Star Micronics XB-2415 Multi Font,

priced at $1,049 including color capabili-

ty, operates on the premise that variety can

spice up business correspondence. With

the 14 resident fonts supplied ( 15 if you in-

clude draft), your biggest problem with

this 24-pin printer may be deciding which

typeface to use.

Star Micronics XB-2415 Multi Font

Fonts & Features

10 cpi

12 cpi

Compressed

Proportional

Epson LQ

IBM Proprlnter X24

I.

10 cpi

12 cpi

Compressed

Proportional

PRINTERS

COLOR DOT MATRIX

In addition to the standard business

fonts like Times Roman, Courier, and

Prestige, you’ll find Cinema and Blippo,

personal favorites of mine that are more

funky than professional. You can also

print bar codes directly, use the Greek al-

phabet, or choose one of the 14 interna-

tional character sets to access umlauts and

alternative currency symbols.

The XB-2415’s high resolution of 360

dots per inch gives it the power to produce

top-notch draft and near-letter-quality text

and to enhance the letter forms in what Star

Micronics calls super-letter-quality mode.

The extra pass of the printhead produces

extremely crisp, clean text for any two

typefaces of your choosing.

Picking a typeface requires only that

you use the font selection button on the

front control panel. LEDs indicate type-

face, NLQ or SLQ mode, and the pitch se-

lection. But only seven—albeit the most

frequently used seven—of the typefaces

are accessible from the front panel. If you

want to use one of the more unusual

choices, such as bar code, for example,

you must use software codes.

The standard escape-code sequences

invoked the various typefaces and format-

ting features in the PC Labs test flawlessly.

However, I for one would be grateful if the

manual listed the decimal values instead of

hex, or at least supplied a translation table

for values like OBh.

If the typefaces that come with the XB-
2415 still aren’t enough for you, you can

opt to use the printer’s 4 1K buffer to down-

load up to 128 additional characters. Star

Micronics is planning to deliver even more

options for the XB-2415. Although not

currently available, memory upgrades of

32K and I28K are in the works, and an

empty cartridge slot in the XB-2415 prom-

ises additional fonts at some point in the

near future.

In some ways the XB-2415 is easier to

use than its little sister, the NX- 1000. It has

fewer DIP switches to set and more but-

tons on the control panel. However, you

still have to set the DIP switches to choose

between the 24-pin IBM Proprinter emula-

tion or the standard emulation, which in-

cludes graphics compatibility with NEC
Pinwriter drivers and emulations for the

Epson LQ-850 and LQ- 1050 printers.

Having more buttons means having few

functions per button. There is, for exam-

ple, a separate button for paper parking,

which allows you to switch between wide-

Itgl PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14, 1989

STAR MICRONICS XB-2415

MULTI FONT

Star Micronics America Inc., 420 Lexington Ave.,

#271 0, New York, NY 1 01 70; (21 2) 986^770.
List Price: SI ,049 (including $50 c^r kit).

Dimensions (HWD): 10 x 23x13.25 in.

Weight: 23.1 lbs.

Emulations: Epson LQ. IBM Proprinter

In Short: The XB-2415 can easily handle

preprinted multipart forms, and it has enough
typefaces to print a different font each day for a

fortnight. With color and high-quality typefaces

like Cinema and Blippo. your txisiness

correspondence will never be dull, it's even

speedy.

CIRCLE 642 ON READER SERVICE CARD

carriage fanfold paper and single sheets.

But all the keys still do double duty: the Pa-

per Feed button also switches the printer

into quiet mode. And if you power up the

printer while holding down the On-Line,

Paper Feed, and Set/Park/Eject buttons,

you will enter the XB-2415’s menuing

system.

The XB-2415’s menu deserves men-

tion. It prints the menu out as an inverted

tree, m^ing it straightforward to navigate

through the complex options. You simply

position the printhead under your choice

and hit Enter (On-Line). Your choices are

always indicated to you with an asterisk so

that you are absolutely clear about the con-

figuration that will be stored. The printer

even feeds the paper up several inches so

that you can easily read the menu, and then

retracts the paper after you have made your

selection to avoid waste.

But features aren’t everything: the XB-
2415 is also fast. In draft mode it printed

1 10 characters per second, and using a

near-letter-quality typeface yielded a very

respectable rating of 52 cps. Of course,

you can slow that down to less than 20 cps

if you opt to print the Times Roman type-

face with proportional spacing in super-let-

Copynghtab material



30-Day Money Back Guarantee
Absolutely Positively No Questions Asked!

THE POWER.
ACCESS is the

centerpiece of your
entire computer-office

management system-to
reduce your workload-
increase productivity.

At a price you have to

see. But more about the

price later. - First,

THE FLEXIBILITY.
The ACCESS is custom-
built to fit your needs,

your work style, and
your budget. Your hand
assembled system
is put through
an exhaustive

technical ^
checklist and H
bench-tested a

full 48-hours. 7

THE
CONFIDENCE.
We offer what the

competition doesn't-a

3-year limited warranty

on parts, free technical

support and computer
consultant toll-free

"hotlines"~where
you'll receive clear

answers to any
ACCESS questions (go

ahead, give us a try at

1-800-233-8950)

THE PRICE.
Receive not only the

amazing price but a

full 30-day money
back guarantee on
your first system.

No questions asked!

Il l t 1 11
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ACCESS Turbo XT/10
• 8*bit 8088 4.77/lOMHz Processor.

• 512KB RAM expandable to 640KB.

• Eight 8-bit slots.

• One parallel, serial, and game port.

• 102-key "AT" style enhanced keyboard
• 360KB SVi" floppy disk drive.

• Four Vi height drive bays.

• 150 watt high capacity power supply.

• IBM XT compatible ERSO BIOS.
• Clock/Calendar with Battery Back-up.

• 1 Year Limited Warranty

$539
Video and Hardware Configurations:

XT/10 1 Floppy 20MB-65ms 40MB-28ms

Mono $679 $949 $1,129

CGA $879 $1,139 $1,319

EGA $1,029 $1,299 $1,499

Free ACCESS Software Utilities Included

ACCESS 286/12
• 16-bit 80286 6/12MH2 Processor.

• 512K6 RAM expandable to 4MB.
• Eight slots: (6-16 bit. 2-8 bit)

• One parallel, serial, and game port.

• 102-key "AT" style enhanced keyboard.
• 1.2MB Hi-density 5V<i" floppy drive.

• Five Vi height drive bays.

• 220 watt high capacity power supply.
• 100% IBM AT compatible.

• Clock/Calendar with Battery Back-up.

$895
Video and Hardware Configurations:

286/12 20MB-65ms 40MB-28ms 80MB-28ms

Mono $1,299 $1,499 $1,699

EGA $1,599 $1,799 $1,999

VGA $1,699 $1,899 $2,099

Free ACCkSS Software Utilities Included

ACCESS 386/16
• 32-bit 80386 8/16MHz Processor.

• 1MB RAM expandable to 10MB
• Eight slots: (1-32 bit, 5-16 bit, 2-8 bit)

• One parallel, serial and game port.

• 102-key "AT" style enhanced keyboard.

• 1.2MB Hi-density 5V<i" floppy drive.

• Five Vi height drive bays.

• 220 watt high capacity power supply.

• Phoenix Compatible BIOS.
• Clock/Calendar with Battery Back-up.

$1695
Video and Hardware Configurations:

386/16 40MB-28m5 80MB-28ms 159MB-28ins

Mono $2,299 $2,499 $3,099

EGA $2,599 $2,799 $3,399

VGA $2,699 $2,899 $3,499

Free ACCESS Software Utilities Included

Call New... 800-233-8950

Computer Mail Order. Since 1981—Low Prices, Large Selection, Fast Service, biu



Your Low Price Leader*
CMO HAS THE BEST

SOLUTIONS TO YOUR MULTI-

USER APPUCATIONS.

If you art looking for a

Compkte Solution, our trained

suff of Networking Specialists

can assist you in designing your

multi-user system. We configure,

lest and provide on-going

support for a full line of

Networking software, hardware

and connectiviiy products such

as;

Novell Gateway

3Com Western Digital

Tops Thomas Conrad

SCO-Unlx Tiara

Proteon Orchid

Standard Micro Systems

Our ACCESS family of 8088.

80286, and 80386 based

computers can be configured

around your needs for

workstations and file servers.

Ask us how to design the

ACCESS 386/20 Tower (shown

below) around your networking

and/or multi-user application.

NETWORKING

Complete Network System

286/12MH2 (2MB) File Server.

lOMHz 512K Workstations,

Arcnei Interface, Loaded Netware.

Ready to Turn ON!
• ASSEMBLED • TESTED •

• CERTIFIED •

4 User (40MB) Levd-I $ 3,995

6 User (40MB) Levd-U 8,799

8 User (40MB) Uvd-O 10,300

ACCESS lOMHx WkSla. 693

Novell Netware
ELS 4.User Uvel-1 $549
ELS Uvel-Il V115 1.299

Adv. NETWARE 286 V2.15 2.399

SFT NETWARE 286 V2. 15 3.499

Orchid
PCNet Adapter Card 339
Standard Micro Systems

8-Bii Arcnet PC Boards 1 79
16-Bit Arcnet Board 399
Tiara

8-Bit Arcnet Boards 129
16-Bit Arcnet Boards 299
8-Port Active Hub 299
MCA Ethernet Boards 389
Thomas Conrad
8-Bit Arcnet Boards 179
16-Bit Arcnet Boards 329
16-Port Active Hub 795
Tops
Tops for DOS 2.1 119

Tops for Mac 149
InBox Starter Kit 339

Western Digital

EtherCard Plus 249

Amdek
Video 210 Plus TTL Amber $99
Video 410 TTL Monochrome 145

Color 732 PS/2 VGA 399
Color 632 14" VGA 379
SmartScan 735 MultiScan 489
1280 15” Hi-Res White 699
Comerstone
Single Page Monochrome 699
Dual Page PC 16 Shade 2399
Magnavox
7BM623 12" TTL Amber 89
7BM749 14" Flaisquarc VGA 149

CM8762 14" Comp/RGB 249
8CM515 14" RGB Analog 279
9CM053 14" HiRes EGA 339
9CM082 14" VGA Display 349
Mitsubishi

XC-1410C 14" EGA Display 349
XC-1429C 14" PS/2 VGA 439
DiamondScan 14" Display 499
NEC
Multisync 2A 499
Multisync 3D VGA 699
Packard Bell

PB-1272 12" TTL Mono 89
PB-1422EG 14" HiRes EGA 359
PB-1472 14" TTL Mono 99
PB-8541 14" VGA Display 299
Polaroid

Palette Plus 2199
Wyse
Wyse-30 14” ASCII DispUy 329

Wyse-50 14" ASCII Display 399

Zenith
ZFM-1490 14" VGA Analog 599

AST
Six Pak Plus Board $129
VGA Plus Adapter 389
Rampage/286 512K 399
Boca Research
BocaRam/AT 0-4MB Board 149
Boca MCA Serial/Parallel 145
Boca MultiEGA 149
DCA
Irma Convertible 3 469
Emerald
3XTwin Local 5251 Emulat. 549
Everex
Micro Enhancer EGA 149
Ram 3000 Deluxe 0-3M6 Bd. 89
View Point VGA 256K 279
Sth Generation
Logical Connection 256K 439
Headland
Vega Deluxe Adapter 209
Vega VGA Adapter 249
Hercules
Graphics Card Plus 169
VGA Card 199
Intel

AboveBoard Plus w/512K 429
AbovcBd. Plus I/O w/5l2K 499
Inboard 386/PC 80386 CPU 579
Visual Edge 449
8087 PC/XT Coprocessor 89
80287-8 IBM XT 8MHz CoP. 209
80387-16 16MHz 80386 369
Orchid Technology
TinyTurtw 286 229
ProDesigner VGA Adapter 279
Reiraissance

VGA 640x480 256K Pal 179
VGA 800x600 256K Pal 239

.BUY fHE rOWER. GET THE POWER.
ACCESS Towar 386/20
* 32-bit 80386 8/20MBz Main System Board.
* 1MB 32-l^t DRAM subsystem, expandable to 9MB.
* Eight slots; 2 32-bit, 3 16-btt, 1 8-bit
» 8MHz bus clock, wait state selectable.
* Supports 80387 Math Coprocessor.
* One parallelport and two serial ports.

* 102-key "A'F style enhanced keytxmrd.
* 1.2MB Hi-densi^ 3M” floppy disk drive.

* Five 16 height drive bays.

* Western Digiul 1;1 interleave dual floppy/hard controller.

» 200 watt high capacity power supply.
* COMPAQ compatible, 32% faster than COMPAQ 386.
* Norton SI Rating V4.0: 22.3.

* 64K BIOS, setup and diagnostic utility built-in.

* Clock/Calendar with Battery Back-up.

System Configurations:

v/o 40M»-28m aoMm-amu IS9Ml-lSa*

Mono ilJb99 52.899 53,499

ECA 52.999 55.199 53.999

VfiA 53.299 -S4i)99

'm I 1 1~
t 1 1 t 1 1 I I 1 1 f

*f *1 *1 *t 'f *» *1 “M f flf

Jirdi d
' - .. ••

Computer Mail Order, Since 1981—Low Prices, Large Selection, Fast Service.



Call 800-233-8950
COMMUNICATIONS i
Anchor
1200 Baud External $ 99

24(X) Baud External 159

2400 Baud Ext. w/MNP 5 269
Everex
Evercom 24+ 2400 Baud Int 149

fvertom 2400 Baud l:xt 185

Hot Special

Panasonic
KX-P1124 24>Pin

$299
Hayes
SmartModem 1200 Baud 273
SmanModem 2400 Baud 419

Intel

24006 Classic Internal 169
PS/2 2400B Internal 249
2400EX External 199
Murata
Ml 200 Facsimile 599

Panasonic
UF-140 Panafax 899
Practical Peripherals

1200 Baud Internal 63
1200 Baud Stand Alone 64
2400 Baud Internal 133
Sharp
FO-220 Facsimile Machine 699
The Complete PC
Complete Fax 4800 Board 259

Complete Answering Machine269

COMPUTERS

AST
Bravo 266 Model 3 888
Premium 286 Model 140X 1999

Compaq
DeskPro 286 Model I 1699

SLT-286 Uptop 40MB 4499
IBM
PS/2 Model- 30/286 20MB 1999

PS/2 Model-50Z 30MB 2499
NEC
ProSpeed Ultralite Lpips Call

Panasonic
Business Partner 1630 399
Toshiba
TIOOO 80C86 Laptop 639
T1200 Dual Floppy Backlit 1549

T1200 20MB Backlit 2199
T1600 20MB 286 3499
Zenith

MiniSport 1MB Laptop NEW
SuperSpon SuperSpt 266 Call

Alps
ASP- 1000 9-Pin Dot-Matrix $169
Allegro 24 24-Pin Flatbed 319
P2000 9-Pin 250cps 136 Col, 699
P2100 9.Pin400 cps 136 Col. 1099

LPX-600 Laser Printer 1399

Brother

M-1709 240cps. 132 Col. 369
M-1809 360cps. 80 Col. 399
M-1824L 24-Wire 80 Col. 499
HR-20 20cps Dais>'wheel 329
HL-8 Laser Printer 1999

Epson
LX-810 200cps. 80 Col. 179

FX-850 264cps. 80 Col. 339
FX-1050 264cps. 132 Col. Call

LQ.510 180cps. 24-Wire 329
LQ-850 330cps. 24-Wire Call

LQ.1050 330cp5, 132 Col. Call

LQ-2550 500 cps. 24-Wire Call

Hewlett Packa^
Thinkjet 2225 329

Pacific 25-in-One HP Font 279
Pacific 1-2-4 HP-LJ Memory 339
NEC
P2200 Pinwriter 24-Wire 359
P5200 Pinwriter 265cps 519
P5300 Pinwriter 136 Col 669
LC-890 PostScript Laser 3295
Okidata
ML-172 ISOcps. 80 Col, 199

ML- 182 Turbo 220cp5 239
ML-320 300cps. 80 Col. 359
ML-390 270cps. 24-Wire 499

ML-393 450cps 24-Wire 1049

Panasonic
KX-P1180 I92cps. 80 Col. 185

KX-P1191 280cp5. 80 Col. 239

KX-P1124 192cps. 24-Wire 329

KX-P4450 User 1399

Seikosha
SP1600AI 160cps. 9-Pin 179

SK-3000AI 300cps. 136 Col. 369

Star Micronics

NX-IOOO 140cps. 9-pin 165

NX-2400 24-Wire 170cps 349

Toshiba
ExpressWriier 301 349

ExpressWriier 311 439

Super Savings Special

STORAGE DEVICES

Archive
Archive/XL 40MB Internal $339
Micropolis

159MB 23Msec ESDI 1299
Miniscribc

8425 20MB 3W" 40Msec 249
3650 40MB 5W" 61Msec 329
Mountain Computer
TD-4000 40MB Int. Tape 369

TD-8000 80MB Int. Tape 449
Plus Development
20M6 HardCard 519
Seagate
ST-225 20MB w/cont 249
ST-238 30MB w/cont 289
ST-251-1 40MB 28ms 349
Sysgen
Bridge-File 5^" External 249

Reliant Model-215 60MB 469
WELTEC Laptop Subsystems
360K 5W” External Floppy 199

20MB Portable Hard Drive 849

SOFTWARE

Aldus PageMaker $469
Ashton-Tale dBase IV 459
BLOC Form Tools 55
Borland Quattro 159
Central PL PC-II Opt. Board 119
DAC-EASY Accounting 60
DataStorm ProComm Plus 49
Deliina Per Form 159
5th Generation Fastback -f 98
FoxBase + Development 199

Intttit Quicken 33
Lotos 1-2-3 299
MECA Managing Your Money 119
Microcom CarbonCopy + 109
MicroPro WordStar 5.5 239
Microsoft Windows 286 70
PaperBack VP-Planner 4 119
Peter Norton Adv. Utilities 80
Quarterdeck DESQView 2.02 80
SPC: 1st Choice 3.0 90
SPC Professional Write 149

TraveUng Lap-Link -f 85
WordPertect 5.0 219

1 0 DEVICES

Cbinon
DS-3000 Scanner 569
Houston Instr.

9012 HIPAD +12”xl2" Tab, 399
PC695A 4-Pen A&B Plotter 599
Logitech

New Logitech Mouse M9 79
ScanMan 400DPI Hikes 189
Microsoft

Serial or Bus Mse 1 19
MSC
PC Mouse 69
SommaGraphics
SummaSkeich +12”xl2’* 399
The Complete PC
Complete HandScan Vi Page 169
Complete Full Page Scanner 579

Over 500,000 Satisfied Costoiners

800^233^8950
In Canada call: 800-233-8949

All Other Areas caU: 717-327-9575 Fax call: 717-327-1217

Educational, Governmental and Corporate Organizations

CaU toU-free: 1-800-221-4283

CMO, 101 Reighard Ave., Dept. Bl, WUliamsporL PA 17701

POLICY Add 3% (minimum S7.00) shipping and
handling Larger shipments may require additional

charges Persotul and company checks require 3 weeks rouNm
to clear Credit cards are not charged until we ship. -c

Pennsylvania and Maryland residents add appropriate sales tax. All prices arc U.SA
prices and ate subject to change All items are subject to availability We cannot

guarantee compatibility.
t, r . , , l..

'. We are not responsible (or typographic or photographic

Computer Mail Order. Since 1981—Low Prices, Large Selection, Fast Service.
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PRINTERS

COLOR DOTMATRIX

Don’t allow your excellent

review to fade away like a

golden oldie. Ziff-Davis can
print custom-designed article

reprints* to keep your product

at the top of the hit parade. Call

today for information: Jennifer

Locke, Reprints Manager, 212-

503-5447.

•minimum quantity 5()(): ^ to 4 weeks delivery.

ler-qualily and also invoke the quiet mode.

But that’s not even a criticism—any print-

er that allows you to get superior output

and carry on a phone conversation at the

same time deserves applause. With the

quiet mode engaged, the XB-24l5's noise

rating dropped from a standard 73 decibels

to69dB.

Color on the XB-2415 is optional

—

take $50 off the price of our tested unit for

the monochrome list price. Installing the

color kit is painless: just slip the attach-

ment into a slot hidden behind the normal

printhead and beneath the ribbon car-

tridge. I was pleasantly surprised when the

color printout of the rc Labs test graphic

took just 82 seconds—only 20 seconds

longer than the black-and-white printout.

The Star Micronics

XB-2415 offers additional

typefaces like Cinema

and Blippo—fonts

that are more funky

than professional.

•
However nice color may be, the XB-

2415 also deals with more-practical issues

for business applications. Although I’d

like to see even more paper-handling op-

tions (like an envelope feeder), the XB-
2415 gets high marks for its current capa-

bilities. You can purchase a 120-sheet bin

feeder for $249 or use the sturdy built-in

tractor-feed mechanism instead.

The XB-2415 handled multipart forms

easily, and it allows you to set paper length

from 3 to 14 inches. Of special note is the

fact that the top-of-form setting, when
used in conjunction with the shoit-tear-off

feature, allows you to print virtually the

entire sheet of paper—no waste for tearing

off fanfold paper. These are heaven-sent

features to anyone who regularly deals

with fanfold preprinted forms.

At a list price of just over $ 1 ,000, in-

cluding color capability, the feature-laden

XB-2415 would be a welcome addition to

any office.

Knil PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1989



Your Productivity

"Mary had a 4GL
who's performance

was very slow

and everywhere

that Mary went

the run-times

had to go"

pip-c

Pro-C gives you the greatest gift in the computer worid—time. You get high quaiity,

fiiiiy commented, error free C source code in a fraction of the time it wouid take to

write it by hand.

Pro-C wiii increase your abiiity to create programs quickiy by generating the source
code for menus, reports, screens, windows, and multi-file batch updates. Textbook
quality C code is written by us, while the elegant system solutions and exciting new
algorithms are created by you.

Pro-C looks and feels like a 4GL, but its not. You can do prototyping, layout, design
and generation of applications without learning a proprietary language, needing
massive amounts of memory, or ending up with slow running programs. Best of all

Pro-C doesn t require any run-time licenses. Finally, a company that treats you like

royalty instead of forcing you to pay them.

Pro-C“the progr£imming partner that does the boring, repetitive coding without
complaint, pays for itself every time you use it, and doesn't argue with your
obviously brilliant program designs.

PRP-C Order yours to-day. Call 1 -800-265-2682 f VESTRONIX
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Introducing the perfect

companion for your laptop

computer: the new Kodak
Diconix 150 plus printer.

Hundreds of thousands of

laptop users loved the

Diconix 150 printer. Now
there's a 150 plus. It delivers

improved print quality, on plain paper,

and is faster than ever. It's still the smallest, lightest,

quietest printer in the world.

• Faster than ever— 180 CPS. • Improved print quality—even

higher resolution and improved font design. • Prints on plain

paper. • Improved paper handling, easily handles tractor feed and
cut-sheet paper. • So compact and light you can carry it any-

where—3.1 lbs. • So quiet you can use it anywhere. • The proven

reliability you expect from Kodak.

The Kodak Diconix 150 plus printer. Now you can read what

you write before you get back to the office. For details,

IP' ^ and the name of your nearest dealer in the

U.S. or Canada, call 1800 255-3434.

Portable power for the printedpage.

The new vision ofKodak

© Eastman Kodak Company, 1989
CIRCLE 363 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Corel DRAW is the World’s Finest PC

Illustration Program and opens up excit-

ing new possibilities that bridge the gap

between art and technology. To stimulate

this creative potential we have launched a

major international Design Contest with a

Grand Prize of$10,000 for "Best of Show"

As well, there will be prizes and

awards for winners in both Fine

Art and Commercial categories.

Enter now by submitting your

designs and illustrations before

December 1, 1989.

All design entries should be

submitted on a floppy

disk and accompanied by

a hard copy.

Open to all

registered

Corel DRAW
Software

users.

See us at

COMDEX
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INDEX TO PRINTER REVIEWSt1984-1989)

In the 6-year history of PC Magazine's printer

project, we've tested and reviewed 592 PC
printers. Today, 312 of them are still available

from the manufacturers and are included in this

index. For each printer, we’ve listed its type

(daisy wheel, dot matrix, laser, or whatever), the

current price, and the result from the PC Labs
text speed test. To help you find everything you
need to know about each printer, we’ve included

the volume, issue, and page number of the

original review.

Although we’ve introduced new halftone and
color output tests this year, the PC Labs text

speed test hasn’t changed since 1984, allowing

you to compare speeds across the six annual

printer Issues. Note that from 1986 on, laser

printer speeds have been measured In pages per

minute (ppm). Dot matrix speeds have always

been measured in characters per second (cps).

To convert between the two measurements,
remember that 4 ppm is about 267 cps. For

further detaii on this caicuiation, see the sidebar

“How We Tested the Printers” in this issue.

For detaiied evaiuations of the 109 new
printers we tested this year, see the reviews that

precede this index. For quick comparisons of

output and test resuits, see the PC Magazine
Printer Guide that precedes each section of

reviews in this issue.

Company name Product Typ« Speed Price Voi. No. Pg-

Reader
service

number

Acer

Advanced Matrix Technology

Advanced Matrix Technology

AEG Olympia

AEG Olympia

AEG Olympia

AEG Olympia

AEG Olympia

AGFA

ALPS

ALPS

ALPS

ALPS

ALPS

Amstrad

Amstrad

Apple

Apple

ATST

,.«IT

LP-76

AMT Accel-500

AMT Accel-500

Laserstar 6

NP30

NP 80-24

NP 136-24

NPC 136-24

P3400 PS

ASP1000

LPX600

P2100

P2400C

P2424C

DMP3000

LQ3500

LaserWriter lINT

LaserWriter lINTX

^77

570

L

COM
DM
L

DM
DM
DM

CDM
L

DM

L

DM
DM
DM
DM
DM
L

L

CDM
DM
COM
OM

5.8 ppm

161 cps

182 cps

4.7 ppm

93 cps

IIScps

116cps

96 cps

10.5 ppm

47 cps

5.7 ppm

173 cps

170 cps

133 cps

59 cps

32 cps

6.4 ppm

6.6 ppm

144 cps

124 cps"

,,gOcps^

$1,995 7 18 112

$1,485 8 19 345 630

$1,285 7 18 234

$2,499 7 18 158

$299 6 19 329

$599 8 19 246 617

$799 8 19 246 617

$1,049 8 19 345 643

$12,500 8 19 117 396

$299 7 18 230

$2,175 7 16 114

$1,595 5 19 224

$1,495 6 19 250

$1,495 7 18 233

$300 6 19 247 607

$500 8 19 248 608

$4MB 116

$6,999 ^118 ^
61.S95 ^ 19",^

' $744 8 19 250 609 ^

1^.295 " 8 19 348 631

r^$449 8 19 326 603

$499 6 19 255

Blue Chip r M200/NLQ DM 44 cps $299 8 ^
.19

i:-
'253^: .erd'

Brother . HL-8e L 7.4 ppm $2,895 ’ ^ ‘ 8 ; 19 118 397

Brother . HL-8PS .. [7.4 ppm^^ $4,495
'8> 19- 120 398

.Brother,,^ ;HR‘-20'-
' DW '

" 21 cps $549 6 19 380

^Editor's Choice, C»color,'DM=^dot matrix. DW=daisy wheel. IJ=ink jet. L=laser. TT= thermal transfer.
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Reader
service

Company name Product Type Speed Price Vol. No. Pg. number

Brother HR-40 DW 31 cps $899 6 19 380

Brother M-1109 DM 53cps $299 5 19 146

Brother M-1709 DM 127 cps $749 6 19 255

Brother M-1724L DM 99 cps $949 7 18 238

Brother M-1B09 COM 83 cps $627 8 19 350 632

Brother M-1824L CDM 121 cps $827 8 19 352 633

Brother M-2518 DM 123 cps $1,295 7 18 240

Brother M-40ie DM 258 cps $1,795 6 19 260

Brother Twinriter 6 DM 99 cps $1,395 6 19 261

c
1

Camintonn TurboLaser/PS-Plus 3 L 6,5 ppm $5,695 8 19 123 401

Canon BJ-130 IJ 68 cps $1,095 7 18 243

Canon LBP-8 Mark III L 7.3 ppm $2,995 8 19 124 400

Citizen GSX-140 DM 100 cps $499 8 19 254 611

Citizen HSP-500 CDM 151 cps $578 8 19 357 635

Citizen HSP-550 CDM 156 cps $798 8 19 357 635

Citizen Tribute 124 DM 102 cps $599 7 18 248

Citizen Tribute 224 DM 91 cps $899 6 19 264

C. Itoh C-310XP DM 157 cps $739 5 19 174

C. Itoh C-315XP DM 150 cps $919 5 19 174

C. Itoh • C-610 CDM 92 cps $799 8 19 358 634

C. Itoh - C-715A DM 1 45 cps $1,499 6 19 267

C. Itoh C-815 DM 195 cps $2,195 6 19 268

C. Itoh CI-2500 DM 144 cps $1,049 7 18 248

C. Itoh CI-4000 Triprinler DM 247 cps $2,195 7 18 250

C. Itoh LIPS 11 L 9 ppm $3,545 7 18 147

C. Itoh ProWriter C-310CXP CDM 177 cps $829 6 19 270

C. Itoh ProWriter jr. Plus DM 72 cps $389 6 19 272

C. Itoh 5000 DM 239 cps $1,995 8 19 259 612

C. Itoh 851 OSP DM 86 cps $649 3 23 142

D
Daisy Systems M45Q DM 37 cps $995 3 23 313

Dataproducts LZR1230 L 8 ppm $3,695 6 19 167

Dataproducts LZR1260 L 10 ppm $6,995 7 18 149

Dataproducts SI 480 U 288 cps $2,795 7 18 255

Dataproducts 8070 Plus DM 250 Cps $987 7 18 261

Dataproducts 9044 DM 102 c^ $1,099 7 18 262

Datasouth DS160 DM 128 Cps $1,395 3 23 223

Oatasouth DS220 DM 150 cps $1,695 3 23 226

Desktop Syatams peaktop Laser Beam L S.6ppiri $1,995 8 19 126 423

Digital EqutxnsmCoip. LA 210 DM 138 cps $1,760 3 23 213

DiglM EquIpnianC Coiji. LN03 L ^^7>tppn^ $2,895 5 19 276

E

rMinuMi ffhiliil rw
BMinianibiliiCp.-''

vlL.' adsnIx ISO Plus

'-f: Otoonlii300

u

u .
,

TOcpe

96 cps

$499

$548

8

7

19

18

327

264

604

,i:.c^..flloonlxsoow .
t»..9

86 ops $599 7 18 264

?jl

iEpson

286 cps

&4ppRi

$2,199

$1,896

$548

$799

7

8

7

.8

18

19

18

,19

267

1»w
267

200^.

,!WTt

1

^Editor's Choice. C*cokx, DM*Ktot matrix. DW-daisy wheel, U-ink jet,

V i
,
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Company name Product Type Speed Price Vol. No. Pg-

Rea<ter

service

number

Epson - LO-800 DM 105 cps $849 5 19 185

Epson • LC^eso DM 153 cps $849 6 19 275

Epson Lasso DM 128 cps $949 7 18 274

Epson - Lai 050 DM 163 cps $1,199 6 19 275

Epson La2500 DM 104 Cps $1,449 5 19 226

Epson LQ-2500 CDM 133 cps $1,449 6 19 276

Epson La2550 DM 138 cps $1,499 7 18 276

Epson La2550 CDM 104 cps $1,499 8 19 362 636

Epson • LX-810 DM 94 cps $299 19 266 615

FacK B2400 DM 111 cps $699 8 19 266 616

Facit B3100 DM 149 cps $745 6 19 284

Facit B3150 DM 154 cps $895 6 19 284

Facit B3350 DM 136 cps $995 6 19 286

Facit B3550C CDM 181 cps $1,595 8 19 363 637

Fortis DM1310 DM 93 cps $299 6 19 288

Fortis DM 2210 DM 131 cps $499 8 19 268 620

Fortis • DM2215 DM 132 cps $599 8 19 268 620

Fortis DP600P L 6 ppm $4,499 8 19 133 406

Fortis DP600S L 5.8 ppm $1,999 8 19 133 403

Fortis DQ4110 DM 100 cps $499 8 19 270 621

Fortis DO 4210 DM 122 cps $699 8 19 273 622

Fortis DQ4215 CDM 100 cps $949 8 19 364 638

Fortis DX41 DW 31 cps $799 6 19 383

Fujitsu DL2600 DM 170 cps $1,545 6 19 288

Fujitsu DL3400 DM 143 cps $925 6 19 291

Fujitsu DL4400 CDM 121 cps $1,399 8 19 364 639

Fujitsu DL5600 DM 230 cps $2,195 7 18 276

Fujitsu DX2300 DM 129 cps $645 6 19 292

Fujitsu DX2400 DM 157 cps $845 6 19 292

Fujitsu RX7100 L 5.2 ppm $2,150 8 19 137 402

Fujitsu RX7100PS L 5.1 ppm $4,495 8 19 142 399

Fujitsu RX7200 L 11.4 ppm $3,995 8 19 144 405

Fujitsu RX7300E L 146 404

|o
Genicom Centronics Printstation 351 PC DM 144 cps $1,850 4 19 164

Genicom 1020 DM 111 cps $1,065 5 19 194

Genicom 1040 CDM 103 cps $1,924 8 19 368 640

Genicom 3320 Quiet DM 144 cps $2,395 4 19 166

Oenlcam
_

V. 3410X1X3 DM 150 cps $2,175 8 19 273 623

Qenioom . 3820,. -'
. DM 235 cps $2,475 6 19 280 624

; A'QMooniT
rniSma

i H
DeskJet

DeskJet Plus

LaserJet Series II

LaserJet Series IID

_,2ppm ^ :

7.5 ppm *^$2,695

7.5 ppm $4^95

' Hewlett-Packard

Hewiett-Packard

• LaserJet Series IIP

PaintJet

RuogedWrtter

L

U
DM

3.9 ppm

78 cps

173 cps

$1,495

$1,395

$1,695

8

6

7

19

19

18

152

297

280

412

Hewlett-Packard ThinkJet IJ 70 cps $495 3 23 172
f

B-Editor's Choice, C«color, DM«dot matrix, DW-daisy wheel, U-ink jet. LJaser, TT-thermal transfer.
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INDEX TO PRINTER REVIEWS

Company name Product Type Speed Price Vol. No. Po-

Reader
service

number

Honeywell-Bull Bull 4/66 DM 235 cps $2,400 6 19 302

hlowtek Pixelmaster CU N/A $8,495 8 19 216 544

hlyundai HDP-910 DM 54 cps $259 8 19 282 625

Hyundai HDP-920 DM 52 cps $349 8 19 282 625

Hyundai HDP-1810 DM 87 cps $399 8 19 284 626

Hyundai HDP-1820 DM 57 cps $519 6 19 284 626

IBM LaserPrinter L 8.9 ppm $2,695 8 19 156

IBM Proprinter II DM 129 cps $549 6 19 304

IBM Propfinter II XL DM 111 cps $649 7 18 282

IBM Proprinter III DM 173 cps $649 7 18 285

IBM Proprinter III XL DM 173 cps $899 7 18 285

IBM Proprinter XL DM 119cps $799 5 19 186

IBM • Proprinter XL24E DM 159 cps $1,199 8 19 286

IBM Proprinter X24 DM 172 cps $799 6 19 307

IBM Proprinter X24E DM 100 cps $899 8 19 286

IBM • Quickwriter DM 192 cps $1,699 7 18 285

IBM Quietwriter Model 2 TT 28 cps $1,399 5 19 226

IBM Quietwriter III TT 81 Cps $1,699 6 19 312

IBM 4216 Personal Pageprinter L 5.6 ppm $4,999 7 18 150

Infoscribe 800 DM 108 cps $1,795 5 19 245

Infoscribe 1100 DM 102 cps $1,590 7 18 286

Infoscribe 1400 DM 173 cps $1,845 7 18 290

420

627

Kyocera F-1000A L 9.4 ppm $2,895 7 18 152

Kyocera F-2010 L 6.8 ppm $4,695 6 19 188

Kyocera F-3010 L 16 ppm $8,395 6 19 190

Laser Computer 190E DM 90 Cps $370 8 19 288 628

Laser Computer 240 DM 147 cps $600 8 19 290 629

Laser Connection Big Kiss II L 7.5 ppm $4,495 6 19 192

Mannesmann Tally 81 DM 73 cps $299 6 19 298 647

Mannesmann Tally 85 DM 89 cps $569 5 19 164

Mannesmann Tally 87 DM 113 cps $569 6 19 317

Mannesmann Tally 90 U 101 cps $799 6 19 317

Mannesmann Tally 222 DM 89 cps $999 7 18 291

Mannesmann Tally 230/24 DM 108 cps $1,499 7 18 291

Mannesmann TaHy 290 DM 133 cps $1,199 5 19 208

Mannesmann Tally 330 DM 190 cps $1,878 6 19 320

Mannesmarui Tally 340 DM 150 cps $2,278 7 18 292

Mannesmann Tally • 490 DM 247 cps $2,799 5 19 250

Marmaamwi Tally 905 L 5.1 ppm $1,995 8 19 158 416

Mvmosmann TaHy 910 L 9ppni $3,695 6 19 197

910 UPS L 8.3 ppm $5,495 8 19 160 421

••Editor’s Choice, oooior. uM«dot matrix, DW-dal
could rwt be run because the printer prints to disk and external software handles the actual p
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INDEX TO PRINTER REVIEWS

Company name Product Typa Speed

Reader
service

Pg. number

NEC

NEC

' Silentwriter LC 890

Silentwriter LC 690XL

6 ppm

7.4 ppm

$4,995

$6,995

19

19

200

164

Office Automation Systems LaserPro Express Series tl L 7.4 ppm $2,495 6 19 205

Office Automation Systems LaserPro Gold Express L 7.2 ppm $3,995 7 18 154

Office Automation Systems LaserPro Silver Express L 7.4 ppm $2,995 6 19 208

Office Automation Systems LaserPro 81 OR L 7.5 ppm $3,995 5 19 292

Office Automation Systems LaserPro 151 OR L 13.5 ppm $6,495 7 18 156

Okidata • Laserline 6 L 5.8 ppm $2,145 6 19 213

Okidata Microline 172 DM 83 cps $289 8 19 299

Okidata Microline 182 (IBM) DM 80 cps $319 5 8 149

Okidata Microline 1 82 (Standard) DM 80 cps $319 5 8 151

Okidata Microline 182 Turbo (IBM) DM 94 cps $339 8 19 300

Okidata Microline 293 (Standard & IBM) CDM 123 cps $839 5 19 174

Okidata • Microline 320 DM 164 cps $499 7 18 300

Okidata • Microline 321 DM 157 cps $699 7 18 300

Okidata Microline 390 DM 144 cps $699 7 18 300

Okidata Microline 391 DM 138 Cps $949 7 18 300

Okidata Microline 393 DM 170 cps $1,499 6 19 326

Okidata Microline 393C CDM 163 cps $1,599 7 18 302

Okidata Okimate20 CTT 26 cps $288 4 19 97

Okidata • Pacemark2410 DM 216 cps $2,495 4 19 168

Olivetti OM280 DM 82 cps $595 5 19 172

Olivetti DY450 DW 43 cps $1,499 5 19 340

Olivetti DY800 DW 55 cps $1,899 5 19 344

Output Technology Corp. 560DL DM 147 cps $1,995 8 19 301

Output Technology Corp. TriMatrix 850XL DM 307 cps $2,495 6 19 330

650

651

Panasonic KX*P1080i DM 90 cps $300 6 19 332

Panasonic - KX-P1091i DM 99 cps $300 6 19 336

Panasonic KX-P1092i DM 113 cps $530 6 19 336

Panasonic • KX-P1124 DM 87 cps $530 8 19 302 657

Panasonic . KX-P1180 DM 59 cps $300 6 19 303 658

Panasonic KX-P1191 DM 35 cps $400 8 19 306 659

Panasonic KX-P1524 DM liecps $949 6 19 339

Panasonic KX-P1592 DM 121 cps $680 6 19 342

Panasonic KX-P1595 DM 138 cps $770 5 19 201

Panasonic KX-P3131 DW 17 cps $500 6 19 384

Panasonic Laser Parbier L 10.1 ppm $2,595 7 18 161

Personal Computer Products Lasertmage 2000 L 7.5 ppm $3,495 6 19 214

Personal Computer Products Laserimage 3000 L 7.3 ppm $6,395 6 19 216

Primages Primage 90QT DW 56 cps $1,295 6 19 386

Printek Fofm8Pro2000 DM 111 cps $2,095 5 19 247

Prtntek 910 HT DM 144 cps $1,325 3 23 214

Prinlak 920 HT DM 203 cps $1,695 3 23 2S3

PrlniBk v < .030^ DM 111 cps $1W .3 23 215

Prfnkonlx L1012 L 9.6 ppm $3,495 6 19
'

216^ '

Pilnirenfa ' L2324 Report Expedter .L- 20.9 ppm $16,500^^ 416 - '

,rpt*n|ronbt ^-**1
^

'.v
.
- P1013 Poreons# Line wSlP'; 99ope
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m INDEX TO PRINTER REVIEWS

Company namo

H
QMS
QMS
QMS
QMS
QMS
QMS
QMS
QMS
Quadram

Qume

Qume

Qume

Qume

Qume

Qume

Qume

Qume

Raster Devices Direct

Relisys

Relisys

Relisys

Ricoh

Ricoh

ColorScript 100 Model 10

ColorScript 100 Model 30

Kiss Plus 30

Lasergrafix 800

PS-810

PS-820

PS-1500

PS-2200 Model S

Quadlaser I

CrystalPrint Publisher

CrystalPrint Series II

CrystalPrint WP
LaserTENPIus

ScripTEN

Sprint 11/55 Plus

Sprint 11/90 Plus

Sprint 11 Plus Widetrack

Impression

RP1814

RP2410

VP1821

PC Laser 6000

PC Laser 6000/PS

Typ« 3^ Price hhLh Mo.

Reader
service

number

CTT 2.8 ppm $9,995 8 19 217 545

CTT 2.2 ppm $15,995 8 19 216 546

L 7.5 ppm $3,920 7 18 163

L 115cps $6,495 4 19 ISO

L 6.7 ppm $4,495 7 18 165

L 6.9 ppm $6,495 8 19 172 410

L 6.8 ppm $7,995 8 19 174 409

L 13.5 ppm $12,995 8 19 176 413

L 7.5 ppm $3,495 6 19 226

L 5.1 ppm $4,499 8 19 176 414

L 5.6 ppm $1,999 7 18 167

L 5.8 ppm $1,395 7 18 173

L 8.8 ppm $2,795 6 19 229

L 8.2 ppm $4,495 7 18 174

DW 54 cps $1,295 3 23 340

DW 63 cps $1,495 4 19 172

DW 38 cps $1,895 4 19 174

L 4.1 ppm $2,495 8 19 179 422

DM 99 cps $225 7 18 305

DM 93 cps $259 7 18 306

DM 91 cps $599 7 18 306

L 6 ppm $2,495 6 19 230

L 5.3 ppm $4,495 8 19 181 424

Sanyo

Seiko

Seiko

Seikosha

Seikosha

Seikosha

Seikosha

Seikosha

Seikosha

Seikosha

Seikosha

Seikosha

Sei(osha

Seikosha

Sharp t

uiemens aaomnano-.
.

' '' '

Star Micronics

Star Micronics

Star Micronics

Star Micronics

PR-241

CH-5504-PS

DPU-40

BP-5420AI

BP-5460

SBP-10AI

SK-3000AI

SK-3005AI

SL-80AI

SL-130AI

SL-230AI

SP-1000

SP-1200AI

SP-1600A1

JX-9300

InkJet PT 90-12

r

DM
CTT

TT

DM
DM
DM
DM
DM
DM
DM
DM
DM
DM
DM
L

U

I

111 cps

N/A

14 cps

216 cps

238 cps

314 cps

172 cps

170 Cps

60 cps

93 cps

77 cps

51 cpe

91 cps

79 cps

6.1 ppm

136 cps

MPpn>

$899

$8,245

$125

$1,849

$1,999

$4,495

$649

$849

$549

$999

$1,999

$299

$319

$329

$2,195

$1,500

19

19

23

19

19

18

19

19

19

18

19

19

19

19

16

19

19

346

222

155

238

307

309

349

349

354

311

307

151

358

306

177

309

661

Editor's Choice, C*C(^or. DM«dot matrix, DW«daisy wrf>eel. U>ink jet Leaser. TT«themiaI transfer, N/A^not a

could not be run because the printer prints to di^ and external software handles the actual printing.
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INDEX TO PRINTER REVIEWS

Company name Product Typ« Sp«wl Price Vol. No. pg-

Raader
aervice

number

Star Micronics NX-1000 DM 71 CpS $299 7 18 316

Star Micronics NX-1000 Rainbow COM 67 cp6 $379 8 19 370 641

Star Micronics NX-2400 DM 84cps $529 7 18 318

Star Micronics XB-2410 Multi Font DM 117cps $749 8 19 313 652

Star Micronics • XB-2415 Multi Font CDM IIOcps $1,049 8 19 372 642

Star Micronics XR-1 500 Multi Font DM 127 cos $799 8 19 313 653

Talaris 1590-T Printstation L 11 ppm $11,490 6 19 187 408

Tandy DMP106 DM 41 cps $220 7 18 321

Tandy DMP 107 DM 48 cps $280 8 19 314 663

Tandy DMP 133 DM 67 cps $380 8 19 316 664

Tandy DMP 300 DM 132 cps $649 8 19 316 665

Tandy DMP 440 DM 150 cps $699 7 18 323

Tandy DMP 442 DM 160 cps $699 8 19 317 662

Tandy DMP 2102 DM 136 cps $999 8 19 318 666

Tandy DMP 2120 DM 138 cps $1,599 7 18 325

Tandy LP 1000 L 5.9 ppm $2,599 7 18 181

Taxan Crystal Jet L 4.6 ppm $3,495 7 18 185

Tektronix Phaser CP CTT 1.2 ppm $12,995 8 19 225 547

Tektronix 4696 CIJ 26 cps $1,795 6 19 367

Texas Instruments 855 DM 102 cps $739 3 23 195

Texas Instruments 855 Demand Document Printer DM 195 cps $2,295 6 19 365

Texas Instruments 865 DM 96 cps $999 5 19 208

Texas Instruments 875 DM 105 cps $799 7 18 329

Texas Instruments 877 DM 113 cps $999 7 18 329

Texas Instruments 880 AT DM 172 cps $2,195 5 19 252

Texas Instruments OmniLaser 2015 L 7.1 ppm $5,995 5 19 296

Texeis Instruments OmniLaser2106 L 5.5 ppm $4,595 7 18 186

Texas Instruments OmniLaser 2108 L 7.4 ppm $5,995 6 19 232

Texas Instruments OmniLaser 2115 L 9.5 ppm $7,995 6 19 234

Toshiba ExpressWriter 301 DM 16cps $489 8 19 328 605

Toshiba • ExpressWriter 31

1

DM 73 cps $589 8 19 332 606

Toshiba PageLaser12 L 11.4 ppm $3,799 7 18 190

Toshiba P321SL DM 120 cps $799 6 19 370

Toshiba P321SLC CDM 102 cps $949 7 18 331

Toshiba P341SL DM 125 cps $1,049 6 19 370

Toshiba P351SX DM 333

|u
HMH

Unisys • AP1324 DM 117cp6 $1,850 8 19 319 667

Unisys AP1327 DM 124 cps $450 8 19 320 668

Unisys AP9206 L 5.8 ppm $2,995 8 19 188 426

Unisys AP 9215-1 L 13.4 ppm $8,286 8 19 190 427

Unisys AP9230 L 21 .5 ppm $19,500 8 19 195 425

Untsys .... L 197 n^M
1 v.x

MMMMM

mem ;-.k-
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1 FuD Megabyte RAM

How can Northgate afford to offer a

286/12 with 32MB hard drive and one full megabyte

of RAM when Dell's newest Series 210 system, for the

same money doesn't match up?

Maybe It's the high cost of color advertising. We
use two colors and pass the savings on to our

customers. Would you rather get more computer for

the money...or be entertained with color pictures?

Here's a fresh idea... Make Northgate and

Dell's money-back guarantee program meaningful:

Older from both companies.

100% GREATER!

32 Mbyte Hard Drive

50% LARGER!

12 MHz Processor Speed

si699«'
BUYER'S SCORE SHEET.

30 days later send back the loser.

Or keep life simple and place your order with

Northgate. Odds are it's the one you'll keep anyway.

Phone Northgate for full details and pricing

8005481993
Canadian Toll Free Order Hotline: 800-338-8383

FINANCING: Use the Northgate "Big N" revolving credit card Instead of

tyirtg up Visa or MC credit Millions In financing available, easy to qualify.

OR...Lease Northgate with up to hve-year terms. Ideal when cash Row is

important. Phone for details.

Read the Specs. Check the Leader.

Total the winning checks and make your decision.

Standard
Features DELL NORTHGATE
Processor 12. S MHz 80286 12 MHz 80286

Memory 8I2K Orte Megabyte

Video Interface 16 Bit Buih-ln

(Factory Fixable) Only
16 Bit Add-on
(On-Site Rxablei

Display 12' VGA Morto 31 DP 12" VGA Mono 31 DP

Floppy Drive One- 1.2 or 144 Orte- 1.2 or 1.44

Std. Hard Drive

Capacity

20 Mbyte 32 Mbyte Ra

Hard Drive Type IDE Built-In Can use - RLL. MFM.
IDE. ESDI

lyo Capabliities 2 Ser.. 1 PP 2 Ser . 1 PP

Keyboard "Mushy Tbuch" 101 Famous OmnlKey/i02

Software Dtagitostic. On-Une Help. MS-DOS

Space Saver Case 15"W, IS 'L. 4 H I4.5 "W. I6.5 L S.5 "H

Moneyback
Period

30 Days 30 Days

\Mrranty 1 Yr. Parts G Labor 1 Parts 6 Labor

Phone lech
Swoft

Unlimited. Tbil Free Unlimited Toll Free

Hours Open -

Sales

Standard Daytime. Eve 24 Hrs. All Day Every
Day - Effective 9/1/89

Hours Open •

Tech
Standard Daytime 24 Hrs. All Day Every

Day -Effective 9/1/89

Total $1,699 $1,699

SCORE DELL NORTHGATE

NorthfBte. }I2 MtcrotttUon. and OMNIKEY/102 are retfstered ti»demarVs of Northgate
Computer Systems, Inc. € 1959

Dell Syctem Isa rcgMered trademark of Dell Computer Corporation I9B9 Pricesandspe-
dMcattora are supfeci to chanpe wWioul rmOce Northgate reserves the right to substitute com-
ponents of equal or greater quatRy or performartce. All items subfecl to avallabUtty

BUYERS BEWARE' Nonhgate charges credit card sales only when system is in the shipping pro-
cess others useyoui money by charging cards at time of saleWe recommend you be aware of this

when considetina your vendor

And the winner is...

Call NOW!
PS Ask atxMit OmnHieyfPLUS the new Northgate Keyboard designed the way you want'



K^ese expert

opimons arenot
enough... Infoworid:

“Northgateb 25MHz 386

Tops the Field”

Now you get the

industry’s top performance

386 systems at new
industry low prices.

OR...

PC Magazine Editork Choice
BOTH20and25MHz
models.

B-U-L-l-E-T-I-N

Northgate now shipping

Elegance 33MHz lull

system priced at..

$459900

Desktop or Upright case. .

.

Northgate will custom build tour

386 Elegance to jour requirements.

Special Note: When you call> ask

about the all-new OmniKey PLUS
keyboard. Itk typing perfection.

BUYERS BEWARE/lionh^xe charges credit card sales

only when system is in the snippiiu process. Others use ytxir

irnney by chaipng cards at dme (H sale. ITr recommtm/jou Ae

ataxn oftkuw&i ctmaJcrvigyMr nmdor.

NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.
13895 Industrial Park Btvd.. Suite 110

Rymouth, Minnesota 55441

800-548-1993

Nonh^u^OmniKey/PLUS, OMNIKEY/ 102 aiMi the Nonhote ‘K* logo are r^tered trademarks oTNorthgateCompum System Inc IBM is a re^stered tradenurk ofInternational Business Machines
Cotponrion. MS-DOS is a RgisRred tndcmaik of Micnison Corporation. Aifother trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Copyrighl 1989. Northgate Computer Systems, Inc.



NCS3cS0/'2() NCS 386/25

r.DITOR’S
CH01C1-:

EDITORS
CHOICE

Conpldc
SjrumPrkiiiF
U'ldc choice of hard

dhw options; NGA
to 1024 x 768; SCSI
controller and devices;

lane lhdaipet;AV)dctns

NorthateOS/2
Now Pliable
with Systems Only.

Unix compatibility

isguamnieed.

Both systems come with a 64K read/write-oack cacne as standard and can
be expanded to 256K of static RAM to provide the greatest capacity cache in

history. The result is systems capable ofmaximizing hit rate and yielding the

nearest possible performance to true ‘^ero waitr

Standard Elej^ce Systems come with One Mbyte ofRAM; 65 Mbyte
RLL 28Ms Hard Drive; Mono Monitor with Hercules Compatible card;

Desktop Case; Proprietary Northmte Motherboard with eight expansion slots

and 16 Mbytes ofRAM capacity, MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.01; our exclusive on-line

Hypertext Help program; and new the spectacular OrnniKey/PLUS teyboard

thatk getting rave reviews everywhere.



r
When you want to know

all about a computer

system ... Ask

Jerry Poumelle.*
Put a machine in Pournelle’s workshop. He'll

soon tell you everything you want to know about

it with no punches pulled.

Recently, Dr. Poumelle looked at Northgate’s

80386 Pipeline Page Mode system and reported

in BYTE July, 1989 (excerpted);

*Jcrf> Poumelle hoUls a doctorate tn psychology and is a science

fiction writer who also cams a comfortable living writing

about computers present and future.

COMPI.KTK SYSTKM: 20MHi Proccttor;

65MR Hard Drive; 800,000 KBS Data Tramrer;
IMB RAM (Expandable to 16MB); 1.2 and 1.44

high density (loppy drives; 14* Monitor; Here.

Compal. Card; MS-DOS 4.01; Full Size

Desktop Ca.xe with 5 drive bays; OmniKey
Keyboard; 1-Year parts/labor warranty;

Reptaremenl parts express overnight at our
expense or At-Your-Omce next day on.site

service, one year at no extra cost. THK BF.ST
TECH PHONE SUPPORT IN THE
COMPUTER BUSINESS. Toll free, unlimited.

NOTE: PfprUnr Pif* Motlr lyslcin arrliHrctiirr b
preferred la aiany tppIktilkwM to cache design. It b faster

than all but the largM cache systems In certain

appUcatlom requiring substantial memory calb.



the case is sturdy, and the motherboard

construction is clean and neat. The boards are

thick; I’ve seen some clones with boards so thin

they wave in the breeze.”

”... 1 like this machine a lot.”

"... The workmanship is superior.”

"... there sure wasn't any installation required

for this sy.stem. I just turned it on. and it came up

in MS-DOS 4.01.”

|a .software program) ... “which is all graphics is

almost twice as fast on the Northgate 80386 as

on my other machines. So is Windows ...”

"... I rate the Northgate 80386 as better than

good enough on CPU and disk speed and wow!

on video speed.”

Nonlww. OmKo'n.US. OMNtKtY lO: lod the Nonlifae N' k«D irt ttfimni
ttidriiwkn of Norttnaag CiwuiM lgf Sy ilwiifc. lac ^ft irtfirr Yulrtrart i gr ttr

«< dKK retfo-tiveown

"... I have reports from other people who have

Northgate computers, and they're happy.”

"... All in all, the Northgate 80386 looks like

one of the best deals in town.”

Sudden Service: We Ship All Orders for

386/20 Systems within 4 days!**

800-548-1993
NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.
13705 First Avenue North. Plymouth Minnesota 55441

Canadian Toll Free Order Hotline: 800-338-8383

Msr

FINANCING Use the North^te Big N revolving credit card Instead of

tying up Visa or MC credit Millions in financing available, easy to qualify

OR ..Lease Northgate with up to five-year terms Ideal when cash flow is

important Phone for details



F KEYS ON THE LEFT...

12 easy to reach, programmable
F Keys where they belong and
where your fingers expect to find

them instinctively.

CONVENIENCE CLUSTER ...

Large Backspace Key. hard to

miss: L shaped Enter Key: Back-

slash next to Shift; Urtshifted

Asterisk Key^a wonderful additk

LOOK! Just a few ne

NEW...

Northgate

OmniKey PLUS"
The keyboard you ad<ed us to deagn!

Thousands of you asked us to make a keyboard

designed the way you want, not what IBM and all their

keyboard clones force on you.

Now . . . discover OmniKey PLUS!

As are all our keyboards. Northgate's engineers designed

this gem from the ground up. It's not a PacRim economy
job anyone can buy. IT'S EXCLUSIVELY NORTHGATE.

One look, one touch tells you this is the best in keyboard

design, in quality, in all its many features so you can type

faster, confident all the keys are where you want them.

Alps Click/lcictile“ Key Switches

Dip Switch* compatible with
nearly any IBM PC
type system—PS/2.
Zenith. Compaq.
Dell, Thndy, AT&T

OmniKey PLUS" weighs 5,5 lbs..

made to stay put on
your desk

Wt Cable plugs Into“ back of keyboard

Low Profile Elegant“ Styling!

Nowl TXvo separate keypads. Cursor arrows in logical,

comfortable array—gone is t/re ill<onceived "inverted T"

And the backslash key is placed "just right" See detail

panels

Will you prefer OmniKey PLUS enough to discard your

current keyboard? Teike ten days to make up your mind.

If not return for full product cost refund.

Quantities may be limited so call or send your order today.

Introductory Limited Time Price

For Dealer and Distributor Program Pricing. Phone Keyboard
Dept, at 612-553-0734.



CURSOR/SCREEN KEYPAD ...

With arrows in familiar diamond

pattern. No need to hit Num
Lock or hold down Shift Key.

And we nuked' the inverted T

NUMERIC KEYPAD ...

With all the math operands In

place around the numbers. Large

INS. DEL and ENTER Keys. Has

lighted indicators above pad

features of OmniKeyPLUS.

Compatible with

virtually every

IBM type

computer in

the world!

Ten-day trial

return for

unquestioned

full refund

Three-year

unconditional

warranty,

any cause,

we will repair

or replace.

New OmniKey/102 Model
Also Available . . . $99.00

For those who prefer Northgate's

OmntKey/102. an up-dated version

now joins our line. Same trial offer.

same 3-year warranty.

Northgate Computer Systems. Inc.

13705 First Avenue North. Plymouth Minnesota 55441

Name

Company

Ship to laddresst

City Slate Zip

Phorwt

Computer Brand 6 Type

Oty. Item Shippinc IbUt

OfwiKeyrPLUS* $11900

OmniKey 102 S 99 00

Cn 101 $ 99 00

‘You wMch CiUe YOU roodfu-ror addKMnal cabin odd 00 ri

CompallbIHty Note*: Please read before placing your order

OmniKey PLUSbmadecompatlblethrou^acombicwUonotdp
swttcbscRlnc*ar>dtheproperconnectinccable WemuYlkrvow

ihe computer make and model you wiN be using wiib

OmniKey PLUS OiherwHw we cannot guarantee compalibllKy

5w SSdSlAfom

SHIPPING: Allow 5 days for

order processing before ship-

ment. Thereafter, shipments

can be;

Yes. Ship my OmniKey orderlsl.

I understand I may use it for

10 days and If I wish, may return

it for full product cost refund.

I agree to pay for freight

both ways.

Northgate will accept COD
and purchase orders from

credit-worthy buyers for quan-

tities totalling S500 00 or

greater. Dealer and distributors;

for quantity prices phone our

corporate headquarters

612-553-0734.

FAX orders to 612-553-1695.

Phone Toll Free

800^26-2446
HOURS: Mon.-FrI 7am-8pm. Sat. 8am-4pm Central

ii NORTHGATE
fi COMPUTER
gg SYSTEMS

Northgate Computer Systems. Inc.

13705 First Avwnus North

Pfymoulh. Minnssotg 55441

CopyngM No>in9M* Compuctr Sytlam* >ne iM9
Biqhtt nwufybd

NomtgM. OUNIKEV'KS. OmnMuy PLUS.M »• Nonttgtl* N Uge
•r* iraMrwM o* NorthgW CompuMr SyoMpm*. Inc AU Olhar product

and brand namaa ara badamanc* and lagmamd imdamania of (bau

raspacina Cdmpaniaa

UPS Ground add $7 00 ea

allow 2-3 weeks for delivery

Overnight Air add $25.00 ea

Second Day Air add SI 2.00 ea

Prepaid amount enclosed $

Please charge to my " Visa MasterCard

Card No Expires _

Signature of Cardholder

ilMy •gnatur* authonin a charge to my account lot (he above metchandae onot

to thmung to Inmate proenMng ol my order I PCM I I I 48<>



Now Northgate gives you

Credit and
No Payments Until 1990**

(Payments begin 90 days from the date your Northgate Computer System is delivered to you.)

YOUR OTHER
CREDIT CARDS?

BIG N REQUEST FOR cwarr
A marriet) person may apply for mpividual credit. I am applying (or (please dieck appropriate box):

n JOMT CMDIT with another person Complete entire application

MOmOUAL DIEOIT but rely on income or assets ol another person as a basis lor repaying the credit

requested Complete entire application

MOnnOIML CRCOfT. Complete sections “a" and “b" only

Wu must wsdose youi nunm status

maixM

unmarried

egaBy stoaraM

Please complete aM aopropriate sections. prouidKia at least two year's resxlence and omotovmoni historv. This w« enable vour application to be

processed as Qwckiy as possible. M you are seit empioved. please be sure to complete section “0" on back

t. Your Personal Information IWwwtM UM a CrMI 1 1

Ww HMW: Fust «MWI Last •MfllMfe;

_

“•“‘I"*
PWM Maw SitBei Aei f City Stale Zv NMwnaa

-J. . -im tl iiMiKi: Wcnlh Ww
amrnjPw/mm : i

evy IM (Mar

Ww eaff^wr t» ten enwioyM. sw w pmi
|

From %
UMatrUMwe:

iapl^iri mm: Suect

M _ JT
ciiv Slaw

Cress S iwt t

-HU-
B ol Hmim Mom hoi liv«« «

Use the Northgate. "Big N
"

credit card, and avoid the

"payment crunch."

Simply fill out the " Big N"'

application, and send it in. Prompt
approval assured!

Once you're approved, simply call

our TOLL FREE number and one
of our expert system consultants

can help you d^gn the Northgate
System which will best suit your
needs, and it will be shipped to

you right away.

Best of all. there will be no
payments due on your North^te
System for a full 90 days starting

from the day you take delivery!

Northgate also offers flexible long

term leasing plans too. You can

choose the plan that will best

fit your needs, with terms up to

5 years.

Phone Northgate Now!...

80(V54M993
HOURS: Monday - Friday 7 a.m. • 8 pm. CST
NEW EXTENDED SAT HOURS: 8 a.m. * 4 p.m. CST

Cartac&n Ibl) Fre« Order Hodine: 600-338-8383

b. Credit Information InciwW lOrt MBiicWs nlBtnwiion, if —n Kcount riqmsUd

iMfe McmM:
Butt Nkw AdWess S 6iuieu

Snam

Iwk tettmt
oedriei

smm

mkltmrnmm:
knmew acMM

tMtCaeaeWnm

Is

MwCnMaiMM *ec0uM Me

d. Setf-Emoloved Information ComcHM 11sIt11
Bvsmss Nenw

PrapitlwtAp Corpoteiien PwinersMp

ButMtt Morw BuMWtt IMelwne

1 1

0w«li«n D< Buwwtt wu Pmm m Busmest

Snee

Ww ewtuei
ncome tam Busneu

Susnns'
eimuai uK«m« igrostl ("«»

He M«t pmtt el iMtt IM el St Mewm:
eiMWU N«T)e

> BV*
1 WWphont

1

RertoAU Bantai’s Nwne

2. N»ne
1

1 I1|11S1 PC-11U

Complete this application and mail to Northgate today!

NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.
13895 Industrial Park Boulevard, Suite 110, Plymouth, Minnesota 55441

*Mn(eiest will accrue during deferred period ‘Based on purchase price of $1299.00 on the "Bit N"
I $%permonih. iS't.APR revolvif>g char(e Prices sub|ea to chance without nodcea

Offer not valid for APO or FPO ostocners.



by
Pete Maclean Utilities

ISTCLASS and
COURIERS Make
Binary Transfers Easy

You can develop a Polaroid snapshot in

seconds, digitize it with the hand scanner

attached to your laptop PC, and autograph

it “Greetings from Waikiki” with any

paint program. But can you send it to the

office over MCI Mail*”?

Anyone with a modem can get on MCI;
it’s the nearest thing there is to a universal

e-mail service. The problem is getting it to

deliver anything but pure ASCII text files.

MCI’s 7-bit barrier strips the high (8th) bit

ofevery byte, with disastrous results ifyou

try to send a binary-file spreadsheet,

graphics or .COM file, or other binary file.

MCI does let you transmit binary files

as attachments to ASCII messages, how-

ever. But to date, only one special inter-

face program—Lotus Express (Desktop

Express for the Mac)—lets you recover

these binary attachments intact. In this is-

sue we present an alternative to Express:

ISTCLASS, the PC Magazine electronic

MCI mail agent, and its companion COM
port driver, COURIERS.

The essential difference between Lotus

Express and a normal communications

program is that Express employs a special

protocol, called Mail Link®, to communi-

cate with MCI. Mail Link automates the

uploading and downloading ofdata, which

relieves you of the need to learn and use

MCI commands. Additionally, and more

importantly, by utilizing Mail Link, Ex-

press can convert arbitrary data—in-

cluding binary code—to and from a stand-

ard ASCII format. This is what allows you

to use MCI to ship your binary files.

Lotus Express is very big and powerful,

and it’s memory resident. It can run in the

background and automatically dial MCI at

regular intervals to upload and download

mail while you’re busy with other applica-

tions (assuming they’ll fit in memory).

Express has an editor of its own for com-

posing e-mail and a reader for viewing in-

coming messages. And it sets up an exten-

sively stractured subdirectory system.

ISTCLASS takes a less automated,

stick-shift approach. You run it only when

you want to send mail or binary files or

If you’re looking for an
alternative to Lotus
Express to send .COM,
.EXE, spreadsheet, and
other binary files over MCI
Mail, here’s the answer.

check your Inbox. You must use your own
text editor or word processor to create or

read messages, and you must set up and

manage a subdirectory structure.

ISTCLASS does automate the MCI con-

nection procedure, however, and it does

translate binary data into ASCII format so

you can send any PC file as an attachment

to a message. Moreover, ISTCLASS is

compatible with Express, so users ofeither

program can exchange files with users of

the other.

GETTING ISTCLASS
ISTCLASS and COURIERS (you’U need

both) can be downloaded in executable

form from PC MagNet, as described in the

sidebar “ISTCLASS by Modem” Alter-

natively, you can download the source

code and assemble it with a Microsoft or

IBM macro assembler (Version 2 or later).

The BASIC files are also available via PC
MagNet; if tun in BASIC, these will pro-

duce the same .COM files. If you don’t

have a modem, you can get both the as-

sembly and BASIC listings by fax or mail

by sending a request with your name and

address to Utilities, PC Magazine, One
Park Avenue, New York, NY 1(X)16; At-

tention; Carolyn Falconer. (No phone calls

please.)

COURIERS is a memory-resident pro-

gram that must be loaded before

ISTCLASS can mn. It provides a high-

speed (2 to 1 15,200 bits per second) inter-

rupt-driven driver for COM! to COM4.
COURIERS provides ISTCLASS with a

set of function calls that replace the ineffi-

cient routines available through the BIOS.

I decided to make COURIERS a separate

program from ISTCLASS so that its ser-

vices could be made available to other ap-

plications. Adventurous readers can ex-

periment with COURIERS in their own
programs. Since COURIERS takes up
only about 1 .5K of RAM, I didn’t bother

providing it with an uninstall option, al-

though such an option could, of course,

easily be incorporated.

The command syntax for fXIURIERS
and ISTCLASS is simply

COURIERS

ISTCLASS

That’s it. No parameters or optional

switches are needed. You could put both

commands in a two-line batch file, or you

could load COURIERS first (it won’t load

itself more than once) by including it in a

line in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file. Of
course, if you’ve ever used MCI before,

you know there’s got to be a little more to it

than that.

Like all good communications pro-

grams, ISTCLASS is driven by a script.

Every time ISTCLASS executes, it looks

for a script file named ISTCLASS,CSF
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(communication script file). This set of in-

structions, which you must customize for

yourself, tells ISTCLASS which COM
port to use, what line speed to use, the tele-

phone number to dial
,
your name and pass-

word, and so on. You can use the template

in Figure I as a model for your own
ISTCLASS.CSF. An explanation of the

various commands you use to create and

edit ISTCLASS.CSF is contained in the

sidebar "Understanding ISTCLASS’s
Script Language.” This sidebar also de-

scribes, step by step, how to prepare and

address a message and how to specify files

to be sent as attachments.

Each time you invoke ISTCLASS it at-

tempts to call MCI Mail. (You should note

that there are no built-in security precau-

tions.) If the call is completed and the log-

in accepted, ISTCLASS first uploads any

outgoing messages you've prepared. You
can use any word processor or editor that

produces simple ASCII output to ptepare

your outgoing messages. After you have

prepared a message, save it under a file-

name with an .OUT extension.

When ISTCLASS completes a connec-

tion to MCI, it scans the current directory

for *.OUT files and uploads them to your

Outbox. Once MCI confirms that it has ac-

cepted a message, ISTCLASS renames

the original file with an .MLD (mailed) ex-

tension. In the process, it wipes out any

previous file of the same name, so be care-

ful if you want to keep copies of messages

you send.

ISTCLASS then downloads any mes-

sages waiting in your Inbox . It writes these

to a file called MAIL.IN, again in the cur-

rent directory. Should MAIL.IN exist al-

ready, any new text messages are ap-

pended to it. After mnning ISTCLASS,
therefore, you will need to use a word pro-

cessor or browse utility to read the mail,

copy any messages you wish to save to

other files, and then delete MAIL.IN.
1STCLASS creates a unique file for ev-

ery attachment it downloads. A pointer to

each attachment file is inserted into the

message that carries it. When you send a

file as an attachment, however, the file-

name is not automatically included in the

message. If this is important, you must in-

dicate in your message text how the recipi-

ent should rename the attached file.

While running, ISTCLASS provides

an ongoing screen commentary. It echoes

some of its dialogue with your modem and

then certain lines from its session with

MCI . For each message it transfers, it pulls

out and displays the most important items

(the subject, for example) from the mes-

sage header.

ISTCLASS also displays any error

messages sent from MCI. If you receive a

diagnostic message whose meaning is not

immediately clear, and ifyou are not using

an error-cotrecting modem, you should as-

sume that the cause was a transmission er-

ror. You should then try your session again

and see if the transmission goes more
smoothly.

If you ever need to see exactly what has

transpired between ISTCLASS and MCI,
you can inspect the file ISTCLASS.LOG.
ISTCLASS writes a full transcript of each

session to this filename. This means, of

course, that if you want to save a tran-

script, you must rename it or copy it to an-

other file before you run ISTCLASS
again.

After downloading, ISTCLASS ends

the session, disconnects, and exits. If any-

thing goes wrong, you can abort a session

at any time by pressing the Esc key; all oth-

er keystrokes, including Ctrl-C, are ig-

nored.

UMITATIONS
With ISTCLASS’s assistance, MCI Mail

is a wonderfully convenient medium for

relaying all kinds of files to distant col-

leagues. Its usefulness even increases

when data has to be sent to several people

at a time. Note that although the binary-to-

ASCn conversion technique used by both

Express and ISTCLASS is not notably ef-

ficient, subscribers are charged according

to the number of characters sent

.

ISTCLASS has one limitation that is

not shared by Lotus Express, however. Ex-

press incorporates an error-correcting pro-

tocol called X.PC. X.PC, aTYMNET in-

vention, is in the same protocol class as

MNP (Microcom Networking Protocol),

which is conunonly implemented in error-

correcting modems. In order to keep its

size within reasonable bounds for this

column, ISTCLASS omits X.PC. This

limitation will restrict ISTCLASS’s use to

those who possess suitable error-correct-

ing modems (MCI supports MNP on one

of its toll-free lines) arid to those who, like

myself, are blessed with phone lines that

are rarely sullied by transmission errors.

Figure 1 ; You can use this script as a model to customize your own 1 STCLASS.CSF script file. The

modem commands shown use the Hayes Starxiard AT Command Set. If your modem uses a different

command language, you must make the necessaiy modifications.
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Fortunately, there is no danger in at-

tempting to use ISTCLASS on a noisy

line. Checksums are employed to detect

any damage that occurs while data is in

transit. Since this version of ISTCLASS
does not make use of the X.PC protocol,

however, when an error is detected the ses-

sion is simply aborted. This leaves the sta-

tus of any incompletely handled messages

unchanged. Thus, if an error kicks you out

prematurely, all you need do is run

ISTCLASS again to retry any pending

transactions.

HOW COURIERS WORKS
COURIERS was designed to supplant the

inefficient and inadequate serial-port ser-

vices built into IBM's BIOS. In an ideal

world, many of the functions COURIERS
adds would have been included in the orig-

inal BIOS. COURIERS runs as a small (a

little more than 1 K) memory-resident pro-

gram that can handle all four COM ports

(COMl through COM4) commonly in-

stalled on PCs; it can even operate two

ports simultaneously. COURIERS drives

COM ports using interrupts, and since in

the standard configuration COMl shares

an interrupt line with COM3, it cannot op-

erate these two together. The same is true

for COM2 and COM4. These are hard-

ware limitations to which any program is

subject. The COURIERS program can

configure a port to operate at any speed the

hardware can handle—namely, from 2 bps

up to 1 15,200 bps.

A program invokes COURIERS’s ser-

vices by means of interrupt 14h, which is

reserved for BIOS serial services. The
BIOS uses only function codes 0 through

3; COURIERS hooks the interrupt and

takes over function codes from 80h up. If a

program makes a request to the BIOS,

COURIERS passes it through unchanged.

[Note: Since a more detailed description of

the functions offered by COURIERS can

befound in this issue’s Languages column

as well as in the extended DOS-page file

available on PC MagNet, only an over-

view will be presented here.—Ed.]

COURIERS handles input by reading

characters into a circular buffer established

in an area of memory provided by the call-

ing program. It also unloads characters

from that buffer on demand. Output can be

performed either on a character-at-a-time

or on a multicharacter basis. All input and

output operations, except single-character

output, are performed using interrupts, so

the calling program can continue with oth-

er processing while data transfer is in prog-

ress.

Although COURIERS has hooks for

other functions, I have completed few be-

yond those that proved necessary for

ISTCLASS. At the top of the source list-

ing you will see the definition of a structure

used to hold all the information pertaining

to a port. This COM_PORT structure

holds both the constant parameters, such

COURIERS runs as

a small (a little more

than 1 K) memory-

resident program that

can handle all

four COM ports

commonly installed

on PCs; it can even

operate on two ports

simultaneously.

as the I/O address and the interrupt vector

number, and the variables used while a

port is in operation. One instance of this

structure is then declared for each port,

COMl through COM4. Next comes a

switch, with a table of addresses for the

various functions that COURIERS per-

forms.

The coding in COURIERS is straight-

forward except for the usual strange things

required to keep the serial I/O chip happy

and a few oddities in the interrupt routines

to make them fast. The heart of a PC serial

port is a type 8250 (or equivalent) integrat-

ed circuit. The software manages this chip

by reading and writing a set of registers in

it; the offsets of these registers in the I/O-

address space are defined near the start of

the listing—be glad you don't have to dis-

cover all the little eccentricities of the 8250

for yourself!

The code proper starts with the interrupt

routines. There is one entry point for each

COM port with code that grabs the address

of the corresponding port table and then

Jumps to a common interrupt handler. The
next step is to determine which of four pos-

sible events caused the interrupt: the re-

ceipt of a character; the emptying of the

transmission buffer (implying the port's

readiness to accept another character for

transmission); a change in state on one of

the modem control lines (DCE ready, car-

rier detect); or the detection of a condition

such as a parity error. The COURIERS
program ignores interrupts of the third and

fourth types.

Once the interrupt has been handled, an

acknowledgement must be given both to

the port itselfand to the PC's interrupt con-

troller. The former step involves momen-
tarily clearing a hit in the OUT2 register of

the 8250. Here, and in many other places

like it in the source listing, you will see an

instruction of the form JMP $-h 2. This

anomalous bit of code is deliberately in-

setted to do nothing more than waste some
time between two I/O operations to the

COM port. On a PC with a fast processor,

if two such operations are done in quick

succession, the 8250 may not handle the

first one fast enough to be ready for the

second. Such forced delays are not uncom-

mon in serial I/O drivers.

The routines for handling the receive

and transmit inteirupts would be almost

trivial were it not for the requirement that

they cope with flow control. MCI Mail,

like many other systems, uses Ctrl-S and

Ctrl-(J (iso known as XOFF and XON)
for this purpose. Flow control operates bi-

directionally; when one partner is receiv-

ing data, it can regulate the flow from the

other by sending a C!trl-S to squelch trans-

mission temporarily . A Ctrl-Q will then re-

start it.

The receive interrupt routine, RX_1NT,
unloads the character from the port along

with a byte's worth of status information

about it. This makes a word of data, which

is stuffed into a circular buffer set up for

the port. Should the buffer overflow, the

highest status bit (which has no other

meaning) is turned on to record this condi-

tion. The buffer pointer stored in the

COM_PORT table is then updated.

When the port is configured for input

flow control , a check ofhow full the buffer

is is made for every eighth character re-

ceived. When the buffer becomes more

than three-quarters full, a Ctrl-S message

is sent, suspending the data. The function

that unloads data from the input buffer,

F_READ, takes care of the other halfof in-
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put flow control, sending a Ctrl-Q message

after the fill point falls below the 50 per-

cent mark.

The transmit interrupt handler,

TX_1NT, checks the port's output pointer

to see if any data is being sent. If output is

in progress, then the next byte is extracted

from the buffer, the pointer incremented,

and the byte presented to the port. If the

byte sent is the last, then the pointer is ze-

roed.

The INTERCEPT 14 function catches

calls to the BlOS-serial-services interrupt.

If the function ctxle in AH is le.s.s than 80h,

a jump is made to the BIOS; otherwise the

entire set of processor registers (except AX
and BPI is saved and PROCESS is called

to handle a COURIERS function.

There is one other procedure in the

COURIERS program that deserves some

discussion. GET_DIVISOR converts a

line speed in bits per second (for example,

2,400) into the corresponding cliKk divi-

UNDERSTANDING ISTCLASS’S SCRIPT LANGUAGE

byPatoMadean

In preparing ISTCLASS.CSF, a model

for which is shown in Figure I , you

must use the correct command syntax.

1STCLASS does no syntax checking of

its script commands, and mistakes can

result in strange behavior.

The generalized command form is

C [AtMi] (("str”] (ccMnenC]

The C variable is a single capital letter

that stands for the command itself. The

command letter must occupy the first

character position in a single line of up

to 80 characters. All the permissible

values forC are listed in Figure A.

Also shown in Ftgure A: Some com-
mands require a numeric argument,

mim, which is expressed in decimal in-

tegers from 0 to 255. Other commands
take a string argument, "sir”, which

must be enclosed in quotation marks.

Control characters included in a “str”

are designated with a preceding caret

(•). For example, " -It" means Carriage

Return, and " -J" stands for Line Feed.

Any actual control characters embed-

ded in a string by using theCm key are

discarded.

Some commands take aiguments of

both kinds, some take just one, and oth-

ers take none at all; Hgure A lists their

requirements. Any number of blank

spaces may separate the various com-

mand-line components, and the last ar-

gument required by a command may be

followed by a ftee-form comment up to

the 80-chaiacter line-length limit.

PREPARING OUTGOING MESSAGES
Outgoing messages should be com-
posed, one per file, in pure ASCII.

Each message must have an envelope

and a message text; it may also have

one or more attachments; and each

message file must use an .OUT exten-

sion. Here is a briefexample;

TOt Enna Peel

TO* John steed

CCt Nancy Parks

Subject: Production Meeting

The message text starts here...

The envelope is a fixed-format set of

lines that appears at the beginning of a

message and identifies the addressees

and the subject. It's a good idea to make

a template envelope for each frequent

correspondent or group. Then each

time you send a message to that party,

you’ll only have to insert the envelope

at the start of the message and edit its

subject field.

The basic elements of an envelope

are TO; lines, CC; lines, and SUB-
JECT; lines. An envelope must start

withaTO: line. You may follow it with

as many more TO: lines as you wish,

and then with any number (if any) of

CC: lines. There must be exactly one

TO: or CC; line per addressee.

The colon shown after each
keyword in the envelope is essential.

On the other hand, MCI doesn’t care

whether you enter its keywords in up-

percase, lowercase, or mixed cases.

You may also include any blank spaces

you wish between the colon and the

next word, but no line in any part of a

message should have more than 80
characters.

The envelope is normally completed

by a single SUBJECT; line, though this

may be omitted. The envelope must be

separated from the message text by a

blank line.

You should not put a FROM; line in

an envelope. MCI Mail does that for

you. It also inserts a line that documents

the time and date that the message was

mailed (which may be useful later).

If the addres-see’s name is unique

among MCI Mail subscribers, then (as-

suming you spell it precisely) it is suffi-

cient identification for the TO: or CC:
lines. Ifyou know the party’s MCI Mail

ID, however, it is wise to include that

number. Moreover, if the name is not

unique, some other item of information

must be included to identify the ad-

dressee, and the ID number is the sur-

est. Just follow the name with a slash

and then the number, as in

TO: Emma Peel/123-4567

When sending to a fax machine,

your envelope should list the name of

the recipient on the TO: or CC: line and

then add lines such as;

TO: EmmA Peel

£M5: FAX

MBXt Phone: 415-S55-SSSS

For telex machines the procedure is

very similar. The name of the intended

recipient goes on the TO: or CC: line,

followed by the full telex number and

answerback:

TO: John Steed

TLX: 123456789 BROLLY

Finally, to send your message to a

CompuServe subscriber, put his name
on the TO; or CC: line, and then com-
plete the address:

TO: Miles Pickens

EMS: COMPUSERVE

MBXt 22222,222

The MBX: line carries the CompuServe
ID of the addressee.

Messages may be directed to ad-
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sor the 8250 uses to time the transmitted

and received bits. The formula for calcu-

lating this divisor is

divisor - 115,200/line_8peed

There's a trick in this procedure to make it

handle two different speed ranges sepa-

rately. The top speed aCOM port can h^-
dle ( 1 15,200 bps) is the only speed which,

expressed as a count of bits per second,

does not fit into a 16-bit word. In order to

express all speeds as word quantities,

therefore, I use the convention that zero

actually means 115,200. The next-fastest

speed that a COM port can handle is

57,600 bps.

Although COURIERS includes a check

to prevent its being loaded more than once,

it has no provision for unloading itself

from memory. Given its small size and the

low probability that it could conflict with

any other software, this hardly seems a

limitation.

I

diessees in any combination of th^
I categories. For more information on I

creating addresses (except for faxes) i

i seeThe CompleteMCI MailHandbook '

l4^ by Stqihen Manes.
'

’

,

ATTACHMENTS
Attachments are PC files that are to be

sent along with a message. They are

permitted, indeed they make sense,

only for messages that are directed to

othtf MCI Mail subscribers. Attach-

ments are specified by special com-

mands reco^uzed by ISTCLASS that

are placed at the end of the message.

The format is ^ Sj;

DMedptlon '

Spedlies COM port (1, 2, 3, or 4) tor num and the line

speed tor "sfr". There are no debits tor these

parameters. A P command must appear In every script

before any T or R command is listed. Example:

p 2 "1200"

No num: used as "sfr", writes a comment to the screen.

Example:

C "This is a cosunent "M"J"

Delays (pauses) for num seconds: no "str", no default.

Example:

D 15

ISTCLASS expects any line dial be-

gins with an exclamation point to con-

tain acommand ofthis type. The excla-

mation mark must appear in the first

character position. Ainy number of at-

tachments may be adtM, one per line.
|j

Any lines in a message file following

attachment commands are ignt^. For i

each ! ATTACH the named file is deliv-
,

ered along with the description.-^ -A- ff?;

Here’s an example of a message i

with two attachments: l

No num, transmits a string ("sir"). See B lor example.

Waits num seconds (timeout) for a specified "sfr" to be
received. The default num value of 0 tells 1 STCLASS
to wait forever. The user can abort the script by
pressing Esc. See B for example.

No num, no "sir". The B command resets the bit-per-

second rate of a multispeed modem. The following

sequence, for example, would dial up, wait 40 seconds,

then change your modem speed on the basis of the

"CONNECT' message:

T ”ATDT123-4567"M
R 40 "CONNECT"

TO I John sta«<S/2a3-S437
’

Subjects New version of isrctas^.-^

H«r« tha source and axacutabla

of the latest version of ISTCLASS

e

No num, no "sfr", enters Mail Link processing In

“master" mode. Any script Hie for calling MCI must
contain an M comniand; It marks the point at which

ISTCLASS should switch into a MaH Link session.

Once that session terminates, execution of the script file

continues.
'f

i;- 1.

-.li'

When ISTCLASS receives a mes-

^ sage with attachments, it writes each to

a separate file in the current directory

Figure A: When the ISTCLASS program executes, it looks for the script filetSTCLASS.CSF, a call^ ATTACHED.jxc, where xxx is

modelofwhichisshowninFiguiel.tofindoutwhichCOMpoitto use. the required line speed, the replaced by a unique extension. A no-

telephone number to dial, and so forth. You can customize this script file by using these commands. tice is appended to the incoming mes-

Some commands require a numeric argumenL some require a string argument, and some require ^ sage to alert the recipient about the at-

/4a uM anu at aH V.. i'Af ta/vhmant/e\ an/1 filAnama/e\ Mboth. However, some do notrequire any at all.ib tachment(s) and their filenamefs).

HOW TO CREATE AND EDIT A SCRIPT FILE
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Sometimes even the most
advanced technology

starts with a simple idea.

Finding a way to make a printer with

laser quality, but without laser cost,

was no easy task. So when Canon
engineers designed the BJ-130,

they were quite surprised to find

such a simple answer. Bubbles.

Millions of tiny ink bubbles, in fact,

that quickly and quietly print at up to

360 DPI for performance that's almost

unheard of in a non-impact printer.

The BJ-130 Bubble-Jet Printer provides

incredibly precise print quality for every-

thing from text to graphics and lets you

print on just about any plain paper you

choose. Even paper as wide as 16.5inches. Bubble-Jet Printer

thanks to a 136-character/line car-

riage that's the widest in its class.

And when it comes to virtually

maintenance-free performance

the BJ-130 is also in a class by
itself, with built-in automatic clean-

ing and a unique 48-nozzle print

head that lasts for years. Along
with high speed operation that's so

quiet you can keep the unit right by your

desk, convenient cut-sheet feeding

plus complete software compatibility,

the BJ-130 Bubble-Jet Printer is simply

faster, simply quieter, simply clearer.

CXiite simply, it's a better way to print.

For more infamation, call the Bubble-Jet Flot Line 1-800-453-7000

CIRCLE 155 ON READER SERVICE CARD



utilities

1STCLASSBY MODEM

The programs published in PC
Miifjazine are available by modem
from PC MagNet.

To download 1STCLASS.COM.
and COURIERS.COM. log on lo

PC MagNet. Enter GO UTILITIES
or choose PC MAGAZINE UTILI-

TIES from the top menu, then DI-

RECT UTILITY DOWNLOAD
from the next. Enter the lllenamc.

then .select the file from those

presented. Answer! Y) lo DO YOU
WISH TO DOWNLOAD? Press

Enter to see the transfer protocols.

Choose a protiKol and download

the file.

To join PC MagNet. set your

communications softw are for cither

300 or 1 .200 bits per second. 7 data

bits, even parity. I stop bit. and full

duplex. You can use any of more

than 3(K) local access phone num-
bers. including: Boston. (617) 542-

17%: New York. (212) 422-8820;

Chicago. (3 1 2) 693-0330; or San

Francisco. (415) 956-4191, To find

the number nearest your dialing

exchange after you have sub-

scrilvd. or for 2.400-bps service,

connect with PC’ MagNet and type

GO PHONES. For Customer Ser-

vice. call (800) 848-8990; in Ohio

and outside the United Slates, call

(614)457-8650.

When yt>u connect with PC
MagNet. press Ctrl-C. At the

HOST NAME prompt, enter CIS.

At the USER ID prompt, enter

I771XK).5(H)0. Enter PC*MAG-
NET at the I»ASSWORD prompt

and Z10D8919 at the ENTER
AGREEMENT NUMBER prompt.

You don’t have to be a member
of CompuServe lo access PC Mag-
Nct. It costs SI 2.50 an hour for

l.20()/2.4(K)-bps service and S6 for

3(K)-bps. via MasterCard, VISA, or

American Express. These programs

can be copied but arc copyrighted

and arc made available only for

noncommercial use. You may
make copies for otliers as long as no

charge is involved, but making

copies for any commercial purpose

is prohibited.

Photocopy this page. Trim, hole-

punch. and add to your mawtal.

Pete Maclean

ISTCLASS
and COURIERS

November 14, 1989 (Utilities)

Purpose:

Format:

ISTCLASS helps you manage your MCI mail as well as send
and receive A^II and/or binary files. It requires the use of

COURIERS, a 1.5K TSR serial port driver program, and a

customized script file, ISTCLASS.CSF.

COURIERS
ISTCLASS

Remarks: Troubleshooting Tips; If MCI finds faults with a message
ISTCLASS uploads, an explanation will be displayed. Such
diagnostics are not written to ISTCLASS.IN but, if you lose

the display, you can always find it in MAIL.LOG.

The most common problem is misformatted envelopes. For
a message to be delivered, the subscriber must be exactly

identified. If you address a message to a name that's not

unique, the IDs of all subscribers with the name are listed:

At l«ast one problem with envelope

60fi More than 1 MCI Mall user matches recipient Information

MCI ID Name Organisation Location

000-0000 Zoltan Shah Whlzzo Chocolate New York. NY

111-1111 Zoltan Shah Sunshine Desserts Fresno, CA

Select the right one and edit your message to include the ID.

Remember that the name should be separated from the ID
by a slash, as in Zoltan Shah/111-1111. In fact, an ID alone

is a perfectly acceptable address.

If MCI objects to something in the envelope of a message,

you may receive a response such as

At least one problem with envelope

610 Improper information in the envelope

SUBJECT: ISTCLASS

This text is part of the message...

In this case, the blank line needed to terminate the envelope

was missing. Other causes might be a mistyped keyword on
an envelope line or the appearance of lines in an order that

MCI cannot handle.

Some errors cause MCI to stop responding; a message
having two or more addresses on a line is an example of this.

A message may be addressed to any number of people, but

each address must be on a separate TO: or CC: line.

And if you receive either a Checksum error or a Malformed
data message, you can be almost certain that a transmission

error has ruin^ your session. Just try again.
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PROTEa
YOUR COPIES

OF PC

MAGAZINE
Make your collection of PCMagazine

a handsome addition to your office or

home—oncfpratedandarganize your

copies foreasy reference!

PCMagazine Binders and Gises ore

mode of durable, luxury-look leather-

ette over quality binder board. Custom

designed for PCMagazine, every

order receives FREE transfer foil to

mark dates and volume numbers.

FOR laST SERVICE CAU
10U-FREE 1-800-972-5858

MAGAZINE BINDERS

Hold your

issues on

individual

snop-on

rods. $9.95

eoch; 3 for

$27.95; 6 for $52.95.

OPEN
BACK
CASES

Store your cofMes for

individual reference. $795

eoch; 3 for $21.95; 6 for $39.95.

PC MAGAZINE
do Jesse Jones Industries

499 Eost Erie Avenue ' Philadelphia, PA 19134

Pleosesend Binders Coses Quontity

Poytnent enclosed $
* Add$l per cose/

binder for postage & handling. (Outside USA, odd $2.50

per cose/binder ordered, US currency only.)

Charge my:

Anwx Visa MC (Minimum order $15.)

MrJMnJhfa. _
fbawPnMUNow

niy

NoP.OBoiNw<llb«nMM

Zio

* PA tMidenh odd 6% tolei tax.

UtUities

HOW 1STCLASS WORKS
A reader who is experienced with the kind

of software that implements protocols

might expect our ISTCLASS u^ity to be

an elegant table-driven program. Such is

not quite the case: in order to keep it com-

pact I coded it in a slightly messy way.

Many comers—especially in error proces-

sing—were cut to keep it small; however,

experience shows it to be a very reliable

program.

The main procedure, ENTRY, checks

that COURIERS is loaded and that the

script file, ISTCLASS.CSF, is present.

Then it opens the file MAIL.IN to receive

incoming mail. If all this happens without

error, the procedure SCRD^ is called to

process the script, and finally COURIERS
is called to deconfigure theCOM port once

all is done.

SCRIPT is the central procedure. It

reads the script file line by line, inteipiet-

ing each command. It evaluates the nu-

meric argument, if present, strips the quo-

tation marks from the string argument, if

present, and then calls the procedure that

handles the command in question. Ail of

the command processors are called

SCRIPT_XXY, where XXX is the name of

the command.

The only element in the ISTCLASS
program that may be unusual is the use of

in-line arguments for theTTYS procedure

.

The TTYS procedure invokes IX)S service

9 to display a caiuied message terminated

by a dollar sign. A call to this procedure

would appear as

CXLL TTYS

DW STRING

TTYS manipulates the stack pointer to get

its argument, then increments the return

address to point to the byte past DW. In-

line arguments may save a little memory
with a procedure that’s always called with

a literal argument.

A Mail Link session involves two
stages, with the parmers playing alternate

roles. In ISTCLASS's Mail Link emula-

tions, I've denominated these as master

and slave. The master sends Mail Link

commands to the slave, which returns

Mail Link responses. The paitner acting in

the master role is also the one who gets to

send messages. Once a connection with

MCI Mail is completed. ISTCLASS as-

ETiia PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1989

sumes the master role and uploads any

waiting messages. Once all outgoing mes-

sages have been delivered to MCI,
ISTCLASS sends a command to switch

the roles. ISTCLASS then becomes the

slave andMO gets its chance to download

messages.

The master role is managed by the pro-

cedure MASTER and the slave role by the

procedure SLAVE. As you study MAS-
TER, you will see that ISTCLASS makes

several assumptions about MCI Mail do-

ing what it is supposed to do. So far. I've

found that these assumptions have been

quite safe. MASTER calls the OUTGO-
ING procedure to dispatch any pending

messages. OUTGOING searches for all

files with names that match the pattern

*.OUT and for each one calls MAILER to

send it off. The procedure then renames

the file, giving it an .MLD extension.

SLAVE repeatedly waits for a Mail Link

conunand to arrive, verifies its checksum,

then calls the appropriate procedure to pro-

cess it.

TRY rr YOURSELF
I've been using the ISTCLASS and COU-
RIERS utilities for the last year to serve my
own everyday needs in interfacing with

MCI Mail. I typically run ISTCLASS
once at the beginning and once mote at the

end of each business day, and it hasn’t

failed me yet.

At the same time, as a programmer, I

do not regard either of these programs as

finished projects. There ate several direc-

tions in which I would like to expand

them. The first is to add the missing proto-

col, X.PC, to the COURIERS program.

Second, it would be nice to give the

ISTCLASS program the ability to con-

struct its own envelopes, keeping a little

database of a user's frequent correspon-

dents, prompting the user for other neces-

sary details, and automatically converting

the envelopes of received messages into a

form suitable for sending replies.

Although I had already been a user of

MCI Mail for several years, I was amazed

to find how much I still had to learn about

this excellent service. To this end, I can do

no better than to recommend to others

what I found most valuable; Stephen
Manes’s The Complete Md Mail Hand-
book (Bantam Books, 1988).

Pete Maclean, a Scotsman living in San

Francisco, is a consultant who specializes

in software development, training, and

troublestwotingfor computer networks

.



by
Charles Petzold

When Pierre Bezier began his pioneering

work in computer modeling in the 1960s,

he probably didn't realize the extent to

which his work would eventually find its

way into mainstream computer graphics.

An engineer with the French automobile

company Renault, Bezier used a computer

program called UNISURF to develop

methods for defining the curvature of car-

body panels.

At the time, car-body panels were de-

signed on paper, using simple drawing

tools such as french curves. Clay models

would be constructed, and, after that,

stamps and dies for creating the panels. In

the late 1950s, however, the advent of

hardware that could create the dies directly

from mathematical specifications dictated

a new approach to defining shapes.

The Bdzier spline was part of the math-

ematics developed to assist in this process.

Traditionally, a spline was a thin, flexible

piece of wood that could be anchored at

noncolinear points to form a curve. In my
early days, I used a spline constructed

from thin metal and long springs to inter-

polate between points on a graph. Such de-

vices have gone the way of the slide rule,

of course. Splines are now mathematical

formulas processed by a computer.

What has all this to do with us? Well,

unlike many other graphics systems in

common use on personal computers, it

happens that the Graphics Programming

Interface (GPI) component of the OS/2
Presentation Manager has built-in support

for Bdzier splines. Indeed, the inclusion of

Bdzier splines is rightly considered one of

the big selling points of GPI.

Let’s examine these curves and see why
they're so important, restricting ourselves

to two-dimensional Bezier splines—the

kind supported by the GPI. Later in the ar-

ticle I’ll discuss how the Bezier spline is

derived, using both a geometrical and

mathematical analysis.

USING B^ERSPUNES
A Bdzier spline in two dimensions is a

curved line defined by four points: two end

Environments

Understanding and
Using Bezier Splines in

OS/2 Graphics

As the need for better

text display enlarges the

role of vector-based
rather than bitmapped
fonts, the need for

GPI support for Bezier

splines becomes
increasingly important.

C1

El E2

Figure 1 : Although the control points (C1 and

C2) affect the curvature of a spline, usually a

curve doesn't pass through these points—only

through the endpoints (E1 and E2).

points and two control points. In this arti-

cle, I'll call the end points El and E2 and

the control points Cl and C2. The curve

begins at El and ends at E2. The curve

generally does not pass through Cl and

C2; instead, the control points affect the

curvature of the line. Figure I shows a

sample Bdzier spline curve, with the four

points labeled.

In computer graphics, the B6zier spline

is probably the most important type of

curved line after the ellipse. Bdzier splines

are still a valuable tool in computer-aided

design (CAD), of course, but they also

have powerful applications in a different

area of computer graphics that is not at all

like CAD.
Which area of computer graphics?

Would you believe . . . text?

Yes! It turns out that Bezier splines are

extremely useful in the defmition of fonts

based on vector outlines. As I discussed in

my last two columns, text display is an in-

creasingly crucial part of computer graph-

ics. Vector-based fonts give the program-

mer and the user maximum flexibility in

manipulating and displaying text. Bdzier

splines prove to be nearly ideal for defin-

ing the curves in the characters of these

vector fonts.

Thus, a graphics system that supports

the generation of fonts based on vector out-

lines must also support Bdzier splines if the

graphics system is to render attractive text.

Many computer graphics systems are

behind the times in this respect. Macintosh

QuickDraw, the Microsoft Windows
Graphics Device Interface (GDI), the Unix

X Window system, and the Graphical Ker-
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Environments BEZIER MAKEFILE COMPLETE LISTING

nel System (GKS)—none of these graph-

ics systems supports Bezier splines.

(That's not to say that an application can't

implement Bdzier splines itself. Micro-

grafx's Designer, which runs under Win-

dows. can draw Bdzier splines, but these

are generated from lots of very short

straight lines.)

The graphics programming languages

that do support Bdzier splines are usually

those that deal largely with text and vector-

based fonts. For example, PostScript, the

page-definition language developed by

John Wamock and Adobe Corp. , has the

ourveto operator that draws a Bdzier

spline based on four points. In fact, the Bd-

The move to

vector-based fonts

should make

Bezier spline support

virtually standard

within a few years.

zier spline is the only type of curve that

PostScript implements. PostScript has

several functions that draw arcs (curves on

the circumference of an ellipse), but these

are approximated using one or more
ourveto functions.

Another graphics language that makes

use of Bezier splines is Donald Knuth's

METAFONT, which was developed spe-

cifically for the creation of typefaces. Ttiis

language is not exactly mainstream, of

course, but it indicates how people inter-

ested in the generation of fonts place a high

value on the Bezier spline.

I think the Bdzier spline will make its

way into the mainstream as well, as indi-

cated by GPI. The move to vector-based

fonts (not only in GPI, but in other graph-

ics systems as well) should make Bdzier

spline support virtually standard within a

few years.

Although the GPI supports Bezier

splines, the vector fonts it currently imple-

ments do not make use of them! These

I

I BEZIER mak« fil*
I

besier.obj i b«zl«r.c
cl -c 'Clwa 'W3 b«zi«r.c

bezier.exft t bezitr.^j bezler.daf
link b«zier« /aligoflfi/ nul, os2, baziar

Figure 2; This file automates the creation of BEZIER.EXE.

Figure 3: Here's the source code to create the sample curve-drawing program, BEZIER.EXE.
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Enviroiiinents fonts instead use another GPI curve known

as thefillet—possibly because of its faster

performance. I suspect, however, that any

enhancements to GPI’s vector font tech-

nology will involve the use of splines rath-

er than fillets.

THE GPI SPUNE-DRAWING FUNCTION

To draw a Bezier spline in a Presentation

Manager program, you use the GpiPoly-

Spline function. GpiPolySpline draws one

or more connected Bdzier spline curves,

beginning at the current position. (A pro-

gram can set the current position by calling

GpiMove; the current position is also set

by other line-drawing Unctions at the end

of the lines they draw.)

GpiPolySpline has the following gener-

al syntax:

Q^lPolySpIiM (l9«, IPointB,

aptl) ;

The first parameter is a handle to a presen-

tation space. The last parameter is an array

of POINTL structures. (A POINTL struc-

ture has two fields , named x and y , and de-

scribes a point in a two-dimensional coor-

dinate system.) The second parameter

indicates the number of POINTL struc-

tures in this array. This number must be a

multiple of 3.

To draw one spline curve, you need an

array of three POINTL structures. The

GpiPolySpline function draws a curve

from the current position to aptl[2], using

aptl|0] and aptl| I] as the control points, as

shown below:

El • Current Position

cl aptli®]

C2 * aptlfl]

E2 > aptl[2]

When you specify six points in the array,

the function draws two connected Bezier

splines. The second curve continues from

aptl[2], thus:

El - ap1:l[2]

Cl - aptlll]

C2 • aptl(4)

E2 - aptllS)

The GpiPolySpline function sets the cur-

rent position to the last point in the array

(for example, aptl[2] for three points, and

aptl|3] for six points).

The use of GpiPolySpline to draw two

or more connected Bdzier curves can be a

little tricky. In general, the resultant com-
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Perfect running
It's no contest. Funk's 1-2-3^ performance software helps improve your 1-2-3 productivity better than any

other softwareyou could possibly track down.

That's because each one is in perfect step with 1-2-3. With menus and commands like 1-2-3 itself. And with

Sideways.
The most widely used

j printing software

intheworid.

Sideways* has

always been the

one software to

turn to for print-

ing spreadsheets that are

too wide foryour printer. It

turns text on its side as it

prints. So no matter how
many columnsyou put in

your spreadsheet, you get

them il back out in one
continuous printout. With-

out staples, glue or tape.

Create presentation-

quality printouts that look

just the wayyou want them
to. Highlight ranges with

bold, underlined, and

expanded type. Choose

from nine different type

sizes, from minuscule to

mammoth. Print through

or skip over perforations.

Add borders, change page

size, adjust matins any
wayyou like.

You can run Sideways

right from your 1 -2-3 or

Symphony ' menu. Just

highlighta range and

print.

Plus, Sideways is the rightway to print with all your

other software, too. Including databases, word proces-

sors, project planners, even other spreadsheets. And it

prints with all popular dot-matrix printers, as well as the

LaserJet * Plus/Series II.

‘‘Sideways is such a funda-

mental improvement in spread-

sheetprinting thatI Find ithard to

imagine using 1-2-3 without it.
”

PC MAGAZINE

InWord.
Full-function word processing

tbat runs inside 1-2-3.

Ifyou need to create letters,

memos, or reports that include data

from your spreadsheet, you need

InWord.'"

InWord is just a keystroke away
don’t have to jump through hoops to

put spreadsheet data into a document.

Create live links to data in your spreadsheet. When you
change the spreadsheet, the changes appear in the docu-

ment automatically.

And Inword's powerful formatting features rival the

best stand-alone word processors. InWord fully sup-

ports the capabilities ofyour printer, whether it’s a

9-pin dot-matrixor an HP ‘ LaserJet. You can mix
pitch and typefaces freely, and even print in pro-

portional type with full micro-spaced justi-

fication for the ultimate in print quality.

“Ofall the 1-2-3 wordprocessing
add-ins.lnWordis the cleanest,

fastest, easiest to use. "pc magazine

Wu/i InWord, automatic

mailmerge is as easyas selectinga
range fromyour I-2-3spreadsheet

database.



partners for 1-2-3.
powerful functions and features that take up right where 1-2-3 leaves off.

So don’t wait. Dash out to your favorite software store and ask for them by name. Or order directly from

Funk Software.

TheWbricsheet

Utilities.
It brings out the

power user in

anyone.

The Worksheet
Utilities "is

a

collection of powerful

tools that will change the

wayyou work with 1-2-3.

nie Manager is a power-

ful disk organizer that lets

you describe, catalog,

archive, copy, move, erase,

rename, and compress

worksheets and other files,

all from within 1-2-3.

Print Settings lets you
see all your print settings

on a single screen, create

different print settings for

different jobs, and select

print styles like “17 pitch”

and “landscape mode”
from a menu customized

for your printer.

Formula Editor pro-

vides a powerful environ-

ment for entering, editing, and debugging formulas, with

point/shoot menus for (5 functions, prompting for argu-

ments, and an on-line@ function reference

manual.

Search and Replace lets you hunt
through your spreadsheet for labels, values,

& functions, and cell references - and

optionally replace them.

AutoSave creates periodic back-ups of

work-in-progress, to guard against power
failures and editing mistakes.

V^KSHEET
utilities

"Indispensable. . . a stunning setofutilities. . . the

Formula Editor is simply beyond belief ” pc week

Sideways is a registered trademark and The Worksheet Utilities.

InWord and Noteworthy are trademarks of Funk Software. Inc.

© ]9wFunk Software. Inc.

Noteworthy.
The software that remembers.

So you don’t have to.

ervou norWithSotew^
useyourspreadsheets need ever forget the

true meaningofa cell.

Noteworthy"" is

the professional cell-

annotation and docu-

mentation software

that lets you tell the

story behind the num-
bers, formulas and

macros in your

spreadsheet.

Want to remember
whyyou put whatyou

put in a cell? Just press

the hot-key and up pops

a blank note. Then type

away using Noteworthy's powerful built-in editor. Make

as many notes asyou need, each one up to 8000 charac-

ters long. Copy text from a note to a

spreadsheet. From a spreadsheet to a

note. Or from one note to another.

It even reminds you where you putyour

notes. As you move through your spread-

sheet, an indicator lights up wheneveryou
land on a cell containing a note.

"The simplest, most effective, and the most custom-

.

izabie way to attach notes to spreadsheets. ” ^

__FT
WARE

Sideways $69.95
WcMics with all rele^ of 1-2-3.

Ad(Mn cap^Mfity requires 1^-3

^ rdease 2. 2 .0l, 2.2 orSyii9bMiy.

The Worksheet Utilities $99.95
Requires 1^*3 release 2, 2.01 or 2.2.

InWord $99.95
Requres 1^-3 release 2, 2.01 or 2.2.

Noteworthy $79.95
Requires 1-2-3 release 2, 2.01, 2.2 or Symphony.

Td order call:

1-800-822-3865 ext 115
Funk Software, 222 Third Street, Cambridge, MA 02142

CIRCLE 323ON READER SERVICE CARD



Environments

GET
NONSTOP
SYSTEMS

INFORMATION
- AND 2 DISKS

PC MA(;AZ1NE is the one publica-

tion you can trust to keep you up-to-

date on the latest developments in the

ever-changing world of computing.

Subscribe now tomake sure you don ' t

miss a single pnxiuct report or pro-

ductivity-enhancing tip.

One year (22 issues) for $29.97.

SAVE 54%.

Two years (44 issues) for$49.97.

SAVE 62%.

And if you order now. you'll also get

ourexclusive 2-DISK UTILITIES LI-

BRARY — FREE with your paid

subscription!

Don't delay. Call toll-free today to

claim your savings and FREE UTILI-

TIES LIBRARY!

1-800-289-0429

Savings based on annual newsstand price of

S64.90. Regular annual subscription price is

S44.97 per year. Add S31 per year lor post-

age outside the U.S., U.S. currency only

Please allow 30 to 60 days lor delivery ol lirst

issue. Your disks will be shipped upon pay-

ment.

Figure 4; LINK uses the inlormation in this dehnition file to construct BEZIER.EXE.

posite curve will not be smooth at the point

where the curves meet. If you want a

smooth composite curve (using the exam-

ple of two curves shown above), then

aptl[l|, aptl[2], and aptl|3] must be colin-

ear (that is, the three points must lie in the

same line), with aptl[2] somewhere be-

tween the other two points.

PLAYING WITH SPUNES
Before tackling the theory, you may want

to experiment with Bezier splines. You
can do this with the BEZIER program

shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4.

If you have Microsoft C 5. 1 and the

Microsoft Presentation Manager Softset

or Programmer's Toolkit installed (or the

equivalent IBM tools), you can create

BEZIER.EXE by tunning

HAKE BEZIER

You can also download all the source code

and BEZIER.EXE from PC MagNet.

When BEZIER begins execution, it

sets the two end points and two control

points as you see them in Figure 5. These

points ate reset to this initial configuration

whenever you change the size of the pro-
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gram’s window.

The program draws a Bezier curve that

connects the two end points, El on the left

and E2 on the right. ITie flrst control point

(Cl ) is near the top of the window, and the

second control point (C2) is near the bot-

tom. The program also draws dotted lines

fromEI toCI andfromC2toE2. (I’ll dis-

cuss the significance of these lines a little

later.)

The two end points are fixed in place by

the program, but you can move the two

control points with the mouse. You can

move the fust control point by pressing the

left mouse button while the mouse pointer

is positioned over the window. The right

mouse button lets you move the second

control point. As you move the mouse
with either button pressed, the curve is

erased and redrawn, so you can see how
the curve changes as you move the control

points.

Ifyou move the first control point to the

upper-left comer of the window and the

second control point to the upper-right cor-

ner, the program will draw the B£zier

spline shown in Figure 6. Switching the

positions of the two control points causes a

loop to appear in the Bezier spline curve.
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as seen in Figure 7. Bezier spline curves

with loops are not frequently encountered

in common practice.

b£zier spune characteristics

As you'll probably discover when experi-

menting with the BEZIER program, the

Bezier spline lends itself well to interactive

design. With a little practice, it becomes

fairly easy to use the control points to pull

the curve into a desired shape. The control

points act on the line like magnets, in a

fairly intuitive way.

Other characteristics of the Bezier

spline also make it suitable for use in inter-

active design. Although some forms of

spline curves do not touch any of the points

used to define them, the B6zier curve al-

ways passes through the two end points.

This anchors at least part of the curve in

place.

Ifyou think of the curve as being drawn

from El to E2, then at El the curve is tan-

gent to a straight line that runs from El to

C 1 . (The dotted lines drawn by the BE-
ZIER program help indicate this.) Similar-

ly, at the point E2, the curve is tangent to

the straight line that moves from C2 to E2.

Some complex curves have irregu-

larities for certain combinations of
points—this can cause strange behavior in

the curve. The Bdzier spline, by contrast,

stays under control. Specifically, the curve

is ^ways bounded by the four-sided con-

vex polygon (sometimes called a convex

hull) that you can visualize by connecting

the two end points and the two control

points.

This polygon is not always defined in

the same way. For example, the B6zier

curve in Figure 5 is bounded by the poly-

gon formed by connecting El to Cl toK
to C2 back to El . Figure 6 shows a Bezier

curve that is bounded by a polygon from

El toCl toC2toE2backtoEI. In Figure

7, the bounding polygon is from El to C2
to Cl to E2 back to El . These three exam-
ples account for all the possibilities.

Most importantly, Bezier spline curves

are pleasing to the eye. This is surprising,

considering that very little information is

required to define the curve and consider-

ing how easy it is to manipulate them.

Bezier spl ine curve can be derived geomet-

rically. This is probably not something you

want to spend a lot of time doing with pen-

cil and paper, but I think you’ll find it inter-

esting to go through the process at least

once.

You begin by drawing three lines, eon-

necting El to Cl to C2 to E2, as shown in

Figure 8, Step I. You then connect the

midpoint of the line from El to Cl with the

midpoint of the line from Cl to C2, and

connect the midpoint of the line from C I to

Figure 5;

This is the

initial window

that is produced

by the

BEZIER.eXE file.

Figure 6:

A different Bdzier

curve that was

created by rrxiving

the control points.

Figure?;

Switching the

positions of the

control points

creates a Bdzier

spline curve

with a loop.

THE GEOMETRIC DERIVARON
In The METAFONT Book (Addison Wes-
ley, 1986), Donald Knuth describes how a

NOVEMBER 14. 1969 PCMAQAZINE QQ
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C2 with the midpoint of the line fiom C2 to

E2. Then you should draw another line

connecting the midpoints of the two new
lines, as shown in Step 2. The three lines

that you have just drawn are labeled (1),

(2), and (3).

Now you can do the same thing using

the four points El , the leftmost end of line

( I ), the intersection of line ( I ) and line (3),

and the midpoint of line (3), and also using

the four points E2, the rightmost end of

line (2), the intersection of line (3) and line

(2), and the midpoint of line (3). This pro-

cedure will create six new lines, as shown

in Step 3.

If you keep following this procedure

(the next step involves the creation of 12

new lines), you’ll eventually approach the

B6zier spline curve, as shown in Step 4.

This demonstrates that the Bdzier spline

curve is an interpolation (of sorts) between

four separate points, done in a way that

Figure 8: In order to urxterstand how a Bdzier spline curve is formed, you need to follow these steps:

Rrst. draw three lines that connect the end points and the control points. Next, connect the midpoints

of each of these lines. Repeat this process twice more. If you were to continue this pattern, you would

eventually approach a Bdzier curve.

will ensure that the curve will pass through

the two end points.

THE MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATION
Of course, no discussion of the B6zier

spline would be complete without the

heavy riiath. Although you don't have to

worry about this when using Bdzier splines

in a Presentation Manager program, you

may be surprised at the relative simplicity

of the curve formulas. (On the other hand,

if you’re not accustomed to stuff like this,

you may be surprised at the complexity of

the formulas!)

The Bdzier spline curve is a cubic,

which means that the formulas involve

variables taken to the third power. It is ex-

pressed in terms of parametric equations,

in which variables x and y are functions of

Although you don’t

have to worry

about the math when

using Bezier splines

in a Presentation

Manager program,

you may be surprised

at the relative

simplicity of

the curve formulas.

a third variable, often called t. You can

think of t as "time,” ranging fiom 0 at the

beginning of the line to I at the end of the

line.

The general form of a parametric cubic

equation in two dimensions is

x(t) -at^+bt^+ct+d
X 3 X 2 X X

y(t) •at'^+bt^+ct+d
y y y y

where t ranges from 0 to 1 . The a, b, c, and

d are constants. To derive these constants

for the Bdzier spline, we need some as-

sumptions.

I’ll have to abandon my earlier notation

(El , E2, Cl , and C2) here, and instead re-

fer to the four points in terms of subscript-

BQ PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1989



Cocaine can
mateyoublind.

Cocaine fools your brain.

When you first use it, you

may feel more alert, more
confident, more sociable, more
in control of your life.

In reality of course, nothing

has changed. But to your

brain, the feeling seems real.

From euphoria...

You want to experience it again.

So you do some more coke.

Once more, you like the

effects. It’s a very clean high.

It doesn’t really feel like you’re

drug^. Only this time, you

notice you don’t feel so good

when you come down. You’re

confu^, edgy anxious, even

depressed.

Fortunately that’s easy to fix.

At least for the next 20 min-

utes or so. All it takes is another

few lines, or a few more hits

on the pipe.

You’re discovering one of

the things that mate cocaine

so dangerous.

It compels you to keep on
using it (Given unlimited

access, laboratory monkeys
take cocaine until they have

seizures and die.)

If you keep experimenting

with cocaine, quite soon you

may feel you need it just to

G 1987. DDB N«cdhain Worldwide Inc

function well. To perform

better at work, to cope with

stress, to escape depression,

just to have a good time at

a parly or a concert

Like speed, cocaine mate
you talk a lot and sleep a little.

You can’t sit still. You have

difficulty concentrating and
remembering. You feel aggres-

sive and suspicious towards

people. You don’t want to eat

very much. You become unin-

terested in sex.

To paranoia...

Compulsion is now definitely

addiction. And there’s worse

to come.

You stop caring how you

look or how you feel. You

become paranoid.You may feel

people are persecuting you,

and you may have an intense

fear that the police are waiting

to arrest you. (Not surprising,

since cocaine is illegal.)

You may have hallucinations.

Because coke heightens your

senses, they may seem
terrifyingly real.

As one woman overdosed,

she heard laughter nearby and
a voice that said, “I’ve got you

now’’ So many people have

been totally convinced that

bugs were crawling on or

out of their skin, that the hal-

lucination has a nickname:

the coke bugs.

Especially if you’ve been

smoking cocaine, you may
become violent or feel suicidal.

When coke gets you really

stmng out you may turn to

other dmgs to slow down. Par-

ticularly downers life alcohol,

tranquilizers, marijuana and
heroin. (A speedb^l—heroin

and cocaine—is what killed

John Belushi.)

If you saw your doctor

now and he didn’t know you

were using coke, he’d probably

diagnose you as a manic-

depressive.

To psychosis...

Literally you’re crazy

But you know what’s truly

frightening? Despite everything

that’s happening to you, even

novy you may still feel totally

in control.

That’s the dmg talking.

Cocaine really does make you

blind to reality And with what’s

known about it today you

probably have to be something

else to start using coke in the

first place.

Dumb.

Partnership fora Drug-Ree America



“When Fosberry said a PS/2 with Micro Channel

would let himjug^e ten things at once

and still have time to breakfor lunch, he meant it”

These days, no matter what size your compai^, you’ve got to be able

to keep a lot of balls in the air to stay competitive.

TTie Genius Of Micro Channel. Which is whv IBM
developed the Personal System/2® with Micro Channel” Micro Channel

can support multiple operating microprocessors. So you can, for

example, separate^ manage peripheims, while freeing up the main pro-

cessor to crunch numbers. A mis master can even be sending a fax

while another manages traffic on a network, all with greater relialnlity.

Naturally, every PS/2® with Micro Channel runs DOS and 0S/2r

So with OS/2 Ptesentation Manager^ you can do multiple tasks concur-

BM. F^raonil Sytlam/2 ano PS/2 1 I KgnMKO trvMTwkt and OS/2. PrasanMion Manager and Micro Chamal art (rademadis 0( Mamanonal Buaaraaa Macftnaa Corpownn.C 1989 BM Coip



PS/2 it!
rently, all with an easy-to-use graphical interface. What’s more,

with Miero Channel, there are no DIP switches to set, for

simpler, more reliable installation. You ean find and reset cards

anywhere in the network—right from your desk!

The Solution Is IBM. So, to manage lots of informa-

tion, jobs, hardware and software, invest in the PS/2 with

Micro Channel. Contact your IBM Authorized Dealer

or IBM marketing representative. For a dealer near you,

call 1 800 IBM-2468, ext. 142. You’U learn

there’s almost nothing you can’t do if you PS/2 it!



Environments ed values of x and y, as shown below:

Figure 9: The mathematical formula for creating the Bdzier spline curve, which joins two erxj points

under ttie influence of two control points.
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$100 port iNom ttacrntosh compatible

A network doesn't have to be

compitcated - especially when it's built

around a AfarnSrreef '’ data controller

from Newbridge It lets you share

peripherals, network PCs and Macintosh

computers and exparxl access to host

computer ports with much less complexity

and at a fraction of the cost of a LAN In

fact, prices start at just over $100 per

port. A MainStreet data comroller is simple

to install, operate and maintain; it plugs

directly >n existing RS232 or parallel ports:

no additional interface cards are required: it

uses standard twisted pair wiring which

probably exists in your office walls: laptops

can be networked: and English comntands

with straightforward online help make
networking easy

• NEWBRIDGE

Aliintt 1404) 594-0100 > Boston rSOSi • Oonwr (303) 996 3600 • Hamdor Corporut Hoadquanrs (783) 834 5360

Los Angaits (213) 437-6600 • New XM (212) 563-3600 • Ottawa. Canada 1-600-267-6246

Nnknlge and logo and ManSraai art traOenwks ofNMOrpge

* Keep Information Systems Simile

El - (Ej.y,)

Cl - (Xj.Yj)

C2 - (Xj.Yj)

E2 - <*3>y3>

We make four assumptions. The first is

that the curve passes through the point

(Xfl.yo) when t is zero. Thus:

X(B) - Xj

y(») - Yj

The second assumption is that the curve

passes through the point when t

equals 1

:

X(l) - Xj

y(i) - Yj

The third and fourth assumptions in-

volve the first derivatives of the two for-

mulas. This governs the slope of the line at

the end points. For the beginning of the

curve, the assumptions are

x'(0) - 3(Xj - Xj)

Y’<0) - 3(Yi - y,)

Similarly, at the end of the curve:

x'(l) - 3(X3 - Xj)

Y'<1) - 3(y3 - Yj)

Armed with these equations, you can

solve for the constants a,, b^, and so forth

in terms of x^, X|, and so forth. Putting

those constants back into the parametric

formulas shown above and peiforming a

bit of algebraic manipulation yields the

common form of the Bdzier spline formu-

las shown in Figure 9. There is a certain in-

ternal symmetry in these formulas that is

very appealing, don’t you think?

WHAT DO WE DO WITH THEM?
Bdzier splines in the GPI probably will

have their greatest application in internal

font generation and in CAD and drawing

programs. It’s possible that many pro-

grammers working with the PM will never

have the occasion to use GpiPolySpline.

Fair enough—at least you’ll appreciate

this facility a little more if and when GPI’s

vector font generation is enhanced.

But if there comes a time when you

need to draw a complex image involving

curves, and ellipses are not quite right,

keep the Bezier spline in mind. It’s a very

flexible and powerful drawing tool.
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If your business is

using Macola Accounting Software,

these numbers will interest you:

EDITOR’S
CHOICE

September 15, 1987

Version 3.0

2 .

MAGAZINE
EDITOR’S
CHOICE

September 27, 1989

Version 4.0

And if it isn’t, these numbers will:

1-800-468-0834 (usa)

1-800-336-8337 (Canada)

If you haven't seen Macola recently, you

should see us now. The experts agree in

two consecutive blockbuster reviews . .

.

“the maturity ofMacota’sproduct and
the attention to detail has earned it top

honors in microcomputer LAN-based

accounting!'

Introducing Version 4.0. It s simply

the most recent generation of an on-going

commitment to remain . . , ‘‘the overall

performance mnner'.' For more informa-

tion on how Macola’s new Version 4.0

can improve your numbers in accounting,

distribution or manufacturing, call today.

SOFTWARE
333 East Center Street

PO. Box 485

Marion, Ohio 43301-0485

614/382-5999

Accounting Software
You ’ll Never Outgrow.

17 Hilly inlegrated packages: Accounting-G/L, A/R. A/P, PR. A/D, Dlslrlbulion-I/M, COP, P/0, BOMP Manufacturing .MRP.

M/S, SFC, L/P? SPCr SPR. CRP^ J/C. plus Report Writer. ('Call for availability)

PC Magaaw is a publication of ZtIT Divis Commonicailons Co Macula s a regiswred tradrmark of Macola, Inc Copyr^hl 1989
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Your taxes will be
more complex

this year. So what?

Remember the good old days

when normal people could do their

own income taxes? Well, TurboTax
and your PC bring back those

simpler times.

TurboTax guides you step by step

through the process of preparing your

tax return. The Auto Interview

feature helps you determine which

forms you need. The figures you

enter are automatically transferred to

the appropriate forms and schedules.

When you’re through calculating

your taxes— in under 10 seconds —
you can print everything, including

the IRS-approved dot matrix 1040

on plain paper with most dot matrix

printers.

If you have a question, you can

turn to on-line, item-sensitive IRS

help screens and our own cross-refer-

enced Help System. And if you’re

still not sure, we can refer you to a

nearby professional who can offer

advice or finish the job using your

TurboTax data.

Those are just some of the

powerful features that have helped

Ouick-Look Tax Window -1990 Tax Plan-

ning Included free • Pop-up Calculator

• Data Examiner to help pinpoint omis-

sions In your return • Dot matrix 1040 •

1040 Ashortform* Free copy of the Price

Weterhouse Personal Tax Advisor • Fully

Integrated programs for 41 state returns

also available.

TurboTax win PC World magazine’s

prestigious World Class award four

years in a row. It’s no wonder that

over 2,000,000 returns were prepared

last year with TurboTax.

So get prepared to simplify your

tax preparation. With TurboTax.

See your local dealer or purchase

direct by calling 1-800-782-1120, or

619-453-8722 in California.

Suggested Retail prices— Federal: $75.00,

Updates: $37.50, Each State: $40.00, Updates:

$25.00. Califotrtia residents

mclude sales tax.

TurboTax requires 384K.

ChipSoft
5043 Shorcham Place

San Diego. CA 92122

PCWMILD

n
WORLDClAn

AIMUtO
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by
Ray Duncan

If you program in C, you rarely need con-

cern yourself with the mechanics of arith-

metic in your applications. You simply de-

clare your variables as long or short,

signed or unsigned, integer or floating.

You can then tmst the compiler to translate

the arithmetic operators in your source

code into the proper machine instructions,

sequences of instructions, or calls to li-

brary routines. You can even mix data

types if you wish (multiplying a floating

point number by an integer, for example);

the compiler will generate the appropriate

code to convert (or "coerce”) the type of

one piece of data to match the other.

In assembly language programming,

on the other hand, you can't avoid the is-

sues of computer arithmetic and data typ-

ing. You must have a solid grasp of signed

and unsigned two’s complement arithme-

tic, the CPU's built-in support for the basic

arithmetic operations, and the algorithms

by which more complex arithmetic opera-

tions can be constructed out of the avail-

able machine instructions.

In the next several columns, we’ll ex-

plore some of these subjects together. We
will begin with the Intel 8(k86's native

support for single- and double-precision

integer arithmetic, then develop a library

of variable precision arithmetic routines,

and finally examine the capabilities of the

8(k87 numeric coprocessor. As usual, the

emphasis will be on practical rather than

theoretical issues, although 1 will try to

provide some of the more abstract refer-

ences.

BASIC TERMINOLOGY
There are two pairs of terms that will crop

up repeatedly in these discussions of com-

puter arithmetic: single-precision versus

double-precision integers, and signed ver-

sus unsigned integers. We should agree on

the meaning of these terms at the outset.

The maximum size of a single-preci-

sion integer varies from machine to ma-

chine, but 1 shall take it always to denote a

number that will fit into a general register

and that can be operated on conveniently

Power
Programming
Arithmetic Routines

For Your Computer
Programs, Part 1

Handling arithmetic

operations in assembly
language requires a lot of

care and attention to

logic; here are some
proven routines to add to

your programming library

to make it easier.

with single machine instructions. It is also

a power-of-2 multiple of bytes. On the

8086, 8088, 80286, and the 80386 mnning

in real mode or in 16-bit protected mode, a

single-precision integer is 16 bits, or 2

bytes. On the 80386 in 32-bit protected

mode, a single-precision integer is 32 bits,

or 4 bytes.

As you’d expect, a double-precision in-

teger is twice the size of a single-precision

number for a given machine, and again, it

is always a power-of-2 multiple of bytes.

On the 8086, 8088, 80286, and 80386, in

real mode or 16-bit protected mode, a dou-

ble-precision integer is 32 bits. On the

80386 in 32-bit protected mode, a double-

precision integer is 64 bits. Most double-

precision integer operations enjoy only

primitive support in the 80x86 instruction

set, and—in the absence of a numeric co-

processor—must be carried out with se-

quences of machine instructions that are

sometimes rather lengthy.

The distinction between signed and un-

signed integers is straightforward. In a

signed integer, the most significant bit is

reserved for the arithmetic sign. The bit is

0 if the number is positive, 1 if the number

is negative. The remaining bits indicate the

number’s magnitude. The range for a 16-

bit signed integer, for example, is from

-32,768 (FFFFH) to 32,767 (7FFFH). In

an unsigned integer, all bits, including the

significant bit, indicate magnitude. A 16-

bit unsigned integer can range from 0 to

65,535 (FFFFH).

But wait a minute, you may say—that

unsigned 65,535 looks just like a signed

-32,768! You’re quite right: bits are bits,

and the “signedness” or "unsignedness”

of a given bit pattern depends strictly on

your point of view. But picking the right

point of view is very important; a logical

error in which a signed integer is treated as

unsigned or vice versa can be the cause of

quite subtle and difficult program bugs, as

we shall see later.

SINGLE-PRECISION INTEGER ARITHMETIC
The 80x86 CPU family supports single-

precision integer addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and division with the fol-

lowing instructions:

ADD aingl««prttcision

•'-Id addition .»

SUB singla-praciaion
' auMraction

KUL Unsignad alngla-praciaion

'V' BultiplicatioD

IKUL Signed alngla-praciaion

(^multiplication

DIV Unsigned single-precision .4':

.

Si*** division “if*!''' -jir

IDIV Signed single-precision t

division -
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The instnictions listed above are your

fundamental tools for working with the

family of single-precision integers, and

you must be thoroughly familiar with their

behavior, as well as any of their idiosyn-

crasies. These related, but less important,

instructions are

NEC Two '8 conplement (auiltlply

by -1)

CMP CGo^are single-precision

integers

CBW Sign-extend 8-bit6 to Ifi-bits

ADD, SUB, NEC, and CMP set the

CPU’s flags (sign, carry, overflow, and

zero are the most important) according to

the result of the operation. Actually, CMP
can be thought of as a sort of nondestruc-

tive SUB that doesn’t do anything but set

the CPU flags (this is an easy way to re-

member the ottler ofCMP’s operands).

You probably noted that ADD, SUB,
and CMP do not come in “signed” and

“unsigned” varieties. This is because the

“signed” or “unsigned" nature of the re-

sult is solely in the eye of the beholder. If

you want to regard the result as unsigned,

you test the carry flag; ifyou prefer to think

of the result as signed, you test the sign and

overflow flags. The 8Qr86 family has an

astonishingly diverse battery of condition-

al Jumps to provide for this and similar

contingencies.

For example, if you’re performing a

conditional branch after comparing two

addresses (which are unsigned values),

you would use the JB, JBE, JA, orJAE in-

structions. After comparing two dollar

amounts (signed values), you would use

the JL, JLE, JG, orJGE instructions. Test-

ing the wrong flags or selecting the wrong

type of conditional jump is a common
cause of obscure program bugs—particu-

larly when addresses are being calculated

or compared. Such bugs may lie dormant

for a long time and then bite suddenly

when a change is made to a completely un-

related part of the program.

The multiply and divide instructions are

a little mote interesting and a little less reg-

ular. MUL and IMUL affect only the cany

and overflow flags, leaving the test unde-

fined; DIV and IDIV leave the state of all

flags undefined. The signed instruc-

tions—IMUL and IDIV—have slightly

less range because they render special

treatment to the sign bit. Obviously, the

unsigned instructions—MUL and DIV

—

should always be used when you ate work-

ing with addresses.

Earlier. I asserted glibly that the multi-

ply and divide instructions are single-

precision arithmetic operations. The
whole truth is not so simple. The multiply

instructions accept two single-precision

operands
,
but they produce a double-pieci-

COMPLETE LISTING

title
page

DHUL.ASM Double Precision unsigned Multiply
55,132

Copyright (C)
PC Magazine *

Call withi

Returns:

Destroys:

TEXT segment

Double Precision Unsigned Multiply
for 8086, 8088, 80286, and
80386 in real node/16-bit protected mode

1989 Ziff Communications Co.
Ray Duncan

ly..-

DX:AX
CX:BX

double-precision argument 1
> double-precision argument 2

V0
wl
w2
w3

equ
equ
equ
equ

DX:CX:BX:AX

nothing

word public 'CODE

word ptr [bp-2]
word ptr [bp-4}
word ptr (t^-6]
word ptr [bp-8]

quad-precision product

local variables

assume cs: TEXT

public
proc

push
push
push
mov
sub

dmul
near

si
di
bp
bp.sp
Bp,6

dmul

TEXT

mov di,dx
mov si, ax

mul bx
mov w0,ax
mov wl,dx

mov ax,di
mul cx
mov w2,ax
mov w3,dx

mov ax,di
mul bx
add wl,ax
adc , w2,dx
adc ’ w3,0

mov ax, si
mul cx
add wl,ax
adc w2,dx
adc w3,0

pop ’ dx
pop
pop ^ bx •

^

pop ^ax

pop bp
pop di
pop si
ret

endp

ends

end

; save registers

; set up stack frame
; for forming result

. ^ ,

; save copy of argument 1

1 argl low • arg2 low

argl high * arg2 high

•

•r

; crgl high * aE92:4

; aaettMulift* rmMltl

K' I mrgl-'lo* mcfl-'

t aocMuimte

Figure 1 : Here is a doubl&precisjon assembly language multiplication routine for the 8086, 8088,

60286, and 80386. it accepts two 32-bit arguments and returns a 64-bit result.
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sion result. One argument must always be

in register AX, while the other can be in

any other register or in memory; the result

always appears in registers DX and AX,
with the most significant part in DX. The

conventional notation for this latter situa-

tion is DX:AX. (On the 80386 in 32-bit

protected mode, EAX and EDX are used

instead ofAX and DX.)

The divide instructions accept a double-

precision dividend and a single-precision

divisor, and they produce a sin^e-preci-

sion quotient and remainder. The dividend

is always taken from DX:AX; the divisor

can be in any other register or in memory.

The quotient is always left in register AX,
while the remainder appears in DX.
(Again, on the 80386 in 32-bit protected

mode, EAX and EDX are used instead of

AXandDX.)
Why this mixing of single and double-

precision arguments and results, and why
this special treatment ofDX and AX? The
reason is that you need to be able to use the

multiply and divide instructions to scale a

single-precision value (by multiplying,

then dividing) through a double-precision

intermediate without losing any precision.

Use of dedicated registers to provide argu-

ments or to accept results is an explicit

trade-off of instruction set otthogonality

for more compact opcodes and therefore

smaller programs.

As an aside, it is interesting to note the

claims by Apple (and Motorola) that the

68()(X) in the original Macintosh is a 32-bit

microprocessor. In spite of the fact that the

680(X) has 32-bit registers, its multiply in-

stmcdon works on 16-bit arguments to

generate 32-bit results, and its divide in-

struction returns 16-bit results. This alone

is sufficient to reveal the 68000 as what it

is: a 16-bit microptxxsssor that happens to

have a lot of address lines! Only in the

68020 and 68030 (used in the Mac SE/30

and various Mac n iiKxlels) do we find the

true 32- by 32-bit multiply and 64- by 32-

bit divide that are diagnostic of a tme 32-

bit processor.

The 80286 and 80386 support an odd

—

but handy—-form of the INWL instmction

that is not found on the 8086 and 8088. It is

one of the very few instructions in the en-

tire 80x86 family that has three operands:

the destination is always a register; one of

the source operands is a register or memo-
ry address; and the other is an “ittunedi-

ate” or literal value. This form of IMUL
has a number of other peculiarities: the re-

sult of the operation is a single-precision

value rather than double; the result can go

to a register other than AX and DX; a reg-

ister argument need not be in AX or DX;
and one of the arguments is not (necessar-

ily) destroyed by the operation. For exam-

ple, to multiply the contents of CX by 10

and leave the result in register BX, you

DMUL386.ASM COMPLETE LISTING

title DMUL386.ASM Double Precision Unsigned Multiply ^^9
page 55,132

DMUL386.ASM Double Precision Unsigned Multiply lEZO
for 88386 32>bit protected mode

Copyright (C) 1989 Ziff Communications Co.
PC Magazine * Ray Duncan

Call with: EDX: EAX • double-precision argument 1

ECX:EBX B double-precision argument 2

Returns: EDX:ECX:EDX:EAX > quad>precision product

Destroys: nothing

_TEXT segment dword public use32 'CODE'

w8 equ dword ptr [ebp-4) ; local variables
wl equ dword ptr (ebp-8)
w2 equ dword ptr [ebp-121
w3 equ dword ptr tebp-16]

assume C8:_TEXT

public dmul
dmul proc near

push esi ; save registers
push edi
push ebp ; set up stack frame
mov ebp^esp ; for forming result
sub esp, 16

mov edi,edx ; save copy of argument 1

mov esi,eax

mul ebx ; argl low • arg2 low
mov w8,eax
mov wl,edx

mov eax,edi ; argl high • arg2 high
mul ecx
mov w2,eax
mov w3,edx

mov eax,edi ; argl high • arg2 low
mul ebx
add wl,eax ; accumulate result
adc w2,edx
adc w3,8

mov eax,esi ; argl low • arg2 high
mul ecx
add wl,eax ; accumulate result
adc w2 ,edx
adc w3,8

pop edx ; load quad-precision result
pop ecx
pop ebx
pop eax

pop ebp ; restore registers
pop edi
pop esi
ret ; and exit

dmul endp

_TEXT ends

end

Figure 2: This double-precision multiplication routine is forthe 80386CPU in 32-bit protected mode. It

accepts two 64-bit arguments and returns a 1 28-bit result
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satisfaction.
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the rest.
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behind it. And what
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systems a little hit differently
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would write

IHUL Bx,cx,ie

I should mention that MUL, IMUL,
DIV, and IDIV additionally support "half-

precision" operations (operating on or re-

turning 8-bit values). These are rarely used

in the course of normal application pro-

gratruning and will not be referred to fur-

ther in these columns.

DOUBLE-PflECISION INTEGERS

The 8(k86 family's support for double-

precision operations is discouragingly

meager. In addition to the arithmetic in-

structions we’ve already considered, you

are provided with only the following:

toe •ingl^xtelaion
'

'
.f:

.... additioii vitli carry

•ilifla-rxaeisloo anbtrac-

tlon with carry <borrcw)

These instructions, in essence, allow

you to propagate the cany bit through the

piecewise addition and subtraction of mul-

tiple-precision values. For example, to add

a double-precision value in DX:AX to a

double-precision value in SI:DI, leaving

the result in DX:AX. you would write

ADD AX,DI ; lower half

ADC DXySI ; upper half

Similarly, to subtract a double-precision

value in SI:DI from a double-precision val-

ue in DX:AX. leaving the result in

DX:AX, you would write

SUB AX,DI ; lower half

SBB DX.SI ; upper hall

Other loosely related instructions, use-

ful mainly for conversion of single-preci-

sion values to double-precision, are

. sign-extend 16-bita to

'.'I-l 32-bltl

jKpg. sign-oxtond 32-bita to
- rti 64-bits (61366 only)

MOVSX Sign-extend S-bits or

16-bit8 to 16-bit8 or

32-bita (60366 only)

HOV2X 2ero-extend 8-bit8 or

16-bite to 16-bit8 or

32-bit8 (60366 only)

To take the two’s complement of a dou-

ble-precision number, you can use the

time-tested technique of flipping all the

bits and then adding I . For example, to

change the sign ofa double-precision num-

ber in DX:AX, you would write

A slightly faster technique relies on the

fact that NEG sets the cany flag:

NEC

NEC

SBB DX,0

NOT DX What about double-precision multipli-

NOT AX cation and division? Taking the single-

ADO AXyl precision native MUL, IMUL, DIV, and

A£>C DX,0 IDIV instructions as our guide, we know

DDIV.ASM COMPLETE LISTING

title DDIV. ASM Double Precision Unsigned Divide 0^3
page 55,132 Pu

DDIV. ASK Double Preclsior1 Unsigned Divide U|Uj
80266. and nESl

60386 in real mode/16-bit protected mode 1

Copyright (C) 1989 Ziff Communications Co. 1

PC Magazine • Ray Duncan

Call with: DX:CX:DX:AX quad-precision dividend
S1:D1 • double-precision divisor

Returns: DX:AX > double-precision quotient
CX:BX « double-precision remainder

Destroys: SI, DI

_TEXT segment word public 'CODE' 1

assume CS :_TEXT

public ddiv

I

ddiv proc near

push bp ; save register
mov bp,cx ; BP « 38w of dividend
mov cx,32 ; initialize loop counter
clc ; carry flag initially clear

I ddivl: rcl ax, 1 ; teat this bit of dividend
rcl bx,l
rcl bp, 1

rcl dx,l
jnc ddiv3 ; jump if bit was clear

I ddiv2: sub bp,di ; subtract divisor from dividend
sbb dx,si
stc ; force carry flag set and
loop ddivl ; shift it into forming quotient
jmp ddiv5

I ddiv3: emp dx, si ; dividend > divisor?
jc ddiv4 ; no, jump
jne ddiv2 ; yes, subtract divisor
emp bp,di
jnc ddiv2 ; yes, subtract divisor

I ddiv4: clc ; force carry flag clear and
loop ddivl ; shift it into forming quotient

ddiv5: rcl ax, 1 ; bring last bit into quotient
rcl bx,l
mov cx,bp
xchg dx,bx ; put quotient in DX:AX
xchg cx,bx ; put remainder in CX:BX

pop bp ; restore register
ret ; and exit

ddiv endp

_TEXT ends

end

Figure 3; Corresponding to Figure 1 . this double-precision diviskxr routine is for the 8086, 8088,

80286, and 80386 (real or 1 6-bit protected mode). It accepts a 64-bit dividend and 32-bit divisor,

returning a 32-bit quotient and 32-bit remainder.
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that a truly useful dOuble-precision multi-

ply must process two double-precision

arguments to produce a quad-precision re-

sult. Similarly, a fully generalized double-

precision divide must accept a quad-preci-

sion dividend and double-precision

divisor, yielding a double-precision quo-

tient and remainder.

At this point, your intuition as a veteran

80nr86 programmer is probably whispering

that you are about to run short of registers.

The problems actually go far deeper than

Knuth describes an

algorithm for a

multiple-precision

divide that is

constructed on single-

precision divides,

but it’s quite complex

and not very fast.

this, however. You might reasonably hope

that the built-in single-precision multiply

and divide instructions could be employed

as useful building blocks for double-preci-

sion (or multiple-precision) multiply and

divide routines. Unfortunately, fate is not

so kind.

The hard reality is that the hardware’s

single-precision multiply instruction is

only marginally helpful when used for

stepwise multiple-precision multiplication

operations in the “obvious" manner.
That’s because MUL and IMUL are quite

slow on the older 8086 and 8088 proces-

sors. As for multiple-precision divides, the

hardware’s built-in divide instruction is

(for all practical purposes) useless. Al-

though Donald Knuth has described an al-

gorithm for a multiple-precision divide

that is constructed on single-precision di-

vides, it is quite complex and—worse

yet—not really very fast.

In the next installment I’ll discuss the

hoary shift-and-add (for multiplication)

and shift-and-subtract (for division) algo-

rithms that go back to the dawn of comput-

er history. We'll then use these algorithms

as the basis of multiple-precision multipli-

cation and division routines capable of

processing arguments of any size. In the

meantime—just to tide you over and give

you some code to look at—Figures 1,2,3,

and 4 contain the source code for double-

precision multiplication and division sub-

routines that are somewhat faster (because

they are less general). The calling se-

quences and results are documented in the

listings.

THE IN-BOX

Please send your questions, suggestions,

and comments to me at any of the follow-

ing e-mail addresses:

PCMagNet: 72241,52

MCI Mail: rduncan

BIX: rduncan

D0IV386.ASM

title
page
.386

DDIV386.ASM

COMPLETE LISTING

DD1V386.ASM Double ?reclelon Unsigned Divide
55,132

Double Precision Unsigned Divide
tot 80386 32-bit protected node

; Copyright (C> 1989 Ziff Davis Ccmmunicatione
PC Hagazine * Ray Duncan

EDX:BCXtEBXiEAX » quad-precision dividend
ESisEDi double-precision divisor

EDXtEAX
ECX:EBX

• double-precision quotient
• double-precision remainder

Destroys:

_TEXT segment dword public U8e32 'CODS'

assume CSX TEXT

public ddiv
ddiv proc near

push ebp t save register
mov ebp,ecx f EBP • 3sw of dividend
mov ecx,64 ; initialize loop counter
clc ; carry flag initially clear

ddivlt rcl eax, 1 ; test this bit of dividend
rcl ebx,l
rcl ebp, 1
rcl edx,l
jnc ddiv3 ; jump if bit was clear

ddiv2 1 sub ebp,edi ; subtract divisor from dividend
sbb edx,esi
stc ; force carry flag set and
loop ddivl ; shift it into forming quotient
jmp ddivS

ddiv3x cmp edx,esi ; dividend > divisor?
jc ddiv4 ; no, jusqx

jne ddiv2 ; yes, subtract divisor
cmp ebp,edi
jnc ddiv2 ; yes, subtract divisor

ddiv4> clc ; force carry flag clear and
loop ddivl ; shift it into forming quotient

ddiv5: rcl eax, 1 ; bring last bit into quotient
rcl ebx,l

mov acx,ebp
xcbg edx,ebx ; put quotient in EDXxEAX
Kdbg acx,ebx ''<<

; put remainder in ECXxBBX
h, •I*' ,• '.i '

' >

pop* e3^ 1 restore register
ret

_
, V

*

i

; and exit

ddiv en<^ .

- 'WX .

; . < f

_TBXT ends

Figure 4 : This clcxjblei)recision division routine forthe 60386 in 32-bit protected mode accepts a 1 28-

bit dividend and 64-bit divisor and returns a 64-bit quotient and 64-bit remainder.
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You need FOCUS to read
them all. PC/FOCUS is the only

PC 4GL/DBMS database man-
agement system that, through a

host of connectivity options,

gives DOS, OS/2 and LAN users

access to all the data—
regardless of the database struc-

ture or hardware platform.

PC/FOCUS is also the PC
implementation of the world’s

leading Fourth Generation Lan-

guage. Capable of universal joins

and universal access, FOCUS is

the perfect development tool for

company-critical cross platform

applications and for downsizing

or upsizing applications. What's

more, it's really easy to use.

If you're beginning to see

why you should have PC/

FOCUS call or write Information

Builders, Inc.

PC/FOCUS
Information Builders, Inc.

PC/FOCUS u a 'egriie-td iraite"'am of WorTjKjnBueoe's inc

Oihf' p'Oduct d-e I'dOcTdfks of rw 'i-ipect-vt hoioe-i

1250 Broadway, New York. NY lOOOi (212) 736-4433. Ext. 3700
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by
Neil J. Rubenking User-to-User

TESTING COMMAND-LINE
ARGUMENTS
When you use command-line arguments in

a batch file, it is sometimes difficult to inter-

pret them, because in string comparisons

DOS distinguishes between lowercase and

uppercase letters. Since you can’t depend

on users to type lower- or uppercase letters

consistently, both must be checked. If the

length of an argument is one character, two

lines are needed. If the length is two, there

must be four lines to check all alternatives

(ON, On, oN, on, for example), and with a
length of three there will be eight lines for

checking. Thus, your batch file can become
crowded with lines that almost duplicate

each other. For example;

IF GOTO one

IF GOTO one

IF '%l'--'OnE' GOTO one

IF GOTO one

IP GOTO one

To identify letters regardless of case,

you can use the DOS commarxJ IF EXIST.

You don’t tell DOS to compare %1 to a let-

ter or number. Instead, you tell it to check

for a filename that contains %1. Figure 1

shows the IF EXIST test being made on the

name of the batch file RSPATH.BAT.

I use RSPATH.BAT to temporarily add a

new path. With the command-line tetters A,

S, or R (Append, Start, and Reset), each of

which appears in the filename, you can tell

the batch file what kind of action you want.

For instance, if you type

RSPATH S C:\DOS

a new path is added to the beginning of the

old path. The A parameter appends a new
directory to the end of the path string.

This batch file uses the environment

variable op to save the old path first. By typ-

ing RSPA’TH R you can restore the old path

from op. Only the last path string is saved.

TESTING COMMAND-
LINE ARGUMENTS:
Here's a new approach to

validating command-line
arguments for batch files.

HELP FOR
PROGRAMMERS:
This simple batch file

will compile programs
in any language.

MANAGING MEMORY:
Here’s the best way to

unload TSRs in DOS 4.0.

so if you add several new paths, the R
switch restores the path to what it was be-

fore the latest addition. If you type RSPATH
R first, the variable op does not have any

value and the path is not changed.

Figure 1 : This batch file uses the letters in its

own name to test the validity of command-line

arguments.

If you have not defined any path yet, you

can use only the S argument, because A
will set the PATH to ipathname, which is

understood by DOS as NO PATH.

You will be able to use RSPATH.BAT
from any directory if you put it in a directory

on your original PATH. However, you must

type its full pathname (including drive tetter

and directory) in the line that makes the IF

EXIST test. DOS versions earlier than 3.0

can’t make an IF EXIST comparisrxi to any-

where but the current directory.

You also can use IF EXIST to ccxnpare

filenames that usually are found in the

same directory. For example, you can use

C:\COMMAND.COM to test for COM
(C:\%1MAND.COM), or C:\AUTOEXEC
.BAT to test for EXE (C^AUTO%1 C.BAT).

If you want to use arguments not found

in any existing filenames, you can make up

a suitable file. For example, create C^DEL-
COPY.DIR and test as follows:

DEL Ct\%lCOPY.DIR

COPY — Cl\t>EHl.DIR

DIR Cl\DELCOPY.%l

This way you can choose arguments freely.

With some consideration, you can have

many letter combinations in one file-

name—^they can even be inside one arxith-

er. However, by making an extra file, you

will lose one cluster of disk space.

This methcxJ is not foolprcxjf. If you type

RSPATH K and there is a file in a directory

called KSPATH.BAT, the batch file will act

the same as if you had typed RSPA’TH R

.

You can minimize the possibility of error by

placing the file RSPATH.BAT in the root di-

rectory, or in some other directory where

filenames are seldom changed.

Pekka Manila

JArvenpaa, Finland

rrm There are some disadvantages to

ijin this methcxf. For example, the IF

mSlui EXISTS test requires disk access

and, as mentioned, there may be errors,

depending on what other files are present

on-disk. But it is a cleverway to get around

NOVEMBER 14. 1989 PCtMGAZINE QQ



User-to-User COMPILE.BAT COMPLETE USTING

the upper/lowercase distinction.

This method is not without its problems

either. As noted above, a similarly named

file might cause a “false positive.” To get

around this, give the files an odd exten-

sion, say, $$«, where n is a letter that's dif-

ferent for each template filename. Second,

make the template files zero-length—that

way they occupy only a directory entry,

not an entire cluster. To create a zero-

length file, the easiest method is to enter

ECHO off
CD \LANGS\SRC
FOR tie IN (ASM BAS FAS SCR) DO IF EXIST 11. lie GOTO lie
ECHO Source module "ll* not found
GOTO end
lasm
MASM 12 %1 Cs\lANGS\OBJ\»l %1;
GOTO end
:bas
BC C:\LANGS\OBJ\ll /2I/0/E/X12;
GOTO end
:paa
TPC II 12
GOTO end
:scr
CD \LAWGS\PGM
DEBUG < C!\LANGS\SRC\I1.SCR
:end
CD \

REM > filename. ext Figure 2: This batch file chooses a compiler based on the source file's extension.

at the DOS prompt. Store these template

files in your batch directory.

Now suppose you want to create a batch

file to handle backups, with a choice of full

or incremental backup. You want to allow

command-line parameters of /, i, fall, or

Inc, regardless of case. Create the template

file FULL_INC.$$A. To test for parame-

ters use

IF EXIST \BAT\I1_INC.SSA GOTO Pull

IF EXIST \aAT\tlULL_INC.«tA GOTO

Full

IF EXIST \BAT\FUU,_I1.IIA GOTO Inc

IF EXIST \BAT\FULL_tlMC.tlA GOTO

Inc Zt-

What if there are more parameters than

will fit in a single filename? For example,

up, down, left, right? Just create as many
template names as needed, all with the

same identifying final letter. In this case,

RIGHT_UP.$$B and LEFTDOWN.SSB
would work.

Batch flies are intrinsically inefficient

compared with compiled programs. Using

this method for identifying command-line

parameters means trading the inefficiency

of a huge number of comparisons with the

inefficiency of maintaining template file-

names. It’s up to you to choose which

method you prefer.

HELP FOR PROGRAMMERS
I program in several different languages.

Rather than creating a separate batch file

for each compiler, I wrote COMPILE.BAT,

shown in Figure 2. The syntax for using it is

COMPXLB bucfil^aaW' (cooipiler

options

]

For example, to compile a program called

ing PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1989

MYPROG.BAS, enter COMPILE MY-
PROG. The batch file will automatically se-

lect the appropriate compiler—in this case

BC (the QuickBASIC compiler).

COMPILE.BAT first switches to the di-

rectory In which I store all my source files.

The statement

FOR t«E IN (ASH BAS PAS SCR) DO IP

EXIST %1.%IE GOTO %tE

searches the directory for a file with one of

the extensions included in the list. If one is

COMPILE.BAT

recognizes four

types of source

modules: Macro

Assembler,

QuickBASIC, Turbo

Pascal, and

DEBUG scripts.

found, the GOTOcommand branches to in-

voke the appropriate language prcxiessor.

Before ending, COMPILE.BAT (ihanges to

the root directory. Ifm file with the specified

extension is found, COMPILE.BAT issues

an error message.

As written, COMPILE.BAT rerxignizes

four types of source modules; Macro As-

sembler ('.ASM), QuickBASIC (*.BAS),

Turbo Pascal (*.PAS), and DEBUG scripts

(*.SCR). Other languages can easily be

added or substituted by changing the val-

ues in the FOR statement.

COMPILE.BAT assumes that all source

files will be in the same subdirectory. If you

use separate directories for each language,

remove the CD command and replace the

FOR statement with separate IF EXIST
statements.

COMPILE.BAT also assumes that two

source files will not have the same base file-

name. If, for example, you have both MY-
PROG.BAS and MYPROG.ASM, COM-
PILE.BAT will choose the first file found.

Marc D. Reibstein

Blackwood, New Jersey

1 i Tij Some compilers have an editor

j
n built in—you write your programs

fiSSS and compile them in an integrated

environment. This tip won’t be too useful

if you generally use integrated compilers.

However, many compilers do act on files

created by an external editor, and the inte-

grated types often include a companion

command-line compiler.

You might consider adding the LINK
step right into the batch file for those com-

pilers that require it. For example, follow

the MASM line with

IF ERRORI,EVEL 1 GOTO END

LINK tl

The IF ERRORLEVEL test skips the

LINK step if the MASM procedure fails.

MANAGING MEMORY
You can automatically load terminate-and-

stay-resident programs (TSRs) by putting

the appropriate statements in your AU-

TOEXEC.BAT file, and you can often re-
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COaPOSERVE

Take control ofyour investments with
the same fast and accurate trading information

CompuServe provides tomanyofthe top investment

institutions on Wall Street

Tap the time-saving power ofelectronic

research accessing valuable company data

and financial statements fiom premier sources like

Standard & PoorS, Value Line, and Disclosure n,

or track the value ofyour investments using

CompuServels Quick Quotes’" database. Wi^ even
alert you with current news fiom Reuters and other

top news providers on stock quotes you request

Getupto 12yearsofdaily weekly ormonthly
pricing history on over 90,000 securities, and
download it toyour spreadsheet for further analysis.

Consult a weekly poll ofWall Street analysts

with the consensus earnings estimates for each of

over 3,500 companies. Then discuss information

with your peers in CompuServels Investors Forum
You can even download htmdreds offifeeware and
shareware decision support tools.

Once you’ve made a decision, online

discount brokets are standingby ready to takeyour

order 24 hours a day

To join CompuServe, see your computer

dealer. To orderdirector for more information, write

or call 800 848-8199. And stay on top

ofyour investments.
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Kensington
ExpertMouse.
TheRevolution
StartsHere.

Presenting Expert Mouse
for the PS/2® a revolutionary

new input device. Remember
how the mouse fundamentally

changed the waywe used com-
puters? Now, Kensington revo-

lutionizes the mouse with the

introduction ofExpert Mouse’."

Since it’s a trackball, it gives

you greater control ofyour desk
and your mouse because you
move only the ball, not the

entire mouse. Its size and shape
allow your hand and wrist to

rest comfortably while your

Angers roll the trackball.

Get To The Point.

Precisely. Quickly.

Expert Mouse is precise

and fast. Its patented optical

technology positions the cursor

exactlywhere youwant it, and a
unique feature called “click-

lock" makes drawing, scrolling,

and highlighting a breeze.

WorksWellWith
AllYour Software.

Expert Mouse is the ideal

input device to use rwith any
Microsoft Windows® appli-

cation. In fact. Expert Mouse
works with all the software

packages that work with an
ordinary mouse. And for appli-

cations not written with a

mouse in mind. Expert Mouse
comes complete with pro-

grammable pop-up menus.
These menus enable you to use

Expert Mouse with already
familiar programs, including

Lotus 1-2-3® and WordPerfect*

MakesYouAn Expert.

Expert Mouse has a special

automatic acceleration feature

which senses your working

speed. Roll the ball slowly for

pin-point precision. Roll it

quickly and the cursor will

speed across the screen.

Expert Mouse— the next

step in the revolution toward a
better way ofcomputing.

Expert Mouse is available

at your favorite dealer. To find

the dealer nearest you, call

Kensington at 800-535-4242.

In NY, call 212-475-5200,

orwrite to us at Kensington,

251 ParkAvenue South,

NewYork, NY 10010.

KENSINGTON

Setting newstandards
ofperformance.
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User-to-User

'I

j|
Address ^

’

000000 -i '.i
^'000400

I’
000500

000700 002470

Type

• Inteirupl vector

**.ROM communication

communication area

System program

002B70 IBMDOS 0088A0 System progrs

00B410 IBMBIO OOA410 System data

ANSI 001190 DEVICE-

DMDRVR 000DBO DEVICE.

ROD 002000 DEVICE-

0004BO FILES-

000100 FCBS-

0048E0 BUFFERS-

0008FO LASTDRIVE

OOOCDO STACKS-

015830 COMMAND 001 A20 Program

017260 IBMDOS 000030 — Free —
0172A0 COMMAND 000100 Environment

0173B0 IBMDOS 000030 — Free—
0173F0 GRAPHICS 0015C0 Program

0189C0 MEM 000040 Environment

018A10 IBMDOS 014SF0 i.'
— fre®—

,

02D310 SHELLB oooEeo Program

02E1A0 MEM 012F60 Program

041110 IBMDOS 05EEE0 — Free —

r
655360 bytes total memory

655360 bytes available

46651 2 largest executable program size

1 048576 bytes total extended memory

1048576 bytes available extended memory

Figure 3: The MEM command, new In DOS 4.0, can display a map of your system's memory control

blocks when invoked with the/PROGRAM commarxl-line parameter.

cover the memoiy space they use by re-

moving them with a special command.
However, you can’t recover the space if

you've loaded other resident programs af-

terward. Usually you can avoid such prob-

lems by unloading TSRs in the reverse or-

der you loaded them.

Unfortunately, a problem can occur if

you use the new DOS 4.0. When you start

the graphical shell, it installs a small resi-

dent portion in memory. Therefore, if you

start the graphical shell after bading TSRs,

you cannot remove them and recover the

space. The answer is simple. Load the resi-

dent portbn of the graphical shell before

loading your TSRs. Here's how:

In the subdirectory that contains your

DOS routines, say DOS4, create a file

named LOADSHELBAT. It will consist of

the line

SECHO hi

Then, place the lines

CD\[>OS4

SHELLB LOAOSHEL

into your AUTOEXEC.BAT file before the

lines that load TSRs. This command will not

start up the DOS4 shell; It will simply install

the resident portbn of the shell. Now your

TSRs will be baded last and you can readi-

ly remove them from memory.

Alan R. Miller

Socorro, New Mexico

i j T y DOS 4’s graphical shell loads the

Uj^ SHELLB program into memory
BBIES just once. After that, subsequent

calls simply communicate with the copy in

memory. Judging from the error message

embedded at the start of SHELLB.COM,
the program should fail if you don't pro-

vide a valid batch file name on the com-
mand line. However, in experimenting

with SHELLB, I found that anything on

the command line would allow it to load.

Don’t depend on this, though, as revisions

ofDOS 4.0 may correct the oversight.

DOS 4.0 provides a new program,

MEM.EXE, to report on available memo-
ry. Before MEM, you had to wait through

a complete CHKDSK or use a separate

utility to get that information. But MEM
does much more when you invoke it with

the /PROGRAM command-line parame-

ter. MEM /PROGRAM provides a com-

plete map of your system’s Memory Con-
trol Blocks, such as the one in Figure 3.

This figure shows just what happens

when you load a TSR, load SHELLB, and

then unload the TSR. There are two large

blocks of free RAM available to IBM-
IX)S, one at the end of the list and one just

before SHELLB. But the “largest execut-

able program size’’ figure includes only

the final free block plus the size ofMEM
itself. The other block, trapped before

SHELLB, isn’t accessible for large pro-

grams. If SHELLB had been loaded first.

DOS would have about 84K mme RAM
available.

SHARE YOUR SECRETS
Reveal your latest DOS and systems dis-

coveries through User-to-User. We’ll pay

$30 or more for any submissions we print,

plus an extra $25 i/yo« sendyour letter on

a disk. If you do, please include a printed

copy. Mail contributions to User-to-User,

PC Magazine, One Park Avenue, New
York, NY 10016, or upload them to PC
MagNet (see the “By Modem” sidebar in

the Utilities column) .

NOVEMBER 14. 1989 PC MAGAZINE Eliia



IN THE BATTLE FOR
286 LAPTOP POWER.

SHARP IS THE CLEARWINNER.

INTRODUCING
THE SHARP PC-5541.

Now, Sharp technology elevates the 286 laptop

to a new dimension ofpower, speed and display

resolution,with the PC-5541.

HIGH RESOLUTION
VGA PAGE-WHITE DISPLAY
The PC-5541 featuresVGA resolution on a

page-white, backlit, double-super-twist liquid

crystal display. Developed and produced by Sharp,

it boasts an industry leading 640 x480 resolution

with 16 shades ofgray. All ofwhich help to make
the PC-5541 the unsurpassed 286 laptop.

FAST40 MB HARD DRIVE.
The Sharp PC-5541 beats the competition with

a fast (25ms) 40 MB hard drive. Add that to its 12

MHz clock speed and internal RAM expandable to

3.6 megabytes, and you’ve got a 286 laptop with an
unbeatable combination ofpower and speed.

EXTENDED BATTERY LIFE.
The PC-5541 comes standard with an internal

2.0 hour battery. Or for use on those long trips, get

up to an impressive 5.5 hours ofoperation with an
optional add-on battery “slice".Or it can be
plugged into anyAC outlet.

The PC-5541 also boasts a full-featured, step-

sculptured keyboard,which greatly enhances the

machine’s ease ofuse and user comfort.

For unsurpassed laptop power, speed, and
display quality, there’s only one choice. Sharp.

For more details about the winning laptop,

just call l-80()-BE-SHARP

FROM SHARP MINOS
COME SHARP PRODUCTS-

d f9*9(h«^p EtodiunicsC6r^

. CIRCLE no ON READER SERVICECARD
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TURBO PASCAL
ENUMERATED TYPES
Using enumerated types in your Turbo

Pascal code can make the code much
clearer and easier to understarxl. There is a

downside to using this kind of type, howev-

er. If at some point you change either the

first or last identifiers in your type definition,

you have to change any code that depends

on knowing what those identifiers are.

The most common occurrence of this is

a FOR loop that runs from the first enumer-

ated item to the last. Most remedies require

the declaration of constants after the type

declaration, to signify the Rrst and Last

identifiers. Unfortunately, the constants

need to be changed any time you change

the enumerated type.

Beginning with TP 5.0, you can use the

SizeOfO function in constant expressions.

This allows the compiler to create the First

and Last constants dynamically; that is,

when you change the enumerated type, the

ordinal values of the First and Last con-

stants are recalculated automatically by the

compiler. The program shovm in Figure 1

TURBO PASCAL
ENUMERATED TYPES:
Avoid the trouble that

redefining Turbo Pascai

enumerated types
can cause.

USING OUR COURIERS
UTILITY; Here’s a look at

the functions this serial

port driver provides.

OBTAIN EXACT TIME-OF-
DAY MEASUREMENTS:
Use the method shown
here to get the time of day
without approximations
or floating-point division.

demonstrates how this is done.

Enumerated types are really lists of

unique identifier names. Since computers

can work only with numbers. Turbo Pascal

implements enumerated types by assign-

ing consecutive byte values to them, start-

ing at 0. The byte values assigned to the

identifiers are called their ordinal values.

For example, let's say the enumerated type

Fruit consists of (Apple, Orange, Grape,

Pineapple). Their respective ordinal values

are 0, 1 , 2, and 3. You can easily verify this

by using Turbo Pascal's Ord() function to

show the ordinal values. Ord(Apple), for ex-

ample, will return 0.

Since the ordinal value given to the first

identifier of any enumerated type is always

zero, the constant declaration is easy. Sim-

ply typecast 0 as a Fniit, as follows;

FirstPruit « Fruit(0);

Finding the ordinal value of the LastFruit

identifier is a bit more difficult—It requires

the definition of an Array type. Using [Fnjit]

as the index type in the FruitRay array dec-

laration creates an array with 1 byte for

each of the identifiers in the Fruit type. The
expression SizeOf(FruitRay)-1 gives the

ordinal value of the last fruit, in this case the

value 3.

The size of the FruitRay anay depends

on the Fmit Type declaration. Adding or re-

moving identifiers in that declaration results

in a larger or smaller array size. The last

identifier in the enumerated type is defined

by the following expression:

LastFruit « Fruit

(

siseof (FmitRay)-l );

To test the method, add and remove identi-

fiers from the Fruit Type declaration in the

program in Figure 1 and remn the program.

Don Strenczewilk

Rochester, New York

rim If you declare all of your enumer-

ated types in this way and use the

ttWtIiH first and last constants as needed,

you'll avoid the possibility of breaking a

program by changing the identifiers in the

enumerated type. You don't increase the

size of the compiled program by adding

Figure 1 ; Changing the members of an enumerated type can break your programs, but not if you

follow the method illustrated in this program.

NOVEMBER 14. 1989 PC MAGAZINE glig
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the "extra” source code—the anay type

doesn’t take any space, and the calculation

to set the values of the first and last con-

stants takes place at compile time.

The ordinal value of the first identifier

in any enumerated type is always 0, but it

would be handy for Turbo Pascal to pro-

vide a built-in last function. The informa-

tion does exist, even in a compiled pro-

gram—the range-checking code uses it.

But your program doesn’t have access to

that data. Hence the need for work-

arounds like the one Mr. Strenczewilk pro-

vides.

However, if you are devious, you can

get at the upper and lower limits for any

scalar type. \^en your program performs

a range check, it calls a routine that sets

ES:DI to point at an 8-byte area containing

two Longlnts. The first is the lower limit,

and the second is the upper limit. Immedi-

ately after a range-check call, ES:D1 still

points to this block. The INLINE functions

shown in Figure 2 use this information to

get the two limits. You do need to use them

in a very specific way. though.

First, assign any variable of the type in

question to itself (for example ,

‘
‘A:= A;”

)

with range checking ON. Then, immedi-

ately afterward, set a Longlnt variable to

either “first” or "last”.

These functions work in Versions 4, 5,

and 5.5 of Turbo Pascal. Of course,

they’re not actually necessary, and they

may not work in later versions. But they do
serve to extract information that the com-

piler doesn’t normally provide.—(Vei/ J.

Rubenking

USING OUR
COURIERS UTILITY
In this issue we present ISTCLASS, a util-

ity that was designed to' help you manage

your MCI mail as well as send and receive

ASCII and binary files. It requires the ser-

vices of COURIERS, a memory-resident

serial port driver that has a set of function

calls 1 STCLASS uses to replace the ineffi-

cient routines that are available thrxHigh the

BIOS.

COURIERS is also a standalone utility

and can be used with other programs re-

quiring a serial port driver. To understand

how you can take advantage of COURI-

ERS’ serial services in your programs,

let’s examine its functions.

The general format follows that of

BIOS calls. The caller places a function

code in AH; a COM-port number (1 to 4)

in AL; and parameters as necessary in the

AX, BX. and CX registers, and then exe-

cutes an INT 14h instruction. COURIERS

returns result codes in AX.
Function 80h: Check ifCOURIERS is

loaded. IfCOURIERS is loaded, it returns

232 (decimal) in AH; otherwise, the BIOS
returns some indeterminable value. Any
program using COURIERS should start by

verifying that COURIERS is loaded and

asking the user to load it if it isn’t—just as

ISTCLASS does. (AL is ignored in this

case.)

Function 81h: Check if port is busy.

COURIERS returns a code in AH: 2

means that the port does not exist; I means

that the port exists and another program is

using it; 0 means that the port is available.

COURIERS reports code 1 only if an-

other program is using the port via COUR-
IERS’ own services. There would be no

way to check with any confidence if anoth-

er program were using a port in some other

way. ISTCLASS skips this nicety and

seizes the port it is told to use.

Function 82h: Configure a port. Be-

fore doing any I/O. a program should con-

figure the port with this ftinction. The line

speed in bits per second is passed in BX,
and CX contains a bit vector of various op-

tions. Only the low 2 bits are currently as-

signed: Bit 0(X)I b tells COURIERS to han-

dle input flow control; Bit 0()02h tells

COURIERS to handle output flow control.

Input flow control means that COURI-
ERS will send Control-S’s and Control-

Q’s to regulate the flow of incoming char-

acters. Output flow control means that

COURIERS will regulate its character

transmission according to Control-S's and

Control-Q’s that it receives.

In addition, bit (XX)4h is reserved for re-

questing COURIERS to operate the line

FiRSLAST.PAS

(SR+)
PROGRAM FirstLast;
TYPE
valua • 9ood, fair, poor^ tarribla);
years • 19S3..1989;
biggy - 100000. .200000;

VAR
valuevar i value;
yearavar t years;
biggyvar t biggy;
firsone, Lastone i Longlnt;

COMPLETE LISTING

FUNCTION la8t:Longlnt;
INLINE

(

S26/$8B/$55/$06/ {MOV
S26/S8B/$45/S04); (MOV

FUNCTION FirstxLonglnt;
INLINE

(

$26/$8B/$55/S02/ {MOV
$26/$6B/$45/$00); {MOV

OX, ESI [DI'i'06]>

AX,ES:[DI4-94]}

DX,ZSs[DI'i'02])
AX, ESI [01*1^00]}

BEGIN
valuevar t* excellent;
yearsvar ; 1988;
biggyvar i* 150000;
valuevar :• valuevar; lastone i* last;
valuevar :• valuevar; firsone first;
NriteLn( 'Limits of value type are firsone,' to ', lastone);
yearsvar t" yearsvar; lastone last;
yearavar i* yearsvar; firsone first;
writeLnc 'Limits of years type are ', firsone,' to ', lastone);
biggyvar t* biggyvar; lastone last;
biggyvar biggyvar; firsone t* first;
wrUeLn( 'Limits of BIGGY type are firsone, ' to ', lastone);

END.

Figure 2: This program uses a routine that is called when range (decking is done. This routine sets

ES:DI to point to an 8-byte location contaning two Longlnts that handily correspond to the upper and

lower limits of your enumerated type.

ISTCLASS is a

utility designed

to heip you manage

your MCI mail.

Eim PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1989



This is what a year’s worth

ofPC Magazine looks like. .

.

. . . and PC Week, PC Tech
Journal, MacUser, Govern-
ment Computer News, Lotus
Magazine, Digital Review,
Microsoft Systemsjourn^,
Communications of the ACM,
and A+.

Introducing COMPUTER LIBRARY!
COMPUTER LIBRARY™ is the ultimate

desktop reference on computers and
computing, it's a database containing the

full text of a year’s worth of these 10

leading computer publications, all on a

convenient, monthly updated CD-ROM.
And if that’s nut enough, it also includes

abstracts of computer related articles

from over 110 other periodicals like

InfoWorld, Data Communications, Com-
puter Reseller News, and Datamation.

Altogether, each disc covers more than

43,000 articles that have appeared in the

last 12 months.

Fast, Easy To Master!

Locating the exact information you

need is a snap because COMPUTER
LIBRARY includes BIueFish searchware
from Lotus Development Corporation.

Just enter the topic you’re interested in.

BIueFish rapidly locates all

the articles that mention

that topic and makes
them available for your

instant retrieval.

COMPUTER LIBRARY
is designed to boost the

productivity of anyone
who is professionally

involved with buying,

managing, supporting,

marketing, or developing

computer hardware and

software. Once you begin using it, you’ll

wonder how you ever got by without it.

Subscribe Now!
COMPUTER LIBRARY requires a CD-

ROM drive. If you don’t already have

one, we can help you save money on a

fast, reliable Sony drive, complete with

a 12-month warranty.

An annual subscription to COMPUTER
LIBRARY costs only $695. To subscribe

or to get more information call

(212) 503-4400 today.

CIRCLE 158 ON READER SERVICE CARD Compuirr Library Is a indnnark of Ziff Cominunkationj Co BIueFish is a regisiendiradnnvk of Lotus UrwkipuimiCof^
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under the X.PC protocol. This is not yet

implemented.

When configuring the port, COURI-
ERS sets it to send and receive 8-bit char-

acters with I slop bit and no parity. There

are currently no alternatives.

Function 83h: Start input. This func-

tion provides COURIERS with the specifi-

cations of an area of memory that COURI-
ERS can use as a circular buffer for

incoming characters. ES:BX points to the

buffer and CX contains its length in bytes.

If input flow control is requested, then the

buffer should be at least 128 bytes. The

largest allowable buffer is 65,536 bytes,

the size ofa memory segment. The address

provided for the buffer must be such that

every byte in it can be addressed using the

segment provided in ES. COURIERS
does not check for this, however, and if

provided, say, with a buffer address of

I FI D:F000 and a size of 40,000, it would

fail rather horribly.

After input is initiated with this func-

tion, it continues until the port is deconfig-

ured (function 8D). It is very important

that a program deconfigure a port after us-

ing it or else COURIERS could be left

stuffing stray characters into an area of

memory being used by another program

for some completely different purpose.

COURIERS is a stand-

alone utility and can

be used with other

programs requiring a

seriai port driver.

And that could lead to serious bugs.

Function 84h: Read a character. This

function requests that COURIERS extract

the next character from its input buffer and

return it to the program. On reluming,

COURIERS sets the 7F processor flag to

indicate whether or not input was avail-

able. ZF = I means that no input was

available. If ZF = 0, then COURIERS
also returns a character in AL along with a

copy of the status bits read from the COM
port in the AH register.

Note that there is no facility for making

COURIERS wait for incoming data. If a

program just wants to spin its wheels until

a character shows up. it should invoke this

function in a loop until the ZF flag is re-

turned as zero.

In most cases, it is safe to ignore the sta-

tus bits. The only one that might possibly

have meaning is the status bit that denotes

a framing error on the received character.

Note, however, that COURIERS adds I

status bit of its own, the highest or sign bit,

to indicate an input buffer overflow. If in-

put flow control is turned on and operating

correctly and the buffer is sufficiently

large, an overflow should never occur.

Function 85h: Flush pending input.

COURIERS discards any characters wait-

ing to be read from its input buffer.

Function 86h: Start output. COURI-
ERS initiates the transmission of a se-

quence of characters. ES:BX points to the

data and CX contains the byte count.

COURIERS returns to the calling program

once the transmission is under way; it does

Wheel of fortune.

“With Computer Library I was able to find

some unusual hardware for a desperate cuS'

tamer . And within the first two weeks I made
a profit of $700. Enough to pay for my sub-

scription.”

-Semyon Roitman, President, Entre Computer Store

Take Computer Library out for a spin and
you’ll be amazed what turns up. For openers,

you’ll find crucial computer products and
information right at your fingertips.

Because Computer Library delivers a year’s

worth of computer articles from over 1 20
publications like PC WEEK and PC
Magazine. All on a compact disc that’s

mailed to you each month with new, fully

updated information.

St) you’ll find products when others can’t.

And be able to watch the

reviews to gauge what the best

sellers will be. All for $695 a

year.

Call 2 1 2-503-44(X) to sub-

scribe. And chances are you’ll

hit the jackpot.

THE ULDMATE DESKTOP REFERENCE
Ono Park AvcraK-. Not Y..rk, NY 10016

Oimpuier Library is a Tnuiemark of Ziff Communications Company
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not wait until transmission is complete.

The same caveats about buffer address-

ing given for the input function 84h apply

equally here.

Function 87h: Output status. COURI-
ERS returns the number of characters

awaiting transmission in AX. It is safe to

initiate another transmission only when the

returned value is zero. The ZF flag is also

set to indicate whether AX is zero or not.

To wait for completion of a transmission , a

program should call function 86 and then

repeatedly call 87 until a zero value is re-

turned.

Function 88h: Abort output. COURI-
ERS terminates any transmission in prog-

ress.

Function 89h: Transmit a single char-

acter. COURIERS transmits the character

passed in CL. This function may be called

repeatedly with no tests or checks between

calls. It would typically be used by a pro-

gram such as a terminal emulator.

Function 8Ah: Send BREAK. COUR-
IERS transmits a BREAK condition for

approximately 385 milliseconds. Note that

COURIERS does not detect receipt of a

BREAK.
Function 8Bh: (Not used.)

Function 8Ch: Set speed. COURIERS
resets the speed of the port. The caller pro-

vides this speed in BX. ISTCLASS uses

this function to change speeds when a con-

nection is completed at a speed other than

that for which the modem was primed.

Function 8Dh: Deconfigure port.

COURIERS stops input on the port and

turns off all interrupts. As discussed

above, it is very important that a program

invoke this function upon completing use

of a COM port .—Pete Maclean

OBTAIN EXACT TIME-OF-DAY
MEASUREMENTS
I would like to call attention to a widely used

but inaccurate procedure for converting the

BIOS clock count to the time of day. It is

common practice to use the high word of

The PC’s timer

crystal oscillates

at a frequency of

1,193,180 Hz, or

slightly more than

a million ticks

per second.

the 32-bit counter returned in CX:DX by in-

terrupt 1Ah, function 0, as the number of

hours that have passed since midnight. Un-

fortunately, this method does not provide

an exact measure of time.

The PC's timer crystal oscillates at a fre-

quency of 1,193,180 Hz, or slightly more

than a million ticks per second. Every

65,536 cycles, a time-of-day interrupt is

generated; this updates a counter in the

BIOS data area. On average, the counter is

Figure 3: Use this assembly language routine to accurately convert clock ticks to seconds. The

method shown here provides an accurate time-of-day measurement.

updated 18.2065 times per second, which

works out to 65,543 updates per hour.

Since 65,543 is very dose to 65,536 (the

capacity of a 16-bit word), it turns out that

the high word of the BIOS counter is updat-

ed roughly once every hour.

The routine shown in Figure 3 illustrates

a procedure for converting the BIOS clock

count to seconds without resorting to ap-

proximations or floating-point division. It

calls interrupt lAh, function 0, to get the

dock count and returns the number of sec-

onds that have passed since midnight in

CX:DX. It effectively multiplies the BIOS
dock count by 65,536, then divides it by

1 , 1 93, 1 80. To avoid using numbers greater

than 32 bits in length, it breaks the division

into two steps, first dividing by 59,659, then

by 20.

Charles Hannum
Henryville, Pennsylvania

I
jly I confess—I’m one of those who

have used the approximate method

wkUi in the past. When you just need a

quick estimate of the current time, it's real-

ly not that bad. The worst you can do is end

up overestimating the amount of time that

has passed since midnight by a few sec-

onds.

Still, it’s not entirely accurate, and we
expect computers to be perfect, don’t we?

The method you’ve outlined works and, as

you noted, it avoids having to multiply and

divide large integers. Doing so is always a

pain on any Intel processor other than the

386, which has the capacity to deal with

64-bit quantities.

Mr. Hannum’s routine employs a clev-

er work-around. The mulliply-and-divide

process is broken into four discrete steps,

each of which is handled with 32-bit quan-

tities. Incorporate this as a subroutine into

your own programs and you can forget

about the BIOS’s cryptic clock count and

deal with the more-straightforward units

we all think in terms of: seconds.—7^
Prosise

SPEAK YOUR LANGUAGE
Share your knowledge of BASIC, C, Pas-

cal, FORTRAN, and COBOL with Lan-

guages readers. We’ll pay you $50 or more

for any tips we print, plus an extra $25 if

you submityour letter on a disk. If you do,

please include a printed copy. Mail contri-

butions to Languages, PC Magazine, One
Park Avenue, New York, N'Y 10016, or

upload them to PC MagNet (see the “By
Modem” sidebar in the Utilities col-

umn).
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A vast assortment ofbrush and

airbrush tools, from broad to

Magnify images up 1600%

detailed grooming.

Graft portions from

one place to another

to remove blemishes

from originals.

Scale to any size,

rotate on three axes,

re-form one shape into

any other— from ear

to ear.

Moveable, re-sizable,

re-shapable windows

free you to concentrate

on editing.

for Universal or regional control of

contrast and gravscale to bring

imaoPQ fnlifp

If you’re doing sophisticated desktop

publishing, here is the powerful tool you’ve

always needed.

Gray F/X is the PC equivalent

of a professional photolab.

Unlike photo manipulation

programs that just do a lot

of “tricksr Gray F/X gives you

the range ofcontrol and

subdety necessary for high-quality photo

output. Even if you’re not a suigeon.

Because Gray F/X harnesses

its power with some of the

most manageable and accessible

menu windowing ever devised.

Find out about dl the bells and

whistles, as well as the nuts and

bolts. Call (800) 248-6550.

GrayFX

Datacopy
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OUTPUT VERSUS DISPLAY
What is the relationship between the

screen resolution of a displayed image and

the resolution of hard copy obtained from

the program that generated the image?

More specifically, would I get better printed

images from an 8514/A or a super VGA
than I would from a standard VGA?

Roger E. Webb
Bressler, Pennsylvania

; : I
|J With most application software,

i s n there is no relationship between

iMMlI the resolution of the display and

the resolution of printed or plotted output.

In AutoCAD, for example, a drawing

printed on a dot matrix printer looks the

same whether you’re running it on a CGA,
a VGA, or a 1 ,024-by-768 video card such

as IBM’s 8514/A. The reason is that an

AutoCAD image is stored in memory as a

series of descriptors that define the posi-

tions and attributes of graphic entities such

as lines, curves, arcs, and text, with a reso-

lution that is many times higher than what

either the screen or hard-copy device can

produce. To project the image to the

.screen, AutoCAD uses a display driver that

translates the virtual image into one com-

patible with the video subsystem. To print

the image, a printer or plotter driver is

used. The only link between the two is that

both derive their output from the same in-

memory model.

The trend in the graphics industry is to-

ward device independence, in which the

same program can run on a number of dif-

ferent hardware platforms with little or no

change to the program. OS/2’s Presenta-

tion Manager offers a measure of device-

independence to programs that run under

its auspices through the graphics program-

ming interface. Device drivers supplied

with Presentation Manager are capable of

handling a variety of different displays and

printers. Rather than having to create doz-

ens of different drivers to support the wide

range of hardware options available on the

PC (witness the number of printer drivers

packaged with WordPerfect), OS/2 pro-

OUTPUT VERSUS
DISPLAY: The quality of

your printer—not your
screen— determines the

quality of your output.

HOW BUS SPEED
AFFECTS A PC’s
PERFORMANCE: A bus
only has to be fast

enough to keep up with its

peripherals.

PROCESSING THE F11

AND F1 2 FUNCTION
KEYS: Here’s a way to tell

if your BIOS supports
extended keyboard
services.

A BUG IN THE EARLY
IBM VIDEO BIOS: The BP
register isn’t saved during

some function calls,

despite documentation
claims.

READING HARD DISKS:
How manufacturers
ensure disk readability

despite varying data

densities.

grammars can devote their re.sources to de-

veloping application programs. Device

handling is left to the operating system.

The exceptions to this rule are programs

that print graphics from the bitmap dis-

played on the screen. The IX)S GRAPH-
ICS.COM utility, for example, pulls the

data it sends to the printer directly from the

video buffer. As a result, the better the vid-

eo adapter, the better the hard-copy out-

put. Few modem application programs use

this technique, simply because the printed

images they produce look cmde in com-

parison to graphics printed by programs

that exploit the full resolution of the hard-

copy device. In addition, it is extremely

difficult to output bitmapped images to

plotters. Plotters think in terms of vectors

rather than pixels—an important distinc-

tion to high-function graphics programs

that use plotters rather than printers for the

highest-quality hard-copy output .—Jeff

Prosise

HOW BUS SPEED AFFECTS
ARC’S PERFORMANCE
It’s common to run the I/O bus of a fast 386

machine at a clock speed lower than that of

the CPU. The Compaq Deskpro 386/25, for

example, pairs a 25-MHz CPU with an

8.33-MHz bus. How does bus speed affect

the performance of a PC?
Son Pham
Englewood, Colorado

I jiy The higher the bus speed, the fast-

j ^ n er the peripherals connected to the

M&li’ll bus can transfer data to and from

the CPU. If the bus is fast enough to keep

up with the external devices attached to

it—hard disks, serial ports, and expan-

sion-card RAM, for example—then any

additional speed is irrelevant: system
throughput is limited by the peripherals. If

the bus is slower, however, it becomes a

bottleneck in the system that effectively

inhibits performance by throttling data-

transfer rates.

Let’s look at specifics. For most de-

vices, an 8.33-MHz bus speed is more

than adequate to keep the CPU from be-

coming bound by the bus. For example, a

typical data-transfer rate for a fa-st ESDI
drive controller is around 5 megabits per

second. A 16-bit bus mnning at 8.33 MHz
requires 120 nanoseconds to complete one

clock cycle. Paired with a 286 or 386 mi-

croprocessor, which requires two clock

cycles to access a 16-bit unit of data on the

bus, that bus can deliver data at rates ex-

ceeding 8Mb per second. The same bus

with a 32-bit design can transfer more than

16Mb per second, far more than the drive

controller itself could ever hope to deliver.

NOVEMBER 14. 1989 PC MAGAZINE gtEi
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In this case, it doesn’t make any diffefcnce

whether the bus is running at 8.33 MHz or

25 MHz. The data-transfer rate from the

hard disk is limited by the drive controller,

not by the bus.

One variable that you can't factor out of

the performance equation is the width of

the bus in bits. A 16-bit bus can transfer

twice as much data in a given time period

as an 8-bit bus. In turn, a 32-bit bus offers

twice the bandwidth of a 16-bit bus if the

clock speeds are the same, and four times

the bandwidth of an 8-bit design.

The one device that can consistently

outpace the bus is RAM. Even the slowest

RAM chips used in 386 systems, which

typically have access times in the neigh-

borhcxxl of 100 nanoseconds, can divulge

bytes faster than most buses can handle

them. As a result, it’s to your advantage to

install as much RAM as possible on the

system board of a 386 PC, since the path

from there to the CPU will in all likelihorxl

be 32 bits wide, and to install auxiliary

memory boards in 32-bit slots. Most 386

machines provide at least one 32-bit slot

for added memory. The penalty for install-

ing RAM in a slow I/O channel is wait

states—clock cycles spent waiting for data

when the CPU could be doing other things.

—JeffProsise

PROCESSING THE F1

1

AND FI 2 FUNCTION KEYS
How does an application program process

the F11 and F12 function keys? Do F11

and FI 2 generate extended keyboard

codes like the other function keys?

Louis Schuetz

Arvada, Colorado

Ena PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1989
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i y Function keys FI 1 and F12 gener-

j ^ n ate extended key codes that can be

migiTmn trapped by calling interrupt 16h,

function lOh. Function lOh, the keyboard

BIOS extended keyboard read service,

works just like function 0—the normal

keyboard read service routine—except

that it supports a number of keys and key

combinations that weren’t supported in

IBM’s original keyboard BIOS.

On return from the interrupt, the AL
register will be set to 0 and AH to 85h if

FI 1 was pressed. F12 produces a 0 in AL
accompanied by the value 86h in AH. If

your program traps key presses with inter-

rupt Ibh, function 0, presses of FI 1 and

FI 2 will not register. It will be Just as if no

key had been pressed.

To determine whether or not the BIOS
supports this and other extended keyboard

services, design your program so that it

follows the procedure outlined in Figure 1

.

First, interrupt 16h, function 5, is called to

attempt to write the value FFFFh hex to the

keyboard buffer. If, on return, AL is set to

FHi, then the extended functions are not

supported. If it returns any other value,

then the extended functions are supported.

Function lOh must then be called to clear

the FFFFh entry from the keyboard buf-

fer.—JeffProsise

A BUG IN THE EARLY IBM
VIDEO BIOS
I recently encountered a strange anomaly

while testing a set ofMASM routines written

for C. One of the routines calls interrupt

lOh, function 6, to clear the screen This

worked fine on my PC clone, but it locked

up a genuine IBM PC. A little work with DE-

BUG showed that the IBM PC’s video BIOS

altered the BP register during processing of

the interrupt lOh function call, destroying

the C program's stack-frame pointer. Yet

the BIOS documentation claims that all reg-

isters that do not return values are pre-

served. What gives?

Jonathan Wood
Tustin, California

t m m

i i i L] You’ve run across a well-known
I * I

j
B n bug in some of the early versions

of the IBM PC video BIOSs. The

BIOS fails to save the BP register but uses

it in functions 6 and 7 to store a value that is

two times the number of columns dis-

played on the screen—the byte offset be-

tween identical locations on succeeding

lines.

Functions 6 and 7 aren’t the only ones

that use BP indiscriminately. Function 8,

which reads characters and attributes from

the video buffer, allocates a temporary

storage area for itself on the caller’s stack

and uses BP as a stack-frame reference

when the PC is in graphics mode. The so-

lution is to save BP on the stack before

calling any routine from the video BIOS.

In fact, pushing BP onto the stack should

be the first action every C subfunction

takes. Almost all C compilers require that

the value of BP be preserved across func-

tion calls.

Saving BP is a must if your assembly

language routine needs to access parame-

ters passed on the stack or requires local

storage space on the stack, because only

BP can be used in base-plus-displacement

addressing relative to segment register SS.

Even if no parameters are passed or local

storage isn’t needed, saving BP ensures

that someone else’s improper use of the

register won’t cause your program to

crash.

You can make a strong argument that

the misuse of BP by the BIOS is not a bug

at all, but rather a documented quirk. A
note in IBM’s assembly language listing

for the BIOS dated October 27, 1982,

warns that only CS, SS, DS, ES, BX, CX,
and DX are preserved during interrupt lOh

processing and that other registers may be

destroyed—clearly indicating that it’s up

to the caller to save BP. However, the first

edition of the IBM Personal Syslenill and
Personal Computer BIOS Interface Tech-

nical Reference, dated April 1987, errone-

ously states that the BIOS interrupt han-

dlers “save all registers except AX, the

flags, and those registers that return a value

to the caller.’’ Don’t believe it. If you call

interrupt lOh functions from a program

where BP must be preserved, save it first.

An ounce of prevention is worth a pound

of cure.—JeffProsise

HOW TO TEST FOR EXTENDED BIOS KEYBOARD SUPPORT

mov CX,0FFFFh ; Attempt to write key code
mov ah, S ; to keyboard buffer with
int 16h ; function 5

emp al.CFFh ;If AL = FF on return.
je not supported ; extended keyboard Bios

; is not supported

mov ah, 10h ;Clear the keyboard buffer
int 16 h ; before proceeding

Figure 1 : A program can test for extended BIOS keyboard support using this assembler code. If

function 5 succeeds in writing a character to the keyboard buffer, extended keyboard functions are

supported. A return value in AL of FFh indicates that extended functions are not supported. If the call

succeeds, function 1 0h should be called to clear the entry from the keyboard buffer.
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READING HARD DISKS
One of the parameters set by the drive type

specification on AT hard disks is write pre-

compensation. What is it, and what are the

consequences of setting it to a value that is

either too high or too low?

Robert J. Sandler

New Milford, New Jersey

The sectors located on the inner-

most cylinders of a hard disk are

physically smaller than those on

the outside. To ensure that what’s written

to the surface of the disk in this region can

be read back without error, the signal must

be specially conditioned to compensate for

the greater data density. This process is

known as write precompensation. The
write precompensation value encoded into

a hard disk's parameter table is the cylin-

der where write precompensation begins.

This value is normally determined by

the drive manufacturer based on experi-

mental and statistical data, but it is not a

hard and fast number. Entering a slightly

lower value than the manufacturer recom-

mends—effectively enabling write pre-

compensation nearer the outside edge

—

will have little effect on drive perform-

ance. Entering a write precompensation

value much lower than recommended can

result in false signals being read from the

drive surface. Setting write precompensa-

tion higher can produce soft errors when
the drive heads attempt to read data from a

cylinder where write precompensation

should have been used but wasn’t.

As long as you choose the correct drive

type when you install a new hard disk into

your system (assuming that your PC sup-

ports the same drive type numbering sys-

tem that your hard disk’s drive type desig-

nation is based on), you can be assured

that write precompensation will be set cor-

rectly.— Prosise

ASK THE TUTOR
The Tutor solves practical problems and

explains points of general interest about

using your hardware and software more
productively. To have your questions an-

swered here, write to Tutor, PC Maga-
zine, One Park Avenue, New York, NY
10016, or upload them to PC MagNet (see

the “By Modem” sidebar in the Utilities

column). We’re sorry, but we cannot an-

swer questions personally .
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Who could have imagined, a decade ago, the

power you now have at your fingertips?

Tiny chips that compute at dock speeds approadi-

ing 50 MHz. Memory in millions of l^des that you

can hold in your hand. Enormous jobs done in minutes

on your desk instead of days down the hall.

All at a fraction of the cost

Emerson Electric is making that same kind of

revolution happen in the UPS equipment that protects

these computers from erratic electric power.

Technology innovations are enabling us to bring

costs down so low you simply can’t afford not to have

UPS protection.

And not just for your larger computers and PC
network applications, but for every computer you own
down to the smallest PC.

Emerson is growing the broadest computer
power protection product line in the world. It now
ranges fiom internal board-level UPS’ to massive

systems for supercomputers.

\bu buy UPS systems for reliability— to keep your

data secure, your people vrorking and your computer

networks hedthy Emerson UPS systems won’t let

you down even when the power does.

And we’re backing these new products with

new direct customer support and service nationwide,

new distribution channels, and most of all, our

energetic people.

That’s Emerson UPS today Protecting the

computers you depend oa It’s our only business.

Watch us fly

EMERSON UPS
We protect the ones mi love.

For information on new products or on becoming a distributor, call 1-800-Back-UPS.

r 19K9 Emerson Computer Hiwer. a division of Emerson Electric Ca
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Tb all those unlucky enough to be stuck Offering hundreds of presentation treatments

smack in the middle of the cunent spread- from word charts to three-dimensional bat

sheet confusion, take heart

There is, at last a viable

alternative to war: revolution.

One that delivers even more

performance than you have

(ahem) been waiting for; but

without demanding expensive

new hardware or extensive

retraining. And without abmpdy
cutting you off from any user

in your company even those

on mainframes.

The name of the spreadsheet

is Supercalc's.

And what it can do foryou

is, frankly quite revolutionary

Let’s be^ at the end. Stand-alone quality

graphic capabilities have been built in.

Ariy'sMH
BrMkdOwn 0( tiiplfmi

FY Ending Jmmty 91 Wtt

Unkjust about fvetything in sight.

pie, scatter; and polar graphs.

And witii SuperCalcS, you

select fonts, lines, boxes, grids

and shading. All ofwhich can

be used to produce the hipest

quality customized reports.

Plus, SuperCalcS actually

makes productivity easier An
integrated Undo feature simply

reverses unwanted commands.

And a truly comprehensive

tyslem ofdebug^ghi^^ts
costly errors and ar^yzes

macro logic.

Perhaps even

more impressive

is the way SuperCalcS can

link spreadsheets. Up to 2SS Ciar/r bugs before they

come back to bite^.

C ]989 Computer .Associates international. !nc. 1240 McKay Dr. San lose, CA 95131. Uxusanl 1-2-3 are tcgjsieredtradcrnarksci Lone tVvelopmeni corporation. Excdearegjstctedtradefnarkof



tD be precise. Linking either in memory and compatible computers but also

Andy's Bunnies

lAOOfncSutMnent

UMwttMd

ss:
OovaUk

or on disk, either pages of the same spread-

sheet or inde-

pendent, either

SuperCalcSS files

or Lotus* 1-2-3*^.

Which brin^

us to the “L”

word. SuperCalc5

not only reads

and writes Lotus*

1-2-3* files, it

totally coexists

with Lotus.

Letting you easily move 1-2-3 macros into

SuperCalc5 and back again. Even toggling

between menus is a snap for SuperCalc5.

But not for Excel!

Which now brings us to the “E” word.

Unlike Excel, Supe£alc5 mns on all IBM*
Mkrosofl IBM is a rcgisteral iraifemark of Imcmauonal Business Machines

CMtaM

Produce artnual-ncpon </ualiry output eiv/ydqii

takes full advantage of286 and 386 machines

v^henyou decide to make that transition.

And if all that isn’t enou^ to make you
mn out todays and join the revolution, therels

even more incentive.

Like our free demo disk offer throu^ July

31, 1989. And our $100

upgrade offer for just

about any spreadsheet

you’re using. Call 1-800-

531-5236. In Canada

call 1-800-663-6904.

Which finally brings us

to our admittedly biased

outlook for the much touted spreadsheetwar

With SuperCalc5, peace is at hand.

QONiPUlER
JlSSOCIATES

- Software superior by design.
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Two Demanding

9600 bps Standards

V.32 is the industry standard

for full-duplex 9600 bps dial-up

communications. V.42 is the

demanding new international

standard for error correction.

UDS has now combined them
in a compact economy pack-

age, which is especially attrac-

tive for personal computer use

and other dial-up applications.

FasTalk® V.32/42 brings you

full compliance with both

standards. Since V.42 specifies

both MNP®4 and LAP-M, this

device is compatible with far-

end modems using either error

correction arrangement! Com-

$1045 QUANTITY ONE PRICE

patibility is further extended by

MNP 5 data compression for

rates to 19,200 bps.

FasTalk V.32/42 has the

other features you expect for

personal computer applications.

Auto dialing is accomplished

with the industry-standard Hayes
command set. The modem will

communicate at 9600, 4800,

2400, 1200, or 0-300 bps over

dial-up lines. Auto answer, inte-

gral diagnostics and audible

call progress detection are

standard features.

For single-modem compliance

with both V.32 and V.42, move
up to FasTalk. You can do It at

a surprisingly low cost.

For details, contact Universal

Data Systems, 5000 Bradford Dr.,

Huntsville, AL 35807-7002.

Telephone 205/721-8000;

FAX 205/721-8926.

Universal Data Systems

(g) MOTOROLA INC.
Intormahon Systems Groi^

Created by Dayner/Hail, Inc., Winter Park, Florida

CIRCLE 367ON READER SERVICE CARD
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by
Frank J. Derfler, Jr. Connectivity

Clinic
SPEED NETWARE INSTALLATION
I’ve gotten a lot out of your Connectivity

Clinic and would like to pass on a hint for

configuring Novell’s Entry Level Systems

(ELS) NetWare.

There are two ways to install ELS. If you

have drives that are already certified, you

can simply run the INSTALL program.

However, if you have new drives that need

to be certified, you must run the STARTUP
program. But this can take over an hour for

a 60MB drive.

With Advanced NetWare, you can side-

step the COMPSURF part of the installa-

tion procedure by using Disk Manager-N

from Ontrack Computer Systems. Unfortu-

nately, you can’t use Disk Manager-N to

speed up ELS installation, because it

doesn’t install Novell’s Hot Fix.

We finally came up with a procedure

that speeds installation enormously. You

certify the drives with Ontrack’s software,

run NETGEN to install the Hot Rx software

(this takes only a minute or two), then quit

NETGEN and run the INSTALL program

supplied with the ELS Level I. I hope this

hint saves as much time for others as it has

torus.

Barry S. Oxenhandler

St. Louis, Missouri

i
I

I Li We use Ontrack’s Disk Manager-

j it n N in the LAN Labs all the time, be-

cause it cuts a lot of time off the

two or three NetWare installations we do

every week. Disk Manager-N has a retail

price of $249.95. Contact Ontrack at (800)

752-1333 for more information.

BIOS-DRIVER INCOMPATIBILITIES
We’ve run into a really strange problem and

hope you can suggest a solution. We want-

ed to use an ALR computer as a node on a

Novell network. To do this, we installed the

G/Ethemet AT card from Gateway Com-
munications that you recommended in your

Ethernet card review in the January 31,

1989, issue. This card gave us a good con-

nection to the sen/er, but DOS couldn’t find

SPEED NETWARE
INSTALLATION: A tip for

configuring ELS NetWare.

BIOS-DRIVER
INCOMPATIBILITIES:
Some combinations of

DOS, ROM, and LAN
drivers just don’t work.

MCI ON A LAN:
Two methods for getting

MCI Mail service

over a network.

the local drives in the ALR.

We replaced it with a Western Digital

8003 Ethernet card and generated a new
workstation shell for NetWare on the ALR.

We had a good connection to the server,

and DOS found the local drives. However, it

couldn’t find any files on the server!

Finally, we took a 3Com 3C503 card

and the IPX.COM and NET3.COM files

from another machine and installed them

on the ALR. Everything worked fine! What

was happening?

John Thomas
Herndon, Virginia

! I ! y Call ALR and get an updated

y^n ROM BIOS! The driver software

for each of the cards you tried was

written using different techniques. The
drivers were certified by Novell, but not

with every computer vendor’s version of

ROM BIOS. There are apparently enough

incompatibilities between the drivers and

the BIOS to prevent them from woiidng

together all the time. Many of these com-

panies update their products often, so if

you ever have problems interfacing with

otherwise “standard” products, ask for

the latest copy of the software.

While the problem sounds like driver-

BIOS incompatibility, there is one other

thing you might check. Since each of the

cards you mentioned uses a different mem-
ory location to read and write to the system

memory, it is also possible that you are

having memory conflicts.

MCI ON A LAN
We used Lotus Express in our office to

send and receive MCI Mail. But now that

we’ve installed a network, we don’t have

enough RAM to load it. Lotus apparently

doesn’t intend to provide a network version.

Our LAN software came with a pretty good

e-mail package, but it has no links to MCI
Mail. Any hints about how we can get MCI
Mail service on our LAN?

Bill Jergens

Chicago, Illinois

! j
I y You have two alternatives for get-

ting good MCI Mail service over a

fflWi PC-based networic. Both methods

involve dedicating one computer as an

MCI Mail server.

First, you can buy an e-mail package

for your LAN that includes an MCI Mail

gateway. One caveat: many have prom-

ised, but few have delivered a good MCI
Mail gateway. The best gateways, such as

the one that is an option to Da Vinci Sys-

tems’ eMAlL, use the Message Handling

Service (MHS) utilities sold for $100 by

Action Technologies ((415) 654-4444)

and provided free by Novell with

NetWare. However, you might have to re-

arrange all of the MCI Mail accounts in

your organization, because the gateway

packages we have seen generally use a sin-

gle group EMS account. This is an admin-

istrative matter you can take up with MCI.
We experimented with another method

of setting up an MCI Mail gateway. It can

handle only nine private user accounts, but

it is effective. In the PC Magazine LAN
Labs, we set up one PC-XT as a node on

the network and loaded it with Lotus Ex-

press configured for our MCI Mail ac-

counts. We then load either R2LAN from

Crosstalk Communications or Close-

NOVEMBER14.1989 PC MAGAZINE Elilcl
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Connectivity Clinic

Up!LAN from Norton-Lambert. Both of

these programs work like their more famil-

iar RS-232C remote-control relatives, but

they do their work across a network instead

of across phone lines. Either package lets

us remotely control the MCI Mail machine

across the network.

With either of these LAN remote con-

trol products installed, any node on the

network can, on a one-at-a-time basis, op)-

erate the MCI Mail gateway machine to

check on, reply to, or create mail.

Since Express operates in background

mode, users can get on and off the MCI
Mail gateway machine quickly and let Ex-

press handle things on its own. They can

use the Express File commands in order to

save incoming mail on the XT.
A word of warning: because of a soft-

ware interrupt conflict between NetWare's

IPX and the X.PC protocol used in Ex-

press, Express will not save files on the

network drive over a NetWare LAN. This

is fine for mail, but it requires a lot of

work-arounds if you want to use attached

files.

Setting up the lx>tus Express “server”

took patience, because we had to remap

keys and carefully manage the memory,

but it does work.

Figure 1 illustrates how aLAN could be

set up with an MHS server for MCI Mail

and a station running Lx)tus Express that

can be remotely controlled across the net-

work.

Ifyou are interested in software provid-

ing remote control across the LAN, inves-

tigate the two new competing products in

the market: Close-UpILAN from Norton-

Lambert ((805) 964-6767) and R2LAN
from Crosstalk Communications ((404)

998-3998).

NETWORK YOUR QUESTIONS
Connectivity Clinic gives you practical so-

lutions to networking problems of all

types. We’ll pay $50 or more for any tips

we print, plus an extra $25 ifyou submit

your letter on a disk. If you do, please in-

clude a printed copy. We’ll gladly answer

your questions at no charge, but we cannot

answer letters personally. Mail contribu-

tions to Connectivity Clinic, PC Maga-
zine, One Park Avenue, New York, NY
10016, or upload them to PC MagNet (see

the “By Modem” sidebar in the Utilities

column). You may also contact Frank J.

Derfler, Jr., via MCI Mail (use Derfler’s

box named CONNECTIVITY CLINIC).*

Lotu»Expna»a»nm
NshVare shell

LAN remote control software

Lotus Express

: .NHSmallservef

: » NetWare shell

' MHS
MCI gateway

RS-232
cabling

RS-232
cabling

MHS user node
A/etWare shell

MHS-compatible e-mail program

Lotus Express user node
NetWare shell

LAN remote control software

-| LAN cabling

iiMfihJ liiii^Mhiiiiiiifai iriiiTiai

Rgure 1 : This LAN has both a server using Action Technology's Message Handling Service (MHS) utilities for MCI mail and a station running Ljotus

Express that can be remotely controlled across the network. The diagram shows the software modules loaded into the gateway and user nodes. The MHS
client station runs an e-mail package, like Da Vinci Systems’ eMAIL, with an interface to MHS. The Lotus Express client station uses a LAN remote control

product like Close-Up/LAN or R2LAN to run Express on the Lotus Express “server."
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EPSON®Means Business
AST Computers- Call For the Lowest Prices In the U.S.

N

LX-B10
• Full-featured 9-pin. eO-column

dot-matrix printer

• Fast 200 CPS Superdraft

print speed

• SmartParV* p^)er harxJlir>g

• SelecType front control panel

• Built-in Near Letter Quality fonts

' Epson^ orre year limited

warranty

$179

EPSON

UQ-510
• 24-Pin Letter Quality printer

• Prints 180 CPS in draft mode:
60 CPS in Letter Quality mode

• Easy-to-use SelecType front

conftol panel
• Actvanced SrrtartPark'* paper
handling

• Built-in Epson Rorrtan and
Sans Se^ Letter QualiW fonts

• EpsonS one year limited

warrwity

$319

Prices subject to change without notice

EPSON* PRINTER SPECS
EPSON Width Speed Price

LX-810 STD. 180/30 NLQ $179
LQ-510 STD. 180/60 LQ $319
FX-850 STD. 264/54 NLQ CALL
FX-1050 WIDE 264/54 NLQ CALL
LQ-850 STD. 264/88 LQ CALL
LQ-950 MEDIUM 264/88 LQ CALL
LQ-1050 WIDE 264/88 LQ CALL
LQ-2550 WIDE 400/133 LQ CALL
DFX- 5000 Available Only At Computer Exercise

EPL- 6000 World Headquarters-MInneapolis.MN

Panasonic
KX-P1124

$299

Panasonic
KX-P1180
KX-P1191

KX-P1124
KX-P1524

Width

MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
WIDE

Speed
192/38 NLQ
240/48 NLQ
192/63 LQ
240/80 LQ

KX-P4450 LASER

Price

*179

*229

$299
CALL
$1275

EPSON® PRINTER DUST COVERS
• Custom-fitted -Anti-Static

• 5 sizes to fit all EPSON printers (except LQ 950)

• Stitched vinyl with blue EPSON logo

Any cover *9.75

EPSON® CUT SHEET FEEDERS
• Load single sheets and letterhead automatically

• Switch between continuous forms and single

sheets with just the touch of a button

LX 800/LQ 500 single bin ‘ 79

LX 810/LQ 510 single bin 99

FX 850/LQ 850 single bin 149

FX 1050/LQ 1050 single bin 179

LQ 2550 Dual Bin 349
Other single and dual s/reef feeders also availat^

EPSON® EXTRA CARE CERTIFICATES
* Extend EPSON factory warranty additional year
* Serviced by us or ANY EPSON repair center

Covers all 24 pin printers *45

Covers all 9 pin printers 35

EPSON® LQ SERIES MYLAR RIBBONS
• True black printing for crisp lettering and graphics

• Keep a few on hand for important documents

LQ 500,510,800,810,850.... *10.... .... 3for«28

LQ 950 11 .... ... 3 for 30

LQ 1000,1050 13........ 3 for 36

LQ 2550 15.... ... 3 for 42

EPSON®LQ MACINTOSH CONNECTION
• Now using an EPSON printer with a Mac is easyl

• Cable, software and clear manual make it simple

• Works with all Macintosh Plus, SE, or II models

For LQ* printers only *49

'LQ 500, 510 require #8148 serial module 99

Business To Business’
A Divison of COMPUTER EXERCISE

41 10 W. Lake St., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55416

800-852-2888
Hours: 84 CST Mon-Fri 24 Hour Fax Hotline: 612-9260731
NET TERMS AVAILABLE TO QUALIFIED CORPORATE ACCOUNTS

ORCIE 355 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Visa. MasterCard. Discover

and American Express
Accepled-

HOURS:
7 AM to 7 PM Monday-Friday

8 AM to 2 PM Saturday

Call on Sunday

International

Orders A
Specialty

IBM PS/2

i 30-286 20 ;

Model SSSX-30 Mb Disk $2795

Model 55SX-60 Mb Disk $3050

Model 60-44 Mb Disk $3200
Model 70-60 Mb Disk ... $3550
Poftable 70-60rl20Mbr $531

Model 70-120 Mb Disk 20 MHz $5150

Model 70-A2t-120 Mb Disk 25 MHz $6300
Model 75-35 MHz $CaFI

Model 80-70 Mb Disk $4800

Model 80-115 Mb Disk $5900
Model 90-30 MHz SCall

tOOH ISM Inteftiils

COMPAQm Mod 1/640 K $1625

286e Oeskpfo 1/20/40 $1910'?91-'

386/20e Deskpro 40/110 Mb
386S Oeskpro 20 Mb/40 Mb
386/33 84/320 Mb
386/25 110 Mb/300 Mb
Portable III Model 20

Portable III Model 40

Portable 386 Model 40

Ponabie 386 Model 110

Laptop SLT 286 20/40

SCall/285Q

$7295/10599
$6200/8150

$3400
$4050

$5200
$6600

$3725/4225

100^ COMPAQ Mmai:

TOSHIBA LAPTOPS
T1000 $665
T1200rB/HB $1485/1999
T1600 20/40 Mb Disk $3230/3650

T3100i/20e $2800
T3200 40 Mb Disk $3400
TS100 40/100 Mb Disk $4125/4700

T5200 40 Mb/100 $4900/536^

ZENITH LAPTOPS*
Minrsport $1379

Superspon Mod 2 $1525
Suoersoort Mod 20 - . . $2265
Supersport 266 Mod 20<'-i'J $29/0/34^'-

Turbosport 386 Mod 40 tt.(
' lem

‘Up to SSOO

DISK DRIVES
SEAGATE 20 Mb Kit $259
SEAGATE 30 Mb Kil $295
SEAGATE 40 Mb Kit XT $366
SEAGATE 40 Mb ST 251-1 $399
SEAGATE 80 Mb $599
TOSHIBA 1 44 Mb Floppy

PROCOM Ext 5 25' tor PS/2

$110

$290
COMPAQ 1 44 1/3 HT $195
Cerd Drives
PLUS 20 Mb/40 Mb Hard Card $535/647
PROCOM 20 Mb $379
PROCOM 30 Mb/40 Mb $429/519
PROCOM 45 Mb tor PS/2 $795
MAYNARD 20 Mb $Call

FAX
MURATAM1200 SCall

MURATA M1600 $899
SHARP F0220/F0330 $950/1159
SHARP F0500 $1400
TOSHIBA 3010 $1275
TOSHIBA T30100 $1049
TOSHIBA T3300 $1199
TOSHIBA T3700 $1500

COPIERS
CANON PC3-2 $539
CANON PC6RE $1000
CANON PC7 $1210
Toners $70-120

TAPE
IBM 6157 tor PS/2 $1350
IRWIN 40 Mb Int/Exi $465
MAYNARD 60 Mb XT/AT Int/Exl $675/881
MAYNARD 60 Mb lor PS/2 $899
MOUNTAIN 60 Mb $1199

COMPAQ
Laptop SLT 2S6

20/40 Mb

1% Consultant
and Reseller

Accrual Program
(S52.485 paid in 1988)

MULTISVMC GS
PACKARD BELL Amber/Green

COLOR/EGA MOHITORS
IBM PS/2 8512 $435
P6S UltraSync $500
SAMSUNG RGB $245

Smartscan 735 $520
ZENITH 1390 $405

VQA/CAD MONITORS

COMPAQ VGA Color

Hitachi HM4119
ISM PS/2 8513

IBM PS/2 8514
MITSUBISHI 6905

NEC MulbSync XL
NEC MulliSync 4D/50

NEC Multisync 2A/3D
PACKARD BELL
ZENITH 1490

$520
$2250
$515

$1150
$2310

$2050
$1130/2400

$519/679
$349

$619

NOVELL NETWORK
HYUNDAI Diskless Workstation $631

WESTERN DIGITAL 3 Node LAN kit

w/WO Novell Driver $850
NETWARE 386 $5600
NOVELL ELS II $1075

NOVELL 286 Software V 2 15 $2100
NOVELL SFT Level II V 2 15 $3200
ARCNETPS110 $495
ARCNET PC120 $165
ARCNET PC260 $235
NE 1000 Ethernet Card $325
NE 2000 Ethernet Card $395
ARCNET Passive Hub $90
ARCNET Active Hub $469
Ethernet Terminators $38

TERMINALS
IBM 3196 $1050
IBM 3197 Mono/Color $1650/1750
WYSE SO Amber or Green $370
WYSE 60 Amber or Green $295
WYSE 85 $394

Epson
FX 850 260/84 cps

FX 1050 260/84 cps

LO 500 60/160 cps

LO 850 264/88 cps

LQ 1050 264/88 cps

LQ2S50 400/133 cps

LX 810 30/180 cps

OFX 5000 533/80 cps

CIRCLE 295 ON READER SERVICE CARQ_

"We Will Beat Any Price". . . Dick

1-800m34-8215

Aldus Pagemaker $459
COMPAQ DOS 3 31/4 0 $69/110

DisplayWrite IV/2 $299
IBM DOS 3 3/4 01 $90/110
IBM OS/2 Standard 1 1 $255

Lotus 1-2-3V2 01/3 0 $310/330

Lotus Symphony $420

MicroSoll Windows 286/386 $73/135
MicroSotl Excel! $290
MicroSoll Word/Work $220/110
Multimate Advantage 2 $259
Norton Advanced Utilities 4 5 $85
Paradox 3 0 $418
PFS First Pub $75
Quicken $34
Smartcom il/lll $90/150

Word Perlect 5 0 $225

LASER PRINTERS
25-m-1 Font $295

HP ScanJet Plus with/IF $1529
NEC LC890 $3150
PANASONIC KX4450 $1375
TOSHIBA PageLaser 12-B $2499

PLOTTERS/SCANNERS, ETC.
CalComp SAII

HP Plotter 7440A/7475A $965/1399
HP Plotter 7550 $2920
Sumasketch 12x12/12x18 $375/630

PRINTERS
Diconix
150P/150 Plus $301/333

$345
$510

$399
$510

$730

$929
$195
$1399

SALES AND QUOTES (Outside Illinois): 1'600 S34-8215 '

SHIPPING AND TECHNICAL SERVICE: 1-312-654-417Q*

QUOTEA-FAX: 1312 32S-4969*

MONOCHROME MONITORS
AMDEK 410A $145
COMPAQ Mono Amber/Green $210
COMPAQ VGA Mono $210
IBM PS/2 8503 $200

• All manufacturer's warranties are

good through RP SystemsT

• Corporate Kcounis call Brian.

• 13.^ APR Lease available.

• Over 4(X)0 products available

with $6,000,000.00 Inventory in

stock.

• IBM A$/400 processes your order

within minutes of receipt.

• 24 hour bum in on all CPUs.

• Stock orders plKod by 4:00 PM
shipped same day.

• Credit cards charged upon ship-

ment only.

*As of November 11, 1989 area code will be changed to 708.

• Prices subject to availability and

change without notice

• Prices reflect 3% cash discount.

• Next day delivery available for as

little as $8

• Wire transfer accepted.

• Fraud aggressively prosecuted

• Restocking charge on returns.

• Educational P.0.'s welcome.

• Corporate terms available.

• Prepay and deduct 1%

Quietwriler III $1125
Propnnler X24e $615
Proprinter XL 24e $810
Propnnler III XL $645

NEC
P2200 170/55 24 Wire $339
P5200 $507
P5300 $705
P9XL 400/140 Cps $1025

Okidata
ML 172P $210
ML 182 Turbo $230
320/21 $365/477

390/91 $464/635

393/393 Color $960/1069

Panasonic
KX 11801 192/38 cps $179
KX 119H 240/48 CpS $235

KX 1592 180/38 Cps $379
KX 1595 240/51 Cps $429
KX 1524 240/80 Cps $540

Toshiba

Expresswriter 301/311 $333/410

COMM./EMULATION

IBM PC XT/AT 5250 Emulation $675
AST PC XT/AT 5250 Emulation $575
IBM PC XT/AT 3270 Emulation $450
IRMA Board $Call

US ROBOTICS 1200 Int $100
US ROBOTICS 2400 int $159
HAYES 12008 InVSCII $243/282

HAYES 1200 Ext $277
HAYES 2400 Ext S4I9
HAYES 2400B w/SCM Int $418

EVEREX 1200 w/SW $75
EVEREX 2400 InVExI $137/195

MULTIFUNCTION CAROS
AST 6 Pack W/384K $199
AST Advani3ge/2 lof PS/2 SCall

COMPAQ 1Mb Memory 366/20 $20E $575
COMPAQ 4Mb Memory 366/20 & 20E $2050
COMPAQ 1Mb Memory 366S/Portable $575
COMPAQ 1 Mb SLT $625
IBM 1466 Add on $3000

VIDEO BOARDS
ATI VGA Wonder 256K/512K

•

'--V AG lui:-

COMPAQ VOU
COMPAQ VGA
GENOA 5400

GENOA Super Hi Res 800X600
GENOA Super VGA
PARADISE Auto Svvrtch-480

PARADISE VGA Plus/VGA 16

RP MoooGraphtcs

319/419

j4?5

$145
$419

$409
$175

$310
$195

$295/301

$69

CHIPS
Intel

8087-1/2/3 $220/149/109
80287-6/6/ 1 0/A $ 1 67/220/259/355
80367- 16/20/25/SX $359/445/575/329

ACCESSORIES
AB Switchbox $40
CA P15 Power Director $100
Kensington Masterpiece Plus $110
Keytronics toi Keyboaid

Printer Cable 6710’/20'
$100

$20/25/60
6 Outlet Surge Protector $25

MICE
LOGITECH C7 HiRes $70
LOGITECH PS/2 $69
LOGITECH C7 Serial $69
LOGITECH C9 HiRes $85
Microsoft Mouse with paint $119
IBM Mouse $85



LAPTOPS

714-373-2006

if FREE if

SHIPMENT
* PREPAID orders ortly (by check) wHh UPS Qrouftd

ft) 48 contiguous states. Allow 2/3 weeks for per-

sonal 8 company checks. Cashier check orders

shipped immerkately.

FOREIGN ORDERS
WELCOME

3

>J/y

MITSUBISHI
MP286L: 2 Floppy 1985

MP2e6L: 20M8 2289
MP286L 40MB 2785

NEC
Ultralight 2MB 2249
ProSpeed 286 20MB 2989
ProSpeed 286: 40Me 3329
ProSpeed 386 40MB 4349

SHARP
PC 4602 2 Floppy 1435

PC 4641: 20MB 2185
PC 5541: 386/40MB 3589
PC 7241 : 286/40MB 1989

ZENITH
Supersport 2 1389
Supersport 20 2039
Supersporl 266; 20MB 2889
Supersport 286: 40M6 3179
Turbosport 386/40 CAa

TOSHIBA
TIOOO

With 768K Card ....

T1200F
T1200FB
T1200H
TIMOHB
T1600/20MB
T1600/40MB
T3100E/20MB
T3i00E/40MB ...
T3200
T5100/40MB
T5100/100MB
T5200/40MB
T5200/100MB

. 619

. 865
1285
1369
1779
1879
CALL
CALL
2549
CALL
3259
3699
4689
4779
5279

LAPTOP ACCESSORIES
AC Adapter T1000/T1100+ . 69
110/220 Dual VoitiQe 99

AC Adapter T1200/T1600 99/129
AC/Auto Adapter with Battery: Specify:

T3100, T3200. T51W. T5200
Auto Adapter: T1000/11004-
Battery Charger: T1200/T1600
Battery Peck: T1200/T1600
Carry Caeas: T1000n’1200
Other Modets

349

249
79/109
59/79

DELUXE Carry Case w/shouider strap,

extra pockets for SW. manuals, portable

prirtier. etc. Specify model 149
Leather Case by Toshiba: Specify for

T3100. 3200. 5100 or 5200 275
Expansion Chasis w/ interface card

Specify Toshiba model 999
Expansion Slot (1): WonUnder 279
WonUrwjer II: 2 slots 379

Floppy 5.25" External: 360K/1.2MB 299/349

VAMnON:
T1000: 768K Card
T1200: 1MB
T1600: 2M6
T3100E: 2M8
T3120: 1MB/2MB
T3200: 3MB .

T5100: 2MB
T5200: 2MB .

259

999
909

599/999
1299
999

369
289

MM^EMf: Specify Laptop model
Megahertz 1200/2400
Megah^ 2400 MNP Level 5 .

NEC 2400
Toshiba 2400 .

World Port Pocket Modems:
1200 with AC Adapter .

2400 without Carton Copy
2400 Ext W / Carbon C<w 4-. 269

Ext Modem Cable for Toshiba .25
Numeric Keypad: T1000/12/16/31W 99
Ethernet Card tor Toshiba 499
Battery Watch 39
Lapiink III: Serial & Parallel 99

159

4

yj
a*

&VJ

MONTHLY SPEOALSt PftDNO lY CHECK ONLY

posnuntEDiYWvaBEfta. im

TOSHIBA TIOOO with 788K
card and DESIGNER Carry Case 999

TOSHIBA 341SL w/stend

NEC P1200 w/stand

485

319

TOSHIBA T5100/40MB
iWm DESIGNER Carry Case . . 3799

PANAFAX UF>X35 575

PANASONIC KXP'11X4
w/stand 315

MONITORS
MITSUBISHI Diamond Scan 1371

Diamond Scan 1381

Diamond Scan Tilt & Swivel

NEC 2A Super VGA
MultiSync 30
Multisync Plus

MultiSync 4D / 50

PACKARD BELL MultiSync 6530

SONY VGA 1320
SONY MultiScan 1304

ZENITH ZCM-1490 Rat Screen

519
20

499
639

CALL

399

499

DISPLAY CARDS
ATI VGA Wonder 2S6K/512K 265/319

GENOA Super EGA HiReSf (4880-9) 169
With Gem Graph Software 199

PARADISE VGA Rus 229
Paradise VGA Plus 16 245
Paradise VGA Professional 369

VIDEO-7 Vega VGA
FastWrite VGA .

Vega V-RAM VGA (2S6K)

225
345
379

PRINTERS
150 PLUS Par w/3' cableDICONIX 1

NEC P2200 Parallel

5200/5300
Color Kit for 5200/5300
Cut Sheel Feed 5200/5300

PANASONIC 1160/1191
KXP1124
KXP 4450 Laser

TOSHIBA 301/311
321SL/341SL

KENSINGTON Printer Stand
With Printer

329
499/659

109
169/199

199/225
329

CALL
339/369
459/529

MODEMS/MOUSE, ETC.
ATI 2400 ETC Inl w/sw 1

ATI 2400 ETC External 1

HAYES 1200 Intw/Smartcom 11 :

ZOOM 2400 Internal w/sw i

2400 External :

LOGITECH Bus Mouse
HiRez Bus Mouse

MICROSOFT Mouse: Ser

INTEL

20
10

In factory sealed boxes with
manual & factory warranty.

6087: 5/8 MHz . 95/135
80287: 8/10 MHz 209/235
80387: 16/20/25 MHz 349/399/509
80C207-A CAU

DRIVES (r BACKUP
TOSHIBA 3.5" internal w/universal

mounting kit: 720K/ 1.44MB 99/109
FLOPPY 5.25" External for Laptops
360K/1.2M6 299/349

PLUS HARO CARD 20/40 MB 469/629

SEAGATE: Pretested & formatted, with

controller, cables, manual & mountirig kit.

30MB lor PC/ICT 269

SHARP WIZARD
Hartd Held Electronic Organizer

SOFTWARE BONANZA
BATTERY WATCH Ver 1.0 • 3 5" 39

BITCOMM 3 Ver 3.5 • 5.25" 25
BORLAND Sidekick: Specify 5.25 or 3.5 29
CARBON COPY Rus Ver 5.1 • 5.25" 99
EASY by MicroPro Ver 1.5 • 3.5" 38
GEM GRAPH 5.2S" 39
LAPUNK 111; Serial 6 Parallel 99
LOG! Paint /LOGI Cedd .15/35
LOGITECH Publisher 35
LOTUS Metro 3.5" Ver 1.0 25
PC PAINT Plus • 5.26" 25

'S^T WITH YOUR

• FAX • A
COMPLETE PC
Fax Board 9600 449

Compieta Communicaior' Modem, Pax

& Answerirtg Machine 669

QUADRAM
JT Fax Board 4800 199

JT Fax Board 9600 489

JT Fax Portable 4800 319

JT PRO 96 Modem & Fax Board OLL

WORLD PORT Z496
Portable Fax /Data Modem . 449

BROTHER 330 869

CANONfus 599

CANON Fix 15 659

CANON Fax 20 769

CANON Fax 25 CALL

EPSON F1000 735

EPSON F2000 855

EPSON F3000 1069

MURATA M900 575

MUMATA M1200 519

MUAATA M1400 655
MUmATA M1750 759

MUBATAM1800 699

PANAPAX UF.135 599

PANAPAX UF-140 679

PANAPAX UF-145 699

PANAPAX UF-150 909

PANAPAX UF-155 639

PANAPAX UF-2S0 1255

PANAPAX UF-260 1419

PANASONIC KXF 80

PAMABOMIC KXP 100

PAMABOmC KXF 120

PAMABOmC KXP 220

629

749

RICOH RFB50
UCOHRF900

RF 920

645

776

CAU

SHARP FO-220

FO^
PO-330

FO-510

FO-650

FO-700

FO800
UX-110

ux-iao

UX-350

GX-9500

719

919

. 1199

CAa
CALL
CALL
619

1049

CALL

TOSHIBA 3300

3600

3700

719

659

979

FOREIGN
ORDERS:

Add special handling charge of $30 per order. Air shipment add 104^
. S50). Some Itema/countriee may be more. All credit card orders

add 5% to amount owed. FAX: 714-891-2364

POUCT: Prices A availability subfect to change. Add VW (Min. 65) for COO. MC/VISA. end
5% for Amex. All sales final. Not responsibla for compatibility. Refusad/returried shipments

subtect to 20% charge (Min. 650). FOREIGN • ORDERS > WELCOME

y;j

I
'i

i

i

LAPTOPS PLUS 6932 Westminster Avenue. Unit 194 • Westminster, Catifornia 92683 PLEASE REFER TO AD# PC 803



Introducing the new line
A great new look, and so reliable they have

CompuAdd written all over them.

e challenged our engineers.

A simple task: don’t just make them prettier, make them
better. When you consider CompuAdd's reputation, they had

no easy task.

Added functions.

The design team chose to downsize and build five new func-

tions into each new motherboard: a dual IDE hard drive

interface, a dual diskette drive controller, two serial ports,

a parallel port and a game port interface. These built-in

functions reduce by two the number rf expansion cards users

typically purchase The result to you: increased functionality

and reliability and a smaller footprint.

Maintains flexibility.

What wasn’t downsized? Expansion card flexibility and drive

configuration options. Every new low pnrfile CompuAdd
system is five-card expandable. Up to three full-size and

two half-size cards can be added. Users retain maximum
flexibility in diskette and hard drive configurations, includ-

ing the freedom to specify two half-height hard drives.

Customer driven, by design.

Were proud to present our design team’s response to the

challenge: a full line CompuAdd personal computers that

deliver greater value than ever before.

CompuAdd’s No-Risk Guarantee

30>Day NcvQuestions-

J. « Asked Guarantee
Evny hardware prodna and tvaiy <€*« acceaaaiy

Con^iuAdd irlla will giw stH&ctun. If not,

nftum R m ihe ongioal (ackafing within 30 dajv of

purchaar far a full idtmd cf tlw unit [m CaowRV
aUr Rcni. opraed sdtwww tideaUpea, and ahippuif;

eotu nut nfundabla

O Tbll Free 'Ibchnical^ • Support One-Year Limited

Warranty. Free Return Freight

for Mail Order Repairs, if you

expmem a problein with unyiniiiK you puidiB» ftnoi

CoopuAdd. cdl 800-990^9901 wpt-kdaya frotn OrOOain

to T-OOpni. CSt Our technical auppert tuff will hr

happ)' to aaaat you with atQr hanhwe v
ihflkuhy ifw cannot leaoiw a hanhvaic pnbinn
cwr Uv phone w mil asi^ you a iHum natmal
anthoruation number iRMAt Uu abip the Mpupmnst
fn*!^ and imuanca pivpaid t« our .Aiutu Service

CciRac Wf will ivpu- cr replaor the pnxhiet (at our

(fUmt without coat to you and pRy far the return

freigbL Vm nay aiao eairy the priiluci into one d
our North AiDencao Supoacm where our lepair

«dr can anna you on the premM Call 800^1872
far a copy of CompuAdd'a conifdete warranty

Q No-Charge 90-Day Express

<3. Part or Product Exchange
for Mail Order Customers.
If a prabfam aflecu the lervKe or operation of a

oompcneiR pmehared aa a CompuAdd Tfdm (CPU.

DKiulor. V keyboanli in the Tint 90 dayi. we mil

detennine the cauae and. if needed, ihip a

meat part cr pnduct within 46 houn (drpeodicf on

availability <f part), via Federal ExpreaT etankrd

^ • Onsite Service Available.
Onaile lervice w available mthia 260 Uemom
Telex aervice areas aatuaiwidr on all CompuAdd
systemi. The CompuAdd 220 and the 300 aertea

systems cone mlh FREE onsite servire dunng
the initial one-year warranty period. Puichasen
of other CompuAdd syMems may add a year of onsiu

service at the tune of purchase. ExtemM two- and
three-year warranUes aie also available

on all CompuAdd syslema A oxnpitled mi ter

ofwnent mutl bt rrtetvrd pnor to onsrt ofr&u
(VRieroea CtJl FOOStS-lSTl or viMt a CompuAdd
Supentore for mon informttioa.

810 .Monitor and Hard Drivr Options

.MCA CCA eVGA
No Hard 64701 64706 64711

Drive $690 $830 $1130

20MB 64702 64707 64712

(69nui $970 $1110 $1410

40MB 64703 64708 64713

<69ins) $1120 $1260 $1560

The CompuAdd 810
Per^ct for word processing,

spreadsheet and database appli-

cations, the 810 is also an

economical alternative for LAN
stations that don't need 80286

or 80386 architecture

An unbeatable value ofiering;

• NEC V20’ processor rated

at lOMHz
• 640KB RAM with parity checking
• Built-in dual IDE hard drive

interface

• Built-in dual diskette drive

controller

• Built-in parallel port and two

serial ports

• Built-in game port interface

• Three full-size and two halfsize

PC/XT™ expansion slots

• 8087 math coprocessor support
• 5.25" 360KB diskette drive

• Optional real-time clock

• 101-key enhanced keyboard
• 145-watt power supply

Monitor optional.

The CompuAdd 212
Far and away the best value

on the market in a 286 PC AT
class system, the 212 can handle

the U>ughest MS-DOS'-based

software at 12MHz.

• 80286 processor running at 12MHz
• 512KB RAM expandable to 4MB
on motherboard

• 0 wait state page-mode memory
• Built-in dual IDE hard drive

interface

• Built-in dual diskette drive

controller

• Built-in parallel port and two

serial ports

• Built-in game port interface

• Three full-size 16-bit and tw
halfsize 8-bit expansion slots

• 80287 math coprocessor support
• Choice of 5.25" 1.2MB or 3.5"

1.44MB diskette dri\’e

• Real-time clock

• lOl-kQ' enhanced k^board
• 145-watt power supply

Monitor optional.

212 Monitor and Hard Drive Options

MCA EGA eVGA
20MB 64731 64736 64741

l28nui $1359 $1709 $1799

40MB 64732 64737 64742
(28iiui $1499 $1849 $1939

80MB 64733 64738 64743

ilSmai $1729 $2079 $2169

The CompuAdd 216
Our new 216 meets the speed

and power needs of OS/2™
and SCO™ XENIX'

* All cX the same features as the

CompuAdd 212 with a blazing

processing speed a( 16MHz

Call Today! And discover the new standard for

corporate and personal computing.

800-666-1872

Monitor optional.

216 Monitor and Hard Drive Options

MGA EGA eVGA
40MB 64777 64937 64782
<26inti $1599 $1949 $2039

80MB 64778 64938 64783

(15ms) $1829 $2179 $2269

110MB 64779 649.79 64784

(ISms* $2029 $2379 $2469



rf CanpuAdd cmmutera
The CompuAdd 3168
Ibwer packed on a small Sprint,
the 3168 opens the door to 386 soft-

ware at an exceptionally low price.

Uke all 300 series systems, the
3168 comes with one year oi
FREE onsite service
* 803d€SX processor running at

16MHz
* IMB memory expandable to 4MB
cm motherbo^

* 0 wait state page-mode memory
* Built-in dual IDE hard drive

interface

* Built-in dual diskette drive controller
* Built-in parallel port and two
serial ports

* Built-in game port interface
* Three full-size 16-bit and two half-

size 8-bit expansion slots

* 80367SX math coprocessor support
* Choice of 5.25* 1.2MB or

3.5'1.44MB diskette drive
* Real time clock

* 101-key enhanced keyboard
* 145 watt power supply

Monitor optional.

$1495
3I6g Monitor end Hard Drive Options

MCA EGA CVGA
84788 84943 64793
tarn 12448 t25S8
64789 64944 64794

S2328 0679 $370
64790 64945 64795

40MB
(ZSlBI)

80MB
(16mi)

110MB
(16ina)

$2449
^ 64799

mo MofUtor and Hard Drive Opdoaa
MVGA CVGA

40MB 54799 64605
(ZSmii 88448 88888
80MB 54600 64806
aSmi) 88879 8889
110MB 64601 64807
<16ina) 88878 88188
UMIB 64602 64808
(ISiM) 83388 83B79

The CompiiAdd 220
"If what you want is a fire-

breathing DOS machine,

the CompuAdd (220) is a
good choice.*'

pf, mim)

• 60286 processor running at 20MHz
• iMB RAM expandable to 5MB on
motherboard

• 0 wait state page-mode memory
• Disk caching software
• LIM 4.0 support
• ROM shadowing into faster DRAM
• Dual IDE hard drive interface
• Dual diskette drive controller
• Built-in parallel port and two
soial p^

• Six available expansion slots

• 80287 math cqirocessor support
• 40MB IDE hard drive

• Monochrome VGA monitor
• 16-bit VGA video adapter card
• Choice of 525" i.2MB cw*

3.5” 1.44MB diskette drive
• 101-k^ enhanced keyboard
• INTEGRATOR* software

FREE technical support and onsite service are included in your
purchase of a CompuAdd 220 system. It's just part of being a
completely customer driven company.

CompuAdd’s Full Profile Systems
Can Make You One Of The Big Guys.
Prom the beginning, CompuAdd has been a new kind of technology
company, intent upon building better machines measured against
one ultimate standard—better value for the dollar.

Now we offer fully configured 386 systema The Big Guys. With all

the hardware and speed you need to handle the toughest business
problems. As PC Magazine wrote about them, "The inhouse
engineered (320 and 325) are a big step in the right direction"
and CompuAdd’s (316) is a good example of value you can get
for dollars spent by mail" Call today for prices and capacities.

CompuAdd’s New Career Starter Kit”!

At the heart of the new Career Starter Kit is our most ,

affbrdabk XT-compatible workhorse, the new CompuAdd
810, with its sleek, small fbotprint design. Surrounding the

810 is a package that contains everything you need to

start computing. Monitor. Printer. Cables.

Operating and applications software

Even paper and blank diskettes. $899
.

T 64716

• CompuAdd 810 computer
(XT-compatible)

• NEC V20 processor rated at lOMHz
• 640KB RAM with parity checkii^
• Built-in dual IDE hard drive and

Ce port interfaces

t in dual diskette drive controller
• Built-in parallel printer port and
two serial ports

• Three full-size and two half-size

PC'XT expansion slots

• 5.25' 360kB diskette drive
• 8087 math coprocessor support
* Monographics monitor and adapter
• Star* Micronics NX-IOOO™ printer

and cable
• lOl-key enhanced keyboard

• CompuAdd MS-DOS (v4.01) and
GW-bASIC* software

• New Spinnaker* Eight-in-One™
integrated software

• Computer paper and ten blank
diskettes

Color numitor optional.

Career Starter Kit Options

MGA CGA CVGA
-

No Hard 647/5 6472/ 64726
Drive 8888 II038 81338
80MB 547/7 64732 84727

81178 81318 II6I8
40MB 84718 64732 64738

11338 11468 81768

CompuAdd’s New Professional Starter Kit"
Looking fbr the value savings and convenience of a package L
purchase? Unwilling to sacrifice quality, flexibility, reliabilityl

or technical support when you invest in a business computer?!
Look no further.

Computerize Your Business for

a business comp

$1495
• 64747 .

• CompuAdd 212 computer (AT-

compatible) with 40MB hard drive
• 80286 processor running at 12MHz
• 512KB RAM expandable to 4MB
on motherboard

• 0 wait state page-mode memorv
• Choice of 6.25' 1.2MB or 3.5*

’

1.44MB diskette drive

• Built-in dual IDE hard drive and

Ce pent interfaces

t in dual diskette drive controller
* Built-in parallel printer port and
two serial ports

* Three full-size 16-bit and two half-

size 8-bit expansion slots

* 80287 math coprocessor support
• Monographics mcmitor and adapter

• I^nasomc* 1180 printer and cable ‘

• 101-key enhanced keyboard
• CompuAdd MS-DOS (v4.01) and
GW-nASIC software

• CompuAdd INTEGRATOR
productivity software

• Keal-time clock

• Computer paper and ten blank
diskettes

Color monitor optional.

ProCessionaJ Starter Kit Options
MCA EGA CVGA

40MB 64747 64752 64757
81486 11645 81836

80MB 64748 64752 64758
81806 I226S 82348



Customer driven,
A Feast ofLow Cost,

High-Performance Components!

Monitors
CGA ctrior monitor 14’ (13* viewable)

screen and .52mm dot pitch provides

for 640x 200 resolution, siioo $239
EGA color monitor 14’ (13* viewable)

screen and .31mm dot pitch provides

640x 350 resolution. 51210 $349
Mitsubishi Diamond Scan EGA color

monitor 14’ (13* viewable) screen and
.31nun dot pitch provides 640x350

resolution, smi $535

Color moka charts and graphs easier

to read and our EGA comtw makes
adding color video to your system easy

on the budget. Features 14’ tl3’ view-

able! EGA color monitor and EGA-180
card. Provides

640x480 resolution

and 16 out of a

possible 64 colors. '

$489

NEC Multisync 2A Super VGA color

analog monitor 14’ (13’ viewable)

screen and .31mm dot pitch pro-

vides 800x 600 resolution, siios $510
Seiko Instruments 14’ monitor Hat,

black TVinitron^ screen with up

to 1024x 768 resolution. .26mm
dot pitch, and one electron gun

technology for intense colors, state $595
Flat Screen Monographics Combo
12' monitor, tilt and swivel base,

monographics adapter card. 5i700$lZ9

Mono Video GraphicsAmy (MVGA)
Combo 14' (13’ viewable) black and

white monitor with CxunpuAdd

VGA graphics card 5i?oe $329
Video Graphics Array (VGA) Combo
14' (13’ viewable) analog cola*

monitor and a CompuAdd VGA
graphics card. 5i?04 $579

Graphics Cards
CompuAdd ECiA-480 adapter card

provi^ up to 640x480 resolution

with 16^ cokra sssoe $179
CompuAdd l&bh VGA adapter card

provi^ up to 800x600 resolution,

with 16/256K colors, essss $259
Orchid ProOesigner VGA Plus

provides up to 1024x768 restitu-

tion, and i6/256K colors. •<a335 $415

The new CompuAdd HardCacbe/ESDI Controller reduces system access time to

cache data to less than 0.5ms—up to 30 times quicker than even the fastest hard driud

Perfect fi>r any network, CAD/CAM, or graphics application. ^ ^ ^
Features automatic system self-configuration, programmable Clw
prereads, and automatic cache set definition. Base configura-

tion 256KB. Upgrades require 100ns SIMMs. * 4S5W

Gain fast access and

increased storage capacity

with our FlashCardSO.

Mounted on a bracket

with a controller card

for easy installation, this

PC Magazine Editor’s

Choice features a 65ms,

30MB MiniScribe hard

drive to provide your

PC/XT with extra room to store programs and files Includes

a copy of PC-FullBak backup utility software with

your purchase.

Fla8hCard-20™ 20MB MiniScribe (OSms). 47005 $299

“One of the giants of mail order, CompuAdd offers

quality hard disks, competitive prices, excellent docu-

mentation, and courteous service backed up by a

30-day trial period and money-back guarantee”

—PC Magazine, Editor's Cbcra for Mail Older Hard Disks, June 27. 1989.

7hAe advantage of the convenience and

greater flexibilify provided by the speedy

40MB Seagate’ {28ms) AT-compatible

hard drive Every CompuAdd hard drive

kit includes the drive, connecting cable,

mounting hardware,

manual, and FREE ^
PC-FullBak^ disk 3)Ot/l/
backup software ' 47t07

Multifunction

Boards
AT-Multifunction board
0KB expandable to 1.5MB,

serial and parallel port. 4870i $85.99

AST SixPakPIus* for PC/XT
384KB RAM, serial and rarallel port,

clock/calendar. 48760 $249

AT Hard Drives

20MB Seagate (65m8). 47003 $219
40MB MiniScribe* (61ms). 47203 $319
71MB MiniScribe (25m8). 47402 $569
BOMB Seagate (28nu). 4740/ $629

PC/XT Hard Drives

20MB MiniScribe (65m8). 4700/ $279
20MB Seagate i65ms). 47002 $279
30MB MiniScribe <65m8). 47/00 $299
30MB Seagate (65ms). 47/0/ $299
40MB MiniScribe (61ms). 47S06 $379
40MB Seagate (70ms). 472J0 $3^
60MB MiniScribe (61ms). 47350 $389

ESDI Hard Drives
90MB CDC ( ISnu. lOMBitl. nios $899
150MB CDC (ISim. lOMBitl,

47433 $1189
320MB MiniScribe (16ms. lOMBit).

47454 $1699
320MB CDC (14.Sms, lOMBit).

474S3 $1789
630MB CDC (14.Sma, 15MBit).

47476 $2699

Controllers
Dual dukette/hard drive controller cards.

SEW! ESDI lOMBit. 485/7 $180
SEW! ESDI 15MBit. 465/8 $215

Our double-sided, high-

density 3.5’ L44MB
disked drive is an

excej^nal bargain.

(ReguJariy $109)

5.25" Diskette Drives
360KB PC AT drive. 45303 $99
12MB PC AT drive 453S0 $95

3.5" Diskette Drives
720KB PC/XT drive. «2i»$89
720KB PC AT dri,% 4S20i $89

Tv'. ^ n •$#',

Memory Cards
AT EMS card OKB expandable to 2ME
46/02 $119
Intel Above™ Board PLUS 512KB
eiqiandable to 2MB allows fw PC/XX PC
AT, or PS/2-30 multitasking. 46/76$419

The CompuAdd OpdcsJ Mechanical
Mouse features 200 dpi

resolution. Dr. Halo ///™

paint software, mouse

pocket, and pad.

Logitech* Serial Mouse 320 dpi

resolution, MouseWare™ utilities,

and D^Up™ DOS software 55059 $79

Lt^tech Serial Mouse (PC AT and

PS/2) resolutions from 50-1500 <4)i,

MouseWare utilities, and

Ibp-Up DOS software ssosa $89

DFI Handy Scanner* 3000 Plus

100400 dpi, 4.125” scan window,

32-level gr^ scale, and ZSoft

PC l^tbnish* Plus soon $199



by design.
Uninterruptible

Power Supplies

American Pon'er Conversion uninter-

ruptible pou'er Huppties provide five to

65 minutes of operating time fir safe

exiting ofsofvare applications. Features

noise filter and surge suppression,

maintenance-free battery and charger,

overload protection, and tu'u-minute

warning before final shut down.

200 [300, 3601 watts.

Model 450AT
for PC AT. PS 2-80

and 386 systems.

Model 520ES for file servers.

407// $499

Printers

$425

HP MUthcrfm^ '

Enhance the art ofproducing publication-quality printed

documents with a Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Series II.

Features 512KB RAM. toner cartridge, a 200-sheel letter-

sue input tray, and RS-232.' parallel interface.

$1749

Panasonic 1180 (11 ” carriage,

192 drail/38 NLQ). 56380 $195

Epson LX-810 111" carriage,

180 draa/30 NLQ). seaa? $199

Okidata Microline 320 111"

carriage, 300 draft/30 NLQi. Sfi3S9$339

Epson F’X-1050 (11" carriage,

SuperDraft/54 NLQ). 563i3 $469

Panasonic 1124(11" carriage,

192 draft/63 LQ). 56369 $339

Hewlet^Packa^d DeskJet laser

quality printer (240 draft/120 LQ).

56451 $575

Star Micronics NX-1000 Rainbow

color printer (11" carriage.

144 drall,'36 NLQl, .«« $225

Epson IjQ-2550 color printer

(15" carriage, 400 draft.'133 IQy
Color ribbon optional. 56339 $999

Hewlett-Packard PaintJet color

graphics printer, 56450 $995

QMS-PS 810 Adobe' R)stScript’

laser printer 56821 $3949

Printer Accessories
QMS Big Bin sheet feeder with

1000 sheet capacity, sssos $635
QMS UltraScript^PC adds the

powerful flexibility rf RjstScript

printing to practically

any printer. 58.549 $138
LaserJet Series II and HD toner

cartridge, black (prints 4000 pages).

38300 $89.10

America’s Value Leader in Personal

Computing Offers Retail Convenience

Master Piece power centers

protect your personal computer and

peripherals fhm surges, spikes and

noise Five outlets connected to one

master switch. ^^ ^
Features EMI-

RFI filtration ^5Q^ ^
to protect data. '

Master Piece Plus power center

includes modem protection

and warning indicator for

chronic low voltage 406S6 $109

FAX Boards
Internal JT FAX board (4800 bps).

56/07 $249
Internal JT FAX board (9600 bps).

.56109 $549

CompuAdd—one of the fastest grow-

ing. privately held companies in the

Unit^ States—began this year with

15 Superstores. This month there

will be 70. By year end, we expect

to have 80!

Our rapid growth and exponential

sales tell us that price and perfor-

mance remain an unbeatable com-

bination for CompuAdd customers.

CompuAdd Superstores offer the

convenience of local sales and

service at our heart-stopping,

mail order prices.

Choose From Hundreds of Software Titles.

Carbon Copy Plus™ 5.1. 59005 $113

Q & A™ 3.0*. 60615 $209
DacEasy™ Accting 3.0. sosis $59
Quicken' 3.0**. 60S07 $36
Harvard™ Graphics 2.12.

59415 $269
The Print Shop eioso $38
Lotus P2-3' 3.0 (2S&386). eom $349
Norton Utilities™ Advanced
Edition 4.5**. .58536 $85
Gram*mat*ik™ III 1.07**. 60033 $52
WiUMaker 60054 $32
WordPerfect’ 5.0. 6oo/5 $229
Math Blaster PlusT™**. 6/625 $29
Reader Rabbit™*. 6/035 $25

T^-ping "nitor IV‘ 3,0, 6io2o $32
V^ere in USA is Carmen Sandiego?

6/52/ $29
Flight Simulator 3.0. 6/500 $35
F-19 Stealth Fighter 6i464 $40
King’s Quest™ IV**. 61583 $29
Leisure Suit Larry U™**
(mature subject matter). 6/6/6 $29
Mean 18 (^1£ Vol 1. 6iS29 $26
Police Quest^’ I**. 61643 $29
Space Quest™ III**. 6/665 $30

Driw*. 61580 $23
Wheel of Fortune' U. 6/466 $8
*3.5' formet aNailabie from manufacturer.

**5.25’ and 3ii' format included.

Call Tbday! And discover the new standard

for corporate and personal computing.

800-666-1872

CompuOdd
Customer driven, by design

l*l
Retail stores

now in Canada!

12303 Tfechnology, Austin, Tfexas 78727

FAX; 512-335-6236

Tfelex: 763543 COMPUADD AUS
Tbchnical Support; 800-999-9901

Outside U.&: 512-258-5575

Canada: 800-367-3266

tW ooTfii .\Li-4<t4 '.ird. mcmy udciv cmifM cherks and pmonal dw/u ipieit aJkm 10 di^'* far pro

CUUa i$SU nummuni order). coRipafly and inAilutMut puirhase ocdm iminunun iniUal iturehue

tSUO. ihnvaftrr S6O1. and omr tnkndm
Ptmir add 29 t« all pureham far ihipfana and handling ‘Buniinuin S3, dnpping outaidr the oatluMlal

Untcvd Slain toll incrcwe ooaii Add 69 far ahippinghandltng to APOFPO addmns <mmnnure SIOi AZ. CO,
CT. FL GA. IL, KS LA. .UA. MU ML MN, MG -NC. .VE, NJ, .NM. NT OH. OK, Rk. TX. LT. VA. and Wl
imdmta, piraw add appnpnaie facn] nie» tax. Thutydiy moon' back guaranln don not include icturn

fmghl or shipping and handimi; Opened aaftwan!. vidaM and other cocMumahlea an* non rcfiiadabla All

fvtum WfM miMl be acmmpanied by ntum tnmhandiae authorualion aumher <RMA). Pncea and pmhict

drsmptioiw ai* lubrrt to chanar witiiout notice CompuAdd le not liable far damage due to onunons or

typographica] erveia



Arlington G>mputer Product/ gives you the

best prices. . .and service!

IBM PERSONAL SYSTEM il

Model 30, 286. 20 MB. w/Monilor $2099
Model 50Z. 30 MB. w/Monitor $2549
Model 55SX. 30 MB, w/Monitor $3099
Model 60, w/44 MB and Monitor $3595
Port. 70/120 $5699
Model 70. w/60 MB and Monitor $3949
Model 70. w/121 MB and Monitor $5899
Model 80. w/44 MB and Monitor $4595

w/Color Monitor add $250

IBM XT & AT Ca« for Custom Conf/gurations

AST PREMIUM
286
10 MHZ, 512K, 1 floppy. 40 MB. serial

and parallel ports, mono monitor $1899

BRAVO
8 MHZ. 512K, 1 floppy. 20 MB.
mono monitor $1295

386 C
20 MHZ. 1 MG Memory Cache.
1.2 floppy. 40 MB (28Ms.).

mono monitor $3349

COMPAQ 286
DESKPRO 286 — (12 MHZ)
1 Drive 640K. 40 MB,
Mono Monitor $2295
DESKPRO 286E — (12 MHZ)
1 Drive. 1 MG Memory,
40 MB, VGA Card &
Mono Monitor $2499

COMPAQ
PORTABLES

386 Model 40/100 .SS599/S6895
Portable III 20 MB $3549
SLT 20/40 $3749/54249

COMPAQ DESK PRO
1 Drive. 640K.
20 MB Green or

Amber Monitor $1599

COMPAQ 386
386S MOD 1 $2349
386S w/40 MB (16 MHZ) . $2899
386-25 w/110 MB-25 MHZ $6449
386-25 w/300 MB-25 MHZ .S8599
386-33 $7499
386 w/60 MB (20 MHZ) . . $5099
386E w/40 MB (20 MHZ) . $4195
386E w/110 MB $4795

DRIVES & TAPES

LAPTOPS
ZENITH

Super Sport 20MB $2299
Super Sport 286 20MB . . $3049

TOSHIBA
1000/1200HD $799/52399
3100 $2799
3200 $3499
5100 $4749

CVIDEO BOARDS ^
Ext. Sy/' for PSIl $169
Ext. 1.2 for PSIl $199

Toshiba S'/j" 720K .... $89
Toshiba 3V 1.44 $99
Irwin 20 MB Tape $339
Irwin 40 MB Tape $449

EVEHEX
60 MB Internal $679
60 MB External $799
40 MB Internal $349

SEAGATE HARD DISKS
20 MB for XT (ST225). $259
30 MB for XT (ST238). $269
40 MB 372" $389
40 MB for AT (ST251-1)$339

80 MB for AT $589

PRIAM HARD DISKS
130 MB $1399
160 MB $1550
330 MB $1995

IOMEGA
Bernoulli Box II 20 MB Int. w/card $949

Bernoulli Box II 5%*' 44 MB Int. w/card $1159
Dual 20 Ext. w/card $1785

Dual 40 Ext. w/card $2175

PLUS
Hard Card 20 MB $529 Passport 20 $475

Hard Card 40 MB $649 Passport 40 $589

ATI EGA Wonder 800 .... $219
ATI VGA Wonder $259
ATI VGA Wonder 512 ...

.

$319
Everex EGA $139
Hercules Graphics Plus . . $179

Hercules VGA $199
Orchid Pro Designer $249
Paradise Autoswitch 480 . $149
Paradise VGA $199
Paradise +16 $239
Paradise Professional $299
Vega VRAM VGA $409

Vega VGA $239

N
SAMSUNG

S330
10 MHZ. turbo.

1 floppy. 640K. 20 MG.
mono monitor $1049

S550
12 MHZ 286. 1,2 drive.

1 MB Ram, mono card.

40 MB. mono monitor $1699

>

^ MONITORS ^

NEC
Multisync HA .. $499

Multisync HID . . $649
Multisync Plus . . S889
Multisync XL 19“

. $2049

MITSUBISHI
EGA/Diamondscan . $349/$499

PRINCETON
Ultrasync . . $499
Ultra 16 . . $879

SAMSUNG
Color/EGA $229/$329

^^ultisync . . $42^

MODEMS, FACSIMILES & DIGITIZERS

Hayes 1200/2400 . $289/$419 Summasketch 12x12 ... . . . $379
Everex 1200/2400 , . $79/$149 Sharp FO-220 Fax . . . $699

Everex 24(X) External

.

$189 Sharp FO-300 Fax . . . $849
Everex 2400 PS II ... $179 Sharp FO-330 Fax . . . $999

Arlington
&mputer
Product/ . inc.

FOR ORDERS S SYSTEMS QUOTES:

3025-E S. MALMO
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS. IL 60005

800-548-5105
CUSTOMER SERVICE AND IN ILLINOIS 708-228-6333

SHIPPING 708-228-9748
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 708-228-1470

FAX 708-228-0516
Prices and Availability Subject To Change Without Notice



Ulith over 100,000 satisfied customers, PC
Magazine says . .Rrlington offers uiorry-free

moil order purchasing ot reasonable rotes!'
lit

MS.

OUR EPSON PRINTER PRODUCTS ARE SO GOOD WE NEED TO SHOW THEM OFF!

LX 810 Fxaso LQ8S0 LQ 1050

$179 $339 $509 $715

FX10S0 LQ 510 LQ9S0 LQ2550
$429 $319 $539 $899

PRINTERS SOFTWARE
EPSON

LX 810 $179 LQ850 $509
FX 850 $339 LQ 950 $539
FX 1050 $429 LQ 1050 $715
LQ510 $319 LQ2550 $899

OKIDATA
ML 320 $339
ML 321 $469
ML 390 $469
ML 391 $639
ML 393 $989

HEWLETT-PACKARD
Laserjet II $1669
Deskjet Plus $699
Laserjet I ID $2895
1 MG $269
2 MG Upgrade $399
4 MG Upgrade $699
Headline Cartridge $265
Pacific Page $449
Plotter-in-Cartridge $239
25 in 1 Font $265

D Base III Plus/IV $409/$449
Fastback Plus $109 I

Framework $399 I

Harvard Graphics $275 I

IBM Displaywrite IV $279
Lotus 123 $299
Microsoft Excel/Word $239/$209

Multimate Adv. II $279
R Base for DOS $439

Symphony $419
Ventura Desktop PubI $489

I

Word Perfect 5.0 $219

PANASONIC
1124/1180 $329/$179
1191 $249
1592/1595 $399/$455

Laser $1399

TOSHIBA
321 S/L/341 S/L $459/$619

351 SX $949 MULTIFUNCTION
BOARDS

MEMORY LANE
MATH CO-PROCESSORS

8087-2 $129
8087-3 $99
80287-6MHZ/-8MHZ $149/$199
80287-10MHZ $225
80387-16MHZ/SX $319/$369
80387-20 $349
80387-25 $469
80387-33 $595
80C287-A $275

CHIPS
64K Ram Chips 9 for $20
256K Chips/1 MG Chips ... each $6/$15

256K Simms/1 MG Simms $79/$169

COMPAQ UPGRADES
386 1MB/4MB $399/$1295
Portable 386 1MB $499
SLT 1MB $499

IBM UPGRADES
30-286 512K

.

Modei 70 & 80 2MB .

DFi W/384K $169
AST 6 Pack W/384K $189
AST Rampage Pius $389
AST 286-2 for PSIl $549

Everex PSil w/2 MG $695
Orchid Tiny Turbo $219
Orchid Extra $259
Intei Above Board 286+ $379
Inboard 386 w/adapter $895
Inboard 386 P C $599
Irma Board III $399
AST 5251-11+ $529

MICE
Mouse Systems $79 I

’

Microsoft $99 I

Logitech $69 I

ISSUE HIGHLIGHTS
INTEL 286+ NEC MULTISYNC HA SHARP AST 6-PACK WORDPERFECT

W/2 MEQABYTES MONITOR FO-300 FAX w/iasK 5.0

$599 $499 $849 $189 $219

EXTERNAL S'/," 4 MB UPGRADE HP INTEL 2MB UPGRADE FOR
FOR PSil FOR COMPAQ 886 LASERJET II 80387-20 HP LASERJET II

$169 $1295 $1689 $349 $399

i".

iHington

S>mputer

^foeluct/.inc.

DetMtiiiie wi t i repiAcM witti

ihe mmmmKf hardware a u

rapiaced or at our diaeiaiuan
orithin ta rw a and limits at th#
manufaclurars warranty We cmam
^III^Mee-eompatitHi'ty 'iiiinri jsetinil
and relurr>eo sivpmtnia Ar»iuta|aeUM

FOR ORDERS S SYSTEMS QUOTES:

800-548-5105

3025-E S. MALMO i

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS. IL 60005

TERMS AVAILABLE TO
APPROVED CUSTOMERS

CIRCLE 336ON READER SERVICE CARD
HOURS C.S.T.

8 am • 6:30 pm — Mon-Fri
ft am a-1 nm -



Leprecard Hard Disk Cards )

or Mcantf mriiaiMidWaMr
ditmt7mnlm»tlninon7omtrilm.yBugil
a 1 ym waranty. unamaad lacMeal aupfioit

iouriauatraladInatalatlona/H/uaef'aguida

MoMsavaiablatorBMPC/XTarxJcotrt-
patiUaa. ATs and compettbles. as wel as the

TANDY 1000/A/SC/rx/TUSL

Fftee SOFTWARE including TAKE TWO. the

backup utHily PC MAGAZINE named “Editors

Choice" in >9564 >95^ Also intiuded are

Menus Direct and LEPRECACHEsoltware
from Mt^soA

' COMPUTER TYPE 2tM8
eoM.s

32M8
40U$

49MB
40US

aSM8'\

a err PC/XT $299 $309 U79 S599

^ IS BfT PC/AT WA $379 $549 $939

'

HfOH PERFOtmAHCE 2im
40MS

32UB
40MS

49MB
40MS

eOMB"
24US

$3*9 $379 $399 $689 j

Calculator keyboard

$89
• 111 KeyenhVKeii layout

'

• Built-in Sdar PMored Calculatot
• SuntcfteUe CM. Ceps lock keys
• Double iTvacflon mokieO key caps
• Removable lunction key template
• ALPS tactile keyswttcHee as uaeO by Northgale
• >004b PC/XT/AT/3d6 i NoveK netviotk compatible

—(DF> HS3000 Scanner)—'

• AUt’ scan width. 400 dpi resolution

• SZgreysc^es,
.8" per second speed

• Comes with short

slot controller

• Use ¥vilh Hercutes,

004. EGA. 4 ^04 displays
• Includes HALO Desktop

Publishing Editor software
• OOOO-k Model now available

• Option^ OCR Software available

$199

Jumbo Tape Backup ]
—

ttumm.

3.5' External Floppy Drive $279
The externa/ high density >.44M8 Soppy
drive for PC/XT computers is the

easy way to transfer PS/2 data between
systems It inclvdes a replacemenl

high speed controller, cables and manual.

FREE: TakeTWo, the floppy backup utility

PC MAGAZINE names as their Ed/tor's

Choice. Now you have a fast, affordable

backup solution that bnngs you medm
compatibility with r/w latest IBM PS/2 systems

$279

3.5" Floppy Kits }
-

.MSiM • 50 MegaOytM per tape

• Connects to Soppy (Sak coniroaer

• UseeMjeayKandatOOC-AO formal

• 2MB per mnute In ATS, tMB
minule m PC/XTs
Exiemal chassa S99 opbon

Novell. 3COM a SCO Xenix

Compatible

0C2000 Cartridges:

S20ea^lor$1l0
120M6 extra lengti tapes avaiaMr

720K(nfemMforPC/XT/4r. $99
• ReituirmOOS32oropbonalStSdriver

aottware

t.AAtllBIntemalforATonly. $109
• Indudee driver aottware

1.44MB Intemal lor PC/XT. $799
• Floppy Controller 4 caOtes witf) 500.000
bk^econd rJda transler rale Stppor^ 2 Ones

Instant Laptop 4 PS/2 compabbaty. All kks
mckjde bracket to mount in 514* drive bay.
black 4 grey face plates, and mounfi^ rails.

t44M8 XT kits include replacemenl floppy
controller ttial doubles ttw dais transfer rale.

XATDisksT

• <^S6dgd(€ Drive w/Wi IBM AT rails 4
cables

• OnTTacdt large drive software

• Formatted, f^rtitioned 4 Tested

Sea UMW SpaM fetrrmi Cmactr Aw

HH ST251 40ms
HH ST251-1 30ms

HH ST277R 40ms

FH ST4096 28m$

MFM
MFM
RLL

MFM

46MB S339
42MB 4369

65MB S449

BOMB SS99

Seagate SCSI Kits

2BB sea. Pa/2 Modal 24. 30 and 30988 syMeme

Each kMmeiudae high speed SCSI herd drrvewm
face plate, hoet adapter. mstaKafion guide with menu
dnven eollware. end mounting herdware BundMd
aetfware indudea (he TMceTWo backup uttliiy. arxt

Leprecache oKsIc cache soOMwe Specwy cornpi4ar

whan ordering.

Seagate Pormetted Average Kit

Model Capacity Access Price

^ ckxk/cetendsr.ehaioaelTJtMBer
f.44 MS Soppy (Mva. and UpnKey*

Enhanced Keyboard wkhtacMeawlkXm
and biOt-tnaolar calculator.

Out 296 ayatama iaarura 124 l6MHtpreeaaeoraand512KRAM
Standard, upgradable lo 4 MB on system board.

Our 388 MIcronica motherboard based systems offer f5 4 ;?0 MHs pro-
cessors and t MB RAM standard, upgradable to 8 MB A 64K static column
RAM cache operating at 35 nanoeecortds mure maximum pertbrmance

And doni kxgel that when you buy from Shamrock you gel
a I year warranty, tree shipping
and 30 day money beck
guarantee.

$84-19 I4P 24 •799

286-18 >40 33 •899

aee-ia tar »a •1.799

368-20 244 43 •1,999

398-25 305 sa •2,799
J

' scsiomves PAfCC Vtoeo OPTIONS pace'

SeagaleSr.?Z5IV
ZO meg 45 ms $299

Monogrsphics
Cards Monitor $139

Seagate ST1S7N
$379 VGA Card S 800x600

Seegale ST2r7N
Mulliscan Monitor $639

65 meg 40 ms
16 Bit High Speed

80 meg 28 ms $519
VGACardS
Multisync 2A $899

ST22SN 525'

ST138N 35*

ST157N 35-

ST277N 525'

ST296N 525’

20MB 65 msec $329
30M6 40 msec $369
49MB 40 msec. $389
64MB 40 msec $499
80MB ^msec $559

fiar Comtwnefton sea HanUFtepoy CorWoSat aOU $40

Seagate PC/XT Disk Kits

• wtarsmm ererrat thotl skX conooker
• 30-pege mtaaenon guide 4 leHerence
menual

• Capias, mounnng acrenn, tul 4
naa-hevhrteeepWes

• FREE’ TMieTWo rwgh speed Peckup
eoffwere, PC MAGAZINE 'Edtlors Chcace'

• FREE’ LepreCaehe sohwste by MuitiaoA
• t->eer Maimniy, 30 Oey Money See* GuerarMe
• Optnnal ISO HMl uCeCC approved power

et«pry tor ISM AC’s 559

30MB Krr $299
• 327M80SmwH$aHmgttn4amim

40MBKIT $439 ,SeegdaST29i-t,
• 42 TMB/PSnrnf tenHeight/ 1 1 wane

SSMBKIT $499
• eS5MB/29imnia0-Ha.ghi/i i «eRs

Seagate
Matched Pair Kits

20MB $249
40MB $349

Seagate Drive 4 Matched CorVroller

I -Year factory warranty

>546 /aster throughput than ST25 1 dnve

CIRCLE 184 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TOLL FREE
800-722-AT-XT

California

(805) 373-7847

FAX
(80S} 379-9345

No extra for Vtsa/Master/Discover (AMEX add 34k>.

Pnoee include UPS surface shipping
Federal Express shipping iuslSl.50 per pound
30 Day money back guarantee
Corporate 4 tnslitutional P.O.'s accepted



20MHz

On Board Meffxyy

DOS4^ DOSiOt0OS4.01 DOS 401 008401 DOS 401 005401

Opt^EGACardy
Moniior

Opaonal VGA Cardy

MonUpr

i-upioxcm

286*Bas«d Computers 386>BaMd Computers

• XENIX b • reCbUrtd tndcnuric oT MkiMQftjCflQ

• Oelta«i^Mmd tndanrii of Dei] C

ind 80. PS/2. XT and XT aKtadMMlAof Corpontion. • Coapaq Dfthpmba itliHfrrd indezurfc of Conpaq C

The New Model 220 me roweniu inoaei j

VNS 286 20MHz ’1595. 32 Bft VNS 386 20MHz ’1995.

The Powerful Model 320.

Use Your MasterCard or VISA

aRCLElWONREADER SERVICECARD

We Wekotne Inquiries

from VARs and OEMs
VNS America Corp.

1-800-444-7482

796 Boston Post Road • Marlboro, MA 01752 U.SA • In MA 506-481-3726 • FAX; 508-481-2218

All prices subject to change without notice. Homs.- 9 a.m. • 6 fcm. E.S.T. Moo. - Fri.; Sat. 9 a.m. • 5 p.m. E.S.T

Complete System Features:

CPU 80C286-20MHZ or 16MHz*

IMB memory expandable up to 4MB on board

40MB hard drive 28ms and 1.2MB 51^’ floppy drive

standard

High speed hard and floppy disk controller, 1:1 interleave

Phoenix BIOS with built-in setup

101 key enhanced AT compatible keyboard

(Ibctile Click)

80287 math co-processor optional

> Real time clock calendar with battery back-up

2 serial, 1 parallel port standard

4-16 bit and 1-8 bit expansion slots available

Fully XT/AT compatible

DOS, OS/2, XENIX compatible

*ms MS-K^MHKriMWmM.aM ROMSMmAMDUM> 4MRS.
mSMS-reMHriAMMWMm MMOMOMaXlMS;
ms MS-UH»t MMB asbw NMDM OMr rURS;

Complete System Features:

CPU 80386-20MHZ

1MB memory standard expandable to SMB on board

(16MB system total)

8/16/20MHZ keyboard selectable

40MB (28ms) hard drive and L2MB 5!4" floppy drive -
standard

High speed hard and floppy disk controller, 1:1 interleave

Phoenix BIOS with built-in setup
^

Super deluxe heavy duty tower case with 7 half height

drive bays
. ^

101 key enhanced AT compatible keyboard (Thctile Click)
''

80387 or 80287 math co-processors optional

Real rime clock calendar with battery back-up

2 serial, 1 parallel port standard

1-32 bit, 5-16 bit and 2-8 bit slots available

Fully XT/AT compatible

DOS, OS/2, XENIX compatible

Compare feature by feature—then buy FNS”

2-mhoi4«wior 3-AaiMiMbMrCw«rOMMap



MORE POWER ... LESS DOliiARS
If you're concerned that our price is too little

ilJ/A I/\ to pay for a complete new computer system,

Personal Computers we'll give you 30 days to change your mind.

S'.

When you first get your hands on a

FastData computer, you may wonder
what's the catch? After all, you get a

fast 286 or 386 system with a mono-
chrome monitor and a 40mb hard disk

that's ready to run right out of the box.

You get guaranteed compatibility. You
get top-notch components from Western
Digital, Seagate, Toshiba, and other

industry leaders. You get a one-year

warrantee (ask about our on-site option)

and free technical support. You can

choose peripherals from FastMicro's

large inventory. And if you are not

thoroughly satisfied within 30 days of
having on your desk, we'll refund the

purchase price (excludes shipping).

What's the catch? We don't include

MS-DOS, that's $79 extra.

R/^SWfTA 286’^

Includes 640K,

Monitor & 40mb
Hard Drive

Check Our Standard Features
• 12mhz 80286
• 640K Memory
• 40mb 28ms Seagate Hard Disk
• High Resolution Amber Monitor
• Phoenix BIOS
• Monochrome Graphics Card
• 101 Key Enhanced

Keyboard with tactile click
• Parallel & Serial Ports
• Clock Calendar
• 1 .2mb Floppy Disk Drive
• 5 Drive Bays
• 8 Expansion Slots
• Security Lock
• Utility Software
• 80287 Coprocessor Option
• 200 Watt Power Supply
• Call for other Options

OPTIONS
64mb 22ms Drive Add:$200
80mb 28ms Drive Add:$400
CGA Color Add:$170
EGA Color Add;$350
1 6 Bit VGA Color Add ;$450

386®*

=^1595
Includes Imb
Ram, Monitor &
40mb Hard Drive

Check Our Standard Features
• 16mhz 80386SX Processor
• Imb Memory
• 40mb 28ms Seagate Hard Disk
• High Resolution Amber Monitor
• Phoenix BIOS
• Monochrome Graphics Card
• 101 Key Enhanced

Keyboard with tactile click

• Parallel & Serial Ports
• Clock Calendar
• 1 .2mb Floppy Disk Drive
• 5 Drive Bays
• 8 Expansion Slots
• Security Lock
• 80387SX Coprocessor Option
• 200 Watt Power Supply
• Call for other Options

OPTIONS
64mb 22ms Drive Add:$200
80mb 28ms Drive Add:$400
CGA Color Add:$170
EGA Color Add:$350
16 Bit VGA Color Add:$450

$1995
Includes Imb
Ram, Monitor &
40mb Hard Drive.

Check Our Standard Features
20mhz 80386

• Imb Memory
• 40mb 28ms Seagate Hard Disk
• High Resolution Amber Monitor
• Phoenix BIOS
• 101 Key Enhanced

Keyboard with tactile click

• Parallel & Serial Ports
• Clock Calendar
• 1 .2mb Floppy Disk Drive
• 5 Drive Bays
• 8 Expansion Slots (1 -32 bit)

• Security Lock
• 80387 Coprocessor Option
• 200 Watt Power Supply
• Upright Case & 25mhz Options

OPTIONS
64mb 22ms Drive Add:$200
80mb 28ms Drive Add:$400
CGA Color Add;$170
EGA Color Add;$350
16 Bit VGA Color Add:$450

About Options: At FastMicro, we know that a low price on a
computer means nothing if it costs a small fortune to outfit it the

way you want. That's why we offer hundreds of products to

enhance your new system. Take a look at our listing of products
on the next page to really appreciate how much you can save when
you purchase a FastData computer system. We will be glad to

int^rate any of these fine products into your new system for you.

At FastData, our commitment is to quality.

BtSTWCBO
1 -800-441 -FAST



MSTMICRO HAS rrALii
CALL OUR TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE.'I -800~441 -FAST

rESmSti
Toshiba T1000

*639

PRINTERS
ALPS
Allegro 24

Citizen GSX140
Diconix
150 Plus

Epson
Fujitsu
DL3400
NEC
P2200
P5200
P5300
LC890

Okidata
182 Turbo
320 (IBM)

390 (IBM)

393 (IBM)

Panasonic
KXP1180
KXP1191
KXP1124
KXP1595
KXP1524
KXP4450

Star
NX1000
NX2400

Toshiba
P321SL
P341SL
P351SX

LAPTOPS
Megahertz Modems
24008 Most Toshiba
2400B NEC, Epson
Mitsubishi or Zenith

Mitsubishi
NEC MultiSpeed's
Toshiba
T1000
T1000 768k Card
T1200F
T1200FB Backlit

T1200HB Backlit

T1600

HARDWARE
309
325

319
Call

519

309
495
659
Call

225
335
469
999

175
225
297
425
535
1299

167
289

439
599
929

189
Call

Call

639
259
1349
1449
1949
Call

5495

BOARDS
ATI
2400 ETC Int.

VGA Wonder 256
VGA Wonder 512

Everex
1200B Int Modem
2400B Int Modem
VGA 16 bit 256K
Genoa
Super EGA Hi-Res
Super VGA #5300
Super VGA #5400

147
259
309

59
119
249

139
199

iuper VGA #5400 255
FasiData (satisfaction gauranteed)

2400B Int. Modem 85
CGAorMGPCard 39
Super EGA Card 99
Parallel/Serial/Game Card 39
XT 1 .44 Floppy Controller 33

Hercules Graphic Card 4- 169
Intel

8087-2 119
80287-10 219
80387-20 379

Orchid
ProOesigner 229
ProDesigner Plus 319
Tiny Turt»o 286 207

Paradise
Autoswitch 480 1 1

5

VGA Plus 175
VGA Plus 16 229
VGA Professional 299

Practical Peripherals
12008 Int Modem 59
2400B Int Modem 129

Prometheus
Promodem 1200B Int. 49
Promodem 2400B Int. 99
Promodem 2400G Ext. Call

The Complete PC
Answering Machine 209
Hand Scanner 400 1 39

USRobotics
1200 Baud Internal 69
2400 Baud Internal 1 1

9

2400 Baud External 1 49

237
189
199
369

Video 7

Fast Write VGA
Vega Deluxe
Vega VGA
V-RAM VGA

MONITORS
Magnavox
7BM749 VGA White 129
9CM082VGA 419

Mitsubishi
1410 EGA 325
Diamond Scan 1381 479
NEC
Multisync 2a 489
Multisync 3d 645
Multisync 4d/5d Call

Princeton
Maxi 5 237
Ultrasync 1

2“ 479
Ultrasync 14" 519
Ultra 16 835

Seiko CM1 430 549
Sony

1 302 Multiscan 659
1304 Multiscan Call

Zenith 1490 595

DISK DRIVES
Colorado
Jumbo 40-120mb Int. Tape 269
Miniscribe
40MB XT Kit #8450 299
40MB AT #3650 259
71 MB AT #3085 549

Mitsubishi
60MB AT MR535 379

Seagate
20MB XT Kit #225 239
30MB XT Kit #238 249
40MB AT #251-1 319
65MB AT #277R-1 365
80MB AT #4096 559

Toshiba
69
69
79
79

Call On Non-Listed Items

360K Floppy
720K 3.5'^ Floppy
1 .2MB 5.25" Floppy
1 .44MB 3.5" Floppy- - vLi!

Database
399

1 SOFTWARE 1
Utilities

60
104

Clipper
DataBase

CoreFast
Carbon Copy Pius449 Integrated

dBase IV 439 First Choice Call Desklink 95
dBXL Diamond 129 Works 89 Desqview 68
Foxbase Pius 185 Windows 286 59 Desqview366 99
Paradox 3.0 419 Windows 386 117 Direct Access 46
Q&

A

197 Mice Fastback Plus 97
RapidFile 179 Keytronics Professional 75 Formtool 54
Rbase for DOS 397 Logitech C7 Serial 59 Formfiller 85
Reflex 159 Logitech HiRes C9 Bus 69 Lapiink Plus 59

Desktop Publishing Logitech HiRes C9 Serial 75 Lapiink III

MS-Dos 4.01
75

Byline
GbM Desktop Pub.

175 Microsoft Serial or Bus 94 79
159 Microsoft W/ Windows 286 129 Mace Utilities 53

Pagemaker 479 OmniMouse Serial 39 Norton Advanced 79
PF5;First Publisher 69 PC Mouse II Serial or Bus 79 PC Tools Deluxe 69
Publisher’s Paintbrush 149 Power Protection ProComm Plus Call

Ventura Cali Curtis Ruby Plus 59 SideKick Plus 119
Financial Datasheild 100 57 Sidew^s 37

Bedford Integr. Acet.

Computer Assoc. BPI
133
Call,

Programming
Macro Assembler 89

Sy>er PC Kwik
XTree Pro

43
67

DAC 3.0 53 Norton Guides (Specify)

Turbo Assembler/Debugger
58 Word Processors

DAC Payroll 3.0 53 87 Ami Call

Dollars & Sense Call Turbo Basic 60 GEM First Word Plus 57
Managing Your Money 113 Turbo C 2.0 90 Grammatik Hi 49
Peachtree Complete n 139 Turbo Pascal 5.5 90 Manuscript Cali

Graphics Quick Basic 60 Multimate Adv. 11 267
Corel Draw Call Quick C 60 Professional Write 125
Deluxe Paint II 45 Quick Pascal 60 Rightwriter 45
First Graphics Call Spreadsheets Sprint 117
Freelance Plus 307 Allways 79 Q & A Write 109
GEM Artline 269 Excel Call Word 5.0 Call

Generic Cadd Level 3 149 Lotus Call Word Perfect 215
Harvard Graphics 255 Lucid 3-D 53 Word Perfect Library 59
Persoective Jr. 69 1^ WordStar Prof. 5.5 189

The TKXX) is the perfect

second PC! Itcomes with

5l2KofRan).a720K
floppy drive, a

supertwiM LCD
screen and MS-DOS
in ROM! All this in a ^
baltery-powem) 7 pound packageT*

A 7r>8K Rum card is Just $269 and can be set u.s

base, expanded, or a non-volitile Ram disk.

WordPerfect 5.0

*215
The most popular word
processor is now even

• betlerlhancvcr! Version* ^
5.0 aikls multiple font

support, graphics inte-

gration. page preview

and much more.
WordPerfect 5.0 still retains its feel

and case of use that made it # I . Combine this with

the best support in ihc industry and you can't lose.

FOXBASE+
*185

FoxBase-h 2.10 is simply ,

Ihc fastest dBASE com-
patible database software

available. FoxBase+also
adds many enhancements
to the dBASE language.

And it's user-friendly too,

its FuxCenlral uses pull-

down and pop-up menus and you can perform
every important database operation withtHJl pro-

gramming! There are even LAN. runtime, and

386 versions available.

FastWrite VGA

The FuslWrile is the fast solution

for today's high resolution monitors. Its propne-

lary technology incorporates high speed data

paths to reduce access to memory and sixteen bit

connector enhances performarwe even furthef. It

docs a maximum of 800x600 resolution on your

multisync-type monitor and is gauranteed VGA
hardware AND software compatible.

TF-RM.S: No Charge for Visa or MastciCard.

Shipping & handling charge: 3% (Min. $4). Prod-

uct warranties, offers & claims arc handled by the

manufacturer. DOA's repaired or replaced at our

option. Unopened returns get full refund. All

opened returns ore subject to 15% restocking fee.

FastDaia pniducLs have a .30-day satisfaction gau-

rantce. C^l for return authon/alicm (RA) number
first. No returns on used items. Shipping is not

refundable. Sorry, no COD’s. Pcrsunaiycompony

check.s delay shipping. Compatibility is not guar-

anteed. APO's a^ $15 per box. PricWavailablily

subject to change. AZ orders odd 6.7% tax. For

your protection, we check for stolen credit cards.

Ni'u Mailing Address:

3655 E. LaSalle St.. Phoenix. AZ 850tt)

To place orders rail: 8(XM4I-327H
For customer scrv Ice call: 602-437-0300

CIRCLE 352 ON READER SERVICE CARD



LAPTOP COMPUTERS
SPECIAL PfliCINQ ON ALL LAPTOPS
TOSHIBA ...ALL MODELS SPECIAL

NEC PROSPEED 286/386 SPECIAL
NEC ULTRALITE 1MB/2MB SPECIAL
COMPAQ ... SLT 286 20MB/40MB SPECIAL

ZENITH SUPERSPORT 20MB/40MB SPECIAL

COMPUTERS
COMPAQ ...206e ALL MODELS CALL
COMPAQ ... 386e ALL MODELS CALL
COMPAQ ... 386s ALL MODELS CALL
AST PREMIUM 286 ALL MODELS CALL
AST PREMIUM 386 ALL MODELS CALL
AST PREMIUM 386/33MH2 CALL
WYSE TERMINALS 30/50/60 284/364/289

PACKARD BELL ALL MODELS CALL
EVEREX ....286/20MHZ1/2/4MBRAM CALL

EVEREX ....386/25MHZ1/2/4MBRAM CALL
ALL EVEREX STEP COMPUTERS INCLUDE NATIONWIDE

1-YEAR ON-SITE SERVICE CONTRACT

DISC DRIVES/TAPE BACKUP
SEAGATE ...ST238R SOmeg kit 269
SEAGATE ...ST251-040fneo 40ms 319

SEAGATE ...ST251-1 40meo 28ms 338
SEAGATE ...ST4096 80meo 28ms CALL
TOSHIBA ...1.44MB/720K3.5* FLOPPY CALL
MOUNTAIN 40megjnt/ext 369A:ALL

ARCHIVE ...4O/6O/15OM0 INT/EXT CALL

MATH CO-PROCESSORS
INTEL 80287-8 195

INTEL 80287-10

INTEL 80387-16

INTEL 80387-20

INTEL 80387-25

FAX MACHINES
MURATA-CANON-PANASONIC-SHARP CALL

4

Laser Partner"

KX-P4450
HIGH SPEED AT A LOW PRICE
•11 pages per minute.

• Two 250 sheet paper cassettes.

• 300 dot-per-inch resolution.

• 5 emulations incl. HP Laser & Epson.

• Parallel and serial interface.

• 512K RAM (1.5 mb upgrade).

• 11 resident fonts.

• Optional legal & envelope cassettes.

• 1 year Panasonic warranty.

guuiTT aimci 1 niAMinKg uiKEST n

PRINTERS
PANASONIC
KXPIIBO 179

KXP1191 225
KXP1124 299
NEC
P2200 315

KXP1595
KXP1524
KXP4450Laser

P5300

s.

....438
-

....539 g.

..CALL g

....669 d
P5200 ...504 LC890 Laser...-3079 p

‘•NEW"

OKIDATA
182Turtio ...225 380
320 ...329 390/391 463/634

321 ...463 393
STAR
NX1000 ...169 NX2400
NX1000Rainbow229 XB2415 ....589

EPSON
FX-850 .CALL LQ-850 ..CALL
FX-1050 .CALL LQ-1050 ..CALL
LO-510 CALI LQ-255D ..CALL
HEWLETT PACKARD
DESKJET ...579 LASEFUET IIP ......989

DESKJn+ ...689 LASERjn II ... ..1679

DIC0NIX150+....315 LASERJET HD . ..2789

MONITORS
NEC
MULTISYNC GSW .14' mono 229

MULTISYNC IM ...14' 800x600 489

MULTISYNC 3D ...14-1024x768 639

MULTISYNC plui .. IS' 960x720 879

MULTISYNC 4D/ 5/D "NEW" 1129/2310

MULTISYNC XL .... 19- 1024x768 2039

PACKARD BELL

PB1472 14' Flat Monochrome ... 109

PB1439EG 14- EGA 640x350 348

PB8541VG 14- VGA 640x480 309

MITSUBISHI 14- 1381 DIAMDSCAN .498

MITSUBISHI 16- 6605 1024x768 ....1289

MITSUBISHI 20- 3905 MULTISCAN 1639

ZENITH 1490 14- VGA 640x480. 589

PRINCETON ALL MODELS CALL

SAMSUNG CN4551 MULTISYNC .CALL

SEIKO CM1430 14-VGA 545

PANASONIC PANASYNC 1 391 “NEW"

VIDEO BOARDS
ATI VGA WONDER w/mouse 256K 255

ATI VGA WONDER w/mouse 51 2K 315

PARADISE 480 autoswitch 1 49

PARADISE VGA+/VGAt 1 6 199/237

PARADISE PRO 349

VIDEO 7 Vega VGA 209

VIDEO 7 Fastwrite VGA 275

VIDEO 7 V-RAM VGA 256/512K 395/479

ORCHID PRO-DESIGNER 265

HERCULES Graphics Card + 168

The PANASONIC 1100 SERIES.
The Next Generation in Performance!

KX-P1191 ^

KX-P1180

PANASONIC. . .DESIGNED WITH PEOPLE IN MIND!

KX-P1180 A KX-P1191
• 9-pin printer.

• 240cps draft (1 92cps KX-P1 1 80).

• Rear, top or bottom paper feed.

• Push/pull tractor.

• 6K buffer (3K on KX-P1 1 80).

• Auto paper loading feature.

• Paper parking feature.

• Emulates Epson & IBM.

• 2 year Panasonic Warranty.

KX-P1124
• 24 pin high resolution printer.

• 1 92cps draft printing speed.
• Rear, front, top or bottom paper feed.

• Push/pull tractor. • 6K buffer.

• Auto paper loading.

• Paper parking.

• 3 macro settings.

• Emulates Epson and IBM.

• 2 year Panasonic warranty.

I

'MUDWEST
COMPUTER
VWORKS

350 Lexington Drive. Buflalo Grove. II.

DIRECT
ORDER
UNE 800-669-5208

CUSTOMER SERVICE 312-459-6883 • FAX 312-459-6933
389 ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HOURS • IF YOU FIND A BETTER PRICE CALL US

CIRCLE 489 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Tsr

•Your credit card ie not charged

until the product is shipped

•Personal and company checks

will delay order 2 weelcs

•Call us for quantity discounts

•Prices subject to change

•We check for stolen credit cards



Invoices, statements, checks...

virtually any forms you use, we have
them to fit your software, your office and
your needs.

We’d like to prove it. Just tell us what
accounting software you use, and we’ll

send you a set of sample forms...free.

We’ll also send you
a free Moore catalog.

It’s packed with the

supplies you need for

a more organized
office. And backed
with the service guar-

antees you need
for a more efficient

operation.

PUT MOORE ON YOUR SIDE

Call 1-800-323-6230

FREESAMPIEIORMS

YES. Rush me a sample set of FREE forms for the accounting
software checked below. And send me a free catalog

of other Moore products. (For software packages not listed, call

Moore Product Support at 1 -600-323-0230.)

Accounting Plus Peachtree
a BPI Real World
DAC OTCS
Open Systems Solomon III

Multi-Purpose Forms

Name

Title

Company

Address

City State Zip

Number of Employees Phone

Mail coupon to:

Moore Business Products Catalog Division

RO. Box 5000
\fernon Hills. IL 60061 177H60



COMPUTER DIRECT
WE WONT BE UNDERSOLD!*

I
Expires 12/3l7i9

Now, A Complete XT® Compatible
Computer For Under $50011

768k iomhz turbo xt computer
For Only MOHIDDtMCOm-lMClUDai

$49995

Don't Pasg Up
yfie WIso Buy,
Buy WImo Now
And SAVEl

Monitor Optlonol

it High T*ch IBM® XT® Compotiblo With
Front Ponol LED Disploy. Switchoblo Turbo
fAodm, And Socurity Koylock

it Full 768K RAM. Instollod And Tottod
it Porollol, Soriol. And Gomo Port* StorKkird

it CGA, RGB. MGA Cord Includod ......

it Clock/Colondor
1 50 Watt Powor Supply

it 101 KoyAT®Stylo Koyfooard
it 360K Floppy Drivo And Controllor

it 32KROM
it Comf^otoly Atsomblod. Tottod, And Bumod Ini

it PLUS—Froo Quality Word Procottor

TRIPLE THE VALUElll
I . W* vrant you to b« th« first to tok* odvantoM

\

imcids 1of this opportunity. ViP Computor inc. hos t

Cocnputor Diroct your souroo for tho bast dool
in tho country I

2. if this computor foils duo to workmanship or
quality during tho first yaor, wo will roploco it.

3. NO RISK! 30 Day Hama Trial 1 1

1

ThrowAway Those KeysHI
1 MB 16Mhz* O Wait

Horos What You Get..

• Or 12 Mhi SwilchoW* Tufbo

KQB Mkreprecewor
• IMECStoM. ExpondobltTo^MI

Lowest Price 286 1 6 MHz* Ever!
AT® Compatible

^ Includes MS-DOS 4.01 & GW BASIC
Cooiis Cfloylstsly tossOlsd > Tsstsd

WMi Ail Iksss Stosdad Fsotsrss

• CompofOUWMi All VidoeCordt

• Diid Hoopf/Mord Drtwo Contrellon

• 1 FordM. 2 Sorid. I Gotw Fort

• 101 Key AT®Styte Keybeerd
• 1.2 MEG Happy Ortw
• tudt-ln Melh Ce-procetaer Slot

• 200Won Fo««er Supply

• Operation Speed Mooter
• IBM®. OS/2. Novell. IWi Convetible

• 110/230 VAC SwHch
• Svnioc CKip-ift Technology

•iMS^.OSoItvw Incitfded

SE3
“JS]®
EGSS
[*M

NEW! State Of Tho Art

Soft Touch Security Keypad

[

•SI»,Expondableto4MB
• 80286/l2.SMicroprocsstor

Runs at 16 MHz*
• Switdiobls Turbo 8, 10, 12.S Mhz
• Phoenix BIOS
• High Tech Asro-Dynomic Cose
• 101 Key Enhonced AT® Keyboard

• Dual Hard/Floppy ControllW

• 2 Serial, Parallel A Game Ports

• 1.2 t4£G Floppy Drive

•MGPCord
• Built-in Moth Co-procetsor Slot

• S Device Boys-

30pen, 2Cloted

* 16 Mhi Throughput On
Norton Foftormonco Iteting Monitor Optlonol

f} lOM. AT. ortd M ore Kegisiorod Trodomorki ot intornotiorsol Outirsoat AAochinos.Inc.

779“
List $1299.95

800-BUY-WISE EXT. 33
e00-ae9-9473 IXT. 33 OuhidsSevice Area Col 312-382-5058

FAX ORDERING! 312-382.7545

IVe Love Our Customers
COMPUTER DIRECT
22292 N Pepper Rd

Borrington, II 60010



1
BEST SERVICE IN THE USA

• to Pay IwiSati Pa^latiaaat
• IxpaHt la Catlaaar laMiiacHta

• Prat Mailcal Aiilrtaan

• laMtlla iaafi iarvka • Na CradH CaH Paas

PRICE IS NOT ENOUGH!
• ISD^rNmlM

LOWEST PRICES EVER!
SEAGATE

Hard Drivos A Cards

20 AAEG Half-Height Drive Kit

Includes Controller

AC tix

42?..
ST-235

10" ISO CPS
Printar with NLQ

$229
40 MEG Super Fast Drive

95$378 $799

Modal
ST-25M

$149
80 MEG Hard Drive

$599M
ust
$799

Modal
ST.4096

20 MEG Hard Cord

»* ii.
ST.12S$294

30 MEG Hard Co

$ 334*’
Lift

$499
Modal

ST.138RLI

NLQ 188.11

lilt $299.95

HeaifimBtlllhbprlHtarhrhml

720 CPS » Head Printar

f -

IS" Carriage

$699
Hha llatNaf^rPifar fOtf'// aaarMad.

95
LItt

$19«S

5%" DSDD Disks
As Low Am...

Oro.}] H
'

ir lodiV w
Ovoiin
w/iImvm H
Ikototi ITeo*

5%" High Density
Disks

As Low As...
oiydB a'Mch
OtyoiSS

-45 *
•QCh " #4

Oiyd >00

w/ilwvi

IkMt CMch

SVs" DSDD Disks

As Low Am..

lots ol 10

59* eo 59‘
Mo llmlM - LHmtImm Wm

SO
ntirf

100% Hayes
Compatible
Modems

1200 Baud Internai
Modam SoHwora Includad

...a $29.95 Voiual

feevsS"S LtolSm.95

1200 Baud Extemai
Fits in tha palm of your bond

• ft09SW List $238.90

2400 Rood Internal
Modain tha USAI

Modam Softwara Includad
...a $29.95 Volua!

• 89”List $139.9$

2400 Boud Extemol
Modain tha USAI

• 99”LMS349.00

Magnavox 0702
Color RGB Monitor

EE ml

$234?? .a

100% IBM®
Compatiblo

Laptop
Computer

Magnavox EGA
Monitor

$299

Save 1% *On Any Product
in Our Discount Catalog with the

Computer Direct Credit Card

Tho B-300 is o 286 Dosed unit

that gives you the power of

an AT® at only ISIbs. With
its bullt-ln20 MB hard drive

and 1200 Baud Hayes
compatible modem, this is

the one you've been
waiting for!

$2195??
or m • .. i—

iBtnfMpam^Biaa

Computer Direct, Inc.

"We Love Our Customers"

A

Call Now 800-BUY-WISe
to Apply for the Credit Cord and Get Your FREE Catalog

* Introductory OHor • Apply Nowl

VISA
MASTERCARD pcKkogas ora nornxilk UPS'

US, Conodo. PuBTto Rico, Alaska, H
COD

Prices do not include shippinq charges. Gil to
'

' Ground. 2i

\.W»WUV. rw«p.r ,mw, HOWOti,

odd 6.5% soles lax. Prices and ovoilobility subject

CIRCLE 246ON READER SERVICECARD



THE FIRST NAME IN TRUE
OEM COMPATIBILITY

NATIONWIDE

1 -800-292-6272

FAX MARYLAND LOCAL

1 -301 -561-4659 1 -301 -561-0200

WE ACCEPT PURCHASE ORDERS A CHECKS.

Use ofoqu/pmonr manufacturer's names is for iden-

tification only. NCRC is in no way affiliated with the

OEMs listed.

cewamai
sSwam

9566 Deereco Road • Timontum. Maryland 21093imBRW NCRC GUARANTEE
I

'We will never, knowingly, disappoint you. If for any reason
|

I

your purchase does not give you complete satisfaction, the full >

I

purchase price will be cheerfully refunded immediately upon
[

I

return of the merchandise

I
We have always believed that no sale is complete until the

I

customer has received total saf/sfacf/oo from our products

£. £vviU^. Presidenl

Buying from the manufacturer

always guarantees the finest
quality, best service and
lowest pricing.

We manu/acfure our products with the blackest matrix

ink, premium high density nylon, precision engineered

plastics and "Rem" air refrigerated loading equipment

COLORS
BLUE - GREEN - PURPLE - RED
Add $1.10 to your price per unit

Nylon only

Minimum Order 6 Ribbons

CARTRIDGE RIBBONS (NYLON) No. Detcriptlon Price El. IDIeckl No. Description Price Ea. IBIsck) No. Oticriptlan Prtci El IBIackI

No. Description Price Ee. (Blick) 181 IBM 3287/3615 SO Loop . 1.95 212 Okidata 393 1795 CARTRIDGE RIBBONS {FILM)
180 Apple Imagewriter II 4/C . 8,50 195 IBM 3287/3619 SO Cart . 2.75 21/ Panasonic KXP 1080/1091... . 395
114 Apple imapewriter/OMP . 3.25 168 IBM 4201 ProPrinter II . 4.15 215 Panasonic KXP 1124 . 495 307 Brother EM200HR15 M/S... . 4.15
127 Brother M1509/1709 . 5.75 1/6 IBM 4202 ProPrinter XL . 4.95 220 Panasonic KXP 1524 . 7.95 158 . 2.45
104 Canan A-1200 .4.95 1// IBM 4207 ProPrinter X24 . 4.95 226 Radio Shack 0MP400/LPVI. . 3.25 202 NEC 3500/8^ M/S Flip.... . 5.85
109 Centronics 350/351 /352/353

.

.9.35 211 IBM 4206 ProPrinter XL24... . 6-35 235 Radio Shack 0MP100/LPVII. . 4 as 320 . 1.75
116 Citizen LSP 1200/1800 . 4.95 184 IBM 4224 11.25 282 Radio Shack/OMP 130 . 4.15 334 Olivetti ET 201/121 Corr
169 Citizen MSP 10/20 . 2.75 8/5 IBM 4234 22.95 282 Seikosha SP800/1000 . 4.15 334B Olivetti ET 121/351 M/S . 4.85
167 Citizen MSP 15/25 . 3.85 266 Mannesmann Tally 85 . 4.35 261 Star Micronics 227 Ricoh 1300/1600 M/S . 3.25
123 Comrex 420 . 7.55 2as Mannesmann Tally 86 .4.95 NB/NL/NP/NX10 .3 95
131U Oata Products B-300/600 . 5.45 204 . 3.35 264 Star Micronics NL/NP/NX 15. . 5.75 TWIN SPOOL INYLONI

280 Epson EX 800/1000 . 4.65 205 Mannesmann Tally 140/180. . 3.85 ?66 Star Micronics NX1000 .3 65 454 Decision Data 6to7/M11/
165 Epson FX/MX/RX 70/80/85.. .2-/5 fiW) NEC Pinwriter P1/P2/P6 .3.95 ?66C Star NX1000 4 color . 9.85 6814 . 7.65

16/ Epson FX/MX/RX 100/165/286. . S.Bb 661 NEC Pinwriter P3/P7 .4.35 267 Star Micronics NX2400 .4 75 455 Dec writer LA 30/36 .2/5
288 Epson LqSOO/Lq800/LQ8SOH.O.. . 3.85 66? NEC Pinwriter P5/P9 . 4.35 262 Star Micronics RadixIO/SRIO . 395 462 IBM 3262/5262

269 Epson Lq1000H.O./Lq1050... . 4.95 663 NEC P22O0H.0 . 6.05 263 Star Micronics Radix15/SR15 . 4.55 465 IBM 3525 I/S Has
163 . 3.25 9in NFC 5?nn/FL3nn Nylnn 790 4J5 464 IBM 5225/5250/5280 1595

281 Epson Lq2500 HO 495 210M NEC 5^/^ M/s' 11.75 291 Star Micronics S015 . 4.55 470 Okidata 80.82,92.93 . 1.35

283 Epson Lq2550 4.95 210C NEC 5200/5300 4 color 23.00 245 Toshiba P321/P351 . 3.45 467 Printronix 150/300/600 .5.45

283C Epson Lq2550 4 color 23.00 209 Okidata 182/183/192/193/ ?45 Toshiba P1340/P1350/P1351 , 345 470 Star Micronics Gemini 10/10X . 1.35

28/ 4.60 .320/.V1 746 To‘;hiha P:t7lSI /P.'^41.9l .. . 5 05
175 Epson LX 80/90 2.75 206 Okidata 292 . 5.35 247 Toshiba P351SX . 5.70 CAU US FOR

145 Hewlett Packard 2631A 12.05 208 Okidata 293/294 . 6.15 135 Tritel . 2.85 VOLUME DISCOUNT PRICING

See why corporatlont such as General Motors, Mobil Oil, AT&T, Eastman Kodak, the U.S. Postal Service and thousands more are now using National

This is only a partial list of our products. Computer " brand products. SS.00 toipplna/handllng on

Prices Subject To Change iai. ai t j-% a ^ _a iii ordori unwr $50.00. Ovor

Without Notice. SAVE 50% or more with our National Computer brand products. tsoooaduiitnischirgeii
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CALL TOLL FREE 800-874-1235 - IN N Y. CALL 212-463-8330

igr IN NEW YORK STATE CALL: 800-223.6779 FAX TEL. # 212-463-8335^

& W COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS LTD^
^ 3t WEST 21 STREET. NEW YORK. N.V. 10010 (Bel. 51h A 6th Aves.)

^

j>conii300

DctNVi 300 WiO
Epson FX-850

Epson FK-tOSO

EptOnL0650
Epson LO 950
EpsonLO-1050
Epson LO 2550
EosonlxSIO
Fu((tSM Dl 3400
NEC 5200
NEC 5300
0ki320
ONi321
Ok. 300
ONiS

424 99
CAU

329 09
434 99
509 99
CAU

eni9
enoe
>79 99

499 99
474 99
644 99

329 99

454 99

454 99

599 99
955 CM0k>393

P«nn KXF 1 1SC' 164 99
PSTSSKAPl'-i- CAU
PanK NIP ' V4 299 99
Psnss NIP «S24 49999
Psnas KKP 1595 399 99
riKNbi30l 314 99
Tosn<t>s32l SL CALL

LASER PRINTER
Apo«iasefiiNT CALL
NEC IC 690 2949 99
HP Ossa Wilis' 799.99

HPOesNMPius 664 99
HPLasetiiP 999 99
HPLass*Js(H 1569 99
iwSPAMfot'HP 24899
^ Aie PiU io> 379 00
Picrfic 25 .. ! 279 99
Ptc Posacnoi 519 00
XSc'ir- 1699 00

MOUSE
loo«cn •"SoWw' 39 09
L00iHiBe2S*T 79 91

MiaoiontAouse 99 99

COMPUTERS
eSTtSe/SMHZInvoe
512N i2F?CiMe 999 00

IISTPIIEM2MS12K
1 2F/0 40Me H7D

,
Dos 3 3 KVBO 1449 00

AST PREM 3S6 C
20UH 1 MB 1 2 FO 2550 00

AST3e6C/Z5 MHZ
^M8Ran i?F/D 3699 00

AST 386C/33 MHZ
2M8 Ram 1 2 F/D 4199 00

MODEMS
EVEHEX
24ro ini • WNP CALL

24Q0E>«MNP 199 99

U.S NBOTICS
Cour«r2400E 370 00
Courts' HST 9600 575 00

WORLD PORT
2400 Baud Eai CAU

GRAPHIC CARD
ATlVGAWrYOr CALL
ATlVGAWndStTK 324.09
ParaOM VGA Ph/s CAU
Para VGA P»s 16 219 99
ParaOte VGA Pro* CAU
. (VO 7 Fast VGA 244 99
VKJeo TV Ram 5i?K 399 75

MONITORS
MiKTiOiam Scan 474 95

NEC Multisync 2 A 469 00
NEC Multisync 30 509.09
NECMacSync 549.99
NECMu>i<n 1199 99
R6SMa>i5 229 00
PCS UNrasync 469 99
RGSonrasYDc 16 649 95
SetNo CM 1430 409 99
ZaruihU Flat 564 99

INTEL CO. PROC.
aoe7'2 8MHZ 125 00
8067/1 10MHZ 169 00
80287 10 21995
80367 20 369 00
80387/2$ CAU

HAND SCANNCJtS
hSSOOOPKm 199 99
OCR Sotlware 19 99
OCflSonwaraOLX CAU
.PQtScanmanPius |9.I9
: pgdecn Scwvnan 191J9
.QQi ScsnmanPius 199 99
.dgrtacniorMAC 324 99
5canmanF/PS2 239 99

APPLE
MacSL/3040MS 3299 99
Mac Plus CAU
Mac 5E 20 MB 2450 99

Mac SE 2 MS RAM
AOMQHD 4799 00

MacSEAOMBH/D CAU
MaciiCX40M8 3649 99

Mac Color Mon 729.DO
image ti 429 99

image 10 CAU
?0M8EiiF’App 429 00
AOMeExiFX;: 599 00

LAPTOP
flonOY»eli 20Me Ft •

ix: Mod Case 2099 99
OaisvueEL 1024 99
M.nn 286 20 2199 99
NECimran 2 MB 2099 99
NEC Pro 266/20 CAU
NECProTae/AO 2999 99
NEC Pro 38/100 CALL
Ish T 1000 CAU
Above « 768 Card 179 99
Tsn T 1200F B 1364 99
Tsn T 1200H'B 1049 95
Tsn 7 1600 20 3049 99
Tsn T 1600 40 3399 99
T$nT3l00 20 2529 99

Tsn T 3100 40

Tsn t 3200
Tsn T5200 4O . ..

Tsn T 5200/11X1 4999 99
2en2-iB4 2U 1999 99
Zen 286 20 MB CALL

Zen 286 40 MB 2749 99

Zen 386 40 MB CAU
FAX/MODEM

World Port 2496 449 00
KoimesiaacHoo 479 99

SOFTWAM
MSOOS4 0t 74 99
MS Mouse* Wds 129 00
MS Windows 286 39 99
MS WorssiBM 09 00
MS Excel IBM 21 219 99
loMst2322 31900
PC Toots Delure 5 5 74 99
MS WordiBMSO 21190
M S Word MAC 4 0 230 00
MS Works MAC 339 99
'BMOS/Z 209 00
Lotus 123V 3 0 329 00
LomsAgenda 24900
'.oiusUanuscriDi 239 00
LOlusSyrnononv 399.00

ManagV'Monet 11900
Norton Utl Adv 72 00
NodonComm 49 00
WordPerteciSO 21990
Word Perl Libra'. 65 00:
Carbon Copy Plus tIOOOV
Harvard Qraon'CS 199 00
dBase IV CALL

11900
95 00
99 00
199 00

29900
259 99
419 99
199 00

259 00
329 99
555 99

269 99

CAU
3179 99

CAU

Desklinii 22
Fasi Back Plus

Foibase Plus

Fnibase386
Mummaie il

Parador 3 0

0 6 A 3

"

NETWORK
OPERATING SYS.
ELS level 449 99
ElSleveiii 850 99
Adv Ntwi V2 15 1725 99
SttNtwrv2i 5 2699 99
3 'Open ENT 599 99
3 'Open Ad. 2049 99'

Hirdwiri
Ndve'iNE 1000

Novell 2000
3 com Eine'ii''k

WOEmer Cards
Arcnei Adapier k

Active Hub
Passive Hub
3 com loKeniir* 369 99

239 99

299 99
335 99
195 99

' 220 99
495 99
55 99

SEAGATE OftlVESl
20 MB W/Cei 239 00
30M8W/Ctri
40 MB 26 MS
60 MB 28 US
Mini Sc 40 MB
TOMB iHT2in-.. 559 95 I

Tsh 3' r 1 44 DR 85.00 I

Tsn 3-y 1 2 Floppy 09 00
i

DESKTOP PUB.
Aldus Page IBM 429 00 I
Aldus Page MAC 329 00 I
Xeroi Ventura 2 0 CAU I

XerokPioErl 339 00 I

oQiiecn Fmeese CALL |

TAPE BACKUP .
Arcneive 40 MB 299 00 |

FACSIMILE (FAX)
UuiataU9IXi 574 99
Murata 1600 629 99
Pan KVF 120 124 99
Panata<UF-l40 709 99
Panalar UF 150 644 99
P8nalakUF2S0 1149 99
PanalaiUF-260 1349.99
RiconRfaso
Ricoh far 25
Sn«pF0 2?0
Sharp FO 300
Snarp fO 330
Sharp FO 510
Sharp UX 350
•osn 3600

CANON COPIERS
PC3h 399.00

EXECUTIVE ORGANIZER
Cult
SF 4000 94 99
SF 7500BOS$ 10999
SF 8000 B0SS 10499

SNAVW,

639 99

1254 99
624 99
674 99
869 99
1049 99

909 99
124 99

HRS Sun 10-5. Mon -Thurs 9-6. Fn. 9-Z. Sat. Closed No surctiar|e for credit cards. S/N S% AddI -f $5 00 - Qty Ltd

£R. MC., VISA CO.D -Prices subject to change w/o notice Prices for consumers Returns w/our written authoruation

mmm
Please write to;

PC Magazine, RO.

Box 54093, Boulder,

CO 80322. Include

your mailing label

from a recent issue

of PC Magazine

for faster service.

Please allow up to

60 days for change

of address to take

place.

I ^
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Mail Order Electronics Worldwide

ameco
ELECTRONICS

—QUALITYPRODUCTS
COMPETITIVEPRICING

PROMPTDELIVERY—

DFI Scanner
and Mice
Sc«nt>ar only: .

• IBM PC;XTfAT

CompatiWe
• 4‘ Scanning Wmdow
• loeai for OTP
and G'apn<s Programs

H83000 ncturad

HS3000 Scanner $189.95
DMS200 Ser« Mouse ..$39.95

Logitech Mice A Scjinners
Also Availeblel

Intel Products

w_ rr

CeeOOO Pictured

CB6000 Connecbon $749.95
Coorocetsor

CB6010 ModamOptnn $249.95
torC66000

IB1200 lnt)oard30SPC $649.95
tf'iMB RMI

MB4320 AbowBoanj 266.... $449.95
.... PLUS«ithS12KRAM^
MB4420 ACM Board286 ....$499.95

PIUS MultOOMW S12K RAM

IBM Compatible Display
Monitors & Packages

Monllor/Card PacKagw ,™„
JE1059 TM5154 EGA Monitor i EGA Cart $459.95

>'««9e

JE2058 TM51S7 Multiscan Monitor & VGA Card $609.95

JE2060 TMS156 VGA Monitors VGA Card $529.95

Display Monitors
AMBER 12* Amber MorKKhrome $99.95

HD55H 14- RGB 6.0 X 2.0 $249.95

M9070S 16* Muttiscan Monitor 1260 x 600 ... $1099.95

TM5154 14* EGA 720 X 350 $369.95 TIKIS? Monitor

TM5156 14* VGA 720 x 480 $399.95

TM5157 14* Muttiscan 800 x 600 $469.95

GM146e 14* Rat Paper White Monochrome... $119.95

GM1489 1 4* Rat Screen Amber Monochrome $1 09.95 QC1800 VGA Card

3.5" and 5.25

Floppy Disk
Drives

MPF11 Pictured

Sony
MPF1 1 3 S* 720Kb Internal Pioppv Onve $^.95
SMK S 25* inataittMnKAw/FanpiaM..... 11495

Toshiba
356KU 3 5*1 44Mb NemalDnve... $109.95

7EAC
FDS5B 5 25* 3eOKb Han Heighi........ $99.95
FPSSG 52S*l.2MbManMeigh>......$119.95

Jameco
JE1020 5.2$' aeoKb Han Hetgm Black $89.95
JE1021 5.25* 360Kb Hall Height Gray $89.95
JE1022 5.25*1.2Mb Han Height Gray $99.95

Call or Write

Today

for a FREE
80-Page Catalog

24-Hour
Order Hotline—

(^15) 592-8097

Jameco DB25 &
Centronics Switch Boxes

• All Pins SwKched
• Long-lite Operation

• Gold Plated Female
Connectors

4Eil70Pletuied

JE1170 0e2^pm AfB Switch $22.95

JE1171 DB2Si)in A«/C Switch ...$27.95

JE1172 0B25-pm A/aC/O Switch $29.95

JE1173 CendS-pmA/B Switch....$24.95

JE1174 Can 36-pin A9/C Switch $27.95

Colorado
Memory
150Mb
Tape
Back-Up
• IBM PC/XT/AT/366 Compatible • Reads
and writes industry standard OFA for-

mats • Back-up 40Mb in 10 minutes
• Back-up 300 to 500Mb with exterxled

t^>es and data compression sottware
• Comes with ISOMb cartridge

QFA500 tSOMb Back-Up $1049.95
TC250 250Mb Tape Cafti.Oge $49.95

SEIKOSHA PRINTERS

9‘Pln IBM Compatible Printer

SP2000 $199.95

9-Pln Apple 11 / Macintosh Compatible
SP1000AP $229.95

24-Pin High-Quality IBM Compatible Printer

SL90 $369.95

24-Pln MuHkFont Wide Carriage

IBM Compatible Printer

SL230 $699.95

9-Pln High Speed Narrow and Wide Carriage

Black & WhHa / Color IBM Compatible Printers

SK3000 Narrow Carriage $399.95

SK3005 Wide Carriage $499.95
9CK1 OpOonal tot alOM for Color PrtnOng on the SKSdOO- $138.96

8CK2 OpwnaiKHallow»torColorPnntlr)eortlhaSK3005..$148J9

SEIKOSHA
A SEIKO QPOUP COMPANY

2*YearWarranty!

Data Technology
30Mb Hard Disk Card

• IBM PC/XT Compatible < Sett-contained

hard disk sub-syslem • Low-ievet formatted

• Easy installation • Sett-booting • Low pow-

er consumption • One-Year Warranty

SA30 $379.95

Colorado
Memory
40Mb
Tape
Back-Up

• IBM PC/XT/AT Compatible * Back-up 40Mb
in 40 mtnules • Back-up 60 to 120M) wrth ex-

tended tapes and data compression software

DJ10 40Mb Tape Back-up w/Tape $299.95
TB40 40MbT^ Cwtndge..- $24.95

R/XEGA and VGA Paint
IBM PCJXTiAT CompaW)k>

’ Pop up Menu
' Zoom Image Windows
’ Image Library

EGAP EGA Paint Program... $79.95
VGAP VGA Paint Program $119.95

Software
for IBM PCOCT/AT, 388 or Compatibles

Price

CATR CAT Tramabie OCR... $169.95

EASY WORDSTAR EASY
Word Processing ..$39.95

QAPLUS OiagSoft Diagnostic -...$89.95

SPINR SpmRita Hard Disk

Relormatter ...$59.96

Dynamic RAMs V20 & Math Coprocessors
4164-150 65.536x1 (150ns) .$2.1$ UP076ll)$-$ ISMHz) V20 (Hepteeaa 8088 ....$5.2$

41256-100 262.144x1 (lOOns).—

.

.$3J5 UPD7$I0$4 (6UHZ) V20 (Rwteces 8066?) ..$6.95

41256-120 262.144x1 (120ns) ..$3.69 6087-2 Pcncrcomp. (8MH2) $129.95
41256-150 262.144x1 (ISOnS)...... ..$3.29 80287-10 AT Comp (lOMHi) $239.95
SIIOOOP-K 1.048.576x1 (100ns)... $12.95 80367-16 366 Comp (16MHZ) $349.95
S11000P-80 1.048.576x1 (Sons)..... .$13.99 80387-20 386 Comp (20MH2) $399.99

Computer Keyboards
For IBM PC/XT/AT and Compatibles

u.ixS!uR5Slwtt
l l"”

JE2017 Pictur9d

JE2015 64-Key Standard AT Style Layout $59.95

JE1016 101-Key Enhanced Layout with 12 Function Keys $69.95
JE201 6 111 -Key Enhanced Layout wttti Solar Powered Calculator $79.95
JE2017 M£W/ 104-Key Enhanced Layout with Trackball (200 DPI Resolution) $99.95

1356 Shorewey Road
BebnontCA 94002
24 Hour Order HotHrte (415) 592-9097
FAX'S (415) 592-2503 or (415) 595-2664
Telex 176043 • Ans. Back: Jameco Bimt
Data Sheets - 50c each
Send $2.00 Pottage lor t FREE ao-PegeCHelog
c 1969 Jameco Electronics 11/99
IBM IS a registered trademark o<
imemaDonai Business tAachmes

JamecoELECTRONICS MMC

$2SM Mnlmuin Order • U.S. Fund* Only
CA Residents Add 6%, 6.5% or 7% Sales Tax

Shipping - /Ldd 5% plus $1 .50 Insurance
(May vary acconling to weight and shipping metttod)

Terms: Prices subfect to change without nobce.

We are not responittble for typographical arrors.

We reserve the right to subslitule manufacturers
Items sublet to avariabiiity and prior sale.

Products pictured may only be representative
Complela list of lerma/warranoes is available upon inquestCIRCLE 346ON READER SERVICECARD

24-HoMr Order Hotline (41$) S92-a097 • The Following ServIcdt Are Alto Available Through (41 5) 592-8097 From 7AM - 5PM P.S.T.:

• Cuetomer Service • Technical Aaalatance • Credit Department • All Other Inquirlee
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For combat simulation as real as it gets, no one
beats MicroProse. We constantly blaze new
trails with Super 3-D Graphics, heart-racing

action and real-life situations that put you in

the hot seat of actual combat. And you call the
shots. For hours and hours of thrilling play,

choose the name that's always one step ahead.
MicroProse. The first, last and best naune in

combat simulations.

Red
v^foriii

M1 TANK PLATOON; The only

lank sofflhal game that lets

you perform real-lile combat
maneuvers! You'll lead not

one. but lour tanks and sixteen

men- a whole tank platoon—
Into battle with the Soviets!

F-19STEAITN FIGHTER: Pilot

the Air Forte's top secret, ra-

dar-elusive jet. Strike and roar

away before they know you're

there! This one revoluilonued

computer game technology

with new perspectives and
da&ling Super 3-0 Graphics.

F-tSSTBIKE EAGLE II: The ac-

lion packed sequel to ihe clas-

sic jet combat game lhal sold

a million copies! Hundreds of

real-world combat missions,

incredible animation and new
breakthroughs in game design

promise hours and hours ol

thrill-packed play!

GUNSMIP: You control the

world's most sophisticated at-

tack helicopter with awesome
firepower at your Mngertlps.

Grace under pressure required

to survive intense aerial

combat!

RED STORM RISING: War
erupts between NATO and Ihe

Warsaw Pact! Trouble runs

deep as you lead an American
nuclear attack submarine into

battle against a barrage ol

Soviet ships, subs and

helicopters!

MicroProse Makes Great Holiday Gifts!

Can't tind these games? Call (301)7n'11S1 1206, weekdays 8:30 am to 5:30 pm Eastern Time and order by MC/Visa/Amex. Ask for details for check/

money order purchases. Allow 2-4 weeks for U.S. deHvery. MicroProse Software. Inc.: 180 Lakefront Drive; Hunt Valley. MO 21030. IBM-K/XT/ATIP$2J

Tanity/Cmialitln suwwrf MCGA/VGA. EGA, CGA amf Hercules grapA/cs.

C 1889. MicroProse Software. Inc

PROSE
Just For Fun.
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COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE'
tkEmerson CDW”^ETS YOU BRINO THE

FAMOUS EMERSON EC800
BUSINESS MACHINE HOME
Comes Ready to Use with a 30
Meg Hard Drive Loaded with the
Following Software: Menu Magic.

Home Accounlanl. Sideluck. Window
Works. Borland Ouauro

WHY PAY Intel mm
$849.53COW ' price <

Your Choice of Color or Mor>o MorWtor.

AOD:$199.00 for Color. $84.10 for Mono

SAMSUIMG
S-3000. 4.77 10 MHi $592.11
s-aso. 4.7710MH2, 1 Floppy 745.50
S>330. 20 Meg 40 Meg 994.95 1019.52
S-550 AT Comp.. 6 12 MHz 1056.45
S-550 20 Meg 40 Meg 1425.80 1499.45

386 20 MHz 2093.69
S-800 40 Meg 80 Meg 2498.01 2760.00

RETAIL?
CDWSeUs

For Less
AND SERVICES YOU BETTER

INTEL BOARDS A COPROCESSORS
INTEL Above Board Plus

INTEL Inboard 386 PC
INTEL Visual Edge
INTEL Connect Co-processor

.

$410.68
569.53

448.39

712.43

SPEED UP YOUR
PC UP TO 500%!

MATH COPROCESSORS

INTEL 8087 2 $119.90
INTEL 8087-3 95.20

INTEL 80287 6 137.30

INTEL 80287 6
INTEL 80287 10

INTEL 80387-16
INTEL 80387 20
INTEL 80387-25
INTEL 80387 SX
INTEL 80387 33
INTEL 80C86 A

$206.55
223.55

389.60
390.65

541.92

362.82
575.20
395.50

HARDWARE, SOFTWARE & PERIPHERALS AT mcOUHT PRICES
COMPUTERS
AST SPECIALS

MDL70 CALLCDW MOL 390C W STOCK
MOL 140 FOR ALL MDL3150C & READY
MOL 300C AST MOL 386 25 TO SHIP
MOL340C PRICING MOL386 33 CALL

WORKSTATIONS
AST105X ALL AST
AST 386SX Model 5 Model45. WORKSTATIONS
AST Bravo INSTOCK
SAMSUNG PC TERMINAL286 $1054.60
EARTHSTATION V40or286. Arcnel or Elhemet . CAU

/HfKAPD Bflt

PB1000.12MI« $1219.70 P9900.l2hAi; $119886
PBl000 40Meg $161481 PQ900 16K«« $136870

IBM
MOL 30. 20 Meg$1655.17 MOL 5SSX 30 r.VA:S289989
MOL 60. 40 Meg 3340.15 MOL S5SX. 60 Meg 317839
MOL 60. 70M^ 364482 MOL 70. 60 Meg 3747.20
MOL 30286 1 Or 1412.10 MOL 70. 121 Meg 525984
MOL 30286. 20 M 183580 MDL80 40Meg 4374.40
MDL50Z.30Mog2265.75 MOL 80. 701^ 5069.37

a/mwi
286. MOL 1 $1549.95 388 2SMHz: MdDOO $817789
286E.MOL1 1889.50 366 20e. 40 Meg 4296.12
286E.MOL20 2172.45 3d6-20E 100 Meg 4911.22
386E. MOL 40. . 2453.41 PORT II. MDL2 . 1858.10
386. 20 MHz. 1305718.33 PORT. 11. MOL 4 .2697.42m 25 MHz 60 5566.90 PORT III. MOL 20 3495.85
386S MOL 1 2324.49 PORT III. MOL 40 3999.35
366S. MOL 20 . . 2783.12 PORT. 366. MOL 40 542684
386S. MOL 40 309284 PORT 386 MOL 1006689.74

TOSHIBA
T-tOOO $657.95 T1600 $3237.60
Tl200.2Dnve . . 1455.74 T5100 4238.78
Tl200.20Meg. 1959.60 T5200.40Meg .4943.82
T3100e 2608.76 T5200. lOOMeg 5375.50
T3200 339385 CAU FOR ACCESSORIES

WYSE
114012108. $80580 MOL 2214 $1921.30
MOL2112 127180 MOL3216 2060.37

ft&tm

Mlnisport
LAPTOPS

Superspon 68. 2 Or 20 Meg CALLCDW
Superspon 286. 20 40 Meg FOR LOWEST
Turbosport 386. 40 Meg ZENITH LAPTOP
Turbos{X>rl 386. 40 Meg w modem PRICING

DESKTOPS
Z-248 12MHZ ALL
Z 266LP 12 MHz Mod 1 ZENITH
Z-386 25 MHz Mod 1 DESKTOPS
Z-386 33 MHz Mod 1 IN STOCK

TERMINALS
WYSE 5060 Amber or Green
Vir<SE85 XAmber
WYSE 99GT

$373.40 / $300.16
375.90 294.10

39482

PLOTTERS. DIGITIZERS
& SCANNERS

'^ycaComp
1023 $3745.30 12*12 $358.12

1043

6477.15 12* 18 719.10

1044

991586 36 * 48 3236.15

HURTM
12121S1... $349.06 36 * 48 $289183
12*17 499.35 4 Button Cursor ...75.00

$59980

Scanman PC $16686 Scannvin PS2
SmmmTpInri^

12*12 - $367.40 12x 18

HEWLETT MCKARD
HP7440A 8968.x
HP7475A 1389.89
HP7550 2926.56
HP7570 LOWEST PRICE
HP7576EXL CAU
HP SCANJET .1049.66

INXMIY';
INSlW MINI

HIOMP 52 0MP 52MP

HI DMP 62
Image Maker

MOST ORDERS RECEIVED
BY 5:00 P.M. C.O.T.
SHIP SAME DAY

B>S0N
LX810 CALL LO510 ALL EPSON
LOeSO COW' LQ950 MODELS
FX650 FORBEST LQ1050 READY
FX1050 PRICE EVER LQ2550 TOSHP
COW" stocks all cut sheet feeders and ribbons.

SEC
P2200 $344.65 P5300 $685.63
P5200 509.12 P960XL 103984

by KODAK
150P '300. $309.17 475.17

TOSHIBA
321SL $468.95 Expresswme^ 311 $377.16
341SL 59284 Ei^esswrCef 301 32884
351SX 949.95 CALL FOR ACCESSORCS

biottier
M1724L $579.64 M-1709
HR20 340.60 HR40

OKPMA
ML182Tu«t)0 $234.48 M.321
ML 172 . 19985 ML 390
ML 380 NEW ML 39'

LASERLINE 6 1292.69 ML 393
ML320 329.66 ML 393 Color

Panasonic
1124 $339.18 1592
1505 453.45 3131
1180 193.95 1524
1 191 232.12 CAU FOR ACCEl

LASER PRINTERS
BROT>€R HL-0e
H P LaserJel Model 2 HD 1699.95

H-POeshtelPUs.. -
H POeskwrter
NECLC890
PACIFIC DATA 25 n 1 Cartridge

TOSHIBA Page Laser 12..

$364.47
629.12

$47988
475.96
639 48

995.90
1067.60

$142.44
31&X
'LIO
ES

$1799 90
274485
679.33

CALL
3095.60

... 283.86
247988

1
• Sales

• Sfr\ Icfv'SuppnrI

• Producl Kn(mlecl^e

•On Time I)eli\er\

• Frequent Hut ers Pn»t»ram

DRIVES, TAPES A CARDS
FLOPPIES, DRIVES & TAPES

CONNER 40 Meg HO Meg $445.29 625.29
GENOA 60 Meg Int T^- Ext Tape 689.60 819.10
GENOA 1 50 Inl. Tape 1 078.85
IOMEGA 20+20 External 8" 1658.92
IOMEGA 81441;6144X 998 65' 1299.10
IOMEGA B244X.6120X 1990.25 992.X
IOMEGA B220X.E*lernat5.25‘. 1619.40
IRWIN 20 M 40 M Internal Tape 399.10 539.X
MOUNTAIN 4440 Int Ext 38580 557.75
MOUNTAIN 1 SOM FArsate 1 398.39
PLUS Passport 20 40 479.10 579.88
PLUS 20 & 40 System Krt . 489.75
PLUS PS 2 MC Syslom Krt 585.58
PLUS DEVELOPMENT 20 Meg $527 44

PLUS DEVELOPMENT 40 Meg 677.W
PRIAM 40Mm 60 Meg 669.55 749.95
STORAGE DIMENSION AU MODELS CALL
SYSGEN525’E*t Ftoojy

nalFioc
22585
X7.77WELTEC 5.25 Exterrvil Floppy

MiniScribe
MIN 8425 $239.40 MIN 3085 $729.40
MIN 8438 . 299.85 MIN-6085 599.52

^sedgace
SEAGATE 20 Meg $26588 SEAGATE 4096 80 559.95

SEAGATEX Meg 27982 SEAGATE ST-2SM 32583

MICROPnilS
1335 70Meg $542.40 l355142Meg $1017.40
1375 153Meg 1469.85 1558338Meg 1512.52

NOVELL NETWORKI NO
SOFTWARE STARTER KITS

Fntry-I pvM»t K<l 4 1 kAr« $4X.M
Entry-Level 286 Starler Kit. 6 Users
NOVELL 266 Software V 2.15

899.89
1839.65

NOVELL SFT Netware V 2.

1

5

NOVELL NETPflO
2986.60
ltX.50

INTERFACE CAROS
3COM ETHERLiNK
ARCNETPCl10LANboardPS2
ARCNET PC1X LANboard

$375.45

... 412.50
164.27

AflCNET PC 1 306 LANboad 189.50

ARCNET SMC t6-Bil F4e Server Board
ARCNET SMC 16 Bit Workstation ^ard

.

ETHERNET Interface Connector (NEfOOO)
ETHERNET Plus Board (for 286) (NP600).

437.55
359.x
29e.X
6X.X

G-NET Interface Card w Cable
NOVELL NE2000 . . .

THOMAS CONRAD 16 Port Hub
THOMAS CONRAD 8 Port Hub
Ethernet Terrrunalors

296.52
394.15
814.x
378.65
X.X

Novell trained arxf authorized sales aixl support.

1 See WORKSTATIONS under Comouters. 1

WORDPERFECT 50525‘ 35' $229.90
ASHTON TATE dBase III* dBase IV 424.00
ASHTON TATE MulIxTiale Advantage II

LOTUS1-2-3 52S' 3.5’ V2 2 .

LOTUS 1 2-3 V3 LOTUS Networher 337.00/

BORLAND Paradox 3 0
BORLAND Ouanro Sidekick* 14982
MICROSOFT Excel Windows 386 252.50
MERIDIAN Carbon Copy
SYMANTEC O&A
SOFTWARE PUB Harvard Graphics

XEROX Ventura Software Version 2 0

238.x
476.10
288.12
339.95
1592.20

439.17
131.25
129.05
119.37
217.40
274.71

479.W

6VEREX1200B 2400B. . $97.X 184.15
EVEREX 2400 Ext 2400 PS2 199.X 205.45
INTEL 2400 Interrtal 149.75

INTEL 2400 External 176.94

HAYES
HAYES 1200 $278.60 24006 $378.45

1200B 269.20 2400PS2 387.15
2400 416.08 Personal Modem 109.70

ThUointfes
Courier 1200 $278.60 1200 External $129.10
Courier 2400 279.60 24008 199.70
12006 108.45 14 400HST 586.75

Dual 14.400 HST 952.65

MEGAHERTZ CORPORATION
2400 lor ZENITH $167.10 1200torCG(WYlOSLT $25980
2400 lor NEC 225.68 2400 lor TOSHIBA 183.74

AMERICAN
AME 1200VX $911.45 AME 520ES... $377.48
AME 330XT 257.72 AME 800RT 6W.19
AME 450AT 321.62

fOataShieid

500 Wan $555.05 SS700* $787.X
eoewatt 628.56 1200 Walt 962.75
Si 00 59.55 eOulletSurge 27.85

Durani Technologies. Inc.

8PS-300 X....$3X.10 BPS-550 . . $499.85
BPS 500 . 465.11 BPS 1200 682.65

BC 450 $349.X 4 Outlet $44.25

BC-1200 649.55 LC-1200 158.85

BC2000 1179.W LC 1800 t96.WM „ imi
A-B Switching Box (Parallel or Serial) $39.95
BASF 5 Pack of 10 DS DO w Case 29.00
INTELLICOMLongUnk . . 129.70
KENSINGTON Masterp^ce .. . 99.99
KENSINGTON Masierptuco Plus 123.40
KEYTRONICS5t5l iBMorATAT 133-95
KEYTRONICS 10' 94.95
STHCiEN Lcn74Comckv> 7S»< SI2K 447.72 51486
Elecironic4 VVaySwilchbo* 8985
XT Power Supply 1 50 Wan 59.00

FAX MACHINES AND BOARDS

ComdBGFaxSeOO. 539850 SHARPFO220 579848
QuadTamjrFa*9600 52756 aviflPFOSOO 119810
QLOdTamJTFaxFbrl. 3293 SH4flPRD330 10867

cow - Color Morx) Cords wP $99.X 89.X
HERCULES Color MonoCardswP 146.14 179.84
AT6T Monoclvome Monitor . 169.40
AMDEK4tOA 1280 149.99 679.78
COMPAQ Mono VGA Mono 167.00 209.95
IBM PS2 8503 . 209.95
SAMSUNG Amber 84.10

NEC Monograph 12973
PGSMAXI2E MAX 15 139.40 258.x
PACKARD BELL Green or Amber 89.95

COLOR GRAPHIC MONITORS
IBMPS2 85I2 5449.40
IBM PS2 8513 540.x
SAMSUNG RGB CokK . 199.X
MAGNAVOX 0762 X9.05

KZZZXlZXaiXiZlZZS^H
VGA & EGA MONITORS

COMPAQ VGA Monitor 5548.68
MAGNAVOX 943EGA 9CM062 365.40 372.52
MITSUBISHI 1400 1410 .. X2.44 385.50
MITSUBISH1 1381 DkvtkkxI Scan 519.X
NEC Multisync 4D5D NEW
NEC Multisync XL 19 Irvh .. .. 2060.40
NEC Multisync 2A Multisync 30 48785 687.85
PACKARD BELL 8541 VGA 3193
PACKARD BELL 8524 ErVwved VGA 389.95
PACKARD BELL 8526 Muttisyrv 477.40
PGSUnrasync 12 493.33
PGS Unrasync 14 16 519.66 687.77

SONY Mulbscan 1302 1X3 619.95 54882
ZENITH Z 14X 554.x

VGA DISPLAY CAROS
ATI VGA Wonder 256 $X^98
ATI VGA VIP 2323
GENOA 5200 5300 305.55 273.X
RENAISSANCE RVGA II RVGAI 2X 69 192.05

PARADISE VGA VGA * 16 2X.68 288.M
VIDEO 7 VGA 257.15
VIDEO 7 Fast Write 312.15
VIDEO 7 VRAM VGA 434.X

EGA DISPLAY CARDS
GENOA Super EGA Hi Res 800 * 600. ... 5243.40
PARADISE Aulo Switch EGA 480 188.88
VIDEO 7 Vega Deluxe 219.74

CAD MONITORS & CAROS
MITSUBISHI 6905 19-lnch $2063.W
MITSUBISHI 3905L80K 1835.62
MITSUBISHI 3905eOK 1798.X
SIGMA Lasorv«w 1687.18
VERMONT Cobra 2777.75
METHEUS1104 1039.00

LOGITECH C9 Serial PS2
LOGfTECH BUS

$89.X
94.99

MICROSOFT Mouse (Bus Version)
MICROSOFT Mouse (Senai Verson) 117.x

1X87
MOUSE SYSTEMS (Sonal Version)

MOUSE SYSTEk4SlBus Version).. .

99.55

1TO.77

HIGH VOLUME BIDS INVITED
2840 MARIA. NORTHBROOK. IL 60062 FAX (312) 291-1737

PC Magazine says..."You may find a
better cfeal here than anywhere else."



HARD DRIVES
20Mb (^Seagate 32Mb
ST225
65nis

$

Hard Drive Kits

for IBM PC/XT & Compatibles

Each kit includes drive, cables, controller,

How-To manual and mounting hardware.

ST238R
65ms

$259
iMlniC/*riK^

III ll^^l iu\^
ss SduVsm tor Dti Slung*

Kit for IBM PC/XT & Compatibles

• 3().()()() liour Mean Titne Between Failure

• 46ms Access Time
COMPLETE KIT includes a half-height 1/2"

MiniScribe S4.St) drive, controller, cables. How-To

Manual, mounting hardw'are and partitioning

& formatlinii software. Autolock!

mo West Fourth Street

DepLPC
Teinpe. AZ 852S1

l.ocat Sales: (602) 967-5128

FA.X: (602)829-9193

Never a Surchargefor Visa or MCI

In the I'.S. and Canadan 234-DISK
Status: (800) 776-3472

Sales: (800) 729-3472

16(121 %7-5 1 2K 1

Card Drive

Card Drive 20

Card Drive 30

Card Drive 40

822.‘i 68ms
8438 68ms
84.30 46ms

$269
$299
$349

These Card Drives use quality MiniScribe

drives. Card Drives are available for

IBM PC/XT and most Tandy models.

Why Buy a Card Drive?

Quality. The highest in the computer industry!

Reliability. Completely tested before shipping.

Performance. .Made with high performance hard

drives and controllers for maximum throughput.

Peace of Mind. Covered by a One Year Warranty.

Value. The most megabytes for your dollar!

and

Super Easy Installation! !

!

f

FACTORY-TRAINED
TECHMCIAN.S

are on hand
to answer your

questions!

MMC

M3085 ^MIniC/*riK«x M9380E
III II.^S.1 luiv _ . _

TllVIb 340Mb
Wiih l-sni *'1 to I Hiyh

PcrfbmKincc llurd/Moppy Conirollcr.
$569

ISins Access l ime

I6.5iii.s $

Access Time 1795
160Mb
M3I80E

I Tins Access Time

$•

Mair-Ucight

With hSDI Conirollcr

1295

VKA MotieiCord^

. International
Sales: (602) <)(>7-74iS

FAX: (602) 921-8312

Prievs ano avMAbMy tubitct to chongo wittK>ul

note* ARitonna'oHEW S%stmhargoloeCOO
orders P O (occoplodfro'n quahtxKlDuyws - 2'

10 Not 20 5%fturcriaf0« AddSII Vnppmgtor
EXPRESS APOFPOotOefS XDayGuatantoe
conotiior» sn^ip^ 4 nanohng diatgo » not ro'

tunOoblo prodoci nui b« undAm«o«d and m
Ofi^nal condition Hwd Dhvm Intarnalionjj ts a
drvt$«n o< tnaigbl Oebiiution Netwotk Inc *XT*

and 'AT* aiv UMeenadsaottbo Intofnational Bua>
nasaMaefuna* Corporaton

^ All Pr<)ducts\

come with a

30 Day

"Worry-Free"

(guarantee and

Replacement

^ Policy!

d

f
FC1189

Copyrighted materia!



NETWORK
Novell Advanced Netware V2. 15 ..$1795

Novell SET Netware 2.15

Novell ELS I>cvcl 1 4 User
Novell ELS I-cvcl U 8 User

Novell NE 1000 Ethernet

....2599

419
929

169
Novell NE 2000 199

ARC Net rc 130 119
ARrNfti pr noF. 149

ARC Net Active Hub/Passivc Hub259/69
Western Digital Ethernet Card 235

Novell trained A aitlhoriztd

COMPAb
386 20E40mb $4595

1 10 mb 5550
286 Desk Pro 1 2 mhz 1540

286E Desk Pro 1850

Compaq II Model IV 2879

Compaq Port. 386 Model 40/1 00
5579/6899

Compaq III 20mb/40mb 3595/4069

Compaq 386-S model 1/20/40
2350/2595/2999

Compaq 386-25 110/300 7195/9199

Compaq SLT w/20 mb 3850
Comjr^SLT w/40mb 4350

ffiM
PERSONAL SYSTEM/2

Model 70 Ponable 60/120 ....$5589/6029

Model 30 286 w/20 mb 1950
Model 50 - 30/60 2499/2739

Model 70 - 60/120 3899/5899

Model 80 - 40/70 4579/4875

Model 80 - 300 8899
Model 55 SX 30/60 2829/3119

MATH CO-PROCESS
We*vt goi your number!

80387-25 $449
80387-20 359
80387-16 319
80287-8 185
80287-10 205
8087-3/8087-2 89/119

80387 SX 289

80387-33 599

256K Chips/64K Chips Call

MONITORS
NEC

Multisync n
A $499

Multisync HI
D 649

Multisync 4D 1150
Multisync 5D 2350
Multisync XL

19" 2125
IBM

8503 $209
8512 459
8513 559
PRINCETON

MAX 12 $149
Ultra 16 845
IIX 12E 449
Ultrasync 475

MAGNAVOX
Amber 776 $89

RGB80 8762 ....249

EGA 9CM053..349

MITSUBISIU

Diamond Scan $499

111^05-15"...1225

I1L6905-19"...2250

ZENTTII

1490 $599

At Bulldog we all Pitch in to bring
you a bountiful harvest of values

[ilEWEHC

FAX PRINTERS^

Panasonic FXBM 89 + 11 $379

Toshiba 3300 839

1025

Toshiba 3700 EN 1189

Sharp 300/330 725/989

Shaip 220 699

COMPATIBLE
8 MIIZTURBO

1 floppy, 640K. AT style keyboard,

mcmographics card, mono moniior..S699

Color System add $150 w/20 mb
add $249, w/30 mb add $269

286 Bulldog lOMIIZ
I mb Ram, 1 .2 floppy $895

BUUaDOG 386 20 Ml IZ

1 mb Ram, 1.2 floppy $1595
Let us custom figure a system for you^
our technical staff is second to none!

386 20 MIIZ Portables

1 mb Ram, 40 meg hard disk $2799
AST

AST Premium 286, 10 mhz, 0 wait state,

5 12K DOS keyboard, controller

1.2 floppy $1295
AS r Premium 386 Model 300C 20 mhz,

1.2 floppy, 1 mg, DOS keyboard ...$2650

All AST computers carry a I year

warranty

LAPTOPS
Viho says you can't lake it with you!

NEC Mtiltispeed HD $2275
Toshiba 1000 639

Toshiba 1200 1849
Toshiba 1200F 1395

Toshiba 3100E 2749
Toshiba 1600 3250
T3200/T5100 3395/4239
Toshiba 520040/100 4999/5389

Zenith Super Sport 20 mb 2299

Zenith Super Sport 286 20 mb 3025

Pacific Rim external drives available for
most Laptops - Callfor prices!

DRIVES
Seagate 20 mb w/contr.Sl'225 $239
Seagate 30 mb w/contr. ST238 269

Seagate 40 mb for AT ST25 1-1 329
Seagate 40 mb for AT ST25 1 309
Seagate 80 mb ST4096 559

Ext. Drives for PS/2 360/1.2 179/199

Toshiba 3-1/2" 720K int 79

Toshiba 3-1/2" 1.44 mb. int 95

Toshiba 5-1/4" 360K int 68

Toshiba 5-1/4" 1.2 mb. inu 89

Bemouli Box II 5-1/4" 20 mb. int 955
.1195
.1769
-1159
...649

Plus Hard Card 20 ... 525

Plus Passport 20/40 475/579
Priam I^OIDIAT 1275

-1550
Priam ID 250 EC .1795

MICE & MISC
Microsoft Mouse w/windows
Microsoft Mouse w/PC paint brush

$135
..109

....89

169
....69

I^iicch Scries 9 Bus ....79

EPSON
LX 810 200 CPS. 30 NXQ $189

EX 850 264 CPS. 54 NLQ 339

FX 1050 264 CPS. 54 NLQ 429

LQ 510 225 CPS. 75 NI,Q 319

LQ 850 330 CPS. 88 NXQ 509

LQ 950 330 CPS. 88 NXQ SI9

LQ 1 050 330 CPS. 88NLQ 709

LQ 2550 400 CPS. 108 NXQ 899

DICONTX
Diconix 150+ $325

OKIDATA
182 Plus 180 CPS. 30 NXQ 229

320/321 300 CPS. 62 NXQ 329/459

390 270 CPS. 90 NXQ 459

391 270 CPS. 90 NLQ 639

393 450 CPS. 120 NXQ 975

393 Color 1059
TOSHIBA

321 SL 216 CPS. 72 NXQ 439

351 SX 350 CPS. 100 NXQ 922

341 SL 21 6 CPS. 72 NXQ 589

311 EXPRESS 379
NEC

2200170 CPS.SSNTjQ 339

5200 265 CPS. 90 NXQ 505

5300 265 CPS.90MX3 669

PANASONIC
1124 160 CPS. 53 MX? 319

1180192 CPS.38MjQ 179

1191 240CPS 48 NXQ 215

1524 240 CPS. 80 MX? 539

1595 240 CPS. 51 MjQ 449

3131 17 CPS 315
Laser KX4450 1359

HEWLETT-PACKARD
Laser Series 11 1689

UerHP CALL!
lutserllD 2895

Desk Jet/Desk Jet Plus 595/769

Pacific Data 1 mb/2 mb 285/435

Pacific Dau 25-N-l 269

Pacific Page 439

Hotter in a cartridge 229

Headlines in a cartridge 249

Intel Visual Edge 449
IBM

Proprinter X24E 615
Proprinter XL 24E 799

Proprinter HI 479

Proprinter HI XL 629
CANON

BJ 130 699

LPB8 III 1795

Kverex Micro Enhancer $125
Genoa Super Hi Res 145

GenoaSlOO 179

Gcnoa5300 199

Genoa 5400 259
Hercules Graphics Card 169

Hercules InColor 199

Hercules VGA 169

Orchid 800 VGA 149

Orchid Pro Designer w/256K 229
Orchid Pro Designer + w/5l2K 309
Paradise Auto Switch 480 139
Paradise VGA Plus 199
Paradise VGA Professional 299

STB Chauffeur HT 129

STB Multi Res. II 149
Vega Deluxe 199

Vega VGA 229
Vega Faslwrilc 259
Vega V Ram 369

ATI Wonder EGA 800 175

ATI VGA W/256K/S12K 229/319

SOFTWARE
Aldus Pagemaker 3.0 $469

Qarion I^oDcvclopcr 385
Dipper 409

DBase IV 445

Enable O/A 409

Foxbasc + 1 89

Freelance Plus 309

Framework III 439
Harvard Graphics 265

IBM Display Write IV 269

Lotus ZOl/3.0 299/329

Microsoft Word 5.0 209

Microsoft Excel 289

Muliimaic Advantage II 269

Peachtree H Complete 149

Paradox 3.0 445

Q& A 209

Super Calc V 1.0 285

Symphony 2.0 419

Ventura Desktop Publ 479
Word Perfect 5.0 219

Wordsur 2000 + 3.0 269

Wordstar Pro 5.5 209

Lots of other software avaitable-

mnd all the prices are byte size.

1 TAPE DRIVES 1

Fvi*rft* ft) mb int $589

Archives 40 mb int 299

CMS 60 mb. ini./ext 559/625

CMS 150 mb. internal 799

external 829

Archives 60 ini.or ext. w/card ... 569

Archives 150 int w/card 929

1 MULTI FUNCT.BOARDS I

AST 286 6 Pack w/512K $279
AST 6 Pack Plus w/384K 189

AST 5251-1 1 + Enchanced 529
AST Rampage 286+ 385
Everex Mini Magic w/o K 59

Intel Above Board +8 w/2 meg . 679
Intel Above Board + w/512K .... 379

1 Intel Above Board I/O + w/512K 429 I
Intel Inboard 386 w/ad^tcr
Intel Inboard 386 for PC w/1 mb

950
579

Intel Above Board II Plus for

PS/2 w/o K 279
Intel Connection Coprocessor .. 699
Intel Modem for Coprocessor .. 259

Irma Board HI 409

Logical Connection 256/5 12K . 439/519

Orchid Ramquest 16*32 w/o K. 279
Orchid Ramquest XT/AT w/o K
Orchid Tiny Turbo 286

239
195

Orchid Tiny Tubro Extra 249

Orchid Tiny Turbo AT 349

Orchid Ramquest II Z w/o K .... 169

MODEMS 1

1
The Great Communicators! 1

Everex 1200 int $68
Everex 2400 int/ext 129/169

Hayes 1200/2400 285/425

Practical Peripherals half card

2400 w/Procomm 129
us Robotics 2400/9600 139/619

Supra Modem 2400 ini/cxt .89/109
1 VcntclHalfCaid2400/Crossulk....299 |
1 Ventcl 1200/2400 Plus .185/2991

1
Ventcl 1200/24 Plus . 185/299

1

Retail ouUi
may have

prices

ffles Hot line 1-800-438-6039

ULLD06
COMPUTER PRODUCTS

Mff:M pnow« U6ApoN »id«« utyacl

1i etarga Mm Mika te tfipphg aihan

Hndrq pafMnrf aroompaivtfwdi. Far hMT
iMioaM* yaur cradR*c«a ar aintf aMihan
(Ml ar Mr*memf aMar. Oaaigia moOena

aMa*HIK.MMma awttMiiaMtaMp.
OitKlavaa^MMai MnpMadiSfitMaMw
taaan^.HardMMvitoPMiRBM arrapaM

* aifdaeralaniRNnt»MRS IM* att»
Rarirfackav^ Rimrgf. Wa eaiwst9uaMMs
eaRpMM^.MariaaaftMardRMnaaMr
*RaiM an aU^aelR a laaRdini t».M iMirm

iRM t* aaaignad anfMA ruabar Iffijm nah
dRnRaaautRfirta^nNcnwnkaakMnaaay

"Otlrg: HM) NMIMl 8N|3png UiR9aa.

WE ACCEPT VISA
MASTERCARD

AMERICAN EXPRESS

3241-E WASfflNGTON ROAD • MARTINEZ, GEORGIA 30907
for INFORMATION, TECHNICAL, SHIPPING or RETURNS call:

HOURS:
Mon-Frl 8:30 a.m..<:30 pja.

Amtkwi EipMiaM 9*arM a tlS iwwtum.

M atvTBMS 9% «rti a tU nwMRwn.
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PRODUCT CATEGORIES

HARDWARE
Add-On-Boards 481

CD-ROM 481

Cables 482

Communications 482

Computer Systems 484

Disk Drives 486

Diskettes 486

Expansion Units 486

Peripherals 487

Plotters 488

Power Supplies 488

Printers 488

Security 488

SOFTWARE
Accounting 490

Business 490

SOFTWARE
Business Project
Management 490

Communications 490

Construction 491

Data Base 491

Data Entry 491

Data Transfer 491

Desktop
Publishing 491

Dictionary 491

Education 492

Engineering 492

Entertainment/
Games 492

Financial 493

Flowcharting 493

Graphics 494

Health 494

Inventory 494

Mailing Programs 495

Manufacturing 495

Medical 495

Music 495

Preventative
Maintenance 495

Programmers
Tools 496

Public Domain/
Shareware 496

Real Estate 497

Religion 497

Sales Marketing 498

Scientific 499

Security 499

Statistics 499

Surveys 500

Taxes 500

Utilities 500

Word Processing 501

MISCELLANEOUS
Accessories 501

Bar Coding 502

Books/Catalogues/
Publications/ 505

Computer
Insurance 505

Data Conversion 505

Data Recovery
Services 506

Disk Conversion 506

Diskette Copy
Service 506

Mailing Lists 506

Services 507

Supplies 507

ADVERTISING INFCRMATICN
PC MAGAZINE MARKETPLACE, 3rd FLOOR. ONE PARK AVENUE, NEW/ YORK NY, 10016

PC Magazine Marketplace is a special

economical section designed to bring

together buyers and sellers in the IBM
standard market.

The section directs buyers to their best

product and service solutions by grouping

all listings by category.

Advertisers may select the most

appropriate advertising options as

listings/ads are sold by the column inch.

Second color is also available.

Standard Directory Listings are also

available and require a 4 issue minimum.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
212-503-5115 OR

1-800-825-4ADS

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT MANAGERS

Christopher Schmitz 212-503-5118
AK. DC, GA. MA, NY. OH. PA, VA, WY

Mia Tomicick 212-503-5175
(CA 9399 & DOWN). FI.. NH, VT. WV

Kathleen Morris 212-503-5176
(CA 9400 & UP), HI. NB. TN. UT

Michael Brooks 212-503-5125
AL, CT, lA, ID, KY, ME. MI. MO, NM. OK, OK

Karen Cosgrove 212-503-5156
AR. DE, ID, IN, LA, MN. MT, NC, RI. SC, TX.
WI, OVERSEAS

Jonathan Adewumi 212-503-5117
AZ, CO, KS, MD, MS. ND. NJ. NV, SD. WA.
CANADA

NATIONAL ADVERTISING STAFF

Group Advertising Director,

Kathryn J. Cumberlander
Group Sales Director,

Daniel L. Rosensweig
Support Manager,
Monica B. Dixon

Support Supervisor,
Linda Annis-Lopez

Sr. Advertising Coordinator,
Wanda D. Brown
Production Director,

Anne Brockinton

Production Coordinator,
Robert Clark

EES] PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1989

Copyrighted material



THE SHOWCASE FOR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES IN THE IBM STANDARD MARKET

HARDWARE/ADDON-BOARDS

- 0’'*

IJmilrd Orrer:

' Quaniity DUcounu

WARPSPEED/386
Features:
* Rune all indanry Haodvdi: MSDOS.OS/2>

V/3M. 386/WBKiDw«
* Intel 16 MHz 80386 SX CPU
* Socket for Intel 80387 SX Coprocetaor
* Shadow RAM Support
* 8 Expansion Slot* 6-16 bita, 2-8 bin
* I/O Speedax 8 MHz to ueexiatng cafd*
* Interleave wAMb RAM
* Fully AT Ccnpatible
* 8.6 X 12J BoaH Pimentiona
* 30 day money-back, 1 yr. warranty

(800) 627-6998

PRCLE SSI OH REAPER SERVICE CARD

High Performance 386 MottverbONGa
MIVII 64K Cache > Won 5 PC MV. EdItorY Choice &'3b'B9

33 Mhz in stock CALL
2SMhz 0K $1J60
2OMhz 0K $1,250
16 Mhz 0K 1,145

16 Mhz 3868X 0K CALL
16 Mhz 286 0K $325
12 Mhz 2860K $220
VGA 16 Bit 1024 x 768 $189

Fully Configured
Systome Available

gam
404-446-2028

We have DRAM
Call for Pricing

CmCL£ S62 OM READER SERVICE CARO

NEED THE TIME?
CLOCK CHIP

$35
ii^ s

any PC. Xt PS/2 25 or compi
esNOe

on
Uses NO expansion slot. Has 10 yr.

battery. Sits under any 28 pin chip

on motherboard or cards. Installs

in less than 5 minutes. 30-day

money back guarantee.

DELKIN DEVICES, INC
C* 61»-27340ee Viaa
US 600-637-8067 MC

SS®MM
MOTHERBOARD
UNMATCHED FEATURES!

8 MEG ON BOARD -NO EXTRAS
FOR RAM CARD! LOWER COST '

$349
GUARANTEED COMPATIBILITY

AND SATISFACTION!

ftkd/rectI
800-321-1161
301 North HarrItOfl 9(.. Rrktcaion NJ 08540

CIRCLE 553 ON HEADER SERVICE CARO

Pul sny IBM compatible

software to voice

without any programming!

Me Comes ready to rurt

Jv DOS a LOTUS 1-2-3.

Ideal for desktop publishing,

spreadsheets. eccountir>g

or data bases for those who don't

want to use a keyboard Works on

any IBM compatible

Only STSO®*
with a 30 day money back

guarantee*

l•M0•4470322
|

cosine.
Dealer trteuirtei

V tfiwiea J

CIRCLE 564 ON READER SERVICE CARO

NO-SLOT CLOCK ^39

•an 28 pin ROM 8 itt socket

I TliM Master compatiDietiuerimas
* • I0M PM PC & XT

•M compaiitHes witli 28 pm ROM

I Time Mttlsf isiiuits

• Easy msiaeatioo m 28 pm ROM socket on

moeierboi'd or uel'fig 1/0 cards

• Software- Automatic dale 8 time entry, eitv

zciive date and hma aojust

irtiers sikOPMl withm ' ttimncss day

I
Tima Mattar pan e220 TM 53900 4 52 501

800 432-9174 (24 hr.)

FAX (4071 728-4911

Takis Enjmeetwfl. inc

CIRCLE 555 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BLAST-raup
;'K;as8aiMjlini!

_ 4

Voice Meitagina

^CAIPreeM(lRg • AWtoTw
Telwuikethit

V
CeiDMriMleii

' puWtlPC/XT/AraW
voice piocewlrig conwund

centar.

tricsMiqid-

2 yeanearranty.

$li|l< UMBemM
MiiHI-IIm (HD.!

OmReeWM pidooM MMH)

For Information or Salas Cal:

os2-se«e•*19 ,FAX (41$) 662-6311

TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC.
I
43S3 PIEDMONT AVE .OAKLAND. 09*611

Sat ua at COMDEX H«7S»
CIRCLE 556 ON READER SERVICE CARD

X-BANDIT

DISHMFHIIOStlPHY
e The Twewk X-BenM «m loeahcaay Oe«gned «
iMm the aiMneeo ioaiu»es or aw LoM Inw
ktctmciri EM$ 4 O SpeahcalKin Further, lha

x-Sanais Segmaiwao Memory Uacpmg caeabwty
allows aw uaei M aaiend DOS siaa Myond aw 640K

uaa m tw IBM XT. AT and ccmpesoies

MIUIMY
a SagmanMd Memory Mipomq allows Pw usar to W
ou) iXMsed mamory segments twtween 640K and
I024K By ctaanng unusad portions oi memory m
tSK inciements aw user aHacttmiy xreasas TPA
soa LAN or cuasom soTtwia moduias. lor oamoie.
can be loadad viio awee high memory areas aeis

rakewng aw iwwi S40K ol TRA lor oewr aopaeaaon

programs
e Memory Addmuig aHows aw laat to kl oM
eomonaohal memory to S40K
a Easandad Memory AdOrassmg • awMOia lor aw
PC AT KWaion
a 2 Mb capaoty ai a SBigla Ml UptoSMbsysWm
a Panty cawdong

MMIWAMI
a Easy marw dttven auto conhguraton soltwaia

a Dewce dnvar mcludes praii ipoaiai and RAM dnve
a Supports muNitBSUng wah the appropnaia shea-

TELETEK
aoOOMOme
SKrwTwrSD CA 96SM
(»te]92(M«X3
Fc 19161 927-766*

enCLE 967 ON READER SERVICE CARO

COMPAQ DESKPRO

UPGRADE

386 MOTHERBOARD
FOR B086 OR 60286 OESKPRO'S

$1595 16Mhz1MB

20/25 Mhz Available

SEAHLE TELECOM & DATA INC.

CALL 206-883-8440
2735 1S2nd /We. NE . Redmond. WA 96052

ORCLE 559 ON READER SERVICE CARO

CD-ROM

anyHOO
CD-ROMMwklwRiMcreao* .. .

OWektw/SoaiurwfiPRV JOrayaAN) 1106“ ' “ - »tieLC>vy«rFhc

OwotfylonrO
Amdskw/eudolorPC ex' isciwiai rt $6^
NKCOt-77w/CAKlo r.<i vrrr xMoc CcS

/outSo tc< FC. 4 r.vx (ePort kom 860
isvnwoeM pmmbi sm
iQpecdDiNwa

OHIOM
Ctlwiv.AdoaShgewqgSJODnrocycTTeSW
OAVMd Fad booh rterrcilloncl%uf«a' 90
•elaMMil'

• “
VRoleEa

MCdipi

HeouvnAHeloocScxlSpenrene 99
.jtiCakSogi'^ecngrta-Moc
Home Video DSecMyAOXXPftna

rrogaapcs
:j oLmetPc

wOeecSory I-*!u0aoRwoe eema 975
MUMOaeraXI.Miiiifaiu iRidN
ReesuOKrpnente CL-AQM&xKAV

Fiee COROM SoacedBk or Qacovery CD
Money baefc 9LKaor*M • Roe tech avpert

CcB • RMcid <Stve/Ne cenSw'S

CIRCLE 559 ON READER SERVICE CARO

CD-ROM/WORM/ERASABUS
Soltware and Drives

See our display ad each month tot specials

(Look under index to Advertisers)

You need competitive prices/expert advice/

prompt service/we’re the largest & laslesi Free

Catalog * Uncondilionai Guarantees

PC’s Accepted • CALL US NOW
ORDERS 800-MEGABYTe (634-2298)

Inquiries (212) 737-8400. Fax (212) 737-8289

Compact Disk Products. Inc

223 East 85th Street, NY, NY 10028

CD-R0M\WE BEAT ANY PRICE
ALL IBM/MAC DRIVES. TITLES

LARGE STOCK New' TAHITI eraseabie drive.

We accept COD. Visa. Mastercard, and Ameri-

can Express Special library, school, govern-

ment pricing Call lor price list Monthly Spe-

cials • 24 hour automated order line

CD-ROM SHOPPER

1168 Elm Terrace

Rahway. NJ 07065

(201)666-1666

NOVEMBER U, 1969 PC MAGAZINE Enn



CABLES COMMUNICATIONS

PUT YOUR PRINTER UP
TO 300' AWAY

WITH OUR MEW LOMSUNGER’-
RHNTER EXTENDER CABLE!

• UMSStifldirdAHiiNre phone CAM modular

plugt. uploSOO’lNrcaMmcludedl

• No power supply needed

• WicinsMihPaxTM?PS2pvaiel
• Gwaramied coffipatiM wilt) aN sohwere

• l-iearwpnarey.SOdiy.iTeney-tockgunre^

LONGRANGER t110
EXTENOERCABLE ^ll9.9U

RANGER
RANGER TECHNOLOGIES, MC.

223S FIRST ST . *119. SMI VALLEY. CA 93065

(805) 583-8847

Companiort^llows you to

add an extra keyboard and
monitor up to 600’ from ^ur
PC system unit.

^ Now available for ^^ VGA and PS/2. ^
DEALER PROGRAM AVAILABLE
PRICES START AT 9219 00

CYBEX CORPORATION
2800 H. Bob WalKP Avt.

HuntBvHi. AL 35805
(205) 534^11

CIRCLE S61 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PC Magazine
Marketplace
2nU Color

Option Available

COMMUNICATIONS

invisible Network

"Coo^perTonRaAce

under fotd, e/egant

design, low grin,

simple eadllng

reguirements. and

bread empatMitY.

"

-PC Week

Expanded Memory Support, invisible Network

IS the only LAN that supports expanded memory. On
computers equipped with expanded memory version

4 0. your DOS memory overhead can be as little as 3K
(or a workstation. 13K for a server And you can increase

total DOS memory from 640K to 704K- Now you can

have over 630K o1 free DOS memory while running

the network! if you don't use expanded memory, the

overhead is stilt low: 60K for a workstation. 80K

for a server

"Tbelnmible

HalworkIslerriblY

easy to Install. And

WsineMpensive."

—lANMaganne

‘Aleyteuse.lbigMy

recommend H.”

—Data Based Advisor

• Prices include network boards and software—
Nothing extra to buy.

• NET 30 Network Operating System is full-featured,

easy to inslatl. and has extensive on-line help. Can be

used with or without expanded memory

Model 200 Model 300 Model 300 A

M
Ethernet

Compatibility IBM PC, XTAT IBMPCXTAT MicroChannel IBMPCXTAT
8 Bit 8 or 16 Bit 16 Bit 8 bit

Speed

Wiring

1.8 Mbps 3.0 Mbps 3 0 Mbps 10.0 Mbps

Twisted pair Twisted pair Twisted pair Thin coaxial

Price $215.00 ea. $315.00 ea. $39900 ea $399 00ea

• File sharing, print spooling, file record locking,

electronic mail, menu system, security, network Invisible Sirilware, tne.

management, diskless workstations, diagnostics ties Cbeu Drive

• AJso compatible with NETBIOS. IBM PC LAN Program, SulleO

Novell Netware Pester City. CA 94404

• 30'day money-back guarantee and one-year warranty (415t 5705907

For more information, call (415) 570-5967 or write.

Pea (4151 570-0017

CompFax Puts Efficiency
at Your Fingertips

CompFax
•800-243-7775
Call Today!
Dealer inquiries welcome

onsider the benefits of buyinc
from CompFax;

the most competitive pricesoa

full line of FAX machines to hi

individual needseexpert
technical servKe and support

• fast delivery* flexible credit

termsescrvKe contracts

• price protection warranty

CompFax puts it

all at your
fingertips!

Sharp FO-300 Sharp FO-330

FAX -H 9600 bps MODEM
^OQQ BEST DEAL 2400 bps MODEM $95

-WORKED FINE... QUITE A BARGIN’ BYTE
30 DAY FREE TRIAL..MADE IN USA p.imm*bchi.

COMPUCOM CORPORATION (800) 228-6648
CIRCLE 563 ON READER SERVX:E CARO

COMMANDER
by cybeK

Control up to 8
CPU’s iwitti one Keyboard
and Monitor 150 It. away.
• IBM PC. XT. AT. PS/2 and 100% CYBEX CORPORATION
Compatlblet 2aoa h. boi> wiBk. amw.

• Available lor MOA. CGA, EGA (TTL) M. Bsaos

and VGA (Analof) Monllora S3*ooii

CIRCLE 564 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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‘)399L7PTOPiFAX J)385
AMSTRADS12K1FLPY

TOSHIBA LAPTOPS
T-1000 . . $625
T-1200F 2 FLOPPY . $1299
T-1200FB . $1385
T-1200H20MB hrd . $1795
T-1200HB20MBhrd . $1895
T-1600-286+20MB . $3049
T-3100E-286+20MB . $2565
T-3200-286-40MB . $3269
T-5100-386-40iVlB . $4099
T-5200/40i\/IB . $4795
T-5200/100MB . $5299

ZENITH LAPTOPS
Minisport $CALL
Superspon 184/184-2 . $1399/$2049
" " 286/ 20//286/40 $2899//3195

Turbosporl 386/40 . $4195

NEC LAPTOPS
ULTRALITE 2 MB . $2265
PROSPEED 286/20MB . $2995
PROSPEED 286/40MB . $3345
PROSPEED386/40MB . $4395

kai-roi IDIOLJI ^ntE?400 MODEM CAIIHVINC
IVII 1 OUDlOm CASE MICROSOFT

MP286-210-2FLOPPY . $1799
MP286-220-1FLPY-20MB ... . $2299
MP286-240-1FLPY-40MB ... . $2795

COMPAQ LAPTOPS
SLT286-20MB . $3689
SLT286-40MB . $3999

EPSON LAPTOPS
EQUITY LT 2FDD LT20MB-$1 095 $1595

SHARP LAPTOPS
PC4602 2FLPY . $1445
PC4641 1FLPY40HRD .$2195
PC 5541 386/40MB . $3599
PC 7241 286/40MB . $1999

SOFTWARE
SPECIAL ORACLE PROFESSIONAL

|

FOR PC/MAC $CALL
WORDPROCESSING I Desktop Pubushing

WordP«rf»ct5.0 .$225
Mkosoft5.0 ...$219
Word Star S.0 ..$245
Multlmata Advte^ $275
pfs Prof Write ..$115

SPREADSHEET
Quattro .$1$0
Lotus 1-2-3 .. .$319
ExesI .$249
Multiplan 4.01 .$125
Plan Perfect . .$205

DATABASE MANGMTj
dBASE IV ..Mb
Paradox 3.0 ..

.

..$405
R Bate 5000 . . .$329

Paradox 386 ...$599
FoxBaae4>2.1 ..$199
pfa Prof. File . . .$185
Smart Data Base $289

ACCOUNTING
DAC Bonus Pee $113
DAC Easy AccL . $59
DAC Easy Payroll $59
Peachtree Back to

Basics $179
** Complete U ..$153
**" «/0«uOuwy .$239
Great American •

Orte Write Plus ..$92
Accta. Payable ..$92
AccU. Receivable $92
PayroU $92
Time Slips III ..$119

PageMaker 3.0 . .$445

pfa RrM Pub<l*h*r . . . $75
pfs First Publisher
Graphics Asses $Call

Xerox Ventura
Publisher $Call

Publish It

(Timeworks) $129
Adobe Systems . Call

Fonts (all Available)

GEM OMktop Pub .$185

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

Harvard Total Project
Manager $405
MS Project 4.0 ..$319
Superproject u.o $249
Timeline 3.0 .. . .$373

COMMUNICATIONS
Carbon Copy Plus
(Maridan) $113
Mirror III $56
Uplink 111 $78
Fastwlrell $67
ProComm Plus . .$47

Oemm (aii v«r«ion«) .$39

NETWORKING
Nov*ii NMw«f« ELS I $479
ELS II $949
Word Perfect 5.0 Un
(server) $349
dBASE IV LAN p.k$629

Lotus 1-2>3 Un $1609

MONITORS PRINTERS
KXP-1595 $425
KXP-1524 $509
KXP-4450 laser$1299
DICONI XI50 PiM .$325

Packard Bell Computers
1 Yr Warranty by AT&T Onsite

PB686 AT Compatible 286 1 2MHZ

$795.00
VX588 $695

NEC MULTISYNC
2A $498
NEC MULTI GS .$249

NEC MULTI 3D .$589

NEC MULTI plus-$869
PACKARD BELL
" "ir $69
" "14" $128
" RGB $228
" EGA $339
VGA (WHITE) .. .$149
MULTISYNC ... .$399

1200 INT $59
2400 INT $59
TEL-SWITCH . . .$149

PANASONIC
KXP'1180 $169
KXP>1191 $209
KXP>1124 $319
KXP-1592 $369

COMPLETE PC FULL
PAGE $499
MITSUBISHI-SP-
uu^ieAF $595
CHINON wyocn $CALL
GENISCAN ..$CALL

DYNA MOUSE $CALL
LOGITECHCTSR $65
LOGITECH
CU HIRES $69

QUADRAM
JT 9600 $499
QUADRAM JT FAX-
PORTABLE . . . $329
COMPLETE PC FAX

BOARD 0600 $399

FAX MACHINES
EPSON FAX (LowestS)
w/CutterFIOOO , . $789

F2000/F3000 S869/$1089

CANON Fax 8 . $599
" Fax 20 . $845
" Fax 225 $1395
" Fax 270 $1585
” Fax 450 $1895

PANASONIC KXP 80 . $599

KXF 100 . $759

KXF120 . $859

PANAFAXUF135 .. . $699
" UF145 .$825
" UF250 $1265
" UF260 $1399

SANYO
SF100/SF200 $699/$899
" SF515 $1195

AVATEX110/220V .. . $598

NISSIE 320 . $498

MURATA1200 . $569

M900 . $589
" F30 $1349

RICOH RF850 . $675
" RF900/RF920 ..$795/$1099
" Fax 15 $1095
" Fax 25 $1295
" Fax 35 $1545
" Fax 65 $1595

SHARP FO 220 . $659
" FO300 . $695
" FO330 . $959
" FO550 $1399
’• FO510 $1249
'• UX110 .$699

UX350 $1099

TOSHIBA 3300 .$759

T3600 .$889

T3700 $1049

800-383-3199
TELEPHONE PRODUCT CENTER 12603 Hoover SL

Teem: Tb» PtcpiywstPhcm. DiMowr VISA/MQCOD 2S«. RatocLat 20%. Ae-

oifX Ctafaien CtacL. W* cteck b* rnahmi amdH onL nicM Mbyea to chapfe, all hIm «• b*!.

NO sofTWARB rei\;rns

714-893-6265

•Garden Grove, CA 92641 •FAX 714-891-1202

CIRCLE 565 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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COMMUNICATIONS COMPUTER SYSTEMS

9600 bps V.32 Modem
MNP Class 5
High speed, error free

data communications

without proprietary

protocols. Effective

ihroughtputs up to

19.2K bps.

• 9600/4800/2400/1200/300 bps full duplex data tran.sfer

• Fully V.32/V.22bi.s/V.22 and Bell 212A/103J compliant

• MNP class 5 error correction and data compression

• Auto speed detection in Originate & Answer modes
• Two-wire dial and two-wire leased line connections

• Enhanced AT command .set

• Non-volatile memoiy’ storage

• Full V.54 lest mtKles

• Call back access security

• Cable and software included

Computer Friends, Inc. 14250 NW science Park Drive

Portland OR 97229 Order: 800-547-3303 (503) 626-2291

fax (503) 643-5379

TO PLACE YOUR AD IN

PC Magazine Marketplace

Call (212)503-5115

or (800) 825-4ADS

COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

FREE FAX
MPBI WITH MACHINE

New Facsimiles
Itom only $649."*

Highest
Discounts

ki ttw (maitrv on _
.SMMV'MMATM

CML 1-aO»'S««XX
M io. 1-Zt»2s&ja20 r>epi r>i=

IBM PS/2’s
30 to 40% off!

VnuTican Micro Computer Center
N»7.^ N.W. I67th Street, C-25

Miami. n.. 33tH 5

(305) 825-5565
cmccEsrooN reader service card

SWI S\M S\M SSM s\\| N\M

LAPTOP SPECIALS
V\l) l.()\N. low ruu IN<.

UTEST LAFTOP Hooas

ZENITH - TOSHIBA • NEC • COMPAQ
SHARP •HITACHI •EPSON

MITSUBISHI • DATAVUE • AMSTRAD
CM IV on Othor moOM'

Conanen gne-stoo shoaoma tor at yout laaoos

Kcessones am uogiaoes'

owcA acKMC too m. nm oaim-oat w i^ ihq
NtXT«AV DCiMm AVAAAaU

OPEN 7 DAYS 9AM-10PM EST
FAST, FRIENOtY A OCPENOAeLE SERVICE

CoMPLTER Options
U N I. I M I 1 C I)

2 Oundlroclt IUSM3S ^
201 -469-7678

CC*»3>«I Cl CM t COWCK.t. IMMC AtlCdWI

-tow PRICES FROM THE LAPTOP SPECIALISTS"

FAX: (2011 469-7544

CIRCLE S71 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

rrwux miSSar Mqp^or
IR 1M 4IIB

ttxssao-lf . .. SHO 7N 1»Q
MI3i6-16 920 1129 1990
in399-20 1099 1299 1799

mmiidWB I4MI 1 H
XTAtlixMMB Itas 1 ii

i g
386 SrSHMS
FMwMr HWU • 0r(M4 • AMI
nuM CaU fv iteerlil PrldH

MSOmkMU:
Paradise Fvero
Genoa AstAcei
Toshitia Microsoence

Control Data MmrsetOe

OrcfeM3M-20 0k-|79O
CaciM 396-2$ 4MB 2490
AMI396-29 4MB - 2S9Q
AMSaS U 4MB • 4190

^5 rvt 43to4 ch„ay SI.
VIMACM Ffemom. CA 94538

HHX w 4tMaeM
IM. 41M2I-7HI

CIRCLE S69 ON READER SERVICE CARO

I Tandy®

• Computers

I
Cellular Phones & FAX .

I
Best Prices Best Service «

I
1-800-633-0197

|

I FAX 1-913-364-4311 I

I
The CIsum Company

|
I 400 Pennsylvania •

I Holton, Ks 66436 I

^ CIRCLE 572 ON READER SERVIC^AHD j

Dealers S Volume Buyers Only

8086 8MHZ 640K 20MB CGA $ S12

2e6lOMHZ640K 40MB EGA $1%0
386 25MH2 1 MB RAM 60MB VGA $2978

SEAGATE ST22S 20MB $ 174

SEAGATE ST23eR 30MB RLL S 164

SEAGATE ST25M 40MB 2eMS $ 289
SEAGATE ST277R-1 60M8 RLL 28MS S 329
SEAGATE ST4096 80MB 28MS $ 505
FUJITSU 360K F Drive 5 25' $ SS

FUJITSU 1 2MB F Olive 5 25' $ 66
FUJITSU 101 Cbck Keyboard S 41

SONY 1 44MB F Drive 3 5' S 66

NANAO 16' FlexScan 1280x800 S 929

DMC
1234 South Si.. Long Beach. CA. 9080S

Tel: (213) 422-4444

Fax: (213) 422-7676
CIRCLE 573 Oe« READER SERVICE CARO

THE GIANT SUYBt$
38e-33MHz. 32K cache $3695
386-25MHZ.32K cache $1095
386-20MHZ, 0 wait State $1395

386SX-20MHZ, (NmI) $1 195

286-20MHz.0wait(NMt) $1095

286-12MHz,0 wait State $875
AHqttcwtaeladr. IMS RAM. 12MB FD.230W PS
FD/HDC<ia(roUer(l:l lM<rl«a«t).2Scr./hr. Port*

tlnhsnntl KcyhciArd. 1 Year warranty Faro R Labor.

L««<Mli 2*MB<«0MB.M(Mr}.2r.MT.VMaa.tlr.
Sfwtol: VGAinWXMOlRl^M/wvaMlur SPH

ESC Computers, Inc.

(800)747-4ESC or (21 3)655-3605

8344 IUMroMA«e.lA.CA 90066 FAX(213)6W 96«9

CMCtE 674 ON READER SERVICe CARD

SPECIAL! 396 w Cache Spec/a/Ist SPECIAL!
286 LAPTOP I 4MB FD & 20 MB HD S24S0 VGA 16 BIT S17S 8 BIT S155.00
2400 EXT MODEM S105 INT $90 lOIA-KEYBOARD W CLICK $45.00
SEAGATE 20MB HO $199 WCTRL S24S COMPLETE 386 SYSTEM $1250.00
Cwrytnirio you neM lor your PC BArebone Systems (M Boanl Case Poweii PC Cases. Monitors Haro Qisk

Orives. Mono. Cotor FGA VGA and FD HO Control Cards Much more ai low lowprices All products I -yr

manulairlurer s warranty Money Orders Cashier's Checks or COO Only CA lesuleiris add 6*« sales lai

2727 S CRODOY WAY. SUITE H. SANTA ANA, CA. 92704

Tel 900-776-8650 MEGA-PC TOCh. CO.
714-85(W)321

CIRCLE S68 ON READER SERVICE CARD

RC MAGAZINE
is #1 in classified ad lineage

in IBM - Standard computer publishing.

Join the winning team and place your ad

(212)503-5115 or (800) 825 - 4ADS

EEQ PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1989



$4995

Hi-Q TOWER 33 MHz 386
COMPLETE VGA SYSTEM

Landmark = 58.5 SI = 45.9
64K CACHE with 66 MB HARD DISK
• 14" VGA Monitor with 16 Bit VGA Adapter

• 2 MB RAM Expandable to 32 MB
• 66 Mb 23 ms Hard Disk

• 1.2 or 1.44 MB Floppy Drive

• 1:1 Interleave HardiFloppy Disk Controller

• 64K Fast Cache RAM
• Socket for 80387 Socket & Weitek Math

Co-Processor

$1895
Hi-Q 20 MHz 386

SYSTEM
Landmark =25 SI = 23
with 66 MB HARD DISK

• 1 MB RAM Expandable to 8MB
On-board • 66Mb 23 ms Hard Disk

• 1.2 or 1.44 MB Floppy Drive

• 1: 1 1nterleave Hard/Floppy Disk

Controller • 80387 Socket • 2 Serial.

1 Parallel. 1 Game Port • Real Time
Clock/CMOS Memory wlBattery

Back-up • 230WPower Supply &
Quality Case* 101 Key Enhanced
Keyboard • 3.3 or4.01 DOS included

• Supports—MSDOS, OS/2.

PC-MOS/386. UNIX. XENIX,
DR’DOS, Concurrent DOS 386

Monitor and cardnot included

Hi-Q
COMPUTERS
by HIQUALITY SYSTEMS, INC.

740 N. Mary Ave.

$2295

Hi-Q 25 MHz 386 COMLETE
SYSTEM

Landmark - 34S SI = 29.5

with 66 MB HARO DISK

• 1 MBRAM Expandable to 8MB On-board

(384KShadowRAMIncluded!

• 66MB 23ms HardDisk
• 1.2 or 1.44MB Floppy Drive

• 1:1 Interleave Hard/Floppy Disk Controller

• 12’Amber Monitor

• Hercules Compatible Monographics Card

• 60387 Socket

• lx 32 Bit, 5 X 16Bft.2x 8 Bit Slot

• 2 Serial, 1 Parallel, 1 Game Port

>2x32 Bit. 5x16 Bit. 1x8 Bit Slot

» 2 Serial. 1 Parallel. 1 Game Port

» Real Time QockiCMOS Memory w/Battery Back-up

* 230W Power Supply & TOWER Case Holds S Drives

* 101 Key MaxiSwitch Keyboard

» 3.3 or 4.01 DOS included

* Supports—MSDOS. OS/2. PC-MOSI386. UNIX.

XENIX. DR-DOS, Concurrent DOS 386

$3195
Hi-Q TOWER 25 MHz 386
COMPLETE VGA SYSTEM

---.Landmark * 37.9 SI * 31.6

32KiKHfrwitb66^ HARD DISK .

1 MB RAM EXHHBBUIffVMB

Sunnyvale, CA 94066

(408) 245-5836

fax

(408) 245-3108

1 -800-827-5836

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

12 MONTH FREE PARTS 8 LABOR

IBB TECHNICALPIRNIS^PPORT

• Real Time Qock/CMOSMemory w/Battery

Back-up

• 2XIWPower Supply 8i Quality Case Holds

SDrives

• 101 Key EnhartcedKeyboard

• 33or401 DOS included

• Supports-MSDOS, OS/Z PC-MOS/386. UNIX,

XENIX, DR-DOS, ConcurrentDOS 386

$1595

$995
Hi.a 12 MHz 286-AT
COMPLETE SYSTEM

WHY DO PEOPLE KEEP BUYING FROM HI-Q7

We at Hi-Q Computers have built our successful business based upon hon-

esty. integrity, and customer satisfaction.

In the past several years, in Silicon Valley, we have sold over 5.000 sys-

tems to satisfied customers such as UC San Francisco, Cal State Chico.

Stanford University, San Jose State University, the State Government,

etc....

We still believe in customer satisfaction as you can see by our guaran-

tees and free telephone technical support offered. Much of our business

comes to us from referred customers.

We pledge to offer the best product for the lowest possible price. Call

our 800 line today and check us out, you'll be glad you did.

$650
Hi-OlOMHz Turbo XT
COMPLETE SYSTEM

Landmark = 15.9 SI = 13.4 WARRANTIES-TERMS- POUCIES
with MONITOR

• 640K RAM Expandable to 4 MB
On-board* 1.2 or 1.44 MB Floppy
Drive * 1:1 Interleave Hard/Floppy
Disk Controller * 12"Monochrome
monitor * Hercules Compatible
Monographics Card w/printerport

• Real Time ClockICMOS Memory
w/Battery Back-up • 230WPower
Supply & Quality Case (full orbaby
sue) * 101 Key EnhancedKeyboard
• 3.3 or 4.01 DOS included

* 30 Day Money Back Customer Satisfaction • 12 Month 100% Parts & Labor
Guarantee • Visa, MasterCharge- NO Surcharge • COD, MoneyOrders, Cash-

iers Checks. Corporate PO's • Fast & Easy-Lease/Purchase Programs • Free

SOOLineTechnicalPhoneSupport • Daily UPS Shipping • Call for Accessories,

Upgrades, and Peripherals * Nationwide Service Contracts Available. TERMS:
• Prices subject to change at any time • All prices are cesh- FOB our plant •

Shipping, insurance, and COD are extra • No Surcharge for Credit Cards •

Company Terms on credit approval • California residents add 7% Sales Tax.

POUCIES: Shipping, COD, & Insurance not refundable. Hi-Q has the right to use
comparable quality parts as defined. Hi-Q has the option to replace or repair

defective parts. Defective parts or equipment must be returned to Hi-Q for war-
ranty freight pre-paid. Returned goods will be refunded within 30 days.

with
MONITOR

• 640KRAM On-board * 2~360K
Floppy Drives * Floppy Drive

Controller • 12" Monochrome
monitor • Hercules Compatible
Monographics Card w/printerport
• 16SWPower Supply & Quality

Case • 101 Key Enhanced Keyboerd
• 3.3DOS included

ORDER TODAY! 1-800-827-5836 7 DAYS A WEEK. DEALERS & VARS WELCOME
CIRCLE STS ON READER SERVICE CARO
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THE SHOWCASE FOR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES IN THE IBM STANDARD MARKET

DISK DRIVES DISKETTES EXPANSION UNITS

HARD DRIVES REPAIR COUPON I

VALID THROUGH 12/15/89 I
Wb Repair Most Major Brands |

Canaalv Flal Rate SPECIAL
10-19 mb $99 $89.10

20-29 mb $125 $112.50

30-39 mb $175 $135.00
40-49 mb $150 $167.60

50-85 mb $210 $169.00

86-120 mb $275 $247.60

120-150 mb $325 $292.50

151-275 mb $425 $383.50

276-380 mb $495 $445.50

TMt A Eval $25

•DATA RECOVERY, CALL

90 day warranty on all repairs.

5 day turn*sround time. I

jb TECHNOLOGIES. INC. |

21011 tIascaSt. «F .

Chalsworth.CA 91311 I

Telephone (816) 709*6400 I

CIRCLE S76 ON READER SERVICE CARD I

DISKETTES

Miii
5V4" DS/DD 39*
5V4" DS/HD 79*
LIFETIME WARRANTY
Pric« Used on quantity ol 300 m bulk
inciuOes Tyvek sleeves and label kits

800-222-0490
In NJ 201-462-7628

FAX 201-462-5658

• 24 Hour Shipment •

MEGASoft
P O 8oi 710. Freehold. NJ 07728
^RCLE 57a ON READER SERVICE CAR^

FORMATTED DISKETTES
BASF, MITSUBISHI, SONY

S.2S' D3/D0 $.44

5.25* DS/HD $.79

3Mr DS/DD taa
3.50" DS/HD $2/45

* MSOOS « APn.E FonnatB
* Incfcidaa 31—va 4 Labels
* PHoo Based On Oty 2S0
* fthAte Labeing Ai^labls
* Colored Media Add $.0d
* Same Day Shipping

Diversified Systsme Group, bia
P.a Box 1114
Issaquah, WA 98027
(800) 2SS-3142 (206)38^-0000

ORCLE 579 ON READER SERVICE CARD

THE SHOWCASE
FOR PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES IN THE
IBM STANDARD
MARKET . ,

,

media
sDUPce

COMDEX SHOW
DISKEHE SPECIALS

.260
;

" DS/DD, Lois of 200 Each

m~IK/D0G«tirrk
ItmrrrUkVuh UMv Mmrn

Omsily Crtirrtc

Minr UA Silll UliHk. .slctAn

SW" OyOD
Crarrlr

SOM
Ul^ liA liih ljhH>

jVi-HlKh Deiuii)

Cmcrk

SOM
Minimumtrf Kl AHhijhrit

Formatted Disks-IBM/MS DOS
.39*

s'A-i.iuHAT) .95*
$ 1,10

svi-tMB S3.40
100% Crnirinl & (iuaranieed

Finl Quality No .Seconds.

1-800-356-2553
ar accept MaanCard. VISA a DtacoiTr Canls COO
a^ailabir Nnltln atrnahhle Sa 00 per ha ^hippinp

andhandimit In GA(4D4)952-01IO.

ORCLE SBO ON READER SERVICE CARO

.27*

.75*

.75*

.85*

$2.75
$2.85

EXPANSION UNITS

FREE INFO FREE
• Best Prices in USA!!

• Free DRAM Advice!

• Free Coprocessor Advice!

a Free Intel Slotware Advice!

• Superior Service!

• Wholesale Distritxilor'

• Free Cali! Free Info!

McDonald & Associates

2544 S 156111 Circle

Omaha. NE 68130

1-800-338-1531 24 hrs 7 days

Name Brands w Low $$

EXPANSION BOARDS
AST SixpachpluB (64-364k) $129
Advantage (12Sk-1.5M) $249
Advants^ 386 for PS2 80 W/OI($429
Rampage 286 Plus (Ok-SM) $379
Rampage2 286 for PS2 SC/60 ScaJI

Intel Above 286 Plus (512k-2M) $399
Above 286 PS Plus (S12k-2M $449
Above Board 2 PluaPS2 (Ok-2M) $299
Inboard 386 PC (1M) $ca>I.AT (Ok)S629

Quadboard (0-384k) $129
GRAPHICS CARDS
HERCULES Mono: $189; . ATI VIP $289
QUAD Prosync $call: VEGA VQAS299
HARO DRIVES
SEAGATE Kits from 20mb S279
MINISCRIBE Kits, from 20mb $289
PLUS Hard cards from $519
MEMORY64k.256k.1MB.SimmsModulesScall
FLOPPY DRIVES-, TuhiU lor

PC. AT $e9:.1 2MB. $99: .3 5"; 599
External S-ir4" drtves for PS2 $ull

COMPUTER$..AST. SAMSUNG
Tape Backup Maynard. Everex

VLM Computer Electronics
10 Park Place, Morristown. NJ 07960
(201) 267-3268'Vlsa.MC.Check or COD

PROMPT DEUVERYIMlIII .S SAME DAY SHIPP1NO (USUALLY) I
OLymT rv ONC MCXS »OM< iv K IMS I

SIMM AST Prem3MS3Mhz $300.00

Dynamic Prices

Dynamic RAM
256K 120 ns $3.50

SIMM
256Kx9 100 ns S 45.00

256K 100 ns 4.40 256K X 9 00 ns 55.00
1M 100 ns 12.50 IMxg 100 ns 145.00
IM 80 ns 14.00 lMx9 80 ns 155.00

American Scientific, Inc. • (702) 362-5353
3023 Sheridan Street • Second Floor Brookman Building • Las Mrgas. /WS9f02

Slate of Art EGA and VGA Card Call Now!
‘See us at COMDEX BOOTH S9706 MasterCard or Visa

CIRCLE S82 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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EXPANSION UNITS

PERIPHERALS

^^9TRACK
TAPE SYSTEM

FOR IBM PC/XT/AT

• Msinlrame to PC Data Transfer

• High Speed Backup

• All Software, Complete System

• Service and Support, easy

Installation

call (til) 343-6505 or write to:

COMTECH Computtr Coip.
P-O-Bam Tinaw. C« tim

CONTECH
aRCLE 5M ON READER SERVICE CARO

PC MAGAZINE'S
MARKETPLACE®

IS

YOUR
CONNECTION
TO 700,000 i*

BRAND
SPECIFIERS

1 (800) 825-4APS||

PERH^HERALS

The Easiest Way To
Go From Mainframe

To Desktop
• The Cipher Series 9000
9-Traclc Reel-to-RecI Tape
Data Conversion Subsj^tem

• Easy-to-useTARSUS software

is menu driven with the abil-

ity to selectively manipulate
100+ MB mainframe data on
alOMBPC

• S MB per minute data rate

•Call 1-800-4CIPHER.
prompt/6, today for

a free demo disk.

cipher
( 1989 Cipher Data Products. Inc.

crRCL^ses ON READER SERVICE CARD

Now you can exdtange data files

between your IBM PC/XT/AT
and any mainframe or miiri-

computer using IBM compatible
1600 or 6250 BPI 9-Track tape.

Unit can also be used for disk

backup. Transfer rate is up to 4

meubytes per minute on PCs
andcon^tibles. Subsystems
include /" or 10%" streaming
Upe drive, tape coupler card,

caoles and software.

nURLSTRR[
9621 Irondale Avenue
Chatsworth, CA 91311

Telephone: (818) 882-5622

CIRCLE see ON READER SERVICE CARO

PC Magazine

Marketplace

2nd Color Option Available

9-Track Tape
Subsystem

REEL
9-TRACK
GENIUS

OVERLAND DATA will bring

out the GENIUS IN YOU when it

comes to connecting yourPC to the

mini/mainframe world. OUR
ENGINEERS DESIGNED the

most successful tape drives,

controllers and software in use

today. Call the experts ... ODI!

• PC/XT/AT/386/PS2 & Compai.

• DOS. XENIX. UNIX. NOVELL
• 800, 1600. 3200. & 6250 BPI

• Outstanding Customer Support

• 24-hour delivery available on

Cipher. Qualstar. Anriisu & M4

[jflj
Overland Data

" “

UUI "Experience Makes The Difference’’

CALL TODAY AT 1-800-PC-9TRAIG
5600 Kearny Mesa Road • San Diego. CA 92111

TEL: 619/571-5555 > FAX: 619/571-0982

TO PLACE YOUR
AD IN

PC Magazine

Marketplace

Call (212) 503-5115

or (800) 8254ADS

NEW SPOT OCR
Text Reader

• optical Character Recognition

for PCs
• Fast and easy to train

• Handles proportional spacing,

ligatures and kerned type
• Automatic font identification

• High recognition accuracy
• Supports most image scanners

Call today to learn about SPOT!

FLAGSTAFF 602-779-3341
6NGIN66RING fax 779-5998

CIRCLE M9 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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PLOTTERS POWER SUPPLIES PRINTERS

Plotters for people

\\1io want more
but can’t afford expensive.

Now, you don't need a big

budget to get quality and

performance from your

plotter. That's why Zericon's

large fttimat plotters are

becoming so popular.

$l695.-$2995.

Our D size starts at $1695

and our A-E model is only

$2995 direct from Zericon.

Call us today for a free

sample plot and info about money back /
guarantee. 40491 Encyclopedia

Circle, Fremont, CA 945.56.

In CA (415) 490-8.580

FAX: (415) 490.5906

(800)727-8380

ZE/RtCON
ore Plotter. NotMore Money.

CIWCLE590 ON READER SERVICE CARO
*

4Mie! AtoD Size Flatbed Plotter.

A AfMMnivgliM X-PpotillMVfff

glmwmi»bi»p$rt9nrmc$
ME tow prte* /A Mt/AU.

'

Ptoto «A)f tin /tom A to 0 -f

Manmum pen tnvgl is 25' > 34'

Pr^pnnl•d mMU 1$

tered lo the pioner

a SimpMiti dttM eomtnt-
(toAtortfunto/ttirAAtf

Contans a pnosion moUed nro
OacUash Onva cham emtiodymg

two steel amati cables Uses no
mowng eiectncai components n
the pen camape ksiim wtualy
perfM repealatMMy ewty bme

a Sti/stotitoA (KiarsfltoeE

ot feat moti€f btek

• HKLtomfaObtt

MbrKs with all software ihai

dnw H-P pionee including

DutoCAO. VtofsaCAO and

DesignCAO Runs on all sys

terns from IBM PC (and com-
pabWes) to Apple

a PACE /ntormatfOA ktl

Phone or write today lor samcHe
pioi. brochure, and name oi

nearest dealer

800-323-3283
|bitM413.SIM4M)

is #1 in classified ad lineage

in IBM - Standard computer publishing.

Join the winning team and place your ad

(212)503-5115 or (800) 825 - 4ADS

Looking for a Widget
tor Yonr Printer

and need it now?
Call Precision!

Precision Images stocks a complete
selection of parts, supplies and
manuals for these printers:

C.ITOH, OUME. CTIZBa.
OKIIUllA. FUJITSU, BPSOa

AVSOTBEKS.
For Visa/MCr'Amex Call

1.800-524-8338

Precision Images
PO BOX 573

Chester. NY 10918

war ) S249

POWEH £ eOOUMG, IMB.
31510 Mountain Way. Bonsall, CA 92003

(619) 723-9513 VlSA/MC/COOfPO

PRINTERS

NEW!
LASERJET II

POSTSCRIPT
FORLE$$
Pacific Page

FnmAkZ-lMssttt 8«patCar«WfeV2-'mtoN
JSIflI-W NEWHnaineslupaAapD-W
ia6midihiil-146 rMnewlialinAwllr-^

CWCLE 593 OH REM«H SCRVICE CARD

LaserJet i

tl&IID ^
MEMORY EXPANSION
— With 4 MB Capacity

1MB . . . . . .$294

2MB .... . .$458

4MB .... . .$749

718-854-4864

EXP COMPUTER faxzis^sukk
aRCLE 594 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TO PLACE YOUR AD IN

PC Magazine Marketplace

Call (212) 503-5115

or (800) 825-4ADS

PC Magazine Marketplace the ultimate target market!

Till' briinil spcdfirrs who rr<i(t PC Mugazint' diint liavr iIh< titnt' In slin|i arnuncl.

tlit<ir iml\- (’(iiHTrn is getting what llu^ nml ils ()uirkly as |Mis.sjhi(>.

They'll DIRECT their attention to PC Magazine Marketplace

Ktir thoin PC Magazim* Markclirtucrk Direct HesiMiitKC/'Displav Ad roriiiat repre

seiits a fd-sl. east' and cost erTeclm’ mellitKl of product uctiuisilion. Tin*)' know it will

haw tile iiroducts lhe\' nei'd and the information the>' want n'garding price, wlume
di.sctninl.s. specirications and delivery'.

Ifviiu think ihutvour business can bt'iiefii from the 7(HI.(NN) brand siHn'irierswhti

read PC Magazine ... Wl’ RB MIGHT!

S« take DIRECT action and call (212) 563-5115 or (MOO) SS-fADS

EH PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 14. 1989



P.C. SYSTEMS DESIGN CORP.
The Best Source for Quality Epson Products

LX-810 EPSON* LQ-510

200 cps in draft mode
30 cps in NLQ mode
4K buffer

80c<^umn
Friction and tractor feed

Auto single-sheet loading

180 cps in draft mode
60 cps in NLQ mode
24-Pin Printer

80 column

Friction and tractor feed

Two resident LQ fonts

$188 Epaon it % repatcrcd (ndemut
of Seiko Epaon CorporMion.

$328

FX-850 FX-1050 LQ-850 LQ-1050 LQ-2550

264 cps in draft mode
54 cps in NLQ mode
8K buffer

80/132 column

Friction and tractor feed

Auto single-sheet loading

264 cps in draft mode
88 cps in NLQ mode
24-Pin Printer

6K buffer

SmartPark paper handling

Auto single-sheet loading

333 cps in draft mode
405 cps ultra high-speed mode
111 cps in NLQ mode
24-Pin Printer

8K buffer, 5 LQ fonts

SmartPark paper handling

Front panel controls

SCall $ Best Prices $Call

Come in to our Computer Centers for the

best prices on the following products !

EQUITY 11 +
12 Mhz 80286 CPU
640KB memory on board

1.2 MB 5.25* floppy drive

101 key enhanced keyboard

Built in serial/parallei ports

40MB hard disk (optional)

Choice of monitor &
video adapters available

Outstanding

Value & Reliability

Ask about Epson

Rebates

(Up to $ 200)

EQUITY 1 +

EQUITY lie

EQUITY 386SX

EQUITY 386/20

DFX-5000
Ultra hi-speed Printer

EPL-6000
Laser Printer

EPSON*

EQUITY LT-286«

Choose among Epson’s complete line of high

performance Computers, Laptops & Printers!

P.C. SYSTEMS DESIGN CORP.
AS 3 Sum.Opn MofrSa IMrm

BREA
28S0E Imperial Hwy

(714) 996-0690

PASADENA
230S.UkeAve.

(618) 792-1391

l-(800)-228-1072 Ext 889

Prim edweniMd relleei9% laib diMOOM.

IRVINE
18009 Sky Paik aide

(714) 261-6032

In Calif: (714)993-0882

Fax No: (714)996-3909

ORCLE: SERVICE CARO
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SECURITY BUSINESS

lake It

Q
Lose It

IVT Butler ExKna] Didt Sobayaena

’ Uplo U GB oframDvafale^nuUe
hird didc Monje

' A4MB cartndcB*/150MB tqm
Mom RofipBi ia 3^ A SJS
SCSI. STS06 A MiaoOmni
Mix and much drive* and fenn taaon
CnHom confifutaltara tvailaUe ia

»nd 3^* iMtUn foi S

encloaures type*. Mapstac aad

optical madia.

IVT PC RD Series
Theeatiie IBM PS/2 aad

hnl SYP300 «tie* with

m-fyateni lemovabte hard

16,20A2MHi
3B6'*

- UptohSOMB
disk*

- Hi-tea aunitun

COMPUTER
CORPORATION

A Subeidary of

/Misort Te^inotoffy Cofporalton

IVT, Marketing Director

P.O. Boa M7«
MeUan. VA 22iM4«7»
(7«3)74M2M

ORCLE 5B7 ON RCAOCR SERVICe CARO

HANDS OFF THE B0AR0~

PC SECURITY

W SIZE SECURITY BOARD
• Stop tioppy bool—Require paaaword lo

boot PC
• Real-time a<sii encrypt—prevent boot
sector virus

• Prevent DOS fORMAT/FDISK and low-

level tormai*
• Set nard disk READ ONLY or turn ON/OFF
• Turn floppies, printers and COM ports

ONOFF
• IBM XT. AT Bua-OOS V30«

Pica $149.99
*0# S00-If>«p>i9>hm*ine

Owe* Uonar Onlw VIS*. MC ^c«(Md

Systems Consulting Inc.

412.963-1624
eo sm pmmuieh m isiit

ORCLE SSe ON READER SERVICE CARO

SOFTWARE/
ACCOUNTING

POINT Of Sale Register

POSREG is an Innovative program that works

with the Champion III acet package lo make a

sof^isticated casti register ol a PC It is last,

adaptable and otters accurate inventory and

acci reports updated Irom register, security

systems with automatic recovery and multiple

registers can be networked

OLIVEIRA BUSINESS SYSTEMS. INC

201 Centennial St . Suite 401 -C

Glenwood Springs. CO 81601

1 (800) 228-8893

dBASE ACCOUNTING TOOLS
•GENERAL LEDGER 'ACCTS PAYABLE

'dlNVOICER & A/R 'SALES ANALYSIS

•SERVICE BILLING -ORDER ENTRY

•JOB COSTING 'JOB ESTIMATING

•PURCH ORO/INVENTORY ‘PAYROLL

$99 ea < s&h w/dBASE 2. 3 or 3 r Source Code

dATAMAR SYSTEMS

4876-P Santa Monica Ave

San Diego. CA 92107

(619) 223-3344

Visa-M/C-AMEX-Check-COD

PC Magazine
Marketplace

2nd Color

Option Available

ACCOUNTING

PC-FUND
The leading fund aaounling system tor local

govts and non-prolit organisations Modules

include General Ledger. Accounts Payable. En-

cumbrance. Obligation Tracking. Accounts Re-

ceivable. Payroll. Budgeting. Fixed Assets and

Donor Receipts The system supports up lo 99

funds. 9999 depis PC-FUND runs on the IBM-

PC and most MS-DOS and XENIX computers

AMERICAN FUNDWARE INC

PO Box 773028

Steamboat Springs. CO 80477

(800) 551-4458 (303) 879-5770

SEC. 125 & 401 (K)

Benefit Plan Administration! Computes tax sav-

ings lo employers and employees, maintains

individual accouni balances, prints reimburse-

ment checks Comprehensive reporting and

discrimination testing Menu driven, sample

legal documents. 30-day money back guaran-

tee Single company $495. multiple $1995

Interval Soltware

PO Box 592

Centerville. UT 84014

801-224-9827

MIP FUND ACCOUNTING
The MIP Fund Accounting System meets Ihe

financial and managerial reporting requirements

ot not-for-profit and governmental organizations

The SyslOT leatures multiple fund and fiscal

years, user defined reports and six levels ot

accouni coding Modules ottered (^. A^P. A/R.

Payroll. Encumbrance, Expenditure Budget. Reve-

nue Budget and Lotus^TBase Interface MIP FAS

is available lor IBM XT and compatibles

MICRO INFORMATION PRODUCTS
505 East Hunlland Dr. Suite 340

Auslin. Texas 78752

(512) 454-5004 t-800-MIP-FUND

DEALER OPPORTUNITY
The PYRAMID SYSTEM is Ihe new standard in

business managemeni and accounting soft-

ware Comprehensive, integrated, easy to learn

and use. power ol data processing with treedom

o( word processing Software consultants, don't

miss this opportunity call lor your com-

plete demo diskpak today'

INTEGRATED LOGIC SYSTEMS, Inc

32 Edgerton Road

Akron. Ohio 44303

(216) 434-4163

Get the power of the hour.

T
imeslips III can track, bill and analyze all the hours that used

to vanish each hilling period. It can help you increase your
billable hours by as much as 2S%.

It's got a huilt-in memory-resident stopwatch, customizable bill

formats, ftill accounts receivables and a custom report generator.

Timeslips III even produces client mailing labels, rolodex cards and

filefoider labels.

There's also an entire family of Timeslips III products, including

an accounting software link, a network version, even a spell checker.

“A Jewel Of A Rilling

Program" rated ^ bv

INFOWORLD.

L(K)k for Timeslips III

at software dealers nationwide or

order direcllv for onlv $299.95 at

1-800- .5.58-S.h4. ext. -t-i (in .MA. 508-768-6100).

North Edge Software 2.59 Western Ave. Essex, MA 01929

aRCLE 5M ON READER SERVICE CARD

Timeslips in

PINMAP-
Create old-tashioned pin maps on your PC
Plot your ZIP-based data using colored dots on

a US map Use your mouse lo ZOOM ^d LOOK

a( data values and city names Define custom

AREAS Easy, yet powerful For EGA.

VGA $750 complete Call or write tor

samples

HAWTHORNE SOFTWARE COMPANY. INC

PO Box 35

Hawthorne, NJ 07507

201-304-0014

BUSINESS PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

Do-it-Yourself
Business Plan

Tim Berry's BiLsiness Plan Toolkit for

PC or Mac. praised by Inc. Home Office.

Bankers Monthly. Corporaie Cash Fhw-
"...wcll thought-out. clearly written ...

includes all the spreadsheeLs you need,

designed lo provide all the standard

analyses such as multiyear profit and loss,

ratio analysis, sales forecasts and the like

... some impressive graphs ... a great

buy." With fully-linked financials, sample

plan, text files, and manual. $99.95

Palo Alto Software

(415) 325-3190

aRCLE 600 ON READER SERVtCE CARD
'

COMMUNICATIONS

MULTIUSER ONLINE INFOHOST
You can now place a database ot services and

goods on-line using your PC. and allow up to

32 simultaneous users to dial in lo your PC.

accessing inlormation. leaving messages, and

making purchases via modem InloHost lea-

lures a customizable relational database that

can be adapted (o a variety ol applications

Free Online Demo; (201) ^8-7792 (Modem BH/N)

A-COMM Electronics. Inc InloHost Group

TEL (201)288-7885

FAX (201)288-1801

MULTI-LINE PC-DOS BBS
You can have up lo 32 users on one computer

with NO LANS or DOS extenders TBBS
requires only DOS and lets you customize a

secure, reliable, lull fealured inlormalion sys-

tem You can mix local and remole lines at

speeds up lo 19 2kb Call now lor lull delails

and access lo a demo system

eSolt Inc

15200 East Girard Avenue. Suile 2550

Aurora. Colorado 80014

(303) 699-6565

ChipChat for 0$/2
Get your computer chips chatting with the rest

of the world ChipChal is sute-of-lhe-art com-

munications soltware for OS/2 Presenlalion

Manager ChipChal does tile transfers, terminal

emulations, and electronic mail in a "win-

dowed’ OS/2 environment

CAWTHON SOFTWARE GROUP
24224 Michigan Awnue

Dearborn. Michigan 48124-1897

Phone: 313-565-4000
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THE SHOWCASE FOR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES IN THE IHM STANDARD MARKET

1
COMMUNICATIONS

BARR Hi^h-Perforniance

R.IK Workstations

BARR RJE producls iransform

IBM PC. PS/2, und compatible

computers into versatile RJE
workstations for communicat-
ing with mainframes.

Features;

multiple printers

unattended operation

print speeds over 6,000 1pm
electronic forms management
line speeds to I28,0(K) bps

dial-up or dedicated lines

LAN gateway service

easy to learn and use

menu -driven

nine-track tape support

advanced file transfer

internal synchronous
modems;
201C. 208AB. V.32

Mainframe Protocols Supported:

SNA RJE with SDLC. Token
Ring Network, or four .3270

sessions.

HASP BSC mullileaving

.3780 and 2780 BSC

D itfpQ Barr Systems. Inc.

iyiNN 4l3l NW 28 Une
Gainesville. FL .32606

8(X)-BARR-SYS or

800-227-7797

CmCLE 7S1 ON READER SERVICE CARD

1 CONSTRUCTION

l-RKK K.STIMATINCi

SOFTWARE DEMO FOR
SMAI.I. BUILDERS
Si REMODEI.ERS

Precision Ivstimating l.igh( is brand

new spreadslicei-based estimating

M>ftware ihat combines powerful

features in an ea.sy io-usc package.

Compleie with H(N) item databa.se.

ytMi'll be i-slimating more
accurately immediately. < jilt today

for the free demo and literature —
903-644-8155.

CIRCLE TS2 OH READER SERVICE CARO

CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNTING
Comprehensive atiordable software for build-

ers and contractors Job cost, billing and

draws, payables, check writing, purchase or-

ders. discount and retention tracking all in one

package S795 Reviewed and approved by

National Assn ot Home Builders Also avail-

able General Accounting and Payroll

YAROI SYSTEMS. INC

813 Reddick Street

Santa Barbara. CA 93103

805 966-3666

DATA BASE

PAM DATABASE
Qwterate Sophisticated Applications in

Minutes
(not Days or Months)

with

PAM
*Program Automated Method*

TRYa’YouVUKEitff

17 OsvWop wid Run CuMomlzed M*nu-Dnvtn
Aopileattons in oWy 2SeK RAM

° Automatic Indaxing lor Fast Data Ratriawal

° Supports up to 3S Daiabasas par Applicallon

It Rftpon wniar incKidas SB Corarot Levais

••• Four Moders from $49.00 •••

Software Composers, Inc.
4500 Newcombe Drive

Plant). Texas 75005-3913

(214)085-8018

EASY to USE
•Call tor Believabis Oetafrs*

•Demo Available^Oeaiers Welcome^

DATA ENTRY

REPLACE KEY-TO-DISK SYSTEMS
with

• Menu-dnven
• OCR compatible

« Export options

• LAN module
• Excellent product support

• FREE DEMO DISKETTES

DATALEX, INC. (800) 962-8888 • (41S) 362-4466

CIRCLE7M ON READER SERVICE CiRS

DATA ENTRY ^ r TbePC

HEAOS-DOWN data entry and
TWO-PASS verification.

Fost arxJ powerful, of course,
but more Importantly,
extremety easy to use.

Point the screen formating
In minutes. Fully menu d^en.
A complete edit language.

PC $396
AJk> for LAN's.
IBM AS/40(r.
fBM S/36

206/776-6443
aOO/366-0203

CoMPvna Keyes
21929 Mohoh Rd.

Woodwoy. Wk 94020

DATA ENTRY SYSTEM
ttOOE/PC is (he higheM quality data

entry Milulion available and has been
.selected as (he ultimate data eniry

soiution hy the US Bureau of (he

Census. US. Army. US. Navy. New Yi»fk

suK'k Exchange, Gi-neral Motorx. Et)S.

Dupont. Exxon. Texaco, (3live((i, and
(housands of other large and small

businesses, universities, and govern
HK-nt agencies.

hull cn aliuiion kits are availahie Call us

lodav to disc uss \xHir data enin* plans.

Adpx Ibrr4lrrm^ guMy and tfnrcr

KiUiAlio ( jlihimu *)tvx> •115 32.3 K195

CIRCLE 7S3 ON READER SERVICE CARO

DATA TRANSFER

UNIVERSAL DATA COMPATIBILITY
Crosslile—An intelligent seamless, interactive

data link for DOS-based applications including

spreadsheet, database and vertical market pro-

grams • Capture any d^ • Select only the

fields and records to move • Move data easily

to another application S149 95 Ail charge

cards 60-day money-back guarantee

Saxon Systems. Inc.

18007 K^sington Ave

Cerritos. CA 90701

(213) 404-4030

ORCLE TM ON READER SERVICE CMtD

KeyEntry III

Using dedicated, on-line or older systems^ Lti

KeyEntry III. the most widely used syslem IN

THE WORLD show you the hill potential of PC-

based data eniry UNMATCHED features and

capabilities Supports networked and stand-

alone PCs Call today for complete Evaluation

Package'

Southern Computer Systems. Inc

2732 Seventh Avenue South

Birmingham, AL 35233

(800) 533-6879 or (205)251-2985

DESK TOP
PUBLISHING

cncu7M ON REAOBt SERVICE CARO

DESKTOP
PUBLISHING

Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
PC-OCR’" software converts prinled/fyped

documents into editable text tiles for your

desktop publishing system Supports HP S^-
Jet. Canon. Panasonic and most other desktop

scanners Pre-lrained tor many popular fonts

and trainable to read virtually any typestyle.

incl foreign fonts Reads proportional text,

matrix printer oulpul and Xerox copies $365

Check/AMEX/VISA/MC/COD

Essex Publishing Co

PO Box 391

Cedar Grove NJ 07(X)9

(201) 783-6940

MILITARY ART
ArmyArt- • NavyArt- • AirArt
Ordere; 800-441-122S

Into: 613-S$2 3$$4
$129 95M^$4sm
VIm • Mastercard

StarmKBeTedi 37Dra#xin • Lcsvanmrth KS 00037

aRCLE 7S7 ON READER SERVICE CARO

CONTROL YOUR JOB COSTS
Wilh our PC Contractor

|
0b cost aaounling

system The Complete software for contractors

inci Payroll, Receivables. Payables. Job Cost &

General Ledger Everything you need lo lower

overhead, trim job costs & improve your cash-

flow $1595 incl FREE phone support & 30 Day

Money Back Guaranlee

Trump's Software Services Inc

209 South Mam Sheet

Crown Point Indiana 46307

(219) 662-9395

I
DICTIONARY

Instant Access to Dictionary Definitions

Instantly pop up dktionary definitions from your word processor with a single keystroke.

Inductel's Micro Library Seriea gives you electronic equivalents of complete dictionaries from

major publishers which wiN run on your IBM XT, AT. or compatible Products include Funk 6
Wagnall's Standard Desk Dictionary $79.95, The Concise Dictionary of 26 Languages

$49.95. and six technical dictionanes from McCraw-Hill $49.95 each. Available on STD or HO
5 1/4* or 3 1/2* diskettes (408)886-8016 in CAor(800)367-4497 PAX(40e)243-1762

CIRCLE 7Sa ON REAOEiV SERVICE CARO

PERSONALIZED FONT CARTRIDGE
tor DeslUel

.
/aserJef and compatible printers

Place your Signature. Letterhead. Logo and Mix

& Match fonts from out library of hand tuned

bit mapped fonts Lei ITl reduce your printing

cost by printing your Letterhead. Text and

Signature all at the time Save Time.

Money & gel constant professional looking

documents Call tor info

Innovative Type. Inc

13 Fairvtew Circle

Groveland. MA 01834

(508) 372-7046

NOVEMBER 14. tSSg PC MAGAZINE Bitl
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EDUCAnON

THROW AWAY YOUR
COMPUTER MANUALS!

Learn popuktr software progioms ivlth:

VIDEO INSTRUCTION
TOOLS

VIDEO COURSES AVAILABLE

Lon* 1-2-3 (4-1/2 hn) * $ 99,95

WoRiPcrfect 5.0 (5 hn) * 149.95

DOS 3.3 (4-1/2 hn) 149.95

dBase ID-» (4 hn) * 159.95

Symphony (4 (vs) • 179.95

DitplayWriic IV (4 hn) * 179.95

Enable (4 hn)* 179.95

Ventura PubBshar (2-1/2 hn) 179.95

Ventura Techniques (3 hn) ........ 179.95

AUus PageMaker 3.0 (3 hn) 199.95

MultlMalc Advantage n (4 hr^ *
.. 199.95

dBase IV (4 hn) • 199.95

FOR BEGOmERS
DOS (or Hard Disks * 159.95

Intro to IBM PS/2 ' 159.95

htro to SM-PC/XT AT (90 min) . 79.95

Mcrosoh Wevks (90 min) 79.95

Q& A{90nftln) 79.95

htro to Spreadsheets (90 mii9 79.95

Shake Hands with Your Computer 59.95

IHow to BUU Your Own PC 59.95

FOR THE MACINTOSH
HyperCard 59,95

MIcoSoft Word 4.0 129,95

PageMaker 3.0 199,95

* Ask about receMeg one Continuing Education Unk (CEU) lor each.

These ’Studio-Quabty’ Video Tralrtlng Courses are self<ontained training guides,

which demonstrate every commarx] In a gh«n software package, while showing

the computer screen and keyboard simultaneously. I^ney-Back Guarantee!

PRODUCT INFO « COMPLETE BROCHURE

1 •800-537-1641

Dealer/Quantity Discounts Available • Mi^ Creefit Cards Accepted

Michael Halverson & Associates

1313 Newburgh Road • Westland. Michigan 48185

Bilingual Power!

The Language Assistants'^ are

ready to help you translate,

study, and write in Spanish.

French. German, or Italian.

You can pop-up help from
v^thin a word processor. Or
use an Assistant as a handy
.stand-alone reference. Each
Language Assistant features:

• On-line Random House<&
bilingual dictionaries

• Complete conjugations for

over 2.000 verbs

• 40+ grammar help topics

• An easy accent entry utility

• Replace Word-for-Word to

translate each word

Only S49.95 each. $.1 shipping.

.TO-day money-back guarantee.

MICROTAC SOFTWARE
4655 Cass Street. Suite .104

San Diego. CA 92109

(800) 366-4170

CIRCLE 7M ON RCADCn SCRVtCC CARO

BSc 6 MS in COMPUTER SCIENCE
The American Insittule lor CS oilers an in depth

(sxrespondence program to earn your BSc &

MS degrees in Computer Science at home BSc

sutij covered are MS/DOS. Basic. Pascal. C.

Data File Processing. Data Structures & Operat-

ing Systems MS program inci subjects in

Software Engineering and A

I

AMERICAN INST lot COMPUTER SCIENCES

1704-CO lllh Aver^ue South

Birmingham. AL 35205

TOLL FREE 1 -800-872 ^0$

TUTORIALS, COLLEGE COURSES
Sl^man's Training Gui()e describes every low

cost source for you or your stall to obtain

computer-related training Every kit, video, and

diskette that exists (some earn credits) Every

correspondence school Plus specialized hard-

to-lind training companies Many courses till

quickly Rush S5 check payable to

Stepman Connection

109 Minna Street. Suite 147

San Francisco. CA 94105

TO PLACE YOUR
AD IN

PC Magazine

Marketplace

Call (212) 503-5115

or (800) 825-4ADS

ENGINEERING
SIMULATION
GPS&PC IS a full-pCMer version ot GPSS. the

most popular mainframe simulation language

Specifically designed tor irtteractive use on lo-

de's high-speed miaoprocessors. it is loaded

with features such as mleraclive graphics and

animalion Using GPSS/PC. you can predict the

behavior ot complicated real world systems

MINUTEMAN SOFTWARE

PO Box t7t/B

StOw.MA 01775

800-223-1430(508-897-5662 Ex1316

ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS
The AEMAS system is designed lor Architects.

Engineers & other firms where monitoring pro-

tect costs is required Modules include Job

Cost, Payroll, A/P Afl, Invoicing, Personnel

Scheduling. Report Generator and General Led-

ger Runs on DOS. XENIX & NOVELL

DATA-BASICS

11000 Cedar Road. Suite 110

Cleveland. OH 44106

(216) 721-3400

I
ENTERIAINMENT/GAMES

The COMPLETE Lotteiy TRACKER and WHEELER"
The MOSTCOMPREHENSIVE Lottay Software Program on t/ie Markel Today for PICKS

Games! NamSeUleanSO states and 17Foniga eeaatrM

• Store Past 1000 Winning Lottery Numbers arid Dates!

• Track as many State or IntemationaJ Lonery Games as you want! No Limit!

• Produce EXPERT Trend Charts to Identify Those HOT and DUE Numbers!

• Analyze Hits 4 ways; Bell Curves. Recency. Percentages. Frequencies. MOFS!
• Produce STATISTICS for ALL Numbers iftki Play - NO Ranctomizing Here!

• Select Numbers to Ptay 5 Different V^llbu Choose wfuDWUke Best!

• Check Your Bets For WINN ING Combinations' Record ALL Systems Played!

• Store up to 2 BONUS NUMBERS (Play all international games!)

• HNIadadeLanary Data Base for State Gama a/ YVURCHOICE(Phase spectty)!
• Print Charts. Statistics. Recorded Numbers and WHEELING SYSTEMS!

Choose From the Worlds MOST Popular WHEEUNG SYSTEMSI

No other lottery software package provides all of these features! When we say complete.

WE MEAN COMPLETE! Easy to use MENU DRIVEN SCREENS. Printer and Color Monitor

recommended but not required for use. All wheeling systems and program features take

only SECONDS to compile! Detailed Lottery user manual induM . Why pay more tor

les$7 Use our Iters ofexperience with Vour comptfer advantage!

The SO SYSTEM LOTTERY WHEELER . . . PLUSI"
50 NEW Wheels PLUS the atNltyn add your own favorites to the system! Use

“Stand Akyie* OR ink to the Tracker Data Base to ectract those HOT and DUE
numbers' Qrde reader servitt card lor more mformabon!

Donl Hesitatel Place your Order Nowl

ONUT: $39.95 Pfits$2 00SSH

M MCMsaCiiuiFm 1-800-824-7888, Ext. 283
For Canaikin Calen 1-800-544-2600

EntertainmBnt On-Llrw'^, Inc. po bw ssa, oepi pc. westboro. ma oisai

The PREMIERE Lottery Software and Audio Products Company

UC. ViMtndMOordanehifipMwltunliiwufe PIMM eliiiir 3•§*> lor tanonel CnucU
UARceUunitwMSHtaiNUi t9e96nmn*im»»On.Liot*, Wc

Order Direct or see YOur Local Software Dealer

CmCL£ 7ei ON R£AO€R SERVICE CARD

A5ULTS6PTWAH
For IBM PC, XT. AT PS/2 6 CompottblM

World's Largest Distributor
None-tom* Day Shipping .Volume I •

. .eilSSppd
Volume 11 SllSSppd
Volume 1(1 $16.95
Ml Ihru M9 $5.00 each
CaUUoflDlsh $5.00ppd

Check or money order accepted
rorelgnordersar3.5"ordenadd$1.00perd<sk
AOS e P.Q Bo« 106-PC e Marloa CT 064+4 »*—»

ORCLf 762 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Side Split The Professional Desk Top Comedian
(For IBM PC. XT. AT PS/2 S CompatlWes]

Memory Residetn SoRware • Ho( key over l.CXlOfOkes, wibcisms and msuRs •

Plus. Split-Gross, leatunng outraQeously tasteless humor • Pop-up
xtnndows work with most programs • Hard disk needed
Side Spill S299S*S3S'H
Skle Split-Gross S2995*$3SH
eothPackages S4995*S3SH

VISA MCTOLL FREE 1-600-3a3-JOKE • Checks or MO Accepted
dMarinc • (34 West 32nd Street Su(ie602« NY.NVtOOOt

MAKEYOI RW FI NNY!

CmCLE 769 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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m ENTERIAINMENT/GAMES FINANCIAL

IBM Ki ond nmvotMM with 3K RAM

COMIC REUEF AT ANY TIME WITH
THE PUSH OFABUnON.

Ihe Computer Comk THE

btiitgs hilarious new COMPUTER
jolres from Hollywootl's C'
funniest writers to Q |
your computer screen. M

Job dhploft t* pep up tmdnt

«bn CMipvlw is turned w

Sinfli brtirab taess-eeee d

iw'ie in enelW prefroM

c fl f s I,

Credit card sales: 1-800-289-8773
7 doys 0 week, 24 hows o doy [ewKw

|

30-doy money back guarantee

$24.95 Plus $4 9S shipping end handling

PAY BY CHECK AND SAVE $4.95! wd.
Xeyboord Comedy. PO. Bos 13192. Dept PC. Lo JoRo. CA 92037

CA residents odd 7% soles foi. (Poy $26.70)

SF>ORTS HANDICAPPING SOFTWARE
SSWIN with horse racing & greyhound hand-

icapping software $32 95. $52 95. $67 95.

$77 95 each Up (o 17 entries analyzed class,

speed, limes, odds. (rack. post, stretch. &

finish Pro Football. Baseball. Basketball Soft-

ware- $52 95 Handicap rac^s & games in

minutes MCMSA accepted Free info

SOFTWARE EXCHANGE

P.O- Box 5382-PC

W Bloomfield. Ml 48033

(313) 626-7208. Order 1-800-527-9467

I
FINANCIAL

EXEC-AMQftT ™
Lom Amofttwr PIM SofMnrt
lBr1.fCjg.ai8.FMnifArniepMtilii

Adopted tMoridwIdt

by ovtr 3000 Attomeyt, CPA’s and
|

ovsr 1000 ftnanctel InstfbitlonsI

OMniMMiMiriu

Mns* AuwiMit

aiM,»uwMneibv

cr*"
atfMkLoaiPrfM

•eeMHnWtM
UMAMt

Only*149.95 * *5 StH.
HfwdlikainM>uW««IOIeter|91)*$6 Si

ELECTROSONICS
38360 GarMd • et. FftMT. tSch 40026

•00/8584448 or 9ia/7B1«0770

60 day money back guarantee"

ORCLE 765 ON READER SERVICE CARO

FINANCIAL

ImistnKiil ( h.irlin^

Choice

METASTOCK
AAOFESSIONAI.

•295

Demo Disk—15

Perform sophisticated technical analysis on
stocks, bonds, cornmodmes. mutual funds,

options, etc. Features mutiiple movable
windows. 40* pre-programmed indicators,

user formulas, pront tester, unattended

operation, pkis much more' Corr^tibie with

io* data services. For complete liieraiure. call

1^00-882-3040
EOUIS International, Inc.

Box 26743 S.LC..UT 64126 (801)974-5115

‘*THE MORTGAGE ANALYZER**
Bi-weekly mortgages are the hottest concept in

money mgmt Money & USA Today claim that

thousands of $$ can be saved over the life of a

loan W/0 refinancing or add ! pymis Analyzer

compares bi-weekly with present plan A must

lor Ihe money conscious Great tor ARM's &
other loans 35/5 25 disk $30

KLN Software

PO Box 3075

Shawnee. KS 66203

COD orders call 1-800-825-0192 Ext 573

PC Magazine
Marketplace

2nd Color

Option Available

ANNOUNCING THENEW $35
MONEY MANAGEMENT SOLUTION . . .

GUARANTEED.
MonEYCounts is CPA designed, easy-to-use. menu-driven with

on-line help, and requitrs no accounting experience. You'll appreciate

the case w-ith which MONEYCOl'NTS . .

.

Manages ^our cash, checking, savings and credit cards

Prepares yinir budget and cinnparrs il against your actual reiaills.

Prints eight types of rinancini siaicmenis (including net worthi. six types

of inquiry reports, and three din>ensH<nal pie and bur charts.

l.ets you optionally save any report to disk or display it on screen. You can

cvenexpon directly lu laMus 1-2-3. or Quutlro.

Prints any type of pin feed (or tasert check: manages mail lists— prints tahels and

index cards.

.Analyzes fmarK-mg options & savings programs — csHnputes interest rates and

loan payments — prints amoni/aiiun and accumuUlion schedules

Bsitmaies your personal income lax. Provides pa.ssword protcciion <& much morc.

• .30 day money hurk guarantee (excluding shipping!.

For Samo Day Shipping

VISA.MC.C.O.D ()RDER.SCALL

1-800-223-6925
In Canada call; .319 7.300. 1-AX: .3t9-.395-0217.

Or send check or rrwncy order payable to

Parvtns Technology

Dept. M
.375 Collins Rd NE
Cedar Rapids. Iowa 52402

CIRCLE 7Sa ON READER SERVICE CARO

LOAN PLUS
Fully menu driven' UserFriendly! Organizes all

phases of Loan Processing Easy lo Irack pay-

ments Processes five types of Loans, including

Rule of 76 Produces Amortization Schedules.

Payment Receipts & Invoices. Late Notices. End

of Year Slatements. Loan Collection Report.

Ubels etc PC/MS-D0S/256K FREE DEMO
Operating System $695

ADVANCED PERFORMANCE Inc

c/o Vickery Software

107 Court St

Pickens SC 29671 803/878-2100

FLOWCHARTING

WINDOWS FLOWCHARTER S79
RFFlow is a professional drawing tool tor flow-

charts & org charts (requires Microsotl Win-

dows) 75 shapes automatically adiust in size

Move. copy, delete groups of objects 7 levels of

zoom Movetlowchartstooltierapplicationsvia

Ihe clipboard Supports printer cartridges and

soft fonts Call for free trial disk.

RFF ELECTRONICS

1053 Banyan Court

Loveland. CO 80538

303-663-5767

FLOWCHARTING

BETTER FLOWCHARTER
Know before you buy' EASYFLOW is the superb

flowcharting program chosen by over 50.000

users, and very favorably reviewed in the March

10th 1987 issue of PC Magazine See Ihe

"Index lo Advertisers" under HAVENTREE lo

lind our large display ad in this issue Now

available with 30-d^ MONEY-BACK guarantee

HavenTree Software Limited

Order Desk 1-800-267-0668

Intormalion (613)544-6035

Telefax. (613) 544-9632

THE SHOWCASE
FOR PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES IN THE
IBM STANDARD
MARKET . .

.
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GRAPHICS HEALTH

Slides From Your PC
We want your business. And well prove it!

We otter die best service available. Experts in

Harvard. Freelance. Pixie and Mirage on staff

to serve you. Free Federal Express ship-

ping. Ibll-tree Customer Service. And if you

should mate a mistake, well reshoot yvur

sMes. free. Call (oday. and S2y l’d like

to try your service. Free."

1 -800-222-2592

Accent Presentations, Inc.
12780 High Bluff Drive. Sle. 250 « San Diego. CA 92130

! CoPlot
I

Scientific Graphics Software

is w: o' o-* ‘o’’ o' so'twa'e
rtK scienl'sl". and ergini-ofs-

I

CoSt«( ror •iiatisCcs.

CoPIot - >rx sc'entilii lyapT's.

I
CoDraw for tecnnicil d'awings.
$W X I-- .» t-xw.
John Dvor»k amyw^ *77cy>V 'er ikv 'o*

I

p"cc '(Ml .xow 'i etvei'c'it sofi»j'v."

' CoHort Software (415)524 9878
0. 1149. Bctxeiey. C4 94701

(if s ac was c'ea'.trd •'t- CoP i;!.)
|

dnCLE 7M ON REAOCR SERVICE CARD
~

GRAFPLUS
fttwer Avk Hour PnSC Kayl

OiitY$99.9S
GnlplM'” rums any IBM or compatibte

laifha applkatkm Into a powerful

communicator by printing exactly what

you hmv created on your computer

• Link hMo hgemaker or Vtniura

a Scale the image to any uie

• Prvit in cufer. falack-un-white, white-

otvhtack

9 Print verticiliy or horinjnully

• Mlhrk with virtuaily any bit-mapped

dot matrix, baa or inkia pnnta
a LinkabieA!)EM veracau available

Jewell Tcchnologk*, Inc.

474044thA<« SW Sww201
SoMlc.UAWlia

l-«CIO^S-2a£8n.ia7 206>9)7.XMt

GRAPHIC TOOLS LIBRARY
XGLIB; Fast Window vp. thick lines and
arcs, splines, figure drawing, fill, text scale,

rotate, align, keyb. mouse. Animation S7S.

SCANPflO: Imaqe Capture, from TSR and

your program. Multiple image ( PCX. .KPS.

KPCi formats EMS support Fast Bitmap
Graphics. Cut. Copy. Paste and more Auto
scale. Rotate. Skew, Mirror. Stencil and Tile

fill image Image data base Compatible with

PC-VdT. $149

PC-VOI: Complete Graphics Outline tillable

font factory, text at any angle and size No
zagged lines. Plots, charts, curve fit $395.

ALL: ANSI compat Isotropic Print plot.

Hercu to Super VGA "C". FORTRAN, MS
QuickBASIC.

NOVA INC.
P-O- BOX 68976, Schaumburg. IL 601 68

312-882-4111

cmcif ree on RgAoen scrvke card

DYNAMIC GRAPHICS LIBRARIES!
Contour. Bar, Pie, X-Y, Log & 3D FISHNET

Graphs are autoscalmg Dynamic 30 motion ot

models Fast polygon fill Write 1 routine to

suppod CGA/EGAA/GA/Herc & Dot Matrix/

LaMf.'Plotters at lull resolution Print screen

NO ROYALTY For Basic, Fortran & C Begins

SI 40 + S30Src

CHIRP TECHNICAL SERVICES

PO Box 551

Del Mar CA 92014-0551

(619) 632-9510

PC-KEY-DRAW & HyperOraw
New. Ver 3 7 combines CAD. paint, slide show,

hypertext database, and graphic DOS interface

in one complete, fast and easy to use graphics

program. Special with ad. S90 for complete

package including printed rnanual. interactive

tutorial, support. & more! (S15 shareware trial)

MC/Visa'chk/COO

OEOWARE
PO Box 595

Columbia, MD 21045 0595

(301) 997-9333 FAX (301)997-2143

Complete NAPLPS/Videotex Suite

Fully ANSI X3.110-1983 compliant Window,

view and multiple concurrent device support:

Drivers for CGA. EGA. VGA. ICB. TARGA.

Hercules and many others VISA

• MVDI • developer's decoder toolkit S295

• MGE - graphics editor $195

• Personality + 111 -terminal emulation $95

MICROSTAfl SOFTWARE LTD.

34 Colonnade Rd. N

Nepean. Ontario K2E 7j6

U S. 1-800-267-9975 Can 613-727-5696

RAINDROP"
FAST, compact PrtSem Utility for end users

AND developers Hardcopy as last as 10 sec

Average binary size ~6kby1e 12 video graphic

stds Scale, rotate, colorized & more 'CALL'

from user written programs Complete 9 & 24

pin dot m^rix, ink jet & laserjel library $39 95

RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES

8106 St David Court

Springfield. VA 22153

703-440-0064

3 FREE SLIDES FROM YOUR PC
COMPUTER SLIDE EXPRESS

Converts your graphic tiles into 4000 line lull

color slides, overheads or printouts All popular

programs supported 24 hour service by mo-

dem or disk. As low as $6 50 Call or FAX tor

your FREE valuable ($27 00) coupon and FREE

48 page catalog

Visual Horizons

180 Metro Park

Rochester. New York 14623

Phone: (716) 424-5300 FAX (716) 424-5313

EGAD Screen Print

Prints contents of VGA, EGA. CGA displays on

variety ot printers Uses color capabilities of

printers such as Star NX-1000 Rainbow Crop

box lets you print any region ol the screen

Enlarge graphics 1 to 4 limes Setup program

for picking printer colors, etc Call or write for

free caialog

Lindley Systems

4257 Berwick Place

Woodbfidge, VA 22192

(703) 590 8890

FORTRAN/PASCAL GRAPHICS
GRAFMAIIC (screen); Microsoft Fortran/

Pascal. R-M.Lahey callable routines Graphics

primitives, total 2-D plot support, 3-D plots and

solid models VGA/EGA Hercules mono sup-

port HP/Ht plotter’ PLOTMATIC Laser, dot

matrix printer’ PRINTMATIC $135 ea Any 2.

$240. all 3. $340 Ask about our 15 fonts

MICROCOMPAriBLES. INC

301 Prelude Drive Dept PC
Silver Spring. MD 20k)t

(301) 593-0683

TO PLACE YOUR AD IN

PC Magazine Marketplace

Call (212) 503-5115 or (800) 8254ADS

Airalyz* dWi pgrsongNzsd for agg,

. Thb Tbp Rgkgdaofl-
wfghgghutiHfghdgnimiltfiHHWk
contplglg lor2400 food*— 30 rwtffgnlb.

Utad by USM. hoapNals. coNagaa,

titnaaa canlM, horrtaa. Alfordsblaiaaiy

ID uaa, guaratwaad.
Sartd Now: OCMO OISKI

ESHA
RESEARCH

PO Box 13026-M • Satam. OR 97300
Phone: ^09 SaS-6242

awcuTyooMBRAOtRagivictcawo

Diet Analyzer/Recipe Book
• NSL Diel Analyzer— Ideal lor weight control,

menu planning, special diets Tracks calories

chotesterol. lal. liber -f 20 oth^ (or 1000

foods plus 100 exercises $49 95. Demo $5

• Chrf’s Accountant—A new recipe and home

manager $59 95 $2 50 $/h 30 d^ trial FREE

CATALOG

NATURAL SOFTWARE LIMITED

129 Pearsall Place

Ithaca. NY 14850

800-626-2511 607-272-0157 (NY)

INVENTORV

CIRCLE 77t ON nCADER SERVICE CARD

•“dFELLER INVENTORY***
A business irwitory program written in modifia-

ble dBASE source (XxJe. The menu-driven pro-

gram lets you locate items by inventory name or

number It keeps track ol reorder points, ven-

dors aN«rage cost & other inlormalion

* dFElLER Inventory $150/Requires dBASE ll/lll

’ dFELLER Plus $200/wilh History & PO's

Requires dBASE Ill-Ill PLUS (lor stock rooms)

FELLER ASSOCIATES

550 CR PPA, ROUTE 3

Ishpeming. Ml 49849

—(906) 486-6024—
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I'lMWI.'ld THE SHOWCASE FOR PRODVCTS ASH SERVICES IN THE IRM STANHARH MARKET

m INVENTORY

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Siocfc-Masla 4 0. commercial grade system pro-

vides Slock Status. Purdiase Order Writing &
Tracking. Trend /^tysis. Quality Control Red-
ing Detail Analysis. Bill of Materials. Multi loca-

tions and more Modular "micro" priced &

configured to your needs Cobd Source available

APPLIED MICRO BUSINESS SYSTEMS

177-F Riverside Ave

Newport Beach. CA 92663

(714) 759-0582

MAILING
PROGRAMS

PostWare tor the BIG Jobs
Fast, accurate PC soltware lor commercial &

large volume mailers Corrects addresses &
adds ZIP. Carrier Rie and ZIP i 4 at 81.616

records/hr Mail stream sorting al 14.690

records/min USPS certified al over 99% accu-

rate Calculates postage, prints labels & bag

tags Call tor FREE brochure

Poslalsoft. Inc

4439 Mormon Coulee Rd

Lacrosse. Wl 54601-8220

608/786-8700 (in Wl) 800/831 -MAIL (6245)

MAILING
PROGRAMS

SHIP FASTER WITH SHIPMASTER'
I SUPPORTSAU UPS FUNCTIONS

I INCLUDES SCAII INTERFACE

I MENU DRIVEN

m SPECIAL REPORTS

m EASY INSTAU-EASYTO USE

m sm-MumusERisss

DATA BUSINESS SYSTEMS
11640 Coley Wvh Ctr. • Fountain IMHay. CA SZ708 • 714/662-3202 • RU( 714/662-1906

CmCLE 772 ON READER SERVICE CARO

MANUFACTURING

pc/MRP
pc/MRP can make life easier by tracking every

aspect of your growing concern pc'MRP's

integrated modules include accounting, sales

purchasing inventory, receiving, stockroom,

bills-of-materials. invoicing/billing. and

customer 'vendor address book pc/MRP inle-

grales mtormalion Irom each element of your

business into a unified package

*Sm Single User Pkg $149 complete

*Lg Single User Pkg $395 complete

’Multiuser Package $695.00 Complete

SOFTWARE ARTS CONSULTING

(408) 248-6445

Call for free literature

MEDICAL

MedicAide
Complele A/R Pal/eni Biiiir^g System wiih

Silling Statements & insurance Qatfns

Flexible Adjustments lor Ease of Use

« Practice Mgmni Reoons with Graphs

99 Doctors & 99 Fee Schedules

« Word Processing with MailMerge

$249 “
— 30 Day Money Back Guarantee ^

16021 421-1287
toi®) .\«'nfc,l« LV I>.iInw» AjHo V

V.6‘)222

CIRCLE 773 ON READER SERVICE CARO

MEDICAL

COMPUMEDIC-
PROVEN Practice Management Systenv--in use

8 yrs Electronic claims, A/R, A/P.&l. Schedul-

ing. statements, insurance loans, pracbce analy-

sis. word processing recall, deiinqueni tracking,

historical data FLEXIBLE' user designed lormsi

reports Call tor pricing Dental {OentalWare"’L

& Veterinary (VeiLogic'*) also avail Dealer

inquiries invited

DATA STRATEGIES, INC

17150 Via Del Campo Suite 203

San Diego. CA 92127 (619)451-0480

MUSIC

MEDICAL

PRACTICE MANAGEMENT
MD VersaForm. the most Ilexible patient ac-

counting and insurance claims package Pro-

grammable. luliy customizable, includes C(xn-

plele database management system Customize

reports, tiles, and screens Full source includ-

ed LAN support Dealers wanted $995 lor

single user Free literature & demo

Applied Software Technology

591 W Hamilton Ave Ste 201 Dept 99

Campbell. CA 95008

800-678-1111 exi 99

STAT MEDICAL SYSTEMS
STAT modular systems grow with your medical,

dental or ophthalmic practice

$195 Base system patient data base recalls

report generator letter writer & more

$395 Point of service transaction processing

(superbills. financial reports, receipts)

$395 Patient billing module (statemenfs)

$695 Automatic 3rd party billing lailorable

claim forms with ICD/procedure codes

free Full featured demonstration disk & doc

30 day money back guarantee

(jAMMA Incorporated

Three Dundee Park

Andover. MA 01810

(506) 470-0080

MEDICAUDENTAL SYSTEMS
A decade of service and the latest technology

Practice management systems include paper &

electronic claims. Superbill, patient ledgers,

practice analysis, financial histories, appoint-

ments. diagnostic database, and much more

Systems from $200 to $3000 (Tall or write lor

FREE information

CMA MICRO COMPUTER
55888 Yucca Trail. PO Box 2080

Yucca Valley. CA 92286

(619) 365-9718

n
MldO MUSK

Computer Music Specialists

Discount Pricing

Knowledgeable Sates Stafi

Complete Support
efore During and After Sal

FREE CATALOG
with Hundreds of MIDI Products
MICRO MUSIC 5269-17 Buford Highway

Atlanta. GA 30340 (404) 454-9646

Worldwide Shipping

Intreducing.-

• Real Time MIDI Input

• HP & Canon Laser

Printer Support

WV /MustcPnnter Plus i« thekcImtm
/music notation and URNperfonnence

/program that gives you Haxifaility and

/power. Il's quick and easy. otIeriRielutI

/range ot musical characlers fast .

/rtKienae and eipressive playteck at wtl
' as tiegani dot matnz and laaar printing.

(206 )
462-1007

1 -800-426-2673

frr Temporal Acuity Products. Inc

300 'zoi^Ne vusem

MUSIC

PC/Musicpak^: *249

hulustry-Stitnditrd MIDI Interfiice

and Sfifuetu itiB SofUvare from lltf

most n*s;>ccrc(i Nunic
Iff the PC Music
business.

Yoi'c^ra
'

333 5th Ave. Depi C.
' Petham. NY 10803 (914) 738-4500

Send (Of our tree PC Music catalog

CIRCLEm OH READER SERVICE CARO
~

PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE

Memory Minder
Memory Minder is (he most comprehensive

disk diagnostic program available for

micrucomputers Anyoperalurcanquicklyand

eaMly check the vital operating parameters of

their floppy drives, including spindle speed,

head ali^menL read sensitivity and others.

Run Memory Minder before vital data backup
operations. Use it to al^ the drives without

the use of an oscilloscope.

IBM PC. XT. AT program and manual 170
Precision Alignment Diskettes sold separately

S40 each 5 25" 40 track. 5 25" 80 track. 1 2

MB AT. or 3.5" 80 track dnves

J&M Systems. Ltd.

Wrir ^ ISIOO-A Central SE
Albaqucrque. New Meiteo 87123

SOS/292-4183
We accept MasterCard and Visa

CIRCLE 77S ON READER SERVICE CARO

CIRCLE 774 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SONGWRIGHT IV

Music Processor prints protessional sheet mu-

sic. songs, scores wiih texi chords, symbols

Compose, edit. copy, record, transcribe play,

transpose to any key Bass/lrebie. multiple

staves, all meters MIDI optional IBM/Epson.'

Star printers. CGA/Hercules graphics $89 95

LaserJet plus $30 Send lor tree sample output

SongWright Soltware

Route 1. Box 83

Loveltesville. VA 22080

(703) 822-9068

MAINTENANCE & INSPECTION
An easy-to-use computerized method to organize,

operate, and control an ettective pr^nlrve main-

tenance system Applicable to any type of busi-

ness or industry Full screen input and displays

plus tunction k^ help command Maintains his-

torical data, creates work orders, and provides

numerous reports For into, write to

PENGUIN COMPUTER CONSULTANTS

PO 80x20485

San Jose. CA 95160

(408) 997-7703 FAX 408-927-0570

TEST DRIVE
A complete Floppy Disk Drive diagnostic pro-

gram Pass/Fail or detailed reports Can be

used to align drives Supports SSOK-SW,

12M-5Vi*, 720K.1 144M-31^" $99 lor one

lormal. $149 lor any two $169 lor all three

Alignment disks included Money back guaran-

tee We re sure you'll find TEST DRIVE lo be the

best FAX or call us tor details VISA/MC

MicroSyslem Development

4100 Moorpark Avenue M/S 104

San Jose. CA 95117 USA

(408)296-4000 FAX(408)296-5877
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PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE

FLEET/EQUIP MAINTENANCE
A preventiw maintenance & report generating

for vehicles/equip that require periodic

rr^aintenance Some features Totally menu driv-

en. Cost per mile/hr reports. PM reports.

Scheduled maintenance reports & warning.

Service history. Gas/Oil history: Parts/Cost: Oil

analysis results reporting

RAM Systems Inc

224 Causeway Bivd

La Crosse. Wl 54603

608-782-8130

PROGRAMMERS
TOOLS

FREE BUYER'S GUIDE
Call or write for your FREE comprehensive

Buyer's Guide which contains descrip-

tions ot over 800 software products from

more than 300 manufacturers, plus infor-

mative articles by some of todays industry

experts. Programmer’s Connection has

supplied the professional programmer
since 1 984 with quality products by offer-

ing unbiased advice, low prices, fast

delivery and no hidden charges.

Programmer's Connection
7249 wttipple Ave NW

North Canton. Ohio 44720

USA 800-336-1166
Canada 800-225-1166

International 216-494-3781

FAX 216-494-5260

Free SPF/PC
interactive demonstration disk is yours for the asking! Try the

only PC editor functionally equivalent to editing on the IBM
mainframe with ISPF/PDF, Version 2, Release 2; familiar com-

mands, targe file support and network compatibility.

Command Technology
Corporation

ll)4() Marina Village Parkway, Alameda, Ca. 94301-1041

Phone: (413) 521-5900 FAX: (4r3) 321-0369 Telex: .309330 CTC
CIRCLEm ON ncAoen SERvice card

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

LAHEY FORTRANS
F77L-EM/32>—Progrtmi up lo4GB onyour80386

WianerofFCMagazine'i TechnicalExcellence Award'SS

F77L-EM/16—Progmni upto 15MB ooyour80286

WinnerofPCMagaziDe's TechnicalExcdlenceAward'88

F77L—Iheinduiuy leader. NewVenion4.0indiideieditor.

linker,debugger, profiler,mike, gr^ihtcf
,
Weitek lupport

Lahey Peraoaal—The affordableFORTRAN with profesaional

feature!. Rill ANSI77,debugger,linker,libnfy manager

For porting or developing, there is no lubitituie for a

Lahey CompUer. Call (800) 548-4778.

Ulw;CMDReUrS7**«*R PO can •IkUm vnMi,NVIMSa
Td:(7a»a3i.2see>ru:ne3>i3i.aixi>Tte:neMai2M

$895*

$695*

$595

$95

Lahey

onarmNUAKR sumceum

QuickBASIC Programmers
We are the leading publisher of Programmer's Tools for Q6. Our specialty

is assembler subi^nes, and we even have a package that lets you make
your QB programs memory-resident in as little as 6K of memory!
Cel Tol Free or write for detaled Information with no gtrlngs attached.

1-800-922-3383 • 404-552 0565 • CALL M F, 9-6 Eastern Time

I

MIcroHelp, Inc. • 4636 Huntridge Drive • Roswell, fiA 30075
|

CMCLEm ON READER SERV,CE CARD

f(3anurBoss?voNrs-mia

I FHJM SOMTTrf ivVW CWS75|

frHisFS^ wxmm veaxmes^

I ahOW tool Kirexpem^

lS4y/s“A*t4Z/A/S’%

Call 408-438-8608
or wnte:

TurboPowCT Software ——
P.O. Boa 66747

Scous VaJtey. CA 7^
95066-0747

SOURCERr.486
COMMENTING DISASSEMBLER

Souicer . cremes deiaiied commented source

code and kstings Itom memory. COW liles or

EXE Ides direcOy sudaM lor assemUy BudI m
data vWyrer and smxiiaior lesoKes muNyrte data

segments and provUes detaded comments on
NVerrupls and sutdunctiorts 1 0 ports and mul::^

more New release suppors 8068 87 to 80386
87 60486 and V20 V30 nsUucbons OptKxW
BIOS Pre-Processor . oeneraies deiaded com-
mented kstirtgs tor any BIOS 'Sourcer isttwOest

drsasserntder weve ever seen PC Magazine
1 17 89. page tOl

SOllRCER S 99 95
SOURCER * BIOS Pre Processor . $139 95
ASMtool— Source Code Anaiyrer $ 8995
UNPACKER- unpack EXE tdes S 39 95

SSH USAS3 CanMeiStO OewSiS ORtrs w»Lu
To order or cecerve mlormatan just can'

1-800-662-8266
V COMMUNICATIONS
3031 Tis(hW.iy 5uiteH07 Dt-|>c PC

Son lose CA0SI7H«t40Ki;O(, 4224

CCI-Toolsfor C
A ctmpte. pn^fessUmal ivay to

meet C programming needs.

Record hondlirrg. comprehensive

screen I/O, data moving ond much
more Just some functions Get. Put,

Lineinput. Window. Lprint. Mkj. Uet.

Kilt, Chain Program with the eose

BASIC ond iho power of C CCI-Tools

for MS DOS MS C5.1. QC, QC2-full

documeniofton. sompies diskette

and smoil memory module S42 All i-

broncsSlOB Spccifv diskette sue

Chicago Cybernetics, Inc

5??5 Old Orchard Rood. • 1

Skokw.ll 6C077
CcptoxFree i-ecx>44e'5ei6

CmCLC 7t1 ON RCAOER SEDVIce CARO

DIS-ASSEMBLING. DEBUGGING
Code-Geneiator ($119) can disassemble COM
EXE BIOS Device Driver RAM
e it can also simulate the program with the trace

or go command

e record steps executed from Breakpoint to

Breakpoinl

• even trace the program which DEBUG can't

trace, and the protected software

Dual Software

PO Box 090-213 Brooklyn. NY 11209

212-725-0528

Opt-Tech Sort/Merge 4.0

Eidremely fast Sort/Merge program RunasaOOS

command or CALL as a subnx^ne Unlimited

filesiTes. rnost i^iguages. datatypes & fiidypes

supported including Btrieve and dBASE II & III

Advanced features include record selection, le-

cord t^ormatling & much morel Call or write for

more into. MS-DOS $149. OS/2. Xenix $249

Opt-Tech Data Processing

P O Box 678

Zephyr Cove, NV 89448

(702) 588-3737

QuickBASIC Screen Hassles?

Micromesh brings you MicroScreen. a FAST

screen generator Using screens created with

your word processor, editor etc
.
you may now

manage EDIT order. REQUIRED input. AUTO-

MATIC range checking. DATA ty^ allowed

Screen Colors, and more Only $49 95 plus

shipping (plus lax in LA)

Micromesh Software and Systems. Inc

Route 11. Box 817 Suburban Drive

Lake Charles. Louisiarta 70611

1318) 855-2140

Ouick&ASiC-Trademark of Microsoft Corp

PUBUC DOMAIN/
SHAREWARE

FREE
SOFTWARE
CATALOG
LOW as SI 50/ D<sk

Over loco :9M Software
For rcsT service

Wnre TO

SOFTSHOPPE.INC.
»0 60x3678

Ann Arpor Mt 481C6-3678
,3121 761-7628

anCLE 7K ON READER SERVICE CARO

FREE
IBM SOFTWARE

CATALOG
Detiiiled Descriptions

lOOO's of Great Programs
Only 12” per Disk

Carefully Seleaed
Fully Tested

Irtdudes Exclusive

2 Fmi disk offer

THE SOFTWARE LABS
3767 OverlarxJ Ave. No 112

Los Angeles. CA 90034
\Mite or Cdll (213) 559-5456

ORCtE 7B3 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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PUBUC DOMAIN/SHAREWARE REAL ESTATE
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The California Freeware

Home Shopping Club

Join Now!

a $72.00 value, for the

ifWroductory Price of $29.95*

Indudes:

• OltCOUniM SpKwtv • $1 00 off ev«ry <Mk

Good for any PC 8)rstem Mix or Match NoUnvii

• Pueilc Domain Softwara - utiMnpcv AxiBuicti

Conlairtt vahiabfa mtormation. plus a S1 S OO

CompuSarva osaga cradit. ($34 95 valga)

• Quartarfy Bonua Otali • Monthly Cataloet

TMfxM nShinum «nd PgtXc Donum SoOMro (or eM>
Conpartim Mac* Am^aX *' 4 Ce>>*nedB'»>

(800)^^2189 ^
•n AAP Vanaar

1 747 E. Avt.O. a C- 1 .PalmdM.CA 93SS0

(B05)273 0300
Ena* 1201 a* nea .aM n«i a*«i USAaWi

MORE BYTES FOR THE $$$
We carry only the BEST Shareware/PD pro

grams in our library Many, many new updates/

additions' Over 700 disks FULL ol useful pro-

grams. as described in our FREE 40 page

(printed) catalog! As low as $1 50/5 25' disk

and $3 50/3 5' disk' Orders shipped in 24 hrs

MC/VISA

BIG BYTE Soltware (was GLW Software)

P.O. BOX 14008

Arlington. TX 76094-1008

(817)265-2007 (24 hrs)

PEOPLE’S JiSl&SS'
CHOICE
•UonBytMtortHBuoW inXi**'-*"

Over2ZOOMhtnw»n»Publlo^ilomalnprogrtnuon]uitSeOdUa,
amraaem aacA ditk FULL olpnfimim coat* •$ lowm fl.79,

^^whKt°a'sSl!^c'ti^^
***** ceuft///

I^CianM*/ US’Account^/ Databaso Sy$t*msl
V^PaiaonalFInancal tS^ProgrammlngLanguagaal
OS’ UtllMaal (pitiL Prtniar, Scraan, ate)

andMUCH, MUCH more III Call for 1=REE CATALOGI
1-800-999-0471 l-901-76}e471

MrapUi, IN 38187 |iiWiU.8,C—^PMwMfiiiL¥WlilMwiil

CWCLE 787 ON READER SERVICE CARO

SELECTED SOFTWARE "

Anti Yirva Utilitie*. De»k Top Publithinf Art. Utili-

ticfl. Spreadsheets. Word Processors. Enfineerinf
sod CAD, Database, Communicstions. Business snd
Pinsncial. Graphics. Languages and Training.
Sports. Games, Home. Music. Fsrm, Ham Radio,
Computer Training, Statistics, Religion.

Send $2 fur complele Software Catalog

COMTECH Computer Corporation

PO Box 397 Tarzana, CA 91357

PAX: 818-343-6894

I COMTECH 1

aRCLE 788 ON READER SERVICE CARO

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Full-featured, easy to use Property Manage-

ment Software Programs provide features that

exceed or are comparable to packages costing

ten limes as much The Landlord Plus manages

up to 10 propertie3-S295 The Landlord Plus II

manages up lo 100 properties-$595 Call to

order or lo receive more information

SYSTEMS PLUS. INC

500 Clyde Avenue

Mountain View. CA 94043

800-222-7701, 800-222-7707 in CA

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Rental-Ease New slate ol the art properly man-

agement software Extremely fast and easy to

use Everything is included, tenant tracking,

repairs and maintenance, income and expense,

check writing No extra modules to buy The

ultimate in property management $695 com-

plete Free brochure. Demo $10

STRATEGIC OFFICE SYSTEMS

686 North 500 West #61

Ml Pleasant. UT 84647

800-942-6784 or 801-462-2130

REUGION

S1.50 PER DISK!
(Buy 1 or 1 GO]

Best IBM Shareware
and Public DomainSOFTWARE

O FREE CATALOG

(203) 745-5322

BRIGHT FUTURESINCORPORATED
P 0 Box 1030. East Windsor. CT 06068

REAL ESTATE

L-PLOT...

A Metes & Bounds program lo plol/print plats

ol any scale- Any description- use Any mea-

surement! Calc areas, error ol closure, plots

multi tracts IBM/compat with monographics

CGA or EGA capability $190 Or send $15 for

real working demo, refundable with order Visa/

MC/chk Free into.

LAN/SCAN. Inc

PO Box 6863

Abilene. TX 79608

(915) 672-2901

PC Magazine
Marketplace

2nd Color

Option Available

REAL ESTATE

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Since 1978 over 6,500 users ol our soltware

have found it comprehensive, flexible and easy

to use We offer systems to manage the follow-

ing types of properties: COMMERCIAL/

RESIDENTIAL / CONDOMINIUM / HOME-

OWNERS ASSOC /MINI-STORAGE FACILITIES

For more into and sample printouts call:

REALTY AUTOMATION

11365 East Shore Drive

Hayden Lake. ID 83635

(208) 772-3259

MANAGEMENT & ANALYSIS
'

"Real Property Managemenf $395/$595 for

residential & commercial properties and other

bkkp'g Flags deling'l tenants, prints budgets,

checks, invoices & 1099S No retyping ol

recurring data
* Real AnalyTer"' $195. when

deciding: buy/sell, exchange, or refinance

30 day money back guarantee

REAL-COMP INC
PO Box 1210

Cupertino. CA 95015

(408) 996-1160

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Comprehensive software lor managing residen-

tial. commercial, condos. ^ more Thiee \er-

siofts: Basic PM lor owner/manager—$495, De-

luxe PM tor prolessional management—$1,195.

Mulli-User with Novell network compatibility—

$2,395 Includes check writing, recurring ex-

penses. G/L. managemeni reporting

YARDI SYSTEMS, INC

813 Reddick St

Santa Barbara. CA 93103

805-966-3666

Bible Study Tools
that grow with you.

The most comprehensive

Family of Products for

Bible study. Call or write

for free brochure.

BIBLE RESEARCH
SYSTEMS

2013 Wells Branch Parkway

Ste. 304 • Austin, TX 78728

1 -800-423-1228
TechSuppoiriSIt) 731-7541

^RCL^SoONRSBeRSeSwcRSB^

=NAS COMPUTER BIBLE™=
NEWI VBrtion 2.1

Now iXmorican Standard
The bail ofthe beU ielUr*

For IB.Mand 100% Compatible

> Instant word or phrase search.

> Use saved verses with word
proc. ^ included text editor.

> Includes windowing, wild-

carding & logical operators.

Salisfaciion guaranteed
or your money back!m Foundation Press

P.O. Box 6439
AiuheiiQ, CA 92816

(714) 630-6450

$129.93 (CA orchtrs add 6% tax) plus

$400 PAH
CIRCLE 791 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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RELIGION

Instant Bible Access

ONLY
$49

I
HOLY
BIBLE

QUICKVERSE
BIBLE CONCORDANCE

QUICKVERSE BIBLE CONCORDANCE >s a Iasi. easy-to-u«« tixil for i^rnt-rdl Bible

study dnd in-depth research. QUICKVERSE puts the complete text o( the Bible at

your fingertips, allowing you to:

• InstantK’ ItKale any word or verse in the entire BiHe
Search Tor phrases, combinations of words 'in any order), or any word in a list.

Umil searches to a particular range of books, chapters, or verses
• f*nnt verses in a variety of formats or save them to file for export to your word
priKCssor
Outperforms pnxJucts costing much more. Carries a .10-day money back
guarantee (excluding shipping)

(Features listed are for IBM 'Compatible. Macintosh version also available.)

Ixiur translations available, please specify version and disk sire when ordering

KJVM'»r' NIV$59 RSVSSl NK)VS53n
AddSfi shipping handling Disk sire S 14 or 3 1 2 (add S.1)

Sr.
—

Call or send Check VISA MC or C.O. D.

Parsons Technology.

Dept. M.
375 Collins Rd. NE. Cedar Rapids. lA 52402

1-800’223-6925
(In Canada Call IW-W-TKIO)

CIRCLE 7S6 ON
READER SERVICE CARO

THE SHOWCASE FOR PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES IN THE

IBM STANDARD MARKET . . ,

SALES MARKETING

ORCLE 7W ON READER SERVICE CARO

CHURCH SOFTWARE
Discover for yourself why more churches are choosing PowerChurch Plus.**

Try out the leading membership and accounting package.

Call today for your FREE full-working DEMO.

F1 SOFTWARE. P.O. Box 3096. Beverly Hills. CA 90212

<213) 854-0665

CIRCLE 7t3 ON READER SERVICE CARO

PROSYSTEMS FOR CHURCHES
Inlegraled programs recommended by CPAs,

backed by money-back guarantee Management

and accounting modules lo suit needs Easy lo

install and op^ Mid year conversions readily

accommodaled Password prelection, built-in

backup Other enxpfional features Affordable

Visa/MC Free demo

ProSystems

1736 Elton Road Suite 306

Silver Spring, MD 20903

800-448-1474 301-439-1100

SALES MARKETING

SALES MARKETING

' Sales AllY'
Softwar* tor Sale* & Markoting Solut'ona

SALES: TELBUPKETING:
O Accoftt htwagwTMnl (DM Liall

O Lead Treefong O CM Repevta

a Orect Ual a Ordw E(*y

0 Word Procaoeig O Scripfrtg

a kbnagnMntRapvbAStaiMa
fl l^odudAndy»

ConpeMwe hfermMon

LewpHe** Top quoiitywHIgh Vaim

[1-800-9504)190]
BMPCEoampnMe. UNrarwa SilwRlirae

v^weawirli or SW, I1M OwrRat 8l Rda. PA till* j

CIRCLE 79rOtf READER SERVICE CARD

CLIENT & SALES MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
I

“Total! Manager if one of the finest, possibly the best, of all sales and inarlieting

I

management programs ... in my opinion. K is very much the way to go!" I

I AWt Ui-irtman Uttrisilmm liilw lOM *Wfatman, Business Markeilag, July, 1989

1
1-800-777-6368 MPSS.

j
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THE SHOWCASE FOR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES IN THE IBM STANDARD MARKET

m SCIENTIFIC

GREAT GEOLOGICAL SOFTWARE!
Over 60 programs tor petroleum, mining, hy-

drology. academic and scientific uses.

Griddin^conlounng. log plotting, plate tec-

tonics. digitizing, basemapping, ternary plots,

sleronels cross sections, lots more LaserJet

support. Macintosh too' Affordable. $75 to

$2500 Call write or lax tor tree catalog

Rockware Inc

4251 Kipling Street Suite 595

Wheal Ridge. CO 80033

303-423-5645 FAX 303-423-6171

SECURITY

PASSWORD is PC
Security!!

• Password Is a software prt^ram which

secures your valuable data.

• Simple Insiallatton, easy menu driven

maintenance, requires no
rcformaiiing.

» Hoot limit option secures hard disk.

• Password provides for up to 100 users.

• The supervisor controls access to

protected diteaorics with a single

keystroke.

• l*rovldcs audit trailer user acttvlly.

• Password aging.

• The option to create user menus.
• Vltusdetectlon.

• Screen privacy.

• Inirudcrdetectlon.

NASOCC Iniematkinal
27m-«S Carry St. PH (204) 956-2798

Winnipeg. MB FAX (204) 943-3702

Canada RJC4JS

I SECURITY

T
he world's leading soft-

ware monufoclurers
depiend on Softguord copy
protection systems. Your
FREE DISKETTE introduces

you to Superiock * - invisi-

ble copy protection for

IBM-PC (ond compotibles)

and Macintosh.

• Hard disk support

• No source code changes^
• Customized versions

• LAN support

• New upgrades ovoiloble
[

(800 )
842-9388

SOFTGUARD SYSTEMS INC.|

710 lakewoy, Suite 200
Sunnyvale, Californio 94086 I

FAX (408) 773-1 405

TGUPiRDo

CmCLE7M ON REAOCR SERVICE CAM)

THE ULTIMATE PROTECTION
Keep your software honesi wilh

• SopView Stop hackers. Irack your soft-

ware. without copy proleclion ($250.00)

• StopCopy Plus—Defeat ALL copiers, secure

your software, with transparent, option lilled.

copy proleclion ($450 00)

Free demonstration package available!

681 Computer Systems

14105 Heritage L^
Silver Spring. MD 20906

Ph. (301)871-1094 FAX: (301) 460-7545

SOFTWARE COPY PROTECTION
• Installs easily on your IBM-PC software

• Defeats all disk copy software

• Supports all Hard & Floppy disk formats

• Requires NO special devices or disks

• Invisible to your end user

Eval disk protects 2 disks $25

Starter kit protects 100 disks $99

L-Tech Corporation

377 Route 17 South Suite 618

Hasbrouck Heights. NJ 07604

(201) 288-1608 BBS 201-288-8795(8/N/1}

HANDS OFF THE PROGRAM*

PC SECURITY
I

OPERATING SYSTEM SECURITY
• SacufM subdMUcionM. hiM. pnnMrt and
fiop«w«

• Kayboan) kKh—auiomaM or manual
• Log PC boot, program aioc. lilt open*,
lo^/iogouu

• Pravants DOS FORMAT and moat vwuaat
• Onva A Bool ProtactioiVHard 0<»k Lock
• IBM PC or KXm conwaitbta—DOS vao*

-.„$88 .0S
Ctao. Morwy Omw VISA. UC acc«uM

Systems Consulting Inc.

412-963-1624
po lea Him. Piiuauiah. M ism

CIRCLE 798 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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I
EVERLQDK

|

^BimijUUUliKliTTIM
DtsigneS lor cIm* compatlSIfity 4 stringlh

• Thwarts ALL 6it-CDgy Software

• Protect any COMiXE wb Source changes

• Shut down Debug Traong & Disassemblers

Supports aU Hard & lloppy Disk lormats

• RKtnct or allow Network Installs

• Limit program use by Date or aExecutes

• Remotely reset installs. Date or dExecutes
• No damaged media or 10 plugs

For IBM & clones-S195 & up-Free mto & Demo

® Az-Tseh Softwsre, Iik.

305 East FrarWIin

Richmond. MO 64065

(SOO) 227-0644 (St 6) 776-2700

FAX (816) 776-B398

CIRCLE 799 ON READER SERVICE CARO

With our Copy Protection

PrcKlucts. They really work and
do not burden the honest user...

For Hardware Based Security

(Paratiel Port Interface)

• STANDARD KEY TAG
Unlimited executions

• COUPON KEY TAG
Limited executions

• DURATION KEY TAG
Limited (days, hours, min.)

For DUk Security

HiRh Level Se^nty
• PADLOCK it DISK
• SAFEGUARD DISKS
• COUPON DISKS
(New Macintosh Version)

For Hard DUk Protection
• HDCOPY

Low Level Security
Umv (niwdaNr PmkTwr

• PC-PADLOCK

The market is filled with copy
pre .ection products which burden the

user or simply don't work. We have
over 3500 satisfied software firms

utilizing our systems. The high-level

fingerprint has not required an update
in over 3 years.

Why should your valuable data or

useful software program become
avaiUbie in the Public Domain?

Call or write for

more informatiorv

GLENCO
ENGINEERING INC
SERVING THf SOfTWARt INDUSTRY SINCE 1979

721 W Algonqum Hd (312) 3e4-SOFT
Arlington Hts . IL 60005 (7636)

^ FAX 364-7696
Teleii 493-7109

BIT-LOCK* SECURITY
Piracy SURVIVAL 5 YEARS proves etlectiveness

ot powerful multilayered security Rapid decryp-

tion algorithms Reliable security device trans-

parent to PARALLEL or SERIAL port Compli-

mented by low cost KEY-LOCK" multilealured

COMPU-LOCK" including countdown, timeout

data encoding & mulli-produci protection

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS

3167 E Otero Circle

Littleton. CO 80122

(303) 770-1917

STATISTICS

• Basil- a>

Sial'SPCS
-.rtnws

. Tables,

and
1
liDratv

Go SOLO 3.0
Statistics plus excellent graf^cs
In an easy-to-use PC package
For business, research, students

From the leada in statistical

software for over 2S years

$199 complete with graphics
Satisfaction guarantee!

Call today'VSA or Mastercard

BMDP
I
STATISTICAl SOFTWARE
1440 Sepulveda Blvd*Suite316

1436 Angdes, CA 9002S

(213)479-7799 • Fax(2l3) 312-0161

ra
CIRCLE 902 ON READER SERVICE CARD

StatPlan IV

Only $179 Easiest to use statistics program

available Statistics include; curve fitting

crosstabs, correlation, multiple regression

stepwise regression. ANOVA. t-lests. lime

series analysis, etc Graphics wilh printer out

put Handles up lo 30.000 data points Inter

laces directly wilh Lotus files Demo $10

The Futures Group

76 Eastern Boulevard

Glastonbury. CT 06033

203-633-3501

aRCLE 900 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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m sxmsTics SURVEYS UnUTIES

A powerful, elegant, and super-fast statistical package integrated with^
complete data management and dynamic graphs Comprehensive selec-
tion of descriptive, inferential, and exploratory statistics with forecasting.
STATS* features intelligent, two-way interfaces to data from Lotus.
Symphony. dBlII*. and other programs For more Info look for our ads In

most computer journals, ask your deafer, or contact StatSoft. Price $245
($5 ship/handl).

_ _ 2325 E. 13th St.. Tulsa, OK 74104

StatSoft
Ovetseasollices StatSollel Europ* iHambufg FRGl ph 040<4200347 StctSoft UK iLon-- - (Melbourne Australia) pb 613-497-4276

Stefs 2.05 Hew AfoileUe. More statistics,

orophicsond an oil-new manual. Still only

$590. Quantity discounts availoble. New,

lower ocodemic price. $20 Demo. Call

toll-free for more information.

1-800-STATAPC
Computiog Resource Ceater

10801 Notionol Boulevord, LosAngeles.CA 90064

(213)470-4341

anCLE SM ON READER SERVICE CARD

NCSS plus-$99

Easy-to-use menus & spread sheet Multiple

regression T-lests ANQVA (up lo 10 (actors. lep

measures, covariance) Foiecasting Factor, clus-

ter. & discriminant analysis Nonparametrics

Cross Tabulation Plots histograms, box. scatter,

slemleat Sod Subset Transformations Reads

ASCII New graphics Pkg $59

NCSS

865 East 400 Nodh

Kaysville. UT 84037

Phone 801 546-0445

KWIKSTAT 2.00 $49
PC Week calls KWIKSTAT "Numbers Game

Winner" (10/14/66) Easy, prolessional data

analysis Users in over 20 countries Includes

t-lest. ANOVA. repealed measures, single/mull

regression, graphics. Chi-square, survival

analysis, more Keyboard. ASCII. dBASEIil data

entry $49 f $4 P&H VISA/MC

TexaSott

PO Box n69-PCM
Cedar Hill. Texas 75104

214-291-2115

THE BASS System
"

Why use up 8 meg and 640K jusi lo run a data

step on your PC^ Now you can run your data

step code and statistical prxs with a system

that takes only 1 meg and 400K (and costs only

$399)' Free intormalion

BASS Institute. Inc

PO Box 349

Chapel Hill.NC 27514

(919) 933-7096 or BB (919) 968-6755 (N, 8, 1)

OBMS/COPY TRANSFERS DATA
Now your lavorite slal package can access any

database DBMS/COPY can directly conved

any database or spreadsheet file into ary slat

pa^ge tile and vice versa The PLUS version

allows sorts, selections, and recalculations

$195 30-day guarantee VISA/MC/AMLX/PO/

COO
CONCEPTUAL SOFTWARE. INC

PO Box 56627

Houston, TX 77256

1-800-STATWOW, FAX (713) 667-3FAX

SURVEYS

The Survey
An Opinion Research Tool

for the PC
• Menu Oriven-Context Sensilive Help

• Creates Questionnaires

• Telephone Interviewing or Single Digit

entry of responses - Skip Patterns

• Crosstab Reports with Stats i.e ChiSq

• 123 4 WP interface - "How to" Book
• No Risk Trial - Money Back Guarantee

$1 295 Site License - for 30 days only

*4950°

CYBERNETIC SOLUTIONS COMPANY
372 W 800 S . Alpine. UT 84004

phone today (801) 756-8279
CIRCLE BOS ON READER SERVICE CARD

A-CROSS - #1 IN CROSSTABS
Easiest & most powerful crosstab program lor

survey 4 research data 16 6mill cases-9.999

vars/case Read any ASCII, col binary. dBASE

file. Professional tables to all printers 4 taser-

outpulstoascii4lotus.wkstiles Fullslals at-

test. chi-sq Nominated tor PC Mag Award tor

Tech Excellence

STRAWBERRY SOFTWARE, INC

42 Pleasant Streel-FREE DEMO DISK

Waledown. Massachusetts 02172

(800) 4-ACROSS FAX: (800) 422-7677

THE SURVEY SYSTEM
An easy lo use m^u driven system tor Ihe

entry, editing, processing and presentation ol

questionnaire data The system can produce

camera ready crosstabs and other tables in

banner formal Also statistics and bar chads.

Regression and open-end coding/analysis op-

tions available

CREATIVE RESEARCH SYSTEMS

15 Lone Oak Cir
. Dept P

Petaluma. CA 94952

(707) 765-1001

lAXES

lAx pisnuMnoNiorTvuuic

FEDERAL & STAn RETURNS on a single

disk. Easy to use. Calculates automatically,

performs complex "what-if” options,

prints IRS approved forms. Available

for 25 slates. Requires Loins 1 -2-3 or

compatible spreadsheef. Standard Pro-

gram: $79 Professional Program: $139

Corp, S-Corp, Partnership, Fiduciary,

Emi^yer's Rtn: $149 ea. Tax Planner $79,

Financial Planner $179.

M/C, Visa. Add $4 S4H
Avi^iblefrom

Park Technologies
P.O. Box 1317 aifton Park, NY 12045

SI8/877-5881 or 800/423-3189 outside NY
OTCTe 606 ON READER SERVICE CARO

1099’s-ON-DISK
Our loudh year helping you meet IRS regs to (ile

1099's on magnetic media Use your IBM-

compatible PC's to prepare 5V*“ diskette, print

lorms and repods For all 1099's. 1098. 5498.

W-2G Fast, easy lo learn and use. manual

included Not copy prolecled Only $69 plus $3

shipping MC/VISA acc^ted

Custom Crafi Soltware. Inc

5730 R St

Lincoln. NE 68505

Phone (402) 464-3184

TO PLACE YOUR
AD IN

PC Magazine

Marketplace

Call (212) 503-5115

or (800) 825-4ADS

Manufacturer Ctihstmas Special

CLICK THROUGH DOS
Listed Price $109
MOl’SEDOSE

* Full mouse support
* Visual DOS Commands
* Menus to organixe programs

on fixed disk
* Editor and quality printing
* Search 4 prmt info from card file

* Customize labeling
* Fixed disk security option
* Recover deleted files 4 other

powerful loots

FILE lEil cm : 7l4-i2S-IIN

FIEE iriATE 6R lEH lEUUE
inCUL IR LMinCI lEIIU IIISE til

ClirmiS STtTEI Refunds within 90
days (15% restocking fee

)

* 80286-20 S12K 1.2FDO 40HD VGA
$2149 w/DOS 92199

* 80386-25 IMS 1.2FOD 65HD VGA
$2649 w/OOS $2699

No returns on software or used items

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME I

(Ca add 6% Tax. COD. Free S & H )

mic:roshrll corp .

2736 W. Orangelhorpe Ave. *446
Fulledoa CA 92633

714-525-6001 - FAX 714-525-6025

We accept VISA - MASTERCARD

CIRCLE 807 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Novell Without Keycard
Protect Novell Netware From

Keycard E^lure

NetSafe $99j00 US
“Find The Password”

I^skQr Allows Access To Novell,

If The Password Is Lost

PRssKi^ $99j00 us
Products For: P-Cad CadKey Cadence

MkroStalkin B;rsonaJ Designer

Nasdec Inc.

2704-85 Garry St.

Winnipeg, MB
CANADA R3C 4J5
Ph. (204)956-2798
Rix (2Q4) 943-3702

CIRCLE SOS ON READER SERVICE CARO
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limLITIES

Ammunition to conquer
your biggest problems!

• The Virtual Expanded Memory Manafler
provides your £MS appiicalions with up to

•ighi megabylM ol expartOed ntemory

a It (urns PC/AT or PS/2 ex-

tended memory Mo expanded
memory

e It lurm hard disk storage Mo
expartded memory

a It s compatibte with most EMS
applK»t«ns Including 1-2-3

and Symphony

a Onv 95 XHSty money-Oacik guaranrae

Fort's Sotiware
P O Box 306
Manhattan. KS 66502V-emm"
(013) 537-2097

CIRCLE 010 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Break
640K!

Why buy expensive boards?
VRAM creates 32 megabytes ot
memory by turning disk space or

extended memory into expanded
memory! S49-i-3sh.

Buy VRAM and 5 other

utilities for only S88. Ctii-Alt

swaps TSRs to disk, Dlskpack
backs up 10 megs onto as few as

2 disks. COMx connects PCs and
includes a 32 ft. cable, and more.

Call for free brochure. 30-

day money back guarantee. 11982

Coverstone Cir, Manassas, VA
22110 703 368-2949.

biologic®

TO PLACE YOUR
AD IN

PC Magazine

Marketplace

Call (212) 503-5115

or (800) 825-4ADS

AnnouncingA Menu System So Appetizing,

You’ll Want ToTake 30,000 Bytes.

Take one look at the Automcnu Software Management

System, ancJ you'll agree that there’s no better entree into the

world of computer software. Automenu increases computer

productivity by eliminating the need for complicated DOS
training and commands. To order Automenu for oedy $50,

call l'dOO'662'4330. Or visit the dealer nearest you.

PUP MAG£C ENTEAPmSfS, MC.TM 404-446-ttllCompuSfrve 70167, 2200

FAX 404.168-0719/BBS 404-446.6650

Automenu
The First Menu System, And Still The Best.

aRCLE 612 ON READER SERVICE CARO

KeyNotes
Memorv-Kesident Reference ilcHiks

'...a slick Utile memory-resident utility that puts handy reference

information just a keystroke away. — PC Week

KeyNotaa Titles:

Associated Press Stylebook $89.95

Financial Mathematics Handbook $99.95

Complete Secretary's Handbook $89.95

Keyttates Writer's Handbook $79.95

(Plus $5.00 Shipping & Handling)

For Orders or Information

Call: 1.800-992-0264

• Compatible with thousands of

software titles (MS/PC-OOS)
• Uses only S3 KB RAM
• Supports CQA, EGA and VGA
• Activated by pressing a hotkey

• Requires a hard disk

• Windows and OESOview*''

compatible

• More tides on the way

Digital Learning Systems. Inc. * 4 Century Drive * Parsippany, NJ 07054
TEL: 201 •538-6640 FAX: 201 -538-2426

CIRCLE 61 ION READER SERVICE CARO

PERSONAL MEASURE
Diagnoses pedormanc^ t)onienecks in PCs
“ can enhance anyone's diagnostics artil-

lery documentation is exemplary. " W
Rosch. Aug 69 PC Magazine. Measures use ot

major LANs by PCs. too. Clear graphs and

statistics show where live applications spend

lime. $69 95/874 95 (5 25'/3.5') + s&h

SPIflIT OF PERFORMANCE, INC

73 Westcott Road

Harvard. MA 01451

508-456-3869 telex 6503571400

CIRCLE 613 ON READER SERVICE CARD

It's 3 A.M. — what is your PC doing?

But NcouM be working for you. * the kcyfcwd. reeding t«tirokc»
to the lystenm* lime you desire. impoiwt ^
The leader ei unattended processmg.
.. Amo.MiglM. IS 'pr^fn-iasa

(TV M run a sents of lime-

'nsuimng tasks at 3 o'clock

the morning "

I RieianyTtow-Canaumlng Tea* jsnrc ac iMfut* mm*
Set* nme.'Seve Money/ GefTTie Beef.' CetfUfTodiy/ ^ _

V RununMMnMNNwoffeSadlupe

V FrM lengeiy Naperla m

WORD PROCESSING

WORLD’S BILINGUAL WORD
DuangJar. bilingual word processor tor En-

glish and; Armenian. Bengali. Euro/Latin,

Greek. Guiarali. Hindi, Khmer. Lao. Punjabi.

Russian. Sinhalese. Tamil. Telugu, Thai. Viet.

Only $t09 T $S srtt (loreign a $12 srti)

Free Font editor For IBM with dot-matrix Laser-

Jet printer Demo $9 f $1 s/h. MC/VISA

Me^homp Company

3438 Cottman Averxie

Philadelphia. PA 19149-1606. U S A
TEL 215-331-2748 FAX 215-331-4188

PC Magazine
Marketplace

2nd Color
Option Available

rrup, 'eWttaxo,

PycCKHA, Farsi, EngUsk, European
A Scandinavian: phu either IPA,
Hindi, Bengali, Gurmukki, Tamil,
Thai, Korean, or Viet. FuO-featured
word processor supports on-screen

foreign characters and highest
quality printing with no hardware
modifications. Indudes Font Editor.

S355 ind. US shipping. SI50 addl
for laser. $19 demo. Req. 640k,
graphics. Money back guarantee.

Gamma Productions, Inc.,
710 Wilshire Blvd., Ste 609, S«nU
Monica, CA 90401 (213) 394-8622.
MC/VISA/AMEX.
CIRCLE 614 ON ICAOER SERVICE CARO

WORD PROCESSING

GALAXY WORD PROCESSORI
Galaxy is extremely EASY to learn. EASY to use

and as Brit Hume o< the Washington Post

acclaims. " BLINDINGLY FAST.'" Galaxy is a

shareware product Try it lor SS 00 or get a

registered version with manual, disk, telephone

support and updates loi $64 95 with shipping

anywhere in the world

Orrmiverse Software Corporation

PO. Box 1570, Dept 789

Port Townsend. WA 98368

800-365-7627 Visa/MC/Amex/Oealers

NEW! PC-WRITE 3.0

Full leatured word processor lor PC's. Edits

large Hies and columns Spell check, mail

merge. ASCII and macros. Easy to use Supports

500 printers Software ahd tutorial on

diskettes: $19. Registration with manual, tele-

support, newsletters and updates. $99 00

90 day moneyback guarantee

QUICKSOn
219 First Ave North #224PMAC
Seattle. WA 98109

1-80Q-888-80e8 (206) 282-0452 Vi$a4^C

I
MISCELLANEOUS/
ACCESSORIES

Braathabicl Staflc-FrMl Belft wllti Grey Trim

For Computers, Keyboards. Printers & Users
All Popular Models. Superior Quality. Best Price

NEW! ViziFlex-Seels
SKINS lor Keyboards

1-(800) 826-5761
Contemporary ComputerWear

l320-36tti Ave San Francisco CA 94122

aRCLE et$ ON READER SERVICE CARD

CDhlPUCQVEH"’
COVER YOUR
INVESTMENT

Computer Duet Covere

Spill Proof It SWic Proof tt Our StyMMy Ried

OiNi Cwere MN gM nwomuw protecSon trom

duM and apea. Gray Nylon or Cieor Plaaic

Keyskln'’ Keybovd Covere

Claw 10 the eye and soil to the touch. KeySUn'*'

Keyboard Cevars aiay on 24 hour* a day. even

wNia you uae you compunr

USA (eoo) 6744381 (904) 0624446
2104 Lew* Turner BNd. (Dan Pi)

Viae Pot VValton Beach. FL 32548 mC
CIRCLE eie ON READER SERVICECAR^
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MW THE SHOWCASE FOR PROHVCTS AMD SERVICES IN THE IBM STANIhiRI) MARKET

m ACCESSORIES BAR CODING

o CompuTogs Dust Covers
The ultimate in dust protection. Available in natural

canvas/brown trim or new designer gray black trim (add

$2/cover). Our covers are far supenor to vinyl!

MONITOR 15.9S PRINTER (specrfy) \SJS6

COMPARE OUR PRICES! keyboard 13.»5 moncpu 24.95

CompaToO^ P.O. Box 19726. Greensboro. N C 27419 < (919) 292-9060
vi&^MC AccecMd Include S2 SO Srivong CUSTOM EMBROlOeny SHOWN AVAILABLE

ORCLE 117 ON nCADCfl SERVICE CARO 1 -800-227-TOGS

BAR CODING

LABELING SOFTWARE

LABELS
For Epson, Oki, IBM, and LaserJet

Flexible design. Any Format or size.

I.BIG TO WgWM il ; . On-Screen Label Design -WYSIWYG
^ii5428.CidiM

. ^ 13 text sizes— Treads at 50'

Bar codes: 2of5, 128, UPC/EAN

AIAG, MIL-STO.Code39,elc.

Auto-incrementing. File Input.

Logos, symbols— from scanners.

Reversals, color, soft fonts.

Powerful, Versatile, Fast, Easy!

lied with Utility It LabelRIGHT $279

Other menu driven programs from $49. XENIX - $199

MS-DOS user callable routines from $179

Above label

Portable Readers
Battery operated reader

Simple, powerful, 64K memory

Bar code or keyed input

MSI,2ot5, UPC/EAN, t28. Code 39

Easily programmable prompts

Uploads via RS-232 or keyboard

Doubles as non-portable reader

Wand or laser input

Complete with wand— $849

FLEXLIHESWAGAZm •

y^
/ORTHINGTON

Bar Code Readers
for PC, XT, AT, PS/2

and all RS-232 Terminals

• Attaches as 2nd keyboard

• No software changes

• 2of5, UPC/EAN, 128, MSI. Code 39

• Magstnpe, laser, or wand input

Complete with steel wand — $399

Direct from manufacturer

30 day S back guarantee!

DATA SOLUTIONS
417-A Ingalls Street

Santa Cruz, CA 95060

800-345-4220

CA 408-458-9938

BAR CODE READERS

FOR PC'S:
•PC-XT AT & CLONES
• PS 7 -ALL MODELS
• TANDY 1000 SX TX SL TL 1?00
3000 -lOOO

• ZENITH 138 14B 1S1 IBS 24fi

• EPSON EQUITY III I* II* III*

• NO SOFTWARE CHANGES REQUIRED
• DATA APPEARS AS KEYBOARD INPUT
• READS CODE 39 h? OP S UPC A E
EAN6 13 CODABAR

• AtlTO-DESCRlMlNAIES BETWEEN COOES
• DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER
• 30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
• SAME DAY SHIPPING

FOR TERMINALS:
• WVSE 30 SO 60 7S
• KIMTRON KT7 PC 6 KTTO PC
• LINK MC 5
• RS-73?

BAR CODE PRINTING SOFTWARE:
• MS PC DOS SYSTEMS
• 9 4 74 PIN DOT MATRIX
• H P LASER JET PLUS SERIES II

WARNING
Just how many companies can claim to

manufacture the following:

* Computer
* Bar code readers
* Bar code printing eoftwaro
* Time recorders
* Time clock processor software

Shop ftoor terminals and software

We have the complete solution for your
bar code needs,and when purchasing these
products, one should look for a company
that would give a risk-free guarantee to

grant the consumer peace of mind. Fortu-

nately, there is one company with com-
plete confidence in its products. BTC Corp.

offer a 30 day money back guarantee and
an extenaive one year warranty
Write or call us now

!

BTC (USA) CORP.
46177 Wtm Spring* Blvd.. FVciaont, CA 94539
T*l:l41S)667-3956 Psx:<41S>6S7-3965
6000-F Comtiwm Prfcwy

. ML Lsurri, NJ 08054

T*l: (6091 273-8500 Pas: (609) 273-9399

ORCLE 818 ON READER SERVTCE CARO

BAR CODE LABELER $149
with BIG TEXT Somonis $349

*Any lormal/place Barcodes & text anywhere

‘Supports lull page & mulli-up label slock

‘Multiple copies & auto serial numbering

‘Keytioard data & Text file import

‘How-To Manual w/many pre designed labels

•DIMIrxlasei/Code39. 125. UPC/EAN

JOHNSON COMPUTING

98 Bolhin Road

Fairfax. CA 94930-1446

(415) 456-8516

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

IPrIntBar II
BAR CODE PRMTINQ SOFTWARE

Print Code 39. 2 of 5. UPC. and
EAN bar codes directfy from your

own applications without copying

data to special print files. IBM
PC/XT/AT/PS2 and compatibles.

Supports IBM Graphics. Epson
and LaserJet printers and
compatibles.

PrintBar II Program $295.00
PrintBar II Demo $25.00

Other Bar Code products
available tor non-MS-OOS
environments.

Bar Code readara from $395.00

FREE Brochure (916) 622-4640
FAX 916-622-4775

CIRCLE 819 ON READER SERVICE CAM)

PC-WAND

Bar Code Solution
NEW • BIG Text AIAG. LOGMAftS Bar

code printing packages any label most
printers

PC-WANO in - In-iine scanner emulales

2ND keyboard on PC. XT & AT Uses your

existing software without any change

PC-WANO 200 • terminal wedge on a serial

party line lor laptops and unx mms
NEW PC-WANO 300 - Up to 128 reader data
collection system • Auto-discnrmnates •

Collects, and transmits to PC or rwsl

PC-WANO 800 WanderWand - portable

programmable scanners: laser and pen.

INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES

& SYSTEMS CORP.

635-C North Berry Street. Brea. CA^I_ PHONE; 714 990-1880

g| M FAX 7)4 990-2S03

riSHIHII
JEAlfft (NOUrRifs INVireO

CIRCLE 820 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PC MAGAZINE'S
MARKETPLACE

IS

YOUR
CONNECTION
TO 700,000
BRAND

SPECIFIERS
i (800) 8a5*4ADS
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READER SERVICE CARO
INFORMATION

IT^AS
EASY AS

Fill in your norm ond

oddress and diedr off your

onswors to tfu nine

resoordi questions. (One

cord pet person, please.)

Qrde the nuntbets on the cord

that correspond to the ttds or

articles you'd like more infor-

mation about. (Numbers for

advertised products ore repeated

in the Advertiser Index os well.)

r Theliteroturewillbe

mailed to you from the

odvertiserfreeof

charge.

aROEFORnKINFOlUUTnN
^
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BAR CODING

Bar Code Readers for

PC, XT, AT, PS/2,

Serial Terminals, Macintosh

PC-WEDGEIl $2«9
• Works tnt) any program no software requtfed

• Cormects between keytoard acNj cornpuier

• Recognces bar code type aulomatKalty

• Reads all standard bar code types, including Code 39

UPC/EAN.2o<5.Codaby.Code93.Codel28.WSI etc

• SupportsM ASCII, dieck dgis. add-ons. preambles, post

ambtes. macros, and a wide ctxxe ot conligurabte optnrts

• Automatic setup Irofn bar code menu

• Converts to work wiih serial terminal or Macintosh with

Simple back panel change

• Five year warranty

Bar Code Printing Programs

EZBarcode I (ordered stparaIcK I . . $49
* Simple, easy to use utikty program • Enter and prmi Code 39

and UPC-A • Works with dot matrii and LaserJet printers

• bar code height width, spaong. pnni density, etc

EZBarcode II $99
• Keyboard orieit Me data ifpui • Code 39. 2 ol 5. UPC-A EAN
fAAple ccAimrts. automatic naementng. on kne help

dBarcode" $99
* Pnnt bar codes from wiltwi dBASE * Add bar code pnnbng to

eiist«xt dBASE programs • dBASE source code nduded

I .VmH hast 5.S|h Streei

Oesciiod.Ohio -Uttl.t

rwi* • o A. w Ph<»ne. i2l6i

TimeKeeping Systems, Inc.r P ’ TELE-N li.SI.<ln.'1WiMCIl-W

Engineering Leadership in

BAR CODE READERS

ANNOUNCING:
PERCON SERIES 10

BAR CODE READER...
• Who else has a 5 year

warranty on bar code readers?

• Who else has automatic set-up?

• Who else has a bar code reader

that does it all?

See us at

©C«iPiH/Fall'89
Booth #R8731

PERIPHERAL CONNECTIONS, INC.
2190 W. nth Ave. • Eugene, OR 97402-3503

1.800-873-7266
(503)344-1189 FAX (503) 344-1399

ICKIDE ]in:5rii:R
Quick Draw

mill III III III! mil I mil I III

Print Quality Bar Codes Using
Your PC and Quick Draw

• On screen setup tWYSIWYG)
• Print scquentialiyr or from a database
• Sujpports most primers it bar codes
• Adjustable text to 8 " m i

’ increments

Code Master Quick Draw - $2S9
Royally Free programmer libraries available

Look For Us At Comdex Fall 89

“COMPOtlft
CONMKTION

P.O. Box 634, Eau Cioire, Wl 54702

(715) 833 2331 • (800) 552-2331
CIRCLE B21 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BAR CODE &
MAGNETIC STRIPE

READERS
for the IBM PC & PS/2

Simple & quick installation

No aijditional software or port

Metal wand & case
Also available:

SmartCard encoder/reader
Bar code printing software
Magnetic stripe encoders
Units for other computers

& terminals

TPS ELECTRONICS
4047 Transport Street

Palo Alto, CA 94303
Telephone: 415-856-6833

Telex: (Graphnet) 371-9097 TPS PLA

FAX; 415-856-3843
CIRCLE 822 ON READER SERVICE CARP

BOOKS
CAIALOGUES
PUBUCATIONS

PCjr
Expansion Products

Possibly the largest selection

of PCjr products in the

country. We don't just sell

PCjr prixlucts. wc design them.

•Speed Up Products

•P>eudo DMA Cartridges

•Stvttnd Floppy Disk Drives

•.V-s Disk Drives

•PCjr Optical Mice

•Monitor Adapters ft»r PC's

•Parallel Printer Ports

•Full Size KeytHTards

•Speech Attachments

•JoNsiicks. Cables. & Adaptors

Call or write to receive our free

.T2-pagc catalog of PCjr Add-On

prtxiucts. For even fa.ster results,

circle our reader service number.

PC Enterprises

"The jrProducts Group"
Box 292, Belmar, NJ 07719

(201) 280-0025 (800) 922-PCJR
CIRCLE 823 ON READER SERVICE CARD

COMPUTER
INSURANCE

Full replacement of hardware, media,

purchased software. As low as
$39 yearly. Covers fire, theft, power
surges, other accidents. Blanket
coverage: no list of equipment
needed. Call for information or

immediate coverage.

^ 1-800-848-3469
“ Local (614) 262-0559

SAFEWARE. The Insurance Agency Inc.

2929 N. High Street. P.O. Box 02211

Columbus. OH 43202
CIRCLE 824 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DATA CONVERSION

DATA
CONVERSION
DISK ^ DISK -TAPE-* DISK

OPTICAL SCANNING

WORD PROCESSORS
SPREADSHEETS

DATA BASES, MAIL LISTS
OVER 2,500 FORMATS

IBM PS/2
WORDPERFECT

LOTUS
DBASE
LANIER
WANG

(212) 463-7511
NATIONAL DATA

CONVERSION INSTITUTE
9 EAST ISrtI STREET. NEW YORK. NV 10003

AMERICA’S LEADERS IN DATA CONVERSION
CIRCLE 825 ON READER SERVICE CARO

DATA
CONVERSION
* Disk Conversion
• Tape Conversion

Optical Scanning

Quick Turn Around
Call Toll Free

1-800-627-61S4

DKMTR/\NS:
P«r»enal Comput«r SsivIcr
1B83 W. Muri«l Or

Baton Rouge. LA 70616

CIRCLE 826 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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DATA CONVERSION

DISK/TAPE/OPTICAL SCANNING
• 33{ per page typewriBer text to disk in ASCII.

50« per page all WP lormals

• Scan Typeset text 6 to 2'lpt low rates

• Disk convert from IBM, WANG. XEROX.

VYOEC f 1000 others customized.

• Tape conversions (800, 1600, 3200. 6250 BPI)

• BEST RATES • FREE TEST

1st RUN COMPUTER SERVICES

1261 Broadway Suile 508

New York, NY 10001

(212) 779-0800

TO PLACE YOUR
AD IN

PC Magazine

Marketplace

Call (2 12) 503-5115

or (800) 825-4ADS

DATA RECOVERY SERVICE

OUTRACK 800-872-2599

DATA RECOVERY INC. »

The Only Custom Data Recovery Experts

A service from the

creators of Disk Manager!

Recommended hy major

drive manufacturers.

Call us when:

Your hard disk can't be booted

You can't access a file

• Your directories and/or FATs

are scrambled or gone, etc.

For that critical moment when only the best will do.
anCLE 827 ON READER SERVICE'CARD

DISK CONVERSION

TAPE/DISK

CONVERSIONS^
Conversion services to or from
over 2000 computer systems:
• Magtapes • Mini Computers
• Micro Computers • Typesetters
• Word Processors

CALL THE INDUSTRY LEADERS

PIVAR
COMPUTING SERVICES, inc:

800 - HI - PIVAR
165 Arlington Heights Rd

Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
CIRCLE 828 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CHANGING WORD PROCESSORS?
Media Iransier to or from:

IBM. XEROX. DEC, WANG, EXXON.

LANIER. CRT. CT, MICOM. NBI. WRDPLX,

WORDSTAR, WORDPERFECT, MS/WRD. DW4,

MULTIMATE. SAMNA, MASH, DCA

*******FREE TEST CONVERSION******
Conversion Specialists

531 Main St
,
Suite 835

El Segundo, CA 92045

(213) 545-6551 *(213) 322-6319

TOTAL SERVICE CONVERSIONS
• OUR NAME SAYS IT ALL •
• Quality Service •

• Quick Turnaround •

• Low Prices •
• 1-800-5-C0NVRT •
• In CA 1-213-669-8134 *
• Formerly W/Texi Sciences Corporation •
TOTAL SERVICE CONVERSIONS, INC,

1933 North Monon Street

Los Angeles, CA 90027

PO iVfAOAZIME’S^

MARKETPLACE,
' ' /

- YOUR
COMNEOTION
TO 700,000
BBAHD

r^PEOlflERS' S
t (800) $^S-4AD$

DISKETTE COPY SERVICE

SOFTWARE DUPLICATION

In 24 Hours!
Echo Data delivers overnight turnaround and a 5 step quality

control process on every software duplication project. As a full

service duplicator, we can provide custom printing, packaging

and assembly. For 6 years, we have offered competitive prices

and have backed our work with a 100% satisfaction guarantee.

800-533-4188
215-363-2400 in PA

Echo Data Sarvlcos, Inc.

Exlon, PA 19341

CIRCLE 829 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Diskette
Duplicator

240 Copies Per Hour

I sing Any IB,M PC/XT/AT

or Compatible.

Desktop .Vutoloadcrs also

a\ ailable, for unattended use.

For information, or to order,

f4ll4l5-6Sl-5580.

Datapath
circle'830 ON READER SERVICE CARO

SOFTWARE PRODUCTION
* Disk duplication

* All formats
it EVERLOCK copy protection
it Label/sleeve printing

it Full packaging services
* Warehousing
* Drop shipping
e Fulfillment

* 48-hour delivery

e Consultation A guidance

^Star-Byte. Inc.
f 2860 Bergey Rd.. Haifield. PA 19440

800-248-1 515 21

5

-997-2470

SINGLE SOURCE
SOLUTIONS

• MEDIA DUPLICATION
• PRINTING AND PACKAGING
• ASSEMBLY
e DISTRIBUTION
e PRIVATE LABELED MEDIA

CALL. .

.

1-800-237-1130

COPV RIGHT
A DIVISION OF THE

REYNOLDS AND REYNOLDS CO.
CIRCLE 831 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MAILING LISTS

MAILING LISTS
ON DISKETTES *5 1/4" OR 3 1/2"

Builnaa*, Induitiy (SIC). ConMimtr,

Fimty Ste, HouMhoM Income 1 Marti

$OC 00 (About 2000nmii
QUa iddiMMbwbWallig

rtwuondpor twuond pht oNoskio

£rnu Bern . .

.

Postage Savinss
Zlp*4 or CaiTitr Routs it no cost,

ONLY lor fliit ordtrl

CALL TOLL FREE:
1-eOO-B4B-B7a7

•rtaad Maty oiriark

Alma Marketing Company
DISKIIsl™ OapartnMut

7485 Worthlngtoii-Galana Road
WorthIngtoa, OH 4308S
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MAGAZINE THE SHOWCASE FOR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES IN THE IBM STANDARD MARKET

m NETWORKING
$499.00 Network - MAINLAN
The hottest selling low-end network in Europe

is now available in the U S. "It has the potential

to be the low-cost networking standard of the

future." PC World England. Net-Bios compati-

ble. 4Mbps transmission rale, printer and hard

disk sharing, mail & more! Price includes 2

stations, each addt'l station $t99 00

Dealer inquiries welcome.

LANSOURCE CORPORATION

9970 Clark

Denver, Colorado 8022t

(800)888-4080 (303)457-9505

SERVICES

“•HARD DRIVE REPAIR***
• WE WILL REPAIR YOUR HARO DRIVE AT A

FRACTION OF THE COST OF REPLACING IT

• FAST TURNAROUND!!! CALL FOR DETAILS

H&W Micro. Inc.

528-C Forest Parkway

Forest Park, GA 30050

404-366-1600

3 out of 4

Marketplace

readers increase

their awareness
of new products

through this

section

call now to place

your ad

1 (800) 825 - 4ADS

TO PLACE YOUR
AD IN

PC Magazine

Marketplace

Call (212) 503-5115

or (800) 825-4ADS

SUPPLIES

RE-FILL

HP Desk jet cart,

enough for 6

refills!

RE-INK

Dot Matrix ribbons

increase life 1 0 to

1 5 times!

PRINTERS
Supplies and Services

Desk jet ink kit $20.00

We refill your cartridge $10.00

Matrix ink kit for nylon

ribbons $10.00

RAVEN SYSTEMS OF OAKLAND
33 Seminole Ave., Oakland. NJ 07436

NJ Res. add 6% S/H - $2.50 +.25 per item

TONERYour Cartridge; I I^L 1% Cartridge:

Rebuilt Black ....59.50

Black....44.50 Color ....79.50

Color....64..50 ^ PC 49.50

PC 39.50
Toner for NEC. Ricoh, New cartridges
Panasonic. Qume. eic.

2 DAY AIR
Return Delivery

$44.50 Sis,

7615 Washington Avc. S. |
Edina. Minnesota 55435 ‘

•Franchises

•Wholesale
800-777-8444
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QUALITY TONER CARTRIIXLEREMANUFACTURING —
20% More Toner
All Cart. Tested

Darker Print

100% Guaranteed

Laser Resources, Inc.

Drums Recoated
We Buy Empties

1 -800-462-7143
CIRCLE 833 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Stop Throwing Money Away!
Save your cartridges to be

remanufactured by Up To 70%
Savings

R w twAridwy i>4

ightning «<i<m

Toner
C • r I r 1 d g t $

24-hourtumaround

Caftndges lor over 350 Machines

Apple Computer LaserWnters

Hewien Packard LaserJets

Canon PC Copiers

'HI’ Sy uMtf ronru^u

-800-252-2599
'CIRCLE 834 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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BATTERIES
COMPUTERS. PRINTERS

LAP TOPS, U.P.S.. CLOCKS

53^
[kjn

. ~-e: » 1 i'' 4

i5a

E-V-S
1350 E. Arapaho Suite 126

Richardson, Texas 75081

ieOO-776-5267 214-231-5351

FAX 214-231-2269

nt:* HEWLETT
1x1 PACKARD

GENUINE
toners
$0450^ QUANTITIES OP

3 OR MORE

MMf iwvfivroavm *rMi
For Sim* 0»y Shipmsnt CtH.

S1-800-22TONER
.1.800-228-6637

w nrri:. SOWIIES 4r $1*111.4* S4VIN0S

TTCa
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iJF FACT FILE
Get The Word Out!

Your Product

Has Been Chosen
EDITOR’S CHOICE.

Let us take your article to its highest

level of marketing potential with a reprint!

To find out how you can have your article or review

elegantly reprinted** on 80 lb. paper stock, in 4-color,

2-color or 1-color, call or write today:

Jennifer Locke—Reprints Manager;

Ziff-Davis Publishing Company,

One Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016, 212-503-5447.

“Minimum quantity 500 reprints.

SELL US YOUR EMPTY

TONER CARTRIDGES S10

M M CARriaocc uvsioruscaacANt* sMaoKsmio
MWnaS AWlI CANON 0M$ NCA l$tN($I)

comaa CANON •CHOMLiw u m •>«»

Tauptf tMppaa'WSMpAn W>pMAn$ mi A stirs

Car MtS<T S«nd»$ sacMl

BUY OUR REFILLED CARTRIDGES

I ILACII MIlMosI LUtaNOsm M«{S7*»4 MNCSlI}
I W»MlSNWMif 0«w lasr* IRssi Mri

I OuSRtyCowlrstsMMAnaSHIOfiinsrMMsd

Rra asM«<iiM m— RCWffA 1} U

MlCMWCO«*UTfllCOIW

lAUR CAATKlOCI OrVtSlON

MNRiiMOriKSwRri

AriAArMr WsiiM-rm

N»«>-TONEHfMUTi tuiamw
•At liMURMl
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m\

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING &
FULFILLMENT SERVICES
a PACKAGING

a DISK DUPLICATION

• ASSEMBLY
a TYPESETTING

a MANUAL PRINTING

a FULFILLMENT

a The Publisher's Only Choice

GLENCO DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

721 W Algonquin Rd

Arlinglon Heighls. IL 60005

(312) 364-7638 FAX:(312) 364-7698
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Make PC Magazine Come Alive!
Join PC MagNet and have instant access to

PCMagazine's utilities and editorial staff.

PC MagNet is PCMagazine's on-line information service,

which is administered by CompuServe. J12.50 per hour lets you:

Download any oiPCMagazine's utilities

Download files from the Forum data libraries

Talk to editors and columnists

Tell Dvorak and Zachmann how you really feel

• Trade tips with Charles Petzold or Ray Duncan
• Search for back articles on-line

If you already have a CompuServe account, simply

enter GO PCMAGNET at the ! prompt

ONE CALL GETS YOU STARTEOI

Sign up on-line at no additional charge.

1

.

To subscribe, set your modem to; 300 or

1,200 bps, 7 data bits, even parity, I stop

bit and full duplex. Call one of the num-
bers listed:

Anaheim, CA (714) 520-9724

Atlanu,GA (404) 266-7014

BalUmore, MD (301) 832-0100

Boston, MA (617) 542-1796

Chicago, IL (312)693-0330

Cleveland, OH (216) 781-5720
Dallas, TX (214) 953-1971

Detroit, Ml (313)255-9207
Houston, TX (713)462-0202

Los Angeles, CA (213) 739-8906
Miami, FL (305)266-0231

Minneapolis, MN (612) 342-2207

New York, NY (212)422-8820
Newark, NJ (201) 643-0404

Philadelphia, PA (215)977-9758

Pittsburgh, PA (412) 391-7732

San Diego, CA (619) 569-8360

San Francisco, CA (415) 296-0375

Seattle, WA (206)241-9111

St. Louis, MO (314) 241-3102

Washington, DC (202) 388-4280

(Note: After you have become a member,

you can locate a local telephone access

number, or 2,400-bps service, by typing

GO PHONES at the ! prompt.)

2. When you receive a Connect or Carrier

Detected message, enter Ctrl-C.

3. At the HOST NAME prompt, enter CIS,

4. At the USER ID prompt, enter 177000,

5000.
5. At the PASSWORD prompt, enter

PC’MAGNET.
6. At the Enter agreement number prompt,

enter Z10D8919.
7. Register your name and enter your

VISA, MasterCard, or American
Express account number.

8. Your personal User ID number and
Password will be displayed at the end of

the subscription process. Please record

them in a secure place.

9. A new password will arrive in the mail

within 10 days to confirm your subscrip-

tion.

There are no connect charges for PC Mag-

Net during the subscription process.

Magnet
CIRCLE 497 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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READER READS
SERVICE SSWCE
NUMBER PRODUCT COMPANY PAGE NUMBER PRODUCT COMPANY 1tAQE

ADD-IN BOARDS HARDWARE

432 VGA Producer Magni Systems Inc. 53 435 Light Writer and Chisholm 54

Looking Glass

AFTER HOURS

644 CheckFree CheckFree Corp. 513
PRINTHIS

645 VCR Companion Borderbund 518 443 IBM Personal Page IBM Corp. 36

Software Inc. Printer II, Model 031

646 The Colony Mindscape Inc. 519 449 Toshiba PageLaserB Toshiba America 38

Inc.

BACKUP (HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE) See “Index to Printer Reviews (1984-1989)’’ on

437 IDT-600 Identica 59 page 383.

coMPuras SOFTWARE

431 The Poqet PC Poqet Computer 33 446 Easel/2 Interactive Images 33

441 Toshiba T3200SX Toshiba America 44 Inc.

Inc., Computer 440 ExcelMore Aristocad Inc. 48

Systems 442 PCMacsyma. Symbolics. 43

DESKTOP PUeUSHING

434 Express PubllsDer Power Up! Software 54

Corp.

GRAPHICS (HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE)

433 Multisync 5D Color NEC Home 53

Monitor Electronics (USA)

Inc.

438 PageGarden

439 ProQube

447 The Graphics Link

Plus

444 3-2-1 Liftoff

Computer Aided

Mathematics Group

Software Garden 48

Inc.

FormalSoft 46

Hanrard Systems 51

Corp.

OP-TekInc. 51

PROOUCTWtTT

DEPAiniiigiT

Environments

Power Programming

User-to-User

User-to-User

User-to-User

Languages

Languages

Languages

PROGIIAM HAMEaiESCIIPIlOII

An alternative to Lotus Express for sending COM, .EXE, spreadsheet, and

other binary files over MCI Mail.

Understanding and using Bezier splines in OS/2 Graphics.

Arithmetic routines for your computer programs.

Here’s a new approach to validating command-line arguments for batch

files.

This simple batch file will compile programs in any language.

Here’s the best way to unload TSRs in DOS 4.0.

Avoid the trouble that redifining Turbo Pascal enumerated types can

cause.

Here’s a look at the functions this serial port driver provides.

Use the method shown here to get the bme of day without approximations

or floating-point division

.

The quality of your printer—not your screen—determines the quality of

your output.

A bus only has to be fast enough to keep up with its peripherals.

Here’s a way to tell if your BIOS supports extended keyboard services.

The BP register isn’t saved during some function calls, despite

documentation claims.

How manufacturers ensure disk readability despite varying densities.

WORD PROCESSING
HEAVYWEIGHTS

You love WordPerfect. You’ll never

switch. He loves Microsoft Word.

He’ll never switch. She’s been using

DisplayWrite for years. She’ll never

switch. Who’s right? Contributing

editor Edward Mendelson dissects

the latest versions of the three mar-

ket-leading word processors. IBM
DisplayWrite 5/2 Composer, Micro-

soft Word 5.0, and WordPeifect 5.0,

and draws some interesting conclu-

sions. Which package best fulfills

your word processing needs? Check

out all the angles, from mouse con-

trol and mail-merge to desktop pub-

lishing functionality and OS/2 per-

formance.

LOTUS 1-2-3 UPGRADES
Travel the twisting Lotus upgrade

path with contributing editor M. David

Stone as he explores the new territo-

ries of 1-2-5. Release 3, and 1-2-3.

Release 2.2. Do these two versions

finally offer the .same functionality

as other spreadsheets that have been

taking bites out of Lotus’s market

.share? Also, contributing editor Jim

Seymour analyzes the current state

of the spreadsheet market and offers

advice on buying decisions for the

near future.

DIGITIZING TABLETS
In the burgeoning realm of alternate

input devices, u.sers are looking be-

yondmice forhelp with theirdesktop

publishing, CAD, and illustration

applicatioas. Connibuting editors Winn

L. Rosch and Frank Bican take an in-

depth look at 24 digitizing tablets

from 15 companies, including Hew-
lett-Packard, Houston Instrument,

Kurta, Pencept, and Summagraph-

ics. With more manufacturers get-

ting into the game, it’s getting harder

for the old-time leaders to hold their

own in this competitive field.
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Advertisers prcouct index
ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE

263

356

Computer Associates ACC PAC 212
OAC Easy. Inc OAC Easy 69
Macotainc Accounting Software 421

Peachtree Software Accounting Software 65

DATABASE MANAGERS
Borland International Paradox30

244 Information Builders Focus

291 Map Into Mapping Database

Oracle Database Management Software

340 Xerox Formbase

FINANCIAL PLANNING SOFTWARE

LANGUAGES
277 Borland Intematxinai

178 Lahey Computer Systems

280 Lase^lnc.
137 Lasergolnc

23* Vestronu

TurtxiC

grsf
GoScnpl

C- Compiler

OPERATING SYSTEMS/ENVIRONMENTS
Micioson

Software Link, inc

PROGRAM DEVELOPERS GENERATORS
Easy Flow

C- Compiler

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

290
223

Rose Electronics

Traveling Software

Master Link

LapLmklll

WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARC/AIDS

32S

iBMCorp
IQ Engmwing
IQ Engmeenng

3^ IQ Engmeenng
325 10 Engmeering

280 LasergoliK

137 LasergoIrK
‘ Lotus
* Microson

299 SWFTE International. LTD
' WordPerfect Corporation

264 Wordstar

316 Zylab Corporation

Display Write

Su^r Cartridge 2
Super Cannd^2WP
Super Cannd^ 1

Super Cartnd^ 1 Enhanced

GoScnpt
Go Scnpt

EreeianaPius

Word
Glyphix

Word Perfect

Word Star

ZY Index

CADCAM
193 Foresight Resources Inc

506 Genenc Software Inc

265 Intergraph Corporation

Dralix

Genenc CADD
CADCAM

•PRBABSHEET/TEMPLATES

57

448

339 Appked Business Tecrinoiogy Protect Management Software 59
2/2 Computer Associates. Super Proiect 145
148 Pnmavera Systems Protect Management Software 52

UTIUTIES
386 Application Techniques PizzaaPius 281

2(M Avery Pnnter Label Sottvirare 134

106 Better Software Technology Swittfi tt 93
212 Central Pont Software PC Tools Deluxe 5 5 6(F61m Funk Software Sideways. Noteworthy. Inword 412-413

16/ Helix Software Headroom Version 2 0 84

280 Lasergo Inc GoScnpl .4

13/ Lasergolnc GoScnpl 177m Metro Software Pnnief Utility 92
1/0 Muttisott Corporation Super PC-KWIK 56

148

335

112-113
112-113

112-113

112-113

4

177
170-171

252
37
94

42

283
341

102 Computer Assooatts.

Funk Software

Lotus

Super Calc

Skieways. Noteworthy. Inword
1-2-3

450-451

412-413

170-171

371 C-ufi Systems Draw 373m Corel Systems Oes^n 382
325 lOEngmeenng Super Cartndoe 2 112-113m 10 Engineering Su^ Cartridge 2WP 112-113

325 IQ Engineering Super Cartndoe 1 112-113

325 lOEn^neerx^ Super Cartndge 1 Enhanced 112-113

280 Lasergo Inc GoScnpl 4

137 Laserootnc GoScnpt 177

299 SWf 11 international. Ltd Glypha 37

382 OCR Systems Ophcal Recognition Software . 161

220 Chipsofl Turbo Tax 422

736 Autodesk 143

736 Autodesk 143

HOME MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

COMPUTERS/COMPATIBLES
485 Acma Computers. Inc Acma Computers . .

AST Research Systems
738 AST Research Systems

539 AST Research Systems

538 AST Research Systems
145 AtanCorp Atan Computers
488 Ausbn Computers Clone

CompuAdd Compu Add Computers
CompuAdd CompuAdd Computers
CompuAdd Computer Accessories

183 Computer Mail Order (CMC) Access Microsystems

159 Computer Penpherals Inc Modem
163 Computer Products United PC's

DataworM PC . .

532 Dell Computer Corporation DeH Computers

536 Dell Computer Corporation DeH Computers
52/
216

DeH Computer Corporaboo System20
Step Computers
Fivestar 386's

Compatbles
319
364

FiveStar Computers
Gateway 2000

391 Headstart Technologies PCs

512
515

306
342

103
156

900
268
289
294
121

l^ndai
IBM Corp

Intel Corporation

Intel Corporation

Micro Express

NEC Information Systems
Northgate Computer Systems
Northgate Computer Systems
Northgate Computer Systems
Northgate Computer Systems

Packard Bell

Pan Overseas Technologies

PC Brand

PC Designs PCD Inc

PCMax
Samsung Intormaiion Systems

SoyoL^. Inc

Swan Technologies TCP
Tandy Corporation

Tatung

Tn-Star Computer

Zeos International

Zeos International

INPUT DEVICES

113
182

530

530
176
160

120

116

ADD-ON BOARDS
159 Computer Peripherals Inc

325 10 Engineering

325 10 Engineering

325 10 Engmeermg
325 10 Engineering

900 Soyoli^.lnc
266 Swan Technok)gies.TCP

SCANNERS/DtOITttERS

Hyunda286E
F«s<PS2)
ChipsSystems
ChipsSysiems

286 Desktop PC s

Systems Computers
Elkance
212Microstalion .

38620
Bm End Credit Card

Pc Systems
Computers

PCs
Mail Order

PCs
Computers

386 Mother Boards

Compatil>les

Tandy 4000 SX
PC Systems
PCs
CompatiPtes

Compatibles

Modem
Super Cartridge 2

Super Cartridge 2WP
Super Cartndget

Super Cannd^ 1 Enhanced
386 Mother Boards

VGA Boards

PAGE"

476

496 Banner Blue Family Tree Maker 149

174

257
340

Bloc Development

Formworx Corp
Indigo Software LTD
Xerox

Pnnt Rite

Forms Software

Electronic Forms Software

Formbase

66

175

163

369

299 SWFIE imernalional. LTD Glypha 37

COMPATIBLE KEYBOARDS
163 Computer Products United PCs 45

21/ Next Computers Vl/orkStalion 18-19

Northgate Computer Systems Omnikey 396-397
723 Zeos International lOReasons 72

21? Central Point Software PC Tools Deluxe 5 5 60-61

3/8 Iomega Corporation Bemouli Box 136
268 Swan Techrioiogtes TCP Tape Back-Ups 22-25

1/3 Sysgen Inc Bridge File 119

HARD DISKS
Hard Drives International Disk Drives 478

Sugate Hard Disk Drives 255
161 Storage Dimensions Maxtor Speed Stor Hard Disk Subsystem 251

40-41

285
287

289
291

140-141

9
233-236
271-272

45M61
375-377

223
45
227

353-355

C54»
426-427

12-13

125
129-132

.127
330-331
418-419

349
351

403

32
392-393

390-391

394-395

56

205
90
122

292-293
512

22-25

401

155
17

30-31

70-71

mmxSssBMHKU

. . 223
112-113

112-113

112-113

112-113

512
22-25

316 ChKion
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RS« ADVERTISER PRODUCT PACE"

247 Xerox Imaging Systems GrayFX 442-443

PRINTERS
380 AEG Oiympa Pnnters 261
242 Alps Amenca Alps Pnnters 220-221

336 Arlington Computer Products Prtnters 462-463
204 Avery PiWer Latwi Software 134

175 Brother Intemabonal Pnnlers(DolMatru) 20

471 C^n. USA LaserPnnlers . . 198-201

155 Canon. USA Printer (BubUe Jet) 406

152 Citcen Amenca Pnnter Pnnter 249

159 Computer Pehpherafs Inc Modem 223

363 Eastman Kodak (Copy Products) Pnnters 380-381

341 Eotron Corporation PnniervPfolters 101

Epson EPL-6000 Laserpnnler 336-337

319 Five Star Computers FfveStar386s 125

132
491

305

325
325
325

325
280
137

335
507

235
136

213

259
470
290
196

162
135
321

Fodis Info Systems
Hewtett PackarO-Penpheral Gfoup
Hewtet! Packard-Peripheral Group
IBM Corp

IBMCorp
IQ Engineering

IQ En^neenng
IQ Engineenng

10 Engineenng

Lasergoinc

Lasergolnc

Newgen Systems

Ottice Automation Systems
Ohidata

Panasonic Computer Division

Pnnters Wus
QMS
Ricoh

Rose Electronics

Tektronix

Texas Instrunents

Toshiba 01 America

Toshiba Of America

Toshiba Of Amenca

Pnnters

QMS-PS 610-820

Laser Pnnters

M^ler Link .

Primers ,

Impact Pnnters

Pnnter

Pnmer
Pnnter

PMHTER RIBBONS
Nahonal Computer Ribbons

RRINTBR ACCSSSORIES
477 Apphed Creative Technology. Inc

BuHaio Products

The Systemiaer nus
328 Buffalo SL Sharng Device

899 earner Current Penpheral Shanng
Mooem159 Computer Penpherals Inc

522 Digital Products Pnnter Shanng DevKe

288 Fifth Generation Logical Connection

:125 10 Engineenng Super Cartridge 2

325 10 Engineenng Super Cartridge 2VVPm IQ Engineenng Super Cartndw 1 . .

32b
290

10 Enaneenng
Rosetlecironics

Super Cartridge 1 Enhanced
M^tefSwitch .

290 Rose Electronics MasterLink

343 Software Directions Prifit-O. Version 4 0 .

BtSPLAYS^ONITORSTERMIMALS
127 Magnavox
153 NEC Home Electronics Inc

122 Panasonic Computer Division

150 Samsung Electronic Devices

208 Tatung

VGA Displays

.

Monitors

Monitor .

Monitor

Monitor

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
496 Banner Blue

371 Corel Systems

729 Corel Systems
* Lotus
‘ Micrpgrafx

362 OCR Systems

PLOTTERS/CMARTIMO DEVICES
159
117
126

297

Computer Penpherals Inc

Houston Instruments

Pacific Data Products. Inc.

Pacific Data Products. Inc

Pacific D^ Products. Inc

Pacdic Data Products. Inc

ModOT
Jet Pro ‘Printer Plotter

HPGLCartndge
HPGLCartndge
HPGLCartndge
HPGLCartndge

VIDEOGRAPHICS«OARDS

LOCAt AREA METWORKIMQ

Family Tree Maker
.

.

Draw
Design

Manuscnpt
Graph Phis

Optical Recognition Software

DeskJet 296-297

112-113

112-113

Super Cartridge 1

Super Cartridge 1 Enhanced

112-113

112-113

. . 4

178

Printers 102-103

477 Applied Creative Tecfmolooy. Me. The Systemittf Plus 26

328 Buffalo Products Buffalo SL Shanng Oevioe . 214

899 Garner Current Peripheral Sharing 512

1

278 Crosstak Communications Crosslak 39

1
146 Gateway Communicabons LAN Product 189

1

149 Newbnoge Networks. Inc Networks 420
' 290 FloseEle^onics Master Switch 148

1
290 Rose Electronics MasterNet 148

: 156 Samsimg Information Systems LAN Fife Servers 292-293

1 230 USS^ MamLAN 359

MICR04IAINFRAIIIE LINKS
146 Gateway Communcabons LAN Product 189

MODEMS
231 Touchbase Systems World Port Senes Modems 28

1 367 Universal Data Systems Modems 452

204

5
366-367

148

356
304-305

196
310-311

324

26
214

, 512
223

300-301

151

112-113

112-113

112-113

112-113

148

148

85

PORTABLE/LAPCOMPUTERS
159 Computer Penpherals Inc
' laptops Plus

285 NEC fkime Electronics Inc

383 PoqetComputer

110 Sharp Electionics Corp

Modem
Laptops

Laptops (286)

PoqetComputer
Laptop .

223
457

333
76-77

436

CD«OM
523-261 Compad Oeh Products CO-ROM 49

CHIPS/PROCESSORS
* Intel Corporation Ctups^Systems 349

512 Intel Corporation Chips/Systems 351

50

C2-4.1

62
191

47

149
373

382
170-171

66
161

223
14

540 ATI Technologies Inc VGA Wonder 219

COMMUNICATIONSSOFTWARE
212 Central Point Software PC Toots Deluxe 5 5 6061
2/8 Crosstalk Communcabons Crosstak 39

504 Datastorm Technologies Inc ProcommPlus 158

731 Mcrocom Software CarbonCopy 82

2911 Rose Electronics Master Net 148

223 Traveling Software Lap Link III 335

/3b Triton Technologies CoSession 315

EMULATORS/PROTOCOLCONVERTERS
159
126

297

Computer Penpherals Inc

Pacific Data Products. Inc.

Paofic Data Products. Inc

Pacific Data Products. Inc

Pacific Data Products. Inc

Modem
HPGLCartndge
HPGLCartndge
HPGLCartndge
HPGL^rtndge

303 -308 PC Brand

309 304 PC Brand

310311 PCBrand
* PC Connection

PC Designs PCD Inc

PC Network

RP Systems
Shamrock

535

295

Mail Order

Maa Order

Mailorder

Mail Order

Mailorder

Mailorder

Mail Order

Mail Order

246
109

352

344

295
184

349

139

Arlington Computer Products

Bull Dog Computer Products

Business To Business

Compu Add
Com^Add
Computer Direct

Computer Discount Waiehouse
Fastmicro

Hard Drives imemabonai

Jameco Electronics

Laptops Phis

Micro Prose

Midwest Computer Works
Moore Business Forms
Moore Business Forms

National Computer Ribbons

RP Systems

Shamrock
S&W Computers

VNS Amenca Corp

Mwl Order

Mailorder

MaiiOr^
Mail Ordei

Mailorder

Mail Order

Mailorder

Mail Order

Marl Order

Mail Order

Mail Order

Mai Order

Mail Ordei

Mail Order

Mail Order

MaiiOr^
Ma> Order

Mailorder

Mailorder

Mail Order

223
.121

135
147

157

MULTIUSER SYSTEMS
290 Rose Electronics Master Unk 148

DISKETTES
MaxeltCorp OfAmenca Disketles 81

745 Sony Corp Of Amenca (MN Div) Diskettes 224

POWER PROTECTION
144 Emerson Electric Co UPS 449
473 PC Power And Cooling PowerSuppfy 114

PC ACCESSORIES
Curbs Manutadunng Accessories 111

TRAINING/SEMINARS
382 IrrtoCorp Conference 319

MAILORDER
485 Acma Computers. Inc Acma Computers 40-41

336 Artington Computer Products Mailorders 462-463

481 Bull Cog Computer Produds Mailorder 479

355 Business ToBusxtess Mailorder 455
Compu ADO Compuiers'Accessones 458-461

246 Computer Dired ktaii Orderlaptops-Compatibfes 472-473

109 Computer Discount Warehouse Mailorder . 477

183 Computer Mail Order (CMO) Access Microsystems 375-377

347 Dusbn Discount Software Mail Order 78

352 FastMicro Mail Order 466-467

Hard Drives International Disk Drives 478

346 Jameco Electronics Mail Order 475

Laptops Phis Mailorder 457

225 Micro Warehouse Mail Order 165-166

489 Midwest Computer Works Mailorder 468
206-207
208-209

210-211

274-279

90
346-347

. 456
464

349
123^
268
139
171

388

S&W Computers
Teieman
Tussey Computer Produds
VNS Amenca Corp

Warehouse Data Products

Zeos International

Mailorder

Mail Order

Mail Order

Mail Order

Mari Order

Z-Card

474
86-89

22-25

465
228-229

262

ON LINE DATABASE
266 CompuServe Information Service On Line Service 433
497 PC Magnet On Line Database 508
277 Prodigy Services. Co On Lme Service 516-517

ORQANIZATIONS«ERVICES
114 Kelly Temporaiy Services Temp Services 447

MISCELLANEOUS
Moore Business Forms CatNog . 469-471

DIRECT MARKETING CONNECTION
462-463

479
455

456461
459-460

472
477

466-467

478
475
457
476

. 468
469-470
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SHOWCASE
MONITOR & CONTROL THE W0RL0...FR0M YOUR PC

New SOLUS™ Personal Control Computer™ lets you monitor

and datalog 'ynsX. about any condition (temp, humidity. How
etc.). Then, based on monitored conditions, SOLUS can control

a variety of. electrical devices. You can create powerful applica-

tions. Quickly. Inexpensively. Easily. With no prior program-

ming experience. SOLUS' monitor and control software is

graphical, flexible and easy to use. Only $893 (hardware only).

SOLUS SYSTEMS, Inc. To Order: (800) 247-5712
4(X)0 Kruse Way Place, 2-285, Lake Oswego. OR 97035

(503) 635-3966 • FAX: (503) 635-3004

CnCLE S98 ON READER SERVICE CARO

SOYO-386 SPECIAUZATION IS THE KEY
CRN says: “Soyo's newest product is a 386 motherboard with

selectable 20MHz and 25MHz sp^ and from 2Mb to I6Mb
ofRAM on board. It's most unique feature is a 32K cache

memory, making it one of the fastest units available. Research

has already started on 486-based machines so that Soyo can

maintain its technological lead.” Dealer inquiries are welcome.

***See us at Comdex Booth #R8512.***

SOYO U.SA, Inc.

148-h 8th Ave. .
City of Industry, CA 91746

Tel: (818) 330-ni2 • FAX: (81IQ 968-4161

CIRCLE 900 ON READER SERVICE CARO

PRINTER SHARING, NO CABL£S...N0 KIDDING!

Carrier Current Tfechnologies, Inc. now provides the ideal

solution to today's continually changing office environment—
CarrierNET. This exparxlable “cableless" system utilizes a

building's existing electrical wiring to transfer data. CarrierNET
eliminates the costly and troublesome cabling required of

other printer sharing systems and can also be upgraded for

file transfer and E-Mail. Only $199.00 per PC. 30 day MBG.

Carrier Current Technologies, Inc. 800-222-0377
9600-J Southern Pine Blvd.. Charlotte. NC 28217

(704) 529-6550 • FAX: (704) 523-7651

CinClE 899 ON READER SERVICE CARO

SHOWCASE ADVERTISING INFORMATION
PC Magazine's SHOWCASE is the new four-color advertising

section devoted to promoting single products to the PC market’s

most powerful buyers in an exciting, strategically located format.

All you have to do is send us a four-color transparency of your

product with up to 60 words of copy. PC Magazine will produce

your full color. '4 page horizontal ad and list your product on our

reader response card at no additional cost to you. ^nd your copy

and transparency to Robert Clark at 1 Park Avenue, 3rd Floor,

New York. NY 10016.

The price is $6,675 per insertion (three insertion minimum)
and frequency discounts are available.

Call 1-800-SHOWX. 1-800-825-4ADS or 212-503-5115 now
to discover the full advantages of PC Magazine's SHOWCASE.

Ad closings: October 30—January 16 Issue

November 17—January 30 Issue

December I—February 13 Issue

December 13—February 27 Issue

January 2—March 13 Issue
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After Hours
Productsfor the Leisure Side of Personal Computing

Bill Paying Without Tears:
CheckFree Dispenses
With the Paperwork

PERSONAL FINANCE

by Mitt Jones

PC-based electronic banking is

a very attractive concept. Aside

from its obvious conveniences

—

no lines, no tellers, no paper checks

to forget to mail—it has the ring

of poetic justice. After untold

decades of dealing with banks

on their terms, we finally get to

push the buttons ourselves. Alas,

with a handful of exceptions,

banks brave enough to take a

chance on such a service have

found that their depositors atone

can't support such a volume-

dependent venture.

Enter CheckFree Corp. and

its national CheckFree bill-pay-

ing service. No matter where you

bank. CheckFree lets you pay

your bills by PC and modem,
drawing funds electronically from

your existing checking orNOW
account. Because CheckFree uses

the same electronic transfer sys-

tem used by banks and the Fed-

eral Reserve, your bank has no

choice but to support the service,

unless it cares to violate federal

banking regulations.

The primary drawback of

CheckFree. at least when com-
pared with on-line services of-

fered by banks, is its lack of full

access to your accounts. While

CheckFree can draw funds elec-

tronically horn your bank, it cannot

electronic banking by virtue of

its on-line nature. CheckFree

operates more like standalone

check-writing programs such as

[ntuit's Quicken. Just as Quicken

turns your iastnicticms into iminted

checks. CheckFree turns them

into electronic payment requests.

Getting up and running with

CheckFree is surprisingly easy

and hassle-free. The first thing

you’ll need is the $49.95 startup

kit. which you order directly from

This CheckFree screen accepts input for new payees.

Once the information is entered, the payee is added to

a merchant list for later selection.

fetch your current balance or help

you transfer money from one

account to another.

In fact, though related to

the company or through Com-
puServe (type GO CR with a

30-day money-back trial period.

In addition to Servisware soft-

CheckFree Access Available Through Third-Party Software

by Mitt Jones
While CheckFree Coip. offers

its own competent software as

an interface to its national bill-

paying service, it lias also opened

the service to other persona!

finance packages.

Inluit's Quicken 3.0 is the

first third-party program to sup-

ptm the service, though its sup-

port is less seamless than one

would have hoped. You must

still maintain CheckFree's Ser-

vi.sware and use it to access ihc

CheckFree payment center.

Quicken then allows y(Hi to update

the Quicken check register to

add the new transactions. Cur-

rent copies of Quicken contain a

Quicken registration form that

lets you purchase the CheckFree

software for only $9.

Andrew Tobias's Check-

Write Plus and Manaf^ing Your

.Money will iilso otfcT CheckFree

supptm. though neither had

added it by the lime tif this

w riting. Unlike Quicken, both

pnignuiis w ill directly aixl seam-

lessly support the CheckFree

service without need for addi-

tional softw ;ire or ans' CheckFree

sign-up fee. Scrs ice charges

run $9 per month for 20 trans-

actions and $3 extra per addi-

tional 10 transactions.

PERSONAL
RNANCE
CheckFree brings

bill paying

Into the 1990s.

VIDEO
VCR Companion
spices up
home videos.

GAMES
The Colony:

trapped in space.

ware, the kit contains a registra-

tion form, which asks for infor-

mation such as your social secu-

rity number, bank name, and

account number.

Within a couple of weeks after

mailing out your regustiation. you'll

get back a CheckFree account

number and your local CheckFree

access number. CheckFree Corp.

handles the hassle of notifying

your bank and billers that you’ll

be using the system.

For each “merchant" you'll

be paying with CheckFree, you

enter such information as name,

address, phone number, and. if

applicable, account number into

the program. While CheckFree

makes actual electronic fund

transfers only to institutions that

accept such payments, it sends a

laser check to those that don't,

including your landlc^d or Great-

Aunt Bessie. Either way. the

payment shows up on your bank

statement, complete with amount

and merchant name, so you’ll

have a paper record of all trans-

actions.

You begin the payment proc-

ess by picking a merchant from

the merchant llsL A semblance of

a paper check appears on-screen,

with blanks for payment date,

amount, and memo. When you're

ready to send the payments, you

simply choose the appropriate

CONTINUES
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One of the joys of electronic bill paying Is the ability to

schedule recurring payments at many different intervals.

After Hours

CheckFree
CONTINUED

option from the Sen'isware menu.

After prompting you for veri-

fication. the software automati-

cally dials the payment center

and tran.smits the payment infor-

mation in encoded form. Upon
completion of the transmission.

Sen'isware automatically adds

the payments to your check reg-

ister. where you can also manu-

ally enter dep^its, ncHi-CheckP^

payments, and other tran.sactions.

Many of the advantages of

CheckFree are boons of elec-

tronic banking itself. For instance,

you can schedule fixed, recur-

ring payments with the press ofa

few keys. Until told otherwise,

CheckFree will pay the amount

at the interval you specified,

without your lifting a finger.

You can also schedule un-

fixed payments well in advance,

a real advantage ifyou don’t like

bills sitting around but also don't

want your money working for

someone el.se while it could be

working for you. CheckFree makes

its money from service charges,

not by floating your money, so

the $200 you’ve instructed the

service to pay XYZ Credit Card

on December 1 won’t be with-

drawn from your account until

the electronic payment or la.ser

check is posted, usually on

December I but never before

then. CheckFree service charges

are $9 per month for up to 20

transactions plus S3 per each 10

additional transactions.

Of course, when dealing with

your precious checking account,

security ranks as an important

concern. While no on-line ser-

vice can claim absolute protec-

tion against high-tech bandits.

CheckFree seems to be reasona-

bly secure.

TTiat’s true in part because

you work out your payments

with the software off-line, and

then the program automatically

sends the instructions to the

payment center. This allows access

to the payment center to be lightly

patrolled. According to CheckFree

Corp., the center looks for spe-

cific information in your

CheckFree files each time you

logon, including but not limited

to your account number.

In addition, because CheckFree

routes payment requests through

the Federal Reserve, chances are

slim that a crime-minded tech-

nophile could do much with your

account without getting nabbed.

even if he managed to break

through CheckFree Corp.’s se-

curity system.

Alas, nothing in this world is

quite perfect, and CheckFree is

no exception. While the service

itself seems well conceived and

well run. the Servisware .soft-

ware is rather outdated and lim-

ited, stressing ease of learning

rather than versatility, speed, and

convenience.

The full-page check register

is functional and fairly easy to

use, but you'll find no conve-

nient way to browse through your

past tran.sactions. While the soft-

ware includes such niceties as

Lotus 1-2-3 file export and sev-

eral types of financial reports, it

doesn’t include a register/trans-

action backup function—a ne-

cessity for a program such as

this. It’s easy enough to add the

necessary commands in a batch

file, but you won’t even find a

mention of how to do this in the

Sen'isware manual.

Other shortcomings: the pro-

gram limits you to one budget

category per payment, one pay-

ment per merchant per transmis-

sion, and one checking or NOW
account per Sen'isware installa-

tion.

In all fairness, if your needs

are simple, you’ll find the soft-

ware only mildly annoying, and

CheckFree Corp. has promised

to solve most of the problems in

upcoming releases. In the mean-
time, if you like the idea of the

CheckFree service but dem’t want

the limitations of its Sen'isware
software, you're in luck: several

personal finance packages now
offer interfaces to the CheckFree

bill-payment system (see the

sidebar on the previous page).

The bottom line? Despite its

few limiiaiiorLs, CheckFree makes

bill paying a quick, painless task

rather than a monthly ritual to be

dreaded. If you’re weaiy of search-

ing your desk drawers for one

last stamp or trying to recall the

amount of mystery check 547,

CheckFree may be just what you

need.

List Price: CheckFree startup

kit. $49.95; startup kit plus

Hayes Personal modem 1200.

$146.95: usage fees: $9 per

month for first 20 transactions,

$3 per additional 10 transac-

tions or any portion thereof.

Requires: 256K RAM, DOS 2.1

or later, Hayes-compatible

modem. CheckFree Corp.. P.O.

Box 897, Columbus. OH 43272-

4320; (800) 882-5280.

CIRCLE 644 ON READER SERVICe CARD

CheckFree's software can keep track of payments not

made through the service; you can choose from a list of

expense categories.

CheckFree: One Reviewer’s f:xperience

by Mitt Jones

To give CheckFree a thorough

lest, a certain brave reviewer

linked the service to his check-

ing account In early 1 989.

After six months of real-

life use. 1 can report no catas-

trophes or even major incon-

veniences. The only problem I

experienced involved one pay-

inenl a nicrcham received bul

failed to post on my account.

After 1 called CheckFree Corp.

to notify it of the mistake, it

solved the problem without

further involvement on my part

and then notified me of the

outcome. CheckFree Corp. ha.s

been liandling commereial elec-

tronic payments for compa-
nies such as CompuServe for

years, and its experience and

pn>fessi(^nalisni showed in all

aspects of my dealings with it.
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The littleyellowboxbringsyou
hundreds offeatures forjust$9^5 a month.

Who says good help is hard to find?

The PRODIGY® Service Start-up Kit

is your key to a world of heipfui services

at a price that won’t eat you out of

house and home.

After you purchase your Start-up Kit,

all it takes is a flat $9.95 a month, with

no on-line charges, to bring you and

your family hundreds of features? Now,

shopping is easy, banking is a breeze,

plus you can get the latest news, send

messages, book your own flight, play

games that are fun and educational,

and that’s just the beginning.

Up to six family members can choose

their own personal password and then

customize the PRODIGY service to fit

the way they want to use it. Weather

forecasts, member clubs, stock quotes,

plus the features you like are all waiting

for you.

The PRODIGY Service Start-up Kit

comes complete with everything you

need to get on-line easily. There is also

a Start-up Kit with aHayes** Personal

Modem 2400 at a great price.

Tb find out where to get your Start-up

Kit, just call 1-800-822-W22, ext. 595.

Once you’re on-line, you’ll find that

good help is not only easy to find, it’s

affordable.

Finally,What The PC Was Invented Fonr
Call 1-800-822-6922, ext. 595 ,

for a dealer near you. Availabie for IBM* compatible

and Macintosh* computen.

*n( PIODtCT wmaHivaiMIfia wlKtidctlinChroa(lii local phoaroa AddmoMlferippto) (ortonkint PtOtMCT b i iT||tiinnl irmcc nvt ind tradnurt o( PnNbgf SmicnlsapiiB Ha«nBat((iHrrvdindnuika(llimHictaeaqiuirrftalucn. Ik

BMmrtpnmdindnitftaflBMOMpomion M«aniialiBinguirr(dtndnairko<«ppleCaa|iuirr.lAc
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Broderbund*8 VCR Conrpan/onoffers a variety of visual

special effects to perk up your home video productions.

After Hours

VCR Companion
Adds Effects
To Home
Video Tapes

VIDEO
by Don TVivette

If you are one of the six million

Americans with a camcorder, you

may welcome Broderbund's VCR
Companion as an inexpensive

way to add a (ouch of class to

your videos.

Using VCR Companion's

design elements, you can create

animation and titles for every-

thing from weddings to back-

yard slapstick. The elements

include b^kgrounds (for example,

cake, calendar, clapboard), trar-

by Don Trivette

At the dawn of persona) com-

puting. IBM created a color

graphics standard kncnvn asCGA
that was. even then, primitive

in both detail and color. Only
two preset colors, along with

black and white, can be dis-

played in CGA's graphics mode.

Perhaps its one virtue is that

it's compatible with television;

almost all CGA cards have a

composite video output (hat can

be connected to a TV or VCR.
As graphics became more

important. IBM introduced the

EGA and more recently the

VGA graphics standards. Both

ofthese have higher resolution

and the capability to display

many colors at once. But nei-

ther EGA norVGA is compat-

ible with the television/VCR

standard called NTSC.
In order to put EGAA^GA

computer graphics on a vid-

eotape (or view them on a tele-

vision set), you need hardware

to convert them to an NTSC
signal. Several companies, in-

cluding Progres.sive Image Tech-

nology in Folsom. California.

Avocado Computer of Yorba

Linda. California, Communi-

ders (columns, lace, rainbow),

patterns (brick, confetti, zigzag),

fonts (deco, neon, slime), and

icons (flame, cops, robot), which

can be put together in a script

cations Specialties in Haup-

pauge. New York, and RGB
Technology In Berkeley. Cali-

fornia, sell converter boxes to

do just that—for a price.

The high cost of converter

boxes is because of both the

relatively small market and the

complex circuitry that reduces

the resolution of the EGA/VGA
output without distorting its

content.

Avocado Computer sells the

ART-1 videoboard, which is

an NTSC encoder designed to

work only with EGA systems.

The half-size card takes its input

from your EGA board via a

short Jumper cable and out-

puts to an EGA monitor and

VCR or television. At an af-

fordable $250, it has no over-

lay feature or other frills.

Progressive Image Tech-

nology is readying a VGA board

called VideoA'GA for intro-

duction in the fall of 1989; it

will have one output for a VGA
monitor and another output for

an NTSC video signal. The
board will also have a video

input jack so that you can overlay

images. Video/VGA will cost

about $1,000.

that would make MOM jealous.

Once the .script is complete,

you connect your VCR (Bela or

VHS) to your computer, push a

few buttons, and a boring vaca-

tion travelog becomes. . . well,

a beautifully titled, boring trav-

elog. (Companion can’t work

miracles.)

Titles and animation are cre-

ated using poim-and-shoot menus

accessed with either a mouse,

a joystick, or the cursor keys.

A special-effects menu lets you

join individual scenes by fades,

fizzles, iris in/out. spirals, wipes,

or checkers.

You don’t even have to fire

up the program to see the possi-

bilities: Broderbund includes a

full-color reference card show-

ing all the different fonts, bor-

ders. backgrounds, and icons.

The creative process is so intui-

tive that you probably wem't need

to read the 50-page manual until

you get ready to connect your

PC and VCR.
Connecting and operating the

computer and camcorder are

detailed in the manual, but EGA
and VGA users are out of luck;

only the old Color Graphics

Adapter has the composite video

connection that VCR Company
ion requires. EGA and VGA users

may want to use a camcorder to

film the action directly off the

computer .screen, but the results

are amateurish. And speaking of

results. CGA colors and resolu-

tion leave (as always) a lot to be

desired (see sidebar).

Limited Graphics

With only 120 graphics elements,

VCR Companion's library is

considerably smaller than Home
Video Producer, another VCR
titling program, although Bro-

derbund does sell a supplemen-

tary graphics disk. In addition.

Companion's ictwis are of a fixed

size and are limited to three loca-

tions on the screen—lop. middle,

and bottom.

If you aren't into making a

video connection, you can use

VCR Companion to make ani-

mated greeting cards. Put a card

on a floppy disk and the recipi-

ent can then play iL without .‘^^ecial

software, on his or her own
computer.

For example, the script of a

video birthday card for a basket-

ball player might open with the

text “Happy Birthday.” fade into

CONTINUES

How to Convince Your TV to Display

EGA and VGA Images

Using VCR Companion's art elements, you can develop

eye-catching title screens to save or transfer to video.
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After Hours

VCR COMPANION
CONTINUED

a picture of a cake over which

w^ks a pair of sneakers, and

then scroll into a party scene

with balloons.

If you have a CGA card and

will settle for the relatively low

resolution. VCR Companion can

really dress up your home video

projects. And PC-based greet-

ing cards will certainly impress

your PC-equi[^)ed corrcspoixlenLs.

But even ifyou never title a movie

or send a video card, you can

spend many pleasant hours cre-

ating filmstrips: indeed. VCR
Companion is really a drawing

program for those of us who can't

draw.

List Price: VCR Companion.

$54.95. Requires: 256K. DOS
2.0 or later. Composite video

output required for connection to

a VCR. Broderbund Software

Inc., 17 Paul Dr, San Rafael, CA
94903: (800) 521-6263.
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The Colony:
An Old Story
Perked Up by
Hot Graphics

VIDEO

by Barry Brenesal

Just as you expected, life isn't

easy for a Regional Space Marshall.

Especially in Mindscape's The

Colony. You've got to deal with

the problems of policing the

Outpost Segment. 711^ are natural

disasters, pirates, and occasion-

ally nonhumanoid races that don't

like bipeds without feathers.

Ju.st now (wouldn't you know

it) that last possibility has arisen.

A group of settlers In Delta 5-5

has been invaded and destroyed

by mysterious alien beings, whose

aggressive instincts and inexpli-

cably homicidal behavior most

closely parallel those of certain

TV personalities.

It would seem easier Just to

quietly ignore this strange race

and take up something more

profitable, like real estate sales.

However, they have cryogeni-

cally frozen a small group of

Colony children, presumably for

later study, or perhaps for be-

tween-meal snacking. And to make

matters worse, the crash onto

Delta 5-5 has destroyed your

reactor core.

That's pretty much the start-

ing point of The Colony. The
plot line isn't anything new. Take

away the visuals, and the game
might be an early Infocom text

adventure. There are mazes to

navigate, clues to find, and puzzles

to figure out. Even the run-ins

with alien na.sties aren't terribly

far removed from the traditional

Infocom monsters in Zork.

Mindscape has deliberately

made its product as “unfriendly”

as possible, in an effort to en-

hance this sense ofan unfamiliar

universe. Beyond the basic key-

board commands (movement,

view, and so on) and a few facts

about the ship, little is revealed.

What sets The Colony apart

from most games is its innova-

tive graphics. The shape of an

object visibly changes with the

angle of perspective. Although

program speed and size limita-

tions force the use of simple wire-

frame outlines, there remains an

unusually realistic feel to the alien

landscape, and an almost pal-

pable presence to the encoun-

ters.

The Colony was originally

written for the Mac. and its ex-

tensive use of graphics makes

heavy demands on your system.

If you're using anything slower

than a 286. consider switching

from a color monitor to mono-

chrome. You might also add a

TSR like THEFAST or ZENO
(both available as shareware) to

speed up screen writes.

In sum. The Colony isn't an

overwhelmingly original game,

but it is good fun. and the graphi-

cal interface is addictive. Hope-

fully it is a harbinger of further

developments from Mindscape

along similar lines.

List Price: The Colony, $49.95.

Requires: 640K RAM, graphics

card, hard disk. DOS 2.1 or

later. Mindscape Inc., 3444

Dundee Rd., Northbrook, IL

60062: (312) 480-7667.
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Abort. Retry. Fail?
The Lighter Side of Personid Computing

SOFTWARE

<mjGE

The world has been slow
to warm to OS/2, and now OS/3 comes along

in this Quarterdeck Office Systems postcard ad.

Next Month: DTP Guru John Brainerd
From Fred Abatemarco's Editor's Note introducing "The Power
Brokers.

"

Personal Computing’s July 1989 cover story:

"You'll meet dozens of other interesting people in The Power
Brokers.' many for the first time, and a number who are well-known

figures. Two who deserve special attention are Steve Jobs of NeXT
and Paul Warnock of Adobe Systems. . .

.

"Warnock's PostScript, says Editor at Large Michael Antonoff. ‘is

the graphics language that revolutionized printing technology.' And
that’s just the start of things for Adobe Systems’ president and CEO.
the man we call the hottest star in Silicon Valley."

Most people call the hottest star in Silicon Valley John Warnock.

PC Magazinegtves you $50 and a PC Magazine!-stwrx il we use your submisston in Abort,

Retry. FaiP Warning. Don’t write on the onginal if it might be repnnted: mark up a photocopy
or use a Po$t-it In case of duplicate enln^. the neatest entry wins. Winners this issue. Jim
Seymour (Paul Warnock), Clint Laing (Excel Road). Arthur Kuehne (3,000 volts). Mtchele

Brenner (OSO). Larry E. Lanska (floppy disk ar^ice), Brian Fergusson (laptop minicomputers).

John B Bonitas (viruses).

Amazing Facts I

From "How to Maintain Floppy Disks.

"

Information Center. August 1989:

"Never group two or more iJisks together.

Othenwise. ‘imprinting’ may occur, as
information stored on one may cause
an impression on the others."

Amazing Facts II

"Laptop computers first appeared in

the early 1980s and have become
increasingly popular with consumers.

J Also known as ‘mini-computers' or

portables.' laptops perform most of

the functions of the larger, personal

computers. ..."

—Regina (Saskatchewan) Leader-Post.

Aprils. 1989

Also Handy for Arc Welding
|

Road crossing on Highway 24,

Pottawatomie County, Kansas.

’^ESQview 2.2 and DESQview 386
Give your PC the benefits of OS/3 today

' Even better performance —the best of any multitasking

windowing «ivirMim«it

g
• Lower memory requirements (9K overhead is typical)

I • V\brks with more hardware and software than any otfw

IV mulitasidng windowing environment

I ^Now wu can run Lotus ^ alonpide

I . 'ur other appiications!

I YES! I'm interested in inaeased

“The VIP E.xecullve Scries (unimerruplible power supply isj prccision-

manufjcturcd by a power leader—ITT. Three powert'ul. high-quality units

provide 4(X). 8(K) or as much as 3JX)() volts of AC true, on-line power."

-MISCO Data Coniniunicalions catalog

Amazing Facts III

“Computer viruses are pieces of

computer code that move from ma-
chine to machine, often reproducing

themselves and sometimes making
computers sick."

—Everett (Wash.) Herald,

March 14. 1989
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Technically speaking, the Dell

System* 325 is one ot the most ad-

vanced 386’"computers available.

And, according to 1X3

Magazine, it's one of the most

advanced 386 computers they’ve

ever tested.

In benchmark after bench-

mark, the System 325 excelled in

a field of 386-hased 25 MHz
systems. A field that included

the Gimpaq" 386/25.

A show ofpniwess that earned

the System 325 PC Magazine’s

we’ve sold to date, each and

every one has been individually

configured to fit the needs of

its owner.

Tlie System 325 takes that

idea to its logical extreme.

R)r example, it nins either

MS-DOS? MS'iOS/2, or our own

Dell UNIX'System V Which

is compatible with AT&T’s

System V Interface l\-f inition.

And the whole world ofXENIX*

applications.

Ifspeed is of the essence, we

can include an optional Intel*

80387 orWElTEK3167 math

copn)ces.sor.

And since nothing about

this system is lightweight, the

standard mass storage is a 100

MB hard disk drive. Or we can

configure ir wirh a 40, 150 or

322 MB hard drive.

As you might expect, the

output is just as intense. You can

chixtse between ’y'CA Mono-

chtome with paper-white screen,

VGA Gilor Plus, or Super VGA

THE DEU386 SYSTEM 325
HASA 25 MHz CLOCK RATE,

CACHE MEMORYCONTROLLER,
IDEOR ESDI HARD DISK DRIVE,

PAGE MODE INTERLEAVED MEMORY
AND 100% COMPATIBILITYWITH

MS-DOS,OS/2AND UNIX SYSTEM V.

Editor’s Choice award.

It was a goal we set fiir our-

selves ftxtm the ver^’ beginning.

And an objective anyone with

a penchant for power and

perfonnance can appreciate.

A PERSONAL
COMPUTER

THAT'S REALLY
PERSONAL.

Of the more than 1 50,000

personal computers

for high resolution colors

di.splayed on a larger screen.

Even though the System

325 gives you all this perform-

ance, it still leaves you six

ttpen slots lor whatever else

you might want to add.

And once you’ve told

us what you want, we’ll make

sure what you want works

—by buming-in the entire

system unit.

.t t I I t T 1“ 1%jy I
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EDITOR’S
CHOICE

The new top'oEthe

Dell System325 is

flagship worth putt

Rir the full story, see inside hack cover.
Fennuin 14 . ]989
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